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MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Parallel Proceedings Policy 

FROM: Steven A. Herman ~~ 
Assistant Admini~~f'or 

TO: All Assistant Administrators 
All Regional Administrators 
All Regional Counsels 
General Counsel 

OFFICE OF 
ENFORCEMENT 

This is the Environmental Protection Agency's revised policy 
on initiating and maintaining parallel enforcement proceedings. 1 

Most statutes administered by EPA include both criminal and 
civil enforcement authorities, as well as information gathering 
and inspection provisions. The United States has multiple duties 
and goals in carrying out the mandates of federal environmental 
laws, which often can be achieved most effectively through use of 
several investigative and enforcement options. Thus, it is in 
the public interest that EPA retain maximum flexibility in the 
use of its options, consistent with all legal requirements. 

1The following policies are hereby superseded: 

Memo, Revised EPA Guidance for Parallel Proceedings, from 
Edward E. Reich, Acting Assistant Administrator, June 21, 1989; 

Guidelines on Investigative Procedures for Parallel 
Proceedings (attachment to 6/21/89 Memo), prepared by Paul R. 
Thomson, Jr., Deputy Assistant Administrator for Criminal 
Enforcement; 

Memo, Procedures for Requesting and Obtaining Approval of 
Parallel Proceedings, from Edward E. Reich, Acting Assistant 
Administrator for Enforcement, June 15, 1989; and 

Memo, Supplement to Parallel Proceedings Guidance and 
Procedures for Requesting and Obtaining Approval ·of Parallel 
Proceedings, from James M. Strock, Assistant Administrator for 
Enforcement, July 18, 1990. 

This policy applies in conjunction with other Agency 
guidances, where applicable, such as those on case screening, 
participation in grand jury investigations, and referrals. 
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As used in this policy, the term "proceedings" includes 
enforcement actions (both investigation and litigation stages) as 
well as use of information gathering and entry authorities. 
"Parallel" means simultaneous or successive civil, administrative 
and criminal proceedings, against the same or related parties, 
dealing with the same or related course of conduct. 

Principles 

1. It sometimes is necessary, appropriate, and a reasonable use 
of resources to bring a civil (administrative or judicial) 
enforcement action at the same time as an existing or potential 
criminal investigation or prosecution concerning the same or a 
related matter. When, in the course of considering appropriate 
enforcement options, EPA determines that injunctive relief is 
necessary to obtain compliance with the law or to impose remedial 
measures, the pendency of a criminal proceeding is not 
necessarily a sufficient reason to fail to seek appropriate 
relief. 2 

2. The government legitimately may seek civil penalties which 
are punitive (~, effect retribution or deterrence). On the 
other hand, punitive civil penalties may have implications under 
the Double Jeopardy Clause if they are assessed prior, or 
subsequent, to a criminal prosecution of the same person for the 
same violations. Although case law has established that civil 
penalties which are significant in amount can be assessed without 
implicating Double Jeopardy concerns, it is preferable to avoid 
the assessment of federal civil penalties against persons who are 
likely to be subject to subsequent federal criminal prosecution 
for the same violations. 

3. When an environmental criminal matter is investigated by a 
grand jury, and EPA personnel obtain access to grand jury 
information, EPA personnel must take care not to violate the 
secrecy obligation imposed by law, or to use grand jury 
information for improper purposes. Although the issue of grand 
jury secrecy can arise in any criminal case, extra care should be 
taken in the parallel proceedings context. 

2 rn some cases, it may be appropriate to delay initiation of 
a civil enforcement action, and/or to seek a remedial order as a 
condition of probation, or as a condition of the plea agreement, 
in.the criminal action. These decisions must be made on a case 
by case basis, taking into account the complications which 
inevitably arise in parallel proceedings (such as defense 
attempts to use civil discovery to gain information about a 
criminal investigation), as well as other case-specific 
considerations (such as the need to prevent persons from learning 
that they are targets of criminal investigation) and weighing 
them against the need for the civil action. 
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4. EPA's regulatory inspections (administrative searches) must 
be objectively reasonable, and properly limited within the scope 
of the authorizing statute and warrant. As in every situation, 
the government has a duty to. act in good faith, and must ensure 
that its use of administrative entry authorities is properly 
within the mandates of the Fourth Amendment. 

5. EPA's information-gathering authorities must be used in 
accordance with the authorizing statutory provisions. There is 
no general legal bar to using administrative mechanisms for 
purposes of investigating suspected criminal matters, unless 
otherwise specified in the authorizing statute. However, the 
government must not intentionally mislead a person as to the 
possibility of use in the criminal enforcement context of 
information provided in response to such requests, in such a way 
as to violate the Fifth Amendment Due Process Clause or the Self
Incrimination Privilege. 

Procedures 

1. The Regional counsel and the Special Agent in Charge of the 
criminal Investigation Division must concur in the initiation (or 
continuance) of a civil enforcement proceeding (administrative or 
judicial), when a criminal proceeding is pending or contemplated 
as to the same or a related matter. 3 During the pendency of any 
such civil action, the Regional Counsel and the SAC should 
consult on a continuing basis, in order to avoid undue 
duplication of effort and interference by one action with the 
other.• As with other aspects of the case screening process, 
the regions (and HQ offices, where applicable) have flexibility 
in designing specific procedures to implement these requirements, 
and issues may be brought to the attention of the Assistant 
Administrator where agreement cannot be reached. 

3 If the civil enforcement action contemplated is a judicial 
(rather than an administrative) one, Agency referral policy 
continues to require that the request for referral of a parallel 
proceeding to the Department of Justice be routed through EPA-HQ, 
for Assistant Administrator approval. In other words, the 
"direct referral" policy does not apply to parallel proceedings. 
Note also that DOJ policy affects the Agency's ability to pursue 
a civil judicial action that is related to a pending criminal 
investigation. · 

•when an EPA Headquarters off ice has the lead in an 
enforcement matter, both the Enforcement Counsel who has the 
civil case, and the Director of the Office of Criminal 
Enforcement (or delegate), must concur in the civil action. 
These persons should consult on a continuing basis. 
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2. When a parallel civil action is brought, a claim for civil 
penalties may be filed, as necessary, to avoid claim-splitting or 
statute-of-limitation problems. Normally, however, a civil 
penalty claim should be stayed (not assessed or collected) as to 
a person who is a target of criminal investigation, until the 
criminal proceeding is concluded as to that person. 

3. In the parallel proceedings context, open communication 
should be maintained between EPA personnel assigned to the civil
enforcement or information-gathering matter and those assigned to 
the criminal case, in a manner consistent with the legitimate 
confidentiality and grand jury secrecy needs of the criminal 
enforcement program. 5 However, information relating to matters 
occurring before a grand jury should not be revealed without 
prior consultation with the attorney for the government (usually 
a Department of Justice attorney). 

4. Prior to any use of EPA's statutory information-gathering or 
entry authorities to gather evidence of suspected criminal 
activity, the Regional Counsel (or the OCE Assistant Director for 
Legal Affairs, for HQ cases) should be consulted, to ensure that 
constitutional requirements are met. 

Reservation of Rights 

This policy provides internal Environmental Protection 
Agency guidance. It is not intended to, and does not, create any 
rights or privileges, substantive or procedural, which are 
enforceable by any party. No limitations are hereby placed on 
otherwise lawful prerogatives of the Environmental Protection 
Agency. 

cc: All Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance Personnel 

5 Note that it is good professional practice for enforcement 
personnel to carefully document the sources of information 
received and the persons with whom information is shared, whether 
there is a parallel proceeding or not. 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

· WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

. January 12, 1994 

CP.2-1 

OFFICE OF 
ENFORCEMENT 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

TO: 

The Exercise of Investigative Discretion 

Earl E. Devaney, Director () (') t2 ~ . 
Office of Criminal Enforcement U~ C-. ·\__)JUJn ~ 

All EPA Employees Working in or in Support of the Criminal ~ 
Enforcement Program 

I. Introduction 

As EP A's criminal enforcement program enters its second decade and 
embarks on a period of unprecedented growth, this guidance establishes the 
principles that will guide the exercise of investigative discretion by EPA Special 
Agents. This guidance combines articulations of Congressional intent underlying 
the environmental criminal provisions with the Office of Criminal Enforcement's 
(OCE) experience operating under EP A's existing criminal case-screening 
criteria.1 · · 

In an effort to maximize our limited criminal resources, this guidance sets 
out the specific factors that distinguish cases meriting criminal investigation from 
those more appropriately pursued under administrative or civil judicial 
authorities.2 

1 This guidance incorporates by reference the policy document entitled Regional Enforcement 
Management: Enhanced Regional Case Screening (December 3, 1990). 

2 This memorandum is intended only as internal guidance to EPA It is not intended to, does not, 
and may not be relied upon to, create a right or benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by a 
party to litigation with the United Stat~. nor does this guidance in any way limit the laWful enforcement 
prerogatives, including administrative or civil enforcement actions, of the Depanment of Justice and the 
Environmental Protection Agency. 



Indeed, the Office of Criminal Enforcement has an obligation to the 
American public, to our colleagues throughout EPA, the regulated community, 
Congress, and the media to instill confidence that EP A's criminal program has 
the proper mechanisms in place to ensure the discriminate use of the powerful law 
enforcement authority entrusted to us. 

Il. Legislative Intent Regarding Case Selection 

The crjminal provisions of the environmental laws are the most powerful 
enforcement tools available to EPA Congressional intent underlying the . 
environmental criminal proviSions is unequivocal: criminal enforcement authority 
should target the most significant and egregious violators. 

The Pollution Prosecution Act of 1990 recognized the importance of a 
strong national environmental criminal enforcement program and man.dates 
additional resources necessary for the criminal program to fulfill its statutory 
mission. The sponsors of the Act reeognized that EPA had long been in the 
posture of reacting to serious violations only after harm was done, primarily due 
to limited resources. Senator Joseph I. Lieberman (Conn.), one of the co
sponsors of the Act, explaine~ that as a result of limited resources, " •.. few cases 
are the product of reasoned or targeted focus on suspected wrongdoing." He also 
expressed his hope that with the Act's provision of additional Special Agents, " ... 
EPA woul? be able to bring cases that would have greater deterrent value than 
those currently being brought." 

Further illustrative of Congressional intent that the most serious of 
violations should be addressed by criminal enforcement authority is the legislative 
history concerning the enhanced criminal provisions of RCRA: 

[The criminal provisions were] intended to prevent abuses of the permit 
system by those who obtain and then knowingly disregard them. It [RCRA 
sec. 3008(d)] is not aimed at punishing minor or technical variations from 
permit regulations or conditions if the facility operator is acting responsibly. 
The Department of Justi~ has exercised its prosecutorial discretion 
responsibly under similar provisions in other statutes and the conferees 
assume that, in light of the upgrading of the penalties from misdemeanor to 
felony, similar care will be used in deciding when a particular permit 
violation may warrant criminal prosecution under this Act. H.R. Conf. 
Rep. No. 1444, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 37, reprinted in 1980 U.S. Code Cong. 
& Admin. News 5036. · 

2 



While EPA has doubled its Special Agent corps since passage of the 
Pollution Prosecution Act, and has achieved a presence in nearly all federal 
judicial districts, it is unlikely that OCE will ever be large enough in size to fully 
defeat the ever-expanding universe of environmental crime. Rather, OCE must 
maximize its presence and impact through discerning case-selection, and then 
proceed with investigations that advance EP A's overall goal of regulatory 
compliance and punishing criminal wrongdoing. 

III. Case Selection Process3 

The case selection process is designed to identify misconduct worthy of 
criminal investigation. The case selection process is not an effort to establish legal 
sufficiency for prosecution. Rather, the process by which potential cases are 
analyzed under the case selection criteria will serve as an affirmative indication 
that OCE ·has purposefully directed its investigative resources toward deserving 
cases. 

This is not to suggest that all cases meeting the case selection criteria will 
proceed to prosecution. Indeed, the exercise of investigative discretion must be 
clearly ·distinguished from the exercise of prosecutorial discretion. The 
employment of OCE's investigative discretion to dedicate its investigative authority 
is, however, a critical precursor to the prosecutorial discretion later exercised by 
the Department of Justice.4 

At the conclusion of the case selection process, OCE should be able to 
articulate the basis of its decision to pursue a criminal investigation, based on the 
case selection criteria. Conversely, cases that do not ultimately meet the criteria 
to proce~d criminally, should be systematically referred back to the Agency's civil 
enforcement office for appropriate administrative or civil judicial action, or to a 
state or local prosecutor. 

IV. Case Selection Criteria 

The criminal case selection process will be guided by two general 
measures - significant environmental harm and culpable conduct. 

3 The case selection process must not be confused with the Regional Case Screening Process. The 
relationship between the Regional Case Screening Process and case selection are discussed funher at •vi:, 
below. 

4 Exercise of this prosecutorial discretion in all criminal cases is governed by the principles set fonh 
in the Depanment of Justice's Principles of Federal Prosecution. 
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A Significant Environmental Hann 

The measure of significant environmental harm should be broadly 
construed to include the presence of actual harm, as well as the threat of 
significant harm, to the environment or human health. The following factors seive 
as indicators that a potential case will meet the measure of significant 
environmental harm. 

Factor 1. Actual harm will be demonstrated by an illegal discharge, release 
or emission that has an identifiable and significant harmful impact on human 
health or the environment. This measure will generally be self-evident at the time 
of case selection. 5 · 

Factor 2 The threat of significant harm to the environment or human 
health may be demonstrated by an actual or threatened discharge, release or 
emission. This factor may not be as readily evident, and must be assessed in light 
of all the facts available at the time of case selection. 

Factor 3. Failure to report an actual discharge, release or emission within 
the context of Factors 1 or 2 will seive as an additional factor favoring criminal 
investigation. While the failure to report, alone, may be a criminal violation, our 
investigative resources should generally be targeted toward those cases in which 
the failure to report is coupled with actual or threatened environmental harm. 

Factor 4. When certain illegal conduct appears to represent a trend or 
common attitude within the regulated community, criminal investigation may 
provide a significant deterrent effect incommensurate with its singular 
environmental impact. While the single violation being considered may have a 
relatively insignificant impact on human health or the environment, such 
violations, if multiplied by the numbers in a cross-section of the regulated 
community, would result in significant environmental harm. 

B. Culpable Conduct 

The measure of culpable conduct is not necessarily an assessment of 
criminal intent, particularly since criminal intent will not always be readily evident 
at the tii:ne of case selection. Culpable conduct, however, may be indicated at the 
time of case selection by several factors. 

S When this factor involves a fact situation in which the risk of harm is so great, so immediate and/or 
irremediable, OCE will always cooperate and coordinate with EPA's civil enforcement authorities to seek 
appropriate injunctive or remedial action. 
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Factor 1. History of repeated violations. 

While a history of repeated violations is not a prerequisite to a criminal 
investigation, a potential target's compliance record should always be carefully 
examined. When repeated enforcement activities or actions, whether by EPA, or 
other federal, state and local enforcement authorities, have failed to bring a 
violator into compliance, criminal investigation may be warranted. aearly, a 
history of repeated violations will enhance the government's capacity to prove 
that a violatoI was aware of environmental regulatory requirements, had actual 
notice of violations and then acted in dehberate disregard of those requirements. 

Factor 2 Debl>erate misconduct resulting in violation. 

Although the environmental statutes do not require proof of specific intent, 
evidence, ei~her direct or circumstantial, that a violation was dehberate will be a 
major factor indicating that criminal investigation is warranted. 

Factor 3. Concealment of misconduct or falsification of required · 
records. 

In the arena of self-reporting, EPA must be able to rely on data received 
from the regulated community. If submitted data are false, EPA is prevented 
from effectively carrying out its mandate. Accordingly, conduct indicating the 
falsification of data will always serve as the basis for serious consideration to 
proceed with a criminal investigation. 

Factor 4. Tampering with monitoring or control equipment. 

The overt act of tampering with monitoring or control equipment leads to 
the certain production of false data that appears to be otherwise accurate. The 
consequent submission of false data threatens the basic integrity of EP A's data 
and, in tum, the scientific validity of EP A's regulatory decisions. Such an assault 
on the regulatory infrastructure calls for the enforcement leverage of criminal 
investigation. 

Factor 5. Business operation of pollution-related activities without a 
permit, license, manifest or other required documentation. 

Many of the laws and regulations within EP A's jurisdiction focus on 
inherently dangerous and strictly regulated business operations. EP A's criminal 
enforcement resources should clearly pursue those violators who choose to ignore 
environmental regulatory requirements altogether and operate completely outside 
of EP A's regulatory scheme. 

5 



V. Additional Considerations when Investigating Corporations 

While the factors under measures IV. A and B, above, apply equally to 
both individual and corporate targets, several additional considerations should be 
taken into account when the potential target is a corporation. 

In a criminal environmental inves~ation, OCE should always investigate 
individual employees and their corporate employers who may be culpable. A 
corporation is, .. by Jaw, responsible for the criminal act of its officers and 
employees who act within the scope of their employment and in furtherance of the 
purposes of the corporation. Whether the corporate officer or employee 
personally commits the act, or directs, aids, or counsels other employees to do so 
is inconsequential to the issue of corporate culpability. 

Corporate culpability may also be indicated when a company performs an 
environmental compliance or management audit, and then knowingly fails to 
promptly remedy the noncompliance and correct any harm done? On the other 
hand, EPA policy strongly encourages self-monitoring, self-disclosure, and· self
correction.8 When self-auditing has been conducted (followed up by prompt 
remediation of the noncompliance and any resulting harm) and full, complete 
disclosure has occurred, the company's constructive activities should be considered 
as mitigating factors in EPA's exercise of investigative discretion. Therefore, a 
violation that is voluntarily revealed and fully and promptly remedied as part of a 
corporation's systematic and comprehensive self-evaluation program generally will 
not be a candidate for the expenditure of scarce criminal investigative resources. 

VI. Other Case Selection Considerations 

EPA has a full range of enforcement tools available • administrative, civil
judicial, and criminal. There is universal consensus that less flagrant violations 
with lesser environmental consequences should be addressed through 
administrative or civil monetary penalties and remedial orders, while the most 
serious environmental violations ought to be investigated criminally. The 
challenge in practice is to correctly distinguish the latter cases from the former. 

6 The term •mrporate• or •mrporation•, as used in this guidance, descnl>es any business entity, 
whether legally ina>rporated or noL 

'1n cases of self-auditing and/or voluntary disclosure, the exercise of prosecutorial discretion is 
addrc&ed in the Depanment of Justice policy document entitled •Factors in Decisions on Criminal 
Prosecutions for Environmental Violations in the Context of Significant Voluntary Compliance or 
Disclosure Efforts by the Violator• (July 1, 1991). · 

8 See EP A's policy on environmental audits, published at 51 Fed. Reg. 25004 (July 9, 1986) 
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The case-selection factors· descnbed in this guidance should provide the 
foundation for the communication process that necessarily follows in the Regional 
Case Screening Process. This "guidance envisions application of the case-selection 
factors first, to be followed by the recurring scrutiny of cases during the Regional 
Case Screening process. 

The fundamental purpose of Regional Case Screening is to consider 
criminal enforcement in the greater context of all available EPA enforcement and 
environmental response options, to do so early (at the time of each case opening) 
before extensive resources have been expended, and to identify, prioritize, and 
target the most egregious cases. Regional Case Screening is designed to be an 
ongoing process in which enforcement cases are periodically reviewed to assess 
·not only the evidentiary developments, but should also evaluate the clarity of the 
legal and regulatory authorities upon which a given case is being developed.9 

In order to achieve the objectives of case screening, all cases originating 
within the OCE must be presented fully and fairly to the appropriate Regional 
program managers. Thorough analysis of a case using the case-selection factors 
will prepare OCE for a well-reasoned presentation in the Regional Case Screening 
process. Faithful adherence to the OCE case-selection process and active 
participation in the Regional Case Screening Process will serve to eliminate 
potential disparities between Agency program goals and priorities and OCE's 
undertaking of criminal investigations. 

Full and effective implementation of these processes will achieve two 
important results: it will ensure that OCE's investigative resources are being 
directed properly and expended efficiently, and it will foreclose assertions that 
EP A's criminal program is imposing its poweiful sanctions indiscriminately. 

VII. Conclusion 

The manner in which we govern ourselves in the use of EP A's most 
powerful enforcement tool is critical to the· effective and reliable performance of 
our responsibilities, and will shape the reputation of this program for years to 
come. We must conduct Olll'Selves in keeping with these principles which ensure 
the prudent and proper execution of the powerful law enforcement authorities · 
entrusted to us. 

9 The legal structure upon which a criminal case is built - e.g., statutory, regulatory, case law, 
preamble language and interpretative letters - must also be analyzed in terms of Agency enforcement 
practice under these authorities. Thorough discussion of this issue is beyond the sc:ope of this document, 
but generally, when the clarity of the underlying legal authority is in dispute, the more appropriate vehicle 
for resolution lies, most often, in a civil or administrative setting. 

7 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

OFFICEOF ENFORCEMENT 

MAR 2 1993 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Referrals of Criminal Cases for Prosecutive Action 

FROM: 

TO: All OCE Personnel 

Regional Counsels 

Introduction 

This memo establishes and describes new referral policies 
and procedures for EPA's criminal program. 

As you know, for some time the Office of Criminal 
Enforcement has been discussing with interested off ices the 
advisability of modifying the criminal referral process. Early 
in my term as Director of OCE, I came to believe that the 
referral process must be streamlined; accordingly, in April 1992, 
OCE distributed, for review and comment, draft proposed referral 
procedures for the criminal enforcement program. In establishing 
these new procedures, OCE has taken into account the many views 
and suggestions pertaining to our earlier proposals. 

Synopsis of xajor Changes to Referral Policy 

Among the major changes to the criminal referral process are 
the following: 

a. Redeledgation. As Director of the Office of criminal 
Enforcement, I have redelegated my criminal referral authority to 
the Director of the Criminal Investigation Division. This 
referral authority is to be exercised in consultation with the 
Director of the Criminal Enforcement counsel Division, in 
response to the recommendations of the CID Special Agent in 
Charge and the Office of Regional Counsel. Attached for your 
information is the redelegation memo. 

b. Case Report. Under the revised policy, the special 
agent assigned to the investigation is not required to generate a 
detailed report of investigation-at the time of referral. 

@ Printed on Recycled Paper 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT 

MAR 2 1993 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Redelegation of Criminal Referral Authority 

FROM: Earl E. Devaney, Director 
Off ice of Criminal Enforceme 

TO: Dale P. Boll, Director 
Criminal Investigation Division 

By this memorandum, as Director of the Off ice of Criminal 
Enforcement, I redelegate to the Director of the Criminal 
Investigation Division my authorities to cause criminal matters 
under EPA-administered statutes to be referred to the Department 
of Justice for assistance iti field investigation, for initiation 
of a grand jury investigation, or for prosecution. The Director 
of the Criminal Investigation Division shall exercise the 
referral authority, as to specific cases, only after consulting 
with the Director of the Criminal Enforcement Counsel Division. 1 

The authorities hereby redelegated may be withdrawn at any 
time, as to individual cases, or as to all cases. 

Background 

By delegations under the various statutes administered by 
EPA which contain criminal enforcement provisions, the 
Administrator has authorized the Assistant Administrator for 
Enforcement to cause criminal enforcement matters under those 
statutes to be ref erred to the Department of Justice for 
assistance in field investigation, for initiation of grand jury 
investigation, and/or for prosecution. The Administrator's 
delegations permit redelegation, but only to the Division 
Director level. Subsequently, the Assistant Administrator for 
Enforcement redelegated referral authority to the Director of the 
Office of Criminal Enforcement. See, Memo, Redelegations of 
Authority to the Office of Criminal Enforcement, from Assistant 
Administrator James M. Strock, dated February 26, 1991. 

cc: Kathleen A. Hughes, Acting Director 
Criminal Enforcement Counsel Division 

1A duly designated "Acting" Director may exercise the 
criminal referral authority in the absence of the Director. 
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2 

A. Full name, address, and telephone number of special 
agent assigned. 

B. Full name, address, and telephone number of Agency 
attorney assigned. 

V. Legal Review and Concurrence 

A. Include the following language: 

"The Regional Criminal Enforcement Counsel has reviewed the 
investigative materials in this case, has researched statutes, 
regulations and case law pertinent to the allegations, and has 
identified legal issues which may require further attention prior 
to prosecution. Based on this legal review and analysis, the 
Off ice of Regional Counsel concurs that this case warrants 
referral for prosecutive assistance at this time. Attached is a 
legal memorandum pertaining to this case." 

B. Include the signature of the Regional Counsel (or RC's 
designee). 

Signed: 
---__,.~---,,~~~---,,...-..,.-~~-.-~~.,....-~~~~~~~~~ 

Regional Counsel (or designee) 

Attachments 
Investigative reports not previously submitted to CID-HQ (if any) 
Legal memo by RCEC 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

Sample Criminal Referral Memo Outline 
As of January 1993 

OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT 

MEMORANDUM Privileged and Confidential 

SUBJECT: Referral for Prosecutive Assistance 
(Case Name and Number) 

FROM: 
Special Agent in Charge, CID-~~~-

TO: , Director 
~-.--.----.,.......~---..,..-.-.....,._,....---=-.-

criminal Investigation Division 

DATE: 

I. Introduction 

Request that the case be ref erred to the Department of 
Justice for prosecutive assistance. 

II. Synopsis of Allegations 

A. Briefly describe the nature of the case. 

B. Cite the statutory provisions violated. 

c. Attach investigative or status reports not previously 
submitted to CID-HQ, if any. 

III. Case Status 

A. State why referral for prosecutive assistance is 
warranted at this time. 

B. Indicate whether related civil actions have been, are 
being, or are expected to be brought by the region or the state. 

c. (If not previously included in a case opening report 
and submitted to CID-HQ,) briefly describe the regional case 
screening process which resulted in an Agency consensus that the 
case be investigated for criminal violations. 

IV. Personnel Assigned 

fl?.. Printed on Recycled Paper 
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c. Timing. Under the revised policy, the timing of the 
referral is flexible, and is based on the SAC's judgment, in 
consultation with the RCEC, that the investigation would best 
proceed with the active participation of a federal prosecutor 
and/or a grand jury. 

d. United States Attorneys. In the past, EPA's criminal 
referrals have been sent to both the local U.S. Attorney's office 
and the Environmental Crimes Section at DOJ-HQ. Hereafter, 
referrals will be sent only to the U.S. Attorney's office, which 
in turn wilrcontact DOJ-HQ, as appropriate, pursuant to internal 
Department of Justice policy. 

Background 

In order for federal environmental crimes that come to the 
attention of EPA to be criminally prosecuted, they must be 
referred to a trial attorney within the Department of Justice. 1 

Although this basic fact has not changed, significant changes 
have occurred in Agency policy and practice since the time EPA's 
criminal program was founded and its original referral procedures 
were established, and these changes have affected criminal 
enforcement. The changes that have most influenced my decision 
to revise the criminal case referral process include the 
following. 

Case Screening 

By memo dated December 3, 1990, the Assistant Administrator 
for Enforcement issued a policy titled "Regional Enforcement 
Management: Enhanced Regional Case Screening." Compliance with 
this case screening policy was intended to address the need for 
the regions to fully consider, at the time of case opening, 
whether a "multi-media" approach to enforcement would be 
advisable, as well as to consider whether the alleged violations 
would best be addressed by administrative action, civil-judicial 
action, and/or criminal investigation and prosecution. 

Prior to implementation of the case screening policy, the 
referral process was relied upon as the primary opportunity for 
the regional media program offices, as well as the Regional 
Counsels' offices, to be advised of and to indicate support for 
cases proposed for criminal action. Since that time, CID and the 
regions have made progress toward the goal of fully consulting, 
at or near the case opening stage, as to each matter considered 
for criminal investigation by CID. This permits CID to determine 
whether the media program off ice, charged with civilly enforcing 

1In this memo, "Department of Justice" {DOJ) refers 
collectively to the Environmental Crimes Section of the 
Environment and Natural Resources Division at DOJ headquarters 
(ECS, or DOJ-HQ), as well as the various United States Attorneys' 
Offices {USAO). 
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the statute in question, supports the matter as a criminal 
investigation; proper implementation of case screening also 
ensures that the Regional Criminal Enforcement Counsel will have 
early involvement in the case development process. 

Regional Criminal Enforcement Counsel 

Over the last several years, the Office of Enforcement has 
sought to support and enhance the role of the Regional Criminal 
Enforcement Counsel as a full member of the criminal enforcement 
team, from the beginning of each case to its conclusion. There 
is room for improvement still in some areas. However, I believe 
that prpgress has been made in ensuring that the RCEC is given an 
opportunity to, and does, provide useful assistance to CID in 
case assessment, research to determine legal soundness of cases, 
performing liaison functions between the CID field off ices and 
interested regional off ices, and sometimes assisting DOJ in 
prosecuting the cases. 

The revised referral policy retains the requirement for the 
RCEC to provide an appropriate level of legal review and analysis 
of the case at the time of referral. Of course, prior to 
completion of the full investigation, it will not be possible for 
the RCEC to do a comprehensive legal analysis of the type 
required in a "prosecution memo." However, it is expected that, 
prior to referral, the RCEC will carefully review statutory and 
regulatory provisions pertinent to the illegal conduct alleged, 
and will research any significant legal issues which appear at 
that time, in order to support the recommendation that the matter 
be referred for prosecutive assista~ce. An added benefit of a 
written legal analysis at the referral stage is to assist the 
prosecutor to understand the case, especially where the 
prosecutor is not experienced in environmental crimes. 

CID Management 

During 1991, the Office of the Director of the criminal 
Investigation Division was relocated from the National 
Enforcement Investigations Center in Denver to EPA headquarters 
in Washington, D.C., where the Director of CID reports directly 
to the Director of the Office of Criminal Enforcement. This move 
was part of a process by which the management of the Criminal 
Investigation Division has become more centralized. 

The Director of CID has implemented a policy under which CID 
special agents assigned to a case are required to write timely, 
complete reports as the investigation progresses, which are 
submitted to CID-HQ with case status reports every sixty days, 
and there reviewed by "desk officers" who monitor CID cases in 
their regions. Because of these changes in CID procedures, it is 
no longer necessary for special agents to generate a separate 
report of investigation to effectuate a referral. 
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REVISED CRIMINAL REFERRAL POLICY 

When, in the course of a CID investigation, the Special 
Agent in Charge, in consultation with the Regional criminal 
Enforcement counsel, determines that the investigation has 
advanced to the stage that it is ap~ropriate to refer the case to 
the United States Attorney's office for assistance in the 
investigation, for grand jury action, and/or for prosecution, the 
SAC shall f ot'Ward to the Director of CID a memorandum in which 
the SAC recommends that the case be referred for prosecutive 
assistance. 

The memo shall include a statement of the reasons why the 
matter is appropriate for referral at that time, a brief 
description of the nature of the allegations and citations of the 
statutory provisions violated, and information as to whether any 
related civil actions have been, are being, or are expected to be 
pursued by the region or the state. In addition, the memo shall 
indicate the concurrence of the Regional Counsel (or the RC's 
designee). 3 Attached is a sample outline for the referral 
memo. 4 . 

If the Director of the criminal Investigation Division 
agrees that the matter warrants referral to the Department of 
Justice at that time, the Director of CID will so indicate in a 
letter to the United States Attorney. 5 Only after the Director 
of CID has referred the matter for prosecutive action shall the 

2Note that the u. s. Attorneys, in their discretion and in 
accordance with internal DOJ policy, may request assistance from 
prosecutors at DOJ-HQ. 

3The Regional Counsel may delegate this referral concurrence 
authority, ~' to the Regional Criminal Enforcement Counsel. 
In any event, it is expected that the Office of Regional Counsel 
will not concur in the referral unless and until the RCEC has 
been given an opportunity to do, and has done, a legal review 
appropriate to the stage of the investigation. 

4This format should be used, consistent with any 
supplemental or more specific features which may be required by 
CID, such as in the Special Agents' Manual. 

Sunder appropriate circumstances, and in accordance with 
CID'S Special Agents' Manual, the SAC (with concurrence of the 
Director of CID) may ref er cases to a state or local prosecutor 
for action. 
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SAC forward investigative materials to the prosecutor to support 
the referral. 6 

When warranted by unusual and unavoidable circumstances, and 
in accordance with applicable guidance in the CID Special Agents' 
Manual, the SAC may request orally, and the Director of CID may 
grant orally {~, by telephone), authorization to request DOJ's 
assistance on an expedited basis, or to forward investigative 
materials to.'the prosecutor, prior to completion of the written 
referral process. Such emergency requests and approvals must be 
followed, in accordance with CID policy, by the written referral 
request. It is only when the Director of CID refers the case for 
prosecutive action, by written request, that the CID field off ice 
receives credit for the referral. 

Conclusion 

The simplified criminal referral process, as well as other 
improvements in CID procedures, are intended to enhance the 
effe~tiveness of the criminal program. As the new policy is 
implemented, there may be opportunities to further improve the 
process. With your questions, comments and suggestions, please 
contact either the CID-HQ desk officer for your region {202-260-
9377), or Bette Ojala of the Criminal Enforcement Counsel 
Division {202-260-9660). 

Two Attachments 
Sample Referral Memo outline 
Memo, Redelegation of criminal Referral Authority 

cc: Regional Criminal Enforcement counsels 

6This referral policy is not intended to prohibit a special 
agent, with permission from the supervisor, from making informal 
oral contacts with an Assistant U.S. Attorney to discuss a 
potential, future case referral. 
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MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

TO: 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. ZOHO 

NOV 2 \ 1985 

Policy on Publiciz~~:cement "'tivities 

Courtney M. Price ~~· _._ 
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement 

and Compliance Monito ing , 

Jennifer Joy Manso ~-r -~~ flf.-..,.t"-__/ 
Assistant Adminis or for ';/""~,/ Affaiis 

Assistant Adrni ls rators / .: _, 
General Counsel 
Inspector General 
Regional Administrators 
Off ice of Public Affairs 
(Headquarters and Regions 
Regional Counsel (I-X) 

I-X) 

Attached is the EPA Policy on Publicizing E1.iorcement 
Activities, a joint project of the Office of Enforcement and 
Compliance Monitoring and the Office of Public Affairs. The 
document establishes EPA policy on informing the public about 
Agency enforcement activities. The goal of the policy is to 
improve corn.~unication with the public and the regulated conununity 
regarding the Agency's enforcement program, and to encourage 
compliance with environmental laws through consistent public 
outreach among headquarters and regional offices. 

To implement this policy, national program ~~nagers and 
public affairs directors should review the policy for the purpose 
of preparing program-specific procedures where appropriate. 
Further, program managers should consider review•.ng the implemen
tation of this policy in EPA Regional Off ices during their regional 
program reviews. These follow-up measures should ensure that 
publicity of enforcement activities will cons ti tt•te a key element 
of the Agency's program to deter environmental noncompliance. 

Attachment 



EPA POLICY ON PUBLICIZING ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES 

I. PURPOSE 

This memorandum establishes EPA policy on informing the 
public about Agency enforcement activities. This policy is 
intended to improve EPA communication with the public and the 
regulated community regarding the goals and activities of the 
Agency's enforcement program. Appropriate publication of EPA 
enforcement efforts will both encourage compliance and serve as 
a deterrent to noncompliance. The policy provides for consistent 
public outreach among headquarters and regional offices. 

II. STATEMENT OF POLICY 

It is the policy of EPA to use the publicity of enforcement 
activities as a key element of the Agency's program to deter 
noncompliance with environmental laws and regulations. Publicizing 
Agency enforcement activities on an active and timely basis informs 
both the public and the regulated community about EPA's efforts 
to promote compliance. 

Press releases should be issued for judicial and adminiatrative 
enforcement actions, including settlements and successful rulings, 
and other significant enforcement program activities. Fur~~ 
the Agency should consider employing a range of methods o~ 
publicity such as press conferences and informal press briefin s, 
articles, prepared statements, interviews and appearances at 
seminars by knowledgeable and authorized representatives of the 
Agency to inform the public of these activities. EPA will work 
closely with the s\ates in developing publicity on joint enforcement 
activities and in supporting state enforcement efforts. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICY 

A. When to Use Press Releases 1/ 

l. Individual Cases 

It is EPA policy to issue press releases when the Agency: 
(l) files a judicial action or issues a major administrative 
order or complaint (including a notice of proposed contractor 
listing and the administrative decision to list): (2) enters 
into a major judicial or administrative consent decree or files 
a motion to enforce such a decree: or (3) receives a successful 
court ruling. In determining whether to issue a press release, 

l/ The term "press release" includes the traditional Agency press 
release, press advisories, notes to correspondents and press 
statements. The decision on what method should be used in a given 
situation must be coordinat~J with the appropriate public affairs 
office(s). 
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EPA personnel will consider: (1) the amount of the proposed 
or assessed penalty (e.g., greater than $25,000): (2) the significance 
of the relief sought or required in the case, and its public 
health or environmental impact: (3) whether the case would 
create national or program precedence: and (4) whether unique 
relief is sought. However, even enforcement actions that do not 
meet these criteria may be appropriate for local publicity in 
the area where the violative conduct occurred. Where appropriate, 
a single press release may be issued which covers a group or 
category of similar violations. 

Where possible, press releases should mention the environmental 
result des ired or achieve .. 1.· by EPA' s action. For example, where 
EPA determines that a paiticular enforcement action resulted (or 
will result) in an improvement in a stream's water quality, the 
press release should note such results. In addition, press 
releases must include the penalty agreed to in settlement or 
ordered by a court. 

Press releases can also be used to build better relationships 
with the states, the regulated conununity, and environmental groups. 
To this end, EPA should ac~nowledge efforts by outside groups to 
foster compliance. For example, where a group supports EPA 
enforcement efforts by helping to expedite the cleanup of ~ \ 
Superfund site, EPA may express its support for such initiati~s 
by issuing a press release, issuing a statement jointly with the 
group, or conducting a joint press conference. 

2. Major Polici•:; 

In addition to publicizing individual enforcement cases, EPA 
should publicize major enforcement policy statements and other 
enforcement program activities since knowledge of Agency policies 
by the regulated community can deter future violations. Such 
publicity may include the use of articles and other prepared 
statements on enforcement subjects of current interest • 

.. 
3. Program Performance 

Headquarters and reg~~nal offices should consider issuing 
quarterly and annual reports on Agency enforcement efforts. 
Such summaries present an overview of the Agency's and Regions' 
enforcement activities: tl1ey will allow the public to view 
EPA's enforcement program over time, and thus give perspective 
to our overall enforcement efforts. The summaries should cover 
trends and developments i.. Agency enforcement activities, and 
may include lists of enforcement actions filed under each statute. 
The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring's COECM) 
Off ice of Compliance Analysis and Program Operations, and the 
Off ices of Regional Counsel will assist the Public Affairs Off ices 
in this data gathering. Public Affairs Offices can also rely on 
the figures contained in the Strategic Planning Management ystem. 
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4. Preaa Releases and Settlement Agreements 

EPA has, on occa•ion, agreed not to issue a press release 
as part of a •ettlement agreement. EPA •hould no longer agree 
to a settlement which bars a press release or which restricts 
the content of a press release. On January 30, 1985, the Deputy 
Administrator issued an abbreviated press release policy, which 
stated in pertinent part thata "It is against EPA policy to 
negotiate the agency's option to issue press releases, or the 
substance of press releases, with parties outside of EPA, 
particularly those parties involved in •ettlements, consent 
decrees or the regulatory process.• This policy will help to 
ensure consistency in the preparation of press releases and 
equitable treatment of alleged violators. 

B. Approval of Press Releases 

EPA must ensure that press releases and other publicity 
receive high priority in all reviewing offices. By memorandum 
dated August 23, 1984, the Office of External Affairs directed 
program off ices to review and comment on all press releases 
within two days after the Office of Public Affairs submits its 
draft to the program office: otherwiae concurrence is assumed •. 
This review policy ~xtends to OECM and the Of fices of Regional 
Counsel for enforcement-related pre•• releaaea. 

c. Coordination 

1. Enforcement, Program, and Public Affairs Offices 

More active ur~ of publicity requires improved coordination 
among regional and neadquarters enforcement attorneys, program 
offices and public affairs offices. The lead office in an 
enforcement case, generally the regional program office in an 
administrative action and the Office of Regional Counsel or OECM 
in a judicial action, should notify the appropriate Public Affairs 
Office at the earliest possible time to discuss overall strategy 
for communicating the Agency's action (e.g., prior notice to 
state or local officials) and the the timing of a press release. 
The lead office should stay in close contact with Public Affairs 
as the matter approaches fruition. 

2. Regional and Headquarters Offices of Public Affairs 

Regional and ~~eadquarters Public Affairs Offices should 
coordinate in developing press releases both for regionally-based 
actions that have national implications and for nationally managed 
or coordinated enfr~cement actions. Whenever possible, both 
regional and headquarters off ices ahould send copies of draft 
press releases to their counterparts for review and comment. 
Both such of £ices should also send copies oi final releases to 
their counterparts. 
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3. EPA and DOJ 

EPA can further improve the timeliness and effectiveness 
of its press releases regarding judicial actions by coordinating 
with DOJ's Office of Public Affairs. When an EPA Office of 
Public Affairs decides that a press release in a judicial enforce
ment case is appropriate, it should notify DOJ or the appropriate 
u.s. Attorney's Office to ensure timeliness and consistency in 
preparation of press releases. DOJ has been requested to notify 
OECM when DOJ intends to issue a release on an EPA-related case. 
EPA's Office of Public Affairs will immediately review such 
draft releases, and, if necessary to present the Agency's position 
or additional information, will prepare an Agency release. 

4. EPA and the States 

Another important goal of this policy is to encourage 
cooperative enforcement publicity initiatives with the states. 
The June 26, 1984, "EPA Policy on Implementing the State/Federal 
Partnership in Enforcement: State/Federal Enforcement 'Agree
ments,'" describes key subjects that EPA ahould discuss with 
the states in forming state-EPA Enforcement Agreements. The . 
section on "Press Releases and Public Information," •tates that 
the "Region and State should discuss opportunities for joint 
press releases on enforcement actions and public accountin~o.~ 
both State and Federal accomplishments in compliance and ellfo ce
ment." Further, as discussed in the subsequent January 4, 198 , 
Agency guidance on "Implementing Nationally Managed or Coordinated 
Enforcement Actions," the timing of state and EPA releases 
"should be coordinated so that they are released simultaneously." 

Accordingly, EPA Public Affairs Offices should consult 
with the relevant state agency on an EPA press release or 
other media event which affects the State. EPA could offer 
the State the option of joining in a press release or a press 
conference where the State has been involved in the underlying 
enforcement action. Further, EPA-generated press releases and 
public information reports should acknowledge and give credit 
to relevant state actions and accomplishments when appropriate. 

Finally, it is requested that EPA Public Affairs Offices 
send the State a copy of the EPA press release on any enforcement 
activity arising in that state. 

o. Distribution of Press Releases 

The distribution of EPA press releases is as important as 
their timeliness. Press releases may be distributed to the local, 
national, and trade press, and local and network television 
stations. 
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1. Local and National Media 

EPA must "direct" its press releases to ensure that the 
appropriate geographical areas learn about EPA enforcement 
activities. To accomplish this goal, the appropriate Public 
Affairs Off ice should send a press release to the media and 
interest groups in the affected area, i.e., the local newspaper 
and other local publications, television and radio stations, and 
citizen groups. The headquarters Public Affairs Off ice, in con
junction with the appropriate regional office, will issue press 
releases to the national press and major television networks 
where an EPA enforcement activity has national implications. 

2. Targeted Trade Press and Mailing Lists 

The Agency must also disseminate information about enforce
ment activities to affected industries. Sending a press release 
to relevant trade publications and newsletters, particularly for 
a significant case, will put other potential violators on 
notice that EPA is enforcing against specific conduct in the -
industry. It is also useful to follow up such press releases 
with speeches to industry groups and articles in relevant trade 
publications, reinforcing the Agency's commitment to compl~\· 

To ensure the appropriate distribution of publicity, we are 
requesting each of the regional Public Affairs Off ices, in coopera
tion with the Regional Counsels and regional program offices, to 
establish or review and update their mailing lists of print media, 
radio and television stations, state and local officials, trade 
publications, and business and industry groups for each of the 
enforcement programs conducted in the Regions. 

E. Use of Publicity Other Than Press Releases 

EPA headquarters and regional off ices have generally relied 
on press releases to disseminate information on enforcement 
activities. Other types of enforcement publicity are also 
appropriate in certain instances. 

1. Press Conferences and Informal Press Briefings 

Press conferences can be a useful device for highlighting 
an enforcement activity and responding to public concerns in a 
specific area. Regional Administrators should consider using 
press conferences to announce major enforcement actions and to 
elaborate on important simultaneously issued press releases. 
Press conferences should also be considered where an existing or 
potential public hazard is involved. The regional Public Affairs 
Off ice should always inform the headquarters Public Affairs 
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Off ice when it decides to hold a press conference to provide an 
opportunity for the Administrator's advance knowledge and involve
ment if necessary. 

2. Informal Meetings with Constituent Groups 

To further supplement EPA efforts to inform the public and 
regulated community, regional offices should meet often with 
constituent groups (states, environmental groups, industry, and 
the press) to brief these groups on recent enforcement developments. 
These meetings can be organized by the Public Affairs Offices. 
By informing the public, EPA increases public interest in its 
enforcement program and thereby encourages compliance. 

3. Responding .. ~to Inaccurate Statements 

EPA should selectively respond to incorrect statements made 
about EPA enforcement activities. For example, EPA may want to 
respond to an editorial or other article which inaccurately 
characterizes EPA enforcement at a Superfund site with a •1etter 
to the editor." Where an agency response is deemed to be 
appropriate, it should promptly follow the inaccurate statement. 

4. Articles and Prepared Statements 

EPA's Public Affairs Offices and the Office of Enforc~e~ 
and Compliance Monitoring occasionally prepare articles on various 
aspects of the Agency's enforcement program. For example, Region I 
issues a biweekly column to several newspapers in the Region 
covering timely enforcement issues such ~s asbestos in schools. 
We encourage all regional and headquarters off ices to prepare 
feature articles on enforcement issues. When the regional off ice 
is developin9 an article on a subject with national implications, 
it should contact the headquarters Off ice of Public Affairs to 
obtain a possible quote from the Administrator and to discuss 
whether the article should be expanded to a national perspective. 
Likewise, appropriate regions should be consulted in the preparation 
of headquarters articles or statements which ref er to actions of or 
facilities in particular regions. 

S. Interviews 

In some cases, headquarters and regional Public Affairs 
Off ices should consider arranging media interviews with the 
Regional Administrator, Deputy Administrator, the Administrator, 
or other EPA officials. Such an interview will reflect the 
Agency's position on a particular enfor~~ment activity or 
explain EPA's response to an enforcement problem. 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
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MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

Addendum to GM-46: Policy on Publicizing 
Enforcement Activities 

Thomas L. Adams, Jr. ~ \...·~~cs: 
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement 

and Compliance Moni oring 

Jennifer Joy Wil ~~ 
Assistant Admi st ~{'~External Affair• 

TO: Assistant Ad ·n· 
General Counae 
Inspector General 
Regional Administrators 

I. ISSUE 

Office of Public Affairs 
(Headquarters and Regions I-X) 

Regional Counsel (I-X) 

Significant differences can exist between civil penalties 
proposed at the initiation of enforcement cases and the final 
penalties to be paid at the concluaion of such matters. Thia 
memorandum provides guidance on addressing the iasue of the 
"penalty gap" where the difference between the propo•ed and 
final penalty i• appreciable. EPA must avoid any public miaper
ception that EPA ie not serious about enforcement when such 
differences occur. 

II. DISCUSSION 

Attached ia an "Addendum to the EPA Policy on Publicizin9 
Enforcement Activities", GM-46, ieaued November 21, 1985. The 
Addendum provides atandard text to be included in any press 
release announcing the settlement of an enforcement case in 
which the penalty amount finally asaeased differ• appreciably 
from the amount proposed. 
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Pre•• releases iaaued at the filing of cases norm.ally 
state the amount of the civil penalty being aought by the 
Agency. The proposed penalty may be the maximum atatutory 
amount allowable under applicable law, or a penalty amount 
aa calculated by application of an Ageney penalty poliey which 
aaai9na apecific penalties to varioua violations of law. 

When a caae is aettled, however, the penalty to be paid 
by the violator ia oftentimea appreciably leas than the 
penalty aought by the Ageney at the initiation of the action. 
Members of the public may question any difference between 
these two amounta, eapecially persona who are not familiar with 
the lawa, requlationa, and publi1hed policiea of the Agency. 

The Addendum point• out that a number of mitigating factor• 
can result in a penalty adjuatment, and that Congress on occasion 
has dictated that EPA take into account auch factors in determin
ing the amount of a civil penalty (e.~., TSCA fl6, 15 u.s.c. 
2615). -

Attachment 



ADDENDUM TO EPA POLICY ON PUBLICIZING ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES, 
GM-46, ISSUED NOVEMBER 21, 1985 

I. PURPOSE 

Thia addendum to the EPA Policy on Publicizing Enforcement 
Activitiea, GM-46, i•aued November 21, 1985, provide• atandard 
text which ahould be included in EPA pr••• rel••••• which 
announce the aettlement of an enforcement caae in which the 
final penalty ia appreciably l••• than the propoaed penalty. 

Th• purpoae of the text ia to preclude any public miaper
ception that EPA i• not ••rioua about enforcement when th••• 
appreciable difference• occur. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Con9r••• ha• directed the Agency in certain inatancea to 
conaider apecific mitigation factor• in aaaeaain9 a final penalty. 
Accordingly, the Agency regularly take• into account auch factora 
a• the gravity of th• violation(•), th• violator'• compliance 
hiatory, and it• degree of culpability--in addition to weighing 
auch litigation concern• aa the clarity of the regulatory 
requirement• and the atrength of the government'• evidentiary 
caae--when negotiating a civil penalty amount aa part of a 
aettlement agreement. Guidance for applying mitigating adjuat
ment factor• i• included in the Agency'• publiahed penalty 
policiea. 

III. POLICY 

Since it i• the policy of EPA to uae publicity of enforcement 
activitiea aa a key element in the Agency'• program to promote 
compliance and deter violationa, public awareneaa .and accurate 
perception• of the Agency'• enforcement activitiea are extremely 
important. 

Appreciable difference• between civil penalty amount• 
propoaed at the commencement of enforcement caaea and the final 
penalty awu to be paid at the concluaion of auch matter• may be 
erroneoualy perceived •• evidence that EPA i• not aerioua about 
enforcing the Ration'• environmental lawa. Conaequently, auch 
difference• ahould be explained and accounted for in the Agency"• 
communication• to th• public. 

It ia the poliey of EPA that when pr••• releaaea are iaaued 
to announce the aettlement of enforcement caaee in which the 
aettlement penalty figure ia appreciably leaa than the initially 
propoaed penalty amount, auch releaaea ahould include atandard 
text (aee Section IV, p.2) to enaure that the general public ia 
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adequately informed of the analy•i• behind the final 
penalty amount, and the rea•on• ju•tifying the penalty 
reduction. The relea•e ahould al•o de•cribe any environ
mentally beneficial performance required under the 
terma of the aettlement which goea beyond action• being 
taken •imply to come into compliance. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICY 

When a preaa releaae ia iaaued at the aettlement of an 
enforcement action, any auch pr••• releaae that include• the 
announcement of a final penalty aaaeaament which i• appreciably 
different from the pe~lty propoaed at the outaet of the caae 
ahould include the following atandard text: 

•The civil penalty in thi• action waa the 
product of negotiation after careful conaideration 
by the government of the fact• conatituting the 
violation, the gravity of the miaconduct, the 
atrength of the government'• caae, and eatabliahed 
EPA penalty policiea. 

[NOTE: Include the following paragraph only in caaea 
involving environmentally beneficial 
performance.) 

•In agreeing to thia $ penalty, the 
government recognizes the contribution to long-term 
environmental protection of [briefly aummarize here 
the environmentall beneficial erformance ex lained 
in etai y o 
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MEMORANDUM 

1989 

OFFI<:! OF 
ENFOA<:EMF.NT ~~O 

.:OMl'l.!AN<:~ ~ONIT(\tlU..Q 

SUBJECT: Public Relations Policies Pertaining to EPA Criminal 
Investigations a~ecutions 

James M. stro~~ FROM: 
Assistant Administrator 

TO: Assistant Administrators 
General counsel 
Inspector General 
Regional Administrators 
Deputy Regional Administrators 
Regional counsels 

The Agency's Enforcement Communications Task Force was 
established by then-Deputy Administra~or Jim Barnes on June 9, 
1988, for the purpose of enhancing the ettec~iveness of EPA's 
enforcement activities by increasing both the regulated 
community's and the public'$ level of knowledge regarding the 
Agency's civil and criminal enforcement successes. As an 
outgrowth of his participation on the Task Force.· Paul R. 
Thomson, Jr., Deputy Assistant Administrator, Criminal 
Enforcement, has revised the Agency's public relations policy 
pertaining to criminal enforcement, reformatting it into two 
short directives. These policies replace GM-55, "Media Relations 
on Matters Pertaining to EPA's Criminal Enforcement Program" 
(December 12, 1986). Som~ i$sues which were addressed by GM-55. 
but not in the new policies, will be covered by internal 
directives to affected offices. Interested Offices and Task 
Force members are to be complimented for their superlative 
collegial efforts in developing this clear and concise guidance. 

Accordingly, I hereby issue the attached policy statements 
governing public and media relations in this context. 

I ask that you distribute the "Policy on Responding to 
Public or Media Inquiries Regarding Criminal Investigations" to 
all personnel in your respective off ices or reqions, and 
emphasize the importance of complying with this rule, which is 
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intended to protect both the rights of persons who may be under 
criminal investigation and the integrity of the Agency's criminal 
investigations. This policy directs Agency personnel to refer 
inquiries about criminal enforcement to appropriate personnel 
within EPA's criminal program. For your information, also 
attached is a listing of the referenced criminal program 
personnel. 

The "·Policy on Publicizing Criminal Enforcement Activities" 
is intended to emphasize to all Agency media-relations or public
af fairs personnel (and all those who are responsible for 
providing them with pertinent information, i.e., primarily 
criminal program personnel) that - unless unusual circumstances 
warrant an exception - major events in. criminal enforcement cases 
are to be publicized by timely regional press releases. This may 
be done jointly with the United States Attorney's office, but it 
should be carried out in a way which ensures that the Agency gets 
due credit for the case. Furthermore, appropriate Agency 
personnel must be prepared to respond to public inquires, which 
may follow the publicity, regarding the Agency's requlatory 
approach to the environmental problem at issue·. 

These policies are aimed at getting the message to the 
public that EPA is committed to using the full array of its legal 
authorities to compel compliance with the environmental laws, as 
w-=-il as deterring f;.itu4t:: e•·av.ironmenta~ crimes. Inforwiny tl'",e: 
requlated community about the tough enforcement posture we are 
taking, while at the same time protecting the rights of 
indivi~uals and the integrity of the criminal process, is the 
best w~y to achieve these national goals. I ask your assistance 
in ensuring that they are met. 

Attachments 

cc: Directors, Regional Offices of Public Affairs 
Lew Crampton, Associate Administrator for Communications and 

Public Affairs 
James L. Prange, NEIC Assistant Director for OCI 
OCI Special and Resident Agents-in-Charge 
Regional Criminal Enforcement Counsels 
Off ice of criminal Enforcement counsel 
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Attention; All EPA Personnel 

POLICY ON RESPONDING TO PUBLIC OR MEDIA 
INQUIRIES REGARDING CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS 

The Environmental Protection Agency's criminal enforce11ent 
proqraa is spearheaded by trained law enforcement agents who 
investigate alleqed or suspected criminal violations of Federal 
enviromaental laws. If and when the Agency deteraines that the 
subject of the investigation warrants criai.nal prosecution and/or 
grand jury investigation by the Depart.ant of Justice, the Agency 
refers the 11atter to the Department for action.. · .. 

on occasion, a aember of the pulic or of the news media, or 
a person associated with the subject of an investigation, will 
r:or.tact Agency personnel and seek information reqardiDCJ the 
nature or existence of a criai.nal investigation. In those 
situations, BPA personnel should resgond; 

"BPA has a policy to neither conf ira nor deny the 

existence of a criainal inyastigation.• 

Agency personnel -y explain that the purpose of this pol .;.cy 
is to Protect the constitutional rights of persgns who MY be 
under investigation (and who -Y 'be innocent of any violation of 
Federal law) and the inteqrity of the Agency's criminal 
investigations. 

All general questions reqardiilq investigative procedures or 
the criainal enforce.ant proqraa MY be referred to OBCll's 
National Bnforca.ent and Investigations center, Assistant 
Director for. the Office of criai.nal Investigations (OCI), at 
(303) 236-3215 (FTS 776-3215). EPA personnel -Y also refer 
general inquiries to the OCI Agent in Charge of the Reqion 
involved, and to OBCll's Off ice of criminal Enforcement counsel at 
headquarters (202/FTS 475-9660). 
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once it is known that criminal charqes have been filed, all 
public or media inquiries reqardinq the case should be ref erred 
to the Office of Reqional counsel's Criminal Enforce11&nt Counsel, 
or to the Office of PUblic Affairs. 

This policy is effective immediately. Issues relatinq to 
the Freeda• of Information Act, 5 u.s.c. section 552, in the 
criminal context are not addressed by this policy. 

This Policy, and any internal office procedures which 
iapleaent this policy, are not intended to, do not, and may not 
be relied upon to create any riqht or benefit, substantive or 
procedural, enforceable at law by any party to litiqation with 
the United states. The Aqency reserves the riqht to act at 
variance with this policy·as the circumstances -Y warrant. In 
particular, nothing in this pglicy shall be interpreted to 
preclude the Agency fro• notifying the public. yben necessary. as 
to ADY health or enviroruaental hazard. 

Prepared by: Paul R. Thomson, Jr. 
Deputy Assistant Adllinistrator - criainal 

Date: /4/Z-z/P:t 
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POLICY ON PUBLICIZING CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS 

OFF1r.e r.~ 
Ei'IFOAf.EW.Nf .lNO 

c:c~Plt•Nr.t \<I01111ro .. •lo<i 

With the maturing of EPA's criminal enforcement program, it 
has become apparent that the public and the news media are 
becoming increasingly interested in Federal ·prosecutions of 
environment.al crimes. It is in the Agency's interest to utilize 
this public interest. By promptly providing appropriate case-
specific information as well as relevant programmatic materials 
to the media, the general deterrence effects of criminal 
enforcement will be maximized, and public awareness of EPA's 
activities to address environmental pollution concerns will be 
enhanced. At the same time, the rights of those suspected or. 
accused of crimes must not be abridged, and the legally-mandated 
secrecy of the grand jury process must be maintained. 

Because of the special considerations which 3p;ly in the 
criminal enforcemene context, this guidance supp1emenes ene 
Agency's general media policy (GM-46), entitled "Policy on 
Publicizing Enforcement Activities," dated November 21,. 1985. 
'lhe policy (GM-55) entitled "Media Relations on Matters . 
rertaining to EPA's Criminal Enforcement Program," dated 
December 12, 1986, is revoked. 

Statement of Policy 

1) The filing of criminal charges (by indictment or 
information) , verdicts or guilty plea·s, and sentencings are 
considered major enforcement events.whicb should be publicized in 
a timely manner by regional press releases, and will frequently 
warrant national press releases or press advisories. Such · 
releases or advisories may be issued jointly by EPA and the 
Department of Justice. 

2) In publicizing major criminal enforcement events, all 
Agency personnel must take care to help ensure that the 
constitutional and other legal rights of the accused are not 
violated. In addition, EPA personnel who have access to secret 
grand jury materials must take special care to prevent disclosure 
of any such information. Finally, EPA personnel must avoid 
releasing information which could compromise an onqoinq 
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investigation by EPA's Office of Criminal Investigations or the 
Department of Justice. In order to carry out these objectives, 
the Office of Regional Counsel's Criminal Enforcement Counsel (or 
the ~ssociate Enforcement Counsel for Criminal, at headquarters) 
must be consulted prior to Agency release of any criminal case
specific information. 

3) In addition to case-specific information (which is 
limited in order to protect the rights of the accused and the 
integrity-of the criminal enforcement process), the EPA Public 
Affairs Off ices should make relevant regulatory or programmatic 
information available to the public and the news media in 
response to inquiries occasioned by the news-generating criminal 
case event. · 

4) Because of the primary role played by the Department of 
Justice in Federal criminal prosecutions, the content of any 
Agency press release regarding a criminal case event should be 
informally reviewed by the prosecuting attorney prior to 
publication. The ORC Criminal Enforcement Counsel, the OCI 
Special Agent assigned to the case, (and OECM's Office of 
Criminal Enforcement Counsel at HQ) are responsible for 
facilitating this consultation with.Justice. 

This policy, and any internal office procedures which implement 
it, are nat .intended to, do not, ana mai not be relied upon to 
create any right or benefit, substant1ve or procedural, 
enforceable at law by any party to litigation with the Unit~d 
States. The Agency reserves the right to take any action at 
variance with this ~licy or implementing procedures as the 
circumstances warran~. In particular, nothing in this policy 
shall be interpreted to preclude the Agency from notifying the 
public. when necessary. as to any health or enyironmental 
hazard. 

Prepared by: Paul R. Thomson, Jr. 

Date: 

Deputy Assistant Administrator - Criminal 

I k It-. ?,,t gvi 
r I 
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MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT1 

PROM: 

TOI 

I••uanc• of Enforcement Conaiderationa for Orafting 
and Revievino Regulation• and Guideline• for 
Developing Nev or Reviaed Compliance and Enforcement 
Strategies . ('\ /) 

Courtney M. Price \_,J::J", A -f:'-t.A 
Assistant Administrator for !nforceaent and 

Compliance Monitoring 

A••istant Adminiatrator1 
Off ice of General Counael 

Attached is a ;uidance package containing: 1) enforcement 
con1iderationa for drafting and reviewing regulation•: and 
2) guideline• for developing new or reviaed compliance and 
enforcement 1trate;ie1. 

Staff meabera fros both th• coapliance program off ic•• 
and th• A11ociate Enforcement Coun1el off ic•• a11i1t•d vith 
developing the checkli1t1. My 1taff interviewed legal and 
technical enforcement peraonn•l and incorporated their comments 
into th• guidance package a1 well aa COllllenta from th• review . 
of draft checkliata. 

Th• guidance 1hould encourage conai1tant con1ideration of 
•inimal •nforce .. nt r•quir•••nta durino reoulation development. 
In addition, the guidance aay aaaiat with initial enforceaent 
of a n .. or r••iaed reoulation by providing ainiaal conaidera
tiona for d•••loplno ce11plianc• and enforceaent atrateoi•• 
appropriate to the regulationa. 

To lmpl ... nt thi• guidance, I have requeated all Aaaociat• 
lnforc-nt Counsel• to diatrlbut• ·copie• of thia guidance to 
all enforceaent attorneya reaponaible for th• enforceaent aapects 
of reoulation development. I encoura~e you to d11tribut• copies 
of thi• guidance to your national prograa aanagera and Aaaociat• 
General C:ouna•l• and any staff vho are reaponaibl• for regulation 
developaent. 

Attachment 



ENFORCEMENT CONSIDERATIONS FOR DRAFTING ANO 
REVIEWING REGULATIONS: IDENTIFYING THE NEED FOR ANO 

DEVELOPING NEW OR .REVISED COMPLIANCE ANO ENFORCEMENT STRATEGIE-

PART I Enforcement Con•ideration• for Drafting and 
Reviewing Regulation• 

PURPOSE 

A• part of the initiative to ••tabli•h a compliance and 
enforcement atrategy proc•••· thia guidance amplifi•• th• 
diacuaaion of th• option• ••l•ction proc••• in the Deputy 
Adminiatrator•a January 31, 1984, •criteria and Guideline• for 
Review of Agency Action~·· 

Th• guidance i• in the form of a checkli•t of minimum 
conaiderationa for work group meml:»era to uae during the proce•• 
of developing a major or aignificant rule. Th• checkliat i• a 
tool for work group• to u•• l:>efore and during th• option• •election 
proceaa •• th• work group develop• th• regulation. Thi• guidance 
doe• not attempt to liat th• full range of rulemaking opti~na. 

- APPLICABILITY 

Work group• ahould uae thia guidance during th• developme· 
of •major rulea• and •a19nificant rulea• that have enforcemen1 
ramification• aa well aa any other rule with enforcement 
implicationa. Th••• claaaificationa of r•9Ul•tiona are defined 
in the Deputy Adminiatrator'• Pebruary 21, 1984, •procedure• 
for Regulation Development and Review.•_ 

CHECKLIST POR DEVELOPING !HFORCEABLE REGULATIONS AND REVIEWING 
REGULATIONS FOR ENFORCEABILITY 

I. PREAMBLE 

A. ror the regulation under development, would it be 
helpful for the preamble to reference the •ziatence of a 
compliaac:e and enforc ... nt atrat99)'? 

a. If the preamble reference• th• exiatence of a com
pliance aad enforc ... nt atrat•CJY• doe• th• preamble need to 
include an abetract of th• atrat•CJY? If th• preamble ••t• 
forth the atratetY in too much detail, IPA may have to u•• a 
rulamakin9 proeedur• to ..,dify th• atrategy. 

c If the preamble a\Dlllari&•• policy iaau•• raiaed durin9 
regula~ion development, do•• it give th• Agency'• rational• for 
all major regulatory policy choice• vh•n needed to aupport 
future enforcement efforta7 
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o. Do•• th• preamble impo•e sub•tantive requirements 
that ahould be included in the body of the re9ulationa? 

II. D!l'INITIONS 

A •. Ar• all neceaaary t•r1118 to identify the rec;ulated 
community, the regulated aetivitiea, or the regulated •ubatancea 
defined? 

a. Ar• exception• to defined terms included and narrow 
enough to avoid ·having the exception• awallow the definition? 

c. Ar• definition• and exception• preciae enough ao that 
enforcement peraonnel ea~ identify inatancea of noncompliance? 

o. once a term haa been defined, haa th• term been u••d 
conaiatently, in th• defined form, throughout the text of the 
regulation? 

III. SCOPE AND APPLICABILITY OP REGULATION 

' A. I• th• •tatutory authority underlying the regulation 
clearly articulated? 

a. Ar• exemption• to th• regulation limited in acop• 
and apecific enough to avoid confuaion about th• regulated 
entiti•• to which they apply? 

c. If neeeaaary, 1• th• relationahip of th• regulation to 
criminal enforcement in the aam• program explained? 

IV. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

A. Ar• performance atandarda or other end-r••ult• 
quantified or ezpreaaed in meaaurable waya? Ar• th• methodologiea 
for meaauring performance linked to th• ~•i• for the atandard? 
If applicable, ia the averaging time for determining compliance 
clearly etated7 

•· Ar• 110re enforceable atandarda available: i.e, •••i•r 
to .. aaare, 1••• reaource intenaive, etc.? 

c. Ar• esceptiona or ezemptiona clearly deacri'bed? 
Ar• th••• esceptiona/exemptiona peraiaaible? 

V. MOMITORUIG MID INSP!CTIOM 

A. What doea th• reciulated c01m1Nnity ••lf-monitor, report, 
or maintain in recorda? 
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s. Are the self-monitoring, reporting, or record keeping 
requirements related to the 1tatutory compliance requirements 
and desired results? Are EPA/authorized state inspection 
procedure• related to the compliance requirements and results 
contemplated under th• statute? Do the sampling or emission 

· mon1tor1nq procedure• provide for adequate cna1n of cuatody 
tor evidence of violation•? 

c. 00•• the r•QUlation provide procedures for entering a 
regulated facility, 1napecting docwnents, and collecting samples 
as authorized by statute? 

D. What te1t methodolOQies are available to determine if 
a tactl1ty 11 1n compliance? Are the methodolo;1•• clearly 
described? Will standardization and quality assurance support 
a credible compliance monitoring progr .. ? 

£. Can EPA/authorized state inspector• readily identify 
conduct in violation ot a regulation from tne language ot the 
regulation? 

P. Are th• requirements for reports, records, or inapec
tion/monttorin; techniau•• deai;ned to reduce enforcement cqata 
and increase the •f fectiv•n••• of inspections? 

Vt. RECORD KEEPING/REPORTING REOUIR!M!NTS 

A. What. kind of records or reports does th• regulated eor 
munity maintain on ait• or submit periodically to an authorize· 
state or EPA to document c011pliance or period• of noncomplianc•. 

B. Wt\at ii the content of required records in terms of 
evidentiary u1e to •how compliance or failure to comply? 

c. Ar• exceptions to the record keeping requirements 
•P•lled out? 

o. What kind qf record• doe• th• regulated community 
maintain to document ••lf-.onitoring and related activ1ti•• 
required by tb• retulation? 

1. If tb• record keepln9/reportlna requlre .. nt may be th• 
baaia ot an enforc ... nt action, •111 th• tnfor11at1on aaintain•d 
to ... t the reciulrementa provide auf f lcient evidence to document 
a v101atlon7 If not, what elae i• requtred? 

r. Ar• the reporting requlre .. nt• frequent enough for a 
timely reaponae to a violation? ta th• regulated comaun1ty 
reouired to retain information long enou;h for enforcement 
purpoaea? 



G. Are exceptions to the reporting requirements spelled 
out? 

VII. DEMONSTRATING COMPLIANCE WITH PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

A. Doe• tne regulation deaeribe wnat con•titut•• compliance? 
I• compliance determined on the baaia of field inapectiona, 
d••k review• of regularly aubm1tted report•, or 1• the re9ulat1on 
aelf•enforcing? 

a. Do the regulation• •et definite time limit• within 
wn1en a memt>er ot th• regulated community muat reacn compliance? 
no the time period• have apecif ied beoinnino and end points? 
If compliance 1• defined _by occurrence of an event, rather 
than by a date, 1• th• event diacrete enouoh for an inapector 
to make a compliance determination? 

c. Are the regulation• clear about who ha• th• burden 
of provinQ compliance or noncompliance? 

o. I• th• proof of violation clearly deacribed? Can !TPA 
carry the burden ot proof? Do•• the reoulat1on deacr1be the 

-latitude of an inapector'• exerciae of profeaaional judgment 
in determinin9 whether a.facility i• in compliance? · 

!. ts the reapon•• to a civil violation conaiatent with 
criminal enforcement authority under th• statute? Does the 
re~ulation provide for coordination with criminal enforcement 
ac:t1ona? 

. - -
F. Are •P•cific penalti•• deacribed for each inatance of 

noncompliance? 

G. If cmnpliance and enforce ... nt i• delegated to a atate, 
do•• the r•oulatlon clearly deacriDe th• responaibil1t1•• of the 
deleqated atate? 
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Part II Guidelines for Identifying the Need for and Oeveiop1; 

Nev or Revised Compliance and Enforcement Strategies 

PURPOSE 

Thi• auidance provide• a checklist for OECM and Prooram 
Ottices to evaluate the need for new or reviaed compliance and 
enforcement strateoiea, a••••• the appropriate timing for 
comp!et1no tho•• strategiea, and determine the acope ot strategies 
that need to be developed. 

Work group member• may uae thia checkli•t during the 
options ••l•ctton proce•• of regulation development to enaure 
that new or reviaed compJiance and enforcement atrateoies are 
developed concurrent v1th th• regulation and that pertinent 
isaues are conaidered in developing th• regulation. Becauae 
each Agency program off ice or enforce .. nt office identified in 
a c01T1pliance and enforcement atrateoy haa had a repreaentative 
on th• work oroup developing th• regulation, a new or rev1aed 
atrate~y should include a diacuaaion of which off ice is reapon
a1c1e for each part of th• atrategy. 

This ~uid•nce mnplifiea the May 1984, •strategy Framework; 
for EPA Compliance Pro9raa• and the OCtober 1984 memorandum 
from the Deputy Adminiatrator on the atrategic planning procea' -
for compliance and enforce .. nt within IPA. 

APPLICABILITY 

Thia auidance 11 limited to developin; new or revised 
compliance and enforcement atrategtea fora 

1. 

2. 

3. 

•• 

New prOQr .. initiati••• within th• AgencyJ 

New atatutory reaponaiblllti•• delegated to th• 
Aqency, 

le•l•lona to exlatln9 r•QUlatlona that a pr09ram 
ot!ice deterain•• will ha•• a ai;nlf lcant •f fect 
on an ontoln9 pr09r .. s and 

tr09r ... wttb ez1atin9 atrate9l•• that are not 
producin9 adequate envlron.ental reaulta. 

A compl1ance and enforce .. nt atrategy or rev1a1on• in 
1elected component• of an exiatln9 atrateQY would not be 
neceaaary for every revialon of an ex1at1no regulatory proc;ram. 
ror exAlftple, a cc::.pliance and enforce ... nt atrategy would not 
D• needed for eac~ new or revtaed effluent QUidel1ne. 
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MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

JAN 2 7 15&> 

A S~mmary of OECM's. Role in1!. te gency's 
Review Process ,/"'\ 

. i'-~ ~ 
Courtney A. Pri~"'"-...' • 1 

Assistant Administrator for Enforcement 
and Compliance Monitoring 

TO: Associate Enforcement Counsels 
OECM Off ice Directors 

RG. J-2 

OFFICE Of f,.;fOllctME!lo"T 

MOSITOlll"G 

Regulatory 

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide OECM staff 
with a description of OECM's role and responsibilities in the 
Agency's regulatory review process, and a description of the 
Agency's regulatory review process itself. This memorandum 
also sets forth procedures for OECM staff to follow in review
ing and concurring in regulation packages (i.e., Red Border 
packages, Consent Calendars, responses to General Accounting 
Office (GAO) reports, reports to Congress, etc.). 

Under present procedures, the Associate Enforcement 
Counsels have the responsibility for developing a timely, 
coordinated OECM response to a given regulatory package. The 
correspondence control unit (CCU) keeps track of the status 
of all regulation packages under OECM review and, where neces
sary, reminds OECM media divisions of applicable deadlines. 
The Director of the Legal Enforcement Policy Division acts as 
OECM's Steering Committee Representative to provide OECM's 
point of view in general rulemaking procedures and act as a 
clearinghouse for Start Action Requests. 

The first part of this memorandum outlines OECM's role in 
the regulatory review process. The second part sets forth 
procedures for OECM staff to follow in reviewing and concurring 
in regulation packages. Attached are two appendices. The 
first contains three charts diagramming the regulatory review 
system. The second is a document which summarizes the Agency's 
regulatory development and review process as managed by the 
Office of Policy, Planning, and Evaluation (OPPE). 
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Please make sure that each member of your staff receives 
a copy of this memorandum. This will allow all of OECM to 
operate with a common understanding of the procedures for 
reviewing regulation packages. If you have any questions or 
comments on these procedures, please contact Arthene Pugh at 
475-8784. 

Attachments 



OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE MONITORING 
REGULATORY REVIEW PROCESS 

Arthene Pugh 
Legal Enforcement Policy 

Division 
December 11, 1985 



I. OECM's Role in The Agency's Regulation Review Process 

Over the past several years, OECM has played an active 
role in the Agency's regulation review process especially 
during Steering Committee and Red Border reviews. Almost all 
proposed regulations including Agency directives, manuals, 
responses to GAO reports and some Agency reports to Congress 
require the review of OECM staff and the official concurrence 
of the Assistant Administrator for the Off ice of Enforcement 
and Compliance Monitoring (AA/OECM). 

A. OECM Participation in Steering Committee Meetings 

Occasionally, a formal Steering Committee meeting will be 
held to discuss an important or controversial regulation package 
or other related issues (see Appendix II, page 5 for the role of 
the Steering Committee). As OECM's Steering Committee represen
tative, the Director of OECM's Legal Enforcement Policy Division 
(LEPO) may attend as OECM's •official• representative at these 
meetings. As a practical matter, however, the Director/LEPO 
will inform the appropriate Associate Enforcement Counsel (AEC) 
of these meetings, and will rely on the AEC and his staff to 
attend and participate in Steering Commitee meetings. 

B. OECM Participation in SAR Review 

After a Start Action Request (SAR) has been submitted to 
the Office of Policy, Planning, and Evaluation (OPPE), OPPE 
will circulate to Steering Committee representatives a copy of 
the SAR for review and approval, and a work group membership 
invitation (see Appendix II, page 3 for a complete explanation 
of the SAR). Since the Director/LEPO is OECM's Steering Commit
tee representative, he will receive the SAR and work group 
invitation. The Director/LEPO will forward the SAR review and 
work group invitation to the appropriate AEC for approval and 
response. The AEC will submit the name(s) of his staff who will 
participate in work group meetings, and the AEC will make any 
comments on the SAR to the Off ice of Standards and Regulations 
(CSR) in OPPE. 

c. OECM Participation in·Work Group 

The lead off ice will convene an Agency-wide work group to 
develop the regulation. The purposes of the work group are to 
identify the issues facing different Agency off ices in formulat
ing the proposed rule and to begin resolving those issues. 
OECM's representative in work group activities is responsible 
for presenting a consensus OECM position on matters and issues 
discussed before the work group. 
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D. OECM's Participation in Steering Committee Review 

Steering Committee review is the initial procedure to 
prepare the propo~ed regulation package for consideration and 
f ina~ concurr7nce by se~ior Agency management. The Steering 
Committee review determines whether the regulation package is 
ready to enter the final interoffice review (Red Border review) 
prior to signature by the Administrator. This task is accom
plished by means of Consent Calendar clearance review. The 
Consent Calendar is a review process which gives Steering 
Committee representatives the opportunity to provide written 
comments on the regulation package without a scheduled meeting. 
Consent Calendar packages are reviewed and concurred in by the 
appropriate AEC. 

E. OECM Participation in Red Border Review 

Red Border review normally is the final step in Agency-wide 
review of a proposed regulatory action. In this process, the 
AA/OECM along with other participating AAs indicate whether they 
concur in the regulation package. OPPE will send to OECM the 
regulation package for review and comment·and will indicate the 
established deadline for review. The package will be reviewed 
by the appropriate OECM media division and concurred in by the 
AEC, where applicable, or the AA/OECM, as appropriate according 
to delegations·as described below. 

II. Procedures for Concurrence on Regulation Packages Under 
OECM Review 

A. Procedures Under The Old System 

In the past, LEPD reviewed and maintained a tracking system 
for all regulation packages (i.e., Red Border, Consent Calendar, 
reports to Congress, responses to GAO reports, etc.) that 
required the signature of the AA/OECM. LEPO maintained this 
tracking system to ensure that OECM responded in a timely manner 
with established deadlines. Prior to signature by the AA/OECM, 
LEPD also reviewed the package to make sure that any enforcement 
issues contained in the package were properly addressed and 
reviewed by the appropriate OECM media division. After LEPD's 
review, the package was forwarded to the AA/OECM for 
concurrence. 

The Director/LEPO had final sign-off authority on Consent 
Calendar packages. These packages were reviewed by the appro
priate OECM media·division, and then forwarded to the Director/ 
LEPD for signature. However, in rare instan?es, the AA/O~CM 
would sig~ off on Consent Calendar packages if they contained 
controversial enforcement issues. Appendix #1 indicates the 
review process for regulation packages under this system. 
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B. Revisions to Procedures for Reviewing Regulation 
Packages 

To streamline the review process, in April 1985, the 
AA/OECM delegated to the AECs the authority to sign off for 
the AA/OECM on regulation review packages that only require a 
recommendation of concur (no outstanding enforcement issues) 
and concur with comment, if comments were editorial in nature 
(e.g. correcting typos or grammar). If the recommended response 
was concur with substantive comment or to non-concur, then the 
package had to be signed by the AA/OECM. Consent Calendar 
packages continued to be signed by the Director/LEPD. 

Where AEC sign-off is appropriate, the new procedures 
eliminated four steps - 4, 5, 6, and i- (see Chart 11 in 
Appendix I) in OECM's prior review process. Packages that 
required the signature of the AA/OECM continued to be processed 
through all of the 8 steps (see Chart tl in Appendix I). 
Consent Calendar packages continued to be processed in the same 
fashion. 

Soon thereafter LEPD conducted an evaluation of OECM's 
review procedures to determine the need for LEPD to continue to 
review and track regulation packages. The evaluation revealed 
that the OECM media divisions were performing the review, 
commenting, and recommendation functions. If any issues had to 
be resolved or discussed with the AA/OECM, the appropriate OECM 
media division handled the matter. Consequently, in August 
1985, the Director/LEPO issued a memorandum which eliminated 
LEPO from the tracking and signing off steps in the review 
process. This action taken by LEPO has greatly streamlined 
OECM's review process as outlined below. 

LEPO maintains its role as OECM overseer of the rulemaking 
process, primarily in two ways. The Director/LEPO is OECM's 
Steering Committee Representative and handles all cross-media 
rulemaking matters. Also, by virtue of his position as OECM 
Steering Committee Representative, the Director/LEPO receives 
a great deal of material relating to specific rulemakings, 
including SARs, which are directed to the proper OECM media 
division. Twice a year OPPE issues a complete list of all EPA 
rulemakings which LEPO sends to the media divisions so the 
AECs can ensure that they are actively involved in all rulemak
ings in which they have an interest. 

c. Current Procedures for Concurrence on Regulation 
Packages Under OECM Review 

OECM's correspondence control unit (CCU) now has the 
responsibility for making sure that OECM responds in a timely 
manner to regulation packages under OECM review. The CCU 
forwards all regulation packages directly to the appropriate 
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OECM medium division for review and response. The OECM meaiwn 
division will review the package and make a determination of 
the appropriate action to be taken. If the regulation package 
is one in which the response is concur (no comment or outstand
ing enforcement issues), or concur with comment (if comments 
are purely editorial in nature), then the AEC should sign the 
clearance sheet for the AA/OECM, and send it back to the CCU 
for distribution. 

If the package is one in which the response is concur with 
substantive comments or non-concur, then the OECM medium divi
sion should prepare a memorandwn from the AA/OECM addressed to 
the AA of the the lead;· program off ice, with a courtesy copy to 
the AA/OPPE. The review package and memorandum should be sent 
to the CCU for signature by the AA/OECM. (Charts 12 and 13 in 
Appendix I outline the stages of review for these packages). 

With respect to Consent Calendar packages, the AECs will 
have the final concurrence on all Consent Calendar clearance 
sheets. The AEC will indicate, by check mark ( \/') the appro
priate response, no corr~ents or comments attached, and then 
sign his name in the signature block. It the response is 
•co:rmnents attached,• then a memorandum should be prepared, for 
the signature of the appropriate AEC, and addressed to C. Ronald 
Smith, Chairman, Steering Committee, OSR/OPPE. After signature, 
the package should be returned to CCU for distribution. Although 
OPPE permits telephone responses on Consent Calendar packages, 
OECM should respond by completing the Consent Calendar clearance 
sheet. 
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Chart 12 

*Regulation Review - New System 
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• This system is applicable to those packages for which a recommendation is concur (no 
comment or outstanding enforcement issues), or concur with comments (comments are 
purely editorial in nature). If the response is concur with comment (substantive 
comments) or nonconcur, use the system in Chart 13 of this Appendix. 
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•Regulation Review - New System 
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*Thie system le applicable to those packages for which a recommendation is concur with 
substantive comment for which a memorandum ls required, or non-concur. If the response 
is concur (no comment or outstanding enforcement issues), or concur with comment 
(comments are purely editorial tn nature) use the system in Chart 12 ot th1s Appenaix. 



APPENDIX II 

AGENCY REGULATION REVIEW PROCESS 

I. Agency Participants and Their Roles in the Regulation 
Review Process 

A. Lead Office 

The program offices have lead responsibility for initiating 
and developing most regulations. The Assistant Administrator 
(AA) of the lead office and his/her designee (the project 
officer) manage the development of the regulation. The lead 
office organizes the Agency-wide work group and notifies desig
nated off ice representatives of scheduled work group activities. 
The project officer of the lead off ice chairs the work group 
meetings. Milestone schedules for developing the proposed 
regulation are established by tne lead office. In addition, the 
lead office elicits the participation, support and resources of 
other Agency off ices and the public in developing the proposed 
regulation. 

B. Primary Participating Offices 

l. Program Assistant Administrators 

The program Assistant Administrators (AAs) review all of 
the proposed rulemakings, including their own specific program 
regulations to offer their opinions and expertise on particular 
issues. This helps ensure the necessary integration of all of 
the Agency's programs. The AAs are represented in all Steering 
Committee reviews, and they participate in options selection 
reviews and meetings, and in Red Border reviews that are of 
interest to them, as explained below. 

2. Assistant Administrator for Policy, Planning 
and Evaluation 

The Assistant Administrator for the Office of Policy, 
Planning and Evaluation (AA/OPPE) manages the operation of 
the Agency's regulation review process. Within OPPE, the 
Off ice of Standards and Regulations (OSR) performs the task of 
coordinating the regulatory review process within the Agency. 
The AA/OPPE is also responsible for overseeing the Agency's 
compliance with other Federal regulations such as Executive 
Order 12291, the Paperwork Reduction Act and the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act. 

The AA/OPPE directs the Steering Committee process and 
participates in each Red Border review. OPPE assigns a lead 
analyst to work with each of the Agency's program offices on 
their regulations and work groups. The AA/OPPE focuses the 
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office's attention on the analytical quality, program inte
gration, cost-effectiveness, and scientific and statistical 
validity of proposed regulatory actions. The AA/OPPE also 
provides an independent assessment of the proposed rules for 
the Administrator's and the Deputy Administrator's review. 

3. Office of General Counsel/Office of Enforcement 
and Compliance Monitoring 

The Off ice of General Counsel (OGC) reviews regulatory 
action packages to advise the Administrator, Deputy Adminis
trator, and Assistant Administrators on the legal aspects of each 
proposed rulemaking. The Office of Enforcement and Compliance 
Monitoring (OECM) reviews regulatory packages to advise the 
Administrator, Deputy Administrator and Assistant Administrators 
on the enforcement aspects of each proposed rutemaking. The OGC 
and OECM lawyers work closely with the lead offices to assist 
them in drafting regulations. The General Counsel and OECM are 
represented in all Steering Committee reviews and participate in 
Red Border reviews. 

c. Other Participating Offices 

The Assistant Administrators for Enforcement and Compliance 
Monitoring, Research and Development, External Affairs, and 
Administration and Resources Management have lead office 
responsibility for a select number of regulations generated by 
their offices. These AAs, as well as a representative tor the 
Regional Administrators (RAs), are all represented in Steering 
Committee reviews and participate in Red Border review for 
regulatory actions that are of interest to them. 

II. Procedures for Developing a Regulation 

In terms of work products, the process of developing a 
regulatory action can be divided into five stages: 

0 submission of a start action request; 

0 preparation of a development plan; 

0 establishment of a work group; 

0 review and selection of options; and 

0 submission of a proposed/final regulatory 
decision package. · 

The procedures for these five stages consist of certain 
requirements that the lead program off ice must satisfy together 
with an associated review process. 
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A. Start Action Request (SAR) 

All proposed regulations must have an approved SAR before 
the Agency can begin development of the proposed regulation. 
The lead office must submit a SAR to OSR/OPPE for approval by 
the AA/OPPE. The SAR is a brief document which describes the 
proposed regulatory action, its purpose, and the reason for 
initiating the regulatory action including any consequences 
which may result if no regulatory action were initiated or 
undertaken. The SAR must also justify why Agency time and 
resources should be expended for developing the proposed regu
lation during the time period specified for development. OPPE 
and Steering Committee members must review and approve the SAR 
within three weeks of its submission. 

B. Preparing the Development Plan (DP) 

The DP outlines the basic policy and management framework 
for developing a proposed regulation. All rulemakings that 
are classified as major or significant require a DP. The DP 
states the need for the regulatory action, identifies its goals 
and objectives, identifies any alternative actions that c~n be 
taken which may be environmentally or administratively accept
able, and presents a work plan and strategy for developing the 
regulation. 

After OPPE approves the SAR, the lead off ice has 60 days 
in which to submit the DP to the Steering Committee. The 
Steering Committee reviews the DP, usually within a two week 
period. If the DP is acceptable, the Steering Committee Chair
man approves it. In the case of major regulations, the DP must 
be approved by the AA/OPPE. 

c. Establishing the Work Group 

The work group meets shortly after the SAR has been approved. 
The work group consists of representatives from OPPE, OECM, OGC, 
Off ice of External Affairs, Office of Research and Development 
and the RAs who choose to participate in the particular rule
maki ng. Other AAs or their representatives may participate 
when there are issues involved that are of interest to their 
particular program. 

The work group meets throughout the regulation development 
and review process until the decision package is submitted for 
Agency-wide review. Full support and participation of the work 
group provioes a forum tor sharing expertise and knowleoge on 
the ·regulation under development, and ensures that all Agency 
resources are efficiently and properly allocated. 
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D. The Options Selection Process 

The options selection process involves the formulation, 
refinement and selection of feasible options connected with 
one or a series of decision points. The goal of this process 
is to narrow the range of acceptable alternatives for the 
Administrator's final decision. Work group meetings are held 
to discuss the options, select/reject options and refine the 
options selected for further development. The options should 
be clearly stated and defined in the development plan. 

l. Level I Process 

There are two ty~is of options selection processes. The 
first, Level I Process, applies to major regulatory actions. 
The lead off ice must circulate an options paper to participat
ing AAs and RAs and the Deputy Administrator 10 days before a 
scheduled options review meeting. The options review meeting 
is chaired by the Deputy Administrator or the lead program 
AA. The participants must agree on which options are to be 
retained for further development and consideration and which 
are to be rejected. Results of options meetings are documented 
by OPPE which issues a closure memorandum (summary of options 
review meeting) that is used by the Deputy Administrator to 
resolve any options issues. 

2. Level II Process 

The second, Level II Process, applies to some major and 
significant regulations. For major regulations, the lead pro
gram AA will make the determination as to which process, Level I 
or Level II, the regulatory action will follow. Work group 
meetings are convened to discuss the options under consideration 
for further development. The lead office prepares a summary of 
the options considered and those rejected, and submits this 
summary along with the decision package to the Steering 
Committee and Red Border reviews. 

Work group participants and the lead program AA work 
together to resolve any differences or decisions on options 
issues that should be considered for further development. If 
differences or decisions cannot be resolved, the Steering 
Committee makes a determination which options should be con
sidered or, if it is unable to achieve closure, the Steering 
committee identifies all disagreements and brings them to the 
attention of the Deputy Administrator, or the affected program 
AA. OPPE doc~~ents the results of the meetings and options 
selected or rejected, and circulates the closure memo to the 
participants and the AA/OPPE for their review. 
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3. Options Selection Paper 

With respect to both Level I and Level II processes, the 
options selection paper, prepared by the lead office, should 
evaluate and analyze the following issues: relevant economic 
impacts, reporting and recordkeeping burdens required by the 
proposed rulemaking, assesment of impact on other regulatory 
programs both within and outside ot the Agency, and resources 
required for implementation and enforcement of the regulatory 
action. 

4. The Decision Package 

The lead off ice prepares the decision package which is 
submitted for Steering Committee and Red Border reviews. The 
decison package includes a neutral discussion of the major 
options including comments from any AAs regarding the options, 
a sLUnmary of the options considered and rejected and reasons 
therefor, a detailed analysis of reporting and recordkeeping 
buroens, and a thorough analysis and assessment of the resources 
necessary for implementing the proposed rulemaking. The deci
sion package must be circulated to the work group for review . 
and comment, and must be approved by the lead .program AA before 
it is submitted for Steering Committee or Red Border review. 

III. Reviewing of Regulatory Actions 

A. Steering Committee Review 

The Steering Committee decides whether a package is ready 
tor Red Border review after resolution ot all issues. The 
Steering Committee includes a representative for each of the 
AAs and the General Counsel. The representative to the Steering 
Committee should: 

1. Hold a position at or above an Office Director 
level; 

2. Hold a position in the immediate office of the AA 
or General Counsel, or report directly to the AA 
or General Counsel; 

3. Have general knowledge and responsibilities 
covering the areas ot regulatory issues tor the 
program he/she represents. 

The Director of CSR chairs the Steering Committee. 

All major and significant rules must follow a certain 
sequence and a series ot reviews. They must all undergo Steering 
Committee review which usual~y takes two weeks. For major and 
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some significant rules, a meeting of Steering Committee represen
tatives must be scheduled. However, some significant rules 
undergo Consent Calendar review in lieu of a Steering Committee 
meeting. In s~ch instances, OPPE circulates the package to the 
Steering Committee for written comments, normally due within two 
weeks. 

B. Red Border Review 

Red Border review is the formal senior management review 
ot all dec1s1on packages by the AA/OPPE, the General Counsel and 
all applicable AAs and RAs. The normal period for Red Border 
review is three weeks. It a reviewing ottice tails to respond 
by the established review deadline, it is assumed by OPPE that 
the reviewing office concurs without comment, and the package 
proceeds on to the next stage. 

C. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Review 

Executive Order 12291 requires that all proposed and final 
rules (except those that OMB has exempted) be sent to OMB tor 
review. The AA/OPPE must approve Agency documents for trans
mittal to OMB tor review. Minor and signit1cant rules are 
reviewed within about 10 days. Proposals of major rules and 
dratt regulatory impact analysis are subject to a 60-day review 
by OMB. Final major rules and final regulatory impact analysis 
are subject to a 30 day review. 

o. Review by the Administrator and Deputy Administrator 

Once the Red Border and OMB reviews are completed, the 
package is forwarded to the Administrator and Deputy Admini
strator for final approval and signature. A special assistant 
to the Administrator and the Deputy Administrator will review 
the regulation package and make a recommendation to the 
Administrator and Deputy Administrator as to the appropriate 
action to be taken. Once the Administrator signs the package, 
it is returned to OSR/OPPE. This office makes the necessary 
arrangements to publish the rule in the Federal Register. 
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MEMORANDUM 

OFFICE Of 
ENFORCEMENT ANO 

COMl'l.IAllCE MOMITOlllNG 

SUBJECT: The Regulatory Development Process: Change in 
Steering Committee Emphasis and OECM Implementation 

FROM: Thomas L. Adams, Jr. ~'O ... 

Assistant Administrator for Enforcement 
and Compliance Monitoring 

TO: 'senior Enforcement Counsel 
Associate Enforcement Counsels 

I • Background 

On October 16, 1986, the Administrator announced significant 
changes in the role of the Steering Committee in the regulatory 
development process. (See Attachment l: Memorandum, Subject: 
"The Regulatory Development Process: Change in Steering 
Committee Emphasis", Oct. 16, 1986 with attachments.) 

Principal changes in the process includes 

• 

• 

• 

Steering Committee meetings will be held on all 
Start Action Requests (SARs) at which lead program 
offices will ask other programs for workgroup 
representatives, issues, an indication of their 
level of interest, and agreement on subsequent 
review of the regulation; 

Workgroup reports will be submitted by each 
workgroup chair to the Steering Committee: and 

There will be flexibility in determining the 
levels of review of the final package, depending 
on resolution of issues through the workgroup 
process. 

A series of ten fact sheets (Attachinents 2-11) explain in 
greater detail various aspects of the newly-constituted Committee. 
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A primary purpose for the overall change in Steering Committee 
procedures is to preclude situations where major issues or concerns 
are.raised at the last minute--even as late as the Red Border · 
Review stage--since any such circumstance may significantly disrupt 
the schedule for completion of a project. 

For this reason, the new procedures enhance the individual 
work9roup's effectiveness by ensuring that issues are raised, 
resolved, or elevated early in the regulatory development process: 
and to assure that cross-media issues are identified and addressed 
as early as possible. 

We must therefore ensure that OECM workgroup members are 
adequately supervised and clearly understand their role in 
speaking for OECM during the course of work9roup deliberations. 
Similarly, the OECM Steering Committee Representative must be 
adequately informed to speak authoritatively for OECM as matters 
come before the Steering Committee for review. 

Accordingly, I am asking each Associate Enforcement Counsel 
to assume responsibility for ensuring that workgroup members 
under his supervision clearly understand and articulate OECM's ~ 
position in all workgroup activities. Enforcement issues 
which cannot be routinely resolved within the workgroup must be 
elevated to OECM senior management for further guidance. 

I have asked Terrell Hunt to serve as OECM's Steering Committf 
Representative and Winston Haythe as the Alternate Representative. 
Mary M. Allen of OPPE ia the Steering Committee Chair. 

II. Procedures: 

In order that OECM's participation on the Steering Committee 
can be most effective, I am asking that the following procedures be 
followed. 

First, at the conclusion of each Steering Committee meeting, 
which convenes biweekly on Wednesdays, a draft agenda for the 
next meeting is distributed. Terrell will furnish copies of 
that draft agenda (with any other relevant documents) to the 
AECs at the Senior Enforcement Counsel's regular Friday staff 
meeting two days thereafter. 

second, each AEC should review that draft agenda (plus any 
other distributed materials) for matters applicable to his program 
area and then provide Terrell at the next Friday staff meeting 
with a one-page summary (e.g., bullets of talking points) for 
any issues which should be voiced to the Committee with respect 
to each agenda topic. These summaries should also contain the 
name and telephone number of the OECM workgroup member for any 
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given regulatory matter on the agenda. If an AEC desires no 
involvement on an agenda topic in his area, this fact should 
likewise be communicated to Terrell. 

· Finally, if the workgroup member or the AEC desires to 
attend the Committee's next meeting, please inform Terrell 
by so indicating on that particular summary. 

Attachments: 11 
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i~,~' \ ' UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
•"-t ..r" WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460 

OCT 1 C 19SE 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Assistant Adminiatrator1 
General Counsel 
Inspector General 
Associate Administrators 
Regional Administrators 
Staff Off ice Directora 

THE AOMINISTIUTOllt 

SUBJECT: The Regulatory Development Process: Change in 
Steering Committee Emphasis 

EPA's regulatory development process is generally viewed as 
an effective means of accomplishing the Agency's primary business 

producing effective regulations. Improvements are sometimes 
desirable, however, to keep up with the Agency's changing priori
ties and needs. 

At the September 18th meeting of the Risk Management Coudcil, 
we discussed one proposal that could improve the process involving 
the role of the Steering Committee. This proposal has been· under 
consideration for some months and was previously discussed in the _ 
Risk Management Council, the Steering Committee, with individual · 
Office Directors and Deputy Assistant Administrators, and finall: 
with Assistant Administrators at a recent staff meeting. Given 
the positive responses to this proposal and the number of benefits 
it offers, I want to begin using it for all regulations starting 
through the regulatory development process, effective immediately. 

The principal changes you need to be aware of include: 

o Steering Committee meetings will now be held on all SARs, 
at which lead program off ices will ask other programs for 
workgroup representatives, issues, an indication of their 
level of interest, and agreement on subsequent review of 
the regulation; 

o A ayatem of workgroup re.ports submitted by the workgroup 
chair to the Steering Committee will be initiated; and 

o There will be flexibility in determining the levels of 
review of the final package (e.g., bypassing Steering 
Committee), depending on resolution of issues through 
the workgroup process. 

P..tt~ ,n ~-~f .!.-------- -- .. -
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The purpose of these changes is not to alter the basic pro
cess itself. but to improve the operations of the workgroup with· 
in the sy1tem. As the Agency's sta~ding body for regulatory 
oversight, the Steering Committee is the appropriate vehicle for 
accomplishing this improvement. !here are two important objec
tives behind these changea: 

1 • 

2. 

To use the Steering Committee as a vehicle to help 
program offices plan regulatory activities and set 
priorities; enhance the workgroup's effectiveness by 
e~suring that issues are raised, resolved, or elevated 
early in the regulatory development process; and assure 
that cross-media issues are identified and addressed as 
early as possible in the process. 

To set up a dynamic and flexible approach within the . 
existing regulatory development process to respond to 
program offices' varying needs for different types of 
regulatory actions, recognizing the overall goal of the 
system to produce regulations with adequate involvement 
of Agency programs. 

An outline of how this process will work in practice is ' 
attached. The task of impleme~ting this proposal will fall equal
ly on the Steering Committee as well as line ma~asers within the 
Age~cy. I would like each of you to support the Steering Commit
tee in moving toward this new role. This process places a premium 
on good policy management, timely elevation of issues, and colle
gial workin' relationships at all levels. Your support and coope
ration are essential. 

Attachment 

cc: Steering Committee 
M .. bers 



CHANGES ANO ROLES IN THE REGULATORY DEVELOP~tENT PROCESS 

1. HOW THE PROCESS WILL WORK 

(a) Make SAR process work: 

(b) 

o SARs would be distributed as now to Steering Committee 
representatives prior to formation of workgroup allow
ing enough ti~e for program offices, via Steering 
Committee representatives, to evaluate and decide the 
level of priority for them. 

o Regular Steering Committee meetings will be scheduled 
at which several SARs will be presented to: 

--Have the lead program off ice present what it intends 
to do, ask other programs for: issues, workgroup 
representatives, indication of level of interest. 

[Note: This will be done for all resulations; from this 
point on, the level of review for each will depend on 
the type of regulation under consideration.] 

• 
--Agree on level of subsequent review any particuiar 

regulation would receive given cross-office impli
cations, scope, co~plexity (i.e., how Q~ny wo~k-

froup reports, whether it needs a development plan 
with o~ without a separate Steering Committee 

meeting], whether it will need a fi~al Steering 
Committee meeting). 

Work Group Reports (see Exhibit A for prototype of 
format) 

o Purpose is to: 

--Provide lead progral!l office and workgroup chair with 
a means to encourage early raising of issues and 
ensure agreements or disagreements in other off ices 
are identified and resolved early in the process. 

-·Include enough information so that workgroup repre
sentatives will recognize specific issues and 
whether or not they have been resolved (this is in 
the workgroup chair's best interests, since it 
would be counter-productive to have a workgroup 
representative raise an issue again later in the 
process because he/she did not recognize it in the 
workgroup chair's report). The report does not 
need to be an exhaustive treatise meant to educate 
Steering Committee members or other program off ices 
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on the details of workgroup deliberations (that is 
the responsibility of their workgroup representa
tive). 

--Provide Steering Committee members, workgroup repre
sentatives from other off ices a~d their managers a 
useful check on progress of re~ulations under deve
lopment. 

--Promote a sense of responsiblity in workgroup pro
cess since workgroup represe~tatives will need to 
be sure that positions thel take in the workgroup 
are consistent with their ine managers' and Assist
ant Administrator's positions (because they will be 
documented in the report and concurred on by Steer
ing Committee members). 

o Process: 

--Workgroup chair will submit written reports to 
Steering Committee chair according to the schedule 
agreed co at SAR (or Development Pla~) meeting 
(could be one during lifetime of workgroup or 
several, as necessary). 

n 
--Report will be distributed to all Steering Commit

tee members requesting comment within a certain 
timeframe (e.g., two weeks), after which concur
rence will be assumed. 

--It will be the responsibility of Steering Committee 
members to determine whether or not the workgroup 
report is accurate, by checking with the workgroup 
represe~tative and, as necessary, line managers and 
the DAA/AA to confirm the AAship's position. 

--If another prog~am office does not agree with the 
wo~kgroup chair's characterization of the status of 
issue resolution, that should be raised in the com
me~t• of the Steering Committee member on the 
report. Then, the Steering Committee chair will 
work with the relevant Steering Committee members 
and program off ices to elevate the issue to the 
appropriate level until it is resolved. Alterna
tively, the workgroup chair's report may identify 
an issue that needs to be resolved before the work
group can proceed. The same process of issue eleva
tion would apply here. 

--At the end of the comment period, the Steering Com
mittee chair will issue a closure memo, with the 

-----------------·-
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workgroup report attached, noting any comments 
received and discussions held, or conclusions 
reached, as a result of the workg~oup report. 

(c) Final Review 

o The final workgroup report will recommend whether or 
not the package should be sent directly to Red Border, 
bypassing final Steering Committee review, or undergo 
some other form of closure. 

o Through the Steering Committee concurrence process on 
the report, other program offices will agree with the 
workgroup chair's recoroQendation, raise unresolved 
issues, or suggest so111e other forum for c Iosure. 

2. RESPm:SIBILITIES OF WORKGROt:P CHAIRS 

o Provide report( s) to Stee::-ing Co1nmittee and other workgroup 
members. 

o Manage project acco::-ding to asreed-upon schedule. 
• o Assure that all offices have an opportunity to prese~t views 

and that the best option is selected on an objective and 
u:ibiased bases. 

o Assure that cross-•~~dia considerations are properly 
addressed. 

o Provide early and clear information to workgroup members 
regarding meetings, issues and other items necessary for 
full workgroup member participation. 

3. ROLES ANO RES PONS IB IL IT IES OF STEER ING CO?tM ITT EE MEMBERS 

o The role of Steering Commi~tee members will not change sub
stantially. However, they will need to take on the respon
sibility of explicitly assigning representatives to work
groupa, following up on workgroup reports to determine the 
AAahip's position, and, in general, serving as the center 
of information flow for all regulatory development activi
tie1 (with special attention to cross-media issues). Speci
fically, Steering Committee members wlll require ready 
access to the entire range of personnel in the office (from 
workgroup representatives through off ice directors to the 
DAA/AA) to be able to carry out their functions. In addi· 
tion, they will need enough authority to be able to elevate 
issues for resolution, if necessary, with the AA.ship. 
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o Specific fu~ctions of Stee:ing Com~ittee mernbe=~ would 
include: 

--Representing the Assistant Administrator in po~icy dis
cussions arising from the Steering Committee r~view pro
cess, including (a) representing the AA's polic:· posi
tions on scheduled agenda items and (b) determining how 
unresolved issues could be addressed and at what level. 

--Contributing to ide~tification and decisions on how to 
resolve cross-media issues in the Agency's regulatory 
process. 

--Directing the flow of the office's regulatory documer:ts 
into and through the regulatory review systems, includ
ing Start Action Requests, Steering Committee, Red 
Border, Options Selection and Federal Register activi
ties. 

--Managing the review of other offices' regulations, re
viewing SARs and development plans, assure that line 
managers understand the nature and consequences of the 
regulation, participation in the decision on the AAs~p's 
level of interest, serving as the primary point of con
tact regarding representation in workgroups, and manag
ing review of wor.kgroup reports within the AAship, 
responding, if necessary, to the report via the Steering 
Committee chair. 

--Serving as the liaison for OHB review, including track
ing and issue resolution. Managing the relationship 
regarding Executive Orders 12291 and 12498, including 
the Regulatory Agenda and Regulatory Program. 

--Facilitating the relationships between program staff, 
OPPE as managers of the regulatory process, and other 
offices. This includes providing information and guid
ance to program staff on regulatory development. 

--Serving as intra- and inter-off ice mediator to resolve 
issues. 

·--- ·-· ·-·---------- -- ·-··- -· 



Exhibic A 

PROTOTYPE 

WORKGROUP REPORTING FORMAT 

1. Issue Resolution: 

a. List significant issues resolved since the last report. 
For each: 

--What is the issue, and how does it relate to the envi
ronmental problem (or regulatory alternative) being 
considered? 

--What alter~acive were considered, and why were they 
eliminated? What options remain? 

--How was the issue resolved? 

b. List significant issues still outstanding. For each: 

--What is the issue that is unresolved? What are the 
different positio~s within the workgroup regarding ! 
this issue? 

--Has a process be~~ established for resolvi~g the issue 
within the wo=kgroup, or should it be elevated for 
resolution? 

--If the lack of resolution relates to the inadequacy 
of available data, what data are needed and what time 
and resources are required to obtain .the~? 

2. Status of Technical and Analytic Support Work: 

a. List the status of principal studies and analyses sup
porting the rulemaking? Are further studies needed to 
support the project? 

b. Are the current and projected studies sufficient in terms 
of quality and scope to meet project needs? 

3. Operation of the Workgroup: 

a. Is participation in the workgroup sufficient to address 
important issues and other aspects of the rulemaking? 

b. Do you anticipate any delays and, if so, for what reason? 

---- ----- -----··---· ·--··· 
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The Steering Committee 

Description and Purposes The Steering Committee is a standing 
group with representation from each Assistant Administrator 
and the a.neral Counsel. It ia the primary mechanism for 
coordinating and integrating the Agency's regulatory devel~ 
opment activities. Its key functions are to approve Start 
Action Reque•t• (SAR&) and charter workgroupe: monitor the 
proqre•• of etaff-level workgroupa, especially regarding 
cross-media or inter-office problem-solving: and ensure, 
when appropriate, that significant iasuea are resolved or 
elevated to top management. Region• participate in Steering 
Committee activities through Regional Regulatory Contacta. 
These Contact• coordinate review• in the Regions and facili
tate rule-related activities and information for the Regional 
Administrators (RAa). 

Operations The Steering Committee meets biweekly (every other 
Wednesday morning), with additional meetings scheduled as 
necessary. Its regular format is (a) discussion and dispo
sition of SARa (b) review of Development Plana (c) considera
tion of pending Workgroup Report• and (d) other issues. Upon 
request, the Chair will schedule a separate meeting to consi
der a proposed or final rulemakinq package, or arrange for some 
other form of Steering Committee review. Any office may aub~it 
documents or issues for the agenda through its Steering · ; 
Committee Representative. Regional Contacts receive all . 
Steering Committee documents. Typically they are not able to 
attend meetings, but Regions can send written comments. Due to 
time limitations, they sometimes call the Regulation Management 
Branch (RMB) in the Office of Standards and Requlations with 
issues, so that RMB can present these views at a meeting. After 
each meeting, the Committee Chair issues a closure memo that 
documents outstanding issues, agreements, and action to be taken. 
RMB provides staff support for the Committee. 

Membership: Chairs Mary M. Allen 
382-4001 

OW: George Ames OSWER1 Joan LaRock OEAt Richard Laska 
382-7818 382-4617 382-4095 

OPTSa Judy Nelson OECMt Terrell Hunt OPPEa Jack Campbell 
382-2890 382-4539 382-4335 

OAR: Paul Stolpman ORD1 Irwin Baumel OGCa Gerald Yamada 
382-5580 382-7669 475-8064 

OARM1 Gail Korb 
382-5000 

' , 

. ~ .-:.· -------.... -~ 
·-<•1\A!i ~--=--~····-· . .-. .... : 
~- ·-----. 4 ~......... ... .. ~-~· _, 

. . . -· ... ·.,--·· 
- ___.~ :t( :>hr,.:-
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Role Within Each Office: In addition to their role as members of 
the Steering Committee, these representatives play an important 
regulatory management role within their offices. They direct 
the flow of documents into and throuqh the Agency's regulatory 
review ayatems (including Red Border, Option• Selection, and 
·Federal Reyister activitie•): serve as their Assistant Adminis
trator'• 1 aiaon with OMS, under Executive Orders 12291 and 
12498: and direct their program•' review of other offices' 
regulatory development activitiea. 

See Alao1 Administrator's Memorandum •The Regulatory Development 
Proceas1 Change in Steering Committee Emphasis• (October 16, 1986): 
and •tnformation Sheet to Guide New Steering Committee Process" 
(November 19, 1986). Available through 382-5475 or Room 415W. 
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Start Action Request• 

Purposes A Start Action Reque•t (SAR) initiates work on a rule 
or related action and establishes the Agency workqroup. It 
provide• brief, descriptive information and should be prepared 

. at th• very outset of an office'• effort. Its principal pur
poses are to alert other Agency offices to the lead office's 
intention to develop a rule, and provide the Steering Committee 
with the opportunity to di•cu•• and plan for the inter-office 
or inter-media aspects of the action. In addition, submitting 
the SAR to the Steering Committee is the mechanism for: (a) 
reaching agreement on the necessary review steps (e.g., a 
Development Plan, Options Level I review, Workgroup Reports, 
and an Information Clearance Request), and (b) helping all 
Agency programs decide at the start of the process whether 
to designate members to participate on the workgroup and 
what skills would beat contribute to the rulemaking. 

Preparing the Document: The SAR ia a one-page form with instruc
tions on the reverse aide. It ask• primarily for descriptive 
information, which should be available to the lead office 
when it starts work on the regulation. The moat important 
category of information on the form ia Item 4, called 
"Description of Action." The Steering Conunittee uaea this p 
information to determine the significance of the action for• 
the Agency and for individual offices, the need for a 
Development Plan, or other planning document•, the composition 
of the workgroup, and the type of management review that is 
appropriate. For these reasons, the description should give 
information on any likely cross-program effects, issues or 
problems. The description should: 

• Clearly define of the problem, including its health and 
environmental significance: 

• Indicate the effect of this problem--and any likely regula
tory action to solve it--on other environmental media or 
progra.ma: 

• Identify the EPA Regions and other group• that should be 
involved: and 

• Specify the kind of expertise and level of participation 
expected from workgroup members. 

Operations The program office prepares a SAR, and submits 25 
copie• through its Steering Committee Representative to the 
Steering Committee Chair for distribution. The Steering 
Committee has at least one week to review it. To be included 
in a biweekly Wednesday meeting, SAR• must be submitted 
before COB (4:00 p.m.) Tuesday, 8 days before the meeting. 
The program office briefs the Steering Committee. The · 
Committee approves the SAR, charters a workqroup, deaiqnates 
workqroup members, and determines what further reviews are 
appropriate. If the SAR does not provide sufficient informa
tion for Steering Committee Representatives to select their 

- -- -- . - . --· ---·--------------------· ----· ·-- ·-·--- .. -·-
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vorkgroup membera, they can give the Regulation Management 
Branch (RMB) the name or names after the meeting. RMB will 
include these names in the closure memo for the meeting. 'n\e 
program office then convene• the workgroup. 

See Also: SAR forms, guidelines, and prototypes are available 
from your Steering Committee Representative. 

------------------------ .. ---- -----
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The Worlcqroup 

Purpose: Workgroups are EPA-wide, staff-level groups formed 
to develop regulatory action• and supporting materials. 
The workgroup'e primary responsibilities are to support 
the lead office in it• design, technical, and analytical 
work: identify and assess principal policy issue• and 
optiona, eapecially those that are croaa-media: resolve 
iasuea or elevate them for upper management's resolution: 
and ensure the quality and completeness of regulatory 
packagea. Workgroup members are expected to represent 
the policy positions and perspectives of their management 
as well as to contribute their technical and analytic 
experti••· 

Operations The workgroup'• formal operation begins with the 
approval of the Start Action Request (SAR) and the chartering 
of the workgroup by the Steering Committee. The lead office 
chair• and convene• workgroup meetings. Other members of 
the workqroup are assigned by their offices' Steering 
Committee Representatives. How the workqroup should operate 
will vary, depending on the rulemaking. The workqroup 
chair should discuss and clarify member•' roles.and expecta
tion• early in the procesa to avoid misunderstandings. The, 
workgroup's first responsibility, for major and significant• 
rules, is to prepare a Development Plan, which the Steering 
Committee reviews. For moat rules, the Steering Committee 
will ask the workgroup to report on its progress through 
periodic Workgroup Reports, which the workqroup chair must 
prepare. To ensure workgroup and Steering Committee consensus 
on the agenda of iaauea for discussion, the workgroup chair 
should prepare a comprehensive list of issues (orginally 
part of the Development Plan for major or significant rules), 
and revise it aa appropriate throughout the rulemaking. 

Participation: Typically the lead office will place several 
people on the workgroup to support the chair and conduct 
the bulk of the technical, analytical, and drafting work. 
OGC, OPPE, and often ORD and OECM participate: other 
program officea--OAR, OPTS, OSWER, and ow--often participate 
actively, eapecially when there are significant inter-media 
iaauea. OEA and Regional Offices participate leas frequently. 
If a S~eering Committee member assign• more than one represen
tative, they usually designate one person a• lead to represent 
the Aaaiatant Adminiatrator'• position and coordinate the 
effort• of the office's other repreaentativea. If work9roup 
progreaa requires that there be a single lead from other 
offices, the lead program Steering Conunittee member can 
requeat each office to designate a lead. Except for special 
caaea, it is very difficult for Regions to participate 
actively on work groups. Therefore, the lead office should 
initiate efforts to aclieit Regional office perspectives on 
regulatory optionL, especially those that pertain to 
implementation isg11es. 

See Aleo: Fact ~h~e~ · , 4orkgroup Reports.• 

----- --------------------·- --· ·--··· 
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Development Plan• 

Purpcaes The Development Plan aeta forth the framework for 
developing proposed major or significant Agency rules. 
It• purpo•e is to explain the need for the action; iden
tify regulatory goals and objectives; present the major 
regulatory iasues and alternatives; identify any policies: 
decision criteria or other factors that will influence 
regulatory choice•1 and present th• work plan for devel
oping the regulation. 

The Development Plan is prepared for Steering Committee 
review. Thia review is meant to identify the full range 
of issuea early in the process. Steering Committee will: 
(a) raise cross-media or other issues or alternatives not 
identified in the Plan: (b) inform the lead office of rela
ted atudiea underway in the Agency: (c) encourage coordina
tion of Agency resources, experience and policies: and 
(d) review the work plan and schedule to decide how the 
various officea will participate, and whether they can meet 
time and reaource needa of the lead office. 

Preparing the Documents The lead office prepares the document 
with participation from the workgroup. The document should 
include detail commensurate with the complexity and impor- ~ 
tance of the rule. The extent to which the program can 
specify the health and environmental problem aa well as the 
issues and alternatives will depend upon their previous 
experience with this problem and the data available. In 
any caae, the document should include a comprehensive list 
of issues, which the workgroup should amend as necessary 
throughout the development process. 

Operation: The lead office should submit the Development Plan 
to Steering Committee review within 60 days of SAR approval 
(unless the Steering Committee agrees to another date). 
The lead office submits 25 copies of the Plan to its 
Steering Committee Representative, who reviews the document 
before sending it to the Steering Committee Chair for distri
bution. The Steering Committee review period is two weeks. 
[To get a Plan on an agenda, the Steering Committee member 
muat submit it to the Office of Standard• and Regulations 
by COB Tuesday, 15 day• before that biweekly Wednesday 
meeting.] 

Steering Committee members review the package to ensure 
that it ia complete and to identify questions or issues. 
The lead pr09ram office then brief• the Steering Committee 
on the Plan at the biweekly meeting. Members will raise 
any questions or issues at that meeting. After discussion, 
and resolution of questions and issues, the Steering Committee 
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approves the Plan, perhaps contingent upon certain revisions 
or clarifications. The Committee agrees upon an appropriate 
schedule for workgroup reports and other review atepa. A 
closure memo documents the Steering Cormnittee meeting, 
including issues raised, decisions made, and next steps. 
The Steering Committee tracks progress on the rule through 
workgroup reports. 

See Alaoa Guideline• and prototype Development Plana available 
Steering Committee Representative. 

·---------------------------····-·. 
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Workgroup Reports 

Purpo•e: Workgroup Reports keep the Steering Committee informed 
about workgroup progress on a regulatory action. They 
describes (a) issues and alternatives being addressed and 
resolved: (b) any issues that need to be elevated for resolu
tion: and (c) the atatus of ongoing work and any anticipated 
delays. The Steering Committee's discussion of the Workgroup 
Report focusses on cross-media or other issues or alternative• 
not being considered by the workgroup. Steering Committee 
concurrence with the Report i• designed to ensure that issues 
resolved by the workgroup are not raised again at a later date, 
and that unresolved issue• are dealt with in a ti~ely way. 

Preparing the Document: The workgroup chair prepares the Report 
in consultation with workgroup membera. The document should 
summarize the status of issues: it need not be exhaustive. 
It should include enough detail to allow workgroup members 
to determine that all issues are included and their status 
is presented accurately. Steering Committee Representatives 
are expected to confer with their workgroup member(s). A 
cumulative or master list of issues (both resolved and unre~ P 
solved) should accompany the Report as an attachment. Thia 
list should simply copy the issues outlined in the Development 
Plan, and might not change throughout the workgroup effort. 
If no Development Plan is prepared, the first Workgroup Report 
should contain the initial list of issues to be addressed. 
Any additional issues arising during the rule's development 
should be added to the master list. 

0peration: The Steering Committee Representative submits 25 
copies of the Report to the Steering Committee Chair, who 
distributes it for a two-week Steering Committee review. 
(Workgroup members ahould already have received a copy.) 
To be included in a biweekly Wednesday meeting, Reports 
must be submitted by COB Tuesday, 15 days before that · 
meeting. At the meeting, the program office briefs the 
Steering Committee on the Report. Typically the workgroup 
chair attends the Steering Committee meeting to participate 
in the discussion. After discussion, the Steering Committee 
approve• th• Report or request• revisions and makes recom
mendation•· If iaauea must be elevated, Steering Committee 
Repreaentativea determine what these issues are and in what 
forum to raise them. The Steering Committee Chair issues a 
closure memo that documents issues raised and decisions made 
at the Steering Committee meeting. 

See Also: Fact Sheet t3, "The Workgroup.• A Workgroup 
Reporting Format and copies of prototype Workgroup Reports 
are available from your Steering Committee Representative. 
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Workgroup Cloaure Meetings 

Purpoaea The workgroup eloaure meeting ie an alternativ~ to the 
Steering Committee'• review of regulation packages before they 
enter Red Border (Aaaistant Adminiatrator'a) review. It provides 

·a forum for confirming that (a) the workgroup haa aueeeaafully 
completed its job, resolving aa many issues as possible and 
clearly defining others, (b) the rulemaking package is ready 
for AA, RA, and DA-level review, and (e) Agency and external 
requirement• have been met. 

Participantsa A representative of the Information and Regulatory 
Syatema Division, from th• Office of Standard• and Regulations, 
chair• the closure meeting. The role of the OSR chair is to 
facilitate cloaure, not to decide substantive iasues. Members' 
of the workgroup participate in the meeting as representatives 
of their Aasiatant Administrators. Offices that have not 
taken part in the workgroup's deliberation• do not participate 
in the closure meeting. 

Operation: 

l. The lead office'• Steering Committee Representative requests 
a closure meeting through the appropriate Deak Of fieer. ~'n 
the Regulation Management Branch. Th• lead office must· 
provide a complete draft rulemaking package to workgroup 
members at least teri days before the closure meeting. 
Thi• draft package includes materials that normally ar~ 
expected as part of the Steering Conanittee review--the 
rule, action memo, preamble, supporting analyeia, infor
mation clearance request (ICR), and other r•levant materials. 

2. The typical format for the meeting ias with the OSR chair 
presiding, the workgroup chair gives a hrief summary of 
iaaues resolved and those still outstanding, and describes 
any changes since the lead office dietributed the draft 
package to the workgroup. Other workgroup members off er 
their AA'• poaition (e.g., concurrence, concurrence subject 
to revisions, concurrence subject to an issue that will bP. 
raiaed for decision in Red Border, or nonconcurrenee). 
Th• OSR chair encourages cloaure by clearly establishing: 

a. ..tters that should be addressed before Red Border, 
b. iaauea (if any) to be presented in Red Border, 
c. participation in, and date for beginning Red Border 

review, and 
4. whether or not to have concurrent OMB and Red Border 

review. 

3. Following the closure meeting, OSR will isaue a brief 
summary that certifies a package for Red Border review or 
documents other concluaiona. Thia closure memo defines 
the conditions, timing, and other aapecta of Red Border 
review. The lead office and affected parties resolve any 
problems, either before or during Red Border review, using 
the Steering Committee aa a forum, i~ appropriate. 

See Alaoi Paet Sheet fl, •The Wortgroup.• 
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Information Collection Request• (ICRa) 

Purpo••: Under the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA), Agency offices mus 
prepare an ICR to obtain OMB clearance for any activity that wil 
involve collecting aubetantially the aame information from ten 
or more non-Federal reepondent•. Offices or work9roups involved 
in developing a rule may need to prepare ICRa for: 

o •tudi•• or •urvey• for rule development: and/or 
o information requirement• to be included in the rule itself-

•·9· reporting, monitoring, or recordkeeping requirements. 

Timin91 For •tudi•• or aurvey•, the ICR ahould be ready to aubmit four 
month• before the activity i• acheduled to begin. Development 
Plana •hould allow enough lead time in acheduling the research 
activitiea aubject to the PRA. 

For information requirement•, the ICR ahould normally be ready to 
•ubmit by the point at which the rulemaking package first reaches 
formal Agency-wide closure or review, whether this is Workgroup 
Closure, Steering Committee, or Red Border review. The ICR may 
involve rulemaking i•suea of interest to other participating 
offices that need to be resolved at the lat.eat in conjunction 
with Red Border review. The ICR muat be aubmitted to OMB on, 
the date that the propoaed rule i• publiahed. : 

Preparing the Documents Office• rnuat aubmit ICRa to the Information 
Policy Branch (IPB) in the Office of Standard• and Regulations, 
which haa reapon•ibility for EPA compliance with the PRA. IPB 
has available a detailed aet of instruction• for writing the 
ICR: IPB is also prepared to review and offer advice on 
preliminary drafts. In writing the ICR, special attention 
ahould be given toa 

o the statement of the need for--and use of--the information to 
be collected: thi• is what justifies the ICR: 

o the calculation• of coat to government and burden on respondents 
especially to make aure that they are consist~nt with calcula
tions of economic impact in the rulemaking package: and 

o in the ca•• of aurveya, a detailed explanation of any statisti
cal component•, including the aampling and analysis plans. 

0peration1 Th• originating office aubrnit• the ICR to IPB. IPB then 
reviewa thi• document for information policy i•aues--e.9. the need 
for the information collection, plana for information management, 
data quality, stati•tical validity--and responds with any problems 
within two or three weeka. Once any problel'll8 are re•olved, IPB 
aubmita the ICR to OMB for their clearance review, which normally 
takes 60-90 daya. In the case of information requirements in 
propo•ed rulea, if OMB doe• not approve the ICR then the ICR must 
be reaubmitted in conjunction with publication of the final rule. 

See Alsos PRA Guidelines 

---------------------- ---------- ------
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respon•• before making eubstantive changes. OPPE tracks and 
report• on the statue of rules under OMB review and current 
isauee for senior management. 

See Alao1 Fact Sheet t8, •aed Border Review•. Steering Committee 
Representatives can advise on exemptions from E.O. 12291 review. 
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_.!.,l·..o ·._. ~·'?,. ~-~ .;r Publication 
•• ' ·-· -·• _ ........ , ___ e• --~-------

Purpose: The !.:-:~e.t:al :tegister publication system was established 
by Congre•r as .4 means of informing the public of regulations 
that affec~ them. The Office of the Federal Register, manages 

·publication of Federal regulations. Publication in the 
Federal Reqister has certain legal effects, among them? 

• providing official notice of a document'• existence 
and content: 

• creating a rebuttable presumption that the text ia 
a true copy of the original document: 

• eatabli•hing that the document waa duly isaued, 
prescribed, or promulgated: and 

• providing evidence that i• recognizec by a court of law. 

Preparing the Documents When preparing a document for Federal 
. Register publication, follow the formal requirements of the 

Office of the Federal Register (OFR), found in the Federal 
Reqister Drafting Handbook. The Federal Register package 
ahould include: 

• The original plus three copies of the preamble/regulation 
(please ensure that the copiea have a aignature: 

•Federal Register Checklist, eigned by Steering Committee~ 
representative or other approving official; and 

• Typeaetting requeat (.EPA form 2340-15) 

For reprints also include EPA form 2340-1 

OFR follows atrict publication requirements, so even minor 
problems can delay publication. The most conunon problems causing 
delay ares error• in codification: unclear graphs, charts, and 
tables: providing too few copies: unclear signatures: not 
including a typesetting request; and not preparing the Federal 
Reqieter Checkliat. 

Operations If your package is reviewed in Red Border you must 
eubmit the Federal Register package with your Red Border 
package. In any case, direct all Federal Reqister packages 
to EPA'• Federal Regiater Officer, Regulation Management 
Branch (RMB), Room 41SWT, 382-7205. RMB reviews documents 
for conaiatency with OFR requirements, then transmits them 
to OFR tor publication. Documents usually appear in the 
Federal Register within four days after RMB approves them. 
However, if a document ia particularly long (250 pages or 
more), and contains many tablea, graphs, and pictures, publi
cation will take at least one week. 

RMB PROVIDES A LISTING 
ON E-MAIL THAT DESCRIBES ALL DOCUMENTS SENT TO THE FEDERAL 
REGISTER OR PUBLISHED WITHIN THE PAST FIVE DAYS. To access 
this aystem simply: 1) sign onto E-mail, 2) type PRPOST, .J>. 
type FED.REG when •subj:• appears, 4) read or scan the l1stin9 

See Also: Federal Register Document Drafting Handbook, available 
the Agency's supply store: Federal Register Checklist avail
able from Steering Committee Representatives. 
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·TO: Addressees · · ' - ·• · .. . ·.. . . . . .. . . . . . ~ . . 
·In this me.,-r.orandum i set ·forth the guide1ines ·an EPA 

e::ip1oyees shou1d fo11ow in. discussing the merits of proposed 
rules with intere·sted persons outside the Agency during the ·· 

. .. 
: . 

. . . . 
.· .. period between proposal and promu1gation.· The Deputy Ad.~ini~tr?.tor 

and I and our in::lediate staffs wil1 also observe ihese guidelines. . . . . . 
. • ._.Th; General Cou~sei ha~ r~C:~ntly info~erl ·yol'. tha·t sue.h 

conversations .. might result in .a rule being held ·illegal if they 

. ~ .. 
. . .. . . . . 

took place without notice a·nd ·opportunity for other interested . 
persons· to partici-pate •. Tiuit advice \•ius b!S!d one recent dec:ision ... -~ 
of the United States Court of Appe~1s for the Dis.:t.1·ict of Columbia · 
Circuit. Horne Box Office Inc. v·. FCC, D. t. Cir. i\o; 7S-1ZSO .• ; ..• 
(decided March 25, 1977). A subsequent opinion.by the sece court 
h!s mod!rat~d that 1eBa1 dan;er substantially. Action for Childrens' 

··television v. FCC, 0. C •. Cir. Ho. 74-200S (decided July }, 1977). 
. . • . . • I 

.. 
. . . . . . . . . . 

· no\1ever, · the ·1ega1 danger has not di sa pp ea red. . !-~ore fcndament! l1y, . 
· I do not pelieve .that EPA. should base or appe~r to b~se its regulatory ·. · 
· decisions on· infoT"iiiation or arguments presented informally that do net 

appear en ti1c? public: r.ecord .. Accordingly,· 1 u.i estao1ishin9 the .following 
9uide1ines. ·: · ... . . . · . . . · ~ .... 

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 
Beha\'ior during cruc:ia1 period beb:1een ~roo~sa1 and Pro:Tiu1gati'on 

.. . . . .. . 
: · · Dut'ing the period beb~een proposa-1 .and promulgation cf a -ru1 e a11 

employees 11\!Y arid shou1d be encouraged to respo~d to·inqu1ries about 
the rule; exp1ain· how it would work, and attend public meetings of ~ 
interested groups (such ts trade association conventions). . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· Duri'ng this period ·agency employees rnay (and 'often should) ho1d 
rn~etings with interested persons for. the purpose of b?tter under.standing 
any tec~nice1 sci~ntific end engineering issues invo1ved or.di~cussing 
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the·~rei:ider questions irl\'olv~d .. In ~11 c~ses, hoh'~\'er, a-"-Titten 
s·umn!ry o.f the significant points ma:~ at th!! ine~tin;s must be placed 
in the c0tt.nent file. · . · · . · . . . · .. 
. This requirei11e:it app1 ies to ev.e.ry fom of d·i~cussicn trlth outs id~· 

in.terested persons whether·at .. a trade associet;on me.etin9, at EPA,·or 
over the te1ephone as long ~s the discu~sion is si~nificant. The • 
memorandum should be prepared and fo1"\":Clrded t1ithin tl-10 or thr:ee days· 
of the meeting at the 1atest. A11 n!\~ data or significant argurr~nts 
presented at th! meeti_ng .~·hou1d be reflected in the ~.:or~ndura. · • 
Discussions cf generalities or. simple explanations of ho~ the ru1e 
would work· need not be includ~d.,· • . . . . .. ·. 

1 ,.~n 1 continue to explore \'titli the Gen!ra1 tounse1 's office end. 
others whether further acticns to ensure that \'le pre vice fu11 notice . 
ahd opportunity for comrr.ent in all our procedures.are necessary ...... . 

: -· .. . -: . . 
AOOP.ESSE£S 

Depvty. Administrator 
Assistant Administrators 
Deputy Assistant Administrators 
Office Directors · · 

·Regional Administr~tors 
As~ociate General Counsels 
Regio~a1 Counse~s 

--·-·- ·----------·- -

(
r· 

.. . ~ (l. . .. ·. 
/) I . 

/I/ I . . •· 

I vi' l.,,, f. JS' ,.. - . (.,{.,\.. • . J' (j-'V\ . • .,_ . . I , . 
. . 
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UNITEO STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON DC ZO•&O 

AUG 2 5 1986 

orr.c:1 or 

T•C AOM""'''"•• ~oo 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Revised Policy Frame~or~ for State/EPA Enforcement 
Agree~ents / 

FROM: A. Jamea Barne~ / ~ --·~ 
D~puty Administrato~/AJ./~, 

TO: Assistant Administr•tors 
Asaociate Administrator for Regional Oper•tions 
Regional Adminiatratora 
R•gional Counsels 
Regional nivision Directors 
Oir~ctors, Program Com~lia~ce Offices 
Regional E~forcement Contacts 

1 a~ pleased to transmit to you a copy of the ~gency'• 
revised Policy Framework for State/EPA Enforcement Agreements. 
The Policy Framewor~. originally developed in 1984, along ~it~ 
program-specific implementing guidance, will continue to se~ve as 
the blueprint for our State/EPA enforcement rel~tion~hip. The 
revised Policy Framework integrates new guidance developed s~ned 
its original issuanee. It reinforce• the Guidance for the FY 
1987 Enforcement Agreements Process which I transmitted to you :in 
April 15, 1996 and ahould serve aa your guide for negotiati~~s 
and implementation of the Enforcement 'greements. 

Although the intent of the revi1ion1 wa1 to incorp~rate ~e• 
policy, the proc••• gave the Age~cy, with the assistance of the 
Steering Colllllitt•• on the State/Federal ?nforcement Relationship, 
an opportunity to reassess with the Stat•• our original ap~roa=~· 
Thi• proce11 ha• clearly reaffirmed that the basic: ~pproaehes-•e 
p•Jt i~ place in 1984 for an effective ~orkin9 partnership are 
1ound and that all parties eontin~e to be committed to it• effect~v~ 
implementation. 

The revisions incorporate into the Policy Framework addenJ-i 
developed over the past t~o ~·~r• in the areas of oversight o~ 
State eivil penal~ies, involvement of the State 'ttorneys Gener~l 
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in the tnforcement Agreements process, an~ implementation of 
nationally managed or coordinated cases. The revisions also 
reflect, among other things, aome of the points that have been 
emphasized in my annual guidances on the Enforcement Agreements 
process, th• Evaluation Report on Implementation of the Agreement~. 
and the Agency's Criminal F.nf~~cement and Federal Facilities 
Compliance draft strategies. 

1 am firmly committed to full and effective implementati~n 
of the Policy Framework and am relying on yolir continued perso~al 
attention to thi~ important effort. I plan to review the Region's 
performance in implementing the reviaed Policy Framework and the 
program-specific guidance, particularly the •timely and appropriate" 
enforcement respon•• criteria, aa part of my ••mi-annual regional 
visits. 

1 encourage you to share the revised Policy Fra1nework wit~ 
your State counterparts. 

Attachments 

ccz Steering Cor.unittee on the State/Federal Enforcement 
Relations~ip 
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POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR STATE/EPA EtH'ORCEMENT AGREE~E~nsl I 

Achieving and maintaining a high level of compliance with 
environmental laws and regulations is one of the most important 
goals of Federal and State environmental agencie~, and is an essa~tial 
prerequisite to realizing the benefits of our regulatory progra~s. 
While States and local governments have primary responsihility f~r 
compliance and enforcement actions within delegated or approved 
States, EPA ret~ins responsibility for ensuring fair and effective 
enforcement of Federal requirements, and a credible national deterre~ce 
to noncompliance: An effective State/Federal partnership is critic~l 
to·accomplishing these goals, particularly given limited State anu 
Federal resources. The task is difficult and one of the most sensi
tive in the EPA/State relationship, often compounded by differences 
in perspectives on what is needed to achieve compliance. 

To establish an effective partnerahip in this area, and 
implement the State/Federal enforcernent relationship envisioned 
in the Agency oversight and Delegation policies, EPA called for 
State-specific enforcement agreements to be in place beginning 
FY 1985 which will ensure there are: (1) clear oversight criteria, 
apecified in advance, for EPA to aaaess 9ood State --or Regional-= 
compliance and enforcement program performance: (2) ele4r crite:ia 
for direct Federal enforcement in delegated States with procedures 
for advance consultation and notification: and (3) adequate Stat~ 
reporting to ensure effective oversight. , 

This document is the Agency's policy framework for implementing 
an effective State/Federal enforcement relationahip through nation~: 
program guidance and Regional/State agreements. It is the produc~ 
of a Steering Committee effort i9volving all major national EPA 
compliance and enforcement program director•, State Associations, 
State officials from each of the media programs, and the National 
Governors' Association. EPA anticipates that the relationship, and 
the use o~ the agreement• fir•t e•tablished in FY 1985, will evolve 
and improve over time. They will be reviewed, and updated where 
necesaary, on '°annual basis. The Policy Framewor~ will be aubject 
to periodic review and refinement. Originally issued on June 26, 
1984, the Policy Framework has been updated to reflect addi~ional 
guidance developed aince that ti•ne. 

l/ The term Enforcement Agreement is uaed throughout to describe the 
document(s), be it an existing grant, SEA, MOU, or aeparate 
Enforcement Agreement, ~1ich contains the provisions outlineJ in 
the ?oticy Framework and related media-specific guidance. (See 
p.4 for description of form of_agreement.) 



Policy Framework Overview 

The Policy Framework applies both to Headquarters program 
offices in their development of national guidance and to Reqions 
in tailoring pro9ram guidance to State-specific needs and agree~e~~s. 
Although enforcement agreements are not required for States which 
do not have delegated or approved programs, Regions are enco~raged 
to apply to these States certain policies and provisions where 
relevant, particularly advance notification and consultation 
protocols. The Policy Framework i• divided into six sections, to 
address the following key areas: 

A. State/Feder Enforcement "A reementa 11
: Form, Seo e and 

Substance pagea 4-

·This section sets forth for Reqions and States developing 
enforcement agreements, the areas that should be discussed, 
priorities, and the degree of flexibility that Regions have i~ 
tailoring national guidance to State-apecific circumstances, 
including the form and scope of agreements. 

s. Oversi and Mea•ures: Oefinin Good Performance 
pages 

This section i• primarily addre•aed to !PA'• national program,, 
setting forth criteria and measures for defining good performan~
generally applicable to any compliance and enforcement program 
whether administered by EPA or a State. It forms· the basis for 
EPA oversight of State programs. A key new area that should 
receive careful review is the definition of what constitutes 
timely and appropriate enforcement response, Section 8, Criterion 
ts, paqes 11-13. 

c. Oversight Procedure• and Protocol• (pages 18-20) 

This section eet• forth principle• for carrying out EPA's 
oversight reaponsihilities, including approach, process anj 
follow-up. 

o. Criteria fQr Direct Federal Enforcement in Delegated States 
(page• 21-25) 
Thi• ••etion ••t• forth the factors EPA will coneider before 
taking direct enforcement action in a delegated State and 
what State• may rea•onably expect of EPA in this regard 
including the types of case• and c:~nsideration of whet~er a 
State i• taking timely and appropriate enforcement action. 
It also establishe• principles for ~ EPA 1hould take enfo:ce
ment action so that w~ can be most s~pportive of •trengthen1n; 
State programs. 

E. Advance Notification and Conaultation (pages 26-30) 

This section eet• forth EPA'• policy of "no surprises" and 
what arrangement• must be made with each St.itte to ensure the 
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policy is effectively carried out by addressing planned 
inspections, enforcement actions, press rele~ses, ~ispute 
resolution and assurances that publicly reported perfor~anc~ 
data is accurate. 

F. State Reporting (pages 31-35) 

This section sets forth seven key measures EP~ will use, at a 
minimum, to manage and oversee performance by Regions and 
States. It summarizes State and regional reporting require~ents 
for: (1) compliance rates: (2) progress in reducing signific~~~ 
non-compliance: (3) inspection activities: (4) formal adminis
trative enforcement actions; and (5) judicial actions, at 
least on a q~arterly basis. It also ~iscusses required 
commitments for inspections and for addressing significant 
non-compliance. 

In addition, it sets forth State and regional requirements for 
recordkeeping and evaluation of key milestones to assess the 
timeliness of their enforcement response and penalties imposed 
through those ~ctions. 

Appendices 
~ 

Appendix A: Annual priorities and implementing guidance 
provides a list of the annual priorities for implementing the
enforcement agreements and a summary index of what national 
program guidance has been or will be issued by programs to 
address the areas covered by the Policy Framework for State/EPA 
Enforcement Agreements. 

Appendix B:. Addendum to the Policy Framework on "Implementing 
Nationally ~ana9ed or Coordinated Enforcement Actions," 
issued January 4, 1985. 

Appendix C: Guidance on "Division of Penalties with State 
and Local Governments," issued October 30, 1985. 
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A. STATE/FEDERAL ENFORCEMENT AGREEMENTS: FORM, SCOPE, AND SUBS'~A~C~ 

This section sets forth the form, scope and substance of t~e 
State/Federal Enforcement AgreP.1nents as well as the degree of 
flexibility Regions have in tailoring national policy to individu~l 
States. 

l. What Form Should the Agreements Take? 

We do not a~ticipate the need for a new vehicle or document 
for: the State/Federal enforcement agreements. Wherever possible, 
State/Federal agreements should be set forth in one or more of 
a number of existing formats: grant agreements, State/EPA Agreements, 
Memoranda of Agreement or Understanding or a statement of Regional 
Office operating policy. Where there are new documents the 
appropriate linkage should be made to grants and SEA'• as applicable. 
To the extent the areas covered by this Policy Framework translate 
into specific output commitments and formal reporting requirements, 
they may belong in the grant agreements as apecif ied in national 
program grant guidance. Regions should discuss with the States 
at an early stage in the planning process their views on both the 
form and substance of the agreements. Once the basic agreements. 
are in place, Regions should consider moat aspects of the written 
agreements as multi-year, minimizing the need to renegotiate the 
agreements eaeh year. Regions should conduct an annual review 
with the States to identify needed reviaiona and additions to the 
agreements to addresa identified problems or reflect further national 
guidance. 

2. What is the Scope of the Aqreements? 

This guidance and the State/EPA agreements cover all 
aspects of EPA'• civil compliance and enforcement programs, 
including those activities involving Federal facilities. The 
criminal enforcement program is not included and will be addressej 
elsewhere. .... 

Diacuaaiona between EPA Regions and States should cover the 
minimum areaa li•ted below: 

o Overaight Criteria and Measures: Good Performance Defined 
--See Section B. 

o overaiqht Procedure• and Protocol• -- See Section c. 

o Criteria for Direct EPA Enforcement -- See Section o. 

o Procedures for Advance Notification and Consultation -- See 
Section E. 

o Reporting Requirements -- See Section f. 
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However, Regions and States are not expected to duplicate ~ationa· 
Program guidance in their agreements -- we are not looking for 
lengthy documents. Written agreements resulting from these 
discussions could cover topics which are not clearly specified 
elsewhere. If not otherwise specified, national policy will apply 
and should be so stated in the state agreements. Although not 
requiren for non-delegated or unapprove~ programs, Regions are 
encouraged to apply certain policies and provisions where relevant, 
particularly advance notification and consultation protocols. 

This Policy Framework and the resulting State/EPA Enforcement 
Agreements are ~ntended to enhance enforcement of State and 
Federal environm~ntal laws. Each agreement should be careful 
to note that nothing in them or this Policy Framework constitute$ 
or ~reates a valid defense to regulated parties in violation of 
environmental statutes, regulations or permits. 

3. Parties to the Agreements and Participants in the Process. 

It is important to involve the appropriate State and regional 
personnel early in the agreements process. In the Regions, this 
means involving the operating level program staff and the Regional 
Counsel staff along with top management: and in the States it 
means the pa-cticipation of all the organizational units responsible 
for making enforcement work, e.g., State program staff, those -responsible for oversight of field operations, staff attorneys, 
and the State Attorneys General (AG). Th• State agency should 
have the lead in establishing effective relationships with the 
State AG or State legal staff, as appropriate. The Regions 
should ensure that there is adequate communication and coordination 
with these other participants in the enforcement process. States 
are strongly en~ouraged to commit advance notification and 
consultation procedures/protocols oetween the State agency and 
the State AG (or State legal staff, as appropriate) to writing. 
The Region should seek to incorporate these written protocols 
into the State/EPA Enforcement Agreements (See discussion on 
pages 17 and 26-27). 

4. What Flexibility do Regions Have? 

Regions mu~t be allowed substantial flexioility to tailor 
agreement• to each State, as the agreements process is intended 
to be baaed upon mutual understandings and expectations. This 
flexibility ahould be exercised within the framework of national 
program policy and the Agency's broad objectives. Specifically, 

a. oversiqht Criteria: 

oversight criteria would generally be provided in national . 
program guidance but Regions should t~il~r.the~r 9eneral.overs1g,t 
to address environmental and other pr1or1t1es in the Region or 
State, and other specific areas of concern t~at are unique to 
an individual State, including any issues raised by the scope 
of State enforcement authorities, unique technical problems anJ 
available exoertise, and areas targeted for improvement . • 
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In addition, Regions and States sh~uld adapt n~tional 
timely and appropriate enforcement response criteria to State
specific circumstances to fit State authoritiP-s and procedures 
as follow&: 

(i) Timeliness: The national program guidance on key 
milestones and timefra1nes should be applied to all State$ 
with adjustments to accommodate each State's laws and le;al 
procedures. Such adjustment can be important particularlI 
where the proposed enforcement action cannot possibly take 
ptace within the proposed timefra1nes or where a State 
chooses to ~ddress problems more expeditiously than the 
Feder~t 9ui6elines. The trigger points should be realistic 
expectations, but within modest variance from the national 
9oals. Other adjustments ahould not be made solely bec~use 
a State program consistently take• longer to process these 
actions due to constraints other than procedural require
ments, e.9., resources. However, if this is the case the 
timeframes should serve aa a basis for reviewing impediments 
with the State to identify how problems can be overcome and 
to explore ways over time for the State program to perform 
inore efficiently. (See diacuaaion in Section B, p.13) 

The timeframes are not intended to be rigid deadlines for 
action, but rather ares (l) general targets to strive for 
in good program performance: (2) tri99er point~ that tP~ 
and States should use to review progress in individual 
cases: and (3) presumptions that, if exceeded, EP~ may 
take direct enforcement action after consideration of all 
pertinent factors and consultation with the State. It is 
not the Aqency's intention to assume the major enforceinent 
role in a dele9ated State as a result of these timeframes. 
The tri99er points should be realistic expectations, but 
within modest varianc• from the national goals. It must 
also be realized that in some programs we nee~ experience 
with the timeframes to assess how reasonable and workable 
they really are and further, that judgments on ~hat is a 
reasonable timetable for action must ultimately be case 
specific. For example, complex compliance problems may 
require lc:mger-term studies to define or achieve an appro
priate remedy. 

(ii) ApPropriate Enforcement Response: 

(a) Choice of reaionae1 National medium-specific pro9ram 
guidance applleab e to State pro9ra1ns on appropriate 
enforcement response ahould be followed (See Appendix A). 
There is uaually auff icient flexibility within auch 
guidance to allow the exercise of discretion on how best 
to apply the policies to individual c~ses. The Agency is 
making every effort to set forth a con~istent national 
policy on enforcement response for each program. It is 
therefore essential that in settin9 forth cl~ar expectation~ 
~ith States this guidance not be altered. 
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jb) Definitions of formal enforcement actions: Regions 
should reach agree•nent with States as to how certain St.lite 
enforcement actions will be reported to and interpreted by 
EPA. This should be based upon the essential characteristics 
and impact of State enforcement actions, and not merely 
upon what the actions are called. National program guidance 
setting forth consistent criteria for this purpose shoulci 
be followed, pursuant to the principles listed in Section a, 
pages ll-12. 

(c) Civil Penalties and Other Sanctions: Program guidance 
must also be followed on where a penalty is appropriate. 
Regions havr the flexibility to consider other types of State 
sanctions that can be used as effectively as cash penalties 
·to create deterrence, and determine how and when it might be 
appr~priate to use these sanctions consistent with national 
guidance. Regions and States should reach understanding on 
documentation to evaluate the State's penalty rationale. 
Maximum flexibility in types of documentation will be 
allowed to the State. 

s. Procedures and Protocols on Notification and Consultation: 

Regions and States should have maximum flexibility to fashion 
arrangements that are most conducive to a constructive relationsh!,p, 
following the broad principles outlined in this document. 

6. State-Specific Priorities& 

-In addition, while of necessity EPA must emphasize commit.mer.ts 
by States to address sig~i~icant noncompliance and major sources 
of concern, Regions should be sensitive to the broad concerns of 
State Programs including minor sources and the need to be resp~nsive 
to citizen complaints. Regions should discuss the State's perspective 
on both its own and national priorities, and take into account 
State priorities to the extent poasibl•· 

7. What Does it Mean to Reach Aqreement? 

To the ex?:'9nt posaible, th••• aqreements should reflect mutual 
understandings and expectations for the conduct of Federal and 
State enforcement programs. At a minimum, EPA Regions must: (l) 
be clear and ena"1re there are "no surprises": (2) make arran9ernen~s 
with the Stat•• so that actions taken are constructive and SJppor~ive: 
and (3) tailor the application of the national program guidance 
to the Stat••' program• and authoriti••· Where mutual agreement 
cannot be achieved, clear unilateral atatementa of policy will 
have to suffice, with commit~ents to try to aeek further agree~~~~s 
over time. Areas where agree~ents have not been reached ahoulJ 
be cle~rly identified for senior Agency management attention. 
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B. OVERSIG~T CRITERIA AND MEASURES: DEFINI~G GOOD PERFORMANCE 

The first step to achieving strong and effective national 
compliance and enforcement programs is a clear definition of 
what constitutes good perforrnance. Because eiich of EP~' s prograrns 
embodies unique requirements and approaches, good performance 

·must be defined on a program-specific basis. Adjustments als~ 
must be made in applying criteria and measures to the States 
and Regions, based upon their environmental problems and 
authorities. Nev~rtheless, there are several basic elements 
which will generally be ~pplic~ble to a good compliance and 
enforcement program in any of our medium-specific programs. 
The following outlines the criteria and measures that form 
the common framework for defining a quality program. The 
framework is to serve as a guide to the national programs as 
they develop, in cooperation with Regions and States, the 
criteria they will use to assess their performance in implementing 
national compliance and enforcement programs. 

The framework is not intended to be adopted word-for-word 
by the programs, nor ie there any format implied by this list. 
What is important are the concepts. This section addresses 
only the elements of a quality program. Issues such as ho~ 
oversight should be conducted are addressed in Section c. Each 
national program may choose to focus on certain elements of 
performance in a given year. 

These criteria and measures are intended to apply to the 
implementing agency, that is, to an approved or delegated 
State or to an EPA Region in the event a program is not 
"delegated." our philosophy is that EPA should be helci to 
the same standards as we would apply to the States if they 
were i:'l'lplementing the program. Portions may also apply to 
those non-approved or non-delegated States which are adminis
tering po~ions of the programs ~nder cooperative agreements. 

CRITERION tl CJ.ear Identification of and Priorities for 
the Requlated Community 

A quali~y compliance and enforcement program is based 
upon an inventory of regulated •ources which is complete, 
acc~rate and current. The data should in turn be accessible, 
preferrably in automated data systems which are accurate, and 
up-to-date. The scope of coverage for the inventory ahould 
be appropriately defined by each program as it is probably 
not feasible to icientify every person or facility •ubject to 
environmental la.we and regul~tions, especially when they are 
numer~us small sources. Those priorities should be clearly 
established in national program guid~nce a~d tailored to 
State-specific circumstance5 as appropriate. 
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The inventory of sources or other relevant information on 
sources should be utilized as a basis for a priority-setting 
system established by the administering ageney. These priori~ies 
should reflect and balance both national priorities and state
speci fic priorities. A quality program uses those priorities 
as a basis tor program management. National priorities are 
generally set forth in EPA'• Operating Year Guidance and progra~
specific compliance and enforcement strategies. State-specific 
priorities should address not only efforts to achieve broad 
based compliance but also should assess the expected environmental 
impact of tarqetinq enforcement and compliance monitoring to 
specific geoqraphic areas or against certain source types. 
Ambient monitorinq systems can provide an important point of 
dep~rture for priority-settinq. 

CRITERION t2 Clear and Enforceable Requirements 

Requirements established throuqh permits, administrative 
orders and consent decrees should clearly define what a 
specific aource must do by a date certain, in enforceable 
terms. It is not EPA'• intention in this policy framework to 
suqgest that EPA conduct a top down review of a State or 
Reqional program'• entire regulatory program. However, 
area• where provision• cannot be enforced due to lack of 
clarity or enforceable conditions should be identified and 
corrected. 

CRITERION t3 Accurate and Reliable Compliance Monitoring 

There are four objectives of compliance monitoring: 

reviewing source compliance status to identify 
potential violation•: 

helping to establish an enforcement presence: 

collecting evidence necessary to support enforcement 
-action• regarding identified violation•: and 

develieping an underatanding of compliance pattern• 
of the regulated community to aid in targeting 
activity, eatablishin9 compliance/enforcement 
prioritiea, evaluating strategies, and communicating 
information to th• public. 

Th• t~o factors in ae••••in9 the aucc••• of a compliance 
monitoring program are coverage and quality. 

coverage: Each program'• strategy ahoul~ reflect a balance 
between coverages (1) for breadth, to aubstantiate the reli
ability of compliance atatistica and establish an enforcement 
presence: and (2) for targeting thoae sources mo~t likely to 
be out of compliance or those violations present1n9 the most 
serious environmental or public health risK. 
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Inspections: Each administering agency should have a 
written and reviewable inspection strategy, reviewed and 
updated annually, as appropriate: in some programs a 
multi-year strategy may be preferable. The strategy 
should demonstrate the minimum coverage for reliable 
data gathering and compliance assessment set forth in 
national program guidance and meet legal requirements 
for a "neutral inspection scheme." The strategy should 
also address ho~ the inspections will most effectively 
reach priority concerns·and potential noncompliers includin; 
the use of self-reported data, citizen complaints and 
historic compliance patterns. The strategy will be 
assessed on whether it embodies the appropriate mix of 
categories of inspections, frequency and level of detail. 
Inspections should then be carried out in a manner 

. consistent wit~ the inspection strategy. 

Source Self-Monitorins and Re~orting: The administering 
agency should ensure that minimum national requirements 
for source self-monitoring and reporting are imposed 
and complied with, either through regulation or permit 
condition, pursuant to national guidance as appropriate. 

Qualityz Each program should define minimum standards for 
quality assurance of data and data systems, and timely and 
complete documentation of results. At a minimum, each program 
should have a quality assurance program to insure the integrity 
of the compliance monitorin9 program. This quality assurance 
program should address essential lab analysis and chain of 
custody issues as appropriate. 

Inspectionsz Inapectors should be able to accurately 
document evidence needed to determine the nature and 
extent of violations, particularly the presence of 
significant violations. Documentation of inspection 
findings should be timely, complete and able to support 
subsequent enforcement responses, as appropriate to the 
purpose of the inspection. Federal oversight inspeetio~s 
should corroborate findings. Overaight inapections are 
a principal mean• of evaluating both the quality of an 
inspection" program and inspector training. 

Source Self-Monitorin91 The administering agency should 
have a •trategy for and implement quality assurance 
procedure•, with aufficient audits and follow-up action 
to ensure the integrity of self-reported data. 

CRITERION t4 Hiqh or Improving Rates of Continuing Compliance 

The long-term goal of all of our compliance and enforcemen~ 
programs is to achieve high rates of continuing compliance 
across the broad spectrum of the regulated community. Until 
that goal is achieved, compliance rates can fluctuate for 
several reasons. In assessing how well an ad~inistering 
agency is meetin9 the goal of hi9h or improving rates of 
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compliance, other factors must be asses~~n in addition to 
the ov~rall compliance rate. Improved inspections or inspecti 0 ~ 
target1ng often can result in a temporary decrease in rates 
of compliance until newly found violations are corrected and 
the regulated comm1.1nity responds to the more vi9orous attention 
to specific compliance problems. In these inatances, a 
decrease in the rate of compliance would be a sign of a 
healthy compliance and enforcement program. At a minimum, 
programs should design mechanisms to track the progress of 
all sources out of compliance through major milestones up to 
achieving final physical (full) compliance with applicable 
regulations and standards. 

Program qua~ity must also be asaeaaed in terms of how well 
the program is returning significant noncompliera to compliance. 
The use of lists of significant violators and specific cornmit~ents 
to track and resolve significant noncompliance should be 
part of the planning process of the administering agency, 
and, between States and Regions. The lists should be developed 
in consultation with t.he State.• and continually updated each 
fiscal year and •ources on it. tracked through to final physical 
compliance. 

CRITERION ts Timely and Appropriate Enforcement Re•ponae 

Quality enforcement programs en•ure that there i• timely • 
and appropriate enforcement re•pon•e to violationa. Expectations 
for what constitutes timely and appropriate action ahould be 
based upon national program guidance, tailored to the procedures 
and authorities in a given State and a•••••ed in regard to 
particular circumstances surroundinq each instance of violation. 
National programs mu•t establiah benchmark• or milestones 
for what constitutes timely and appropriate enforcement 
action, forcing pro9resa in enforcement caaea toward ultimate 
resolution and full physical compliance. Thi• concept is a 
key new feature to our compliance and enforcement program 
implementation. 

In designing oversight criteria for timely enforcement 
re•ponse, each program will attempt to capture th• following 
concept.a a _ 

l. A aet number of day• from "detection" of a violation 
to an initial response. Each program ahould clearly 
define when the clock •tart•, that ia, how and when 
a violation i• "detected." 

2. over a specified period of time, a full range of enforce
ment tool• may be used to try to achieve compliance, 
including notice• of violation, warning letter•, phone 
calls, •ite vi•it•, etc. The adequacy of these responses 
~ill be aaaessed baaed upon whether they reault in 
expeditious compliance. 

3. A prescribed number of days from initial action wi~hin 
which a determination should generally be made, that 
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either compliance has been achievei ~r ~n ~~~inistra~ive 
enforcement action has been take~ (~r a judicial r~t~r~~~ 
h"is been initiated, as appropriate) th'lt, at a rninimul"I".: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Explicitly requires recipient to tal-.e. some correcti·,,e/ 
remedial action, or refrain froin certain behavior, 
to achieve or maintain compliance; 

Explicitly is ba~ed on t~e issuing Agency's deter
mination that a violation has occurred; 

Requires specific corrective action, or specifies a 
desited result that may btt acc(')mplished however the 
recip~ent chooses, and specifieCJ a timetable for 
co111pletion; 

May impose requirements in addition to ones relating 
directly to correction (e.9., specific monitoring, 
planning or reporting requirements); and 

Contains requirements that are independently enforce
able without having to prove original vi~tation and 
subjects the person to adverse legal consequences 
for noncompliance. 

A specific point at which a determination is made 
either that final physical compliance has been achieved'"; 
that the source is in compliance with a milestone in 
a prior order, or that escalation to a judicial 
enforcement action has been taken if such actions 
have not already been initfated. 

In de~elopin9 program-specific guidance, this milestone 
may be treated more as a concept than as a fixed timetable, 
taking into account the fact that the administrative 
hearin9 process and the State Attorney General's actions 
are not within the direct control of the administering 
agency.2/ What is important, is the embodiment of the 

•concept-Of timely follow-up and escalation, in require~ents 
for tracking and management. -s. Final phy•ical compliance date is firmly established 
and required of the f•cility. Although it is not 
poaaible for programs to establish any national 
timeframea, the concept of final physical compliaica 
by a date certain should be embodied in EPA and St~te 
enforcement •ctions. 

6. Expeditious physic~l compliance is required. It may 
not be possible f1>r programs to define "expeditious" 
in terms of set time periods, but some concept of 
"experiitious" (i.e., that the schedule will result in 
a return to full physical Cr:J1nptiance l'lS quickly as 
can reasonably be expected) ahoutd 'be embodied in 
each program's guidance. 

2/see p. 17, 26-27, regarding the State Agency's responsi~llitie~ 
~for coordinating wit~ the St~te Attorney General or ot~dr 

legal staff~. 
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Timeframes established by the national programs for each 
of these minimum milestones are principally intended to serve 
as trigger points and not as absolute deadlines, unless 
specifically defined as such. Whatever timeframes are establishe:: 
are intended to apply only to Federal requirements as adopted 
by the States, and do not apply to State statutes and require
ments that go beyond those required by Federal law. The 
timeframes are key milestones to be used to manage the pro9ran, 
to tri99~r review of progress in specific cases, and a presumptio~ 
of where EPA may take direct enforcement action after consi1!~~~ti~n 
of all pertinent factors and consultation with the State. 

Timeframes -&nd their use in management will evolve over 
ti~e as they will have to reflect different types of problems 
that may warrant different treatment. For example, programs 
will have to take into account such factors as new types of 
violations, the difference between operating and maintenance 
violations versus those that require installation of control 
equipment, emergency situation• which may fall outside the 
acope ot the normal timeframes for action, etc. 

Administering agenciea are expected to address the full 
range of violation• in their enforcement responaea considering 
the specific factors of the case and the need to maintain a 
credible enforcement presence. However, the new management 
approach setting forth desired timeframea for timely action 
could have resource implication• beyond what ia currently 
available to or appropriate for the full ran9e of sources 
and violations. "n\erefore, as we begin to employ the concept 
of timely and appropriate enforcement response, at a minimum, 
the focus should be on the greatest problems, i.e., the 
significant noneompliers. Over time, and with more experience, 
this concept should be phased-in to cover a broader range of 
violations. Thia in no way should constrain the programs~ 
from applying the concept• broadly. 

The choice• of appropriate reaponse are to be defined 
within the constraint• of national program guidance and 
applied by the adminiatering agency based ~pon consideration 
of what ia neecnids (l) in general, to achieve expeditious 
correction of the violation, deterrence to future noncompliance 
and fairneaar and (2) in individual cireumstance1, based upon 
the gravity of the violation, the circumatanceR surrounding 
the violation, the aource'a prior record of compliance and 
the economic benefit• accrued from noncompliance. With 
three exceptiona, the form of the enforcement response is not 
important by itself, as long aa it achieves th• desired 
co~pliance result. The exceptions generally fall into the 
following three categories: 

1. If compliance haa not been achieved within a certain 
timeframe, the enforcement response ahould meet 
minimum requirements, usually associated wit~ at 
least the issuance of an administrative order (see 
criteria listed above) or judicial referral. 
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2. Because of the need t~ create a $trong deterrence 
to noncompliance, it is important to assess pl:!:i~'!.~ies 
in certain cases, and only certain types of enforce~e~t 
actions can provide penalties. Each program must 
clearly define, as appr~priate, the circumstances 
under which nothing leAs than a penalty or equivalent 
sanction will be acceptable. (See Criterion t6 bel~~.) 

J. In some circumstances, a judicial action or sanctio~ 
is usually the only acceptable enforcement tool. Eac~ 
program must define these circumstances as appropriate. 
For example, a judicial action might be requiren 
where a· compliance ~chedute for Federal requirements 
goes be?ond Federal statutory de~til ii"\'!~. 

A good program should have adequate leg~l a~thority to 
ac~ieve the above objectives. Where deficie~cies have been 
i?entified, steps should be ta~en to fill identified gaps. 

CRITERION t 6 A Uae of Civil Judicial and Adminis rative 
Pena ty and Other Authorities to Create Deterrence 

1. Effective Uee of Civil Penalty Authorities and Other Sanctions: 

Civil penalties and other sanctions play an important role in 
an effective enforcement program. Deterrence of noncompliance -
is aehieve1 through: l) a credible likelihood of detecting a 
violation, 2) the speed of the enforcemen~ response, and 3) the 
likelihood and severity of the sanction. While penalties or 
other sanctions are the critical third element in creating 
deterrence, they can also contribute to greater equity among 
the regulated cOn\munity by recovering the economic benefit a 
violator gains ·from noncompliance over those "'ho do comply. 

Effective State and regional programs should have a clear plan 
or strategy for how their civil penalty ()r other sanction 
authorities will be used in the enforcement program. At a 
minimum, ~enalties and/or sanctions should be obtained where 
programs have identified that a penalty is appro~riate (see 
Criterion ts above). -

The anticipated use of sanctions should "be part of the 
State/EPA Enforcement Agree,nents process, with Regions and 
States discuaaing and e1t~blishin9 ho"' and when the State 
generally plans to use penalties or other approaches where 
some sanction is required. 

3/Exeerpts fr""' the Policy on "Oversight of State Ci.vil Penalties" 
~2/28/86. The focus of the policy is on both civil judici~t ~~j 

civil admini•trative pen~lties, and does not cover criminal 
penalt.il!o;. 
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EPA generally prefers the use of cash penalties to other 
types of sanctions.~/ However, there may be other sanctio~s 
which are preferable-to cash penalties in some circumstances. 
In particular, States may have a broader range of remedies th~n 
those available at the Federal level. Examples of other sanctions 
may be: pipeline severance (UIC), license revocation (FIFRA) 
or criminal sanctions including fines and/or incarceration. 
N~tional pro9ram guidance should clarify in general terms how 
the use of other types of sanctions fits into the program's 
penalty scheme at the Federal and State levels, e.9., whether 
they are substitutes for or mitigate a cash penalty.~/ In 
any case, States-are urged to use cash penalty authorities in 
those cases .for which a penalty is "appropriate" and/or to use 
oth~r sanctions pursu~nt to these agreements with the Regions. 

- EPA encourages States to develop civil administrative 
penalty authority in addition to civil judicial penalty authority, 
and to provide sufficient resources and support for successful 
implementation where they do not already have this authority. 
In general, a well desi9ned administrative penalty authority 
can provide faster and more efficient use of enforcement 
resources, when compared to civil judicial authorities. Both 
civil judicial and administrative penalty authorities are 
important, complementary, and each should be used to greatest 
advantage. EPA is similarly seeking to gain administrative 
penalty authority for those Federal programs which do not 
already have it. To support State efforts to gain additional 
penalty authorities, EPA will share information collected on 
existing State penalty authorities and on the Federal experience 
with the development and use of administrative authorities. 

2. Oversight of Penalty Practices: 

EPA Headquarters will oversee Regional penalties to 
ensure Federal penalty policies are followed. Thia oversight 
will focus both on individual penalty calculations and regional 
penalty pr~ctices and patterns. 

-
-

4/1n limited circumstances where they meet specified criteria, EP~ 
~and DOJ polici•• and procedures allow for alternative payments 

such as beneficial projects which have economic value beyond 
the coat• of returning to compliance -- in mitig4tion of 
their penalty liability. 

5/until program-specific guidance is developed to define the 
~appropriate use of civil sanctions, the Re9ion and State should 

consider whether the sanction is comparable to ~ cash penalty 
in achieving compliance ~nd deterring noncompliance. Coats 
of returning to compliance will not be considered a penalty. 
Criminal authorities, while not clearly comparable to cash 
penalties, can be used as effectively as cash penalties to 
create deterrence in certain circumstances. 
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EPA will revie~ state penalties in the context of t~e St~~e·s 
overall enforcement program not merely on its use of Cd~h p~n~l:i~~
Wl-iile individual cases will be discussen, the program review wiLl 
more broadly evaluate how penalties and other sanctions can be 
used most effectively. Th~ evaluation will consider whether t~e 
penalties or other sanctions are sought in appropriate cases, 
~1et~er the relative amounts of penalties or use of sanctions 
reflect increasing severity of the violation, recalcitrance, 
recidivism etc., and baar a reasonable relationship to the ~conomic 
benefit of nonco1npliance (as applicable) and whether they are 
successful in contributing to a high rate of compliance and 
cleterring noncompliance. EP~ may also revie· .. the extent to whic'.-1 
State penalties ~ave been upheld and collected. 

).·· Development and Use of Civil Penalty Policies: 

EPA Regions are required to follow written Agency-wide 
and program specific penalty policies and procedures. 

EPA encourages States to develop and use their own St~te 
penalty policies or criteria for aasessing civil penalties. 
The advantages of using a penalty policy include: 

leads to improved consistency: 
is more defenaible in court: 
generally places the Agency in a stronger position to 
negotiate with the violator: 
improves communication and support within the 
administering agency and among the agency officials, 
attorneys and judges especially where other organizations 
are responsible for imposing the penalty: 
~hen based on recoupment of economic benefit and a 
component for seriousness, deters viol~tions based 
upon economic conaiderationa while providing some 
equity among violators and nonviolatora: and 
can be used by judges as a basis for penalty decisions. 

EPA enco~rages State• to consider EPA's penalty policies ~s 
they develop their o~n penalty·policies. -4. Conaideration of Economic Benefit of Noncompliance: 

To renaove incentives for noncompliance ~t1d establish deterrence 
EPA endeavor•, throu9h its civil penaltiea, to recoup the economic 
benefit the violator gained through noncompliance. E~' enco~rages 
State~ to consider and to quantify where pos~ible, the economic 
benefit of noncompliance where this is applicable. EPA expects 
States to make a reasonabt~ effort to calculate economic ben~ft~ 
and enco~rages States to attempt to recover thi• amount in negoti
ations an~ litigation. States may use the Agency's computerizej 
model (lcnown as BF.:~) for c~lc1.1lating that benefit or different 
approaches to catculatin~ economic benefit. EPA will provijd 
tec~nic~t ~1~istance to States on calc1Jtating the econo~ic bene~i~ 
of noncoit.,.,li'i"'ICe, anJ has made the BEN computer rnodel av.\ilable 
to St.at.es. 
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CRITERION t7 Accurate Recordkeepin9 and Reporting 

A quality program maintains accur~te ~nd up-to-date files 
and records on source performance and enforcement responses 
that are reviewable and accP.ssible. All record~eeping and 
reporting should meet the requirements of the quality aasur~~ce 
mana9ement policy and procedures established by each national 
~rogram consistent with the Agency's ~1)nitorin9 Policy and 
Quality ~ssurance Management Syste1n. Reports from States to 
Regions, Regions to ~eadquarters must be timely, complete and 
accu7ate to support effective program evaluation and priori~y-
setting. · 

. State record~eeping should include some documented r~tionale 
for the penalties sought to support defensihility in court, enhance 
A9eney's negotiating posture, and lead to greater consistencf. 
These records should be in the most convenient format for ~dminis
tration of the State'• penalty program to avoid new or different 
recordkeepin9 requirements. 

CRITERION ts sound overall Program Management 

A quality pro;ra1n should have an adequate level, mix and 
utilization of re•ourees, qualified and trained staff, and adequate 
equipment. The intention here ia not to focua on reaource and 
training issues unless there is poor performance identified 
elsewhere in the program. In those instances, these measures 
can provide a baais for corrective action by the administering 
agency. There may be, however, aome circumstances in which 
base level of trained staff and equipment can be defined by a 
national program where it will be •ltilized a• an indicator of 
~hether the program i• adequate. 

Similarly, a qood compliance and enforce1nent proqram should 
have a clear scheme for how the operations of other related 
organizations, agencies and levels of government fit into the 
program, especially the State Attorneys General or other appr~~ri~te 
State legal organization•· The State Agency should, at a minimum, 
en•ure that the State AG, internal leqal counsel, or other appropriate 
government leC)W'l ataff are eonaulted on the enforcement co~mitments 
the State ia making to EPA to asaure that the level of legal 
enforcement aupport and associated resources needed to aeeomplis~ 
the agreed-upon goal• are aecured. Thi• coordination shoul~ 
result in ti .. ly review of initial referral packaqes, s~tisfaet?ry 
settlement of ca•••• a• appropriate, ti~•lY filinq and prosecution 
of eases, and prompt action ~here dischargers violate consent 
decrees. (See Section E, P• 26-27). 
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C. OVERSIGHT PROCEDURES ANO PROTOCOLS 

This section addresses how EPA should conduct its oversight 
function, its approach, process and follow-up, to build and improve 
individual programs and overall national performance. On May 31, 
1985, the Aqency issued the Policy on Performance-Based Assistan~~. 
which contains guidance on how Regions sho~ld oversee assistance 
agreements. Both of these policies call for oversight with a 
problem-solving orientation with clear identification of actions 
needed to correct problems or reco9nize good performance. 

1. Approach 

The goal of oversight should be to improve the State (or Regio~al) 
compliance and enforcement program. To accomplish this, oversight 
should be tailored to fit State performance and capability. The 
context must be the whole State compliance and enforcement program, 
although EPA's focus for audit· purposes will be on national priority 
areas. 

No new oversight process is intended here. Existing procedures 
su~h as mid-year review•, periodic audits and over•i9ht inspections as 
established by each program and Region should be used. Administering 
agencies should identify strengths and weaknesses of the State al'td 
Federal programs and develop mutual commitments to correct problems. 

EPA oversight of State performance should be consistent wit~ 
the following principles: ~ 

a. Positive oyersi9ht findin9s should be ~tressed as ~ell as the 
negative ones. 

b. Positive steps that can be taken to build the capability of 
State programs in problem areas should be emphasized. This 
should include providin9 technical assistance and training -
by E~A staff to the extent possible. 

c. EPA action to correct problems sho~ld vary, depending on the 
environment.al or public health effect ot the proble~ and ~het~er 
it reflects a single incident or a general problem with ~'e 
State program. 

d. The Stat•• should be given an opportunity to formally comrne~t 
on EPA'• performance. Re9ions should provide information t~ 
the States that is available on its performance against the 
national standards, including their performance on meeting the 
"timely and appropri~te" criteria, as well as their perfor~dnce 
on commitments to that State. 

e. EP~ should give States sufficient opportunity to correct i·~e~ti&ie~ 
-problems, and take corrective action pursuant to the criterL~ for 
direct enforcement established in Section o. 



f. EPA. should use tht:! oversight process as a means of trans
ferring succei;s f u l regional and Sta~e approaches f r'J•n one 
Region or State to the other. 

2. Proc:e•• 
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Several actions can result in the most C<)l"\Structive revie· .... 
of the State's programs: 

a. To the extent po1sible, files to be audited will be identi~i~1 
in advance, with some pri:Jviaion for random review of a pei:'::i:n:.age 
of other files if necessary. 

b. Experienced personnel should be used to conduct the audit/ 
. review -- EPA. ataff should be used to the extent possible 

· to build relationships and expertiae. 

e. There should be an exit interview and every opportunity 
should be made to discus• findings, comment on and identify 
corrective steps based upon a review draft of the written 
report. 

d. Opportunity should be made for ataff1 interacting on 
enforcement eases and overseeing State performance to meet 
personally rather than rely solely upon formal communicatiotMJ 
-- thi• applies to both tech~ical and legal staffs. 

J. Follow-Up and Conaequencea of Overaight 

When State eerformance meets or exceeds the criteria and 
measures for defining good prograrn performance, EPA ahould 
reward this performance in some of the following ways: 

a. reduce the number, level or acope, and/or frequency of 
review• or of some reporting requirements consistent with 
statutory or regulatory requirements: 

b. redute the frequency and number of oversig~t inapections: 
~nd/or -c. allow th• program more flexibility in applying resource~ 
from an almoat exclusive focus on n~tional prioriti•s 
e.g., .. jor aoureee, to addressing more priorities of 
concern to th• State e.g., minor aources. 

When State performance fail• to meet the criteria for good 
State performance, EPA mat take aome of the following actions, 
as appropriate: 

a. 1u99est chan9es in State procedures: 

b. su99e!lt changes in the State's use of reaourcee or training 
staff: 

c. provide technic~t 11ssistance: 

of 
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d. increase the number of oversight inspections and/or re~ui~~ 
submittal of information on remedial activities; 

e. provide other workable State models and practices to States 
with problems in specific are.~s and mi'\tch State staff with 
expectise in needed area; 

f. if State enforcement action has not been timely and appropriate, 
EPA may take direct enforcement action; 

g. track problem categories of cases more closely; 

h. grant aw~rds could be conditioned by targeting additional 
resources to correct identified problems or re.Jucerl b.:lsed 
on poor performance where such performance is not due to 
inadequate resources: and/or 

i. consider de-delegation if there is continued poor performance. 
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o. CRITERIA E'vR DIRECT FE:Dt:RT\L £NF.ORCEME~T I"l OEL.r:G.r...r.'ED ~:HATES 

This secti"l'l ~ddresses criteria defining cir::1Jm&tances under 
which approved State programs might expect direct Federal enforce
ment action and how EP~ wilt c~rry out such actions so as to be 
most supportive of strengthening State programs. 

l. When Might EPA Take Direct Enforcement Action in Approved States? 

A clear definition of roles and respon~ibilities is esse~tial 
to an effective partnership, since EP~ has parallel enf,,rcement 
authority under l t~ ~t;itutes whether or not a St"'te h"ls an c!pprove .. '\ 
or delegatej pro9·ram. As a matter of policy in de lf!CJ-!td.i or 
c:lpproved programs, prirnary respori111ihility for action will resid~ 
~ith State or local governments ~it~ EP~ taking action principall/ 
where a State is "unwilling or unable" to take "timely and appr"'.):>C'iate" 
enforce•nent action. Many States view it as <\ failure of their 
pro9ra1n if EPA take3 an enforcement action. This is not the 
approach or view adopted here. · There are circurnstances in which 
EPA may want to support the broad national interest in creating 
an effective deterrent to noncompliance beyond what a State may 
need to do to achieve compliance in an individual caee or to 
support its own pro~ram. 

Because'State~ have primary responsibility and EPA cle~rly 
does not have the resources to take action on or to review in 
detail any and all violations, EPA will circumscribe its actions 
to the areas listed below and address other iss~e• concerning 
State enforcement action in the context of its broader oversight 
responsibilities. The follo~ing ~re four types of cases EPA mat 
consider taking :direct enforcement actio~ where we have parallel 
legal authority to take enforcement action: 

a. St~te requests EPA action 
b. State enforcement response is not timely and appropriate 
c. National precedents (legal or program) 
d. \ilolation of EP' order or coneent decree 

In decid,\n9 whether to take direct enforcement in the above 
type• of caee1, EPA will consi.11er the following factors: 

- Ca••• •pecifically designated as n~tionally si9~ificant 
(e.g., aiqnifieant n~ncompliers, explicit national or 
regional pri~rities) 

- Si9nific'lnt envir..,n1nental or public health damage or 
risk involver! 

- Significant economic benefit g~ined by violator 
- I~terstate issues (multiple States or Region•) 
- Repeat patterns of violations and violato~s 
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Ho..., these factors are applied for the various types of cases is 
discussed below. 

a. State requests EPA action: 

The State may request EPA to take the enforcement action for 
~ev7ral reasons including 'but not limited to: where State auth•::>C'i ty 
is inadequate, interstate issues involving multiple States which 
they cannot resolve by themselves, or where State resources or 
expertise are inadequate, particularly to address the sig~ificant 
violation/violators in the State in a timely and appropriate 
manner. EPA should honor requests by States for support in 
enforcement. E~A will follow its priorities in meeting any such 
requests for ass·istance, considering significance of e~vironmental 
or public health damage or risk involved, significant economic 
benefit gained by a violator, repeat patterns of violations and 
violators. Baaed on this general guidance, each program office 
may develop more specific guidance on the types of violations on 
which EPA should focus. Regions and States are strongly encouraged 
to plan in advance for any such requests for or areas needing EPA 
enforcement assistance during the State/EPA Enforcement Agreements 
Process. 

b. State Enforcement is not "Timely and Appropriate" 

The moat critical determinant of whether EPA will take direc.-t 
enforcement action in an approved State ia whether th• State has 
or will take timely and appropriate enforcement action as defined 
by national program guidance and State/Regional agreements. EPA 
will defer to State action if it i• "timely and appropriate" 
except in very limited circumatances1 where a State has requested 
EPA action (a, above), there is a national legal or program 
precedent whieh·eannot be addressed through coordinated State/Federal 
action (c, below), EPA is enforcing its own enforcement action 
(d, below) or the case of a repeat violator, where the State 
response is likely to prove ineffective given the pattern of 
repeat violations and prior history of the State'• success in 
addressing past violations. 

-
(i) Untimely State Enforcement Reaponae: -If a Stat• action ia untimely, EPA Regions must determine 

after advance notification and consultation with the State whether 
the State ia moving expeditously to resolve the violation in an 
"appropriate• manner. 

(ii) Inappropriate State Action: 

EPA may take direct action if the State enforcement action 
falls short of that agreed to in advance in the State/EPA Enforce
ment Agreements as meeting the requirement• of a formal enforcement 
response (See Section B, page 13) where a fo:mal enforcement 
response is required. EPA may also take action if the content of 
the enforcement action is inappropriate, i.e., if remedies are 
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clearly inappropriate to correct the violation, if comrliance 
schedules are unacceptably extended, or if there is no appropria~e 
penalty or other sanction. 

(iii) Inappropriate Penalty or other Sanction: 

For types of violations identified in national program 
guidance as requiring a penalty or equivalent sanction, EPA will 
take action to recover a penalty if a State has not assessed a 
penalty or other appropriate sanction. EPA generally will not 
consider taking direct enforcement action solely for recovery of 
additional penalties unless a State penalty is determined to be 
grossly deficient after considering all of the circumstances of 
the case and the national interest. In making this determination, 
EP~ will give every consideration to the State's own penalty 
authority and any applicable State penalty policy. EPA will 
consider whether that State'• penalty bears any reasonable relationship 
to the seriousness of the violation, the economic benefit gained 
by the violator (where applicable) and any other unique factors 
in the case. While this policy provides the basis for deciding 
whether to take direct Federal action on the basis of an inadequate 
penalty, thia iasue should be discussed in more detail during the 
agreements proceaa to addre~s any state-specific circumstances 
and procedures eatablished to address generic problem• in specific 
cases. Where identified in national guidance and agreed to • 
between the Region and State, other sanctions will be acceptable 
as substitutes or mitigation of penalty amounts in these consideratio~s. 

Program-specific national guidance on expectations for State 
penalty assessments may be developed \n consultation with the 
States and applied for determining adequacy of penalty amounts 
after being applied in practice in EPA Regions. It is the current 
expectation of Agency managers that EPA will continue to gain 
experience in implementing its own penalty policies before national 
programs consider such guidance. 'n\ua, in the near term a deter~ination 
that a penalty is "grosaly deficient" will remain a judgment call 
made on a case-by-case basis. 

c. National Precedent• 
..... 

Thia i• the amallest category of cases in which EPA may 
take direct enforcement action in an approved State, and will 
occur rarely in practice. 'n\ese eases are limited to those of 
first impreaaion in law or those fundamental to establishing a 
basic element of the national compliance and enforcement pro9ra~. 
TI'lis is particularly important for early enforcement cases un~e~ 
a new program or issues that affect implementation of the progra~ 
on a national basis. Some of these case• may most appropriately 
be managed or coordinated at the national level. Additional 
guidance on how potential cases will be identified, decisions 
made to proceed and involvement of States and Regions in that 
process, has been developed as Appendix B to this document. 
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d. Violation of EPA order or consent decree: 

EPA places a high priority on following through on enforcemen~ 
actions until final compliance is achieved. If EPA has taken 
administrative, civil or criminal judicial enforcement in a 
delegated or approved State, EPA will take any follow up enforcement 
action on violations of those agreements or orders to preserve 
the integrity of Federal enforcement actions. 

2. How Should EPA Take Action So As To Better Support Stron9 
State Programs? 

Section E describes in some detail the principles and 
procedures for advance notification and con•ultation with States. 
These are imperatives for a sound working relationship. In all 
of these circumstances, where EPA may overfile a State action on 
the basis that it i• not timely and appropriate EPA should work 
with the State as early a• possible in the ease, well before 
completion of a State action which, if resulting in expeditious 
compliance by the facility, would render any •ubsequent EP~ 
involvement unconstructive, ineffective or moot. T"\is is parti
cularly important since it is EPA policy that once a case has 
been commenced, EPA generally will not withdraw that ease in 
light of subsequent or •imultaneous State enforcement action. 

In particular, Regions also should identify, with their 
States, particular areas in which arrangements can or should ~e 
made, in advance, for direct EPA enforcement support where State 
authorities are inadequate or compliance has been a continuing 
problem. 

There are several other approaches identified here for ho~ 
EPA can take enforcement action, where it i• appropriate, in a 
manner which can better support Stat••· 

To the maximum extent possible, EPA should make arrangeme~~s 
with States to: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Take joint State/Federal action -- particularly where a 
State-ia reapon•ibly moving to correct a violation but 
lack• the necea•ary authorities, resources, or national 
or interatate perspective appropriate to the case. 

Uae State inapection or other data and witnesaes, as 
appropriate. 

Involve Stat•• in creative settlement• and to participate 
in case development -- •o that the credibility of States 
as the primary actor is perceived and re~lized. 
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d. ivision of enalties with State and local 
to the exte11t they participate in Fe=!er1 ~ 

enforcement actions, and where perini t tf!•i by law) -- t.o 
enhance Federal/State cooperation in enforcement. 

e. Issue joint press releases and share credit with the 
State -- to ensure EP~ is not in competition with the 
State and that EPA action is not erroneously perceive<'i 
as a weakness or failure in the State's program. 

f. States continual! a rised of events and reasons 
Fe eral actions -- to avoid conflicting actions 
to ~uild a common understanding of go~ls and 
State and Federal perspectives. 

3. How Do the Ex~ectations for "Timely and Appropriate Action" 
Apply to EPA in Delegated Stat~s? 

In dele9ated States, EPA performs an oversight function, 
standing ready to take direct Federal enforcement action based 
upon the factors stated a'bove. In its oversight capacity, in 
most cases, EPA will not obtain real-time data. As indicated in 
Section F on State Reporting~ EPA will receive quarterly report• 
and will supplement these with more frequent informal communi- -
cations on the status of key cases. Therefore, we do not expect 
EP~ Regions, through their oversight, to be able to take ~irect 
enforcement action following the exact same timeframes as those 
that apply to the administering agency. However, when EP~ does 
determine it is appropriate to take direct Federal action, EP~ 
staff are expec.ted to adhere to the sa1ne timeframes as applic~bte 
to the States s·tartin9 with the assumption of responsibility f:')!' 

enforcement action. 

6/see Appendix c for ~gency Policy on "Division of Penalties 
-with State and Loe~ l G,.,vern·nents, " issued October 30, l 985. 
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E. ADVA~CE NOTIFICATION AND CONSULTATION 

A policy of "no surprises" must be the centerpiece of any 
effort to ensure the productive use of limited Federal and 
State resources and an effective "partnership" in achieving 
compliance. This principle shoul~ be applied to all aspects of 
the compliance and enforcement program covering inspections, 
enforcement activities, press releases and pu~lic information, 
and management data summaries upon which State and national 

·performance are assessed. 

In order to· guarantee that there is ample advance notificati-J:-: 
and consultation between the proper State and Federal officials, 
EPA Regions should confer annually with each State, discuss th~ 
fol1owin9 areas anu devise agreements as appropriate. The 
agreements should be unique to each State and need not cover 
all areas -- so long as there is a clear understanding and 
discussion of how each area will be addressed. 

l. Advance Notification to Affected States of Intended EPA 
Inspections and Enforcement Actions 

Agreements should identifyi 

- ~ should be notified, e.g. 
the head of the program if it involves potential 
Federal enforcement: and 

-
who is notified of proposed/planned Federal inspec~i~~s. 

- how the State will be notified, e.g. 
~the a9encies share inspection lists: and 
-- the agency contact receives a telephone call on a 

proposed Federal enforcement case. 

- when they will be notified -- at what point(s) in 
the""process, e.9. 

when a case is being considered: and/or 
when a case is ready to be referred, or notice 
order iaaued. -Some specific provisions need to be made to address the 

followings 

a. Advance Notification of St.ate Attorneys General or: othe:
lega·l staff of potential EPA enforcement actions 7 I 

While EPA's primary relationship with the State is and 
should continue to be with the State agency that has 
been delegated or been approved to administer the 
programs, EP~ needs to ensure that all parties in the 

'I In some States there are legal organizations that have dir~=~ 
enforce1nent authority which by-passes the State AG, e.g., 
District Attorneys, internal legal counsel, Governor's 
General Counsel. In these instances, this guidance would 
apply to these other organizations. 
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State affected by a pending EPA enforcement action receive 
appropriate advance notificaticn. In addition, when E?; 
negotiates commitments each year with the State to ad1~~3s 
specific significant violators, it is important that -'ll 
the parties affected by thetie commitments are aware of t~e 
legal enforcement support and associated resources needed 
to accomplish these goals. 

As part of the State/EPA Enforcement Agreements process, 
the Region should discuss with the State agency their 
internal procedures and/or protocols for advance notific~tio~ 
and consultation with the State AG or other le9al st~ff. 
The Stat• agency is responsible for assuring that the St~~e 
AG or other le9al staff are properly notified and consult~i 
about planned Federal enforcement actions and/or enforcement 
initiatives on an ongoing basis. States are strongly 
encouraged to commit advance notification and consultation 
procedures/protocols reached between the State agency anJ 
the State AG (or State. legal staff, as appropriate) to 
writing. The Regions should seek to incorporate these 
written protocols into the State/EPA Enforcement Agreements. 

The Region should do everything possible to w~r~ through 
the State agency on the issue of communicating with the 
State AG or other legal staff on potential EPA enforcemene 
action• as well as other matters. However, if the State 
agency does not have a workable internal proce1ure and if 
problems persist, the Region, after advance notificatio~ 
and consultation with the State agency, may make arrangement~ 
for directly communicating with the State AG o~ other legal 
s_taff. 

The Region and State agency should discuss how the outside 
legal organizations will be consulted on the commitments the 
State is making to EP~ on addressing significant violators 
each year. These consultations are intended to clarify the 
legal enforcement support needed to accomplish these goals. 
Tl\is ia p~rticularly important for thoae State agencies 
dependent upon the State AG or other outside legal organization~ 
to implement their enforcement progra~. 

State agencies are also encour~9ed to notify these organi
zation• of the anticipated timing of the negotiations ea:~ 
year with EPA on the Enforcement Agreements, grants, ~nd 
relat•d documents. 

Region• are encouraged to '->'Orlc with their State agenciec; t-: 
set up a joint meeting ~t least annually to which all p~r~l~~ 
are invited--the program and legal staffs of both the E?~ 
Region and the State agency(s), plus u.s. Attorney.at~f~ 
and State AG staff--to review EPA's enforcement pr1or1tles 
and ~ecent program guidance. 
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b. Federal Facilities 

Federal facilities may involve a greater or different 
need for coordination, particularly w~ere the Federal 
facilities request EPA technical ~ssistance or where E?A 
is statutorily required to conduct inspections (e.g., 
under RCRA). The advance notific~tion and consultation 
protocols in the State/EPA Enforcement Agreements should 
incorporate any of the types of special arrangements 
necessary for Federal facilities. The protocols should 
also address how the State will be involved in the review 
of Federal agency A-106 budget submissions, and include 
plans for a joint annual review ot patterns of compliance 
problems at .Federal facilities in the State. 

~. Criminal Enforcement 

Although the Policy Framework does not apply to the 
criminal enforcement program, to improve the coordination 
with States on criminal investigations and assist the 
States in their criminal enforcement efforts the Regions 
should discuss with States any affirmative plans for 
cross-referrals and cooperative criminal investigations. 
Such discussions should include the Special ~gent in 
Charge and appropriate program staff familiar with criminal 
enforcement. -

In cases where other States or jurisdictions may be directly 
and materially affected by the violation, i.e., environmental 
or public health impacts, EPA'• Regional Offices should attempt 
to notify all of the States that are interested parties or are 
affected 'by the .. enforcement action through the communication 
channels established by the State a9t"ee1nents, working through the 
appropriate Regional Office. Thia notification process is parti
~ularly important for hazardous waste cases in which re9ulatees 
often operate aero•• State boundariea. · 

Protocols for advance notification must 'be established with 
the understanding that each party will r••peet the other's need 
for confidentiality and diacretion in regard to the information 
being shared, wnere it ia appropriate. Continuing problems in 
this regard will be cauae for exceptions to the basic principle 
of advance notification. 

Many of our atatute• or regulations at~eady specify pro~ 
cedures for advance notification of the State. The State/Federal 
agreement• are intended to supplement these minimum requirements. 

2. Establishment of a Consultative Process 

Advance notification is only an essential first atep and 
should not be construed as the desired end result of these 
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State/Federal agreements. The processes established should 
be consultative and should be designed to achieve the followi~g: 

a. Inspections 

Advance notice to States through sharing of lists of 
planned Federal inspections should be designed so 
that State and Federal agencies can properly coordinate 
the scheduling of site inspections and facilitate 
joint or multi-media inspections as appropriate. 
This should generally be done for all programs whether 
or not tney are delegated, except for investigative 
inspectibns which would be jeopardized by this process. 

b. Enforcement Actions 

Federal and State officials must be able to ~eep one 
another current on the status of enforcement actions 
against noncomplying facilities. Regularly scheduled 
meetings or conference calls at which active and 
proposed cases and inspections are discussed may 
achieve these purposes. 

3. Sharing Compliance and Enforcement Information 

The Region and State should discu~s the need for a process 
to share, as much as practicable, inspection results, monitoring 
reports, evidence, including testimony, where applicable for 
Federal and/or State enforcement proceedings. The Regions 
should also establish mechanism• for sharing with the States 
copies of repor~s generated with data submitted by the Regions 
and States, including comparative data -- other States in the 
Region and acroaa Regiona. 

4. Dispute Resolution 

The ~e9ion and State should agree in advance on a process 
for resolving disputes, especially differences in interpretation 
of regulations or program goals aa they may affect resolution of 
individual inat~nce1 of noncompliance. As stated in the policy 
on Performance-Baaed Aaaistance, the purpoae in laying out a 
process ~y which ia1ues can be surfaced quickly up the chain of 
command in both the Regions and States is to ensure that 
significant problem• receive the prompt attention of man~3ers 
capable of solving these problems expeditiously. 

S. Publicizing Enforcement Activities 

EPA has made commitments to account publicly for its 
com~liance and enforcement programs. It is EPA'• policy to 
publicize all judicial enforcement actions and significant 
administrative actions to hoth encoura9e compliance and serve 
as a deterrent to noncompliance. 
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While State philo~ophies on these matters may v~ry, the 
Region and State should aiscuss opportunities for joint pre~s 
rele~ses on enforcement actions and public accounting of both 
State and Federal accomplishments in compliance and enforcernent. 

Discussions should address how and when this coordinatit:>n 
would take place. Regions should consult with the State on any 
enforcement related EPA press release or other media event 
which affects the State. To the extent possible, the State 
should be given an opportunity to join in the press release or 
press conference if it has been involved in the underlying 
enforcement action. Further, EPA generated pre's releases and 
public informat!on reports should acknowledge and give creJit 
to relevant State actions and accomplishments when appropriate. 

6. Publicly Reported Performance Data 

Regions should discuss with States mechanisms for ensuring 
the accuracy of data used to generate monthly, quarterly and/or 
annual reports on the status of State and Federal compliance 
and enforcement activities. Opportunities should be provided 
to verify the accuracy of the data with the States prior to 
transmittal to headquarters. Time constraints may be a real 
limitation on what can be accomplished, but it is important to 
establish appropriate che·cks and control points if we are to 
provine an a,ccurate reflection of our mutual accomplishments. 
If there are no data accuracy concerns, these mechanisms may 
not be needed. 



F. STAT£ REPORTING 

This sectior1 reviews key reporting and C'ecordkeeping 
requirements for rnanageme•1t d-lta and public reporting on 
cornpliance and cMEot"c.:ement prograr.i accomplishments. It also 
addresse~ re l;.i te.1 t"eporting considerations s1.Jch cts reporting 
frequency and q1.Jality assurance. 

l. overview 

A strong and well manage~ national compliance and enfoC'c~
merit program needs reliable performance information on #hich 
to j~dge success and identify areas needing management attention. 
~ie following ~Jtlines the reporting and recordkeepin1 framework 
for monitoring enforce•nent and compliance program perfor1nancP.. 
The information will be used b/ the Agency's chief executives 
to manage EP" operations, and to convey our co1nbined Federal 
and State performance record to others 011tside the Agency. 
This framework is limited in its application to information 
gathered for management purpo•••· It is not intended to 
apply to the environmental d~ta and reporting on a source-by-source 
basis which ia gathered routinely by the Agency frorn Regions 
and States under its source reporting proqr~rn:s and ongoing 
operations. The framework should serve as a stable gµide to 
the national programs as they develop, in cooperation with 
the Regions and States, the measures and reporting re1uirements 
they will use to a•sess performance in implementing natio~al 
co~pli~nce and enforcement progra~s. 

Five measures of compliance and enforcement performance 
will be useJ foe reporting purposes, identified in se~uence. 
below. The first two measure compliance reaults: (1) overall 
compliance rate for the re;ulated community: and (2) correc:ti~:i 
of the i1'0llt significant violations. The Agency is working 
diligentl~ to establi•h clear and reliable indicators for 
these two measure•, recognizing the desirability of managing 
b~sed as much .. poaaible on results. While it is most 
desirable to find waya to ultitnately examine the environmental 
benefits of compliance and enforcement actions, i.e., pollution 
levels reduced, this will not be accomplished in the near 
term. 

The two compliance re•ults rnea•ures are supplemente;i 
with ~iree measures of enforcement activity: (3) inspection 
levels as an indic~tor. of the reliability of compliance data 
and as an indicator of fielJ ~rusence for deterrence purpose~; 
(4) formal administrative enforcem~nt act\o~• undertaken: and 
(5) ju~icial referrals and filed court cases, the latter two 
measures of enforcement activities both serving a• indicators 
of er1f()rcetnent ~trength and the will to enforce. 
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In addition to these five r~p~rting requirements, the 
Agency is introducing two new arP.as of record~eepi~g require
ments to support general management ov~rsight of the national 
enforcement effort: (1) success in neeting new management 
milestones for c1efinin9 timely and appropri-!te er1forcement 
action: and (2) the l~vel of penal~ies assessed and collected. 
Records should be maintained by States and Regions for review 
during the course of the year and to support an as~essment at 
the end of the year on how well the agencies have done and 
ho~ appropriate performance expectatio~s might best be defined. 

2. Reported Measures of Performance 

Programs and Regions should ensure the first five ~easures 
of ·performance are required to be reported on a quarterly 
basis: 

a. Compliance levela can be measured according to ~everal 
different approaches. National program guidance should 
describe the approach each has selected as 1nost appropriate 
given the characteristic• of its program and regulated 
community. Each program ahould, ~t a minimum, report 
full physical compliance rate• and also distinguish 
where relevant in reportinq compliance levels between 
final "physical" compliance (compliance with emissions 
limits) and "paper" complial'\ce (violation of e:niasions 
limits but following a compliances schedule). 

b. Proqreaa in Returnini Siqnificant Violations to Comaliance: 
Each program in putting to9ether its guidance shoul 
specifically define what it measures as si9nific~nt 
violations~ Lists of siql'\ificant violators should be 
compiled jointly by the Reqion and State. The Aqency has 
two indica~ors of performance in this area: one is a 
static measure of progress against a beginning-of-year 
backlog of significant violators not yet brought into 
compliance. The second is a dynamic balance sheet w~ic~ 
adda•to the beginning-of-year inventory any new significant 
violators ~• they are found and keep• a running tally of 
those for.which a formal •~forcement action ~as taken, 
those which were brought into compliance, or those ~hich 
remain, pending enforcement action. 

Each program ahould also ~nticipate being required to set 
quarterly target• for reduction of its beginnin9-of-te~~ 
backlog of significant violate~•· Targets will be set 
for States and Regions on the basi• of either returning 
the violator to compliance or taking a formal enforcement 
action which will lea11 to expeditious physical (full) 
compliance. Reportin9 of progreas against significant 
violations will be set on the baaia of these aame two 
cate9ories of response. In developing it• guidance~ each 
pro9rain should specify the types of enforcement .iietl.ons. .. 
111hich qualify as havin3 taken "a formal enforce11\ent t\Ct\.,.,. 
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c. Ins~eetions are conducted for many purposes, including 
con irmation of compliance levels. Reporting on 
inspections has been a long standing practice. Regions 
and States should be asked to provide specific quarterly 
commitments and reporting on the number of inspections 
to be conducted. Where programs have broken Jown inspection 
reporting into different classes to reflect the different 
purposes, for example, sampling inspections, "walk-through," 
or records check inspections, this reporting is expected 
to continue. Each program, as it draws up its guidance, 
should be as clear and •pecific aa possible in defining 
the differe~t categorie• of inspection activity to be 
reported. 

~. Formal admini•trative enforcement actions will be reported 
as the critical indicator of the level of administrative 
enforcement activity being carried on by environmental 
enforcement agenciea. It ia not our intention to provide 
a comprehensive reporting of all actions, both informal 
and formal, being taken to aecure compliance. At the 
same time, it is recognized that there are many different 
informal techniques used which aucceed in getting aources 
to return to compliance. What i• aought here ia a 
telling indicator which will keep reporting aa clear 
cut and unburdenaome aa possible. 

In preparing its guidance each program ahould list the 
specific actions to be included under this report·ing 
area. Each program should be guided by the characteristics 
of a formal administrative aetio~ aet forth in Section 
B on "Timely and Appropriate Enforcement Action." For 
programs wit~out formal administrative authority, such 
as Drinking Water, other aurro9ate measures should be 
defined. 

e. Judicial Action• i• an area where there has been a long 
standing practice of Federal reporting with no eorreaponding 
Stat• data. Commenaurate with current reporting practices 
within EPA, the number of State civil referrals and 
filed c&•4'& will now be reported. We will also now 
include criminal judicial actions. These should be 
reported aa a separate claaa and be counted only after 
they are filed in court in recognition of their sensitive 
natur•. 

J. Recordkeepinq for Performance Measurement 

There are two performance areas for which States and 
Regions will be asked to retain acceaaible records and 
summary datas (1) timeliness and appropriateness of response 
to violation•: and (2) penalti••· These categories of 
information will be considered for future development as 
measures for possible inclusion in the Agency's management 
and reporting systems. 
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a. Timeliness and appropriatenes~ of St~te and Federal 
response to violations is the principal subject of 
new guidance being developed by each program. 
Administering agenci~~ need to ensure that adequate 
tracking systems are in place to assess the timelines~ 
and appropriateness of actions on an ongoing basis. 
Imptement~tion of timely and appropriatP. criteria 
should also be closely monitr.>re1l to ensure that sources 
subj~ct to the guidance are properly identified and 
~ade part of the covered univers~. The Program Offices, 
in ~on~u:tion with the Regions, are expected to report 
per1od1cally on both EPA's and the ~tates' performance 
in meeting the timely and appropriate criteria and to 
periodically reassess the criterii11. As prograrns gain 
elCperience, they ahould consider whether "timeliness" 
should be measured quantit~tivety as a performance 
~ccountability measure or qualitativel~ through program 
audits. 

b. Penalty programs are essential to the effective working 
of an environmental enforcement program. Sufficient 
documentation needs to be kept to enable the Region 
to evaluate whether the State obtained a penalty 
where appropriate, the State'• rationale for the penalty, 
and, where appropriate, a calculation of any economic • 
benefit of noncompliance gained by t~e violator. 
Records need to be kept of the number and amount of 
penalties issued by State and Federal program offices 
regularly assess inq penal ties, both those asaessed an11 
collecteJ. These records and summary data should be 
availa~le for review at the time of annual pro9ra~ 
audits and, in the P.vent of information requests bf 
external groups, on the extent of penalties assessed 
at any point in time. Each program off ice in preparing 
its 9uida~ce should specifically address the need for 
recordkeeping on penalties • 
. 

Future Improvements in Enforcement Management Information 
Systems -

EPA ia working to fill the gaps in its current enforcernent 
managernent information and ia developing a guide to State and 
national program manager• in setting priorities for future 
design and development work on these syste~s. 

In the near term, EPA is exploring ways to use the current 
management syste•ns to better reinforce timely and appri::>priate 
enforc:e;nent re4Spclnse and fol low-through on enforce•nent actions· 
E?A Pro9~am Offices, in eonsult~tio~ with Regions and States, 
should develop ways to better 1uei11~ur.e .,_nd report. on timeliness 
of enfo!"-:ement 4Ctions. The focus for follow-throu9lo\ will be? 
on trac~~n9 compliance with EP~ consent decrees and administr~tivP. 
order•. State follow-through wilt he p~rt of general regional 
1:wers ight. 
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Other potential enforcement management innicators, such as 
the deterrence effects of enforcement, the quality of enforceme~t 
~ctions, an extended compliance picture, and overall environme~~~: 
results of enforcement actions, are longer term issues to be 
considered after the near-term issues ar~ addressed. 

5. Reportin9 Considerations 

There are three areas for special consideration by the 
programs aa they put together their guidance on reporting 
requirements: 

a. Quality~assurance and quality control of reported data 
is essential as these are the critic~l indicators of 
program performance which will be used in making program 
management decisions of priority, re•ource levels, and 
direction. This information ~ust be as reliable as 
pc~sible. Quality assurance and quality control of data 
encompasses three types of activities including: (1) 
setting up initial reporting procedures: (2) building in 
information review and confirmation loopa: and (3) 
conducting routine audits and reviews of reports and 
reporting syatema. Each program in preparing its guidance 
should describe the safeguards it uaee in its reporting, 
revi~w and confirmation procedures, and describe the • 
audit protocols it will use to ensure the reliability of 
enforcement and compliance d~ta. 

b. The frequency of formal reporting should be done on a 
quarterly basis unless there is a specific performance 
problem in a State or compelling program need for more 
frequent (e.g., monthly) reporting, which may be necessary 
on an interim basis due either to their newness or their 
importance. A quarterly reporting frequency is designed 
for oversight purposes. It is not designed to provide 
for "real time• information, that is, instant access to 
information on the status of a ease. However, it is 
anticipated that formal reporting will be supplemented 
with more frequent informal communications, such as 
month~ conference calls, between the Reqions and States 
on the progr••• of key eaaes of concern. 

c. ral facilit com liance d~ta should be reported as 
o each programs reporting meas~res and commitments. 

Regions may also request States to provide additional 
information on Federal facilities compliance status, i~ 
needed, and if mutual agreement can be reached, as part of 
the Enforcement Agreements process. 
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APPENDIX A: ANNUAL PRIOPITIES ANO PROGRAM G~IDk~CES 

Annual Priorities for Implementing Agreements 

FY 1985: Given the enormity of the task in the first year, 
3 priorities were established: 

• defining expectations for timely and appropriate 
enforcement action: 

• establishing protocols for advance notification 
· and consultation: and 
·~reporting State data. 

FY 1986: Buildinq on the FY 1985 proceas, three areas were 
emphasized: 

• expanding the scope of the agreements process to 
cover all delegable programs: 

• adapting national guidance to State-specific 
circumstances: and 

• ensuring a conatructive proce•• for reaching 
agreement. 

FY 1987: Continuing to refine the approaches and working 
relationships with the States, three areas are 
to be emphasized: 

• improving the implementation and monitoring of 
timely and appropriate enforcement response with 
particular emphasis on improving the use of 
penalty authorities: 

• improving the involvement of State Attorneys 
General (or other appropriate legal staff) in 
the agreement• procea•: and 

• implementing the revi•ed Federal Facilities 
Compliance Strategy. 
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Gii - 57, was revised on June 20, 1988. The 1987 version 

ha.a been replaced with the 1988 version. 



MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

PROM: 

TO: 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON. D.C. ZOUO 

JUll "'0 ~ 

Oll'll'ICI 011' 
T"I AOMUllST•ATO• 

Guidance for the FY 1989 State/EPA 
Enforcement Agreements Process 

A. James Barnes j· ~ 
Deputy Administrato ~ 

Assistant Administrators 
Associate Administrator for Regional Operations 
Regional Administrators 
Regional counsels 
Regional Division Directors 
Directors, Program compliance Offices 

The attached enforcement agreements guidance for FY 1989 
looks to continuing the successes of the State/EPA enforcement 
relationship. It re-emphasizes the need for annual updates 
of the enforcement agreements. It also introduces the regional 
enforcement strategies process as a means of addressing state and 
regional priorities and reiterates the importance of timely and 
appropriate enforcement responses and federal facilities compliance. 
There is a new emphasis for FY 1989 on tracking of both state and 
federal referred/filed eases, inspector training and development, 
and on upfront agreements on penalty sharing. " 

The •Revised Policy rramework for State/EPA Enforcement 
Agreements• remain• our blueprint for the State/EPA enforcement 
relationship. States and Regions should reacquaint themselves 
with its provi•ion• and focus on fully implementing them, consistent 
with pro9ra11-•pecific guidance. 

The recently issued report on the PY 87 Implementation of 
the Timely and Appropriate Enforcement Response Criteria highlights 
response areas needing increased attention by Headquarters Program 
Offices, Regions, and slates. I encourage you to read this report 
and work clo•ely within the Regions and Headquarter• Program Offices 

""• 
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to improve regional and state performance, tracking of violations 
and enforce•ent follow-up. The Steering Committee on the State/ 
Federal Enforcement Relationship is considering ways to improve 
implementation of the response criteria during its meetings in 
1988. Each Region•• performance in implementing the timely and 
appropriate guidance will continue to be a focus of semi-annual 
regional visits. 

In • continuing effort to improve enforcement planning, OECM 
vill be developing, vith the program offices, aummarie• of PY 
1989 enforcement prioritiea. Th••• aummaries vill be available in 
June and will be based on reaulta of the atrategic planning aea1ions 
with the program offices and the PY 1989 Operating Year Guidance. 
They can aasist in developing operating plans among regional 
program divisions, Regional counaela, and Environmental service 
Divisions, by identifying shifting emphases in case selection, 
inspection targeting, etc. The Regions may wiah to ahare these 
enforcement priority summaries with States as part of the enforcement 
agreements process. 

I remain firmly committed to full and effective implementation 
of the Enforcement Agreements process and am relying on your 
continued personal attention to this important effort. 

Attachments 

cc: Steering committee on the State/Federal 
Enf oreement Relationship 

Regional Enforcement Contacts 



ATTACHMENT l 

GUIDANCE FOR IMPLEMENTING THE PY 1989 ENFORCEMENT AGREEMENTS PROCESS 

l. Maintaining the Enforcement Agreements Process 

The process for State/EPA enforcement agreements has been 
in place for over four years and has led to greater clarity of 
the roles and reaponaibilities between Regions and States and to 
more effective enforcement -- aa our enforcement data for the 
last two years indicate. The revi1ed •policy Framework for 
State/EPA Enforcement Agreements,• i11ued in August 1986, continues 
to 1erve as the blueprint for our State/EPA enforcement relationship. 
Each year, R89ions and States should jointly review the agreements 
to assure: 

• That the agreements reflect any changes in State and Federal 
enforcement priorities. Guidance documents which highlight 
enforcement priorities are identified in Attachment 2. The 
new Regional enforcement strategies process that resulted from 
the EPA Enforcement Management Council discussions, may be used 
as one means of better responding to differences among national, 
regional, and state enforcement priorities. 

• That the •no surprises• policy applies to all aspects of the 
compliance and enforcement program. States and Regions should 
evaluate their success in involving Attorneys General, determine 
if Attorney General involvement should be increased, especially 
for superfund and Federal facilities enforcement actions, and 
determine if other partiesl need to be routinely notified or 
consulted in the enforcement process. Regions and States 
should discuss the need to further share enforcement and 
compliance information including inspection results, monitoring 
reports, and evidence, and how this could best be accomplished. 

• That effective dispute resolution processes are in pla.ee 
to surf ace issues quickly to managers in both Regions and 
States and provide for prompt resolution. 

2. Improved Management and Tracking of Enforcement Responses 

a. Por Enforcement Responses that are Timely and Appropriate: 

The PY 1987 report on the implementation of the timely and 
appropriate enforcement re1ponae criteria indicated that some 
improvements have been made by some pr09ram1 but that atill more 
needed to be done to fully implement the guidance. In FY 1988, 
the Steering committee on the state/Federal Enforcement Relationship 

11 The Steering committee on the State/Federal Enforcement 
Relationship 11 exploring the need to improve communicat~ons 
and relations with State environmental boards or commissions. 
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will be diacuasing how to improve the use of the timely and 
appropriate response criteria as an enforcement tool. 

• Regions and States should, consistent with program guidances, 
improve their management and tracking of aignif icant non
compliers/violatora. 

• The PY 1988 enforcement agreements atr•••ed improving uae of 
atate penalty authorities or other sanctions. ror PY 1989, 
States ahould commit to developing and iaplementing a atrategy 
for obtaining a penalty or other aanction deaigned to determine 
future violation• conaiatent with program guidance defining 
•appropriate• enforcement response. Regions ahould continue 
to encourage States tQ develop civil administrative penalty 
authorities or to use· other appropriate sanctions available 
under state law or regulation. 

The Deputy Administrator and each program office will 
review Regional data for timely and appropriate response as 
part of scheduled Regional visits and reviews. The FY 1987 
timely and appropriate report includes a section on EPA and · 
state performance, by Region, specifically for this purpose. 

b. For Tracking and Follow-through on cases: 

The current tracking and reporting systems call for periodic 
reporting by EPA and States on cases filed or referred. We are, 
however, facing problems by not knowing the status of state cases 
once they have been filed or referred, not,~nowing whether or 
when they have been settled, or not knowing whether or when 
final compliance has been achieved. 

• Regions and States should agree on how existing reporting 
relationships can provide the status of filed or referred cases 
up to the time of settlement or closure and when compf iance has 
been achieved. 

3. Inspector Training and Development 

In rY 1988, EPA will issue a policy atatement and EPA 
order on inapector training and development. Although !PA'• 
order for 1 .. pector training and develo~ment does not eatablis~ 
training requirement• for atate and loc· J inapeetora, States 
are encouraged to adopt their own formal inapector training 
programs. 

• Regions and State• ahould annually •••••• a State'• inapector 
training needa and inapeetion prioriti•• •• part of the 
enforcement agreement• proeeaa. 

• Regions should encourage state inspector training programs 
through information aharing and through state participation 
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in the design of EPA's training curricula, routine communication 
on course offerings, and training state instructors in the use 
of EPA's training materials. 

4. op Front Agreement on Penalty Sharing 

In general, EPA'a policy provides for 1tate and local 
participation in certain aspects of federal environmental enforce
ment actions. State and local entities may share in civil 
penalties that reault from their participation, to the extent 
permitted by law and the circumstances of the individual case. 
Appendix c of the Policy rramework is an October JO, 1985 
memorandum containing EPA'a policy on the division of penalties 
with state and local governments. Unnecessary disputes regarding 
penalty sharing have arisen when discussions on the appropriate 
division of penalties occur late in the enforcement process. 

• Regions and States should consider developing a process 
for establishing penalty sharing ground rules in advance of 
enforcement settlement negotiations. 

s. Working With states To Improve Federal Facilities compliance 

Once the Federal Facilities compliance Strategy is complete, 
Regions should reassess the following areas and incorporate 
into the agreements, as appropriate, understand~ngs reached 
with States on: 

.: 1·. 

• The enforcement approach a State generally plans to use for 
responding to Federal facility violations and plans for 
escalating the response, if necessary; 

• Types of situations where a State would request EPA support 
or direct action; 

• Advance notification to States when EPA conducts inspections 
at Federal facilities, and protocols for State enforcement 
response following EPA inspections in delegated States1 

• Plans for joint EPA/State annual review of compliance 
problem• at Pederal facilities in a State. 

~.: 
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UNITED ST ATES ENVIRONMENT AL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, CC 20460 oR, I - I 

Gn~1~ 
.Ol'j1'1CE 0' 

&.&GAL ANO CN,ClltC&MSNT co~ 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

TO: 

Guidance for oruing Judicial consent Decrees 
·~ /'\_ ..L) Courtney Price Ir'). 6~ 

Special Counsel for Enfor ment 

Assistant Adm~nistrators 
Associate Administrator for Policy 

and Resource Management 
Associate Administrator for Regional Operations 
General Counsel 
Associate Enforcement Counsels 
Regional Administrators, Regions I-X 
Regional Counsels, Regions I-X 

I a~ forwardin; to you enforce~~nt guidance entitled 
•Guidance for Drafting Judicial C=nsent Decrees• for use by 
you and sour staff. 

This guidance was circulated in draft form to the program 
AAs for review and concurrence. I believe the guidance will be 
usef~l t~ those at EPA responsible for negotiating enforcement 
actions ar.d drafting consent decrees. 

Obviously, the general guidance provided by this document 
cannot deal with any one ~rogram specifically. Therefore, t~e 
program off ices may wish to «ork with ~heir respective Associate 
Enforcement Counsel to develop media-specific guidance to 
deal with unique issues or to provide more specific examples 
of certain consent decree provisions. 

This doc~~ent should be added to your copy of the General 
Enforcement Policy Compendium w~ich was distributed in March of 
1983. A revised table of contents and index for the Compendium 
are also attached. 

If you have ques:ioni concerning this gui~ance, please contact 
Janet Clark of my staff a: 426-7503. 

Atta=.hI!lents 
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THE POLICIES ANO PROCEOPRES E'STABLISHEO IN THIS DOCUMENT ARE 
INTENDED SOLELY FOR THE GUIDANCE OF GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL. 
THEY ARE NOT INTENDED AND CANNOT BE RELIED UPON TO CREATE 
ANY RIGHTS, SUBSTANTIVE OR PROCEDURAL, ENFORCEABLE BY ANY 
PARTY IN LITIGATION WITH- THE UNITED STATES. THE AGENCY RESERVES 
THE RIGHT TO ACT AT VARIANCE WITH THESE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
AND TO CHANGE THEM AT ANY TIME WITHOUT PUBLIC NOTICE. 
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I. Iniroduction 

The purpose of this document is to provide guidance on 

provisions which EPA should include when drafting a settlement 

agreement covering a civil enforcement action for which the 

Federal government has decided that judicial remedies are 

appropriate. The document explains the appropriate use of 

various standard provisions and provides sample language for 

these provisions. 

Each judicial consent decree negotiated by EPA differs, 

because each deals with a different noncompliance problem and 

embodies the results of a separate negotiating process. Pro

visions contained in decrees must differ to reflect the agree

ment resulting from these·negotiations. Most consent decrees, 

however, also must contain certain relatively standard provi- · 

sions to address matters which are relevant in virtually ·all 

enforcement actions. Use of this standard language will 

lessen the review necessary of the resulting draft consent 

decree. Of course, local court rules may also mandate specific 

forms which must be followed or provisions which must be 

included in settlement agreements. 

The settlement· of a potential civil judicial action 

should almost always result in a ne9otiated consent decree. 

Occasionally, in the past, EPA has entered into voluntary 

agreements to settle some enforcement actions. Those EPA 

officials negotiating settlements in EPA enforcement actions 

are net encouragec to use such voluntary agreements and they 

should ~e limited to unique sit~ations, for example, 
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in cases in which no prospective action is required from the 

defendant. 

A consent decree may operate as a release from liability 

for the defendant for the violations addressed by the decree. 

For this reason, the decree must be narrowly drawn and address 

only the allegations made in the complaint. The consent decree 

should release the defenaant from liability only after the 
~, 

defendant has complied with all the terms of the decree. In 

all cases, settlements must be carefully drafted. Many 

parties may be involved as defendants or potential defendants, 

particularly in hazardous waste cases; therefore, you should 

be certain that non-settling defendants or potential defendants 

are not released from liability because EPA pas settled with 

one or some of the defendants. (See, Nonwaiver Provision, 

page 20). 

This guidance is meant to apply generally to all EPA media 

areas and does not attempt to discuss unique issues limited 

to a specific media. Therefore, EPA attorneys drafting 

consent decrees should consult any applicable media-specific 

policies for guidance in dealing with these issues. You 

should follow separately issued guidance for procedures to 

use in conducting negotiations and for the review and approval 

of proposed consent decrees. 
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II. "Front End" Standard Provisions - Providing the Factual 
and Legal Background for the Consent Decree. 

A. Parties and Cause of Action 

It is obvious that each consent decree must identify 

the parties and the cause of action. The plaintiff in every 

action is the United States of America, on behalf of the 

United States Environmental Protection Agency. Identify the 

cause of action by spe~tfying the legal authorities allegedly 

violated by the defendant and by briefly describing those 

actions by the defendant which led to the filing of the complaint. 

The decree should make some reference to the complaint which 

has been or will be filed to dernonstrate the decree's relation-

ship to pending litigation. 

EXAMPLES 
• 

1. Plaintiff, United States of America, on behalf 
of the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), has filed the complaint herein on 
(date) This complaint alleges that the 
defendant violated the Clean .Air Act, 42 U.S.C~ 
§ 7401 et .!!.S· and the State Implemen
tation Plan (the SIP) adopted under the Clean 
Air Act by the following ections: 

2. Plaintiff, United States of America, on behalf 
of the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), filed the complaint herein on 

(date) • This complaint alleges that the 
defendant violated the Clean Water Act, 33 
u.s.c. Sl251 !! ~· and National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit No. 
by the following actions: ---

Every consent decree should identify the defendant in terms 

of the defendant's status as an individual, corporate entity, 

partnership, etc. This section should give enough factual 

information to esta~lis~ the court's personal jurisdiction 
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over the defendant and to establish venue. In some situations, 

the defendant will own or operate several facilities. Facilities 

covered by this decree should be specified with particularity. 

If the decree fails to identify precisely those facilities 

or sources which are in violation of the relevant statute(s) 

and for which relief is provided in the decree, there may be 

some question as to the scope of the decree. 

EXAMPLE 

Defendant, XYZ Steel Corporation (Defendant), 
is a Delaware corporation, registered to do 
business in the Commonwealth of Virginia 
with its prinicipal place of business at 6004 
Main Street, Alexandria, Virginia. 

Defendant owns and operates an integrated steel
making facility known as the •Karefull Works", 
in Karefull Hills, Smith County, in the Southern 
District of Virginia. Defendant owns and 
operates various facilities at the Karefull 
Works, i~cluding among others, a sinter plant, 
comprised of two sintering lines; an open hearth 
furnace; three blast furnaces; an electric 
arc fan shop, comprised of two electric arc 
furnaces; and two coke oven batteries. All 
of the above facilities are alleged by the 
Plaintiff to be sources of air pollution operating 
in violation of the State Implementation Plan 
and are covered by this decree. 

In addition to the plaintiff and defendant(s), any inter

venors in the suit (often affected States) should be identified 

as parties to the decree. Making the intervenors parties to the 

decree is necessary for full settlement and can give them the 

ability to enforce the decree's provisions. Binding intervenors 

to the decree's provisions also provides the defendant with 

complete information as to the extent of its liability. If 
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motions to intervene are pending, those, as well as any other 

outstanding motions, should be resolved by the decree. 

EXAMPLE 

The State of Ohio has moved to intervene as 
Plaintiff. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
has also moved to intervene as Plaintiff to 
protect its interest insofar as resolution of 
the allegations of the complaint affect water 
quality in the Mahoning River at the Ohio
Pennsylvania State line. The motions to 
intervene are hereby granted. 

B. Procedural History 

The decree should include provisions regarding proce

dural history if the defendant in the case at bar has been 

involved in prior relevant enforcement proceedings. It is helpful, 

in these cases, to specify the relationship between this de~ree 

and previous decr·~es and orders in effect with regard to this 

defendant. The decree you are drafting may abrogate or add to 

the provisions of a previous decree or order. If so, you 

should detail these facts in the decree. In some instances, 

the previous decree or order may have resolved violations at 

the same facility which are so similar to those presently bein; 

addressed that the existence of two decrees would be confusing. 

A new decree which incorpora~es those provisions of the prior 

decree still in effect may clarify the obligations of the 

defendant. Finally, if the violation of an administrative 

order preceded this judicial action, you should note that 

fact in this sectior. of the decree. 

EXAMPLES 

1. Plaintiff and Defendant entered into a· 
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Consent Decree to resolve a prior case, 
Civil Action No. , and the 
Defendant has fully and satisfactorily 
complied with that prior Decree. 

2. Plaintiff and Defendant entered into a 
Consent Decree, to resolve violations of the 
Clean Air Act at defendant's 
facility. That Decree retains full force and 
effect. 

3. Plaintiff issued an administrative order 
pursuant to 5309 of the Clean Water Act to 
the Defen,ant on (date). The Defendant has 
failed to comply with the terms of this 
administrative order. 

III. •Transitional• Clause - Providing a Lead into the Court's 
Order 

Traditionally, every consent decree contain~ a transi-

tional clause which signals the end of the introductory 

portions of the decree and t~e beginning of the Court's 

order. 

You will most likely draft and execute a consent decree 

which is the result of a settlement before the introduction 

of any evidence or the finding of any facts. In these instances, 

it is inappropriate to recite that these events took place. 

In some instances, settlement may be reached without the 

defendant admitting any facts or points of law and refusing to 

admit any liabil~ty. It is appropriate to use this clause to 

indicate this fact. 
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EXAMPLE 

There has not been a trial on any issue of fact 
or law in this case. However, the parties wish 
to settle the dispute described above~ Accordingly, 
they have agreed to the following order through 
their attorneys and authorized officials. 

THEREFORE, it is ORDERED as follows: 

However, if the defendant has admitted certain facts, 

these should be explici~ly noted in the decree. 

IV. Provisions of the Court's Order 

A. Jurisdiction and Statement of the Claim 

Every decree must contain a provision reciting that the 

court has subject matter and personal jurisdiction. The decree 

should recite the statutory authority for the court's jurisdic

iion. This is particularly important if the defendant disputed 

the court's jurisdiction. The following example states the fact 

of the court's jurisdiction and provides a waiver by the defen-

dant of any objections to the court's jurisdiction. 

EXAMPLE 

This Court has jurisdiction over the 
subject matter and over the parties 
pursuant to 28 u.s.c. §1345; 42 u.s.c. S7603 
and 42 u.s.c. 6973. The Defendant 
waives any objections it may have to the 
jurisdiction of the Court. 

Additionally, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a) requires 

that a complaint state a claim for which relief can be granted. 

Obviously, courts cannot grant relief where no cause of action 

will lie. It is essential to state in the decree t.hat the com-

plaint met this requirement, e.g., "The Complaint filed herein 
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states a claim for which relief can be granted". Such a state

ment does not constitute an admission of liability by the 

defendant, but only that the allegations of the complaint, if 

proved, would support the judgment. 

B. Applicability Clause 

The applicability clause defines those to whom the 

decree applies. It biryds the successors in interest to both 

the plaintiff and the defendant, thus providing for those 

instances when ownership of facilities or sources may change 

after entry of the decree. The language used parallels the 

language of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65(d) since that 

rule sets out the scope of injunctions. 

EXAMPLE 

The provisions of this consent decree shall 
apply to and be binding upon the parties to 
this action, their officers, agents, servants, 
employees and successors. Defendant shall 
give notice of this consent decree to any 
successors in interest prior to transfer 
of ownership and shall simultaneously verify 
to plaintiff that defendant has given such 
notice. 

In some cases, particularly hazardous waste site cases, 

the decree may include a further provision which will ensure 

that subsequent purcha~ers of the property have notice 

that the site was or is a hazardous waste site and that a 

consent decree exists which affects the property. For example,. 

the decree could provide that it be recorded with the local 

office having responsibility for the recording of deeds and 

other such instruments. Alternatively, the defendant could 
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agree to note the decree on the deed to the property. 

c. Public Interest Provision 

All consent decrees should contain a provision that the 

parties agree and the Court has found that the decree is in the 

public interest. Such a statement by the parties and a finding 

by the Court makes it more difficult for others to later attack 

the decree's terms. (This is especially true for those decrees 

which are subject to public comment. See the discussion at 

page 27. ) 

EXAMPLE 

The parties agree and the Court finds that 
settlement of these matters without further 
litigation is in the public interest and 
that the entry of this decree is the most 
~ppropriate means of resolving these matter~. 

D. Definitions Section 

Consent decrees which contain many technical or poten

tially ambig.uous terms, or define terms according to agreement 

reached between the parties should contain a separate section 

listing those definitions. This section can also give defini-

tions for potentially misleading terms. 

Of course, definitions given must conform with definitions 

given in statutes anc regulations. ~o not attempt to redefine 

terms that have specific legal definitions; however, examples 

or illustrations of these terms may be appropriate. 

For consent decre~s that are very short and limited in 

scope a separate section devoted to definitions may be unne-

cessary. Terms defined in specific decrees will, of course, 
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vary. The following example demonstrates one form of such a · 

section. 

EXAMPLE 

The following terms used in this consent 
decree shall be defined as follows: 

a. The term "days" as used herein shall 
mean calendar days. 

b. The term "permanently cease operation", 
when···used in such phrases as "per
manently cease operation of the six (6) 
open· hearth furnaces", . shall mean the 
complete cessation of production at the 
relevant source and the termination of 
all power or fuel to the source. 

E. Compliance Provisions 

l. Generally 

Consent decrees must require compliance with applicab_le 

statutes or regulations and commit the defendant to a particular 

remedial course of action by a date certain. Consent decrees 

negotiated by EPA contain compliance provisions whenever it 

is necessary for defendant to take remedial action to cure 

or prevent violations unless no injunctive relief is necessary 

to obtain compliance with applicable law (i.e., penalties 

only case). 

Compliance provisions set out what steps the defen-

dant must take to remedy violations of various environmental 

statutes and usually define methods EPA can use to determine 

the defencant's success in meeting these provisions. The 

specific compliance provisions of each decree will vary 

de~encing on the facts of the specific case and the media 
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involved. Drafters should consult media-specific policies 

for guidance. 

Compliance provisions should specify the standard or level 

of performance which a source ultimately must demonstrate it 

has met. Other than interim standards to be attained until 

final compliance is achieved, a decree should not set a 

standard less stringe~t than that required by applicable law because 
, 

·a decree is not a substitute for regulatory or statutory change. 

You should avoid including compliance provisions which 

require the defendant to comply solely by installing certain 

equipment, unless specific technical standards are required by 

applicable regulations. Such provisions should require 

compliance with the appropriate standard as well. Such a 
. 

provision may allow the defendant to argue that installation 

of the equipment fulfills the requirements of the consent 

decree even if the equipment fails to achieve compliance 

with statutes and regulations. You may include provisions 

which require the installation of necessary control technology. 

However, the provisions must be clear that installation of 

specific equipment does riot relieve the defendant from the 

responsibility for achieving and maintaining compliance with 

the applicable laws and regulations.~/ 

ll Under some statutes, CERCLA, for example, standards for 
clean-up are rarely available. When the decree involves 
future clean-u~ activities rather than cash settlements, the 
de=ree may usefully specify continuinG State/EPA responsibilities 
for determining future clean-up a·ct iv i ty. 
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An important part of the compliance section of a decree 

is the inclusion of provisions which provide a means of 

monitoring the defendant's performance. Depending upon the 

performance standard required by the decree, monitoring 
• 

provisions might, for example, require periodic. tests or reports 

by the defendant. Test protocols may be set out in technical 

appendices to the decree. Generally, in choosing monitoring 

provisions you should consider such factors as the impact 

on Agency resources of different monitoring requirements 

and the ease with which the Agency can proceed with monitoring, 

as well as the need for some type of Federal oversight to 

ensure that the defendant is addressing noncompliance problems 

adequately. For example, you will want to provide for site 

entry and access and document review by the Agency in the 

decree. You should not waive the Agency's right to assert 

or utilize its statutory authorities, such as right of entry 

or document production. 

EXAMPLE 

Any authorized representative or contractor 
of u.s. EPA or Intervenors, upon presentation 
of his credentials, rnay enter upon the premises 
of the Karefull Works at any time for 
the purpose of monitoring compliance with 
th~ provisions of the Consent Decree. 

The decree should specify timetables or schedules for 

achieving compliance requiring the greatest degree of remedial 

action as quickly as possible. Such timetables are particularly 

relevant in decrees which mandate construction the defendant 

must undertake or cleanup the defendant musi accomplish. 
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These schedules should include interim dates so that the · 

Agency can monitor the defendant's progress toward compliance. 

EXAMPLE 

III. Sinter Plant 

A. Applicable Emissions Limitations 

l. Emissions from the sinter plant at Defendant's 
Karefull Works shall comply with the emission 
limitations in 25 Pa. Code SS123.4l, lt3.3 and 
123.l as follows: 

a. Visible emissions from any sinter plant 
stack.shall not equal or exceed 20% opacity 
for a period or periods aggregating more 
than three (3) minutes in any sixty (60) 
minute period and shall not equal or exceed 
60% at any time, as set forth in 25 Pa. Code 
§123.41. 

b. Visible emissions from any part of sinter 
plant operations shall not equal or exceed 
20% opacity for a period of per~ods aggregat
ing more than three (3) minutes in any sixty 
(60) minute perioc and shall not equal or 
exceed 60%, as set forth in 25 Pa. Code 
§123.41. 

c. Mass emissions from the sinter plant 
windboxes and from all gas cleaning 
devices installed to control emissions at 
the sinter plant shall not exceed 
grains (filterable) per dry standara-cubic 
foot (the applicable emission limitation). 

d. Fugitive emissions from any source of 
such emissions at the sinter plant shall 
not exceed the emissions limitation set 
forth in 25 Pa. Code §123.l 

2. The air pollution control equipment described 
below shall be installed in accordance with 
the following schedule: 

Submit permit application November 1, 1980 
to DER and to EPA for 
a~proval 

Issue purchase orders May 1, 1981 
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Commence installation 

Complete installation 
and start up 

Achieve and demonstrate 
compliance 

November l, 1981 

September 1, 1982 

November l, 1982 

B. Sinter Plant Compliance Program 

l. In order to bring Defendant's sinter plant into 
compliance with the requirements specified in 
paragraph III.A.l.c. above, Defendant shall 
install t~~ following air pollution control 
equipment; on sintering line tl.: 

a. Defendant shall install an air pollution 
control device which complies with the 
emission limitation of paragraph III.A.l.c. 
on tl sinter plant windbox to control sinter 
plant windbox stack emissions. 

b. Defendant shall install a scrubber or a 
baghouse (or separate baghouse, as appro
priate) on tl sinter line and appropriate 
ductwork to replace the existing cyclone. 
for control of emissions from the discharge 
end of tl sinter line. 

c. Installation of this equipment in no way 
relieves the defendant of the require
ment of achieving and maintaining comp
liance with the emission limitations set 
out in paragraph II!.A.l. · 

2. Compliance Provisi~ns for Repeat Violators 

When negotiating with a source with a long history of 

repeated violations ~egotiators should consider including 

more stringent compliance monitoring provisions in resulting 

consent decrees. The decree could include provisions for 

more frequent monitoring and testing by the source to ensure 

continued future compliance or opportunities for more EPA 

monitoring and testing in addition to self-monitoring by the 

source. 
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2. Performance Bonds 

EPA may require performance bonds from a defendant to ensure 

that actions required by the decree (i.e., clean-up of a site, 

installation of pollution control equipment) are actually com-

pleted. The amount of any such bond will vary from case to 

case. The provision should state those circumstances under 

which the bond becomes payable. The bond itself is a separate 

instrument which sets out more fully those circumstances 

under which the bond is forfeited and those conditions under 

which the bond is released, as well as any sureties guaranteeing 

the bond. Therefore, the bond instrument itself should be 

closely reviewed for adequacy. 

EXAMPtE 

Th.e defendant shall comply with the'follwing 
provisions at Blast Furnaces 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

a. Defendant shall install an emission 
suppression system on furnaces l and 4~ 

. . . 
c. Defendant has posted a bond payable to 

United States Treasury in the amount of 
$1,000,000 for each of blast furnaces 
l and 4 payable immediately and in full 
if defendant fails to certify installation. 
of an emission suppression system by December 
31, 1982, and demonstration of compliance 
with the above emission limitation by Oecenber 
31, 1982.· 

F. Provisions Defininc Other Responsiblities of the 
Parties to the Decree. 

l. Notification Provision 

Various provisions in consent decrees may require 

notification of different events to the plaintiff, defendant 
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and/or the court. When this is the case, it is appropriate 

to include a provision setting out to whom such notices should 

be given. 

EXAMPLE 

Whenever, under the terms of this decree, 
notice is required to be given by one party to 
another party and/or the court, such notice 
shall be directed to the individuals specified 
below at the addresses given, unless those 
individuals or their successors give notice in 
writing to the other parties that another 
individual has been designated to receive 
such communications. 

(appropriate names and addresses) 

2. Penalties 

a. Generally 

Often, the defendant will be liable for a civil pen~lty for 

its violation of the statute. Some decrees may contain only 

penalty provisions in situations in which some sanctions are 

appropriate to respond to past violations and to deter future 

misconduct, yet compliance provisions are unnecessary because 

the defendant has achieved compliance before the execution 

of the decree. The decree should state that the payment is 

a penalty so the defendant does not obtain a tax advantage 

from its payment. 

EXAMPLE 

Defendant shall pay a civil penalty in the 
amount of as a result of the defen-
dant's violation of with regard to 
facilities which are the su~Ject of this decree. 
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The decree should also state terms for payment of any penalty. 

Normally, payment should be in a lump sum within a short time 

from the entry of the decree. Installment payments may be allowed 

in the following circumstances: 

- if the defendant can demonstrate an inability both to pay the 

lump sum penalty and to finance remedial action or continue 

in operations; and, 

- if there is no reason to believe that further payments will 

not be forthcoming. 

If the defendant agrees to pay by installments, the decree 

can provide for interest at the appropriate judgment interest 

rate. 

Payment provisions should recite the amount of the payment, 
. 

·to whom paid, 'how payment is made .and when payment is due.. Nor.nally, 

the provisions should require defendants to submit a cashier's 

check payable to "Treasurer, United States of America" to the 

appropriate Regional Counsel. 

EXAMPLE 

Defendants agree to pay a civil penalty in the 
total sum of ONE MILLION, THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY 
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1,350,000). The terms of 
this paragraph do not limit remedies available 
for violation of this decree. Payment of ONB 
MILLION DOLLARS ($1,000jOOO) of such penalty 
shall be made within five days of the entry of 
this decree, by cashiers check payable to 
"Treasurer, United States of America", delivered 
to the Regional Counsel, USEPA, Region V, 230 
South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60640. 

The remaining THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY THOUSAND 
DOLLARS (S350,000) of such penalty shall be paid 
in the same manner, either by December 31, 1982, 
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in which event there will be no interest charge, 
or by June 30, 1984, in which event interest 
shall be charged at the r~te provided in 28 Q.S.C.A. 
Sl961, for the time period between the date of entry 
of this decree and the date of payment. 

b. Other Obligations Assumed by Defendants 

During negotiations, defendants may offer to take certain 

action in order to offset or in lieu of a eash penalty. For 

example, the defendant may offer to install extra pollution 
.·· 

control equipment which' is not necessary to meet legal reQ!iirements. 

If EPA has agreed to accept lesser amounts in settlement 

because of extra pollution control activity by the defendant, 

drafters of consent decrees must be sure that this agreement 

is explicitly noted in the decree. and that the decree requires 

the defendant to operate and maintain any •extra" equipment. 

Cons.ent d.ecrees have precedential value, "nd any such· trade-off 

between the Federal government and defendants must be readily 

apparent to readers of the decree. This provision will also 

ensure that the defendant is bound by its agreement to undertake 

these actions. You shoulc refer to applicable civil penalty 

policies for guidance. in evaluating credit-worthy activities and 

their appropriate use. 

An effective means of ensuring the defendant's performanc~ 

of these actions is to include a provision which defers 

collection of some or all of a penalty amount until performance 

is completed, so long as the amount ultimately paid is acceptable 

under any applicable penalty policy. The provision could 

th~n excuse payment of the deferrec portion of the penalty 

entirely when performance has been satisfactorily completed. 
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EXAMPLE 

The payment of the penalty amount due on (date) 
shall be excused by the plaintiff if the plaintiff 
finds that the following conditions have been 
met. 

a) By (date) , defendant shall install and operate 
a coke-side shed (as described in paragraph I.B.l.b.) 
on each battery to control pushing emissions~ 
Each shed shall be evacuated continuously to 
capture and clean emissions from both the pushing 
operation and all door leaks. 

b) Defendant shall achieve, maintain and demonstrate 
compliance with the emission limitation set forth 
in paragraph I.A.l.d. with respect to mass emissions 
attributable to coke oven pushing operations by 
(date) • Defendant shall achieve and demonstrate 
compliance with the emissions limitation set forth 
in 25 Pa. Code §l23.44(a)(3) with respect to 
door emissions under the shed by (date). 

c) Defendant shall certify completion of the conditions 
listed in s~bparagraphs (a) and (b) above to the 

. plaintiff by certified letter. This notification 
should be sent by .u.s. Mail, return receipt 
requested to (name, title and address) by (~) 

3. Dispute Resolution Provision 

Disputes may arise between EPA and the defendant after 

execution of the decree as to the defendant's compliance with 

the terms of the decree. The decree can provide its own mechanism 

for resolving some or all of these potential disputes ~y the 

parties before resorting to the court for resolution of the dispute. 

~ispute resolution by the parties should be limited to a specific 

amount of time. Such a dispute resolution provision will 

allow EPA to avoid resolution of each dispute by the court. 

Advantages of such a provision include: 

a) speedier resolution of disputes because resort to 
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the court may not be necessary; and 

b) technical disputes can be resolved by those with the 

requisite expertise, thus avoiding the need to 

educate the court before evidence can be evaluated. 

A number of dispute resolution devices can be used in 

decrees. For example: 

a) EPA and the defendant could agree to negotiate for a 
--~.' 

a limited period of time any such dispute or specified 

disputes which· arise. 

b) The parties could agree to submit the matter to 

arbitration. Again, a limited time period should be 

specified during which the parties could submit the 

matter to arbitration. A specific time limit would be 

appropriate for the arbitration process as well. • 

c) Failing resolution by the parties, the decree should 

provide for application to the court to resolve disputes. 

If the matter is submitted to the court for resolution, 

the decree should provide that the defendant bears the 

burden of proof. 

4. Nonwaiver Provision 

At times a set of actions by a defendant may violate 

separate statutory requirements. One violation may be settled 

while other claims are litigated. In all decrees, it is 

proper to state that the decree does not affect the defendant'~ 

liability with regard to other statutes or regulations. The 

following sample is acceptable. 
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EXAMPLE 

This consent decree in no way affects or 
relieves defendant of responsibility to 
comply with any other State, Federal or 
local law or regulation. 

If a consent decree settles a portion of a dispute under a 

statute, the consent decree should clearly indicate that other 

aspects of the case have not been settled. For example, in 

some hazardous waste cases an agreement may be reached 

dealing with surface clean-up of a site but issues on ground 

water contamination may be reserved for later resolution. These 

partial consent decrees should clearly state that the defendant 

is not fully released from liability. 

Various statutes grant EPA specific powers to deal with 

em~rgency situations. The decree may specify th.at the -Agency 

ret3ins the power to act in these situations. 

EXAMPLE 

This decree in no way affects the ability of 
EPA to bring an action pursuant to Section 
303 of the Act, 42 u.s.c. S7603. 

Additionally, you may want to include a provision to 

preserve the government's cause of action against third parties 

who are not parties to the suit a~d who may be responsible along 

with the named defendant(s). 

EXAMPLE 

This decree does not limit or affect the 
rights of the defendants or of the United 
Sta:es as against any third parties. 
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s. Stipulated Penalties 

Most decrees should contain provisions for stipulated 

penalties. These provisions encourage compliance and simplify 

enforcement by providing a significant, clearly defined sanction 

in the event the defendant violates a provision of the decree. 

Stipulated penalties are appropriate for violation of the 

following types of pro,~isions: 

a) final and interim compliance requirements, 

b) reporting, testing or monitoring requirements, 

c) any other performance requirements (including 

requirements to pay. civil penalties). 

Provisions for stipulated penalties should include the amount 

of the penalty, now the p~nalty should be paid, and to whom the 

penalty should be paid. To set the amount of a proposed stipulated 

penalty, you should be guided by applicable statutes, regulations 

and EPA policies. Normally, defendants should pay stipulated 

penalties by delivering a cashiers check made payable to •Treasurer 

United States of America" to the appropriate Regional Counsel. 

The decree may also provide that the court issuing the 

decree will resolve disputes between the parties as to liability 

for and the amount of an assessed stipulated penalty. The provision 

should also make clear that stipulated penalties are not the 

plaintiff's exclusive remedy for the defendant's violation of 

the decree and that the plaintiff reserves its right to seek 

injunctive relief. 
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EXAMPLE 

Failure by the defendant to achieve full compliance 
as required by Paragraphs IV.A.l through 9, except 
as excused pursuant to Paragraph V herein (force 
majeure), shall require defendant to pay a stipulated 
penalty of $7,500 per day for each day that such 
failure continues. 

Stipulated penalties are payable upon demand as follows: 

Cashiers check payable to: 

Address fo.r payment: 

Treasurer, United States 
of America 

USEPA, Region III 
Curtis Building, Second Floor 
6th and Walnut Streets 
Philadelphia, PA. 19106 
Attn: Regional Counsel 

Any dispute with respect to defendant's liability 
for a stipulated penalty shall be resolved by this 
court. The provisions of this paragraph shall not be 
construed to limit any other remedies, including 
but not limited to institution of proceedings for 
civil or criminal contempt, available to plaintiff or 
intervenors for violations of th.is consent decree or 
any other provision of law. 

You may want to provide for stipulated penalties which esca-

late based on the number of days the source is not in compliance 

or on the amount of excess emissions or effluents discharged 

by the source in violation of the decree. For example, for days l 

through 30 of violation the stipulated penalty could be $1000 

per day. This could increase to $2000 per day for days 30 through 

60 and so on. Similarly, excess discharges or emissions could 

be expressed as a percentage over the daily limitation and a scale 

could be devised for these as well. For example, discharges which 

are less than 10% over the daily discharge limitation would be 

subject to a stipulated penalty of SSOO, from 10% to 25%, $1000 

and so forth. 
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Another approach which may aid the negotiation process is 

to use a stipulated penalties provision which allows the payment 

of penalties for interim violations into some kind of escrow 

account. The clause could provide for the return of these payments 

to the defendant if timely final compliance is achieved and the 

terms of the consent decree are satisfied. If such an escrow 

account arrangement is used, EPA staff should review the escrow 

agreement itself. The agreement should clearly give the escrow 

agent the authority to turn the fund over to EPA in the event 

of noncompliance. 

6. Force Majeure 

The purpose of a force majeure clause is _to excuse the 

defendant's performance pursuant.to the decree because of cir

cumstances beyond the defendant's control (e.g., acti of dod). 

Therefore, such a clause should not be included in a decree 

unless the defendant insists on its inclusion. 

Al though a force majeure clause is something the def~;~•:·.~ 

may want in the decree, it normally will be to EPA's negotiating 

advantage if Agency representatives draft the clause. Generally, 

the following elements should be included in drafting such a 

clause. 

a) The clause must clearly limit excused delays in per

formance to those events which are beyond the control of the 

defendant. The decree may define specifically which circum

stances would trigger the force majeure clause. Arriving at 

a list of such circumstances, however, may consume a good deal 
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of negotiating time. For this reason, the term •circumstances 

beyond the control of the defendant" is acceptable. The language 

in the example (circumstances entirely beyond the control of the 

defendant) is better. 

The clause should not allow the defendant to claim economic 

hardship or increased costs as circumstances beyond defendant's 

control which trigger the force majeure clause. 

b) The clause should clearly place the burden on the 

defendant to prove that the events causing the delay are based 

on circumstances beyond its control. The burden should be one 

satisfied by clear and convincing evidence, if possible. 

c) The clause should include a provision requiring 

notification within a time certain by the defendant to the 

plaintiff and the court of any delay or anticipated delay 

the defendant claims triggers the force majeure clause. This 

notification should include the cause of the delay and the ex

pected duration of the delay. Failure to give notice of a 

particular problem should preclude the defendant from invoking 

the force majeure provision based on that problem. 

d) The clause should provide that the defendant take 

measures to prevent or minimize the delay to the maximum extent 

reasonable and to propose a time when the preventive measures 

will be fully implemented. 

e) The clause should state that events triggering the force 

majeure clause do not automatically excuse the defendant from 

complying with the terms of the decree. Ultimate compliance 

should occur as quickly as possible, consistent with the decree's 
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terms and any extensions granted because of the force majeure 

clause. 

f) Finally, the clause should provide some mechanism 

for dispute resolution, since there may be instances in which EPA 

and the defendant cannot agree that a specific delay is caused by 

circumstances beyond the defendant's control. (See the discussion 

of dispute resolutio~·provisions on page 19.) It is acceptable 
.. '.,' 

to allow the defendant to submit such disputes to the court for 

resolution if agreement cannot be reached between the parties. 

EXAMPLE 

a) If any event occurs which causes or may cause delays 
in the achievement of compliance at Defendant's faci
lities as provided in this decree, Defendant shall 
notify the Court, the Plaintiff and Intervenors, in 
writing within 20 days of the delay or anticipated · 
delay, as applicable. The notice shall describe in 
detail the ~nticipated length of the delay, the precise 
cause or causes of the delay, the measures taken and to 
be taken by Defendant to prevent or minimize the delay, 
and the timetable by which those measures will be · 
implemented. The Defendant shall adopt all reasonable 
measures to avoid or minimize any such delay. Failure 
by Defendant to comply with the notice requirements 
of this paragraph shall render this paragraph void and of 
no effect as to the particular incident involved and 
constitute a waiver of the defendant's right to request 
an extension of its obligation under this Decree 
based on this incident. 

b) If the parties agree that the delay or anticipated delay 
in compliance with this decree has been or will be caused 
by circumstances entirely beyond the control of Defendant, 
the time for performance hereunder may be extended for a 
period no longer than the delay resulting from such 
circumstances. In such event, the parties shall stipulate 
to such extension of time and so inform the Court. In the 
event the parties cannot agree, any party may submit 
the matter to this Court for resolution. 

c) The burden of proving that any delay is caused by 
circumstances entirely beyond the control of the 
Defendant shall rest with the Defendant. Increased 
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_costs or expenses associated with the implementation 
of actions called for by this Decree shall not, in any 
event, be a basis for changes in this decree or extensions 
of time under paragraph b. Delay in achievement of one 
interim step shall not necessarily justify or excuse delay 
in achievement of subsequent steps. 

7. Public Comment on the Decree 

A Department of Justice regulation calls for a thirty day 

public comment period on consent decrees which enjoin the dis-

charge of pollutants. ~·csee, 28 CFR SS0.7) A provision should 

be included in these decrees which acknowledges this reguire-

ment. 

EXAMPLE 

The parties agree and acknowledge that final 
approval and entry of this proposed decree 
is subject ~to the requirements of 28 CFR 
SSQ.7. That regulation provides that notice 
of .the proposed consent decree be given to 
the public and that the public shall have 
at least thirty days to make any comments. 

In the usual case, the proposed consent decree is executed 

by the parties and forwarded to the court with a cover letter 

advising the court that the decree should not be signed by the 

Judge or entered until the thirty day comment period has passed. 

When the comment period has passed, the court is advised either 

that no adverse comments were received or is advised of comments 

received and the EPA/DOJ responses to the comments. The court is 

then requested to sign and enter the decree. 

8. Retention of Jurisdiction 

The decree should include a provision which recites that the 

court will retain jurisdiction of the case in order to enforce 
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the decree and resolve disputes under the decree not specifically 

provided for elsewhere. 

EXAMPLE 

The Court shall retain jurisdiction to modify and 
enforce the terms and conditions of this decree 
and to resolve disputes arising hereunder as 
may be necessary or appropriate for the construction 
or execution of this decree. 

9. Confidentiality of Documents 

In some actions, defendant will claim that documents 

provided by it are confidential in nature. In these cases, 

the decree should provide that EPA-regulations will control with 

regard to such documents. 

EXAMPLE 

All information and documents submitted by 
defendants to EPA/State pursuant to this 
decree shall~ be subject to public inspection 
unless identified and deemed confidential by 
defendants in conformance with 40 CFR Part 2. 
The information and documents so identified 
as confidential will be disclosed only in 

.accordance with EPA and State regulations. 

10. Modification of the Consent Decree 

Consent decrees entered by the court are court orders and 

as such may not be modified without the court's approval. 

Currently, consent decrees are executed on EPA's behalf by 

the Special Counsel for Enforcem~nt or her delegatee. There 

fore, modifications of decrees should be similarly executed. 

A provision in the decree reciting these principles will 

help to make clear to defendants what they must do in 

order to modify the decree. 
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EXAMPLE 

Any modification of this consent decree must be 
in writing and approved by the Court. Any such 
written modification must be executed on EPA's 
behalf by the Special Counsel for Enforcement 
or her delegatee or successor. 

11. Termination of the Decree and Satisfaction 

Since the defendant has agreed to settle the case and avoid 

trial, it is appropriate that EPA agree to a termination of the 

consent decree after the defendant has complied with all consent 

decree provisions. This provision is most appropriately placed at 

the conclusion of the decree or in the introductory 'front end' 

provisions of the decree. 

This termination may be automatic upon completion of the terms 

of the decree. However, a provision calling for a motion for 

termination by the p~aintiff is preferred. This required action 

by EPA would aid in eliminating disputes as to whether compliance 

was achieved or not and as to when the consent decree terminated. 

The decree may provide for 'a time lag between the time the defen-

dant comes into compliance with the decree and the termination of 

the decree. This time lag ensures that the defendant continues to 

comply for a specified period of time. When termination is delayed 

in this manner, the time period specified is at least 180 days in 

most instances. 

EXAMPLE 

The defendant must demonstrate to the plaintiff's 
satisfaction that the defendant has complied with 
all of the terms of the decree. One hundred and 
eighty days (180) after such a showing by the 
defendant, the plaintiff agrees to move the court 
to terminate the decree. 
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Additionally, during negotiations the defendant may insist 

on a provision which recites that the decree constitutes a full 

settlement of the action contained in the complaint and that this 

settlement bars the plaintiff from any other action against the 

defendant based on those violations. Such a clause should not 

be included in a decree unless the defendant specifically insists 

on its inclusion. These clauses should be narrowly drawn so that 

it is clear that only··'the specific action in the complaint is 

covered. Also, cases with multiple defendants or potential defen-

dants require extra care so that these other parties are not 

released from liability when that is not intended. 

EXAMPLE 

Plaint'iff and Intervening Plaintiff will refrain from 
·initiating any other civil enforcement action pursuar 
to Section ll3(b) of the Act, 42 u.s.c. S7413, Secti· 
304 of the Act, 42 u.s.c. S7604, or applicable state 
law, with respect to the limitations contained in 
this Decree for the emission of particulate 
matter and visible emissions from the bark boiler 
while Defendant is in'compl1ance with this Decree. 

12. Costs of the Action 

A consent decree should contain a provision which allocates 

responsibility for payment of court costs incurred in the action 

up to the date of settlement. In most negotiated settlements, 

each party bears its own costs. 

EXAMPLE 

Each party in this action shall bear its 
own costs. 
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13. Execution of the Decree 

The decree should include signature lines for those who 

will execute the decree on behalf of the parties and for the 

court. 

The authority to settle judicial actions is currently 

delegated to the Associate Administrator for Legal and Enforce-

ment Counsel. Therefore, consent decrees must be Signed by 
.. ,, 

the AA for OLEC or his delegatee. Additionally, in keeping with 

EPA's Memorandum of Understanding with the Department of Justice, 

settlements of cases in which DOJ represents the Agency require 

the consultation and concurrence of the Attorney General. 

Therefore, the decree should be signed by the Attorney General 

or his deleg~tee. 



APPENDIX A 
CONSENT DECREE CHECKLIST 

(This checklist can be used as a guide for inclusion of 
consent decree provisions.) 

NAME OF CASE: u.s. v. 
Civil Action No. 

PROVISION 

Identification of Parties 
and cause of action -

Plaintiff & initiation. 
of the action 

Defendant - where defen
dant does business or is 
incorporated, facilities 
covered by decree 

Intervenors · 

INCLUDED 
YES NO I 

I 
I 
I 

Procedural history - prior I 
consent decrees and status I 
prior administrative action 

Transitional Clause 

Jurisdiction 

Statement of claim - com
plaint states claim for 
relief 

Applicability clause -
to whom decree applies 

Public Interest - decree 
is in the public interest 

Definitions 

I 

COMMENTS 



PROVISION 

Compliance Provisions -

Test method for demonstra
tion of compliance 

Monitoring provisions 

Entry and access 

Standards defendant must 
meet ····" 

Schedules - final deadline 
and interim schedules 
construction schedules 

Operation & maintenance 
procedures 

Performance bonds 

Notification provision 

Civil penalties -

Amount and form of payment 
(lump sum or installment) 

Penalty payment to State 

Credits 

Dispute Resolution 

Nonwaiver provision 

Stipulated penalties -

Items covered 

How payed 

Dispute resolution 

Escrow arrangements 
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INCLUDED 
YES NO COMMENTS 
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PROVISION 
INCLUDED 

YES NO 

Force Majeure 

Events covered 

Burden of proof on 
defendant 

Defendant's duties 
(notification requirement) I 
Dispute resolution .· I 

. ~., 

Public comment on decree 
(28 CFR §50.7) 

Retention of jurisdiction 
(by the Court) 

Confidentiality of 
documents. 

Modification of decree 

Termination & satisfaction 

Costs of the action 

Execution of decree 

COMMENTS 



APPENDIX B 

SAMPLE CONSENT DECREES 

(Attached are consent decrees from the Air and Water 
Programs. Although these decrees do not contain all 
of the provisions discussed in the guidance, they 
can be used as examples of completed decrees.) 



IN THE UNITED STATES D!STR!CT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

UN!TED STATES OF AMERICA, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

and ) CIVIL ACTION NO. G 81-289 CA 7 
) 

STATE OF MICHIGAN,!! !1·, ) JUDGE BENJAMIN F. GIBSON 
) 

Intervening Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v. ) 
) 

PACKAGING CORPORATION OF AMERICA ) ·.• . ) 
Defendant ) 

CONSENT DECREE 

Plaintiff, Un!ted States of America, representing the 

United States Environmental Protection Agency (hereinafter, the 

"EPA"), hav1ng f1led the Complaint· here1n ~n June 3, 1981; 
• 

And the State of Michigan, representing the Michigan 

Department of Natural Resources (hereinafter, the "DNR") and the 

Mich!gan A1r Pollution Control Commission (hereinafter, the 

ncomm1ss1on" or "MAPCC"], hav1ng moved to intervene as a party 

pla1nt1ff on June 4, 1981, and th1s Court hav1ng granted said 

Motion; 

And Plaintiff and Intervening Plaintiff having acteO in 

concert 1n this action against Def~ndant, Packaging Corporation 

of America; 

And Plaintiff, Intervening Plaintiff and Defendant 

having agreed that settlement of this matter is in the public 



intere~t and that entry of this Decree without further litigation 
. 

is the most appropriate means of resolving this matter; 

And Plaintiff, Intervening Plaintiff and Defendant 

having moved the Court to enter this Consent Decree; 

NOW, THEREFORE, before the taking or any testimony, upon 

the pleadings, without adjudication of any issue ot fact or law, 

without any admission or denial or the violations alleged in the 

Complaint and upon consent and agreement or the parties or this 

Decree, 1t is hereby Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed as follows: 

STIPULATIONS 

l. This Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter 

herein and of the parties consenting for the purpose of entering 

this Consent Decree. The Complaint states a claim upon which 

rel~ef can be granted ·against Defendant,.~nder Section 113 of the 

Clean Air Act, as a.n:;ended, (hereinafter, the "Act"), 42 U.S.C. 

7~13. 

2. The provisions of this Consent Decree shall apply to 

and be binding upon all the parties to this action, their 

officers, directors, agents, servants, employees, successors and 

assigns, and.all persons, firms and cotporat1ons having notice or 
the Consent Decree and who are, or w1ll be, acting 1n concert and 

pr1vi~y with the Defendant to this action or its officers, direc

tors, agents, servants, employees and successors and assigns. In 

the event Defendant proposes to sell or transfer its real 

property or operations subject to this Consent Decree, it shall 
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adv1se such purchaser or transferee of the ex1stence of this .. 
Decree~ and shall noti~y all p~rttes to th1s Decree or such 

proposed sale or transfer. 

3. The parties· agree and acknowledge that final ap

proval and entry or this Decree is subject to the requirements or 
28 C.P.R. §50.7, which provides that notice or proposed Consent 

Decrees be given to the public and that the public shall have at 

least 30 days in which to make any comments. 

4. Defendant owns and operates a facility in Filer 

City, Michigan (hereinafter, the "Filer City facility") whicb 

incluces a R1ley bark-fired boiler (hereinafter. tbe "bark 

boiler"). The bark boiler 1s a source of air pollution emissions 

subject to the provisions of Michigan Air Pollu~1on Control 

Com:n!.ssion Rules and the federally approvec Michigan State 

:!mplement.at1on Plan (hereinafter, the· "Michigan SIP")°. 

5. Former MAPCC Rule R 336.~~ established an emission 

limitation for particulate matter or 0.65 pound or particulate 

matter per 1000 pounds or exhaust gases, corrected to 50 percent 

excess air, for the bark boiler. 

6. Former MAPCC Rule R 336.41 established a smoke plume 

opacity 11.mitation or 40 percent, generally, w1tb certain exemp-

tions not material to this Decree. 

7. On May 31, 1972, the Administrator of the EPA ap-
. 

proved, as part of the ~1ch1gan SIP, MAPCC Rules R 336.44 and R 

336.41. 
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8. On or about November 19, 1979, Defendant received 

from 'the EPA a Notice of Violation citing, inter .!11.!, the bark 

boiler for violations of R 336.~~ and R 336.~l of the approved 

Michigan SIP. On December 19, 1979, a conference was held at EPA 

Offices in Chicago, Illinois, w1th representatives or Defendant 

and the DNR, to discuss the cited violations. 

9. MAPCC Rule R 336.1331 currently establishes an 

emission limitation for particulate matter of 0.50 pound or 
particulate ~atter per 1000 pounds of exhaust gases, corrected to 

50 percent excess air, for the bark boiler. 

10. MA?CC Rule R 336.1301 currently establishes a smoke 

plume opacity limitation of 20 percent, generally, with certain · 

exemptions not material to th1s Decree. 

11. On May 6, 1980, the Administrator or the.EPA con01-

t1bnally approved MAPCC Rules R 336.1331 and R 336.1301, as part 

of the Michigan SIP (~5 Fe~. Reg. 29791). 

12. On or about August 17, 1982, Defendant received from 

the EPA a Notice of Violation citing the bark boiler tor viola

tions of R 336.1301 or the Michigan SIP. 

13. Defendant owns and operates a boiler (hereinafter, 

the "No. 5 boiler") at its Filer City facility, which boiler was 

formerly a recovery boiler but is currently fired w1th natural 

gas. Defendant has applied to the Michigan DNR for an installa

tion permit to convert the No. 5 boiler to multi-fuel operation 

(including the combustion of coal, wood, bark, wood waste, 

sludge, and natural gas). The Comzt1ss1on has recently approved 
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the issuance of such 1nstallat1on permit. The converted No. 5 

boiler:w111 have a baghouse co~lector as its air pollution con

trol equipment (hereinafter the "No. 5 baghouse"). 

ORDER 

In consideration or the foregoing and the representa

tions made in open Court by the parties hereto, IT IS HEREBY 

ORDERED: 

Defencant shall achieve, demonstrate, and ma1nta1n final 

compliance with MAPCC Rules R 336.~~. R 336.~l, R 336.1331 and R 

336.1301, and other emission limitations specified 1n this 

Consent Decree, in accordance with the following paragraphs: 

COMPLIANCE PROGRAM 

l. Defendant shall install an add-on collector (side-

stream separator) to the existing pollution control equipment or 
the bark boiler according to the following schedule: 

a. commence engineering and 
preparation of plans and 
specifications 

p. submit copies of plans 
and specifications to EPA 
and DNR; submit applica
tion to DNR for installation 
permit 

c. issue purchase order tor 
collector 

d. begin on-site construction 
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Completed 

Completed 

1/31/83 

8/31/83 



e. complete construction and 
installation 

r. complete "shakedown" and 
achieve compliance with a 
particulate emission 11mita
t1on or .• ·4o pound of particu
late matter per 1000 lbs or 
exhaust gases, corrected to 
50 percent excess air, and 
MAPCC Rule R 336.1301 

g. demonstrate compliance with 
the emissions limitations set 
rorth 1n Subparagraph l(f) in 
accordance with Appendix A 

·.·· 
. ···' 

10/3 l/8 3 

11/30/83 

12/31/83 

2. Ir Defendant elects to proceed with the No. 5 boiler 

conversion and construction or the No. 5 baghouse 1n lieu ot the 
... 

compl!ance program set forth 1n Paragraph l 1t shall, on or 

before ~arch 15, 1983, so notify the EPA and the DNR, in writing, 

and certify that it has sent' out requests for bids for the com

pletion. of· the No. 5 bo!ler conversion and No. 5 baghou'se and 

that the necessary runds have been approp~iated. Upon s~ch 

notification and cert1f1cat1on, Derendant shall proceed with the 

compliance program set forth 1n Paragraph 3 and shall be there

after excused from complying with subsequent reQuirements or 
Paragraph l; provided, that 1r any stipulated penalties bave 

accrued, prior to the date or such notification and cert1f1ca

tion, for failure to comply with the requirements or Paragraph l 

such penalties shall then become due and payable upon demand. Ir 

the notification and cert1f1cat1on described here1n is not given 

to the EPA and the DNR on or before March 15, 1983, Defendant . 

shall not be relieved from the obligation under Paragraph l to 
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1nstall the sidestream collector in accordance with the terms 

thereot. 

3. !f Defendant elects to proceed with the No. 5 boiler 

conversion and complies with the notice and certification re

quirements of Paragraph 2 on or before March 15, 1983, it shall 

install the No. 5 baghouse and either (a) route the bark boiler 

exhaust through the No. 5 baghouse, or (b) co~plete the No. 5 

boiler conversion such that no bark or wood wastes are burned in 

the bark boiler, but will be burned instead in the No. 5 boiler. 

the emissions of which will be controlled by the No. 5 baghouse. 

in accorca~ce w!th the following schedule: 

a. prepare specifications and 
s~bc~t copies to EPA and DNR Completed 

b. obtain installation permit , Completed 

c. award contract 6/30/83 

d. begin on-site construction 2/28/84 

e. complete construction and 
installation and achieve com
pliance at the bark boiler 
with a particulate emission 
limitation or .05 pound or 
particulate matter per 1000 
lbs of exhaust gases, cor
rected to 50 percent excess 
air, and ~APCC Rule R336.130l 6/30/8~ 

r. demonstrate compliance with the 
emissions 11m1tat1ons set forth 
in Subparagraph 3(e) in accor-
dance with Appendix A 7/31/8~ 

lf Defendant elects to proceed with the compliance program set 

forth in this paragraph it shall not operate the bark boiler 
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afte~·~une 30, 1984, unless the emissions thereof are controlled 

by the No. 5 baghouse. 

4. !f the No. 5 boiler and bark boiler are both con

trolled by the No. 5 baghouse, at no time shall they be operated 

simultaneously. 

5. If Defendant proceeds with construction and 1nstal-

lation of the si~estream collector in accorcance with the terms 

of this Decree, nothing herein shall preclude 1t from proceeding 
.. ,, 

with conversion or the No. 5 boiler at a later date Carter March 

15, 1983); provided, that such later election to proceed with the 

conversion shall not relieve Defendant from any obligation 

ar!sing under this Decree to complete the requirements or Para

graph 1, hereof. 

IN~ER!~ REQU7REMENTS 

6. Until f!nal compliance is achieved pursuant to 

Paragraph 1 or 3, ~h1chever is applicable, Defendant shall 

achieve and maintain compliance by the bark boiler with MAPCC 

Rule R 336.1331 and limit the density of visible air contaminants 

to a maximum of 44 percent opacity, determined as a six-minute 

average, except that a maximum of one six-minute average or up to 

51 percent opacity shall be permitted 1n any one hour. Com

pliance shall be determined 1n accordance with EPA Method 9, 

Appendix A~ 40 CFR, Part 60. 
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7. The operation and maintenance procedures set forth 
• 

in Appendix B shall be implemented and followed until such time 

as bark boile~ emissions are controlled by the No. 5 baghouse. 

8. Upon request ~f the EPA. or the DNR, and within 

thirty (30) days of any such request, Defendant shall perform 

stack testing at the bark boiler 1n accordance with Appe~dix A. 

Defendant shall notify the EPA and the DNR of the date of the 

stack test in sufficient time to allow said agencies to observe 

the testing. Such tests shall not be requested more often than 

every three months unless evidence is shown of noncompl!ance w1tb 

the interim limits specified above. 

CONTINUOUS MON!TOP.!NG ?.EQUIREMENTS 

9. Defendant has 1nstal.led and calibrated, and shall 

~~intain ano operate, a continu~us 'opacity monitoring ~ystem ·in 

the stack which serves the bark boiler, in accordance with the 

procedures set forth in ~O CFR Part 60, Appendix B, or any other 

applicable procedures approved by the EPA. 

10. Beginning with the calendar quarter commencing on 

January l, 1983, Defendant shell prepare quarterly reports o! 

"excess" emissions as measured by the 'dpac1ty.mon1tor 1dent1r1ed 

1n Paragraph 9 above. The reports shall be submitted to the EPA 

and the DNR ~1th1n 30 days from the end of each calendar quarter 

and shall include the following 1nformat1on: 

a. The ~agn1tude of "excess" e~1ss1ons in percent 
opacity, the date and time of commencement and 
completion of each time period of e~cess emis
sions, and the cause of each such exceedance. 
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b. lf a malfunction is indicated 1n the report, the 
corrective act1ons taken, if any. 

c. The date and times the opacity monitor was 
inoperative, or of system repairs and adjust-
ment. · 

d. When the opacity monitor is inoperative, 
all equipment malfunctions and corrective 
actions taken. 

e. ~~ere no "excess" emissions have occurred, such 
shall be stated. 

For the purposes or continuous emissions reporting pursuant to 

this Decree, "excess" emissions are those opacity monitor 

readings which exceed the applicable opacity standard. Average 

values may be oota~ned by integration over 6 minutes or by 

arithmetically averaging a mini.mum of 2~ equally spaced, instan

taneous opacity measurements in each 6 minute period. 

i;. During the period from Jan~ary·1, 1983, through 

~arch 31, 1983, and for the first 90 days rollo~1ng a demonstra

tion of compliance pursuant to parag~aph l(g), Defendant shall 

report all six-minute averages of excess emissions during boiler 

operation, including startup and shutdown. During all other 

times, Defenoant shall maintain records of opacity curing startup 

and shutdown and shall report all s1x~m1nute averages pt excess 

emissions during boiler operation. During startup and shutOown, 

unless requested otherwise by the EPA or the DNR, Defendant need 

only report the ti.mes of excess emissions and the highest and 

lowest opacity readings. 
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12. After termination of this Consent Decree, Defendant 

shall continue to maintain the.information required for "excess• 

emissions reports at its ?1ler City facility and make such infor

mation available to the EPA and the DNR upon req~est. 

13. Beginning with the calendar quarter commencing on 

January l, 1983, and continuing until all necessary work is 

completed, Defendant shall send to the EPA and the DNR, within 30 

days from the end or each calendar quarter, quarterly reports on 

.,progress toward the ach~evement or final compliance with the 

terms of th!s Decree. lf Defencant rails to meet a compliance 

schedule increment, it shall notify the EPA and the DNR within 10 

cays of such failure and set forth the cause therefor. 

14. EPA and DNR repesentatives ~ay at any time during 

nor~al business hours enter upon the premises or the Filer C~ty 

fab1lity to mon!to~ .compliance w!th this Decree including, but" 

not 11.mited to, performing stack tests on the ~ark boiler. 

Authorized contractors of the EPA or the DNR may, upon five days 

notice to Defendant, enter upon said premises for purposes ot 

inspecting the facility or records pertaining to the bark boiler 

or stack testing of the bark boiler. 

15. All information, reports, and notifications required 

by this Decree to be submitted by Defendant shall be sent to the 

following addresses: 

Chief, A~r Compliance Branch 
United States Environmental 

Protection Agency, Region V 
230 South Dearborn 
Chicago, 1:11no!s 60604 
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Chief, Air Quality Division 
~ichigan Department of 

Natural Resources 
P.O. Box 30028 
Lansing, ~ichigan ~8909 



GENERAL PROVISIONS 

16. As consideration for Defendant's entry 1nto this 

Consent Decree and the assumption or the obligations provided tor 

herein, Pla1nt1tf and Intervening Plaintiff will refrain trom 

1n1t1ating any other civil enforcement action pursuant to Section· 

113(b) ot the Act, 42 O.S.C. §7413, Section 304 or the Act, ~2 

U.S.C. §7604, or applicable state law, with respect to the l1m1-

tations contained 1n~~his Decree tor the emission of particulate 

matter and vis1ble emissions from the bark boiler while Defendant 

is in compliance with this Decree. 

17. This Consent Decree 1n no way affects Defendant's 

responsibility to comply with any other state, federal or local 

regulations or any Order of the Court including, but not limited 
. 

to·, Sectlon 303 of the Act; .42 U.S.C. §760LI. 

18. Defendant ackno~ledges that it has been advised that 

it may be subject to the applicable requirements or Section 120 

of the Clean Air Act, 42 u.s.c. §7420, but reserves the right to 

contest the assessment or any penalties under such Section. 

19. Nothing 1n this Decree shall be construed as an 
.. ·. 

admission by Defendant of violations or any provis1ons or the Act 

or or the Michigan SIP. 

20. Not~!thstand1ng any other provision of this Decree, 

Defendant may achieve compliance with any emission 11m1tat1on or 

co~pl1ance requirement herein applicable to the bark boiler by 

per~anently ceasing operation of the ba~k boiler. Stipulated 
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pehal~~es assoc1ated w1th failure to perform any such requirement 

or achieve such limitation shall cease to accrue on the date or 

actual shutdown anc ~r1tten cert1f1cat1on thereof to the EPA and 

the DNR. All stipulated penalties which have accrued prior to 

such actual shut~own and certification shall become due and 

payable upon oe~and. 

21. The EPA and the DNR reserve the right to seek a 

modification of this Decree to impose more stringent emission 

limitations on the bark boiler, and to enforce such more strin

gent emission limitations, by reason or any revised (federally 

enforceable) state or federal law or regulation, including any 

revised implece~tation plan. Defendant reserves the right to 

seek a modif1cat1on or this Decree if the EPA promulgates or 

approves a revised S!P that contains requi~ements that are less 
. 

stringent than the emission limitations set forth in the Michigan 

SIP for the bark boiler as of the date or lodging of this Decree. 

It is the intent or the parties that any such modification or 
this Decree be accomplished through mutual agreement on a revised 

control strategy or compliance schedule (if necessary), followed 

by a joint application to the Court. 

22. The parties ant1c1pate that"the 1nstallat1on or the 

add-on collector (s1destream separator) referred to 1n Paragraph 

l of this Consent Decree will result 1n compliance with the 

particulate and visible emission 11mitat1ons further spec1f1ed 1n 

Subparagraph l(f). Should such compliance not be achieved wi~h 

proper operation and ma~ntenance o~ such equipment, PCA may apply 
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to· th~ MAPCC for the establ!sh!:lent of an alternate v1s1ble emis

sion limitation, pursuant to MAPCC Rule R 336.130l(l)(c), the 

establishment of a particulate mass emission limitation (not to 

exceed 0.5 lb per 1,000 pounds of exhaust gases, corrected to 50 

percent excess a1r), or both. In either case, the DNR agrees not 

to oppose such application on the basis that compliance can be 

achieved by the 1nstallat1on or pollution control equipment 

additional to that required by this Consent Decree, unless such 

additional pollution control equipment is required because oL a 

cbange 1n the applicable law. Such application shall in no way 

relieve PCA of its obligation to fully and timely comply w1th all 

1nter1.m and final requirements as set forth 1n this decree or 

from any l1~b1l1ty for payment or stipulated penalties pursuant 

to Subparag~aph 27(e)(l). 

23. No provision of any installati.On peMDit necessary to 

implement the compliance program set forth 1n Paragraph l shall 

be construed to conflict with any e~press provision or this 

Consent Decree. 

24. Nothing 1n th!s Consent Decree shall be construed to 

limit the right or the MAPCC and the DNR to impose and enforce 

more stringent emission 11m1tat1ons or~pollution ~ontrol equip

ment requirements for the bark boiler as the result of any revi

sion to the Comm~ss1on's rules. 
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CIVIL PENALTY AND COSTS 

25. In consideration ~r Intervening Plaintiff's agree

ment to settle this action, Defendant agrees to reimburse the 

State or M1 ch1gan the sum ·or $ 4 O, 000 for its cos ts· and expenses 

associated with this case. Payment shall be made by cert1f1ed 

check payable to "Treasurer, State of Michigan" and sent to the 

Assistant in Charge, Environmental Protection Division, Depart

ment or the Attorney General, Law Bu1ld1ng, Lansing, Michigan 

48913, within 15 days after final entry or this Decree. 

26. The United States has determined that, pursuant to 

Section 113 or the Act, 42 u.s.c. §7413 and the Civil Penalty 

Policy of July 8, 1980, Defendant should pay a civil penalty or 

$40,000. PaY=ent shall be rnade by certified check payable to 

"Treasurer, United States of America" and sent to the Regional 

Hec.r!.ng C.lerk, United States Environmental Protection Agency /1 

Region V, 230 South Dearborn, Chicago, Illinois 60604, within 15 

days after final entry of this Decree. 

STIPULATED PENALTIES 

27. It 1s hereby stipulated and agreed amon6 the parties 

that unless excused by the provisions of Paragraph 28 or this 

Decree the following sti~ulated penalty prov1s1ons shall apply 

and may be enforced by the United States: 

a. lf Defendant fails to complete the installation of 

all pollution control equipment required by this Decree by 

the date spec1f!e= (1n Paragraph l or 3, whichever 1s 
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applicable) it shall be liable for a stipulated penalty or 

$7,500 tor each day 1t operates the bark bo1~er without the 

required pollution control equ1pment. 

b. If Defendant ·rails to issue a purchase order for the 

sidestream collector by the ~ate specified in Paragraph l(c), 

1t shall be liable tor a stipulated penalty or $2,000 ror 

each day such failure continues. 

c. lf Defendant fails to meet any other interim date or 

a construction scp.edule (in Paragraph l or 3, whichever is 

applicable), it shall be liable ror a stipulated penalty or 

$1500 for each day such failure continues. Any penalty 

liability under this subparagraph will be forgiven 1f 

Defencant meets the final compliance cate 1n the applicable 

schedule for"completion or the installation or the req~1red 

pollution control equipment. • 

d. If Defendant fails to meet any interim testing 

requirement or em!ssion limitation for the bark boiler it 

shall be liable for the following stipulated penalties: 

l) The sum or $1000 tor each day that the 

failure to meet a testing requirement 

continues; 

2) The sum or $1,500 for each day that a 

v1olat1on of an 1nter1m opacity limit 

continues; 
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3) The sum of $7,000 for each day that a 

violation of an interim particulate mass 

emission limitation continues. 

e. lf Defendant ·rails to demonstrate final compliance 

with the applicable emission limits under Paragraph 1 (1t 

applicable) by December 31, 1983, or fails to maintain 

compliance thereafter, it shall be liable for stipulated 

penalt1es·as follows: 

l) The sum of $2,500 per day for each day 

failure to demonstrate and/or maintain 

compliance with the specified particu

late mass emission limit in Subparagraph 

l(f) continues. Defendant's total 

liability un~er this subparagraph shall 

not exceed $20,000. 

2) The sum of $7,000 for each day failure 

to demonstrate and/or maintain com

pliance with MAPCC Rule R 336.1331 

continues. 

3) lf Defendant fails to demonstrate and/or 

maintain compliance w!th MAPCC Rule R 

336.1331 and also fails to comply with R 

336.1301, the additional sum of $2,500 

for each day failure to demonstrate and/ 

or maintain compliance with MAPCC Rule R 

336.1301 continues. 
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f. If Defendant fails to dem~nstrate final coc

pl1ance w1th the applicable em!ssion limits under 

Paragraph 3 (if appl1eable) by July 31, 198~, or fails 

to maintain compliance thereafter, it shall be liable 

for stipulated penalties as follows: 

1) The sum of $2,500 for each day failure 

to demonstrate and/or maintain com-

pliance ltith the specified particulate 

mass em!ssion limit in Subparagraph 3(e) 

continues. Defendant's total liability 

under this subparagraph shall not exceed 

$20,000. 

2) The sum or $7,000 for each day failure 

to demonstrate and/or maintain com-

pliance with ~.APCC Rule R 336.1331 

continues. 

3) The sum of $2,500 for each day failure 

to demonstrate and/or maintain com-

.pliance with MAPCC Rule R 336.1301 

continues. 

g. lf Defendant fails to comply with any or the 

operation and maintenance requirements set forth in 

Appendix B of this Decree, 1t shall be liable for a 
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st~pulated penalty or $2,500 for each day such failure . 
eontinues. · 

h. If Defendant fails to submit any quarterly 

"excess" emissions reports pursuant to Paragraph 10 or 

progress reports pursuant to Paragraph 13, it shall be 

liable for a stipulated penalty or $500 for each day 

such failure continues. 

One-half of a.ny payment made under this paragraph shall be by 

certified check payable to "Treasurer, United States or America• 

and sent as specified 1n Paragraph 26, within 15 days after a 

demand for paYl?lent has been made. The remaining one-halr ot any 

paj'1rlent made under this paragraph shall be by certified check 

payable to "Treasurer, State of Michigan" and sent as spec1t1ed 
I 

in Par·agraph 25, w1 thin 15 days after a cemand for payment has 

been made. Such payments shall not be considered the exclusive 

remedy for violation of this Decree. 

PORCE MAJEURE 

28. Defendant's obligation to meet any requirement set 

out 1n th!s Decree, including ~chieve~ent of compliance w1th any 

specific emission standard or regulation, may only be excuseO to 

the extent that such delay 1s beyond the control or, and without 

·the fault of Defencant. Defendant shall not1fy the EPA and the 

DNR in writing within twenty (20) days or the event which causes 

or may ca~se the delay, describing 1n detail the anticipated 

length of the celey, the precise cause or causes of delay, the 
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measure$ taken and to be taken by Defendant to prevent or m1n1-

m1ze the delay, and the timetable by which those measures will.be 

imple~ented. Defendant will adopt all reasonable measures to 

avoid or minimize any such delay. 

29. lf the parties agree that the delay or anticipated 

delay was beyond the control of~ and without fault of, Defendant 

this rr.ay be so stipulated and the parties may petition the Court 

for appropriate mod1f1cat1on or this Decree. Ir the parties are 

unable to reach such agfeement, any party may petition the Court 

for appropriate relief.· The burden of proving that any delay was 

beyond the control of, and without fault or, Defencant is on 

Defencant. Failu~e by Defendant to comply with the notice re

qu!~ements of this paragraph shall ren~er Paragraphs 28 through 

30 void ~nd of rio fo~ce and ef!ect as to the particular 1nc1dent 

involved and constitute a wa1ver of Defencant's right to request 

an extension of 1ts obligations under this Decree based on such 

incident. Increased cost, by itself, shall not constitute an 

appropriate justification, for the purposes or this paragraph, to 

excuse noncompliance with any of the tenns or this Decree. 

30. An extension of one compliance date based upon a 

part1~ular incident does not necessarily mean that Defendant 

qualifies for an e~tens1on of a subsequent compliance date or 

cates. Defendant must make an 1nd1v1dual showing of proof re

garding each incremental step or other requirement for which an 

eitension is sought. 
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~!NA'!'ION 

31. '!his Decree shall terminate one year after the date 

scheduled for demonstration of compliance in Paragraph l(g) or 

3(f), whichever is applicable, or at such earlier date as Defen

dant has demonstrated and maintained compliance with the require

ments or Paragraph l(f) or 3(e), whichever is applicable, as may 

be modified by the ~APCC pursuant to Parag~aph 22, for a con

tinuous period of six months, unless either party petitiont the 

'Court for an extension of th!s Decree and the Court grants such 

extension. Until termination of this Decree, jur1sdicat1on is 

retained by this Court for the purpose of enabling any party to 

this Decree to apply to th!s Court at any time for the enforce-

ment of any terms of th!s Decree. 

For P!a1nt1ff - Vnited States of Arr.eriea: 

F : h.E~"R Y Et CHT 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 
Land and Natural Resources Division 
United States Department of Justice 

States .Attorney 
of ~1ch1gan 

Regional Ad~i istrat 
U.S. Environm ntal 

Protection .gency, Region V 
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By. · 1 .. ~~;~ .1-1~~-.1,.-
DE30 F.AH GARBER 
Assistant Regional Counsel 
U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency, Region V 

By ~T__ {)...~, e~1=-!.. __ 
Cour~;OJ:ce . 
Special Counsel for Enf orce.1t1ent 
United Stat'es Envfronmental 

Protection Agency 

Dateo~J '' /~(71 

For Intervening Plaintiff - State of ~ich1gan, et al.: 

_/'· . .../A/: J. 
Ey :..e4,~~ /7). , ~L..vf"~ 

E.E. VALENTINE 
Assistant Attorney General, 
Env1rorur.ental frotect1on D1v1s1on 

Py~~:'·~~ 
Assistant-In-Charge 
Environmental Protection Division 

,4 I 

Dated 14~ 7. .11(3 
I > 

For Defendant - Packaging Corporation of America 

Ey ·~,~~·5· ---P.. R. h;. !·Mot~ .. 
Pres!oent ' 
Packaging Corporation of America 

P.ttest: (9, g, ~ 
· A.A. Haller 

Assistant Secretary 
Packaging Corporation of America 
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Consent Decree entered in accordance w~th the foregoing 

this _ ~ay of -------

:By 
~D~e-p-u~t-y--:=C~l-e-r~k---------------

, l<?R3. 

Judge Eenja.rr.1n ?. Gibson 
Un1ted States District Court 
For ':'he ~estern District of 

Michigan 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA 

Civil Action No. 77-1163-BL 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

CITY OF 'WELCH, McDOWELL COUNTY, 
WEST VIRGINIA, a municipal 
corporation, WELCH SANITARY 
BOARD, and the STATE OF WEST 
VIRGINIA, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CONSENT ORDER 

Jl. 15 15133 

·THIS MATTER having come before the Court upon the 

application of the United States of America for entry of this 

order; and 

WHERE.AS, the United States of America, the City of ~elch 

(hereinafter, 'Ve lch"), Welch Sanitary Board (hereinafter, 

"Board"), and the State of West Virginia have consented to 

entry of this order; 

iJHERE.AS, this Court has jurisdiction of this action 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1345 and 33 U.S.C. 1319(b); 

\THERE.AS, venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. 139l(b) and (c); and 

\tlHERE.AS, the Court finds that: Welch owns a sewage 

collection system in McDowell County, West Virginia, which 

discharges pollutants into Tug Fork; Welch controls the 
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financing and initiation of construction of sewage treatment 

works for that. city; Welch created the Board to supervise, 

control, administer, operate and maintain any and all works for 

the collection and treatment of sewage which are owned by Welch; 

Tug Fork is a navigable waterway as defined in the Clean Water 

Act, section 502(7), 33 U.S.C. 1362(7); on August 23, 1974, 

pursuant to 33 U.S.C. 1342, and based upon an application 

submitted on behalf of the Board, the United States (through 

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency) issued a national 

pollutant discharge elimination system {hereinafter, "NPDES") 

permit for the discharge of pollutants from the Board's sewage 

treatment system; the terms or conditions of the permit were 

not contested by tpe Board, Welch, or the State; the permit 

became effective on September 22, 1974; the permit required 

the Board to submit to the United States not later than March 

22, 1975, a compliance schedule for termination of its discharge 

in accordance with 33 U.S.C. 13ll(b)(l)(B); the Board has 

failed to submit the compliance schedule in violation of the 

permit; on Hay 17, 1976, the United States pursuant to 33 

u.s.c. 1319(a)(3) and (4) issued findings of violation and an 

order for compli~nce to the Board, citing the Board for 

violations of its permit conditions and directing the Board to 

submit to the Untted States not later than June 18, 1976, a 

schedule for compliance; the Board has failed to submit the 

schedule for compliance in violation of the May 17, 1976, 

order; neither Welch nor the Board have constructed a sewage 

treatment works capable of achieving effluent limitations 
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based upon secondary treatment as defined by the Adminstrator 

of the Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to 33 U.S.C. 

1314(d)(l); Welch and the Board have continued to discharge 

pollutants within the meaning of 33 U.S.C. 1311; the discharge 

of pollutants by Welch and the Board is not in compliance with 

an NPDES permit and is in continued violation of 33 U.S.C. 

1311; and 

WHDtr.AS, the parties have agreed th3t this order shall be 

lodged and made available for public cominent prior to entry by 

the Court, pursuant to the procedures identified at 28 C.F.R. 

50.7; and 

WHEREAS, entry of this order is in the public interest; 

NOW THEREFORE, 

Pursuant to F.R.C.P. 65, IT IS on this 

, 1983, ORDERED that: ------
1'. Municipal compliance plan. 

---- day of 

Within 120 days of the entry of this order, or by November 

30, 1983, whichever is earlier, the Board shAll pursuant to 

F.R.C.P. 5 file with the Court and serve upon an individual 

designated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency 

(hereinafter, "EPA designate") ar.c serve upon an individual 

designated by the West Virginia Department of Natural Resources 

(hereinafter, "w"VDNR designate") a plan (hereinafter, 

"municipal com?liance plan") for achieving compliance with the 

Clean Water Act. The Board shall file a municipal compliance 

plan which: 
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(a) has been certified by a registered professional 

engineer; 

(b) identifies a treatment technology which the Board 

proposes to use and which will achieve the level of effluent 

quality attainable through the application of secondary 

treatment; 

(c) proposes that construction .of the treatment facility 

which will achieve the level of effluent quality ~ttainable 

through the application of secondary treatment will be started 

by no later than May 1, 1984; 

(d) proposes that construction of the treatment facility 

will be completed no later than May 1, 1986; 

(e) proposes th~t the level of effluent quality 

attainable through the application of seconds~ treatment will 

be achieved no later than August 1, 1986; 

(f) estimates the capital requirements of the treatment 

technology proposed; 

(g) estimates the operation and maintenance costs of · 

the treatment technology proposed; 

(h) identifies the financial mechanisms proposed to be 

used by the Board for facility construction; 

(i) identifies the financial mechanisms proposed to be 

used by the Board for generating adequate revenues for operation 

and maintenance; 

2. Modifications to municiDal compliance plan. The 

United States may inform the Board of any modifications which 

the United States proposes to the municipal compliance plan.· 
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In the event the Board agrees to modify the municipal compliance 

plan as proposed by the United States, "the Board shall pursuant 

to F.R.C.P. 5 file with the Court, and serve upon the EPA 

designate and the WVDNR designate, the modifications to which 

the Board and the United States have agreed. In the event the 

Board does not agree to modify the municipal compliance plan 

as proposed by the United States (or in the event the Board 

fails to file with the Court modifications to which the United 

States and the Board have agreed), the United States may 

pursuant to F.R.C.P. 5 file with the Court and serve upon the 

Board proposed modifications to the municipal compliance plan. 

The municipal compliance plan shall be deemed to be modified 

as proposed by the United States unless, within fourteen days 

of the filing of the proposed modification, American Cyanamid 

applies to the Court pursuant to F.R.C.P. 7 for further order. 

3. ImDlementation of municipal compliance p~ The 

Board shall implement the municipal compliance plan filed by 

the Board, as modified by (a) modifications filed with the 

Court to which the Board and the United States have agreed, 

(b) modifications filed by the United States and for which 

timely motion for further order has not been made by the Board, 

and (c) further order of the Court. 

4. Minimum effluent limitations. After August 1, 1986, 

the Board and Welch are enjoined from discharging any effluent 

from the collection system or treatment works that does not 

achieve the follo~ing effluent limitations: 

(i) the arithmetic mean of the values for biological 
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oxygen demand for effluent samples collected in any period of 

thirty consecutive days shall not exceed 30 milligrams per 

liter; 

(ii) the arithmetic mean of the values for biological 

oxygen demand for effluent samples collected in any period of 

seven consecutive days shall not exceed 45 milligrams per 

liter; 
. ···' 

(iii) the arithmetic mean of the values for biological 

oxygen demand for effluent samples collected in any period of 

thirty days shall not exceed 15 percent of the arithmetic mean 

of the values for influent samples collected at approximately 

the same times during the same period; 

(iv) the arithmetic mean of the values of suspended 

solids for effluent samples collected in any period of thirty 

consecutive days shall not exceed 30 milligrams per liter; 

(v) the arithmetic mean of the values of suspended 

solids for effluent samples collected in any period of seven 

consecutive days shall not e~ceed 45 milligrams per liter; 

(vi) the arithmetic mean of the values of suspended 

solids for efflue~t samples collected in a period of thirty 

consecutive days shall not exceed 15 percent of the arithmetic 

mean of the values for influent samples collected at approximately 

the same time during the same period; 

(vii) the effluent values for pH shall be maintained 

within the limits of 6.0 to 9.0; and 

(viii) the fecal coliform content of the effluent shall 

not exceed 200 per·100 milliliter as a 30-day geometric mean 

.. 
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based on not less than five samples during any 30-day period 

nor exceed 400 per 100 milliliter in more than ten percent of 

all samples during any 30-day period. 

S. Compliance with NPDES permit. After August 1, 1986, 

the Board and Welch are enjoined from discharging any pollutant 

from the collection system or treatment works except in 

compliance with an NPDES permit issued pursuant to the Clean 

Water Act. 

6. Penalty. The Board shall pay a civil penalty of 

[amount], by tendering a check in that amount payable to the 

order of the Treasurer of the United States within thirty 

days of the entry of this order . 

. 7. Sti~ulated penalties. If the Board violates any 

provision of this order, the Board shall pay a civil penalty 

of 

(i) $100 per day for each of the first 30 days of 

violation, 

(ii) $200 per day for each of the next 60 days of 

violation, 

(iii) $500 per day for each of the next 60 days of 

violation, and 

(iv) $1000 per day for each of the next 60 days of 

violation. Thereafter, the United States may apply to the 

Court for appropriate penalties. The United States may apply 

t-0 the Court at any time for other non-penalty relief in the 

event of any violation of the Act, of any permit issued 

pursuant to the Act, or of this order. 
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.. s·. Nonwai ver orovis ion. This order in no ... ;ay re 1 ieves 

any defendant of responsibility to comply with any other State, 

Federal or local law or regulation. The order dated May 17, 

1976, of th~ United States !PA retains full force and £ffect. 

U.S.O.J. 
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r~ITED STATES E:\\'tR0\,1E\TAI. PROTECTtO'\ AGE\(' 
WASHl,GTO'i. D.f. 20460 

January 11, 1988 
uH·!~-F o• i '"'>II.~~, .. ' 

.,,0\.0'-1~': ~~,~. 

"40"1·:·~;-.(" 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Procedures for Modifying Judicial Decrees ·~ 

FROM: Thomas L. Adams, Jr. ~ \,,., .... ~ .. Sl .. -a...-:•'• 
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement 

and CQmpliance Monitoring 

TO: Regional Administrators 
Regional Enforcement Contacts 
Regional Counsels 
Regional Program Division Directors 
Program Office Enforcement Directors 

The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify procedures for 
modifying 'consent decrees· and other judicial orders entered in 
EPA enforcement cases. 

Consent decree •modifications• are changes to a consent 
decree aroposed jointly to the court by the Federal government and 
a defen ant, largely to address circumstances which have arisen 
since the entry of the consent decree (such as force majeure 
events or other unanticipated circumstances). Thus, these 
•modifications• are distinct from Federal government unilateral 
enforcement actions requiring the violator to comply with the 
terms of the decree and imposing sanctions. Consent decree 
modifications should be addressed as follows: 

o As soon as the need to modify a consent decree is 
discovered, the Region should send a letter to the 
appropriate OEC~-AEC and OOJ-Environmental Enforcement 
Section Chief notifying them of the intent to open 
negotiations with the defendant. The letter should 
contain summary information sufficient to apprise OEC~ 
and DOJ of relevant facts, issues, and proposed solutions. 

o Consistent with appropriate consultation procedures with 
OECM or DOJ, the Region (along with OECM or DOJ, as 
appropriate) may proceed to negotiate a modification of 
the consent decree in the manner described in the letter. 
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o OECM retains authority for approving any modifications 
on behalf of EPA. DOJ retains authority for approving 
any modifications on behalf of the United States. 

o After OECM and DOJ officials have approved the modifica
tions, the DOJ attorney will present the proposed consent 
decree modification to the appropriate court for approval. 

SPMS CONSENT DECREE TRACKING MEASURE 

A consent decree violation handled through modification will 
be considered addressed under the SPMS consent decree tracking 
measure when a modified consent decree is signed by the AA-OECM 
and DOJ representative. Until these officials approve the 
modification, the Region will report the consent decree in the 
•in violation with action planned• category. 

If you have any questions regarding these procedures, please 
contact Lisa Oyler, Compliance Evaluation Branch, OECM, at 475-6118. 

cc: Roger J. Marzulla, OOJ 
David Buente, OOJ 
Gerald A. Bryan, OCAPO 
Thomas Gallagher, NEIC 
Deputy Assistant Administrators, OECM 
Associate Enforcement Counsels, OECM 
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MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

TO: 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

FEB 6 199) 

Manual on Monitoring and Enforcing 
Administrative~ial Orders 

James M. Strock__J~ 
Assistant Administrator 

Assistant Administrators 
Regional Administrators, I-X 

OFFICE :F 
ENFORCEME"'-:- dNO 

COMPLIANCE MCNITCR.~u 

This memorandum transmits the EPA Manual on Monitoring an{} 
Enforcing Admir1istrative and Judicial Orders. The Manual 
provides general guidance to EPA enforcement staff on their roles 
and responsibilities in monitoring and enforcing final order 
requirements. The Manual applies to all regulatory enforcement 
programs with the exception of the CERCLA (Superfund) Program. 
The term "order" includes judicial consent decrees and 
ndministrative consent orders. The Manual also outlines a 
process for working with the EPA Financial Management Offices 
(FMOs) and the Department of Justice for monitoring and 
collecting penalties. 

The Manual was prepared in response to recommendations in 
several Office of Inspector General (OIG) audit reports that OE, 
the Program Offices and the OARM Financial Management Division 
(FMD) develop clearer guidance and management systems for 
ensuring that administrative and judicial order requirements are 
aggressively monitored until compliance is achieved. A major 
concern of the OIG was the failure of enforcement staff to notify 
the Regional Financial Management Offices (FMOs) when 
administrative or judicial penalties have been assessed so that 
these "accounts receivables" can be entered into and tracked in 
the Agency's Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS). 

?rmrea :;:: .=;:. _: · ; 
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The Manual has received two Agency-wide reviews, in May 1987 
and October 1988. Both reviews surfaced gaps and deficiencies in 
the Manual's attempt to designate areas of responsibility and 
information sharing. The final Manual contains procedures 
designed to address the deficiencies. 

The CA.RM FMD has drafted revisions to Chapter Nine of its 
Resource Management Directives to conform with the guidance 
agreed to in this Manual. These Directives wi 11 soon undergo 
green border review and may require some adjustment9 to the FMD
related sections of the Manual. Accordingly, the Manual will be 
updated as necessary. A sUmmary of the major provisions of the 
Manual, including the latest revisions, is contained in 
Attachment A. 

OE is available to assist you in implementing the revised 
procedures. Questions should be directed to Renelle Rae, Chief 
of the Program Development Branch, at 475-8777. 

Attachments 

cc: Deputy Regional Administrators 
Regions I-X 

Regional Counsels 
Regions I-X 

Regional Financial Management Off ices 

Associate Enforcement counsels 

Associate General counsels 

Headquarters Enforcement Off ice Directors 

Financial Management Division Di.rector 

Deputy Assistant Administrator for criminal Enforcement 

Acting Director, National Enforcement Investigations Center 

Chief, Environmental Enforcement section, DOJ 



MANUAL ON MONITORING AND ENFORCING 
ADMINISTRATIVE AND JUDICIAL ORDERS 

Attachment #1 

SUMMARY OF PROVISION AND RESPONSE TO COMMENTS 

Chapter l - Monitoring and Reporting the Status of Orders. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

The Regional Program Office (RPO) is responsible for 
monitoring (i.e. routinely checking) compliance with the 
technical requirements in administrative and judicial orders. 
The Regional Financial Management Office (FMO) is responsible for 
monitoring and collecting administrative penalties as "accounts 
receivables". The Department of Justice (DOJ) is responsible for 
monitoring and collecting judicial penalties and for reporting 
the status of penalty collection to the EPA Headquarters 
Financial Management Division (HQ-FMD). 

Reporting on Penalty Payments 

While the RPO is not responsible for monitoring collection 
of administrative or judicial penalties, RPO is responsible for 
verifying that penalties have beeri paid before terminating an 
order or reporting a violator in full compliance. Therefore, RPO 
data systems should include the amount of penalties assessed in a 
final order and be able to report on a "yes/no" basis whether the 
total amount of the administrative or judicial penalty has been 
collected. The OE Docket also will report the amount of the 
judicial penalty assessed and contain a yes/no statement on 
whether the total amount assessed has been collected. The 
Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS) maintained by the 
Headquarters and Regional FMOs will be the official EPA system 
for reporting the numerical (dollar) amounts of enforcement 
penalties collected. 

EPA Bntorcement Payment Accounts Receivable Control Number 

In order to cross-walk between program off ice systems and 
the IFMS, the Manual recommends that all programs enter into 
their program data system the assigned IFMS accounts receivable 
control number for the penalty assessed in each final order. 
When the Regional FMO receives a copy of a final order and 
establishes the accounts receivable in IFMS, the FMO will provide 
the RPO, the ORC and the Regional Hearing Clerk with the accounts 
receivable control number. The goal is to have the IMFS accounts 
receivable control number be the common identifier number in all 
data systems that report penalty information. 
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Several of the comments received on the Manual expressed 
concern that some program off ice data systems do not have the 
ability to report penalty payments on a "yes/no" basis or to 
include the IFMS accounts receivable control number. These 
additions would require modifications to their systems. Program 
Offices should follow the Manual's guidance, wherever possible 
including these penalty tracking modifications as they make other 
improvements to their system. OE will work ·with the Program 
Offices to ensure that these changes are made. As of the date of 
the issuance of the Manual, the IMFS will be recognized as the 
official EPA record of the total amount of dollars collected on 
every penalty assessed in a final order. 

Chapter 2 - Collecting Administrative Penalties. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

The RPO (or the ORC in some Regions> is responsible for 
sending a copy of the final order assessing a penalty to the FMO. 
The FMO is responsible for monitoring and collecting the penalty 
as an accounts receivable for the first 120 days. The ORC is 
responsible for collecting the penalty after 120 days in default. 
The Regional Hearing Clerk is responsible for keeping the 
official administrative record for the case and including any 
penalty payment information received from the RPO, ORC or FMO in 
the record. 

Notifying the FMQ of Assessed Aaministrative Penalties 

The 1989 OIG audits of the Regional Financial Management 
Offices found that the FMOs still are not receiving from 
enforcement off ices all copies of final orders that assess 
penalties. The Manual adds a documentation procedure for 
ensuring that the responsible enforcement off ice sends to the FMO 
a copy of the order and the transmittal letter to the violator. 

A new form entitled: "EPA Enforcement Payment Accounts 
Receivable control Number Form", hereafter referred to as the 
Form (See last page of Attachment #1), will provide a record that 
the responsible EPA off ice has sent a copy of the final order to 
the FMO. The Form also will document that the FMO provided the 
offices designated on the Form with the IFMS accounts receivable 
control number for each assessed penalty. Under most enforcement 
programs, the RPO has been delegated the responsibility for 
administrative enforcement, so the Manual presumes the RPO is the 
responsible party ("originating office") for filling out the 
Form, and sending the Form with a copy of the final order and 
transmittal letter to violator to the FMO. In some Regions, the 
ORC may have assumed the "originating office" responsibility. l\ 
copy of the completed Form that includes the IFMS accounts 
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receivable control number should be included in the case file and 
available for review in the context of an audit. 

Collecting. Enforcing and Terminating Administrative Penalty 
Payments 

The procedures for coordinating among the FMO, RPO and ORC 
in collecting, enforcing and terminating adnlinistrative penalty 
payments also have been refined. At the request of FMD, the time 
frames have been added for ORC review of enforcement options 
regarding penalties that have not been paid within 120 days. 
The process for collecting, enforcing.or terminating orders is as 
follows: 

Once the FMO receives a copy of the final order and 
establishes the accounts receivable, the FMO will monitor and 
collect the receivable using standard debt collection practices. 
The FMO will send the RPO, ORC and Regional Hearing Clerk a copy 
of payments received. These payments will be identified by the 
IFMS Accounts Receivable Control Number. 

Uncollected penalties, at the end of 120 days and after 
. ... . . 

three demand letters have be~n issued, will be referred by the 
FMO to the ORC for review and option selection. The ORC, after 
consulting with the RPO, must notify the FMO, in·writing within 
30 days from receipt of debt from the FMO, of the collection 
option the ORC will pursue. Options include referring the 
penalty debt to DOJ for judicial collection, pursuing additional 
FMO collection activities such as outside collection agencies, or 
requesting termination of the debt. However, to uphold EPA's 
enforcement authority, administrative penalty debts should be 
terminated only under exceptional circumstances. The ORC's 
written response to the FMO should be included in the official 
case file. 

Several reviewers of the draft Manual suggested that EPA and 
DOJ institute a direct referral process from the ORC to the u.s. 
Attorneys' Office (USAO) for administrative penalty debt 
collection. The current delegation of authority by the Attorney 
General to the Land and Natural Resources Division precludes a 
direct referral to the USAO of EPA enforcement cases including 
administrative penalty collection cases. 

Chapter 3 - Collecting Judicial Penalties. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

The Manual recognizes that the DOJ Land and Natural 
Resources Division, Environmental Enforcement section, 
hereinafter referred to as LNRD-EES, is responsible for 
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monitoring judicial penalty payments and the U.S. Attorneys' 
Office is responsible for collecting payments through the DOJ 
lockbox system and pursuing uncollected debts. While EPA is not 
responsible for collecting judicial penalty payments, it is the 
policy of EPA Financial Management Division that all judicial 
penalty payments that are the result of an EPA enforcement action 
be recorded in the IFMS as "accounts receivables". As EPA 
receivables, these debts must be monitored by the Regional FMO 
until collected or terminated. This requires all DOJ offices and 
all EPA offices involved with the penalty to have a conunon 
identifier number--the IFMS accounts receivable control number. 

Superfund cost recovery payments (debts) obtained through 
judicial actions (court orders or consent decrees) are collected 
differently than judicial penalties. All cost recovery payments 
(administrative or judicial) are collected by the EPA Regional 
FMOs through the EPA Regional superfund lockbox depositories. 
Even though a judicial cost recovery case has been handled by the 
USAO, Agency resource management directives (RMDS 2550) governing 
financial management of the Superfund Program require that EPA 
FMOs monitor and collect Superfund debts. 

Obtaining Copies of Final Orders and Notifying the FMO of 
Penalties Assessments and Superfund Cost Recovery Payments 

A major concern raised in the review on the draft Manual is 
that the ORC and the Regional FMOs do not consistently get 
copies of the final (entered) judicial orders (enforcement 
penalty or Superfund cost recovery) from the USAO. Under the 
guidance specified in Chapter Three, the LNRD-EES will be 
responsible for ensuring that the USAO sends a copy of the 
entered final order including all consent decrees to the 
appropriate ORC. The ORC is responsible for following up with 
the LNRD-EES or USAO if an order is not received. Unless another 
office is designated in a Region, the ORC is responsible for 
sending to the FMO a copy of the final order with the attached 
EPA Enforcement Payment Accounts Receivable Control Nwnber Form. 

The !'MO will fill in the IFMS accounts receivable Control 
nwnber on the Form and send a copy of the Form to the parties 
designated on the Form, including the DOJ LNRD-EES. The Form 
containing the IFMS accounts receivable control nwnber will be 
retained in the case file as documentation. 

Reporting the Status of Penalty Payments 

DOJ LNRD-EES will enter the IFMS accounts receivable control 
nwnber in its Lands Docket Tracking system (LDTS) and will 
provide quarterly reports to the Headquarters FMD on the status 
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of EPA penalty payments using the IFMS number. The Headquarters 
FMD will distribute copies of these reports to the Regional FMOs. 
The FMOs will update the IFMS with the data received from LNRD
EES. The IFMS will be the official EPA system for reporting the 
dollar amounts of judicial enforcement penalties collected. 
Other EPA data systems will, as with administrative penalty 
payments, provide information on judicial penalty collection in a 
"yes/no penalty paid" format only. To interface with the IFMS, 
other EPA program offices can include the IFMS accounts 
receivable control number in their data systems. 

Chapter 4 - Enforcing Orders. 

This chapter remains unchanged and contains existing 
guidance on available enforcement tools such as motions for 
specific enforcement, contempt actions, contractor listing, etc. 
The Appendix contains procedures for working with DOJ Land and 
Natural Resources Division on modifying judicial orders or 
collecting stipulated penalties under judicial consent decrees. 



EPA ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CONTROL NUMBER FORM 

TO BE FILLED OQT BY ORIGINATING OFFICE: 
(Attach a copy of the final order and transmittal letter to 
Defendant/Respondent) 

This form was originated by: 
[Name of contact person] [Date] 

in the 

D 

[office] 

Non-SF Jud. Order/Consent 
Decree. USAO COLLECTS. 

SF Jud. Order/Consent 
Decree. FMO COLLECTS. 

D 

[phone number] 

Administrative Order/ 
consent Agreement 
FMO COLLECTS PAYMENT. 

D 
D This is an original debt D This is a modification 

Name of Person and/or company/Municipality making the payment 

The Total Dollar Amount of Receivable 
(If in installments, attach sch. of amounts and respective due dates) 

The case Docket Number 

The Site-Specific superfund (SF) Acct. Number 

The Designated Regional/HQ Program Office 

TO BE FILLED OUT BY LOCAL FINMJCIAL Ml\NAGEMENT OFFICE: 

The IFMS Accounts Receivable Control Number 

If you have any questions call: 
[Name of contact] [Date] 

in the Financial Management Office, phone number=~~~~~~~~-

JUDICIAL ORDERS: Copies of this form with an attached copy of the front 
ggg.e. of the final iwiicial order should be mailed to: 

1. Debt Tracking Officer 
Environmental Enforcement section 
Department of Justice/Rm. 1647D 

2. Originating office (ORC) 
3. Designated Program Office 

P.O.Box 7611, Benjamin Franklin Station 
Washington, DC 20044 

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS: Copies of this form with an attached copy of 
the front page of the administrative order should be sent to: 

1. Originating office 
3. Regional Hearing Clerk 

2. Designated Program Office 
4. Regional Counsel 



GLOSSARY 

Below are key terms for filling out the EPA Enforcement Payment 
Account Receivable control Number Form. 

EPA Originating Office - In the case of administrative orders. the 
EPA office that originates and sends a copy of the signed final order 
and the transmittal letter to the defendant/respondent is responsible 
for filling out the top half of the Form. In.the case of iudicial 
orders. the U.S. Attorneys' Office (USAO) will in most cases be the 
entity that sends a copy of the final (entered) order or consent 
decree to the defendant with a transmittal letter. By Directive, the 
USAO will send to the appropriate Office of Regional counsel (ORC), a 
copy of the entered order and transmittal letter. Unless otherwise 
designated in a Region, the ORC will be the EPA originating office 
responsible for filling out the Form and sending a copy of the 
entered order to the FMO. 

Designated Regional Headquarters Program Office - This is the Off ice 
responsible for enforcing the statutory program (e.g., CAA, CWA., 
TSCA, RCRA, FIFRA, Superfund, etc.) that governs the violation. The 
designated program office is responsible for tracking the technical 
(non-penalty) requirements of the order. This program will use the 
IFMS accounts receivable number to check with the FMO on the status 
of payment of the administrative or judicial penalty. 

Case Pocket Number - This is the number in the upper right hand 
corner of the final order that is provided by the Regional Hearing 
Clerk (administrative) or the Clerk of the court (judicial). 

Site-Specific Superfurui AcCOunt Num.ber - The ten digit number used in 
the Superfund Program to identify a particular site so that monies 
can be tied to specific sites and activities. 

IFMS Accounts Receivable Control Nu.mber - When the FMO is provided 
documentation (final order) on the creation of a debt, the FMO enters 
the debt into the Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS) and 
creates a new accounts receivable. If there are several violators 
under the same case that will be making a payment, then each "payee" 
receives a different control number. The FMO will fill out a 
separate copy of the Form for each payee and accounts receivable 
control number. 

The completed version of the Form with the EPA Originating Off ice and 
the FMO portions of the form filled in should be included in the 
enforcement case official file as a record for audit purposes that 
the final order was sent to the FMO and that an accounts receivable 
control number was provided. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This Manual provides guidance to EPA enforcement staff on monitoring 
and enforcing administrative and judicial orders. The procedures 
described in this Manual apply to all EPA statutes that provide 
authority to issue administrative and judicial orders requiring 
compliance with Agency requirements with the exception of the CERCLA 
(Superfund) program. The procedures set forth herein will supersede 
general guidance in program case development manuals that address the 
topics in this Manual. Each progr~~. however, may have more specific 
guidance on monitoring and tracking orders that supplements this 
manual. 

The Manual focuses on the activities of Regional Offices in monitoring 
and enforcing penalties since the majority of the cases are initiated 
by the Regional programs. Some Headquarters offices, such as the 
Office of Toxic Substances, have national programs where enforcement 
cases are initiated, concluded and settlements monitored by 
Headquarters staff. These Headquarters offices have program, legal, 
administrative hearing clerk and financial manatJement functions 
comparable to the Regional structure described in this Manual. 
Headquarters offices involved in monitoring and enforcing orders 
should substitute their office functions for the comparable Regional 
functions described and follow the guidance set forth in this Manual. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

MONITORING AND REPORTING THE STATUS OF FINAL ORDERS 

Final Administrative and Judicial Orders <Decrees> 

This chapter provides general guidance on the roles and 
responsibilities in monitoring (i.e. routinely checking) of 
compliance with EPA administrative and judicial order require
ments and reporting the status of the orders in Agency reporting 
systems. EPA National Program Managers may have additional 
guidance for their program on monitoring and reporting that 
supplements this general guidance. 

Because EPA statutes vary on the type of administrative and 
judicial authority available to address violations, program 
specific guidance should be referred to for information on the 
type and process for reaching a final administrative or judicial 
order. Once a final order has been issued, it must be monitored 
until compliance with the terms of the order has been achieved. 

In this chapter and for the remainder of the Manual, the term 
"final order" refers to all types of orders i¥cluding consent 
orders and consent decrees issued or entered as final under the 
appropriate EPA administrative or judicial statutory a~thority. 
In addition, this manual will use the term "violator" to refer 
to the party which must comply with an administrative or judicial 
order. 

1 Judicial consent decrees are first "lodged" with the court and 
published by the DOJ in the Federal Register for public review 
and comment. Unless challenged by the public, at the end of 
the 30-day review period the consent decree normally is entered 
as a final order (judgment) by the court (See 28 C.F.R. 
50.7).2 Judicial enforcement actions refer to the violator as 
the "Defendant" and administrative actions refer to the 
violator as "Respondent". 
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Drafting Enforceable Orders 

Clarifying Acceptable Verifications of Compliance 

Development of an effective post-litigation/settlement monitoring 
program should begin at the time a settlement agreement and/or 
when the order is drafted. The final order must state the 
required activity clearly and precisely. Any work plans and 
schedules referenced and appended to the orders must also be 
clearly and precisely drafted with notice to the violator of what 
constitutes acceptable verification of compliance with terms and 
milestones. 

certification of compliance 

Where appropriate, a well-drafted agreement should include 
provisions for self-monitoring and self-reporting by the violator 
and instructions for penalty payments. The "responsible corporate 
or municipal officer" should be required to sign these self-
moni toring reports to ensure that high-level management attention 
of the company or municipality is focused on complying with the 
order. Although such self-monitoring provisions do not obviate 
the need for periodic post-settlement monitoring by the Agency, 
they enable EPA to utilize its limited resources in a more 
efficient manner. see Appendix 1 of this chapter for guidance on 
self-monitoring and verification requirements. 

Stipulated Penalty Provisions 

Stipulated penalty prov1s1ons can be included in final orders to 
provide additional incentive for compliance. These are penalties 
agreed upon by the parties, at the time of entering into 
settlement, as being payable in the event that the violator does 
not comply with specified terms of the agreement. Appendix 2 
of this chapter provides guidance on the use of stipulated 
penalties in EPA settlement agreements (administrative or 
judicial). Chapters Two (administrative) and Four (judicial) 
discuss the procedures for collecting stipulated penalties. 

Ensuring Penalties Are Not Tax Deductible 

To ensure that violators do not treat penalties as a business 
expense (i.e., pay to pollute), up-front and stipulated penalties 
clauses in settlement orders should inform the violator that 
penalties are not tax deductible. Under a Memorandum of 
Understanding with the IRS, EPA program offices and OE send to the 
IRS quarterly data on the names of violators and the amounts of 
penalties assessed. 
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Monitoring Systems 

To be effective, a post-litigation/settlement- enforcement program 
must be able to routinely track and identify violations of final 
order requirements and quickly take action to address the 
violations. Tracking compliance with technical (non-penalty) 
requirements of administrative and judicial orders is the 
responsibility of the Regional Program Offices (RPOs). Each 
National Program Manager is responsible for establishing. 
oversight mechanisms (reporting, annual program audits or special 
management reviews> for ensuring that the RPOs have systems in 
place for following through on administrative and judicial orders. 
Each RPO is .responsible for implementing, under its national 
program guidance, a specific system for monitoring compliance with 
the technical (non-penalty) requirements of judicial and 
administrative orders. Each RPO system should at a minimum 
include three elements: (1) an automated tracking system, (2) 
regular supervisory review of the status of active orders, and 13) 
maintenan~e of the case file. These elements are described in 
detail below. 

Automated Tracking 

An easily accessed automated data base is the first element of a 
sound monitoring system. To do this, three specific activities 
must occur. First, all judicial and administrative order 
requirements are entered into the system. second, a "tickler 
system" is established that alerts the user to the order 
milestones due in each reporting period so that compliance can be 
verified. Third, the system must be ·routinely updated with 
compliance information. 

All technical (non-penalty) compliance schedules and reporting 
requirements set forth in judicial decrees and administrative 
orders must be entered into the system in order for it to be used 
as a "tickler". When all requirements and due dates are entered 
into the system, the system should allow easy retrieval of 
requirements and due dates. 

Some programs have national automated data systems designed for 
reporting national compliance information. These systems provide 
data fields for reporting compliance with technical and penalty 
milestones. These systems may or may not provide "tickler" 
monitoring system capability. Where national data bases are not 
available, RPOs can develop their own personal computer (PC) 
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"tickler" system. However, to minimize resources, PC "tickler" 
programs for monitoring compliance also should be designed for 
reporting purposes to provide the minimal national administrative 
enforcement data requirements established by each program. 

The National Enforcement Investigations Center (NEIC) has an 
automated system that can be used as a tickler monitoring system 
for judicial orders (primarily consent decrees). The NEIC system 
can be used as a supplement to program office systems. As of 
October 1989, administrative orders can now be added and tracked 
in the NEIC data base. The Regional data clerks in the Office of 
Regional counsel can access this system from Regional terminals. 
(See the ORC for more information on the services the NEIC system 
can provide. ) 

Routine updating must be made a high priority for the automated 
tracking system to be useful. Most programs with national 
automated data systems have requirements on the frequency of data 
updates for reporting compliance status under the Strategic 
Targeted Activities for Results System (STARS) and other 
management accountability systems. To obtain maximum 
effectiveness in using these data bases as "tickler" monitoring 
systems, RPOs should strive to update order milestones no less 
than quarterly, so that current information is available to 
engineers, project managers and supervisors concerning order 
requirements. 

Regular supervisory Review of the Status of Active Orders 

Regular supervisory review is the second element for 
maintaining an effective monitoring system. Supervisors should 
routinely review the status of all cases with the engineer or 
project manager. This will help to ensure that all milestones set 
forth in the judicial and administrative orders are being met in a 
timely fashion and that office policy is being carried out 
effectively on discretionary issues. Given the low visibility of 
settled cases versus ongoing cases, it is essential that the 
supervisor conduct this type of review on a regular 
basis. 

Maintenance of the case File 

The third element of an effective system for monitoring and 
enforcing orders is the maintenance of the files. Successful 
enforcement of order violations often hinges on the establishment 
of a "good paper trail", i.e., factual information that describes 
the type of violation(s), the frequency of violations and the 
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actions EPA has taken to address the violations. The file, 
therefore, should contain all documentation of efforts to verify 
compliance, such as routine company self-reporting and efforts to 
address noncompliance, EPA contacts with the company, telephone 
calls, meetings and letters. 

Two important elements are necessary for ensuring the integrity of 
the documentation in the case file. First, each Region should 
strive to maintain a complete and up-to-date official file. (The 
official file can be a separate RPO file, ORC file or a cornm2n 
RPO-ORC file depending on the Region.) All documentation 
regarding compliance with order requirements should be in the 
designated official file. 

Second, one person should be responsible for ensuring that all 
pertinent documents are in the official case file. This will 
ensure that all incoming documents are added to the file and that 
when a case file has been borrowed that all documents are still in 
the file when it is returned. Standard borrowing procedures allow 
only office personnel to remove the file. Monitoring "checked 
out" files is usually initiated by requiring borrowers to turn in 
a "check out slip" for all materials leaving the file room or fi•le 
storage area. Supervisory oversight and routine file reviews 
should be utilized to ensure all pertinent documents are in the 
official file and that the integrity of the case file is 
subsequently maintained. Also, case files should not be archived 
until full compliance with any order has been verified. 

Reporting Requirements 

For reporting (not monitoring) purposes, RPO automated data 
systems should maintain a data field for recording penalty 
payments. While RPOs are not responsible for monitoring and 
collecting penalties, RPOs are responsible for veri~ying that all 
penalties, including assessed stipulated penalties , have been 

3 Stipulated penalties are considered "assessed" and should be 
entered into the RPO data base when the responsible EPA 
(administrative) or DOJ (judicial) official sends the violator 
a "bill for stipulated penalties". See Chapter Two 
(administrative penalties) and Chapter three (judicial 
penalties) for additional guidance. 
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paid before terminating or closing out a judicial and 
administrative order, or reporting the violator as "in compliance" 
in its data systems. RPO data systems should provide the amount 
of penalty assessed and a "yes or no" field on whether penalties 
have been paid. 

Chapter Two of this manual describes the procedure for collecting 
administrative penalties through the financial management off ices 
of EPA. The Integrated Financial Management system (IFMS) 
(automated data base) will provide the numerical data on the 
status of each penalty debt and the total amount of penalties 
collected. Chapter Three describes the monitoring and collection 
of judicial penalties by DOJ and the reporting of penalty 
collection information to the IFMS. 

Additional Oversight Requirements for Ad.ministrative Orders 

[Note: Based on a recommendation of the Enforcement Management 
council, an OE work group is currently developing a set of minimum 
data requirements that each national program manager should 
maintain on administrative enforcement actions from initiation to 
compliance with all final order requirements. This manual will be 
revised to include those requirements when they become final.] 

Some program offices such as the OPTS-Office of Compliance 
Monitoring require the Regional Offices to submit final civil 
administrative orders to Headquarters for inclusion on a central 
listing, so that a history of nationwide non-compliance can be 
doctunented. 

Additional Oyersiabt Requirements For Jud.icial Orders <consent 
Decrees> 

Judicial Consent Decree Tracking and Follow-up Directive 

This Directive contained in Appendix 3 of this chapter outlines 
the basic requirements for effective management of Agency consent 
decree tracking and follow-up responsibilities and supplements 
this manual's guidance. 
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STARS consent Decree Tracking Measure 

Under the STARS consent decree tracking measure, each Region is 
responsible for quarterly reporting of compliance status of its 
active judicial orders to OE. See the Directives in Appendix 3 of 
this chapter. 

NEIC central Repository 

Under .EPA guidance issued on December 20, 1983, each Region must 
send to the National Enforcement Investigations Center (NEIC) -
Lakewood, co, a copy of all judicial orders to which EPA is a 
party. This includes State court orders where EPA is a party. 
All subsequent modifications of judicial orders approved by a 
court also must be forwarded. The ORC is responsible for sending 
judicial orders to NEIC unless the Region has officially 
designated the Regional Program Office as the responsible office. 

The NEIC maintains a central (hard copy) repository for all EPA 
judicial orders and an automated inanagement information system 
that stores sununaries of each decree. It is essential that the 
EPA have 6 complete file on all orders. EPA's enforcement program 
is decentralized and defendants can use that to their advantage in 
negotiating settlements with EPA Regions. The NEIC Central 
Repository enables the Agency to exchange information across 
Regions on the scope and type of language provided in orders. For 
example, a defendant may assert that EPA has provided a certain 
type of relief for a similarly-situated company in another Region. 
The NEIC repository provides a tool for enforcement staff to 
verify that assertion and to determine· the context· for that 
provision. (Obviously, use of a provision in one case does not 
necessarily make it appropriate in a different case.) 

The NEIC data analyst who maintains the OE Docket in each Off ice 
of Regional Counsel (ORC) can access the NEIC data base for 
judicial order information. Regions also can use the NEIC 
automated system as a "tickler" system and as a means of reporting 
the compliance status of judicial orders under the STARS consent 
decree tracking measure mentioned above. 
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I. BAC~G~OONO 

·\ 

over the past several years, EPA has initiated record 
numbers of civil judicial and administrative enforcement actions. 
~he vast majority of such actions have been resolved by judicial 
consent aecree or administra,ive consent order. 

The terms of many of these settlements require the violator 
to oerform specific tasks neceasary to return to or demonstrate 
co~oliance, to accomplish specific environmental cleanup or other 
remea1a1 steps, ano to take prescribed environmentally Deneficial 
action. 

Settlement aqreementa typically.specify.that the violator 
oerform certain reauired activities and tnereafter report tne1r 
accomolishment to !PA. verification that the required activities 
hav4 actually been accomplished is an esaential element in tne 
overall aucc••• of the Aqency's enforcement program. 

II. Pplpgll 

Th• 'ocu1 o! this advisorv Quidance is on verification of 
compliance wttn settlement agreements wnicn reautre specific 
performance to achieve or maintain compliance with a regulatory 
standard. EP~ has onaoinq responsibility for enaur1n9 that 
settlinq parties are in compliance with th• terma of their 
neqotiat@d aqreements. To tn11 end, tne Agency may require 
that a responsible official <as that term is defined herein) 
oersonally atte•t to tne accuracy or information contained 1n 
comoliance documents made available to EPA pursuant to the 
terms of a settlement aqreement. 
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The inspection programs of EPA and other federal regulatory 
agencies ~r•·based of necessity on the concept that a limited 
number ot requlated facilities will be inspected each year. 
Conversely, this means t~at a large numoer ot regulated part1es 
can operate for extended periods of time without being the 
suoject of an on-site inspection by EPA stat!. Hence, it is 
crucial to ensure that all re~uired compliance reports are 
received trom the regulated facility in a timely manner. In 
addition--and eaually as im9ortant--timely. review of such 
reports must be undertaken by EPA to ensure that tne reports 
are adeauate under the terms of the settlement aqreement. 

EPA experience shows that the majority of regulated parties 
make aood faith efforts to comply with their responsibilities 
under the environmental laws and regulations. Nevertheless, the 
Aaeney must have effective monitoring procedures to detect 
instances ot noncompliance witn a settlement agreement. A v1tal 
component of these ~rocedures will be to ensure that the environ
mental results obtained in tne enforcement action are indeed 
achieved and that criminal sanctions, where appropriate, are 
available to respond to instances of intentional misrepresentation 
or fraud committed by such violators. 

EPA will ensure that all responsible officials entering 
into settlement aareements with the Aqency are held accountable 
for tneir subseauent actions and the actions of any subordinates 
responsible for th• information contained in co•pliance reports 
submitted to the Agency. 

III. GO!DANC! 

A. certification by Responsible corporate Official 

Tne terms of settlement agreements; as well as any certif i
cation language in subsequent reports to th• Aqency, should 
be drafted tn a manner to triqqer th• sanctions of 18 o.s.c. 
~10~1, 1/ in the event that false information is knovin9ly and 
willfuliy aubaitted to !PA. Submission ot such tal•• information 

..J:.I united States Code, Title 18, section 1001 provides: 

•Wftoever, in any matter within the jur1sd1ct1on 
of any department or aqency of the United States know
ingly and willfully falsifies, conceals or covers up 
by trick, scheme, or device a material tact, or makes 
any false, f ict1t1ous or fraudulent stat•ments or 
representations, or makes or uses any false writing 
or document knowing the same to contain any false, 
fictitious or fraudulent statement or entry, shall be 
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mav also expose the defendant(s) in judicial consent decree 
falsificatio~ incidents to both civil and criminal contempt 
croceedings. 

This provision of law is a key sanction within the federal 
criminal code for discouraging any person trom intentionally 
deceivino or misleading the United States government. 

1. Sionatories to ?eports 

Settlement aareements should specify that all future reports 
by the settlin~ party to t~e Agency, which purport to document 
compliance with the terms of any a~reement,·shall be signed by 
a responsible official. The term "responsible official" means 
as follows:!/ 

a. For a corooration: a responsible corporate 
otficer. A responsible corporate officer means: (a) A president, 
secretary, treasurer or vice-president of the corporation in 
cnarge of a principal business function, or any other person who 
performs similar policy- or decision-making functions for the 
corporation, or Cb) the manager of one or more manufacturing, 
oroduction, or operating facilities employing more than 250 
persons or having gross annual sales or expenditures exceeding 
S35 million (in 1987 dollars when the consumer Price Index was 
345.Jl, if authority to sign documents has been assigned or 
delegated to the manager in accordance with corporate procedures. 

b. For a partnership or sole proprietorship: a 
general partner or the proprietor, respectively. 

2. When to Reauire a Certification Statement 

The reauirement for an attestation by a responsible 
official is always useful as a matter. or sound re.gulatory 
manaqement practice. such a requirement is more urgent, 

(Note l, cont'd) 

fined not more than Sl0,000 or imprisoned not more than 
five years, or both.• 

There ar~ tour basie elements to a section 1001 offense: Cl> a 
statement; (2) talsity: (3) the talse statement be made •know
inaly and willfully•, and (4) the false statement be made in a 
"matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of 
the United States". United States v. Marchisio, 344 F.2d 653, 
666 (2d Cir. 1965). 

~I For NPOES matters, the definiti~ns of "responsible official" 
and "certification", as set fortn in 40 CFR §122.22, may be used 
as alternative language to this guidance. 
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however, where a regulated party has a history of noncompliance 
or where prior violations place one's veracity into question._!/ 

3. Terms of a Certification Statement 

An example of an appropriate certification statement for 
inclusion in reports submitted to the Agency by regulated parties 
who are siqnatory to a settlement agreement is as follows: 

ftI certify that the information contained 
in or accompanying this (submission) (document) 
is true, a:curate, and complete. 

ftAs to (the) (those) identified portion(s) 
of this (submission> (document) for which I 
cannot 9ersonally verify (its) (their) truth 
and accuracy, I certify as the company official 
havina supervisory responsibility for the 
person(s) wno, acting under my direct instructions, 
made the verification,.that this information is 
true, accurate, and complet=.ft_!/ · 

s. Documentation to Verify compliance 

Typical settlement agreements require specific steps to 
be undertaken by the violator. A• EPA statf members engage in 
settlement neqotiations and the drafting of settlement documents, 
they should identify that documentation which constitutes tne 

_2.1 While personal liability is de•irable to promote compliance, 
it should be noted that corporations may be convicted under 18 
o.s.c. 51001 as well. A corporation may be held criminally 
responsible ror tne criminal acts ot its employees, even if the 
actions of the employees were against corporate policy or express 
instructions. see o.s. v. Automated Medical Laboratories, 770 
F.2d 339 (4th Cir. 1985): U.S. v. Richmond, 700 P.2d 1183 (8th 
Cir. 1983). Moreover, botn a corporation and its agents may 
be convicted for the same offense. see o.s. v. Basic construc
tion co., 711 r.2d 570 (4th Cir. 1983). 

~I It is inevitable that in negotiating consent agreements, 
counsel for respondents will seek to insert language in the 
certification statement as to the truth of the submissions to be 
to tne "best information• or to the •fullest understanding" or 
ftbeliet• ot the certifier. such qualifiers should not be 
incorporated, since the provisions of 18 u.s.c. 51001 provide 
for prosecution for making false statements knowingly and 
willtully--not for forming erroneous beliefs, etc . 

-- . . . -~ 
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most usetul evidence tiat the action required nas actually been 
undertaken. ·The most useful evidence would be that information 
or documentation tnat best and most easily allows tne Agency 
to verify comcliance with the terms (including milestones) of 
a settlement agreement. ~xamples of documentation to suostantiate 
comcliance include, but are not limited to, invoices, work 
orders, disposal records, and receipts or manifests. 

Attachment A is a suqgested type of cnec~list that can be 
developed tor use within each program area._~/ The checklist 
includes examples ot specific documentary evidence whicn can oe 
re~uired to substantiate that prescribed actions have, in fact, 
been undertaken. 

IV. SUMMARY 

This auidance is to orovide assistance to EPA employees 
wno negotiate and aratt settlement documents. It is appropriate 
when circumstances so dictate that such documents contain 
sufficient certification language for ensuring, to tne maximum 
extent possible, that all r~ports made to EPA, pursuant to the 
terms of any settlement agreement, are true, accurate, and 
complete, and that such reports are attested to by a responsible 
official. 

The Aqency must incorporate within its overall regulatory 
f ra~ework all reasonable means for assuring compliance by tne 
regulated community. The inclusion of compliance certification 
language, supported by ~recise documentation requirements, in 
neaotiated settlement agreements may, in appropriate instances, 
mean tne difference b~tween full compliance witn both tne 
letter and the spirit of the law, and something less than full 
compliance. In the case of the latter, the violating party 
is then subject to the sanctions of the federal criminal code. 

Attachment A 

5/ EPA or a State may be unable to confirm the accuracy of 
cert1f1catlona for an extended period of time. Therefore, 
it is suqqested that, whenever certification by a respondent/ 
defendant is reau1r-.d, the order/decree provide that ~back-up" 
documentation--sucn as laboratory notes ana materials of tne 
tvpes listed in the examples in the text above--be retained for 
an appropriate period of time, sucn as three years. see, tor 
example, .the 3 year retention time in 40 CPR Sl22.4l(j)(2). 



MEANS OF CF.RTlFYlN:i cntPLlANCE 
Wint CC»ISDIT AGREEJtDfl'S 

(Exuples) 

Action PeQulred If I Violator's ucficial Documents Ac~nying I. 
~~~G~onse.;..;;;._n~t-.-AQ~re-.-2•.•.n_t~~~~-'~~---'c_e~r~t~i-ft_e_s;.......;:;Tha-=-t-:~~~~~.&...-~~c~e-rt_i_f~i=ca~t-ion;;;;.;.;..::~~~~~~~I 

I I 
•purchase pol lutian control •Q:J.atp.ent purchased •invoice I 

eQUtp1ent. I 

•tnstaJ latton 

*OOQoina operation and •in
tenance 

*Meet discharge levels 

*Labeled transformers 

•oo risk sturty 

*Hire ea>Javees 

•use ~lying coatlnqs 

*Train eq:>lavees (_!.g., work 
practices) 

•set up environmental auctitinq 
unit 

•a:iuipnent installed and tested 

*Operatinq as required 

*Discharge levels have been met 

"Transformers have been labeled 

*Study has been cmpleted 

*Ellpl~s have been hired 

*Verifying camplying coatings 
are used 

*Dllployee training has been 
CG1pleted 

*Unit has been established 
•orientation and instruction 

~leted 

I 
*Invoice for work with photograph! 

*Continuous monitoring tape 
*Periodic sanple results 
•Maintenance of records 

•continuous monitoring tapes 
*Periodic sanple results 

*Photographs 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

•study report and reconmendationsf 

*Personnel records· 
*Position descriptions 
*Entry on <lJty dates 
•salary data 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

*OOC\9Denta to verify voe content I 
I 

f *Educatlonal materials and recordf 
I of eeployee attendance at I 
I traininq session I 
I I 
1•same as above re: personnel I 
l*Charter of audit group I 
I I 

~~~~~--~~~~~~~--J-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' 

(cont anue<t on next paqe) 



(conttnued trOll previous paqe) 

MEANS OF CERTIFYit«; cntPLIANCE 
WI'l11 C<H>ENT AGREDen'S 

(Exa11ples) 

I Action Required By Violator's Official DocllDents Accaspanying 
'~~~c~on~se~n~t~Ag~r~•::ma:nt:r-.~~~~--~-c~e~r~t~i~f~ie~s::......:.Tha~t~:~~----~-+-~~C~e~r~t~i~f~ica=.::t~i~on~:~~~~--~ 
I 
l*Dispose of PC88 
I 
I 
!*Replace PCB transformr• 
I 
I 
l*Reaister pesticide certlfl-
1 cation of applicator 
I 
I *RemOve cancelled pr<n.tct frOll 
I thP. market 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t•c~Jy with asbestos removal 
I and disposal r~lations 
I 
I 
*Monitor waste stream 

•sludcle rE!llDVal 

•concllct qroundwater 110nitorinq 

•collect and analyze soil 
samples 

•pees disposed of In lawful 
Mnner 

*New transformers installed 

*Applicator certification has 
been acca11pl ished 

l*RmOYal has been acca1plished 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

l*C<11pliance with asbestos re1BOVal 
and disposal r~lations on 

I a job-by-job basis 
I 
f *Waste stream has been properly 
I monitored 
I 
f *Sludge remved by •1lestone 
1 deadline 
I 
!*Groundwater lllllitoring accca-
1 plished in appropriate •mer 
I 
1 •soil saq:>les collected and 
I analyzed ln speclf ied manner 
I 

•eopies of manifests 

•eopies of purchase and instal
lation receipts 

•copies of certificates 

•copies of correspondance with 
custaners and documentation 
of removal 

•copies of custaner lists for 
independent verification by 
EPA and states 

*List of locations of all jobs 

*Discharge Monitoring Report 

*COpies of invoices on sludge 
re.wal 

*2/A (quality analysis) tests; 
certification by laboratory 

*Same as above 

*Copies of contract documents 
and manifests CT

v" 1·011t.im~natPd s<:>i ls and *Contaminated~-' ls removed and 
i sno~; .. of in C01l1l 1ance disposed of ::onpliance 
.~i~th:_:._:_R~C~RA~~~--~~~~~~~w~i~t_h_R_CRA~"---- ~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~-
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use of Stipulated Penalties in EPA Settlement 
Agreements ~ 

James M. Strock..f ~ 
Assistant Administrator 

TO: Addressees 

This memorandum provides guidance on the use of 
stipulated penalties in settlement of enforcement actions. 
For each issue discussed, a preferred approach is stated 
along with its rationale. These preferred approaches should 
be.followed absent unusual circumstances dictating an alter
native approach. The guidance applies to judicial settle
ments except that it does not supersede the September 21, 
1987 Guidance on the Use of Stipulated Penalties in Hazardous 
Waste Consent Decrees. It also applies to administrative 
cases where EPA has legal authority to assess stipulated 
penalties. 

Stipulated penalties are penalties· agreed to by the 
parties to a settlement agreement for violation of the agree
ment's provisions. These penalties are then made a part of 
the agreement, and are enforceable if it is violated. In EPA 
settlement agreements, the primary goal of a stipulated 
penalty is to act •• an effective deterrent to violating the 
settlement agr .... nt. 

I. ~· of Regpirements to fthich Stipulated Penalties 
SbQUld Apply 

Any clearly def inal:>l• event in a settlement agreement 
may be appropriate tor stipulated penalties in a given case. 
Such events include testing and reporting requirements, 
interim and final milestones in compliance schedules, and 
final demonstration of compliance. The government litigation 
team assigned to a case should carefully consider which 
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consent agreement provisions are appropriate for stipulated 
penalties and be prepared to vigorously enforce them. Stipu
lated penalties can even be attached to consent agreement 
provisions requiring payment of up-front penalties so long as 
the stipulated penalties are higher than the interest, 
computed at the statutory interest rate, on the underlying 
amount. Every consent agreement requirement to which stipu
lated penalties are attached should be drafted to ensure that 
the standards for determining compliance are clear and objec
tive, and that any information required to be submitted to 
EPA is clear and unequivocal. 

In general, stipulated penalties are particularly impor
tant for requirements of the consent agreement which do not 
represent regulatory or statutory violations for which the 
agency could potentially get statutory maximum penalties. 
Such provisions may include a requirement to install specific 
control equipment where the regulations and statute involved 
require only compliance with a discharge or emissions stan
dard, or environmental auditing or management requirements 
designed to ensure future compliance. Without stipulated 
penalty provisions, penalties for violation of such provi
sions in judicial cases are only available at the judge's 
discretion in a contempt action under the court's inherent 
authority to enforce its own order. 

Attaching stipulated penalties to violations of consent 
agreement provisions which are also violations of a statute 
or regulation with a specified statutory maximum penalty has 
advantages and disadvantages which Agency attorneys should 
consider carefully in the context of a particular case. The 
advantage is ease of enforcement. The Agency can pursue 
violations without having to bring a new enforcement action 
or, in the judicial context, a contempt action. The disad
vantage is where stipulated penalties for such violations are 
set at less than th• statutory maximum, parties may argue 
that the government bas bargained away soae of its 
enforcement discretion. 

If a particularly egregious statutory or regulatory 
violation occurs for which the government feels the applic
able stipulated penalties are not adequate, sources may claim 
the government is equitably estopped from pursuing other 
enforcement responses. Sources may argue in the context of a 
contempt action or new enforcement action that the govern
ment has already conceded in the consent agreement that a 
fair penalty for this type of violation is the stipulated 
penalty, and therefore, the court should not require any 
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additional penalty. sources may make this arqument even if 
the government has reserved all rights to pursue various 
enforcement responses for consent agreement violations. 1 

II. Leyel of Stipulated Penalties 

Because the statutes EPA is charged with enforcing vary 
so widely, penalty schedules for all media or types of viola
tions are not practical. There are, however; several impor
tant criteria which should always be considered in setting 
stipulated penalty amounts. Each program office, in concert 
with the appropriate OECM Associate Enforcement Counsel, may 
want to consider providing further, more specific guidance on 
appropriate levels or ranges for stipulated penalties based 
on the criteria below. 

one key element which applies to setting the levels of 
all stipulated penalties for violation of a consent agreement 
provision is that the defendant is by definition a repeat 
offender when the provision is violated. For this reason, 
such stipulated penalties should be higher on a per day basis 
than the initial civil penalties imposed. ~ Guidelines for 
Enforcing Federal District Court Orders in Environmental 
Cases (GM-27). 

The economic benefit accruing to a source due to a 
violation should be recovered in order for the stipulated 
penalty to be an effective deterrent. For some types of 
violations, such as notice provisions, the economic benefit 
of noncompliance may be minimal, though significant stipu
lated penalties may be appropriate based on other criteria as 
discussed below. For these types of violations, no formal 
BEN analysis is necessary. For violation of provisions which 
involve quantifiable delayed or avoided costs, such as . 
installation of control equipment as part of a compliance 
schedule, the minimWD stipulated penalty should be the 
economic benefit of noncompliance. However, the recidivism 
factor will nearly always justify a penalty well above this 
minimwn, which often serves as the point of departure for a 
minimwn initial penalty. 

The source's ability to pay can be another important 
criterion to consider. How much of a deterrent a stipulated 
penalty is will depend on how financially significant it is 
to the source. The same stipulated penalty aay be 

1 In considering whether to attach penalties to violations 
uncovered by an environmental audit, the November 14, 1986 Final 
EPA Policy on the Inclusion of Environmental Auditing Provisions 
in Enforcement Settlements (GM-52) should be consulted. 
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financially crippling to one source, while merely a routine 
business expense for another. However, the burden is always 
on the defendant to raise such issues during negotiations and 
to justify lower stipulated penalties than the government has 
proposed. Financial ability to pay a penalty can be 
determined using the ABEL computer program for corporate 
violators and the MABEL computer program for municipal 
violators. · 

It should be emphasized that this factor should not be 
considered a reason for lowering the level of stipulated 
penalties below the level equal to the economic benefit. It 
would mainly affect the degree to which this base minimum 
amount is increased to account for the recidivist nature of 
the violation. The key concern is that stipulated penalties 
should be set at levels which are significant enough to deter 
violations rather than resulting in a •pay-to-pollute• 
scheme. 

Another criterion which should be considered in setting 
stipulated penalty amounts is the qravity of the violation, 
~, how critical is the requirement to the overall 
regulatory scheme and how environmentally significant is the 
violation. The environmental significance factor should 
include consideration of potential and actual harm to human 
health and the environment. In general, consent aqreement 
provisions which are central to a particular regulatory 
scheme should have higher stipulated penalties than 
provisions that are considered less significant. It is up to 
each enforcement proqram to make judgments about the relative 
importance of respective requirements. As previously noted, 
some consent agreement requirements such as notice provisions 
may have little or no associated·econoaic benefit, but may 
nevertheless be critical to the regulatory proqraa in 
question and would warrant high stipulated penalties. 

Another consideration related to the gravity component 
is the source's history of coapliance. If the source has a 
record of pr.vious violations, a higher stipulated penalty 
may be nece9aary because earlier enforcement responses were 
ineffective in deterring subsequent violations. 

Another option to consider whenever setting stipulated 
penalty levels is an escalating schedule, in which the 
stipulated penalty increases with the length of the 
violation. For example, violations of up to two weeks might 
have stipulated penalties of $1000 per day while violations 
of two to four weeks might have stipulated penalties of $2000 
per day, and so on. 
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III. Metbod of Collection 

Settlement agreements should state the method by which 
stipulated penalties will be collected. Two options are for 
the settlement agreement to provide that the penalty is 
automatically due upon the occurrence or non-occurrence of a 
specified event, or it may make the penalty payable only on 
demand by the government. 

Automatic payment is the preferred approach. It saves 
resources which would otherwise be devoted to making demands 
for payment and may put the government in a more advantageous 
position should the source declare bankruptcy. If payment is 
made on demand, the consent agreement should make it clear 
that the legal liability of the source for the stipulated 
penalty attaches immediately upon violation, and it is only 
payment of the penalty to the Agency which is not due until 
demand is made. 

Settlement agreements should always state where and how 
the penalty should be paid and how the check should be draft
ed. SJ:.e EPA Manual on Monitoring and Enforcing Administra
tive and Judicial Orders for additional q\lidance. In 
addition, settlement agreements should not agree to pre
enforcement review of accrued stipulated penalties. 

IV. Timing of Enforcement Responses 

Prompt action to collect ~tipulated penalties due under 
any consent agreement is crucial.· If stipulated penalties 
are due on demand, it is very important such demands be 
timely. The government encounters significant difficulty 
collecting stipulated penalties if it sits on its rights. 
Delay allows penalties to increase to levels parties may 
argue are inequitable. Sources may also raise equitable 
defenses such as laches or estoppel, arguing that the govern
ment cannot fail to exercise its rights for extended periods 
of time allowing stipulated penalties to continue to accrue 
and then move to collect unreasonably high penalties. The 
government, of course, can and should always rebut such 
claims by arguing it is simply enforcing the decree or agree
ment as agreed to by defendant, and is not subject to such 
equitable defenses. However, this unnecessary complication 
should be avoided. 

A cap on the amount of stipulated penalties which can 
accrue is generally not a pref erred solution to this problem. 
The stipulated penalty would lose its deterrent value once 
the cap is reached. Also, the main goal of any enforcement 
action must be compliance with the law so that public health 
and welfare is protected. If consent agreement provisions 
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are allowed to be violated long enough for a cap to be reach
ed, serious environmental consequences may have occurred. 

Providing that stipulated penalties only apply for a 
specific, reasonably short period of time in conjunction with 
reserving to the government all available enforcement respon
ses for violation of the consent agreement, however, solves 
many of the problems mentioned above. By its own terms, 
stipulated penalties will not accrue to levels defendants can 
argue are inequitable. The government will be in a strong 
position when it pursues other enforcement qptions, such as 
contempt actions or a new enf orcament action to get 
additional penalties, because it can arque that the penalties 
in the original consent agreement were not enough to deter 
the defendant from further violations and the possibility of 
additional penalties was clearly contemplated. 

v. Reservation of Rights 

All consent agreements must contain a provision which 
reserves to the government the right to pursue any legally 
available enforcement response for violation of any consent 
agreement provision. These enforcement responses would 
include civil contempt proceedings and injunctive relief, and 
criminal contempt proceedings for particularly egregious 
violations. However, for provisions mandated by statute or 
requlation and which have stipulated penalties attached, a 
reservation to pursue statutory penalties is suggested but 
not required. For model lanquage, see the october 19, 1983 
Guidance for Drafting Judicial Consent Decrees (GM-17). 

VI. Collectign gf Stipulated Penalties 

The government should be prepared to collect the full 
amount of· stipulated penalties due under a consent agreement. 
No agreement should ever anticipate coaproaise by specifying 
instances where it will be allowed, aside fro• a standard 
force majeure clause. In rare, unforeseeable circwnstances, 
however, tb• equities of a case aay indicate that the govern
ment may coaproaise the amount it agrees to collect. For 
penalties payable on demand, the government may also exercise 
prosecutorial discretion by declining to proffer a demand for 
stipulated penalties for minor violations of a consent agree
ment. 

It may also be appropriate to provide that stipulated 
penalties for violation of interim milestones in a compliance 
schedule will be forgiven if the final deadline for achieving 
compliance is met. This is clearly inappropriate where there 
is significant environmental harm caused by th~ ~efe~dant 
missing the interim deadlines. If such a provision is used, 
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the defendant should qenerally be required to place accrued 
penalties in an escrow account until compliance by the final 
deadline is achieved. 

In judicial cases, the Attorney General and his 
delegatees in the Department of Justice (DOJ) have plenary 
prosecutorial discretion to compromise stipulated penalties. 
This authority stems from 25 u.s.c. § 516, which reserves to 
DOJ authority to conduct the litiqation of the United States, 
includinq cases in which an aqency of the United States is a 
party, and the cases and requlations broadly interpretinq 
this authority. 

In administrative cases handled solely by EPA, 
stipulated penalties should be collected pursuant to the 
enforcement authority granted to EPA under the st~ute gover
ning the case. This authority to collect and compromise 
stipulated penalties· varies from statute to statute. 

Separate from the process for collecting stipulated 
penalties, EPA must keep track of money owed the federal 
government (accounts receivable) resulting out of the acti
vities of the Agency, including administrative penalty 
assessments. A stipulated penalty becomes an account receiv
able when the appropriate Aqency official determines that a 
violation of a consent aqreement provision with an attached 
penalty has occurred. Under Agency financial regulations and 
policies for monitoring accounts receivable, stipulated 
penalties due and owing must be reported within three days to 
the Regional Financial Management Office (FMO). The FMO is 
responsible for entering the stipulated penalty as an 
accounts receivable into the Agency's Integrated Financial 
Management System (IFMS). The "appropriate agency official" 
who determines the existence of a stipulated penalty account 
receivable is responsible for keeping the FMO updated on the 
status of enforcement penalty collection efforts. A more 
detailed account of these procedures is included in the 
Manual on Monitoring and Enforcing Administrative and Judi
cial Orders. 

Addressees: 

Regional Administrators 
Regions I-X 

Deputy Regional Administrators 
Regions I-X 

Regional Counsels 
Regions I-X 



E. Donald Elliott 
General Counsel 

-a-

Headquarters compliance Proqram Divisions Directors 

Mary T. Smith, Actinq Director 
Field Operations and Support Division 
Off ice of Mobile Sources 

David Buente, Chief 
Environmental Enforcement Section 
u.s. Department of Justice 

Associate Enforcement Counsels 

Workgroup Members 
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MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

TO: 

Agency Judicial Consent Decree Tracking and Follow-up Directive 
.___-;. 

James M. Stro~ />'/_;;, 
Assistant Admiitistrator 

Assistant Administrators 
Regional Administrators, 1-X 

This memorandum transmits the Agency Judicial Consent Decree Tracking 
and Follow-up Directive. The Directive specifies Agency requirements for how EPA 
Regional Offices track compliance with judicial consent decree requirements and for 
how Regions select and document decisions on appropriate Agency follow-up 
responses to consent deaee violations (for the purposes of this Directive, the use of 
the term "consent decree" also includes judicially imposed court orders). Each 
Region should develop and execute a plan to implement this Directive so that all 
elements will be in place by April 30, 1990. By no later than May 30, each Region 
should submit to me a memorandum detailing the steps they have taken to 
implement the Directive. In addition, we intend to review its implementation 
during this year's audits of the Offices of Regional Counsel. 

The Directive was developed after an extensive review of current Agency 
requireamdl and practices conducted, over the last nine months, in consultation 
with the Enforcement Management Council and the Enforcement Office Directors. 
We appreciate the efforts of the Regional and Headquarters offices, which made 
significant contributions to the study and to the development of the requirements 
outlined in this Directive. The resultant Directive outlines the basic requirements 
that are necessary to effectively manage our consent decree tracking and follow-up 
responsibilities and should be used as a supplement to the Agency "Manual on 
Monitoring and Enforcing Administrative and Judicial Orders", which OECM will 
soon be publishing. 
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There are a few requirements from the Directive that I would like to highlight. 
The Directive emphasizes the need for adequate documentation of each violation 
and the selection of the Agency's enforcement response in response to a violation. 
The documentation requirement is handled through the.use of a form which has 
been kept basic so as to not cause a resource drain on Regional resources. The 
Directive also lays out a requirement for database management but provides each 
Region with maximum flexibility on selecting the appropriate method of 
maintaining its database based on its caseload and computer capabilities. Finally, the 
Directive requires that the Regional Program Division and the Office of Regional 
Counsel jointly select the Agency response to a consent decree violation, with the 
decision made at the Branch Chief or higher level in keeping with the seriousness 
associated with consent decree violations. 

Fulfilling the requirements of the Directive should allow us to successfully 
address the increasing workload associated with the growing number of judicial 
consent decrees. We will soon be discussing with the Headquarters Enforcement 
Office Directors the appropriateness of applying elements of these judicial Directive 
requirements to at least some classes of administrative enforcement orders. 

Each Region currently reports quarterly on the status of each active consent 
decree as part of the Agency's STARS system. OECM would like to move to 
oversight of Regional consent decree tracking and follow-up implementation 
through our existing Regional auditS, rather than through the STARS system. We 
will assess the Regions' success in implementing this Directive with the goal of 
dropping this activity as a STARS reporting measure in FY 1992 We will also be 
working with the Headquarters Enforcement Office Directors to include consent 
decree tracking and follow-up activity in their Regional audit programs. As we 
move to drop the STARS reporting requirements, Regions must assure that their 
consent decree tracking systems have the capacity to provide timely information or 
reports on the compliance status of their consent decrees to respond to information 
requests that might occasionally be made by Agency management or in response to 
outside inquiries. 
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OECM is available to provide assistance to you in implementing this Directive. 
Rick Duffy, Chief of the Compliance Evaluation Branch, or Bill Watt of his staff are 
available to assist the Regions on the technical and management requirements and 
can be reached at 382-3130. Regions interested in exploring the option of using the 
consent decree tracking database management system developed by the National 
Enforcement Investigation Center (the NEIC-CDETS) should contact Rob Laidlaw at 
776-3210. 

Attachment 

cc Headquarters Enforcement Office Directors 
Deputy Regional Administrators, 1-X 
Regional Counsels, 1-X 
Associate Enforcement Counsels 
Acting Director, NEIC 
Regional Program Division Directors, 1-X 
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Judicial Consent Decree Tracking Oirec~1Ve 

JUDICIAL CONSENT DECREE TRACKING AND FOLLOW-UP DIRECTIVE 

PURPOSE 

This directive is provided to clarify and supplement existing Agency 
requirements and guidance for judicial consent decree tracking and follow-up. 
Agency managers responsible for consent decree tracking and follow-up activities 
must implement the requirements of this directive. Managers are also responsible 
for fulfilling any additional requirements for consent decree tracking and follow-up 
that are issued by National Program Managers. This Directive is effective April 30, 
1990. For purposes of this Directive, the term "consent decree" includes judicially 
imposed court orders. 

This directive prescribes judicial consent decree tracking and follow-up 
requirements for the following areas: 

1. Implementing the Agency Guidance on Certification of Compliance with 
Enforcement Agreements 

2. Regional consent decree tracking and follow-up database management 
3. File documentation of consent decree violations 
4. Decisions on Agency follow-up to violations 

A. Responsibility for decision 
B. General criteria for making follow-up decisions 

· C. File documentation of follow-up decisions 
5. Maintaining data on the current status of EPA consent decrees 
6. Termination of consent decrees and closing cases 

BACKGROUND 

Consent Decree Tracking Responsibilities: 

Consent decree tracking and follow-up is conducted by each Regional Office 
under the direction of the Regional Administrator. Within each Region, most 
responsibilities are shared between the Office of Regional Counsel (ORC) and the 
Regional Divisions responsible for program compliance activity. Generally, the 
responsibilities are divided within each Region as follows: 

Regional Program Divisions 

Regional Program Divisions are responsible for the overall management and 
direction of the Regional compliance program in accordance with the policies and 
procedures of the Agency and each National Program Office. In that role, they are 
responsible for the following regional consent decree tracking and follow-up 
activities: 

1. Assuring, along with ORC, that proposed consent decree agreements contain 
provisions/milestones that maximize the Region's ability to determine 
compliance status. 

OECM-EPA January 1990. 
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2. Determining compliance with the consent decree requirements through the 
use of announced and unannounced inspections and the receipt and review of 
deliverables. 

3. Determining whether there are violations of the consent decree and 
notifying the ORC of each violation. 

4. Maintaining a database of consent decree status which tracks completion of 
consent milestones and denotes violations. (Can be a component of a 
Region-wide consent decree database system.) 

5. Determining (jointly with the ORC) the appropriate Agency response to each 
violation. 

6. In concert with the ORC, maintaining complete file documentation of 
consent decree violations and the subsequent follow-up activity, including 
documentation of all consent decree violations and follow-up decisions. (File 
documentation must be maintained in whatever file or files the Region uses as 
the official case file, whether in a separate Program file, ORC file or a common 
Program-ORC file.) 

7. Notifying the ORC when all the requirements of the consent decree have 
been met so that the ORC can track and assist in the termination of the 
decree according to the terms of the decree. 

Offices of Regional Counsel: 

The Office of the Regional Counsel in each Region is responsible for the 
following Regional Office consent decree tracking and follow-up activities: 

OECM-EPA 

1. Asswing that each settlement agreement complies with the "Guidance on 
Certification of Compliance with Enforcement Agreements" Quly 25, 1988 
memorandum from Thomas L. Adams to AAs, RAs, and RCs). 

2. Obtaining a copy of the entered decree and providing it to the appropriate 
regional program compliance office and to the NEIC Central Depository in a 
timely manner. A copy must also be provided to the Financial Management 
Office (FMO) in the Region when the decree requires a penalty payment. 

[ The regional FMO, alter receiving a copy of the entered decree, will enter the 
penalty amount into the Integrated Fmandal Management System (IFMS}. EPA policy 
requires that all judicial penalty amounts be recorded in the IFMS as "accounts 
receivable" and that they be tracked as receivables until collected or terminated. The 
Land and Natural Resources Division at OOJ is the responsible entity for monitoring 
judicial penalty debts and notifying EP A's Financial Management Division of the 
status of penalty payments. This information is placed in the IFMS so that Regions can 
determine if penalties requirements of the decree have been met. The program 
database as well as the Enforcement CX:X:l<ET database should contain a 
milestone/requirement for tracking penalty payment.) 

2 
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3. Determining (jointly with the Regional Program Divisions) the appropriate 
follow-up action the Region will take in response to a violation of the decree. 

4. Providing legal support and services to the programs, as necessary, to enforce 
the consent decree. 

5. In concert with the Program Division, maintaining complete file 
documentation of consent decree violations and the subsequent follow-up 
activity, including documentation of all consent deqee violations and 
follow-up decisions. (File documentation must be maintained in whatever file 
or files the Region uses as the official case file, whether in a separate ORC file, 
Program file, or a common Program-ORC file.) 

6. Maintaining and reporting data on the status of active consent decrees as 
might be required by the Agency management and accountability systems. 

7. Assisting in obtaining the termination of consent decrees which have 
been successfully fulfilled, including updating the Agency IXX:I<ET 
database to reflect current status. 

CONSENT DECREE TRACKING REQUIREMENTS 

1. IMPLEMENTING IBE AGENCY GtnDANCE ON CERTIFICATION OF 
COMPUANCE WITH ENFORCEMENT AGREEMENTS 

Background: 

Certification requirements were prescribed in the July 25, 1988 memorandum 
from Thomas L. Adams Jr. to Assistant Administrators, Regional Administrators 
and Regional Counsels, "Guidance on Certification of Compliance with Enforcement 
Agreements." This Guidance addresses the inclusion of compliance certification 
language (in which a responsible official personally attests to the accuracy of 
information a>ntained in a>mpliance documents made available to EPA pursuant to 
the terms ol a settlement agreement) and the need for including precise , 
documentation requirements for self-certifying provisions of the decree. 

Requirements: 

Each Region must take steps to insure that all staff involved in drafting and 
negotiating consent decrees are fully aware of the requirements of the July 25, 1988 
guidance memorandum and this Policy. (While that guidance applies more broad! y 
than to consent deaees, the discussion in this Policy will refer only to consent 
decrees, consistent with the scope of the rest of the document~) 

Staff involved in drafting consent decrees must incorporate the guidance for 
documentation of compliance and for certification by a responsible official unless 

OECM-EPA 
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they.a:firmatively determine and document that the policy is not applicable to a 
specific ~ase. Therefore, each consei:it decree should specify that all future· reports by 
the settling party to the Agency, which purport to document compliance 
with the terms of the decree, shall be signed by a responsible official. The need for 
certification and documentation requirements should be raised early in the 
negotiation and drafting process. 

Regional managers who review and approve drafted consent decrees must 
assure that the Guidance has been adequately incorporated or determine that the 
Guidance is not applicable for the specific case. · 

Staff and managers within the OECM Associate Enforcement Counsel Offices 
must also review drafted consent decrees for inclusion and/ or applicability of the 
Guidance. Implementation of the certification and documentation requirements 
will be a component of the ongoing oversight and periodic reviews conducted by 
OECM. 

2. REGIONAL CONSENT DECREE TRACI<ING DATABASE MANAGEMENT 

Background: 

Regional Program Divisions are responsible for tracldng compliance with active 
consent decrees once the decree has been entered by the Court. The ORC is 
responsible for obtaining a copy of the entered decree and providing it to the 
Program Division and the Fmandal Management Office (for penalty tracking). If the 
decree has been entered but a copy has not yet been made available, the program can 
use the lodged decree during the interim, if it is known that the final decree was not 
changed. 

Compliance tradcing is accomplished through the receipt of reports and other 
deliverables from the consent deaee parties and through the use of announced and 
unannounced inspections. In order to determine whether a party is currently in 
compliance with the consent agreement, the program compliance staff must 
compare the requirements of each decree with the information gathered through 
inspections and deliverables. In the case of deliverable items, the compliance staff 
should determine if the submission adequately meets the decree requirements. 

Good database management is an important element for effective and timely 
tracldng and reporting of case status. This policy outlines requirements for the 
consent decree databases that are used to track consent deaees for each Regional 
program. Additional elements may be required by each of the National Program 
Offices. 

Requirements: 

Each program responsible for tracking consent decree compliance status must 
maintain a consent decree database (file/record). Each program database must 

4 I 
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include the following information for each active decree: case name and 
enforcement civil judicial docket number, statute/program, all required milestones 
and their due dates, and a block for inserting the date each milestone was completed. 

The consent decree database can be manual, on a personal computer or 
included as a part of a national compliance database such as the CDS of the Air 
Program. The database could also be maintained centrally, as in Region II, where the 
ORC maintains a database of all regional consent decrees using the NEIC - CDETS 
capability. Each Region can choose what database type system(s) to use. For 
programs with only a few consent decrees to track, a manual system may be 
sufficient. Regional programs may opt to use the national compliance database 
depending on its specific capabilities. 

The consent decree database must be maintained in three ways for it to be used 
effectively. Milestones for all decrees must be entered (and revisions, if applicable, 
in the case of amended decrees). On a resl:llar schedule (not less than quarterly), all 
CWTently due (and overdue) milestones must be extracted from the system and made 
available to staff and supervisors. This use as a tickler system will alert staff as to 
what actions are required to be checked on. ·Finally, the dates for completed 
milestones must be put into the database on a regular basis (suggested monthly 
updates). 

.. . 
Maintaining this database in a central location will allow a program easy access 

to the status of all its decrees, the ability to retrieve all due milestones and a complete 
historical record of each decree as staff turnover and assignment changes occur. It 
will also provide documentation of case history for audits or other oversight activity. 

3. FILE DOCUMENTATION OF VIOLATIONS 

Background: 

Program Divisions are responsible for determining if a consent decree violation 
has occurred. Any milestone not complied with by the due date of the consent 
decree constitutes a violation, regardless of the substantive impact of the deviation 
from*t deaee requirement. In certain cases, Program Divisions may need 
to co . the ORC in determining whether a violation has occurred (e.g., 
where a · of fort'e majeure has been made). 

Requirements: 

Regional Program Divisions must notify the ORC of each violation of an active 
consent decree. A violation occurs when any milestone is missed (i.e. a report that is 
one day late is a violation), although there may be instances where, as a matter of 
priority, no formal enforcement action is taken. In addition, a record of the violation 
must be placed in the official Regional case file (see copy of form attached). 

s 
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4. DECISIONS ON AGENCY FOLLOW-UP TO VIOLATIONS 

Background: 

When a violation occurs, the Region must determine the appropriate Agency 
response. In some cases, the violation may not pose a threat to public health or the 
environment or jeopardize the party's ability to meet subsequent milestones or the 
final compliance date. In such instances, after a review including the criteria 
discussed in subsection C below, the program office and ORC may jointly decide that 
no follow-up action is required or that a non-formal response may be appropriate. 
Other violations will be more serious and the program and ORC may decide to take a 
formal enforcement action such as seeking stipulated penalties or initiating a 
contempt action. For all violations it is important for the Agency to document the 
decision process within the case record. For all violations, the responsibility for 
determining the appropriate response action is shared by the Regional Program 
Division and the Office of Regional Counsel. 

Requirements: 

A. Responsibility for decision: 

Once a violation occurs, the Program and the ORC must jointly determine 
the Agency response. Given the seriousness of consent decree violations, 
concurrence must occur at no lower than the Branch Chief level in both Offices. 
Disagreements should be elevated to senior management. On the rare occasion 
when the two offices cannot agree, the issue will be resolved at the RA or ORA level. 

B. File documentation of follow-up decisions: 

The decision concerning how the Agency will respond to a violation must be 
documented in the official Regional case file. The documentation (copy of form 
attached) must include the decision made and the reason for the decision. The 
documentation must also include the signatures of the responsible Program Office 
and ORC Branch Chiefs (or higher level). -

C. General Criteria for follow-up decisions: 

When the Agency enters into a consent decree we expect the defendant to 
comply. We take compliance with the decree very seriously and expect all parties to 
take all steps necessary for timely compliance. As a result, if they are in violation, we 
will normally respond for the purpose of remedying the violation, obtaining a 
penalty, or both. However, given the need to set priorities, we may not choose to 
take a formal action in every instance. The Region is delegated authority to decide 
what follow-up action, if any, to take. The decision not to take a formal action is a 
serious judgment required to be made jointly by the Regional Program Division and 
the Office of Regional Counsel at the Branch Chief or higher level. 

IL O_E_C_M_-_EP_A ______________ 
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In selecting the appropriate response, the following factors/ criteria might be 
considered. 

Environmental Harm Caused. by Violation: What is the level of risk to 
human health and to the ambient surroundings for continuing 
noncompliance? 

Duration of the Violation: How long has the violation continued? Has the 
violation been continuous or interrupted? Has the violation been corrected? 

Good Faith/Bad Faith (Compliance history): Was the violation deliberate? 
Has the party been notified that it was in violation and continued to violate? 
Has the party demonstrated good or bad faith in its past efforts to comply or 
respond to Agency efforts? Is there a pattern of violations which suggests 
inattention ·to its compliance obligations, even though the individual 
violations are not, in themselves, of major concern? 

Deterrence Value: Will an action deter future violations? 
Ability to Respond: Will the enforcement action result in compliance? 

Will the facility meet its final compliance date, even though it missec:Pan 
interilfl date? 

Economic Gain: Has the violator gained an economic advantage over its 
competitors as a result of the violation? 

Violations for which a decision not to take a formal action based on competing 
priorities might be appropriate would generally find the party on the positive side of 
the factors above (i.e. no or limited environmental harm from the violation, good 
compliance record, etc.). Situations where the Agency might exercise its discretion 
not to take an action might include: 

- Late reporting with no environmental consequence and without a 
past pattern of delay or noncompliance. 

- Missed milestone, not a major requirement, with expectation they will be in 
compliance with/by the next milestone.· 

- Violation of an interim limit, magnitude of the e>cceedence is minor, with 
compliance now achieved or anticipated shortly. 

5. MAINVJNING REGIONAL CONSENT DECREE IRACI<ING $TATIJS 

Background: · 

Currently, each ORC is responsible for providing consent decree status reports 
each quarter to OECM as part of the Agency SPMS system. In most Regions, the 
information for this report is collected from each program and combined into a 
Regional report. 
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Requirements: 

The ORCs will continue to be responsible for maintaining information on 
regionwide status of consent decrees and providing Regional reports to OECM, as 
required. The specific nature of these reports may change from the current ST AR 
measure. Regional Program Divisions are responsible for supplying 
program-specific information or reports to ORC that might be needed to fulfill 
national reporting requirements in addition to meeting the requirements of their 
National Program Office. 

6. TERMINATION OF CONSENT DECREES AND CLOSING OF CASES 

Background: 

A judicial enforcement case with a consent decree is successfully completed 
when all the requirements of the consent decree, including penalty payments, have 
been met and the termination clause satisfied. At that point, the consent decree 
should be terminated in accordance with the terms of the decree. Agency databases 
and status reports need to accurately reflect the current status of cases (including cases 
where the requirements of the decree have been fully met, cases for which 
termination of the decree is due, and cases which have been closed after consent 
decree termination). Accurate data are needed to report the status of active decrees 
and for planning, budgeting and other management purposes. 

Requirements: 

Program Divisions, as part of their responsibility for tracking consent decree 
compliance status, must notify the ORC when all the requirements of the consent 
decree have been satisfied. 

The ORC is responsible for working with OOJ to effect the termination of the 
consent decrees, in accordance with the termination clause of the decree (timeframe, 
automatic, plaintiff or defendant motion). The ORC is responsible for tracking the 
termination status of inactive decrees and assisting the completion of plaintiff 
responsibilities, as appropriate. The ORC is responsible for maintaining the current 
status of these decrees in the Agency DOCKET system and closing cases after 
termination. 

I OECM-EPA I 
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CONSENT DECREE VIOLATION AND FOLLOW·UP FORM 

1(. PART A: REPORT OF VIOLATION· .. 

Case Name: ---------
Program/Statute:-------

EPA Docket# --------

Requirement(s) in violation: ---------------------

Requirement due date: __ _ 
Requirement was completed late: __ _ 

(when) 
Requirement not completed: __ 

(check) 

Com1T11nm: ------------------------------------------------

Violation documented by: Signature/date: 

Print name: 

Title/organization: 

0 Type of enforcement action planned: -----------------

D Enforcement action dltarminad not to be appropriate for the following reason(s): _____ _ 

Concurrences by: Program Division Office of Regional Counsel 

Name /S9°'1tue: 

Orgaruation title: 

Date: 

EPA-OECM Form 



CHAPTER TWO 

COLLECTING ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES 

This chapter describes the roles and responsibilities of EPA 
offices (Regions and Headquarters) in colleciing penalties 
(initial and stipulated) assessed under administrative penalty 
programs with the exception of the CERCLA (Superfund) Program and 
Section 311 of the Clean Water Act (CWA). The Superfund Program 
has issued specific program guidance for the collection of 
superfund debts. CWA section 311 administrative penalties are 
assessed and collected by the u.s Coast Guard. 

Penalties assessed in final administrative orders are considered 
debts under Chapter 31 of the United States Code governing Federal 
Money and Finance. Thus, Federal and EPA debt collection 
regulations and procedures must be followed in collecting 
penalties. 

Failure to ad.here to official Agency financial management 
procedures could subject an individual to discip~inary action for -
misuse and mismanagement of Federal funds. If you have any 
questions about the recejpt or collection of penalty funds, check 
with your local Financial Management Office (FMO) or the EPA 
Claims Collection Officer in the Office of General Counsel. 

Authority for Administrative Penalty Collection 

Statute and Regulations 

Fiscal Accounting 

Chapter 31 u.s.c. 3512 ~ ~ requires the heads of each 
executive agency to establish and maintain a system for accounting 
and internai controls. The EPA Delegations Manual authorizes the 
Director of nm to develop Agency-wide financial policies and 
procedures and to maintain the official books of record. 
Authority also is delegated to Headquarters and local Financial 
Management Offices (servicing FMOs) to provide general accounting 
services and to receive and deposit funds. Procedures pertaining 
to fiscal management of penalty debts are set forth in Office of 
the Comptroller's Resource's Management Directives System (RMDS) 
2540 Chapter 9. [This Directive is currently being revised and 
when final shall be made an Appendix in this chapter). Agency
wide financial policies include the establistunent of an EPA FMO 
lockbox system for the payment of administrative enforcement 
penalties and Superfund payments. See Appendix 1 of this chapter. 
However, the Superfund Program has a separate Directive (RMDS 
2550D) for financial management of the Superfund Program. 
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Administrative Debt Collection 

Chapter 31 u.s.c. 3701 g_t_ ~· requires the heads of agencies to 
attempt collection of all claims (including fines and penalties) 
of the United States arising out of activities of the agency. 
section 3701 also provides that executive agencies may compromise 
claims of not more than $20,000 (excluding interest). The Federal 
Claims Collection Standards (FCCS) at 4 c.F.R. 101-105 and the EPA 
Claims Collection Standards (CCS) at 40 CFR Part 13 prescribe 
minimum debtor notification requirements and collection 
procedures. 

EPA's Office of the comptroller is responsible for establishing 
minimum notification requirements and for taking the necessary 
collection actions. These duties have been delegated to the 
Financial Management Division (FMD) in the Office of the 
comptroller as described below. 

Consolidated Rules of Practice for Administrative Proceedings 

Prior to April 1985, the EPA Hearing Clerks who maintained the 
administrative case docket for Administrative Law Judges were 
responsible for collecting penalties under the 1980 Consolidated 
Rules of Practice (C.R.O.P.). 40 C.F.R. 22.31 of C.R.O.P. 
requires the respondent (debtor) to send payments to the Regional 
Hearing Clerk. In April 1985, this procedure was superseded by an 
Agency-wide decision to have all debts including penalties paid 
through the EPA Regional lockbox system. See Appendix 1 of this 
chapter for the list of Regional lockbox depositories. The 
consolidated Rules of Practice are in the process of being revised 
to make the rules consistent with these procedures. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

The collection of administrative penalties requires the 
coordination of the Regional Program Office (RPO), the Regional 
Financial Management Office (FMO), the Office of Regional counsel 
(ORC) and the Regional Hearing Clerk. Their respective roles and 
responsibilities are described below. Each Office should 
designate a specific individual or position as a contact point for 
dealing with financial matters. 
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A model "streamlined" system for carrying out these procedures 
and coordinating the interlocking responsibilities of the above 
EPA offices is described in Appendix 2 of this chapter. This 
model system will be adopted in the final RMDS~ 2540. 

Reoional Program Off ice 

The RPO has overall responsibility for implementing an 
administrative penalty program pursuant to national program 
guidance. This includes tracking final orders until all 
requirements, including penalty payments, have been met. Since 
collection of administrative penalties must be done in accordance 
with Chapter 31 of the u.s.c., the RPO must inform the Regional 
FMO when a penalty has been assessed (final order) and must inform 
the violator to pay penalties through the EPA Regional lockbox 
system. For each final order, an individual will be designated to 
coordinated with the FMO on all activities pertaining to payment 
of the penalty. 

The RPO, as the originating office of the final order, must 
provide to the FMO, within three working days of a signed final 
order, the following: 

o A copy of the signed final order containing the penalty 
assessment and the transmittal letter to the violator. 
A copy of the "Bill for Stipulated Penalties" where this 
requirement applies based on discussions at pages 2-5 
through 2-7. For installment payments, attach also a 
schedule of payment amounts and respective due dates. 

o The form entitled: EPA Enforcement Payment Accounts 
Receivable Control Number Form (see Appendix 2 of this 
chapter), hereinafter referred to as the Enforcement 
Control Number Form, with the originating office data 
included. The Enforcement Control Number Form should be 
attached to the final order. This form should be used 
when sending documents to the FMO that create a new 
acc:ounts receivable, including a "Bill for Stipulated 
Penalties", or to modify an existing accounts 
receivable. The FMO will return the Form to the RPO 
with the accounts receivable control number. The Form 
with the control number filled in should be included in 
the RPO case file for review in the context of audits. 

The RPO also is responsible for notifying the FMO of any errors or 
changes in the status of the penalty assessed in the final order 
or the assessment of stipulated penalties for violations of 
requirements of the order. The RPO must ensure that the EPA 
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Regional lockbox number is on all documents drafted and negotiated 
and transmitted to the Defendant regarding the payment of 
penalties. 

Where the ORC, by agreement with the RPO, is the or1g1nating 
office in drafting, negotiating, litigating or settling the 
administrative case or assessing stipulated penalties, the ORC 
must perform all of the above requirements in lieu of the RPO. 
This includes designating a specific individual as a point of 
contact for each final order. 

Regional Financial Management Off ice 

The Headquarters Financial Management Division, along with the 
Regional FMO, is responsible for maintaining and updating the 
Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS), the Agency's 
official system for reporting the status of penalty payments. 
Upon receipt of the copy of a final penalty order and the 
Enforcement Control Number Form (see Appendix 2 of this chapter),_ 
the local FMO is responsible for establishing the "accounts 
receivable" file. The FMO must then fill out the remaining portion 
of the Enforcement control Number Form including the accounts 
receivable number and send copies of the Form to the RPO, ORC and 
the Regional Hearing Clerk. 

Once entered into the IFMS as an accounts receivable, the local 
FMO is responsible for tracking the accounts receivable, accepting 
penalty payments through the EPA Regional lockbox system, sending 
out demand letters when penalty payments_ are not received, 
assessing interest and handling charges, maintaining the general 
ledger, and making every effort to collect debts. 

The FMO also is responsible, using the IFMS control number, for 
keeping the RPO, ORC and Regional Hearing Clerk informed on the 
status of penalty collection including sending these offices 
copies of payments. The FMO must also notify the RPO and the ORC 
when the penalty debt is 120 days in arrears and/or when it 
anticipates that the debt collection remedies available under its 
authorities will not be successful in collecting the debt. FMO 
collection remedies available include demand letters, private 
collection agencies and credit bureaus or agencies. 

Off ice of Regional Counsel 

The ORC is responsible for taking appropriate action (with the 
concurrence of the RPO) when notified by the local FMO that a 
penalty debt is 120 days in arrears. The ORC must decide and 
notify the local FMO in writing within 30 days on whether to (ll 
recommend to the Regional Administrator that the uncollected debt 
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be referred to the Department of Justice, Land and Natural 
Resources Division for the initiation of a judicial action, (2) 
authorize additional FMO collection procedures such as private 
collection agencies or (3) terminate the debt. The ORC is 
responsible for keeping the RPO and the FMO informed in writing, 
using the IFMS control number, on the status of any penalty debt 
referred to the ORC for enforcement action. 

If the ORC is the originating office of the final order instead of 
the RPO, then the ORC is responsible for the duties described in 
the RPO section with regard to notifying the local FMO of the 
creation of a penalty debt. 

Regional Hearing Clerk 

The Regional Hearing Clerk is responsible for maintaining the 
Administrative Law Judge Hearing Docket. Since April 1985 when 
the EPA lockbox ~~yment procedure was established, the Regional 
Hearing Clerk has not had the responsibility for receiving penalty 
payments. see Appendix l of this chapter. However, the Hearing 
Clerk is responsible for maintaining the official adlllinistrative 
record on each case including updating the official record when 
he/she receives notice from the FMO that a penalty payment ~s 
been received. The Hearing Clerk should enter the IFMS control 
number into the case file so that penalty payment update 
information can be requested from the IFMS when needed. 

Financial Management Collection Proce4ures 

This section describes the procedures for tracking "accounts 
receivable" and collecting penalties pursuant to Chapter 31 of the 
u.s.c., the Federal and EPA Claim Collection Standards, and 
Treasury Department and OMB requirements as set forth in the EPA 
Office of Comptroller, Resource Management Directives System 
( RMDS). 

Accrual Accounting 

Chapter 31 u.s.c. 3512 entitled, "Executive Agency Accounting 
Systems", prescribes the use of accrual accounting. Under the 
accrual basis of accounting, an accounts receivable represents the 
amount due from others, and is accounted for as an asset from the 
time of the event giving rise to such a claim (the time the 
event occurs), until such time as the amount is collected, or 
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determined to be uncollectible in whole or in part. The 
responsible FMO is to enter promptly every billing transaction 
into the IFMS to establish and allow for the tracking of the 
receivable. Chapter 31 u.s.c. 3701 .e..t. s..eg. requires agencies to 
charge interest on outstanding debts from the.date on which 
notification of the amount is first mailed to· the debtor (the 
original billing), and assess other processing and handling 
charges, unless the debt is paid by the due date. 

Action Document That Establishes the Penalty Debt 

FMOs must account for all funds due the Federal goverrunent as a 
result of EPA activities. EPA enforcement offices must inform the 
FMOs when a penalty debt has been created. The "action document" 
that establishes the creation of an up-front or stipuiated penalty 
debt is described below. 

Up-Front Penalty <Past Violations) 

Under the FMD systein, an EPA up-front administrative or judicial 
penalty becomes an EPA accounts receivable when a final order is 
issued. This is considered the "action document that establishes 
a debt". The transmittal letter and copy of the final order 
(action document) that the RPO sends to the violator constitutes 
the "original billing" in financial management language. If the 
penalty is DQ.t paid in accordance with the terms in the original 
bill, follow-up letters sent by the local FMO are called "demand 
letters". 

Stipulated Penalties <Future Violations> 

Stipulated penalties are penalties, agreed to by the violator at 
the time of entering into settlement, as being payable in the 
event that the violator does not comply with specified terms of 
the agreement.. 

In the case of stipulated penalties, the FMD "action document" is 
a written notice to the violator entitled: "Bill for Stipulated 
Penalties". Once a stipulated penalty provision has been 
triggered, the responsible Agency enforcement official sends the 
violator a transmittal letter and a "Bill for Stipulated 
Penalties" that informs the violator of the amount of money due 
the Agency under the stipulated provision, the date it is due and 
the method for payment (EPA lockbox). 
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The wording of the stipulated penalties provision determines when 
the penalty has become an accounts receivable. The two common 
options are: (1) the settlement agreement may provide that the 
penalty is automatically due upon the occurrence or non-occurrence 
of a specified event, or (2) the· settlement agreement may make the 
penalty payable only on demand by the government. The guidance on 
the use of stipulated penalties, located in Appendix 2 of Chapter 
One, provides additional information on these options. This 
manual does not dictate an option but identifies when the accounts 
receivable is triggered under each of these options and the 
process for collecting stipulated penalties. 

If the wording of a stipulated penalty provision is "on demand", 
then the accounts receivable is created only after the designated 
Agency enforcement official determines that a penalty is due the 
Federal government. Once the determination is made, a "Bill for 
Stipulated Penalties" (action document) is sent to the violator. 
With the "on-demand" provision, the responsible Agency enforcement 
official makes a determination to demand a penalty pursuant to any 
terms negotiated in the original consent order. Prior to the 
issuance of the official "Bill for Stipulated Penalties" (action 
document), any letters, discussions and negotiations regarding the 
activation of a stipulated penalty provision pursuant to our 
statutory enforcement authority and any dispute resolution clause 
provided under the consent order do not constitute the creation of 
an accounts receivable. 

Only after any disputes over an "on-demand" stipulated penalty 
provision have been resolved in accordance with the guidance on 
the Use of Stipulated Penalties in EPA Settlement Agreements (See 
Appendix 2 of Chapter 1), will the designated Agency enforcement 
official send the violator the "Bill for Stipulated Penalties" 
(action document). The FMO should receive a copy of the "Bill" 
and a completed Enforcement control Number Form as notice that a 
new accounts receivable has been created. 

If the wording of a stipulated penalty provision is "automatic", 
then the accounts receivable is created at the time the specified 
event occurs. As soon as the responsible Agency enforcement 
official monitoring the Final Order (RPO or ORC) learns of the 
occurrence or non-occurrence of the specified event, a transmittal 
letter and "Bill for Stipulated Penalties" (action document) 
should be sent to remind the violator of the amount due, the date 
it was due and the method for payment (EPA lockbox). The FMO 
should receive a copy of the "Bill" and a completed Enforcement 
control Nwnber Form. 
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Under the "automatic" provision, penalty amounts can only be 
altered by formally amending the original final order. such 
amendments may be required because of unforeseen changes to the 
significant event which triggers the stipulated penalty provision. 
Where an amendment is required, the "Bill for Stipulated 
Penalties" and an amended final order signed by the Regional 
Administrator (or his/her delegatee) should be sent to the 
violator, with copies to FMD, as the "action document" that 
establishes the stipulated penalty debt. 

Notifying the Debtor 

Once the designated EPA ~nforcement personnel has determined that 
an up-front or stipulated penalty "debt" has been established and 
has prepared the appropriate "action document" that creates the 
accounts receivable, the next step in debt collection is notifying 
the debtor that penalties are due (the original billing). Both 
the transmittal letter and· the final order drafted by the RPO (or 
the ORC if lead) should include clear instr.uctions to the debtor -
on terms and conditions for payment, including how much is due, 
when it is due, where the payment is to be made under the EPA 
Regional lockbox system and the consequences of default. The 
specific language on payment instructions is in the model system 
in Appendix 2 of this chapter. 

Notifying the FMO of Penalties Assessed 

Within three working days of a signed agreement, the RPO (or the 
ORC if lead) should send copies of the transmittal letter and 
final order (original billing) to the FMO, thus notifying the FMO 
that penalties have been assessed. Attached to the final order 
and transmittal letter should be the completed Enforcement control 
Number Form (see Appendix 2). The Regional Hearing Clerk and the 
ORC attorney also should be sent copies of the transmittal letter 
and final order for their records. 

Establishing Accounts Receivable· 

The servicing FMO will establish an accounts receivable for each 
final order in accordance with Agency financial management 
procedures. The FMO will notify the RPO, ORC and Regional Hearing 
Clerk of the IFMS accounts receivable control number by filling 
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out the FMO section of the Enforcement control Number Form and 
sending each designated office a copy of the form with the 
attached front page of the final order. 

Follow-Up Billings 

Until payment is received, or the debt is referred to the ORC 
for judicial collection, the servicing FMO will be responsible for 
follow-up billings (demand letters). 

o 30 days after the due date--First demand letter is sent to 
the debtor, providing notice that payment has not been 
received, interest has begun to accrue and a handling 
charge is being assessed. 

o 60 days after the due date--Second demand payment letter is 
sent providing notice that interest and handling charges 
are accruing and advising of the consequences of failure,~o_ 
pay. 

o 90 days after the due date--Final demand letter is sent, 
repeating the information on interest, handling charges and 
the assessment of a late payment penalty. 

o 120 days after the due date--The FMO notifies the ORC in 
writing that collection activities have been unsuccessful 
and that payment is 120 days outstanding. The debt then 
becomes the responsibility of the. ORC ,. but. the FMO can 
provide advice to the ORC on the availability of other FMO 
collection activities such as referral to a credit agency. 

Uncollected Aaministrative Penalties Debts 

As noted above, at 120 days, after receiving no response to the 
third demand letter, the responsible FMO must review the case to 
determine whether there are any additional means available that 
could be successful in collecting the administrative penalty 
(debt). This includes the use of a private collection agency. At 
this point,. 120 days after the penalty due date, the FMO should 
refer the uncollected debt (accounts receivable) to the ORC with a 
recommendation on whether to pursue additional FMO collection 
activities. 
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ORC Option Selection 

ORC option selection must occur within 30 days of a referral from 
the FMO to the ORC. The ORC should consult with the FMO and RPO 
and select one of the following options: (1). refer to the DOJ for 
judicial enforcement action, (2) pursue additional FMO collection 
activities such as referral to a private collection agency, or (3) 
rec.ommend suspension or termination of the debt. Options 2 and 3 
are ~arried out pursuant to Chapter 31 u.s.c. 3701 (Federal Claims 
Collection Act) and the Federal and EPA Claims Collection 
Standards. Once either Option 2 or 3 is chosen, Option 1, 
referral to DOJ for judicial enforcement, cannot be pursued absent 
stringent unanticipated circumstances where our enforcement 
authority must be upheld. 

Option selection is required to avoid confusion over who in EPA is 
responsible and accountable for collecting funds owed to the 
Federal. government. Under Option 1, once the administrative debt 
is referred to DOJ-LNRD, DOJ is responsible for pursuing 
collection of the debt and keeping the ORC informed. Under 
Options 2 and 3, the debt is pursued within EPA under the FMO 
collection procedures set forth in RMDS directives and the FMO is 
responsible for collection efforts. 

The reason for interrupting FMO collection activities at 120 days 
and ref erring the debt to the ORC for option selection is to 
ensure that EPA's enforcement authority is not compromised by 
pursuing open-ended administrative debt collection activities. 
Federal agencies including EPA only recently have received 
statutory authority to use private collection· agencies. Until the 
EPA has sufficient experience with private collection agencies and 
that experience shows that the debts can be collected quickly 
(within 30 days), the recommendation of this Manual is that the 
penalty debt be referred to DOJ-LNRD for judicial enforcement. 
This approach reinforces EPA's enforcement policy to escalate the 
enforcement response from the administrative to the judicial forum 
in response to continuing noncompliance. 

The ORC must notify the FMO in writing, within 30 days from 
receiving notice from the FMO of a penalty payment default, of its 
choice of options. A copy of the written notification should be 
included in the case file. If Option 1 is chosen, the written 
notice to the FMO should include a statement that EPA is pursuing 
its enforcement options under the appropriate statute and 
referring the debt to DOJ-LNRD. With Option 1, the ORC should be 
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prepared to update the FMO quarterly on the status of DOJ debt 
collection. Quarterly notice is important because while the FMO 
is no longer responsible for pursuing collection under Option 1, 
the FMO is still responsible to the Comptroller and OMB for 
quarterly reports on the status of all debts bwed to the Federal 
government (including those referred to DOJ for collection) as a 
result of EPA activities. 

On rare occasions, the ORC, after consulting with the FMO and the 
RPO, may determine that the debt is uncollectible and should be. 
suspended or terminated to save any further loss of agency 
resources in attempting to collect the debt. 

Procedures for referring the debt to DOJ for judicial enforcement 
or for suspending or terminating the debt are explained below. 

Escalation of Enforcement Action on uncollected AdD\inistrative 
Penalties. 

As noted above, EPA's enforcement policy is to escalate the 
enforcement response from an administrative to judicial action 
when a violator does not comply with the administrative order 
requirements. Thus, there is a presumption that all 
administrative debts are collectable irrespective of the amount. 
However, debts under $600 should not be referred to DOJ for 
judicial action unless specific requirements _/ are met. 

once DOJ-LNRD has obtained a judicial judgment on an outstanding 
administrative debt, the judgment is referred to the USAO. The 
USAO conducts Federal (DOJ) collection activities in accordance 
with the law of the State in which the debtor resides. 

1 Debt collection procedures set forth at 4 C.F.R. 105.4 state: 
"Agencies will not refer claims of less than $600, exclusive 
of interest, penalties, and administrative costs, for 
litigation unless: (a) Referral is important to a significant 
enforcement policy, or (b) the debtor not only has the clear 
ability to pay the claim but the Government can effectively 
enforce payment, having due regard for the exemptions 
available to the debtor under State and Federal law and the 
judicial remedies available to the Government." 
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The USAO also may be able to use the IRS tax off set referral 
program for collecting delinquent penalties once a judicial 
judgment has been obtained. 

Evaluating Whether to Recommend Termination of the Debt 

Administrative penalty debts should be terminated only in extreme 
circumstances. In evaluating whether to terminate the debt, the 
following items should be considered: 

o Inability to collect any substantial amount; 

o Inability to locate the debtor; 

o The IRS tax offset program is not a viable option; 

o Cost will exceed recovery; 
-Even where no assets are currently available, the deterrent impact 

on other similarly situated violators if the government pursues 
its judicial debt collection remedies to the fullest must be 
considered before the debt is terminated. 

Procedures for Compromising. suspending or Terminating a Debt 

EPA Delegation 1-28 authorizes the EPA General counsel to collect, 
compromise, suspend or end collection action on EPA claims for 
money or property (including penalties) arising out of EPA 
activities that are less than $20,000. The General Counsel has 
re-delegated this authority to the EPA Claims Officer in the 
Office of General Counsel. The EPA Claims Officer has re
delegated to the Director of FMD limited authority to compromise, 
terminate or suspend debts (See Appendix 3). Authority and 
monetary liaits are as follows: 

$ Amount. 

less than 4,000 
less than 6,000 
less than 20,000 
greater than 20,000 

Off ice 

Regional FMO 
HO FMD 
EPA Claims Officer, OGC 
DOJ 

Administrative penalty debts of less than $6,000 can be terminated 
by the FMD with the concurrence of the ORC and RPO. Debts greater 
than $6,000 but less than $20,000 must be referred to the OGC EPA 
Claims Officer and require the concurrence of the ORC and the RPO. 
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Debts greater than $20,000 should be referred to the DOJ Land and 
Natural Resources Division for judicial collection action through 
the direct referral process described in Chapter Four, Appendix 1. 

Closure 

The servicing FMO will continue to carry a debt referred to ORC or 
the DOJ as a receivable, including interest, penalties and 
handling charges, until the debt is paid in full, compromised and 
paid, or written off. Therefore, the EPA office to which the debt 
has been referred for further collection activity or termination 
should update the FMO, quarterly, on the status of the 
"receivable" using the IFMS control number. The EPA office also 
should send to the FMO copies of any change in the "receivable" as 
a result of these activities. 
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RESOURCES MANAGEMENT DIRECTTVES 
CASH MANAGEMENT 
RECEIVABLES ANO l!WNGS 

PMO 

ae;ion 1 -
lo1ton 

ll•;ion 2 -
llev York 

lle;ion 3 • 
Phil•d•lphia 

ll•;ion ' -
Atlanta 

lle;ion 5 -
Chicago 

••;ion 6 • 
Dallas 

Region ' -
&anaaa Cit)' 

lle;lon I -
1an1a1 Cltr 

• 

aeglon I -
Ian rranclaeo 

••;ion 10 -•••ttl• 

Apperdl IMO-N 

LQC!(BOX ADOBESSQ 

LOCltlOX IAMI 

Mellon lank 

Mellon aank 

Mellon lank 

Th•-Cltia•n• and 
Southern National lank 

Th• Pir1t National 
lank of Chicago 

Mellon aank 

R•llon lank 

Mellon lank 

••11on lank 

ll•llon lank 

2S40 

ADDRESS POR 
llEMITTING PAYMENT 

IPA • ae;lon 1 
P.O. lox l60197M 
Pittsburgh, PA 15251 

IPA - ll•;ion 2 
P.O. lox J60188M 
Pittsburgh, PA 15251 

IPA - ll•;ion 3 
P.O. lox 360515M 
Pittsburgh, PA 15251 

IPA - lle;ion 4 
P.O. loa 100142 -
Atlant·a, CA 30384 

IPA - lleglon 5 
P.O. lox '70753 
Chicago, IL 60673 

IPA - lle;ton 6 
P.O. lox 360582M 
Pittsburgh, PA 15251 

IPA - ••;ion '7 
P.O. lox 360741M 
Pittsburgh, PA 15251 

IPA • lleglon I 
t.o. lox JIOIStM 
Plttaburgh, PA 15251 

DA • ae;lon t 
P.O. lox J60113M 
Plttaburgh, PA 15251 

DA - aegion 10 
t.o. lox J60tOJM 
•tttaburgh, IA 15251 
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RESOURCES MANAGEMENT OtAECTIWS 
FINANCIAL. MANAGEMENT OF n-tE SUPERFUNO PROGRAM 
REGIONAL SUPE~FUNO LOCKBOX OEPOSl'TORIES 

25500 

71251 

REGIONAL SUPERFUND LOCKBOX DEPOSITORIES 

Region 1 
Boston 

Region 2 
New Yolk 

Region 3 
Philadelphia 

At01Dn I 
Sin Franc:llCD 

AIOIOft 10 
5111119 

LOCKBOX IANK 

Melon In 

Mtloftln 

Utlonlft 

ADDRESS FOR 
BEMITIJNG PAYMEKT 

EPA· Region 1 
Attn: Superlund ACc:ounting 
P.O. Bo1 380117M 
PlnSburgh, PA 15251 

EPA· Region 2 
Aftn: Supertund Accounting 
P.O. Bo1 380111M 
Plftlburgh, PA 15251 

EPA· Rt;lon 3 
Aftn: Supertund Accounting 
P.O. Bo1 3I0515M 
Pltlburgn, PA 15251 

EPA • Rt;ion ~ 
Aftn: Supertuncl Accounting 
P.O. lo1 1001'2 
Allaftta. GA 30384 

EPA • Region 5 
Attn: Supetfund Accounting 
p .o. Bo1 70753 
Chicago, IL 80173 

EPA • Region I 
Attn: Supetfund Accounting 
P .0. lo1 380582M 
Pltlburgh, PA 15251 

IPA· Alglon 7 
Aan: Supeffuncl Accounting 
1'.0. lo1.07'8M 
Plltlbur;fl. PA 15251 

EPA· Regton I 
Aan: Supelfuncl Accounting 
... O. lo13IOISIM 
Plllbur;fl. PA 15251 

EPA· Region I 
Aan: Supeffuncl Accounting 
, .o. lo• 310ll3M 
Plllburgh. PA 15251 

EPA· AeOioft 10 
Ann: Supeffuncl AccOunting 
P .0. 8o1 380903M 
Plt*lr;f\, PA 15251 
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MODEL SYSTEM FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY COLLECTION 

Introduction 

The Regions require a systematic method for tracking the payment 
of the fines and penalties under agreements which conclude with 
enforcement actions. Although the servicing Financial Management 
Office (FMO) has the lead responsibility for tracking the accounts 
receivable and collecting the fines and penalties, the RPO and ORC 
(if lead) must notify the FMO of the assessment of an 
administrative penalty so that the FMO can establish an "accounts 
receivable". 

In order to have a sound tracking system: (1) EPA must make it 
clear to the person owing the money how much is due, when it is 
due, the interest accrual if not paid when due, and where payment 
is to be made; (2) the final order must be sent to the FMO for 
tracking; and (3) there must be a way to verify and record receipt 
of the payment. 

Region v has recognized the need for a systematic approach and in 
June 1987 instituted procedures for the payment of fines; 
penalties and reimbursements under administrative orders. These 
procedures were originally developed as a joint effort among the 
Region v Regional counsel, Program, and Financial Management 
staffs. The procedures have proven to work well because they 
define each party's responsibility in the process and they 
represent a joint effort in their development. 

Region V's procedures for administrative penalty collection have 
been adopted in this Manual but modified to include the EPA 
Enforcement Payment Accounts Receivable Control Number Form 
(hereinafter referred to as the Enforcement Control Number Form) 
located at the end of this Appendix. The Enforcement Control 
Number Form was a necessary addition to allow consistent tracking 
of the same accounts receivable (penalty) by different EPA 
offices. 

The Final Order 

once the final administrative order (AO) has been signed by the 
Regional Administrator, the appropriate RPO (or ORC if originating 
office) will send the signed AO with a transmittal letter to the 
respondent (debtor) in the case by certified mail (return receipt 
requested) and send a copy to the attorney representing the party. 
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The program office also will fill out the "originating office" 
section of the IFMS Form (see p. 2-A2-50), attach to the IFMS Form 
the final copy of the AO and the transmittal letter to the 
respondent, and send them to: 

0 the Regional Financial Management Office; 

0 the Regional counsel; 

0 the Regional Hearing Clerk; and 

0 the Headquarter's program off ice (where required by the 
Headquarter's program.) 

Both the AO and the transmittal letter must include the following 
provisions: 

o payment of the fine .or penalty must be made by the date 
specified in the executed order; 

o a statement to the effect that if payment is not 
received within 30 days of the date of the notification 
(billing), interest charges will be assessed from the date 
of notification through the date of payment at a rate 
established by the U.S. Treasury (rate changes, no more 
frequently than quarterly). Additionally, a hand-
ling charge will be imposed in 30-day increments 
consisting of $15.00 after the first 30 days and 
$15.00 for each additional 30-day increment. A six 
percent per annum penalty will be applied on any 
principal amount not paid within 90 days of the due 
date applied 120 days from the date of the bill; 

o payment of the fine or penalty is to be made to the 
designated lockbox for the Region; and, 

o transiaittal of copies of the check to any designated 
person in the program and/or the ORC. 

When the FMO receives the AO, the transmittal letter, and the IFMS 
Form, the assessed penalty amount will be entered into the 
Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS) as an accounts 
receivable and will be given an IFMS control number. This number 
will be entered on the Enforcement Control Number Form and copies 
of the Form and the front page of the AO will be sent to the 
designated offices on the Form. 
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Once the FMO gets confirmation of the payment from the bank, the 
FMO will update the accounts receivable. A copy of the payment 
with the IFMS control number will be forwarded by the FMO to the 
designated persons in the ORC and RPO for their tracking purposes. 
A copy also will be sent to the Regional Hearing Clerk who 
maintains the official administrative record on the case. 

Modifications and Stipulated Penalties 

Once an accounts receivable has been established for a penalty 
order, two events could change the accounts receivable: 

o Modifications - An order could be amended to increase 
or reduce the total up-front penalties assessed in the 
order. This requires an amended order signed by the 
Regional Administrator. 

o Stipulated Penaltie;, - The order may provide that if 
milestone(s) are mis~ed, stipulated penalties will 
be assessed. This requires a "Bill for Stipulated 
Penalties" to be sent to the violator for the 
original amount agreed to in the order. Depending 
on the wording of the stipulated penalties clause, a 
change in the stipulated penalty amount to be paid 
may require an amended order signed by the Regional 
Administrator (or his/her delegatee). 

The RPO or the (ORC if lead)-has the responsibility for notifying 
the FMO of modifications or stipulated penalties using the 
Enforcement Control Number Form that contains the IFMS accounts 
receivable control number. The same procedures described in "The 
Final Order" section above, apply for implementing modifications 
and stipulated penalties. 

Failure to Pay Penalties 

All EPA administrative penalty debt collection activities must be 
done pursuant to Resources Management Directives (RMDS) 2540, 
Chapter 9). All Superfund debt collection activities must be done 
pursuant to RMDS 25500. 

correction of Errors on Accounts Receivable 

If an account receivable is no longer valid (e.g., EPA was in 
error in the amount of penalty assessed in the Final Order), the 
appropriate RPO or ORC lead official must notify the servicing FMO 
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in writing. The memorandum should reference the specific IFMS 
control order number, date, name and amount. An explanation for 
the change in the status of the account receivable also should be 
provided in the memorandum. Copies should be sent to the 
appropriate parties as described previously in the "Final Order" 
section of this Appendix. 
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EPA ENFORCEMENT ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CONTROL NUMBER FORM 

TO BE FIT.I.Im OUT BY ORIGINATING OFFICE: 
(Attach a copy of the final order and transmittal letter to 
Defendant/Respondent) 

This form was originated by: 
[Name of contact person] [Date] 

in the ~~~~~~~~~.;..._~~~~~at 

D 

[office] 

Non-SF Jud. Order/Consent 
Decree. USAO COLLECTS. 

SF Jud. Order/Consent 
Decree. FMO COLLECTS. 

D 

··[phone number J 

Administrative Order/ 
consent Agreement 
FMO COLLECTS PAYMENT. 

D 
CJ This is an original debt D This is a modification 

Name of Person and/or Company/Municipality making the payment 

The Total Dollar Amount of Receivable ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(If in installments, attach sch. of amounts and respective due dates) 

The Case Docket Number 

The Site-Specific Superfund (SF) Acct. Number ~~~~~~~~~~~~-

The Designated Regional/HO Program Office 

TO BE FIT.I.En OtJ'T BY LOCAL FIN1\NCIAL Ml\NAGEMF.N'r OFFICE: . 

The IFMS Accounts Receivable Control Number 

If you have any questions call: 
[Name of Contact] [Date] 

in the Financial Management Office, phone number=~~~~~~~~-

JUDICIAL ORDERS: Copies of this form with an attached copy of the front 
~ of the final 1w:Jicial order should be mailed to: 

1. Debt Tracking Officer 
Environmental Enforcement Section 
Department of Justice/Rm. 1647D 

2. Originating office (ORCl 
3. Designated Program Office 

P.O.Box 7611, Benjamin Franklin Station 
Washington, DC 20044 -

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS: Copies of this form with an attached copy of 
the front page of the adlllinistrative order should be sent to: 

1. Originating office 
3. Regional Hearing Clerk 

z. Designated Program Office 
4. Regional Counsel 
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GLOSSARY 

Below are key terms for filling out the EPA Enforcement Payment 
Account Receivable Control Number Form. 

EPA Originating Office - In the case of administrative orders. the 
EPA off ice that originates and sends a copy of the signed final order 
and the transmitt~l letter to the defendant/respondent is responsible 
for filling out.the top half of the Form. In the case of judicial 
orders. the U.S. Attorneys' Office (USAO) will in most cases be the 
entity that sends a copy of the final (entered) order or consent 
decree to the .defendant with a transmittal letter. By Directive, the 
USAO will send to the appropriate Office of Regional counsel (ORC), a 
copy of the entered order and transmittal letter. Unless otherwise 
designated in a Region, the ORC will be the EPA.originating office 
responsible for filling out the Form and sending a copy of the 
entered order to the FMO. 

Designated Regional Headquarters Program Office - This is the Off ice 
responsible for enforcing the statutory program (e.g., CAA, CWA, 
TSCA, RCRA, FIFRA, Superfund, etc.) that governs tae violation. ~he 
designated program office.is responsible for tracking the technical 
(non-penalty) requirements.of the order. This program will use the 
IFMS accounts receivable number to check with the FMO on the status 
of payment of the administrative or judicial penalty. 

Case Pocket NUDlber - This is the number in the upper right hand 
corner of the final order that is provided by the Regional Hearing 
Clerk (administrative) or the Clerk of the Court (judicial). 

Site-Specific Superfund Account Nnmbftr - The· ten digit number used in 
the Superfund Program to identify a particular site so that monies 
can be tied to specific sites and activities. 

IFM5 AcCOunts Receivable Control Number - When the FMO is provided 
documentation (final order> on the creation of a debt, the FMO enters 
the debt into the Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS) and 
creates a nev accounts receivable. If there are several violators 
under the same case that will be making a payment, then each "payee" 
receives a different control number. The FMO will fill out a 
separate copy of the Form for each payee and accounts receivable 
control number. 

The completed version of the Form with the EPA Originating Office and 
the FMO portions of the form filled in should be included in the 
enforcement case official file as a record for audit purposes that 
the final order was sent to the FMO and that an accounts receivable 
control number was provided. 



CHAPTER THREE 

COLLECTING JUDICIAL_ PENALTIES 

This chapter describes the roles and responsibilities of EPA offices 
and the Department of Justice (DOJ) in monitorin~ and collecting 
judicial civil penalty judgments. This chapter does not apply to 
criminal fines and penalties. 

Payment Depositories 

EPA Judicial Enforcement Penalty Payment 

EPA judicial enforcement penalties assessed under EPA statutes with 
the exception of CERCLA (Superfund) ~be paid to the local U.S. 
Attorney Office (USAd) and are deposited in the DOJ lockbox system. 

CERCLA (Superfund) Payments 

Reimbursements to the CERCLA Trust Fund are not enforcement 
penalties and ~ be paid to the EPA FMO Regional lockbox system. 
Appendix 1 of this chapter contains the names and addresses of 
Regional superfund lockbox depositories. Appendix 2 of this chapter 
contains the addresses of Headquarters and Regional FMOs. 
For information on the financial management of the Superfund Program 
see EPA Resource Management Directives (RMDS) 25500 and the 
September 20, 1988, Interim Desk Operating Procedures prepared by 
the FMD Fiscal Policies and Procedures Branch. 

Resoonsibilities 

Departm.ent of Justice 

The Land and Natural Resources Division (LNRD) Environmental 
Enforcement Section (EES) is responsible for prosecution and 
supporting and coordinating the prosecution of all civil and 
criminal cases, matters and proceedings arising under EPA statutes. 
This includes monitoring and reporting on penalty judicial payments 
collected by the U.S. Attorneys' Office. 

The U.S. Attorneys' Office is responsible for collecting judicial 
penalty judgments (including consent decree settlements). 
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Environmental Protection Agency 

EPA Regional Financial Management Offices (FMOs) are responsible for 
establishing an "accounts receivable" for judicial penalty judgments 
(including consent decree settlements) and for reporting on the 
status of the accounts receivable (penalty/debt) until it is paid in 
full. FMOs do not collect, i.e., send out billings or demand 
letters for judicial penalties. This is the responsibility of the 
USAO. 

Distributing Copies of Final Orders 

Department of Justice 

LNRD-EES is responsible for devising an arrangement with the USAO 
whereby a copy of the entered (final) judicial order (consent 
decree) is sent to the EPA Office of Regional counsel (ORC). 
(Appendix 4 of this chapter contains the addresses of the Regional 
counsel Offices). 

Environmental Protection Agency 

The ORC is responsible for distributing to the appropriate offices, 
copies of entered orders received from DOJ. This includes sending a 
copy of the entered order to the EPA Regional FMO. The completed 
EPA Enforcement Payment Accounts Receivable Control Number Form, 
(see Appendix 3 of this·chapter), hereinafter referred to as the 
Enforcement control Number Form, should be attached to the FMO's 
copy of the entered order. The FMO will return the Enforcement 
Control Number Form with an IFMS accounts receivable control number 
included. The Form with the control number should be included in 
the case file for review in the context of audits. 

Monitoring f9palty Payments 

I.NRD-Environmeutal E11forcement Section 

LNRD-EES maintains an automated data base entitled: Land Docket 
Tracking System (LOTS). This system monitors a case from the time n 
judgment is entered until verification has been received from the 
USAO that all penalties assessed have been paid. Using LOTS, the 
LNRD-EES will provide the EPA HQ-FMD, Financial Reports and Analysis 
Branch, with quarterly updates on the status of penalty collection. 
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EPA Regional Financial Management Off ice 

EPA maintains an automated data base that tracks accounts receivable 
entitled: Integrated Financial Management Systems. Upon receipt of 
the final judicial order from the ORC, the Regional FMO is 
responsible for entering the penalty debt into the IFMS and tracking 
the debt as an account receivable until it is paid. 

To crosswalk between the DOJ and EPA data systems, the Regional FMO 
must also, within 3 days of receipt of a copy of an entered (final) 
order, send copies of the Enforcement Control Number Form with a 
copy of the front page of the entered (final) order attached to the 
designated parties on the Form. LNRD-EES will enter the IFMS number 
into the Land Docket Tracking System (LOTS) so that penalty payments 
can be tracked under the EPA IFMS control number as well as the 
court docket number. 

EPA Enforcement Reporting of the Status of Penalty Payments 

Once LNRD-EES receives and records the IFMS accounts receivable 
control number in its docket, LNRD-EES will provide to EPA HQ-FMD, 
Financial Reports and Analysis Branch, quarterly updates on the 
status of the accounts receivable using the LOTS format. The 
Financial Reports and Analysis Branch will distribute the quarterly 
updates to the Regional FMOs. 

The Regional FMO will input the information it receives on the LOTS 
report into the IFMS. The IFMS will be the official EPA record of 
the numerical status of the judicial penalty debt. Other EPA data 
bases will provide yes/no information on whether the total penalty 
assessed has been paid. Only the IFMS will be used to officially 
report dollar amounts. The appropriate office, RPO or ORC, should 
request information from the Regional FMO using the IFMS accounts 
receivable control number in order to verify the status of the 
judicial penalty debt for updating RPO data bases and STARS Consent 
Decree Tracking System (COTS). (See Chapter One, Appendix 3 for 
STARS COTS requirements.) 

Coordination of DOJ and EPA AcCOunts Receivable Reporting Systems 

The DOJ LNRD-EES and EPA-FMD must routinely compare and verify the 
accuracy of the data in their systems in order for both off ices to 
meet their reporting responsibilities under 31 U.S.C. 3512, 
"Executive Agency Accounting Systems". 
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Pursuing Qutstand.ing Penalty Debts 

When a penalty payment is not paid, the USAO will pursue collection 
in accordance with the law of the State in which the debtor resides. 
The USAO also may use the IRS tax offset referral programs to 
collect the debt. 

Compromising. suspending. or Terminating Judicial Penalty Debts 

The Attorney General and his delegatee in the Department of Justice 
have plenary prosecutorial authority to collect and compromise 
judicial penalties. This authority stems from 25 u.s.c. 516, which 
reserves to DOJ the authority to conduct the.litigation 
of the United States, including cases in which an agency of the u.s. 
is a party, and the cases and regulations broadly interpreting this 
authority. 

The USAO will notify the LNRD-EES of any plans to suspend or 
terminate an EPA pe:1alty debt. LNRD-EES will notify the EPA 
attorney of record on the case (with a copy to the Assistant 
Administrator of the Office of Enforcement) and offer an opportuniti 
to comment on any DOJ decision to suspend or terminate the debt. 
Any decision affecting an EPA penalty (receivable) will be reflected 
in the LNRD-EES quarterly updates to EPA as described in the EPA 
Enforcement Reporting of the Status of Penalty Payments section of 
this Chapter. · 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 204IO 

OCT 6 1988 

omt!OF 
ADMINISTM. TION 
AND RESOURCES 

MANAGEMENT 

m:MORANQYM 

SUBJECT: Tranater of Reaponaibility for Superfund 
Account• Receivable to th• Region• 

FROM: Charle• L. Grizzle LAUl~~f/' 
A••i•tant Adminiatrator r'ii,_...4~,._.,c;_, 

TO: Regional Administrators 

on April 27, 1988, I aant a aamorandum to you about 
various initiatives being taken within the Agency to reapond 
to the Fiscal Year 1986 Suparfund audit report. One 
initiative vaa to improve control• over Supertund account• 
receivable by placing reaponaibility for tho•• receivable• in 
the regiona. ! noted in ay memo~andum that we were developing 
reviaed quidanca, Financial Management of the Superfund 
Proqram -- 2550D, which would tranafer thi• reaponaibility. 

I am pleaaad to report to you that the Agency'• atriped 
border review of the quidance has been completed, and the 
final veraion of •2ssoo• i• being delivered through the atandard 
Agency diatribution channela. 

A• required by 2550D, any new or amended Suparfund atate 
contract, aettl .. ent or any other agreement or order creating 
amount• due EPA .uat now direct payment to the regional 
lock.box addrua. Purthar, the rqional counsel, regional 
proqr .. office, and regional financial aanagament office 
ahould impl...nt the polici•• and procedures d••cribad in 
2550D. 

Pl .... anaura that your ataff ••mbara fulfill their · 
reaponaibiliti•• ift t.bi• area. Aa you know, our aucc••• in 
Superfund coat recovery i• being cloaely •onitored. our 
achievements in thia area are aeaaured by th• aaounta actually 
returned to th• Trust Fund, and ~iaely and accurate billing• 
are an ••••ntial link in t.ba recovery process. 



RESOURCES MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF THE SUPERFUNO PROGRAM 
REGIONAL SUPERFUNO LOCKBOX OEPOSrTORIES 

2ss::i 
7/25/88 

REGIONAL SUPERFUND LOCKB.OX DEPOSITORIES 

Region 1 
Boston 

' Region 2 
New Yortc 

Region 3 
Philadelphia 

Region 4 
Atlanta 

Region 5 
Chicago 

Region 6 
Dalll 

Region 7 
Kansas City 

Region I 
Denver 

Region I 
San FrandlcD 

Region 10 
Seattle 

LQCKBOX BANf( 

Menon Bank 

Menon Bank 

Menon Bank 

Tht Citizens and Southem 
-National Bat* 

MelOnBank 

Mtlon8ank 

MtlonBank 

MtDonBank 

Appendix 25500-3 

ADDRESS FOR 
REMITTING PAYMENT 

EPA· Region 1 
Attn: Super1und Accounting 
P.O. Box 360197M 
Pittsburgh, PA 15251 

EPA· Region 2 
Attn: Supertund Accounting 
P.O. Box 360188M 
Pittsburgh, PA 15251 

EPA· Region 3 
Attn: Super1und Accounting 
P.O. Box 360515M 
Pittsburgh, PA 15251 

EPA· Region 4 
Attn: Superfund Accounting 

. P.O. Box 100142 
Atlanta, GA 30384 

EPA· Region 5 
Attn: Superfund Accounting 
P .0. Box 70753 
Chicago, IL 60673 

EPA • Region 6 
Attn: Superfund Accounting 
P .0. Box 360582M 
Pittsburgh, PA 15251 

EPA· Region 7 
Attn: Super1und Accounting 
P.O. Box 360748M 
Pittsburgh, PA 1S251 

EPA • Region 8 
Attn: Super1und Accounting 
P .0. Box 360859M 
Pittsburgh, PA 15251 

EPA • Region 9 
Attn: Superfund Accounting 
P.O. Box 360863M 
Pittsburgh, PA 15251 

EPA· Region 10 
Attn: Superfund Accounting 
P .0. Box 360903M 
Pittsburgh, PA 15251 
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EfA Financial Management Off ices 

EPA - Region I 
JFK Fed Bldg Rm. 2203 
Boston, MA 02203 
FTS - 835-3339 

EPA- Region II 
JKJ Fed Bldg/26 Fed Plaza 
New York, NY 10278 
FTS - 264-8989 

EPA - Region III 
841 Chestnut Bldg 
Philadelphia,.PA 19107 
FTS - 597-7805 

EPA - Region IV 
345 Courtland St., NE 
Atlanta, GA 30365 
FTS - 257-3278 

EPA- Region v 
230 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, IL 60604 
FTS - 353-8923 

EPA - Region VI 
1445 Ross Ave, 
12th Floor Suite 1200 
Dallas, TX 75202 
FTS - 255-6550 

EPA - Region VII 
726 Minnesota Avenue 
Kansas City, KS 66101 
FTS - 757-2830 

EPA- Region VIII 
999 18th St., Suite so 
Denver, co 80202-2405 
FTS - 564-1617 

EPA - Region IX 
1235 Mission Street 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

EPA - Region x 
1200 Sixth Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98101 
FTS - 399-2961 

Headquarte~s Accounting 
Operations Branch 

EPA (PM-226) 
401 M St, SW 
Washington, DC 20460 
FTS - 382-5100 

Headquarters Financial 
Reports and Analysis 
Branch 

EPA (PM-226F) 
401 M St, SW 
Washington, DC 20460 
FTS - 382 -5131 
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EPA ERFORCEMFRI' ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CONTROL NUMBER FORM 

TO BE FILLED OQT BY ORIGINATING OFFICE: 
(Attach a copy of the final order and transmittal letter to 
Defendant/Respondent) 

This form was originated by: 
[Name of contact person] [Date] 

in the 

D 

[office] 

Non-SF Jud. Order/Consent 
Decree. USAO COLLECTS. 

SF Jud. Order/Consent 
Decree. FMO COLLECTS. 

D 

[phone nwnber] 

Administrative Order/ 
Consent Agreement 
FMO COLLECTS PAYMENT. 

D 
D This is an original debt D This is a modification 

Name of Person and/or company/Municipelity making the payment 

The Total Dollar Amount of Receivable 
(If in inst?llments, attach sch. of amounts and respective due dat~s) 

The Case Docket Nwnber 

The Site-Specific Superfund (SF) Acct. Nwnber 

The Designated Regional/HQ Program Office 

TO BE FILLED OUT BY LOCAL FINMCIAL MANAGEMENT OFFICE; 

The IFMS Accounts Receivable Control·Number·~--------------------

If you have any questions call: 
[Name of contact] [Date] 

in the Financial Management Office, 'phone number: ________________ _ 

JUDICIAL ORDERS: Copies of this form with an attached copy of the front 
~ of the final judicial order should be mailed to: 

1. Debt Tracking Officer 
Environmental Enforcement Section 
Department of Justice/Rm. 1647D 

2. Originating office (ORCl 
3. Designated Program Office 

P.O.Box 7611, Benjamin Franklin Station 
Washington, DC 20044 

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS: Copies of this form with an attached copy of 
the front page of the acJministrative order should be sent to: 

1. Originating office 
3. Regional Hearing Clerk 

2. Designated Program Office 
4. Regional Counsel 
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GLOSSARY 

Below are key terms for filling out the EPA Enforcement Payment 
Account Receivable control Number Form. 

EPA Originating Office - In the case of administrative orders. the 
EPA office that originates and sends a copy of the signed final order 
and the transmittal letter to the defendant/respondent is responsible 
.for filling out the top half of the Form. In the case of judicial 
orders. the U.S. Attorneys' Office (USAO) will in most cases be the 
entity that sends a copy of the final (entered) order or consent 
decree to the defendant with a transmittal letter. By Directive, the 
USAO will send to the appropriate Office of Regional counsel (ORC), a 
copy of the entered order and transmittal letter. Unless otherwise 
designated in a Region, the ORC will be the EPA originating office 
responsible for filling out the Form alld sending a copy of the 
entered order to the FMO. 

Designated Regional Headquarters Program. Office - This is the Off ice 
responsible for enforcing the statutory program (e.g., CAA, c~. 
TSCA, RCRA, FIFRA, Superfund, etc.) that governs the violation. ~he 
designated f rogram office is responsible for tracking the technical 
(non-penalty) requirements of the order. This program will use the 
IFMS accounts receivable number to check with the FMO on the status 
of payment of the administrative or judicial penalty. 

Case Pocket Number - This is the number in the upper right hand 
corner of the final order that is provided by the Regional Hearing 
Clerk (administrative) or the Clerk of the Court (judicial). 

Site-specific superfund Account NuDlber - The ten digit number used in 
the Superfund Program to identify a particular site so that monies 
can be tied to specific sites and activities. 

IFM5 Accounts Receivable control NUDlber - When the FMO is provided 
documentation (final order) on the creation of a debt, the FMO enters 
the debt into the Integrated Financial Management System (IFMS) and 
creates a nev accounts receivable. If there are several violators 
under the saae case that will be making a payment, then each "payee" 
receives a different control number. The FMO will fill out a 
separate copy of the Form for each payee and accounts receivable 
control number. 

The completed version of the Form with the EPA Originating Office and 
the FMO portions of the form filled in should be included in the 
enforcement case official file as a record for audit purposes that 
the final order was sent to the FMO and that an accounts receivable 
control number was provided. 
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L' .S. Departmen' of Justice 

Land and Natural Resources Division 

Office of the Auwu Atto1l!!J Genenl Woshinrron. D.C. W5JO 

MEMORANQUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

February 8, 1990 

All United States Attorneys 

Richard B. Stewart ;C;f ~~~~ 
Ass~.stant Attorney General 
Land and Natural Resources Division 

Laurence s. McWhorter 
Director, Executive ('ff ice Fer 

united states Attorneys 

SUBJECT: Distribution of Court-Approved consent 
Decrees Under Environmental Statutes 

The Inspector General of the Environmental Protection 
Agency has recently conducted an audit of the Agency's financial 
practices and procedures includinq its monitorinq of consent 
decrees and court judgments relatinq to the payment of civil 
penalties and the collection of Superfund money. As you know, 
while civil penalties are collected by each of your collection 
units, superfund monies are payable to Ei»A's reqional financial 
management divisions and are deposited in separate superfund 
lockl:>oxes. 

Th• Inspector General's report severely criticized 
certain of th• Aqency's procedures noting that its ten regional 
financial .anaqement divisions were not receiving file-stamped, 
court-approved conaent decrees which is the mechanism for 
creatinq •accounts r•ceivable• at the Agency. One difficulty for 
the Agency is that consent decrees under environmental statutes 
must underqo a 30-day public comment period prior to final 
approval by th• district court. In those cases where the 
proposed settlements result in substantial public comment, the 
decrees may not b• finally approved for months after lodging. In 
its report, the Inspector General directed the Aqency to arrange 
for the receipt of court-approved consent decrees. While EPA 
does not itself collect civil penalties, the Inspector General is 
requiring the Aqency to acquire all entered consent decrees, not 
just Superfund decrees. 

Updated 2/22/90 
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Accordingly, on behalf of our client Agency, we are 
requestin9 that each United States Attorney Off ice provide copie~ 
of file-stamped and court-signed consent decrees not only to this 
Division's Environmental Enforcement Section but to the 
appropriate-X.egional EPA off ice as set forth in the attached 
mailing list. Your cooperation in this endeavor is greatly 
appreciated. 

Attachment 



ATTACHMENT 

MAILING LIST FOR SENDING COURT-APPROVED, 
FILE-STAMPED CONSENT DECREEE UNDER 

ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES 

Copies of all court-approved consent decrees on behalf 
of the Environmental Protection Agency should be sent to the Land 
and Natural Resources Divison as follows: 

Debt Tracking Unit 
Environmental Enforcement Section 
Land and Natural Resources Division 
Department of Justice 
10th & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, o.c. 20530 

In addition, copies should be sent to EPA's regional 
office as follows: 

U.S. ~TORNEY OPPICES LOCATED 
IN THE FOLLOWING STATES 

Maine, New Hampshire, 
Vermont, Mass., R.I., Conn~ 

N.Y., N.J., P.R./Virgin. 
Islands 

Pa., Del., Md., Va., 
w.va., o.c. 

N.C., s.c., Ga., Tenn., 
Ky., Fla., Mt..., Ala. 

Ill., Ind., Ohio, Minn., 
Wis., Mich. 

SHOULD SEND DECREES TO TBB 
FOLLQWINQ IPA RIGIO!fAL OPPICE 

Regional Counsel 
EPA - Region I 
JFK Bldg. 
Rm. 2203 
Boston, MA. 02203 

Regional Counsel 
EPA - Reqion II 
26 Fed. Plaza 
New York, NY 10278 

Regional Counsel 
EPA - Region III 
841 Chestnut Street 
Philadelphia, PA. 19107 

Regional Counsel 
EPA - Reqion IV 
345 Courtland Street, N.E. 
Atlanta, Georqia 30365 

Reqional Counsel 
EPA - Reqion v 
230 south Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Ill. 60604 



Tex., La., Okla., N.M., 
Ark. · 

Kan., Mo., Iowa, Neb., 
N.O., S.O. 

col . , Utah; Wyo. , M9nt. 

Cal., Ariz., Nev., Hawaii 

Wash., Ore., Idaho, Alaska 

- 2 -

Regional Counsel 
EPA - Region VI 
1445 Ross Ave. 
12th Floor - Suite 1200 
Dallas, TX. 75202 

Regional Counsel 
EPA - Region VII 
726 Minn. Avenue 
Kansas City, KS. 66101 

.Regional Counsel 
EPA - Region VIII 
999 18th st. - suite so 
Denver, co. 80202-2405 

Regional Counsel 
EPA - Region IX 
1235 Mission Street 
San Francisco, CA. 94103 

Regional Counsel 
EPA - Region X 
1200 Sixth Avenue 
Seattle, WA. 98101 
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ENFORCING FINAL ORDERS 

Enforcing Administrative Orders 

Each program has guidance for taking timely and appropriate 
responses on violations of administrative orders. Some programs 
provide for the use of stipulated penalties to address certain types 
of violations of administrative orders such as self-reporting. 
Chapter Two, Collection of Administrative Penalties, provides 
guidance on assessing and collecting stipulated penalties. · 

For violations of statutory or regulatory requirements such as permit 
discharge limits, Agency policy is to escalate enforcement response 
by issuing a second order with higher penalty assessments or by 
filing a judicial case to enforce the order. Judicial referrals to 
enforce violations of administration orders require the development 
of a litigation referral package and are referred to OE or directly 
to DOJ depending on the statute and issues involved in the case. 
Appendix 1 o~ this chapter describes the direct referral 
requirements. 

"Contractor Listing" which is described at the end of thi~ 
chapter is available as an enforcement remedy for administrative 
order violations under the CWA and CAA. (Appendix 5 of this chapter 
describes procedures for listing a violator.) 

Enforcing Judicial Orders 

EPA may use a variety of actions to enforce violations of judicial 
orders. Any such response, however, must be prompt and firm to 
reflect the importance the Agency attaches to such agreements. 
Informal actions include warning letters and compliance conferences 
with the violator. Formal enforcement of judicial orders includes 
modifications of the terms of an order, invoking stipulated 
penalties, motions to enforce the decree, civil and criminal contempt 
of Court motions, and contractor listing under the CAA and CWA. The 
Judicial consent Decree Tracking and Follow-up Directive issued in 
January 1990 supplements this Manual's guidance and can be found in 
Appendix 3 of Chapter One. The April 18, 1984 Guidelines for 
Enforcing Federal District court Orders (GM 27), contained in 
Appendix 2 of this chapter provides additional information on 
judicial order enforcement. This Manual supersedes any 
inconsistencies between the April 1984 Guidelines and practices set 
forth in this Manual. 
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Modifications 

Either the Federal government or the defendant can request that the 
court grant a modification to an existing order, or both 
parties can jointly propose a modification to the court. 
Modification of the existing terms of a judicial order must be 
consistent with each program's gufdance on.what warrants granting the 
~efendant relief from the original terms of the order. 

Modifications usually address circumstances which have arisen since 
the entry of the consent decree (such as force majeure events or 
other unanticipated circumstances). 

Modifications require the signature of the Assistant Administrator 
for OE and the Assistant Attorney General for the Land and 
Natural Resources Division (LNRD) of DOJ, consistent with the 
requirements for the original decree. Appendix 3 of this chapter 
describes procedures for modifying judicial orders and obtaining OE 
and DOJ concurrence. Modifications approved by the court must be -

.sent co the NEIC Central Repository, (see Chapter One). 

Stipulated Penalties (Judicial Decrees> 

Most judicial consent decrees contain provisions for stipulated 
penalties (i.e., penalties that are agreed upon by the parties, at 
the time of entering into settlement, as being payable in the event 
that the defendant violates a provision of the decree). Any 
stipulated penalties in judicial orders or consent decrees, whether 
automatic or upon notice, should be paid to the DOJ Lockbox. 
Appendix 2 in Chapter One provides guidance concerning the use of 
"automatic" versus "on demand" stipulated penalties in EPA settlement 
agreements. · 

While LNRD has the overall responsibility for enforcing judicial 
judgments and collecting outstanding penalties, DOJ rarely will know, 
independently of EPA, when the underlying technical conditions of an 
EPA consent decree have not been met. DOJ relies on EPA to monitor 
the technical requirements of an order and notify DOJ staff when 
stipulated penalty provisions (automatic or on demand) have been 
triggered. 

once DOJ has been informed that a stipulated penalty is due the 
Federal government, DOJ has the responsibility and the prosecutorial 
authority for collecting and resolving any controversies over the 
payment of the penalty debt. As with the initial litigation 
governing the consent decree, LNRD works with EPA on developing 
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the doctunents to collect stipulated penalties and keeps EPA informed 
on the status of the action. Appendix 4 of this chapter describes 
the procedures for informing DOJ that a stipulated penalty provision 
has been triggered. 

Motions to Enforce the consent Decree and contempt of Court 

For serious violations of a settlement agreement, the Agency may 
seek to enforce the terms of the agreement by requesting that 
LNRD file a "Motion to Enforce the Judgment". such a motion is 
filed with the same court that had originally issued the consent 
decree and requests the court to exercise its authority to ensure 
compliance. 

A Motion to Enforce the Judgment may assert that the d~fendant 
has failed to comply with the consent decree provisions that relate 
to the agreed-upon compliance schedule or operation and maintenance 
requirements and that no provision of the decree for 
excusing noncompliance (e.g:, a force rnaieure clause) is applicabl~. 
The motion may also request that the court compel payment of any 
unco-llected stipulated penalties. 

A Motion to Enforce a Judgment may be accompanied by a "Motion to 
Show cause Why Defendant Should Not Be Held In Contempt". such 
a contempt motion is usually reserved for the most serious viola
tions of a consent decree (e.g. willing and knowing violations) . Tlie 
ORC should request DOJ assistance on filing the above motions througl1 
the direct referral process outlined in Appendix 1 of this chapter. 

Contractor Listing (Air and Water Violations· Only) 

EPA has the authority to prohibit a facility from participating in 
Federal contracts, grants or loans, where that facility has a record 
of continuing or recurring noncompliance with clean air or 
clean water standards, and where that facility is subject to a 
prior or ongoing enforcement action. Established guidance on the 
use of this authority notes that violations of judicial consent 
decrees, administrative orders and notices of noncompliance are prime 
examples of cases where the "contractor listing" prohibition shou lcl 
be strongly,considered. (See "Guidance on Implementing 
the Discretionary Contractor Listing Program", November 26, 
1986). This is an administrative procedure and does not require rll':> 
assistance or concurrence of DOJ. However, if the case has been 
filed or referred to DOJ for filing, EPA should notify DOJ before 
initiating or disposing of a contractor listing action. 
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Procedures for listing a violator are set forth at 40 C.F.R. 
Part 15. OE has designated a "Listing Official" to implement the 
process required by 40 C.F.R. Part 15. Listing actions are formally 
conunenced by submitting to the Listing Official a "Reconunendation to 
.List" which has been signed by either the Regional Administrator, the 
OE Associate Enforcement counsel for Air or Water, or the Assistant 
Administrator for Air and Radiation or Water. Appendix 5 of this _ 
chapter describes the process for submitting a "Recommendation to 
List". 
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SUBJECT: l•pl••tat1on of Direct lef•rnl• for Clv11 Cu• 
Beailm~ l>ec~be~ 1. 191J f) ~ 

...,.- I\.. ~~· _. 
FIOM: Courtn97 M. Price t.L14'~ 1'1 • 

A11utant AclaiD11trator fot lnforc•mt 
and C•pllace Monitortna 

l'Oz -Jeaioaal Acmilalatracon, llliou 1 • z 
l•lonal Coauela, ••lob I • I 
Aaaocf.at• IDfCJrc••t 0--1ela 
O!CM Office D1r•~Ol8 

I. IACKGIOOID . . .. 
OD s.,t•ber 29, 1913, tlae llWirommt&l rrocectlon' 

A&mc:y (IPA) ad Cb• Lad ad latural l•ourc:u Dlvlaloa of 
th• Depan.m~ of Juatlce (DOJ) etered into a aar•••t 
which, b•lnnlna • Dec•ber 1, 1913, allow certala 
cat•ori• of ca•• co be refen .. dlrectl.1 to DOJ frm IP• 
Rqional offic .. vltbout ~ prlot.- CODa&nmce. A copJ of 
that qr•••t 1a attacb.S to mu··•moradm. . . 

· '?hi.a ••onaclm fl'O'lf.d• pi.dace to IPA l•dttuartan 
and R•loaal penoael r11an1111 pncechar• co follow iD 
impl•.ntlna till• di.Teet refenal ·q-r•••t. Additional 
1ulduce vill be lan.S u ft11(11ir& . 

I 1. flOCIJ)Ulll !!JI wa IUIJICT TO DlDCT urn•&! 
. ft• atucb .. aare••t ll1t1 tho••· cat11orl• of 

ca••• '*lda Mil be referred cllrectlJ bf tbe l•loul 
AdlliDJ.atmtor to DCU. All oeber cu• aut coatima• to be 
rnl•• "1 l•qurten OICM ad vl.11 ~e refefted bf •• ~ 
DOJ. CU• vbicli GGDtaiD COUDt.I vllicla could be dJ.reccl1 
refen-ecl and ooaaa vhlcb recau1r• B•dquarten caac:unmce 
abould be rif ened to UA B•dquarten. If JOU are macertaill 
wh•dl•r • parcimlaT ... .., ti• dlT•U1J Tafftl'ed, ,.. 
abould coatau Cb• appropriate Aaeoclate lllforc .. c Coaaael 
foT pi.dance. 
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Many of the procedure• for direci referral ca•• are 
adequately explained U2 the Sepc•bni 29t:b &&t'••9ft. 
However, there are •011• point• I want to •phuiae. 

Raf erral packqu ahould be addruaad to Mr. '· B•l"J 
Rabic:hc, II, A111atant Attorney C.neral, Land and latural 
Re1ource1 Divilioa. U.S. J>epan:mmt ol .Jua~ia. Vt1 btn1cm. 
o.c. 20530, AttmtiOD: Stephm D. 1la191, "rhe tS.e 1S.1tat1ona ••t fortb in the ifr••ct for rni• and initial dt•poaitioa 

. of the package vil commce upOQ receipc of tb• packqe 1D 
th• Land and laaaral l•OUTca9 Di•i•i•. ad aoc •t da• DQJ 

·mai.lroom. Delivery of refarnl packq• to tile Land ad 
Natural R•ourcea Divta ion will be apecU.ted bf uae of 
exprea1 11ail, vhic:b 1• not comilaalecl vltb rllUlar ••11 ill 
DOJ' • ma 11 ro011. 

Th• cont.at• of a referral pac:kqe (eltllft' dlrecc to 
DOJ or to EPA Budquarten) abould contaia tbrH prm&TJ 
d1vi1lon1: (1) a cover letter: (2) tile 11ti&at1on report; 
( 3) the docmamtary file 1upport1n& ~· 11t1&at1on report. 

The cover letteT ~bould cntaia · • •,...17 of tile follovina 
el•mt1: · · -

. ca)· ldentlf'!catlon of th9 prop0-1 .. ~i.f~dtC~>; · . 
(b) tbe 1tamt• ad riplatioa1 wbicll are tile bui• 

for tile propo19d action q&iuc tb• defeclut(•); 

Cc) a brief 1tat••t of th• faec1 upon vhlcla tile 
prop~aecl accioa ii baa9d; 

(cl) propoa .. relief co lfe aoapt ••WC tile defmdat(1); 

<•> 1iplflcac or preead•tial l•al. or facmaal un.; 

< f) oaacaca wldl tile def•d•c<•>. lllelwll111 .., 
prnloua •tn11tntlv• eforc••t actioaa take: 

Cal l•d 1 .. loul leaal ad teclmical penomael; 

(la) _, odan upecc of da• cue wlalcla ii 1Splfleat ad 
llaOald •• lai&bl!&hted, taclwUna D7 •traorcUaa17 
r•ource d•iada 11b1dl tile cue •aJ req•lre. 

A ref ettal to DG.J OT co 11•dqurten IPA l1 unt•oant 
to a cenif icatlae by tbe 1111• we lt bell•• tile cue 
i• •ufficientlJ d•eloped for the fllln1 of a eo11plai1lt, 
and that th• R .. lon ia read7, villlq and able to provide 
auch l••l and technical eunort •• •laht be reaaonablJ 
TequiTed to pgnue ue caae dlrouab litqatlon. 
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Al provided in the S_eptmber 29, 1913, agt'e•mt, 

information copiu of th• referral pack&&• may be provided 
to th• 1J.S. Attomey foT the appropTiat• judicial d11trtc:t 
in which ch• propo1ed ca•• may be filed. Tb•• illfomatian 
packagu 1hould be clearly labelled or 1tap~ vltll dl• 
following vord1: •.a.cfTance Copy - Ko Action lequired At 
Thia Time". Al10, information copiu 1hould be aimultaneoualy 
~rovided to the appt"Opriat• OECM divi1ioa at Readquarterw. 
It 11 important that the directly referred ca1e1 be tracked 
in our ca•• docket 1y1t• and Budquarten oven ight initiated. 
Copie1 of the referral cover letter vill be provided to 
O'!CM' 1 Office of Manag•l!l1t ·OperatlOD• for lnclu11DD 1n me 
automated case docket 1y1tm vhm Beadquarten informational 
copy 11 received at OICM'• Corre1pond.nce Control Unit. 

Departmmnt of Ju1tlce Re1pon1lbillti .. 

DQJ 1bare1 oar d•1r• to handle tb•• C&IM u .q..s1-
tiou.ly u poe1~ble. To tbat md, DOJ bu qreecl t:bat, 
within thirty da,.. of receipt of tbe packqe 1D tbe Land ad 
Natural 1 .. ource1 Divi1ton at DOJ a .. dquarterm, it will 
determine whethe.r Rudquarter1 DOJ or the U.S. Attom., 
will hne the lead 1_1t.i&ation TU1tOD•1:biliti• Oii a 1peciflc _ 
e&I •• D0J vill' notify tbe Reaional offl·c• dl!'ectly of iU 
d•t•minatlOft ln thl• l' .. ard, vlth • con to th• appropriate 
OECM divi1ion. Although USA office• vill bav•· lud re1poa-
1ibilitle1 in' many ca1e1,. tb• Land and Batunl ••ourc• 
Diviaion will continue to have over1ight and aanaa••t 
re1poa1ibiliCJ for all cu•. All cmplabte ad cou~ 
deer••• vlll coatiDu• to riuire t1te·app!'OYal of tile 
A•• i1tant Attom., Gmeral or the dl~hion before th• cu• 
can be filed or 1ectled. _ · 

DOJ hu reafflmed tbe time ·fnme· of tis• M•oradm · 
of Under1tandin1, dated June 15, 1977, for th• filiD& of 
ca1e1 within 60 day• after receipt of tbe referral packaae, 
vbere po11ible. Uber• it u aoc pu•lltle, DQJ will adTi1e 
the R•lan and B•dquatten of an7 l'u1on1 for delay• ID 
filiD& of tile cue. Bovner. vllm DQJ detemiD• that 
th• UM abould hne the l•d rapon11b111t1• ta a ca1e, DOJ 
will fonard th• caae to the USA within thirty daya of 
T•f ft'ftl to tbe •tmt f-lble. 

DOJ ca 1'9CIU•t additional infonatioa frm a 1.,ion 
on a ca•• or l'etum a e&1• to a l•ion for ful'ther dwelop
ment. In order to avo14 th•• delaye. refKral pac:U.a• 
1hould be u eo11plete •• po11 tble and the lt1lona abCNld 
work closely vidl J)Q,J to dwelop refern.1 P•cUa•• 
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The Deputy Admini1trator baa apru1ed c011cern 1D tbe 
pa1t on the number of c:a1e1 retuned to th• l•ioa• or 
declined bl EPA or I>OJ. I have a11ured the Deputy AdlliDiatrato: 
chat I vil clo1el7 tTack the nuabeT of caau declined bJ 
DOJ or retumed to the l•iona and the t"euon1 fot" tbe 
declination Ot" return a1 1ndication1 of vbetbet" direct 
referral• are a feuLble •et.hod of bandliq EPA' 1 JucUcial 
enforcmmt progr•. · 

Headgua~er1 O!C!l.l .. pone1b111ti .. 

Although O!CM vlll not fo?9all7 concur on ca• .. dl~•ctly 
referred to DOJ, OECM vill 1till rwi• th••• pac:ka&u and 
may offer coa111mt1 to the lea ion1 and DOJ. DOJ 11 free to 
requeat EPA Headquarter• a11i1tance on cu•, a1 DOJ 
beliwe1 nece11ary. !PA Headquarter• rwi• will help to 
point out potmtial iaauu and pinpolDt ar ... vber• future 
guidance 1boold be dav9lopecl. OICM will alao be available 
a1 a con1ultant to both DOJ and cbe l•lon1 on th•e. caaa. 
OECM will be available to addru1 polic, 111uu a1 tb., 
ari•• and, a1 ruourc• pemit, •a1 be able tea •••i•C ill 
ca1e dwelopmmc· or n•otiatioa of· tb•• ca••· I.DJ requ•t 
froa a leaioaal office for Bea4quanera lt1al a11iatac• 
1hould be 1D VTitina frm the 111lonal Acmlniatta'tft n 
me; ••ttina ·fo~ tile r ... OD8 !or·a.. r ... eac aad th• typ• 
of a11 i1 tuace Dell!led. · 

OECM alao •ainta!Da a overaqbc r•poalbillty ·for 
th••• ca••· therefore. l•ional atto13• .aat ril°ft 
th• 1 ta tua of tb .. e ca1u on a r[!ular Ii th?oi' ua • 
of the automatid ca1e doCket. 11 li!omatlon ortiie C&I e 
requlrid 67 tie c:ue ioCiet •Y•t• auat appear 1D tbe 
doc:ke't and be 11platecl 1D accoriaace vitll currmt 1uldace 
concemma tile ~aced dackeC 8J8C•• 

Settl••t• 1D Cu• Subject to DlT•ct lefernl 

l will ODDtillue to app~• ad •ecmte all aettl•mt1 
J.a mforc•mt caa•, includia& tlaaae ill ca•• aubJ ect :o· 
dlrecc referral and •mdllmu to conamt deer._ 1D tbH• 
cu•• Tb1• ia neceaaary to m1ure that qmc:, polici•• ed 
mfoTc••t actiYltl• are be1D& unifaml7 ad oou iatmc.l.1 
applied natioavide. After th• aefmdanu bav• aiped th• . 
1ettl•mt, tbe ••loaal Ada!Diatrator 1bould fonarcl a 
cop7 of th• 1ettl••t to•• (or •J d••tanee) with a wittm 
analyala of tbe ••ttl•mt md a T~ .. c tbac tbe 1ettl•mt 
be 1ignecl uad referred for approval by tbe Aaaiatant Attora.y 
General for tbe Land and Natural a .. ourc• Dlvlalon and for 
entry. The 1ettl•mt will be rwiwed b7 the appropriate 
OECM !Dforc•mt D1v111on for con111tmc, vidl law ad 
AjeDCJ policy. 
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\Jithin twenty-on• day• from the date of rec~tft of the 

aettlmmt bJ the appropriat• OECM divuJ.on, I w ddaar 
1 ign the 1ettl•ent and tran•i.t it to DOJ vlth a requut 
that the aettl•mt be mtered, or tran•it a ••oradum u 
the Regional Office aplalniD& facton wbich Ju.tify poet• 
ponmmt of referral of the packqe to DOJ, or retum dae 
pac.ka~e to the legion for chqu necuaar, before da• 
agt'ecimt can be 11.gned. 

Obvioualy, we want to avoid the neceaalty of 
carmnmic.atina chanau in A&mCJ 1ettl•mt poaition• to 
defendant•, e1pecially aft.-r they have al&ned a n .. ot1ated 
ag re•mt. To avoid thi•, the l11ional office 1hoW.d . 
coordinate with Beadquarter1 OECM and t)()J in dnelopamt of 
1ettl•mt propoaala. A copy of all draft ••ttl•mt 
agre1111mt1 abould be tran .. itted by the l .. ional Counael to 
the appropriate A11ociate Enforc•mt Couaael for r..,i., 
before it i• preamted fo the defmdat. tbe Aaaoc!At• · 
t!lforc•mt eounael vll coordlftat• r..,l., of th• ••ttl••~ 
with the Headquarter• proar .. office and r .. fODd to dle 
Regional office, 11nerally, vit.bta tm daya of receipt of 
the draft. Tile lea·iou1~ office 1taould r•aiD ill contact 
with the Headqua;--teii• lla·ieen. 1taff attom., aa neaot1at1DD• 
progre11. FailuTe to cooninate 1ettl•mt dwelo,.et 
with appn>pr1ate B~~dquarten off1c:e1 aay r•ult 1D !'ejection 
of a propo1ed ••ttl•mt which ha1 bem approved by tbe 
def endant(a) and the l•ional office. · 

I vill alao coatlne co_~=~ la and forward to DOJ 
all requeat• for~ yi~l'~~· of ~·-. after. i-ef~nal. ID 
addition, I vill rwi• aod conc:ur 1n an7 dela7 in the filin& 
or pro1eciltion of a cue after refenal •. 'rbia la appnpTiate. 
becauae caau vbicb are referred co DOJ 11aoald •• apedltioul7 
llti&ated to concluaioD, UDlua a ••ttl•mt or ••• otlaar 
a~aordinart avmt Juatili• auapmdma courc eroceediap. 
Th• rwi• of reaaou for vithdraval or dela7 of cu• 
after apmditure of qmc:, .and DOJ r•ourc• ia a mportat 
function of OICM 09entabt. therefore, abould tbe l•lonal 
offlcu d•ire to r .. uut withdrawal or dala7 of a cue 
wh icb bu bem referred to DOJ, a ••orandum 1ett1n& forda 
tbe reaa-. for aucb a requeat ahould be fowarded to the 
approprf.ace OICM dl•iaioD, vhn"e it will be r•t•• mad 
appropriate action reecm11mded to ••· 

I I I. CASES ROT SUIJ!CT TO DIUCT R!l'DIAL 

Tho•• caaea not 1ubject to direct referral vlll be 
forwarded b7 the l•lonal Adll1D1atrator to th• Office 
of Enforc•mt and Compliance Monitorlna foT r..,1 .. prior 
to referral to DOJ. OECM baa cmaitted to a tvmty-one da7 
tum-around time for th••• c:.aau. Th• tvmty-one day 
rniew period atarta vbm the referral ia received by the 
appropriate OECM divia1oa. 
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Within thia twenty-one day period, DECM vill decide 

whether to refer the ca1e to DOJ (DECM thm haa fourtem 
additional da71 to fo~ally TefeT the caae), to ret11ftl tile 
ca1e to th• Reg ion for further 

0

dnalopmmt, or to requut 
•dditional 1nfomat10D frcm the 111ion. 

Becau1e of chi• ~hort OECM rev19V period, .. pha1l1 
1hould be placed on d.,-elopina ccmplata referral ,.ct.a .. 
10 that delay occa11ioned by reque1t1 for additional lnfoi-
mation frca the l•ioa will be rare. OICM aay refer a ca1e 
to DOJ wbicb lac:U ·-· 1nfomatiOD rll. u tb• referral 
can be 1uppl•mted vitb a a1nm111 o • ad effort bf 
information available to the Reaional office vblcb can 
immediately be gathered and tranmittecl to DOJ. Rovner, 
thi1 pi-act1ce 11 diacourqed. ID the f• inltuac• ill 
which a ca1e 11 referred to DOJ without all 1nfomatioa 
attached, th• infomation 1bould, at a a1Dillm, be cmcrall1 
organized in the 1•1onal office and the liti&atloa repoiot 
ahould analyse the ccapletm•• and 1ub1tantJ.ve coatmt of 
the 1nfomat1oa. 

A referral will be returned to tbe l•iODi vitll u 
explanato~ ••orandm, if 1ub1tattal illfomatin or 
further dnelopmmi 11 needed to c:mfl•t• the packqe. 
Thei-efore, the l11ion1 abould work clo1e17 vitla OICN 
attomeya to be certain retena1· packqea""'tontalD all 
nee••••~ tnforaatioa. · 

IV. MEASURIRG TD !ntCACT or TRl.DIUCT ID'DIAL AGllDmlT 
. 

I will UI• IPA'• ca•• docket 171t .. , OICM'• quarterly 
Manag•mt Accountability reporu ad DOJ' 1 r•poDIH to 
the referral packq• to rwiw tile aucc•• of tlae direcc 
referral qre .. mt. OICK will rni• t.la• •ual.lq of tile 
liti&ation report• acc~any~ dlrectl.7 refeneil ca1 .. and 
d 11cuaa dle ameral qullCJ of refft'ftl• fnm •cla 111tonal 
off ice at caae atatu •Htiqa beld periocU.ca1l7 •le.la DOJ' • 
Envirotmmtal IDfor-•t lefti•. 

lf ,.. h•• a., que1tion1 concemiD& th• procedure• 
1 et out la cilia a .. orandm, pl•••• contact llcbaiod Ma71, 
Smior .... n••C Counael, at ftS 312-4137. 

Attachmmt 
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WUMliG'°*'· ~.: UICI 

Ronorsbl• P. Benry •a!>ic:bt. II 
Actin; Aaaiatant Attomey General . 
J.and aAd bt.ural aa~ J»i.tailiwa 
u.s. »•partment of ~uatlce 
Waahington. o.c. 20JJO 

Dear 8aak1 

Aa a reault of our ••tlat oia fturedar. lept911ber 1~··111.,:. 
and th• aubaequent diacuaalona of reapecti .. ataffa, •• are in · 
a;r••••nt that. aubject to the condition• ••t fortb below. tla• 
cl••••• of ca••• li•t•d berela •Ill a. referred"dlrect.1r tra11 
IPA'• ••;ional Of~lc .. to tho Lfjnd·and ••tural aeaoll!'cea ~iYiaion 
of tJlG DePQrU.•& ·of 4'utt• in .~cabinr.•h D.c.. -

ne tenu. conditioe• and proc .. urea to a. followed in 
iapleMnting Uli• agr ..... at ana · · 

. -·· ··.·.~·~ -.4'"'... ~ 

1. Tfl• Aaalatant ··Adalalatrator for lnforoeMnt and Cmpllance 
Nonitorlnt will wal .. for a period ot one rear &be requir ... nt 
of the Aaslatant.Adatnlatr5tor•a prior eoncurrenc:e for referral 
to the Depan..a~ of .iuatice for tb• following clas••• of 
judicial enfor .... at ..... , 

,., ca. ...... a.ti• ltlt(t.•Df tae •at• DriDllftl .. ,. 
Act •ia iawol .. riol•t1oaa of &Jae ••ttonal Jnteri• 
Priaa17 Driakln1 .. ter .. plats-. aucla •• reporting • 
-i&orial fto1at4-· • ••~ coet.aaiaaa& viol.atiou1 . 

(b) ne lo11owla1 a••• •ader tb• Clean water Aett 
. 

Ill ca•• lnwol•lnt dlacbargea vltbout a peralt 
a., •wtuatrial .u.--..., 

. . .. 
(iii all caaea agalut ainor lnduatrial diacbargen1 

Cllll caa•.la•lwlng lallain to .Utor or report -
· J.nduatrial diacUrtenl 
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(iY) referr11a to collect •tlpulated pen&ltles fram 
tnduatrial• under COftsent deer ... , 

C•I rafazrala to ccalJect adaia.latratJ .. •.Pill ,,eult1ea 
under Section 311(j1 of t.be ~' 

. •... . 
(e> All ca••• ...a.r ~· Clean Air kt. eaeept tJae fo11owiag 1 

(1) cuu inwol_-iD9 tlae •t••l iaduatz71 

(11) caa .. invol•ing aon•ferrou• -1tera1 

Ciii) cu .. tnwolrial .. ti.al *-iaiou •tandarda for 
9aaardoua &lr llo'lluuntar -.. 

Cl•> ca••• in.olwlng tbe po•t-1912 enfore .. ent policy. 

J. C•••• deacrlbed S.n Section 1, abo .. , •ball be referred 
directly froa U.• ••;tonal Adainietrator to tbe Laad and 
Matural .. aource• Di•i•ioa ol Da.J ia tile followiag •nnier1 

<•> Tb• referral package ahall M forwarded to the Maietant 
Attorney General f~ Laftd and ••tural •••011reea, a.1. 
Depar&Mnt of .Ju•tice CDO.JJ. witll cepi• of tile package 
being •i•ultaneoualr lorvardet to th• 11.s. &ttora•r _ 
(USA) for the appropriate jutUelal ··diatriet ift wtdet. 
th• propoaed e••• la to be llled Caarlled •ad•anee copy-

. no action required at tJlia 'tfM• J, and" the Aaeiaunt 
Adlliniatrator for Snforee8eat aad Cmpllance Jlonitoring 
(0100 at SPA aeadQUartera. OSOi aball baft tb• following 
function• •itla regard to aald r•f•rra1 paeta .. 1 ,,, 

( ll) 

OICll'ahall baft ao reaponalbllltr for reYiew of 
euc:b referral pack•-· and tb• referral allall M 
effec&i• aa of &be date of nnl~ ol th• package 
- Wt -..wr. DSCll a9'a11 ea eat to t.h• ••el• 
.,_ -. apparea& abofteomi•P • defecta wbiela 
It M7 obaerw ta tb• •aeka ... m.7 •r• of eoune. 
ooatl ... io oonault •it.la OICll oe ••-* referrala. 
Ot.buvlae, OICll •hall be naponaU~l• on11 for 
routlM Oftralgh& of tla• progr••• and unaoe•nt 
of tJae ca•• eonaiatent with applleabl• preaent 
... f•taan pidaaee. OICll aball, boweftr, reuia 
f iaa1 aattaoritr t:o approw ••ttlwau • Mlaalf 
of D& tor tb••• caa••• aa ia otller ..... 

ne referral paeka.. ab.all a. ia ~ format and 
contain information pro•ided by guidance 89110randa 
•• ur be proaulgated frm tt.e to ti• by OEOI in 
ecmaultatton with DO-' and .. gional repreaentat1 .... 
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(ill t Dail atsall. •tttsin JO dap fna t·eceipt of tile 
referral package, deter.in• (1) whether the t.anda 
»1•i•ion of ~ vi11 ,.,,. lead responsi~llitJ for 
th• eues or (21 wbetber t.M DI& will a.A• laad 
reaponalbllltr for t.ba caM. · 

! • •. ,· • 

11hi1• It t. agreed that to ttae ••tent f•a•lbl•• 
ca••• ia •im ti.• DU wJJJ baw t.M lead will t. 
tranaaitted to th• DSA for· filing and han411ng 
within tlsia JO•dar period. if DO.J determine• tbat 
th• caae ra;uirea additional lae-1 or factu.al 
dewlopa1nt •t ~ prior to refetTlftl '" .. uer 
to the USA, th• caae aay be returned to the 
bgionai Off lee, or uy be retained at the Lands 
Di•iaton of DO.J for further develop119nt. including 
requeatln1 additional lnfor11ation froa the •e;ional 
Office. Jn any ewent. DO.J •ill notify tb• aa;ioul 
Off ice, OICll and tb• DI& of lu determaatian of 
Ua• lead role •itlala t.b• abo'N•MDtioned JD-d•J' 
period. 

<iv) ae;ardleaa of whether D0.7 or tlae DIA la determined 
to baw lead naponaiblllty for .. nao-nt of 
th• case, the procedure• and ti .. li•it1tiona ae& 
forth in th• MOO and 21era10.1s et •• ,., •h•ll 
reaain ln effect and •b•ll rian ~oncurrently with· 
th• .. na-r.t deteria1nationa .. de punuant·t.o 
t.bi• .... -,. . 

All other ••• aot apeclf icalll deacrlhd ta paragrapll 
1, abow, ~lcb tb• ••1iona1 or ioe• propo•• for judicial 
enf orce .. at ataa11 f ir•t be forwarded to OICll and t!a• 
appropriate ••adquarten pro1r• oUlee for nri-. 
A eon of tla• nf erra1 package aba11 M forwarded alnl
taneou•l• .. &be .. gioaal Office &o tile J.anda Di•iaioa of 
DO.J ud to &Jae an IOI' &he appropriate judicial diatrtet, 
t.b• DIA'• -., Jteieg aarked •adwanoe eop,-eo action requind 
at till• ,._. . ·. . . . . 

Cb) mOI aba11 n•lew tb• referral pactage wittain tventr-on• 
(21) calendar daya of the data of receipt of aaid package 
fl'm tile .. gt.al adalalatntor aat alaa11, •lt!lla ••id 
ti• perlot, .. ke a detera1natlon of whether t.h• caae 
•bould be Ca) forullr referred to DO.J, (bJ returned to 
tb• ••1ioaa1 Adaiaiatrat.or for an,r additional de .. 1op119nt 
vbicb aar M n~ind1 • CcJ wbetllar dl• .. gianal 
Adainiatrator abould be retU••ted to pro•ide any additicmal 
.. t.erial • iaforut.ian wbicb .. , be sequind to aat.iaff 
th• neceaaary and ••••ntial legal and factual re;uireaent.a
for t.bat t~ of 088•· 
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Any request for lnfotwation. or nt.an of tt\e caae 
to the ••;ion •hall ~ tran.aaitted by appropriate letter 
or ~~•orandum •1gned by t.he AA for Ol:OI (or Iler design") 
within the aforeaenticmed twenty-one day period. Should 
OICll concur ia &Jae prOi)oa•d referral Qf ~ cue to ZJO.J, 
tit• actual referral •hall l>e by letter frDtl ~h• AA for 
OSCll (or Iler deaign••> aigned •itbia fourtHa dap of 
the terwlnacion of th• aforeaentioned twenty-one day 
r••i•w periol. Copl•• of tit• letten referred t.o laent• 
ahall b4t aeat to tb• A8aiat.ant Attoraey General for t.b• 
Landa Dl•lalon of Jal. · . 

~ . . 
· · (d) Opon receipt of the referral package by DQ.J, &be 

proced.area and time deadliaea aet 1an:b la .-r•;rapb 
Mo. I of ~e llOO •hall applf • 

.... 
Jn order· 'to allow aufficlent ti• prior to imple•ntation of 

this a;r••••nt to .. ,. tb• u.1. Attomeya, th• .. ;tonal Offi•• 
and our ataf fa aware of th••• pro•ialona, it i• agreed that thi• 
a;reeaent ahall becoae •ffectiw Dec.._ 1, ltlJ. Courtney Pri• 
will diatribute a •eaoranda •1·tb1a SPA ••plaiain1 t.hi• •er-at 
and how it will lpejmpleaented within ~h• Agen~. · (You •ill ncelw 
a copy.) . . 

. ~ .. 
J believe that tbl• agre••nt will ellainate &be neceaaitr of 

f oraally ... ndlng t.be t1eaorand&111 of Onderatand!ag bet ... a our 
respective agencies, and will prowld• neoe•••l'7 experience t.o 
••certain whether tbeae procedyrea will result in aignlf leaat 
aavlnga of ti.lie and reeouroea. ·Jn tbat regard, J baw. aaked 
Cour~n•y 'o eatabllatt criteria for .. aaurln9 tile eff icacr of tbia 
a;reeaent dYring &be one fear trial period, aad J Uk tbat ,... 
cooperate with her in pro•idlng aucta reaaonabl• and nece•aary 
inf onnation •• •h• .. y requeat of 7ou in .. king ~at dete111lnation. 
At th• end of th• 'rial period-or at anr time ia tbe lnt•r••l-
ve ••Y propoae eucb adjuatmeata ia tb• procedure• aet f ortb ••reia 
•• ••Y be appropriate ~d • esperi••• ol all partl•· 

It ia fur\ber aaden&ood &bat it la &be .maal dealre of &la• 
Agency and Do.J tit•' ca•• M referred u &la• 111& I• f llia1 aa 
eapedit!oualr aa poeeDJ9. · . · .• 

I appreciate J09r cooperation in arrl•ing at tbl• agrHMat •. 
If this ... u wltb roar appro•al, pl•••• elgn tb• enclosed copy 
in ~· •..- iadica&ad Jaelow and zeura &la• ~ &o - fK Diii' 
til••· ·~·· ., .: .. 

I. .. -~· t . ... 

Appr°::J.' 
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SUBJECT: Guidelines for Enforcing Federal District Court Orders. 

FROM: Courtney M. Price f' a. ~ hi~ 
Assistant Adminiat~ Enforcement 

and Compliance Monitoring 

TOa Assistant Administrator• 
General Counsel 
Inspector General 

. Regional Administrator• 
Regional Counsels. 

Attached pl•••• find th• moat recent addition to the General 

Enforcement Policy Compendium entitled •Guidelines for Enforcing 

Federal District Court Ordera in Environmental Caaes.• The 

document emphasizes the very high priority we attach to preserving 

the integrity of court orders to enable the Agency to maintain its 

credibility with th• courta, th• public, and the regulated community 

ao as to achieve environmental objectivea. If you have any 

question• concerning this guidance, pl•••• contact Glenn Unterberger, 

Director of the Office of Legal and Enforcement Policy. He may 

be reached at (rTS) 312•4541. 

Attachment 

cca Assistant Attorney General for Land and Natural Resources 
Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section, DOJ 



GUIDELINES FOR ENFORCING FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT ORDERS 
IN ENVIRONMENTAL CASES 

Purposes 

This guidance emphasizes the importance of enforcement of 
Federal district court orders that embody either consensual or 
nonconsensual resolutions of environmental enforcement litigation. 
It establishes uniform Agency objectives in preparing for and in · 
responding to violations of court orders. The goal of this 
initiative is to minimize the number of violations of court 
orders and to f a~ilitate enforcement ef forta when such violations 
are detected. Recently, the Agency developed the Consent Decree· 
Tracking System which will provide a centralized data base and 
reporting system to upgrade consent decree enforcement. Ultimately, 
the lists of •significant violators• maintained in each program 
area ahould include all aignif icant violations of court orders. 

Policy 

EPA places a very high priority on enforcement of court orders. 
This policy ensures that defendants meet the requirements of each 
court order in order to achieve the objectives of the underlying 
civil action. Moreover, vigorous enforcement of court orders is 
essential to~enable the Agency to maintain its credibility with -
the courts, the public, and the regulated community, and to achieve 
the desired environmental objective. 

Scope 

This guidance specifically applies to the enforcement of consent 
decrees and nonconsensual orders entered in Federal district court 
that remedy violations of any of EPA'• laws or regulation•. It 
alao covers the following areas: 

!/ 

-- Drafting court orders to ensure enforceability.l 

-- Selecting responses to violations of consent decrees 
and other court orders •. 

-- Conaidering other procedures in implementing an 
enforcement response. 

Additional guidance on drafting enforceable consent decrees 
can be found in Agency policy entitled, •Guidance for Drafting 
Judicial Consent Decrees• (General Enforcement Policy Compendium, 
GM-17, dated 10/19/83). 
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Drafting Orders to Ensure Enforceability 

EPA ~hould obtain terms that are legally enforceable in 
negotiating a consent decree or writing an order at the request 
of the court. The order should provide for reasonable aethods 
for monitoring compliance with the order's requirements and should 
establish adequate incentives for compliance. 

Careful elimination of areas for future dispute can 
facilitate enforceability. Requirements in lhe order should 
be clear, understandable, and should avoid any possible 
ambiguities. The order should both clearly require compliance 
with the applicable regulations and establish the method or 
procedure that will be used to determine compliance. In some 
cases, it may be appropriate to specify the pollution control 
technology to be used. In no event, however, should the order 
deem compliance to mean anything but compliance with the 
applicable legal requirement. 

In every case, the obligation to comply must rest aol•lf 
with the defendant. Provisions that operate to •excuse• ftcm
compliance, e.g., a force majeure clause, should be narrowly·and 
explicitly drawn.2 The order should avoid any ambiguities 
regarding the defendant'• compliance obligation• associated with 
revisions to the underlying requirements. If the litigants 
expect future legislative or regul~~ory changes to th• underlying 
requirements·, the court order must clearly establish the procedures 
that would change the order's compliance obligations. The order 
should provide that revision to the underlying requirement does 
not excuse noncompliance with the terma of the order unl••• and 
until the court amends the order. 

The order should establish explicit compliance verification 
procedures. Because inspections are likely to be more objective 
than self-monitoring, the order should provide authority for EPA 
to conduct inspections at reasonable times. If resources will 
not permit detailed inspections by EPA or State or local 
authorities, some alternative form of compliance verification 
(e.g., self-monitoring, self-reporting, third-party verification) 
should be required. In such caaea, the order should require the 
defendant to conduct compliance teats at its own expense on the 
basis of t ... teat aethoda eatabliahed in the order. In addition, 

Economic hardship should not be established as a force majeure 
event. Instead, the defendant suffering th• hardship should 
petition th• court for a aodif ication of the order. See, 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 60. EPA should oppose 
such petitions unless the defendant convincingly demonstrates 
extreme circumstances that justify modifications to the order. 
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the order should provide for prior notice to EPA to 
Agency to ob1erve the test or other critical event. 
the order should .lway• preserve EPA'• authority to 
otherwise obtain information on it• own, and ahould 
for inspection• by EPA contractora. 

enable the 
However, 

inspect or 
also provide 

Compliance verification requirements ahould not be more 
burdensome to the defendant than is necessary to determine 
compliance. EPA should carefully review each report that the 
defendant submits to verify that it includes all of the information 
that the order requirea. The order ahould provide that the 
information used by defendants to generate self-reports must be 
retained-for a caasonable period of tim•, and that EPA must have 
access to auch information during that period of time. A prevision 
which establishes that self-monitoring and third party.verification 
information is admissible in proceedings to enforce the order is 
highly desirable. 

To facilitate v~rification of compliance with penalty payment 
provisions, the Regional Office must ensure that, at a minimum, 
it receives notice when penalties that are due have been paid. 
The Regional Off ice should maintain organized records indicating 
penalty collection dates. 

It ia essential to i·nclude in court orders the mechanisms 
necessary to assure compliance with th• term• of thoae orders. 
Such mechanisms ~ay include atipulated penalties, posting and 
forfeiture of performance bonds or letter• of credit, suspension· 
of operation, increased reporting requirements, and advance 
approval from EPA for certain activitiea. ::·Regional Off ices 
should determine appropriate mechanisms on a case-by-case basis 
taking into account th• factors described below. 

The compliance mechanisms should be strong enough to deter 
noncompliance by, for example, removing th• economic incentives 
for noncompliance, yet flexible enough to deal equitably with · 
the possible range of future violations. The force majeure 
clause and prudent exercise of proaecutorial discretion are the 
proper mechanisms for providing flexibility. In addition, the 
compliance incentive provisions ahould not be excessive although 
stipulated penalties ahould permit assessments which are large 
enough to take into account that the violator of a court order 
is, by definition, a recividist or a recalcitrant and, therefore, 
in need of 110r• serious incentive to comply. 

The order ahould expressly provide that the compliance 
mechanisms therein are not th• exclusive remedies available to 
the government. This type of provision preserves the government's 
ability to seek civil or criminal contempt penalties, specific 
performance of compliance provisions, and such other relief 
as the government may deem appropriate to obtain final compliance 
or to provide adequate deterrence against future violations. 
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Court orders should generally require the defendant to 
maintain and be able to (~monstrate compliance for a specified 
period of ti .. after the initial demonstration of compliance. 
This requireaent ensures that the defendant is likely to remain 
in compliance. Thi• provision •hould be con•istent with the 
order's termination clause. 

Finally, the order should explicitly state that it is binding 
on subsequent owners, operators, assignees, and other successors 
in interest in the facility. The order should require that these 
successors, etc., receive notification of the existence of the 
court order. The order should also require notification to EPA 
of any transfer of interest. 

Selecting Responses to Violations of Court Orders 

The primary objectives of enforcement of court orders are to 
correct the violation expeditiously, deter future violations by 
th• defendant and by the regulated community, and preserve the 
integrity of court ordered remedies •o as to achieve the desired 
environmental protection objective. Responses to violations 
must be prompt and firm ~o reflect the importance which EPA 
attaches to the court ordered requirements. 

· The government may pursue a range of remedies to address 
violations of court orders. These remedies include specific 
performance of the order'• requirement• (e.g., through a motion 
to enforce the order), additional specific performance requirements, 
stipulated monetary penalties, civil and criminal contempts, 
contractor suspension and debarment proceedings in appropriate 
cases involving the Clean Air Act or the Clean Water Act, and 
revised or extended compliance schedules (in the limited circumstances 
described below). Th••• remedies aay be used individually or in 
combination. 

The government auat weigh several factor• in deciding upon 
the type and extent of relief to pur•ue. The chief factors are 
the environmental hara or risk caused by the violation, the 
degree of •illfuln••• or negligence displayed by the defendant, 
the degr•• of economic benefit accruing to the defendant from the 
noncomplying behavior, any attempts to mitigate the violation, the 
deterrenc• •alue of the response, and the likelihood that the 
response will remedy the violation. It is also appropriate to 
consider the defendant'• hiatory of noncompliance and any 
extraordinary coats borne by the public. In addition, and 
as a secondary consideration, the government must assess the 
resource implications of the enforcement re•ponae. 
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All responses must require compliance with the order's 
terms as quickly as possible. Th.a requirement includes initiatio. 
of postjudgment proceedings to collect civil penalties originally 
imposed in th• decree for the underlying violation if the defendant 
haa failed to pay such penalties. Collection ahould be for the 
full penalty amount. 

Responses to violations of court orders typically should be 
more severe than those which the government _normally would seek 
for a comparable initial violation of a statute, regulation, or 
administrative.order. Absent a convincing demonstration by the 
defendant of mitigating ci.rcumatances, the government typically 
should ~ursue significant monetary penalties unless the violations 
are clearly de minimis. Penalties must remove any appreciable 
economic benefit accruing to the ·violator. In addition to recouping 
economic benefit, the p~lties should ·reflect the recidivistic 
or recalcitrant behavio f the defendant. The case file must 
include an explanation of why the case managers have decided to 
pursue a particular penalty figure or no penalty. · 

The government should seek imposition of apecif ic relief 
beyond that already required in the court order when necessary to 
provide adequate assurances of future.compliance. Factors to 
consider in determining the need for such assurances are the, like
lihood of future violations, the enviro~mental harm or risk wh\ch 
a future violation would be likely to pose, and the government 
resources involved in monitoring compl'iance with the additional 
requirements. Examples of further specific relief include more . 
stringent reporting requirements, advance EPA approval of relevant 
activities by the defendant, temporary or permanent shutdown of 
violating facilities, more- stringent operation and maintenance 
obligations, and posting of revocable or irrevocable letters of 
credit or performance bonds. 

Normally, the government should avoid agreeing to extensions 
of compliance schedules without pursuing significant monetary 
penalties. Extensions without penalties typically should be 
limited to ca••• in which the defendant can prove that the violation 
was caused by circumstances falling squarely within the force 
majeure clau .. of th• order. Moreover, an extension without 
penalties la permissible only if the extension poses limited 
environmental hara or risk, and a substantial public interest 
basis exista for extending the deadline. Extensions of compliance 
schedules •u•t set realistic timetables for compliance aimed at 
securing compliance as quickly •• possible. In any event, the 
defendant must continue to otherwise comply with the order. 

The government should also consider th• possibility of 
criminal contempt under the provisions of 18 u.s.c. S 401(3) 
in situations of aggravated noncompliance with consent decrees 
for which punishment is a legitmate objective of an enforcement 
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response. Factors to be considered in determing the appropriate
ness of criminal aanctiona includes (1) the acope and duration 
of the noncompliance involved in th• vio~ation of the consent 
decreei (2)· the environmental contamination or human health 
hazard reaulting from that noncompliancer (3) the willfuln••• of 
the violation (in a criminal contempt action the governaent auat 
show that th• violation waa willful and deliberate)J (4) any 
falsification activity involved in the noncompliance (i.e., 
misrepresentation by the party subject to the consent decree 
concerning compliance with that consent decree)r (5) the ability 
of the party that is subject to the consent .. decree to achieve 
compliancer and (6) the evidence of 110tivation for the noncompliance. 

When dealing with deliberate noncompliance with a civil 
consent decree, one is by definition dealing with a corporation 
or individual that has already gone through less severe enforcement 
actions which have proven ineffective. The potential for using 
criminal contempt should, therefore, be considered in all 
significant cases of noncompliance with judic,ial consent decrees. 

Other Matters To Consider In ;mplementing An Enforcement Response 

The government should make every effort to coordinate enforcement 
responses with any governmental co-plaintiff. If no satisfactory 
agreement is possible, E,A must still fulfill its mandate to enforce 
environmental laws. Similarly, the government should give careful 
consideration to the enforcement concerns of private co-plaintiffs, 
particularly regarding final settlements. Even if the private 
party's role is limited to commenting on the settlement, the 
government should carefully consider such comments. 

The governmeftt should establish a timetable for responding 
to a violation which reflects the high priority EPA places on 
enforcement of court orders. The timetable should take into 
consideration the nature of the violation, the need, if any, to 
take immediate action, the sufficiency of the available proof, 
and the complexity of the potential enforcement litigation. In 
uncomplicated ca••• that do not present an emergency to the public 
health or environment and, absent time requirements apecif ically 
imposed by the court order, th• Regional Off ice should attempt 
to develop and refer the case to Headquarters within 45 days from 
the date ti.. violation vaa detected. Headquarters and the Justice 
Department.ehould process cases according to the timetable 
established in the September 29, 1983, agreement between the EPA 
Deputy Adlllniatrator and the Assistant Attorney General for 
Land and Natural Resources. 

Any consent deer••• and aodif icationa to consent decrees must 
be in writing and signed by the Assistant Administrator for the 
Off ice of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring and the Assistant 
Attorney General for Land and Natural Resources. Attorneys must 
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make clear to the defendant that the government requires such 
signatures to legally bind the Onited States notwithstanding 
recommendations of acceptance of the terms of th• document by 
the govern .. nt negotiators. 

The policies and procedures set forth in this document are 
intended solely for the guidance of government personnel. 
They are not intended and cannot be relied upon to create any 
rights, substantive or procedural, enforceable by any party .in 
litigation vith the Onited States. The Agency reserves the 
right to act at variance vith these policies and procedures and 
to change ~hem at any time without public notice. 

c 
Courtn M. Price 

Assistant A inistrator for 
Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring 
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CHAPTER FOQR APP.ENDIX 3 

PROCEDURES [QR MODIFYING .JUDICIAL DECREES 

Definition 

Consent decree "modifications" are changes to a consent decree 
proposed jointly to the court by the Federal government and a 
defendant, largely to address circumstances which have arisen since 
the entry of the consent decree (such as force majeure events or · 
other unanticipated circumstances). Thus, these "modifications" are 
distinct from Federal government unilateral enforcement actions 
requiring the violator to comply with the terms of the decree and 
imposing sanctions. Consent decree modifications should be addressed 
as follows: . 

concurrence Process 

0 

0 

0 

0 

As soon as the need to modify a consent decree is discovered, 
the Region should send a letter to the appropriate OE-AEC and 
DOJ-Environmental Enforcement Section Chief notifying them of 
the intent to open negotiations with the defendant. The letter 
should contain summary information sufficient to apprise OE 
and DOJ of relevant facts, issues, and proposed solutions. 

Consistent with appropriate consultation procedures with OE or 
DOJ, the Region (along with OE or DOJ, as appropriate) may 
proceed to negotiate a modification of the consent decree in 
the manner described in the letter. 

OE retains authority for approving any modifications on behalf 
of EPA unless the underlying settlement authority of the 
original order has been delegated to the Regions. If 
delegated, then the modification does not bring the settlement 
within the scope of OE authority. DOJ retains authority for 
app.r any modifications on behalf of the United States. 

~. ~ 

Aft · and OOJ officials have approved the modifications, 
the . attorney will present the proposed consent decree 
modification to the appropriate court for approval. 
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CHAPTER FQUB APPENDIX 3 

STARS Consent Decree Tracking Measure 

A consent decree violation handled through modification will be 
considered addressed under the STARS consent decree tracking 
measure when a modified consent decree is signed by the AA-OE 
for, ih the case of delegated settlements, the Regional 
Agrninistrator) and-the appropriate-·:ooJ manager. Unti 1 these 
officials approve the modification, the Region will report the 
consent decree in the "in violatiorr with action planned" category. 

-. 
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CHAPTER FOUR APPENDIX 4 

PRQCEDURES FOR NQTIFYING IXJJ OF STIPULATED PENALTIES 

The procedure described below will be 11sed for notifying the 
Department of Justice (DOJ) Land and Natural Resources Division 
(LNRD) of the need to initiate the collection of stipulated 
penalties. DOJ has the authority and responsibility to enforce 
judicial juagments and can also initiate collection of stipula~ed 
penalties without EPA's notification or request. However, DOJ rarely 
will know, without EPA notification, of the occurrence or non
occurrence of a· specified event that triggers a stipulated penalty 
provision. 

Definition 

Stipulated penalties are penalties agreed to by the parties to a 
consent decree for violation of the agreement's provisions. These 
penalties are made a part of th~ consent decree and are enforceabl~ 
if violated. 

Notification Process 

Unless the consent decree specifies otherwise, notification to 
defendants on the collection of stipulated penalties should be 
sent by DOJ-LNRD. Unless the consent decree specifies otherwise, all 
judicial stipulated penalties should be paid to the DOJ lockbox. 
The following procedures apply for enlisting DOJ.'s. assistance: 

o The Region sends a letter to DOJ (copy to AA-OE) requesting 
DOJ to pursue collection activities. The letter to DOJ should 
contain summary information sufficient to apprise DOJ of 
relevant facts, issues and proposed solutions. 

o DOJ copies the Region and AA-OE with a copy of the notice 
letter sent to the defendant and any response to the notice 
letter .. 

o If the response is unsatisfactory, the Region will send a 
direct referral package to DOJ (copy to AA-OE). The referral 
package should request that DOJ enforce against the unresolved 
consent decree violations, include any relevant new 
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information ar1s1ng since the notice letter request, and 
specify the extent of the relief which EPA wishes to pursue. 

o DOJ takes appropriate a~~ion to enforce the original consent 
decree with full participation by the Region. 

o When the defendant automatically p9ys stipulateo pe~alties to 
the Federal goverrunent through any means, including_ the DOJ or 
EPA lockbox systems, the RPO, or the ORC, the office receiving 
the payment should immediately send a copy to the ORC, AA-OE, 
DOJ-LNRD and the EPA Locai' Financial Management Office (FMO). 
This includlf: the U.S. Attorneys' Offices. 

'STARS CONSENT DECREE TRACKING MEASURE 

Under the STARS consent decree tracking measure, a demand letter or a 
notice to the defendant to pay a stipulated penalty is not considered 
a "formal enforcement response". A penalty payment must; be receiveg 
or a direct referral package sent to DOJ (copy to OE) ~etore"the 
violation is considered addressed.' Where a demand or notice letter 
has been sent, the Region should report the decree in the "i1! 
violation with action planned" category. When a direct refe.,ral is 
sent to DOJ to address the non-payment of a stipulated penalfy, the 
Region should report the decree in the "in violation with action 
commenced" category. 
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CONTRACTOR LISTING IN CASES OF NQNCOMPLIANCE WITH ADMINISTRATIVE OR 
JUDICIAL ORDERS 

Guidance 

EPA has authority to prohibit facilities \ihich have a record of 
continuing or recurring noncompliance with Clean Air Act or Clean 
Water Act standards, and which are the subject of a prior or 
ongoing enforcement action, from participating in federal contracts, 
grants, or loans. (Clean Air Act §306, Clean Water Act §508, 
Executive Order 11738, 40 CFR Part 15). Established guidance on the 
use of this authority notes that violations of consent decrees, 
administrative orders, and notices of noncompliance are prime 
examples of cases where this prohibition, referred to as "Contractor 
Listing", should be strongly considered(~ "Guidance on 
Implementing the Discretionary Contractor Listing Program", November 
26, 1986) . 

Procedures ' 

The process for listing a violator, set forth at 40 CFR Part 15 and 
in the November 26, 1986 Guidance, should begin with a determination 
that the "continuing or recurring noncompliance" involves clearly 
applicable Clean Air Act or Clean Water Act standards. If there is a 
pending judicial action against a party, such as an outstanding 
consent decree, there should be coordination with the appropriate DOJ 
attorney to ensure that the listing proceeding· will not compromise 
the litigation posture and will complement a motion to enforce the 
decree. The listing action can then be formally commenced by a 
''Recommendation to List" signed by a Regional Administrator, the AEC 
for Air or Water, or the Assistant Administrator for Air and 
Radiation or Water and sent to the Listing Official in OE. The 
recommendation must include: 

(1) The name, address, and telephone number of the Recommending 
Person. 

(2) A description of the facility in question and its owner or 
operator. 

(3) A description of the alleged continuing or recurring Clean Air 
Act or Clean Water Act noncompliance and the evidence thereof. 

(4) A description of the prior or ongoing enforcement action against 
the facility (such as an outstanding consent decree or 
administrative order). 
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If these requirements are met, the Listing Official notifies the 
facility of the recorrunendation and transmits it to the Assistant 
Administrator for Enforcement. The owner or operator of the facility 
then has 30 calendar days to request a listing proceeding. If such a 
request is made, EPA and the requesting person may present oral or 
written evidence relevant to the proposed listing to an appointed 
Case ExanH.ner at an informal proceeding, "withou-e· formal rules of 
evid~nce or procedure", and the case Examiner decides whether or not 
·to list the facility. If-the case Examiner deciaes to list· the· ·
faci~ity, the owner or operator may ask the General counsel to review 
the Case Examiner's decision. The General Counsel's decision would 
then constitute final Agency action. If there is no request to 
present evidence, the Assistant Administrats>r for Enforcement the 
matter.. These procedures and the provisions for review of a listing 
dee is :i,;on are set forth at 40 CFR Part 15. ·· 

..... 
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SUBJECT: Guidelines for Enforcing Federal District Court Orders 

FROM: Courtney M. Price f' a. _,.--~~ 
Assistant Administ~ Enforcement 

and Compliance Monitoring 

TO: Assistant Administrators 
General Counsel 
Inspector General 
Regional Administrators 
Regional Counsels 

Attached please find the most recent addition to the General 

Enforcement Policy Compendium entitled •Guidelines for Enforcing 

~Federal District Court Orders in Environmental Cases.• The 

document emphasizes the very high priority we attach to preserving 

the integrity of court orders to enable the Agency to maintain its 

credibility with the courts, the public, and the regulated community 

so as to achieve environmental objectives. If you have any 

q~estions concerning this guidance, please contact Glenn Unterberger, 

Director of the Off ice of Legal and Enforcement Policy. He may 

be reached at (FTS) 382-4541. 

Attachment 

cc: Assistant Attorney General for Land and Natural Resources 
Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section, OOJ 



'GUIDELINES FOR ENFORCING FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT ORDERS 
IN ENVIRONMENTAL CASES 

Purposes . 

This guidance emphasizes the importance of enforcement of 
Federal district court orders that embody either consensual or 
nonconsensual resolutions of environmental enforcement litigation. 
It establishes uniform Agency objectives in preparing for and in 
responding to violations of court orders. The goal of this 
initiative is to minimize the number of violations of court 
orders and to facilitate enforcement efforts when such violations 
are detected. Recently, the Agency developed the Consent Decree 
Tracking System which w.111 provide a centralized data base and 
reporting system to upgrade consent decree enforcement. Ultimately, 
the lists of •5ignif icant violators• maintained in each program 
area should include all significant violations of court orders. 

Policy 

EPA places a very high priority on enforcement of court orders. 
This policy ensures that defendants meet the requirements of each 
court order in order to achieve the objectives.of the underlying 
civil action. Moreover, vigorous enforcement of court orders is 
essential to enable the Agency to maintain its credibility with 
the courts, the public, and the regulated community, and to achieve 
the desired environmental objective. 

Scope 

This guidance specifically applies to the enforcement of consent 
decrees and nonconsensual orders entered in Federal district court 
that remedy violations of any of EPA's laws or regulations. It 
also covers the following areas: 

!/ 

Drafting court orders to ensure enforceability.l 

Selecting responses to violations of consent decrees 
and other court orders. 

-- Considering other procedures in implementing an 
enforcement response. 

Additional guidance on drafting enforceable consent decrees. 
can be found in Agency policy entitled, •Guidance for Drafting 
Judicial Consent Decrees• (General Enforcement Policy Compendium, 
G~-17, dated 10/19/83). 
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Drafting Orders to Ensure Enforceability 

EPA should obtain terms that are legally enforceable in 
negotiating a consent decree or writing an order at the request 
of the coQrt. The order should provide for reasonable aethods · 
for monitoring compliance with the order's requirements and should 
establish adequate incentives for compliance. 

Careful elimination of areas for future dispute can 
facilitate enforceability. Requirements in the order should 
be clear, understandable, and should avoid any possible 
ambiguities. The order should both clearly require compliance 
with the applicable regulations and establish the method or 
_procedure that will be used to determine compliance. In aome 
cases, it may be appropriate to specify the pollution control 
technology to be used. In no event, however, should the order 
deem compliance to mean anything but compliance with the 
applicable legal requirement. 

In every case, the obligation to comply must rest solely 
with the defendant. Provisions that operate to •excuse• non
compliance, e.g., a force majeure clause, should be narrowly and 
explicitly drawn.2 The order should avoid any ambiguities 
regarding the defendant's compliance obligations associated with 
revisions to the underlying requirements. If the litigants 

.expect future legislative or regulatory changes to the underlying 
.requirements, the court order must clearly establish the procedures 
that would change the order's compliance obligations. The order 
should provide that revision to the underlying requirement does 
not excuse noncompliance with the terms of the order unless and 
until the court amends the order. 

The order should establish explicit compliance verification 
procedures. Because inspections are likely to be more objective 
than self-monitorin~, the order should provide authority for EPA 
to conduct inspections at reasonable times. If resources will 
not permit detailed inspections by EPA or State or local 
authorities, some alternative form of compliance verification 
(e.g., self-monitoring, self-reporting, third-party verification) 
should be required. In such cases, the order should require the 
defenda~t to conduct compliance tests at its own expense on the 
basis of the test methods established in the order. In addition, 

Economic hardship should not be established as a force majeure 
event. Instead, the defendant Buffering the hardship should 
petition the court for a modification of the order. See, 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 60. EPA should oppose · 
such petitions unless the defendant convincingly demonstrates 
extreme circumstances that justify modifications to the order. 
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the order should provide for prior notice to EPA to enable the 
Agency to observe the test or other critical event. However, 
the order should always preserve EPA'a authority to inspect or 
otherwise .obtain information on its own, and ahould also provide 
for inspections by EPA contractors. 

Compliance verif ieation requirements should not be more 
burdensome to the defendant than is necessary to determine 
compliance. EPA ahould carefully review each report that the 
defendant submits to verify that it includes all of the information 
that the order requires. The order should provide that the 
information used by defendants to generate self-reports must be 
retained for a reasonable period of time, and that EPA must have 
access to such information during that period of time. A provision 
which establishes that self-monitoring and third party verification 
information is admissible in proceedings to enforce the order is 
highly desirable. 

To facilitate verification of compliance with penalty payment 
provisions, the Regional Office must ensure that, at a minimum, 
it receives notice when penalties that are due have been paid. 
The Regional Off ice should maintain organized records indicating 
penalty collection dates. 

It is essential to include in court orders the mechanisms 
necessary to assure compliance with the terms of those orders. 
Such mechanisms may include stipulated penalties, posting and 
forfeiture of performance bonds or letters of credit, suspension 
of operation, increased reporting requirements, and advance 
approval from EPA for certain activities. Regional Off ices 
should determine appropriate mechanisms on a case-by-case basis 
taking into account the factors described below. 

The compliance ~echanisms should be strong enough to deter 
noncompliance by, for example, removing the economic incentives 
for noncompliance, yet flexible enough to deal equitably with 
tbe possible range of future violations. The force majeure 
clause and prudent exercise of prosecutorial discretion are the 
proper ~eehanisms for providing flexibility. In addition, the 
compliance incentive provisions should not be excessive although 
stipulated penalties should permit assessments which are large 
enough to take into account that the violator of a court order 
is, by definition, a recividist or a recalcitrant and, therefore, 
in need of more serious incentive to comply. 

The order should expressly provide that the compliance 
mechanisms therein are not the exclusive remedies available to 
the government. This type of provision preserves the government's 
ability to seek civil or criminal contempt penalties, specific 
performance of compliance provisions, and such other relief 
as the government may deem appropriate to obtain final compliance 
or to provide adequate deterrence against future violations. 
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Court orders should generally require the defendant to 
~aintain and be able to demonstrate compliance for a specified 
period of time after the initial demonstration of compliance. 
This requ~rement ensures that the defendant is likely to remain 
in compliance. This provision ahould be consistent with the 
order's termination clause. 

Finally, the order should explicitly atate that it is binding 
on subsequent owners, operators, assignees, and other successors 
in interest in the facility. The order should require that these 
successors, etc., receive notification of the existence of the 
court order. The order should also require notification to EPA 
of any transfer of interest. 

~ 

·~., 

Selecting Responses to Violations of Court Orders 

The primary objectives of enforcement of court orders are to 
correct the violation expeditiously, deter future violations by 
the defendant and by the regulated community, and preserve the 
integrity of court ordered remedies ao as to achieve the desired 
environmental protection objective. Responses to violations 
must be prompt and firm to reflect the importance which EPA 
attaches to the court ordered requirements. 

The oovernment may pursue a range of remedies to address 
violations of court orders. These remedies include specific 
performance of the order's requirements (e.g., through a motion 
to enforce the order), additional specific performance requirements, 
stipulated monetary penalties, civil and criminal contempts, 
contractor suspension and debarment proceedings in appropriate 
cases involving the Clean Air Act or the Clean Water Act, and 
revised or extended compliance schedules (in the limited circumstances 
described below). These remedies may be used individually or in 
combination. 

The government must weigh several factors in deciding upon 
the type· and extent of relief to pursue. The chief factors are 
the environmental harm or risk caused by the violation, the 
degree of willfulness or negligence displayed by the defendant, 
the degree of economic benefit accruing to the defendant from the 
noncomplying behavior, any attempts to mitigate the violation, the 
deterrence value of the response, and the likelihood that the 
response will remedy the violation. It is also appropriate to 
consider the defendant's history of noncompliance and any 
extraordinary costs borne by the public. In addition, and 
as a secondary consideration, the government must assess the 
resource implications of the enforcement response. 
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·All responses must require compliance with the order's 
terrus as quickly as possible. This requirement includes initiation 
of postjudgment proceedings to collect civil penalties originally 
imposed in: the decree for the underlying violation if the defendant 
haa failed to pay auch penalties. Collection ahould be for the 
full penalty amount. 

Responses to violations of court orders typically ahould be 
more severe than those which the government normally would aeek 
for a comparable initial violation of a statute, regulation, or 
administrative order. Absent a convincing demonstration by the 
defendant of mitigating circumstances, the government typically 
should pursue significant monetary penalties unless the violations 
are clearly de minimis. ·· Penalties must remove any appreciable 
economic benefit accruing to the violator. In addition to recouping 
economic benefit, the penalties should reflect the recidivistic 
or recalcitrant behavior of the defendant. The case file must 
include an explanation of why the case managers have decided to 
pursue a particular penalty figure or no penalty. 

The government should seek imposition of specific relief 
beyond that already reQuired in the court order when necessary to 
provide adequate assurances of future.compliance. Factors to 
consider in determining the need for such assurances are the lik~
lihood of future violations, the environmental harm or risk which 
a future violation would be likely to pose, and the government 
resources involved in monitoring compliance with the additional 
requirements. Examples of further specific relief include more 
stringent reporting requirements, advance EPA approval of relevant 
activities by the defendant, temporary or permanent shutdown of 
violating facilities, ~ore stringent operation and maintenance 
obligations, and posting of revocable or irrevocable letters of 

·credit or performanc~ bonds. 

Normally, the government should avoid agreeing to extensions 
o~ compliance schedules without pursuing significant monetary 
penalties. Extensions without penalties typically should be 
limited to cases in vhich the defendant can prove that the violation 
was caused by circumstances falling SQuarely within the force 
majeure'clause of the order. Moreover, an extension without 
penalties is permissible only if the extension poses limited 
environmental harm or risk, and a substantial public interest 
basis exists for extending the deadline. Extensions of compliance 
schedules must set realistic timetables for compliance aimed at 
securing compliance as Quickly as possible. In any event, the 
defendant must continue to othentise comply with the order. 

The government should also consider the possibility of 
criminal contempt under the provisions of 18 u.s.c. S 401(3) 
in situations of aggravated noncompliance with consent decrees 
for which punishment is a legitmate objective of an enforcement 
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response. Factors to be considered in determing the appropriate
ness of criminal sanctions includes (1) the scope and duration 
of the noncompliance involved in the violation of the consent 
decree1 (2) the environmental contamination or human health 
hazard resulting from that noncompliance1 (3) the willfulness of 
the violation (in a criminal contempt action the governaent auat 
show that ·the violation was willful and deliberate)r (4) any 
falsification activity involved in the noncompliance (i.e., 
misrepresentation by the party subject to the consent decree 
concerning compliance with that consent decree)r (5) the ability 
of the party that is subject to the consent decree to achieve 
compliance1 and (6) the evidence of motivation for the noncompliance. 

When dealing with deliberate noncompliance with a civil 
consent decree, one is by definition dealing with a corporation 
or individual that has already gone through less severe enforcement 
actions which have proven ineffective. The potential for using 
criminal contempt should, therefor~, be considered in all 
significant cases of noncompliance with judicial consent decrees. 

Other Matters To Consider In Implementing An Enforcement Response 

The government should make every effort to coordinate enforcement 
responses with any governmental co-plaintiff. If no satisfactory 
agreement is possible, EPA must still fulfill its mandate to enforce 
environmental laws. Similarly, the government should give careful 
consideration to the enforcement concerns of private co-plaintiffs, 
particularly regarding final settlements. Even if the private 
party's role is limited to commenting on the settlement, the 
government should carefully consider such comments. 

The government should establish a timetable for responding 
to a violation which reflects the high priority EPA places on 
enforcement of court orders. The timetable should take into 
consideration the nature of the violation, the need, if any, to 
take immediate action, the sufficiency of the available proof, 
and the complexity of the potential enforcement litigation. In 
uncomplicated cases that do not present an emergency to the public 
health or environment and, absent time requirements specifically 
imposed by the court order, the Regional Off ice should attempt 
to develop and refer the case to Headquarters within 45 days from 
the date the violation was detected. Headquarters and the Justice 
Department should process cases according to the timetable 
established in the September 29, 1983, agreement between the EPA 
Deputy Administrator and the Assistant Attorney General for 
Land and Natural Resources. 

Any consent decrees and modifications to consent decrees must 
be in writing and signed by the Assistant Administrator for the · 

. Off ice cf Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring and the Assistant 
Attorney General for Land and Natural Resources. Attorneys must 
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make clear to the defendant that the government requires such 
signatures to legally bind the United States notwithstanding 
recommendations of acceptance of the terms of the document by 
the government negotiators. 

The policies and procedures aet forth in this document are 
intended aolely for the guidance of government personnel. 
They are not intended and cannot be relied upon to create any 
rights, substantive or procedural, enforceable by any party in 
litigation with the United States. The Agency reserves the 
right to act at variance with these policies and procedures and 
to change them at any time without public notice. 

c 
Courtn M. Price 

Assistant A inistrator for 
Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring 
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GM - 25, was revised in November 1988. The old version 

has been deleted and relevant excepts of the new docu

ment have been put in its place in the manual. A 

complete copy of the strategy can be obtained from the 

Office of Federal Activities. 
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THE ADMINllT"ATOllt 

The U.S. Environmental Proteetion Agency (EPA) believes that Federal agencies have an 
inherent obligation to comply with all Federal environmental statutes in the same manner 
and degree as all other Rgulated entities. It is imperative that every effon be made to 
ensure that Federal facilities achieve and maintain high rates of compliance with all 
cn~ntal requirements. And it is imponant to EPA's compliance and enforcement 
efforts at non·Federal entities that facilities of the Federal government dcmonsaaie that they 
have their "own house in order." In order to demonstrate EPA's commitment in this 
imponant area, we have established a new goal for our Federal Facilities Compliance 
Program which states that EPA shall help "ensure that Federal agencies achieve compliance 
rates in each media program which meet or exceed those of major industtial and major 
municipal facilities." 

To help achieve this goal. EPA has developed a new Federal Facilities Compliance S1ra1egy 
which establishes a comprehensive and proactive approach to achieving compliance at 
Federal facilities. This document, also known as the "Yellow Book", provides the basic 
framework and consistent guidelines for all EPA media programs (e.g., air, water, 
hazardous waste, etc.) to follow in their compliance and enforcement activities at Federal 
facilities. It also attempts to reconcile EPA's dual responsibilities to provide technical 
assistance and advice to Federal facilities pursuant to Executive Order No. 12088, and our 
statutory authorities to ta.kc enforcement actions for violations at Federal facilities in 
appropriate circumstances. 

Recently·authorized environmental statutes have included special requirements and 
additional provisions which are specific to Federal facilities. These provisions clarify that 
Federal agencies must comply with environmental laws in the same mannet and degree as 
all other facilities subject to such requirements. EPA intends to utilize the full range of its 
available enforcement authorities to ensure compliance by Federal facilities. However, 
EPA also recognizes that there are some limitations and differences in the rypes of 
enforcement actions which EPA can take at Federal facilities. These special circumsmnces 
have made it clear that if EPA is to be truly effective in ensuring high compliance rates at 
Federal facilities, a separate strategy such as this is needed to address this unique subset of 
facilities which we Rgulate. 

Thorough and consistent implementation of this Strategy should significantly strengthen 
E.PA's compliance and enforcement program for Federal facilities. We will apply the same 
timeframes for taking enforcement action at Federal facilities as EPA does for other 
facilities. We also have established a formal dispute resolution process with mict time 
periods for escalation when Compliance Agreements or Consent Orders caMot be 
exped.itiously negotiated between E.PA Regional offices and Federal facilities. 

This Strategy also emphasizes the use of innovative compliance management techniques 
(e.g., environmental aucliting), seJecred initiati"es for improved compliance tracking of 
Federal facilities and more effective use of the Federal Agency A-106 Pollution Abatement 



Planning Process. In addition, since many of EPA's programs are delegated to the States, 
we have devoted a separate chapter in this document to the critical role of States in 
responding to compliance problems at Federal f acilitics. 

In closing, I would like to reiterate that EPA is very serious in its eff ons to ensure 
compliance by Federal facilities, and we will take all necessary actions, including 
enforc:cmcnt in appropriate circumstances, to improve the environmental swus of facilities 
of rhe Federal govcmmcnL Federal facilities have done much to increase the effectiveness 
-of their environmental management programs, but further progress is needed if Federal 
facilities are to meet their obligations ID comply to the fullest extent possible wUh all of &be 
environmental laws. We at EPA believe thai this is an attainable goal and look forward ID 
working together with affected parties in implementing this SU'ategy and demonsttating that 
Federal f acilitics can ttuly be the model for compliance which we feel they arc capable of 
becoming. ·.> 

.•· .. , 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Federal Facilities Compliance Sttatea establishes a comprehensive and 
proactive approach to achieving and maintaining high rates of compliance at Federal 
facilities. It provides the basic framework for E.P A's media programs to follow in ensuring 
dw Federal facilities are fully integrated into Federal and Swc compliance monitoring and 
enforcement activities. It also attempts to reconcile the Agency's dual ~sponsibilities of 
providing t~hnical assistance and advice to Federal facilities to help ensure their 
compliance, as required under Presidential Executive Order No. 12088, and of taking 
enforcement actions against Federal facilities. where appropriate, as provided for in the 
various environmental swutes. 

This Strategy clarifies that Federal agencies must comply with environmental laws 
in the same manner and degree as non-Federal entities and E.PA will utilize the full range of 
its available enforcement mechanisms to ensure compliance by Federal facilities. However, 
EPA also recognizes that there arc cenain limitations and differences in the types of 
enforcement actions which EPA will ta.kc at Federal facilitiC$. In addition, EPA's mandate 
to provide technical assistance as well as the restrictions inherent in the Federal budget and 
appropriations process influenced E.PA's decision that a separate strategy was needed to 
address compliance problems at Federal facilities. 

This document was written to serve several audiences: to serve as guidance for 
EPA Headquarters and Regional staff; to clarify State and Federal compliance monitoring 
and enforcement roles; to inform Federal agencies of EPA's strategy and identify 
procedures to be followed when violations have been discovered; and finally, lo 
communicate E.PA's approach for ad~ssing compliance problems at Federal facilities to 
Congress, the public, and concerned interest groups. 

Chap~r II - Summary of Environmental Statutes and Executive Orders 

Federal agencies generally must comply with all provisions of Federal 
environmental statutes and regulations as well as all applicable State and local requirements, 
with the exception of very limited Presidential exemptions which may be issued on a site· 
specific basis. Presidential Executive Orders also stress the mandate for Federal facilities to 
comply fully with environmental requirements and to establish procedures far ensuring that 
this is aca>mplishcd. including special procedures fer resolving compliance disputes within 
lhc Executive Branch involving EPA and other Federal agencies. 

Chap10 m - Identification of the Regulated Community 

A more definitive inventory of Federal facilities will enable EPA to establish more 
eff~tive priorities and select wgets for assistance, compliance monitoring, and 
enforcement activities. The Strategy clarifies that EPA is focusing on that subset of Federal 
facilities which have potential for environmental impacL 

The Strategy defines the various types of Federal facilities and Federal lands, and 
describes how available sources of information and program data systems will be used by . 
£PA to identify and track compliance at Federal facilities. It outlines new actions that EPA 
will undertake to improve the quantity and quality of information on the Federal facilities 
universe, including reviews of Federal facility classifications and major/minor facility 
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definitions and the identification of imponant Federal facility minors and environmentally 
significant facilities on a multi·media basis. 

ChaptD' IV - Compliance Promotion. Technical Assistance and Training 

To meet its unique responsibilities under E.O. 12088 to provide technical assisiance 
and advice to Federal agencies, EPA is establishing a more systematic communications 
system for exchange of information on new or revised regulatory or statutory 
environmental requirements. The Strategy describes the functions of EPA's various 
"Hotlines" and encourages Federal agency persoMel to utiliz.e these services 10 assist them 
in maintaining compliance at their facilities. In addition to information transfer, the 
Strategy introduces improved approaches for informing Federal facilities of available 
training courses. EPA will attempt to target particular agencies for courses in areas where 
ID Agency has had a para::rn o( compliance problems. 

t 
EPA has a unique opponunity to work with other Federal agencies and the Swes to 

identify broad patterns of current and potential compliance problems among facilities in a 
given Agency. Based upon information from Regions and States about patterns of 
noncompliance by Federal facilities, EPA will develop a comprehensive strategy to correct 
these noncompliance patterns and will wort with the parent Agency to ensure the sntegy 
is implemented. In an effon to prevent future compliance problems, the annual A-106 
planning process will be used more effectively to inform Federal agencies of EPA priority 
areas and request them to direct their A-106 projects ID these areas where appropriate. 

Federal facilities are also encouraged to adopt environmental auditing programs to 
help achieve and maintain higher levels of overall compliance. EPA will provide technical 
assistance to other Federal agencies in the initiation and implementation of auditing 
programs. 

Chapru V - Compliance Monitoring 

The Strategy strengthens compliance monitoring activities at Federal facilities by 
ensuring that EPA or the States' ~sence is being demonstrated at all Federal agencies 
which have the potential for environmental impacl Federal facilities arc to be inspected at 
least as frequently as all other sources, consistent with the priorities, frequencies and types 
of inspections established in each media program guidance. In addition, Regions are to 
identify the most environmentally significant Federal facilities across several media 
programs as candidates f cr multi-media inspections. 

EPA plans ID improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the Federal agency A-106 
pollution abatement planning process by addressing compliance problems at Federal 
facilities before they become violations, linking the process more closely to identified EPA 
environmental pricrities and. other systematic program improvements. 

Chapter VI - EPA Enforcement Response at Federal Facilities 

The most significant provisions of this Strategy deal with the basic approach and 
p1ocedurcs E.PA will use when responding to violations at Federal facilities. The strategy 
clarifies that Federal agencies are required to comply with environmental laws the same as 
non-Federal regulated entities and that EPA will utilize all of its available enforceme~t 
mechanisms at Federal facilities. The strategy also recognizes that. there arc certain 
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limitations and differences in terms of the types of enforcement action which EPA will take 
against Federal ~acilities. 

EPA and States are to pursue "timely and appropriate" enforcement responses to 
address violations at Federal facilities in a manner similar to actions taken to address 
violations at non-Federal facilities. EPA's enforcement responses emphasize dw if a 
violation is not or will not be corrected within the timeframe for violations of lhat class, an 
enforcement action should be taken consistent with media program guidance. 

EPA 's formal enforcement responses for Federal facilities emphasize the use of 
mutually negotiated remedial actions and schedules in the first instance, formalized through 
Compliance Agreements or Consent Orders, depending upon program authorities and 
guidance. EPA will issue proposed administrative enforcement actions where mumal 
agreement cannot be reached in a timely manner, and will promptly utilize all available 
dispute resolution mechanisms to effectively resolve areas of disagreement. The Strategy 
al~ clarifies that Federal agency officials are required to take all available steps to obtain 
sufficient funds to achieve compliance on the most expeditious sc~cdule possible. 

EPA's enforcement process for Executive Branch Agencies is purel): 
administrative, and neither provides for civil judicial action nor assessment of civil 
penalties.• This limitation does not apply to enforcement actions taken by States as 
authorized under various statutes nor to EPA actions directed to non-Federal operaun of 
Federal facilities who are not officials of Executive Branch Agencies. EPA will pursue the 
full range of its enf orccment authorities against private operators of Federal facilities (e.g., 
GOCOs) where appropriate and also take action against Federal agencies at GOCO facilities 
in certain circumstances. EPA will develop a GOCO Enforcement Strategy as a follow-up 
to this document to further clarify this issue. . 

Chapter VII - Role of the States in Federal Facilities Compliance 

States generally may exercise a broader range of authorities and enforcement tools 
than EPA to address violations at Federal facilities. Under many statutes, delegated or 
authorizc.d States can use the full range of these enforcement authorities to address Federal 
facility violations to the same extent they are used for non-Federal facilities. Swes are also 
encouraged, wherever possible, to pursue bilateral, negotiated agreements or Consent 
Orders with Federal facilities. In any delegated Sta1C enforcement action involving Federal 
facilities EPA will be careful not to interfere with the State's enforcement proceedings. 
However, EPA will be available upon request to either party to help facilitate expeditious 
compliance. 

State and Federal roles in compliance and enforcement are defined through 
State/EPA Enforcement Agreements negotiated by the Region and each of its States for 
each media program. consistent with the Policy Framework for State/EPA Enforcement 
Agreements and program·specific implementing guidance. While most aspects of these 
Agreements pertain equally to Federal and non·Federal facilities, the Strategy outlines 
several areas in which Federal facilities should be explicitly addressed in the Enforcement 
Agreements process. 

1 This limitation~ not apply IO penalties for violations of Inu:ngency Agreements under Section 120 
or che 1986 Supctfund Amendments and Re.authaiz.a1lon Act (SARA). 
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As pan of the SWt./EP A Enforcement Agreements process. Regions should review 
the SU'11Cgy with their States and address five areas: (1) the enfcrcemcnt approach the State 
plans to use for responding to Federal facility violations; (2) the types of situations where 
the State would request EPA suppon or direct action; (3) any additional information the 
State has agreed to repon to EPA on Federal facilities compliance and enforcement 
activities; (4) bow the State will be involved in the A-106 process; and (5) plans for a joint 
EPA/Staie annual review of compliance problems at Federal facilities in the Staie. 

Chapter VIII - EPA Roles and R.espcmibilitics for Strategy Implemcnwioa 

The Strategy clarifies EPA roles and responsibilities for implementing this Strategy 
and the overall Federal facilities compliance program. h outlines the roles of 1he Regional 
mfr and the various Headq~ offices. · 

, The Strategy emphasii.cs the need for Federal facilities to be integrated into 1he 
ongoing compliance and enforcement activities of each EPA media program. The Federal 
facilities Coordinator's role is to coordinate Regional program 'office implementation of 
these activities. Implicit in this Strategy is the need for ceamwork among the various 
offices and staff involved in addressing Federal facilities compliance . 

•••••••••••• 

This Strategy replaces the previous program document. entitled •Resolution of 
Compliance Problems at Federal Facilities" (known as the "Yellow Book"), dated January 
19&4, and will still be referred to as the "Y cllow Book." Full implementation is being 
phased in over the next few yean, beginning in mid-FY 1988. The enforcement response 
provisions are to be fully implemented immediately. EPA's Annual Operating Year 
Ouidance will set subsequent priorities for the implementation of the remainder of this 
Strategy. Enforcement and remetiial response procedures under CERCL.A/SARA generally 
are not addressed by this document. However, references to CE.RCLA/SARA have been 
included in several places for informational purposes only. 

In addition, the Strategy document has a number of Appendices which contain 
various reference documents, model response forms, compliance agreements, definitions 
of key EPA terms, etc., all of which should prove to be helpful to environmental staff in 
other Federal agencies. Additional copies of the Strategy may be obtained by wriuen 
request to EPA 11 the following address: 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Office of Federal Activities (A-104) 
Fc&:nl Facilities Compliance Program 
401 M Street. S.W. 
Washington, D.C 20460 
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VI. ENFORCEMENT RESPONSE TO COMPLIANCE 
PROBLEMS AND VIOLATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL 

LAWS AT FEDERAL FACILITIES 

1bis Chapter outlines the buic approach and procedures which EPA uses when 
iespondin& 10 violations cf environmental law at Federal facilities. l It explains the cancept 
of timely and appropriate enforcement response and why it is impon.ant to pinin1 bip 
lev"ls of compliance. It discusses unique features of Federal enforcement procedun:s, 
·Stal~ enforcement responses to Federal facility violations u well u the enforcement roles 
and responsibilities of each level of govemmenL EPA media program offices also may 
develop specific enforcement guidance for Federal facilities through either their annual 
Operating Guidance or in other program policy documents. However, any media-specific 
enforcement guidance which is issued for Fedc:ral facilities will be consistent wi1h the basic 
framework and concepts set fonh in this SU'llel)'. 

' In summary, EPA and States are to pursue •timely and 1J>propriate• enforcement 
responses co address violations at Federal facilities in a manner similar to actions taken ID 
address violations at non-Federal facilities. EPA's enforcement response pict•nce 
emphasizes that if a violation is noc or will not be corrected within the limeframe for 
violations of that class, a formal enforcement action must be taken consistent with media 
progrmi guidance, including required degrees of formality and timeliness. 

EPA's enforcement approach for Federal facilities emphnizes the imponance of 
negotiated responses for the correction of violations and schedules formalized through 
Compliance Agreements or Consent Orders, dependin& upon propun authorilies and 
,Wdance. Where agreement cannot be reached on all issues ia a rimely manner, EPA will 
promptly utilize all available enfor=ment and dispute resolution mr:cbanisrns 1D dfccdvely 
resolve areas of disagreemenL 

This chapter also clarifies that Federal officials are expected ID take all available 
steps to obtain sufficient funds so achieve compliance on the most expeditious schedule 
possible. While EPA recognizes that the Anti-Deficiency Act places c:enain limitations on 
Federal officials' abilities to commit funds which they have DOC been authorized ro spend, 
Ibey may seek additional funds where needed ID con-ea identified compliance problems. 

EPA's enforcement response for Executive Bmncb agencies differs somewhat from 
ics enforcement against non-Federal parties ia that it is purely ldminisntive, and neither 
provides for civil judicial action ncr assessment of civil penalties. 2 Th.is does noc apply ro 
cnfor=ment actions taken by States u authorized under various statuses ncr 10 EPA actions 
directed to non-Federal opemors of Federal facilities (e.,., GOCO's). EPA will pursue 
the full nnae of its enforcement responses against private o~m of Fedcr21 facilities in 
appropriate circumstances. In addition, sanctions may be sought against individual 
employees c:L FcdcnJ agencies for criminal violations of environmcncal statutes. 

I The provisions of chis Cbapce: ft not ipplicable ID enlarcement ICtions ander CEila.MARA. Ally 
rctermccs ao CERC'LAISARA ft included far iDf crmatian purpam anly. 

2 'Ibis limiel.Q.oa does DOC IPPIY ID penalties for violations of I.ru.erqency Apeements unckr Seccion 120 
of &be 1916 Superfu.nd Amendments and Reaulhoriz.ation Act (SARA) pmsu.anc 10 Sections 
109(aX 1 XE> and 122(&) ot SAAA. 
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A. OVERALL COMPLIANCE POLICY AND PHILOSOPHY 

Et(orcone111 is an usenrial supplt~fll tO the saong public mandate for Federal 
facilities to comply with Federal, Swc and local pollution concrol Rquircmcnts to the same 
extent IS non-Federal entities. Enforcement reinforces the special sense of public duty to 
comply dw chis mandate instills in our Federal off'icials. It is generally recognized by EPA 
and the public dlat compliance promotion activities such IS technical assistance and training 
are not in themselves sufficient to create full compliance nor to provide the necessary 
incentives for public .>r private officials to affirmatively prevent and anticipate problems in 
c:cmplying with environmcrual laws. 

F tMraJ agaiciu 1IUISf comply wirh F tderaJ tnvvonmenJQJ laws in IM 1amt nta1111er 
and degrie as NJn·Ftderal tnriries and EPA will lllilizt w fall range of it.r available 
enforcone111mecll/Jnismsto1.nswe Ftderalfadlitiu complian&t. Federal environmencal 
statutes require that. in most circumstances, facilities of the United States Government 
comply with Federal, Swe, and local pollution concrol Rquirements so the same extent IS 
non-Federal entities. There are, however, cenain limitations and differences in tams of the 
aypes of enforcement actions which EPA will take against Federal facilides. Unique 
considerations and procedures that are applicable when enforcement is u.ndenaken apinst 
Federal f aciliries by EPA are explained in che next section of chis Qapcer. 

FtderaJ and Siau 11(orcemt111 officials must odhert to iM concept o/ti.mely ond 
appropriau enforcement risponst, which EPA and the Scates bave defined for each 
program co esiablish among, stable, and predictable national enforcement presence. What 
this means is that if violators are not returned co compliance within a certain dmeframe, 
through a variety of informal contacts and enforcement responses, cimely formal 
enforcement action is required. iunely and appropriate enforcement response guidance, 
with its timelines. required degree of fcrmaliry, sanction and esca•arion, is deemed essential 
1D achieving high levels of Federal facility compliance. 

National guidance issued for each environmental program establishes timelines for 
key milestones in the enforcement Framework for Implementing Swelfedc:ral Enforcement 
Agreements," which sets fonh lhe Agency's general principles OD timely and appropriale 
enforcement response, and program implementing guidance are summarized in Exhibit VI
I and Appendix C. ThU exhibit also includes the criteria for defining what constimteS a 
formal enforcement response. The principles of timely and appropriate enforcement 
response apply to the full ran1e of sources regulated under Federal statutes: however, the 
application of specific timelines and definitions in Exhibit Vl·I is 1enc:rally c!ire=d so the 
mpst significant violations in ea.ch environmental program. Appendix C contains each of 
&be EPA media programs' definitions for significant noncompliance. Regions and States 
should also apply these timcframes to other typeS of violations 11 Federal facilities to the 
extent poaible wi1b available resources and consistent with media program suidanec· 

1be national timely and appropriate milestones are adapted to specific le1al 
enforcement mechanisms and procedures unique to each Swe. Agreements which embody 
these "timely and appropriate" requirements and definitions are reached between EPA 
Regions and States and committed to writing in State/EPA Enforcement Agreements, 
discussed more fully in Chapter vn. These agreements may also specifically address other 
compliance activities and response ICtions of Federal facilities. 

EPA emphasizes negotiation with responsible Fedcnl officials on corrective acti<>!'s 
and schedules needed to expeditiously resolve noncompliance situations. EPA. will 
aenerally use either Compliance Agreements or Consent Orden (depending upon available 



acatu~ry authorities and media program ,Wd&nce) u the primary mechanism for 
formalizin1 qrecments with Federal facilities. 

B. EPA RESPONSE TO FEDERAL FACILITIES VIOLATIONS 

The Federal enf orccment process outlinCd in this Secdon is designed co provide a 
uniform approach to responding to violations 11 Federal facilities, recognmn1 that each 
envimnmental statute establishes somewhat different enforcement raponse mechanisms. 
1bere are several fact;.. l which distinguish EPA's enforcement Rsponse '° Federal 
facilities from enforcement u non-Federal facilities and by the SllteS: 

(a) EPA hu a broad mandate to provide technical assistance and advice co Federal 
agencies to ensure their compliance, IS Rquired under Executive Order 12088 (See 
deWl in Chapter D). However, implementing this mandate will not interfere with 
the application by EPA (or States) of timely and appropriate enforcement 

• procedures to achieve the most expeditious schedule of compliance. 

(b) EPA places emphasis on negotiadons with responsible Federal officials in resolving 
Federal facility noncompliance with enforcement documents issued on consent and 
signed by both parties. This Scratel)' also explains bow failure to reach aarecment 
in a timely manner will be resolved. 

(c) Federal EPA enforcement actions and procedures for Rsolution of compliance 
problems differ in certain re.speas for Federal versus non-Fedml facilities: 

l. EPA will not bring civil judicial lllil against E:uCllliw BrOllCI& Agenda and will 
rely upon administrative enforcement mechanisms for Federal facilities as oudined 
in Appendix I. 'Ibis respects the position or the Ocpanment of Justice that civil 
suits within the Federal establishment lack cbe constitutionally required "justiciable 
conirovcny." (Sec Appendix H which contains the Justice Depanment'1 testimony 
on this issue 111 Congresional oversight be.arin1inApril.1987). 

ii. EPA genually will not tWtu civU penaltie1 ogain.rr Federal facUiria under 
most environmental swutes.3 This also is in response co the Justice Depanment 
position discussed above as well as Federal Disttict court rulings which have issued 
conflicting decisions IS to whether or not the United Swes government bas clearly 
and unambiquously waived its soverign immunity for penalties under various 
environmental swutes. 

iii. EPA will ne1otiate Compliance Agreemena or Conse111 Order$ with Federal 
Oftw:W IO address violations at Federal facilities. The timcframes for neaotiation 
o Compliance AgJ'.Cements and Consent Orden are defined by EPA's media 
specific •simeJy and appropriaie" criteriL Prior co issuing a final Compliance 
Apeement or Consent Ord.er to a Federal facility, the Federal A1ency will be 
provided an opportunity to meet with EPA to discuss key issues and to sip it on 

3 This limiwioa does not mpply ID penalties for violations or Inc.enaency AP=f'altl under Section 120. 
of &be 1986 Superfund Amendments and Rcaudlorization A.ct (SARA) punuant IO Sections 
l(5(1Xl)(E) and 122W or SARA. 
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consent prior to the order or agreement becoming final and effective.• This 
approach is also based in pan on· DOJ's written position which states that 
".Executive Branch agencies may not sue one another nor may one agency be 
ordered by another to. comply without the prior opportunity to contest the order 
within the .Executive Branch." 

iv. Additional dispute resolution procedures art provided in media program 
guidance to resolve compliance issues through EPA. and if necessary, involve 
OMB under E.O. 12088 for funding disputes, the Auomey General under E.O. 
12146 for legal interpretation and the EPA AdminisU'ator under E.O. 12580 for 
CERCLA/SARA. 

v. Fetkralfacilitiu, like all public enriries,/act problems in ennuing thatftwls 
art adequa1e ID meet environmental requirements and remedy noncompliance. The 
obligation to comply is not altered by such funding considerations; the most 
expeditious means of.-achieving compliance and obtaining funds is expected. 
However, the process for acquiring funds does pose unique considerations which 
should be taken into account in negotiating compliance 'schedules as described in 
Section B.l.f. 

B .1 Federal Facllltles Compllance Process: Clvll Administrative 
Enforcement Procedures 

The Federal facilities compliance process outlines the adminisirative procedures 
E.PA will follow when responding to civil violations identified at Federal facilities. This 
process is illustrated in Exhibit VI-2 and discussed below. These procedures apply when 
civil enf orccment responses arc directed at facilities of Executive Branch Agencies. 

8.1.a Notification of Vlolatlon 

E.P A monitors compliance status and identifies violations at Federal facilities 
through reviews of source self-monitoring and reporting documents, onsite inspections, 
and the A-106 process. Once a violation is discovered, EPA makes a.determination of 
noncompliance and cakes its initial enf orcemcnt response. 

E.PA's initial enforcement response to an identified violation may vary depending 
on the type of violation and nature of the violator. Media-specific guidance governs the 
type of initial response and timeframe for such response. See Appendix I for types of 
enforcement mechanisms used under each Federal environmental program. When EPA has 
made its determination that a violation has occurred at a Federal facility, Federal Facilities 
Coordinators or me.dia program staff may informally notify the facility (e.g., via telephone) 
prior to issuance of formal written notification. If Federal Facilities Coordinators provide 
this informal notification, they should first consult with appropriate media program staff. 
This will provide the Federal facility with some additional time to remedy the identified 
violation before receiving fcrma.l written notification from EPA. 

Generally, EPA issues a Notice of Violation (NOY), or other program equivalent as 
the initial written notice for requiring response to address significant violations. NOVs or 
program equivalents issued for violations at Federal facilities are similar to those issued for 

4 EPA may isSue willaLeral adminimativc orders to Fedc:ra.I Cacilities under Section 106 or SARA 
following c:oncumru by the Oepanment of Justice pursuant to Section 4(bXI) or Executive Order 
12580. . 
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non-Federal violarions except that they should not mention civil judicial actions by EPA. 
At a minimum. NOVs er their program equivalent issued fer Fcdcra1 facilicies should: 

• Be issued ID base commander or facility dirccror level officials. 

• Describe the viol&cioo and how ic was idc:ncified. 

• State lb.at lhe consequences or not meeting lhe requirements aaied in tbe NOV in a 
1imely manner or respondin1 to EPA by the dates specified will result ir. .ne 
issuance or an order or formal escalation of the enforcement action. Relevant 
citizen suit provisions or involved swuses may also be cill:d bcre. 

• Explain that the Federal agency can either submit a wriaen c:cnificadon lbat it bas 
correcled the violation if only a shon·tam "fix" is required or an IC1ion plan and 
schedule for a violation requiring more extensive reme<U•l action. Selection of a 
date for requiring submission of a cenification of compliance or renxdial ICDOD 
plan and schedule is dependent on the timely and appropriale timefnmes shown for 

·ca.ch program in Exhibit Vl·l. In cenain cases, EPA may also include a schedule, 
proposed order. or proposed compliance agreement u pan of or aaacbed 10 me 
NOV. The NOV should also swc che number of days EPA will cake ID respond to 
the reply. 

• Refer to anv available alternatives to compliance (e.1., Presidential aemptions or 
specific iegiswive !Wef). 

• Offer to schedule a meeting or conference with Federal agency officials wbo are 
auu.on,.ed to sign a Compliance Agreement or Consent Order. These officials must 
also have the authority to make the necessary budget requests to correct the 
violation acc:ordin& to the schedule outlined in lhe Agreemw. 

The NOV, or program equivalents, should be tailored to address &he specif'ic 
noncompliance situation identified at the facility. Appendix J provides a model for 
developing an NOV. Copies of all NOVs and other enforcement actions issued by EPA ID 
Federal facilities shall be sent to the involved Headquarters media propam enforcement 
office wWi a copy to me Office m Fcdaal Activities. 

B.1.b Response by Federal Facllltle1: Certification of Compliance 
or Remedial Action Plans 

Once a facility bu rccc:ived the official notice or violation ar prop.m equivalent. it 
is required 10 submit either a certification of violation correction, or a remedial ac1ion plan 
(RAP) ID EPA. A flCility can also dispute EPA's noncompliance finding through appeals as 
provided for lbrough the dispute RSC>lution process outlined in Section B.1.e. 

Tbe certification or violation correction will consist or a letter from the facility 
which identifies the violation· and describes remedial action taken. It is accompanied by 
suppon documentation that demonstrates achievement of compliance. When ranedial 
actions nccdcd so conect thc violation will exceed the timeframes fer timely and app1opriate 
enforcement response for either achieving compliance or bein1 subject to formal 
enforcement ~nse. the f&eility must submit a remedial action plan. The plan should: · 

• Describe the noncornpliance situation; 
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• Identify the C011~'1ive actions ID be taken; 

• Outline the schedule f« implrmentin1the1emedia1 actions; and 

· • Describe die content and frequency of propss repeats. 

EPA will acknowledge the receipt of the proposed ceni.fications and J'e!!'C"4ia1 acdon 
plans with a written response. An example of such a Response Form is provided in 
'Appendix 1. A response should be worded so the facility is not insulated from funher EPA 
or State enforcement action. The response should also sl)CCify a date by which EPA will 
respond which should normally be within 30 days. In c0mplex situations, decailcd 
comments may follow chcreaflc:. · · 

Remedial actions and schedules proposed by the Federal facility may serve as a 
basis for a Compliance Agreement or Consent Order. Although a l'm)C"fli•J action plan does 
not~onstirute an EPA enforcement response, it may be used as a basis for monitoring 
future compliance for violations that are not sufficiently significant, u defined in program 
JUidance, ID mandaie formal enforcement response. 

In the event of disputes in instances where formal enforcement response is not 
necessary, the Region may use the dispute resolution processes described in Section B.1.e 
ID funher escalate and ftSOlve compliance. 

8.1.c lnltlel N1got11tlon of Compll1nc1 Agr11m1nt1 or Consent 
Orders . 

Where formal enforcement response is required, following die notification of 
violation, EPA generally will use Compliance Agreements or Consent Orden as the 
primary formal enf orccment response to formalize bilateral agreements between E.P A and a 
Federal agency to ensure expeditious return ID compliance. Compliance Agreements will be 
used as EPA's principal formal enforcement response unless media program guidance 
indicates that statutory authorities are available for use of Consent Orden for Federal 
facilities violations. Appendix I indicates the SPCCific enf'crcement responses in each media 
program and highlights those which~ available for use at Federal·facilitics. Consent 
Orders should be used when a~ts are negotiased jointly with a Swe and the Sw.e bas 
administrative order autbority. 

It is EPA policy that Compliance Agreements or Consent Orders should be 
negodared within~ media-specific, "timely and appropriale" cime&amcs or EPA may 
take funber formal tdminisU'Uive enforcement action to achieve compliance. EPA will 
prepare Compliance Agreements or Consent Ordcn for joint signature by the affected 
facility and EPA. At a minimum. all Compliance Agreements and Consent Orders should 
state that cbe violating fa.c:ility is accountable for meeting timcframes and taking required 
actions u outlined in the Agreement or Order or be subject to further enforcement action. 
In certain cases, it may be necessary to negotiate a cwo phased agreement or order for the 
same violation: the tint detailing a schedule for studies necessary to correct the problem 

· and the second establishing a plan and schedule for remedying the problems based on the 
results of the stUdies. The time schedules included in boch may overlap ar be CODC\D'T'CnL 

Environmental audit provisions will be emphasized in negotiations in instances in 
which the Federal agency can constructively be directed to correct similar vi~lations ~hich 
are likely to occur at other related facilities or there appear to be systematic compha.nce 
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mana.gement problems. This is consistent with the July 9, 1986 Policy Statement on 
EnviJ:onmental Auditing, Sl FR 25004 (See Appendix D). 

: 

Fedc:ral Facility Coordinaton will assist the media program offices and die Reponal 
Counsel's office in preparing and negotiating Compliance Agreements or Consent Orders 
with Fed~ agencies. Appendix J outlines a format to use when developin1 a Compliance 
Agreement or Consent Order for a Federal facility. 'Ibis sample Compliance Apecment 
incapcntes model lanpage developed by tbe Dcparunent of Justice. .· 

EPA media programs may consider including enforceability clauses in Compliance 
Agreements with Federal facilities which reference dle applicable cicizen suit provisions of 
the involved statute. The RCRA program has developed a model "Enforceability Cause" 
to be included in all RCRA Federal Facility Compliance Agreements. These clauses 
reference the use of applicable citizen suit provisions by Swes or citizens for failure to 
comply with terms or schedules in Compliance Agreements. See Appendix J for a copy of 
the,RCRA Program Enforceability Oause. Cenain EPA Media program offices also bave 
developed specific guidance concerning Compliance Agreements. For example, the RCRA 
program model language for Federal facility Compliance Agreements is contained in lhe 
~anuary 25, 1988 memorandum "Enforcement Actions under RCRA and CERQ..A 11 
Federal Facilities." which is contained in Appendix K. 

• Timdy and Appropriau Response Crileria 

EPA's timely and appropriate enforcement guidance sets fonh the criteria for the 
commencement of an enforcement action at a facility in violation. The negotiation of 
Compliance agreements and Consent Orders at Federal facilicies are subject to EPA's limely 
and appropriate enfcrcement response aiteri&. Based on the type of violation 11 the facility, 
this guidance establishes the time it should take to issue the initial enf orcanent action, the 
type of enf o~nt action that should be taken, and the amount of time it should take the 
facility either to achieve full physical compliance or to enter into a Consent Order or 
Compliance Asr=nent which incorpcrales a schedule fer achievin1 compliance 

. If compliance is not achieved or a Compliance Agreement er Consent Order can not 
be negotiated within required media-specific timeframes, EPA generally will issue a 
proposed order or proposed compliance agreement prior U> escal•rin& ils enfart'CmcDI -=tion 
using che dispute resolution procedures outlined in Section B.1.e. 

nmeframes for issuance of l'roposed AdminisU"&tive Orders or Compliance 
Agreements and their program equivalents will follow media-specific timely and 
appropriale l''idaiu as shown in Exhibit VI-1. 

lnfarmal •ssisu'lCe from OFA and Headquanm media prosn.m offices can be used 
at any point in the process. Regional program offices arc encouraged to request OFA 
assistance through the Federal Facilities Coordinaiors who will assist them in contacting 
Federal agency regional operations and commands to resolve compliance problems. OFA 
and the media program office will work directly with the parent agency's Headquaners 
office and appropriate EPA Hcadquaners and Regional legal and compliance pro~ 
offices to try to resolve dle problem. · 

EPA Regional sta.fT also should successively escalate unresolved issues up U> the 
Depary Regional Adminiscrator (DRA), to the extent appropriate before taking formal 
adminiscrative action due to unresolved issues in remedying compliance problems. The 
DRA may then conta.ct an equivalent level official of the other Federal Agency in an effon 
to achieve resolution. 
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1.1.d ls1u1nc1 of Proposed Consent Order• or Propo1ed 
Compliance Agreements 

EPA may issue rroposed administrative orders or proj>osed Compliance 
Agre-..eme--'nts at a number o different points in che compliance process in order to expedite 
the timely resolution of violations by Federal facilities. Proposed orders or c:ompliance 
agrccmcnts generally m issued to Federal fa.cilities when: 

• A Federal facility fails to respond by the dale(s) specified in a notiracation of 
violation er prolfllll equivalenL 

• A Consent Order or Compliance Agreement cannot be or is not successfully 
negotiated within che.dmeframes established in media-specific pidance bcause of 
disagreement on pr0posed remedial actions, the schedule for correclin1 the 

• violation, or ocher outstand.in1 issues 

• A Federal facility has violated the terms of a siped Compliance Aareement or 
Consent Order. 

• There is an imminent and substantial endanrerment to human beahh or the 
environment which necessiratcs immcdiale ICCion. 

When initial negociations for a Compliance Asr=n=t or O:>nsem Order ID lddras 
the violations at a Federal facility exceed the timely and appropriate enforcement response 
limeframes for resolving violations. EPA shall escalate the enfora=em ~ accion by 
issuing either a proposed administrative order or a proposed Fcdc:ral Facility Compliance 
Agreement to the violating Federal facility. EPA's use of either a proposed order or a 
compliance agreement as the formal enforcement mechanism fer Fedml facility violations 
is dependeni upon both the scope of EP A's administtative ardc:r auihority under each of she 
environmental statutes and media program-specific enforcement guidance on the 
appropriate use of Consent Orders vs. Compliance Agreements at Federal facilities. 
Appendix I contains a statute-by-statute summary of EPA's administrative enforcement 
response authorities for Federal facility violations .. Since there are cenain procedural 
differences when using ordc:n vs. compliance agr=menu at Federal facilities, these two 
mechanisms are discussed sepamely as follows: 

• Complianct Agrumena 

Where ~t has not been reached within lhe media program's timeframes for 
formal enforcement action. EPA 1enerally will issue a proposed compliance agreement 
to a 'Fedc:ral fa.cility ~ allow a specified period of time. usually 30 days, for the 
Federal agency to respond in writing as to whether it agrees with the tcrmS of the 
ap-eement or whether it will seek resolution of disputed issues through EPA dispute 
resolution process procedure~. Upon issu&nce of the proposed compliance agreement. 
EPA will notify the Federal facility that failure to either agree to the conditions of the 
apement or resplve the remaining issues within 30 days of issuance will m11er the 
formal dispute resolution process. If at the end of the 30-day period. the Federal 
agency chooses to accept the proposed compliance agreement. the agreement will 
become final and eff cctive upon signature by both parties. If the Federal Ag~n~ 
appeals ttJC conditions of the compliance a~ment in writing or fails co respond wi~ 
30 days, the formal EPA dispute resolution procedures will be initialed. See Secuon 
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B.Le. below which outlines the formal procedures for cscalatin& and resolvin& disputes 
~ Exc:cuavc Branch aaencics. 

' 

• COllWll Orditn 

Where EPA has statutory administrative order authority for Federal facilities, and 
where it is specified in media-program 1uidance, EPA will issue a proposed 
administrative order to a Federal facility and allow a specified period of time, &enenlly · 
30 days, for the Federal agency to respond in writing swinl whether it will (a) accept 
the terms of the proposed order on consent or (b) seek resolution throu&h formal 
administrative appeals procedures EPA has established for the type of order which was 
issued (e.1., "Final Administrative Hearing Procedures for RCRA Section 3008 (h) 
Ordm," issued by EPA on February 19, 1987). Uthe Federal facility chooses to 
accept the C::1 order within the »day ti.me period, it will be siped by both 
panics and a final consent order. 

If the Federal facility fails to take advantage or this. opponunity and does noc 
respond to EPA within the 30-day time period specified in the proposed order, the 
order will become a final administrative order, effective at the time established in the 
proposed order. It is imponant to point out th11 it is incumbent upon the Federal 
agency to respond to EPA in wririn1 within the timeframe specified in the proposed 
order (i.e., 1enerally 30 days) or it will become I final adminisntive order which will 
foreclose any funher opportunity to negotiate and sign an order on consenL This 

. approach is consistent with the Justice Depanment's position dw EPA may DOC issue 
Administrative Ordcn to other Federal agencies "without the prior opportunity to 
contest the c:rder within the Executive Branch." 

When a Federal facility has chosen to appeal a proposed order through EPA's 
established administrative appeals procedures, it shall be subjec:u:d to such proceedin1s 
in the same manner and degree as any private pany. U a settlement is reached through 
the use of these appeals procedures, EPA and the involved Federal facility will both 
sip a final administrative order on consenL If. however, these adminiscracive 
proceedings have been fully exhausted and agreement cannot be reached on consent, 
the fcrma.l dispute resolution process will be initiated and the dispute will be escalated 
to £PA Headquarters following the steps outlined in Section B.1.e. 'Ibe proposed ardc:r 
will be myed pend.in& escalation and resolution of &he dispu~. 

B .1.e Internal EPA Dispute Resolution Procedures 

This scra.tegy sets fonh EPA's basic Fedcml Facilities Dispute Resolution Process 
as described in detail in Section B.l.f below. There are however, cenain emtin1 formal 
administn~edures which are applicable to all rerulated entities and these will be 
utilized for facilities in appropnate circumstances. Certain media programs also 
have issued specific written guidance for resolving disputes at Federal facilities which may 
be followed consistent with the process outlined in Section B.1.f.below. 1be iypes of 
internal EPA dispute resolution procedures that may be utilized to resolve compliance 
probl~ at Federal facilities arc: 

1) Administrative procedures established fCI' certain specific swuiory aud\oridcs (e.1 .• 
"Fm&! Adminis:rative Hearing Procedures for RCRA Section 3008(h)"); 
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2) Media-program specific written guidance for dispute resolution at Federal facilicies 
(e.g., "Elevation Process for Achieving Federal Facility Compliance Under 
RCRA," March 24, 1988 (Sec Appendix K)); or 

3) EPA'• Federal Facilities Dispute Resolution Process IS described below. 

I! available. established ldministradve procedures should first be invoked to resolve 
disputes between Executive Agencies. If there are no existing adminislrltive procedures in 
'J>lace to resolve a conflict at a Federal facility, the Regions should utilize media specific 
,Wdance, when available, or the general Federal facilities EPA Dispute Resolution Process 
outlined below. Media-specific dispute resolution procedures for Federal facilities 1cill 
follow the general concepts set forth in the EPA Federal Facilities Dispute Resolution 
Process. However, media-specific guidance may contain cenain variations to 
accommodate media prosram procedural difference or pRferenccs. 

8.1.f Federal Facllltles Dispute Flesolutlon Proc111 

1be focus oC EP A's Federal Facilities Dispute Resolution Process is on cases where 
EPA and the Federal agency are unable to agree on the conditions, tams er schedules to be 
contained in a Compliance Agreement or Consent Order. This process is also sometimes 
utilized for resolving disputes resulti.n& from violations or signed agreements er ordm. In 
addition, cenain EPA media programs (e.1 .• RCRA) have established other dispute 
re.solution procedures for use when a facility has violated the terms of a 1i111ed order or 
agreement IS described further in section B.1.f. 

EPA will make ~ery effort to resolve noncompliance disputes at the Regional level. 
However, when EPA and a Federal agency arc unable to reach formal agreement in a 
signed Consent Order or a signed Compliance Agreement, the dispute will be formally 
referred by the Regional Adminisirat0r (RA) to the Assistant Adminisiruor (AA) for the 
affected media program. the AA for che Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring 
and the AA for External Affain IS shown in Exhibit VI-2. This joint referral should take 
place only after the Re&ional Office has cried to resolve the issue within established 
iimeframes for guiding whai constitutes •rimely and appropriaie• enforcement response 
(Sec Exhibit VI-1). ID the Federal facility compliance process, the use of internal EPA 
dispute resolution procedures is the functional equivalent of a referral of civil judicial 
enforcement actions for prosecution in the sense that it provides a final forum in which 
disputes may be raolved for Executive Branch Agencies. 

A formal ref eml shall be sent U> EPA Headquaners within 60 days after the 
established rmdia timeframe for formal enforcement action has been exceeded and the 
Federal flcility has failed to sign a proposed order or proposed compliance agn:emcnL I! a 
proposed order has been appealed. EPA's formal administrative appeals procedures should 
first be exhausted prior to making a formal referral to EPA Headquanm. The refemJ 
package should desaibe the .identified violation, provide a historical summary of die 
communications and ne1otiations with the faciliry, identify enforcement actions taken 
(including any State or citizen actions), identify the unresolved issues and include 
appropriate suppon data. with documentation similar to a litigation report. The refem.l 
package must be signed by the EPA Regional Adminim'aur. 

The Office of Federal Activities, or the lead media program office, will notify the 
RA ill writing when Head.quart.en receives the referral package and &;Iso will repon to the 
Region informally on a monthly basis and quarterly on a formal basis the statuS of tho~ 
facilities formally referred to Headquarters. The involved EPA Headqua.ners media 
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program office, with assistance from OFA and 0£CM, will anempt to ne1otiate an 
acceptable solution with the parent Federal agency Headquanm office wUhin a max;mum 
of 90 days of the referral to EPA Headquaners. At the conclusion of this ninety-day 
period. if these negotiations arc unsuccessful, the Assistant EPA Adminiscruor for abe 
aff'eaed media propam will ~fer che dispute to the Adminisniar for .muDon. 

The EPA Administtator has primary responsibility for resolvin& environment.i 
disputes between Executive Branch agencies. The EPA Administratcr Will consult whb lbe 

·bead official of the parent Federal agency and make ev~ effon to reach asr=nent on an 
acceptable solution to the problem. If the EPA Administrator determines that there are 
mnaining issues that C&Mot be resolved. the Administtator may exercise his authority 10 
invoke the procedures afforded by Executive Order 12088 or Executive Order 12146 and 
involve either OMB or DOJ, respectively, in resolution of che dispute. 

B. 1 .g Use of Executive Order 12088 • Federal Compllance with 
' Pollution Control Standards 

Section 1-602 of Executive Order 12088 states that "the Administrator lha11 make 
ever; effon to resolve conflicts re1arding such violations between Executive aaenices." 
The EPA Administrator may request OMB's involvement panicularly in cues where 
fundin1 or schedules arc &be primary issues in resolving che dispute. Section 1.fi03 funber 
clarifies chat OMB "shall consider unresolved conflicts 11 the request of the Adminiscruar." 
1'bis means that the EPA Administrator is the only Executive Branch official wbo can 
formally request OMB resolution of a conflict between Fedenl agencies under Eucudve 
Order 12088. The section further states that in resolving such conflicts OMB "sball seek 
the Administrator's technological judgment and detcrminadon with re&ud to the 
applicability of swuces and regulations." 

It also' is important ID point out that Section 1-604ofExecudveOrder12088 states 
that "these conflict resolution procedures arc in addition ID, not in lieu or, other procedures, 
including sanctions. for the enforcement of applicable pollution control standards." 1bis 
provision recognizes that applicable EPA internal dispute resolution procedures shall be 
utilized prior co Executive Order 12088 being invoked by the EPA AdminiSU'alDr. 

B .1.h Use of Executive Order 12146 • Resolution of lnteragency 
Legal Disputes 

Executive Order 12146 (Appendix B) provides for the submiaal of lepl disputes 
between Federal agencies to the U.S. Attorney General whenever E:ucutive Branch agency 
beads are unable to resolve such legal disputes. The Executive Order clarifies that an 
inceragency "lepl dispute• would include "the question of which [agency] has jurisdicdon 
to administer a particular program or to regulate a particular activity." In addition, Secdon 
1-402 oC Executive Order 12146 specifically swes that · 

"Whenever two or more Executive agencies whose beads serve at the 
pleasure of the President are unable to resolve such a legal dispute, the 
agencies shall submit.die dispute ID the Attorney Oenenl prior ID proceeding 
in any coun. except where there is specific statutory vestin1 of 
responsibility for a resolution elsewhere." 

This means that while the EPA Adminisin.tor may invoke E.O. 12088 for Federal 
facility disputes related primarily to funding and scheduling issues, be may invoke 
Executive Order 12146 in cases involving legal disputes. Therefore, for Federal a1ency 
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legai disputes the EPA will utilize its intemal dispute resolution procedura prior co 
involcin1 E.O. 12146 as outlined above. When a legal dispute cannot be resolved between 
the EPA Administrator and the involved Agency head, the EPA Adminstrator may nquest 
the involvement of the Justice Depanment in resolving the dispute as outlined in E.O. 
12146. Another significant difference between the E.O. 12088 and the E.O. 12146 dispute 
resolution procedures is that, unlilce E.O. 12088, refmal of disputes to the Aaomey 
Oencral is not limited ID EPA, i.e., either Federal agency er both that are involved in a lepl 
dispute may submit the case ID the Justice DepanmCnt. 

8.1.I Use of Other Dispute Resolution Procedures for Vlol1tlon1 of 
Signed Agreements or Consent Orders 

The internal dispute resolution procedures outlined above are used primarily co 
resolve disputes which arise prior co the finalintion of a signed Compliance Apeement or 
Consent Order (e.g., the i~volved parties cannot agree on the aerms, conditions or 
schedules in the order or agreement). However, there are &ls-.> sinwions whc:rc ~utes 
occur when a Federal facility violates the terms of a Compliance Agreement or Consent 
Order which has already been signed by both EPA and che involved agency. In such cases, 
ocher dispute resolution procedures may be utilized if EPA and the Federal facility bad 
previously agreed to use other means of resolvin& disputes chat arise in the context of 
signed agreements or consent orders. For example, the RCRA piogram bas developed Ibis 
cype of dispute resolution process as outlined in their January 25, 1988 pidance 
memorandum •Enforcement Actions Under RCRA and CERQ..A at Federal Facilities• 
(See Appendix K). The primary differences between these procedures and what is provided 
for in the Federal Facilities Dispute Resolution Process (Section B.1.f.) are different 
timeframes and establishment of the EPA Administrator as the final arbiter for disputes 
raulting from violations of signed agreemerus. 

In addition, the use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) procedures, i.e., 
employing neutrals such as mediators, fact-finders. or arbitrators. may be very helpful in 
resolving compliance problems and disputes at a Federal facility (See the Administtator's 
Guidance on the Use of Alternative Dispute Resolution in EPA Enforcement Cases, dated 
August 14, 1987). 

B.1.J Impact of Funds Avallabtllty on Achieving Compllanc1 and 
Negotiating Compliance Schedules 

1be Federal environmental statutes generally require that Federal facilities must 
comply with pollutioo conirol requirements ID the same extent as non-Federal entities. Tbe 

-obligation of a Fedenl flcilicy to comply is not solely contingent upon the availiabilicy of 
existing funds. In flCt. Executive Order 12088 states that, "the head of each Executive 
Branch apncy shall ensure that sufficient funds for compliance with applicable pollution 
control standards are requested in the agency budgeL .. Specific exemptions under the 
statutes discussed in Section B.l.k. do provide a highly limited exception where the 
President hu specifically requested an appropriation as pan of the budgetary process and 
the Congress failed co make available such requested appropriation (See RCRA 16001, 
CAA 1118, CWA 1313). 

.·• 
Federal facilities are expected to seek all ~ssible means of fundi~g co ac.hieve 

environmental compliance. While the A· 106 pollunon abatement process is the pnmary 
vehicle which Federal agencies use to plan for environmental projects, it is noc ~e only 
funding related mechanism availa~le. Many ~mpliance problems~~ ~oc reqwre large 
capital expenditures, e.g., operanon and maintenance (O&M) 1ctiv1oes, and Federal 
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agencies are expected to use all available existing funds to return to compliance in such 
~ Some Fcdcnl agencies have O&M accounts er capital ICCOUnts for buildin& 
and consuuction funding, which can serve as a souri:e of funds. If a compliance problem 
docs require significant capital expenditures, the agency can consider reprogramming 
funds, ftnsf'cr authority, or requesting a supplemental appropriation, which will enable an 
qency to receive funds in me year in which they me needed. 

During negodadoas on Compliance Agreements and Consent Orders, Pcdcra1 
·officials will be expected tD offer the most expeditious means of fundin& required remedial 
action(s). However, EPA recognizes that the Anti-Deficiency Act (31 U.S.C. 11341) 
prohibits Federal officials from commiting funds beyond those they are authorized 10 
spend. Thcref~. the lan~ge in the model Compliance Agreement in Appendix J simply 
commits the Federal official to seek any additional necessary funding where existing funds 
are unavailable to correct identified compliance problems. Additional appropriations should 
be sought only where it bas been determined that existing agency funds are either 
unavailable or inadequate to. address the violations. The Federal official signin1 a 
Compliance Agreement or Con.sent Order should have the authority tD obligate the funds or 
make the necessary budget requests to expeditiously comet the violation accordin& to the 
schedule outlined in che Agreement er Order. 

Secdon l-602 of E.0. 12088 provides the oppommily for OMB to consider such 
alternate sources of compliance fundin1 as reprosramznin1 or environmental accounts and 
should be used by Federal agencies to ensure that all possible avenues of securina 
necessary funds arc exhausted. 

B.1.k Ex1mpt1on1 

As directed by Section 1-703 of E.O. 12088, EPA can advise the President on 
recommendations made by Federal agencies concerning exemptions or facilities from 
compliance with applicable environmental regulations. Exemptions may be srantcd only 
where such exemptions are necessary in lhc interest of national security or in the paramount 
interest of the United States. Additional requirements are imposed in particular 
environmental statutes. e.1 .• in some, such an exemption is authorized for one year and 
may be renewed, if necessary. In addition, as noted in Section B.l.e, exemptions may 
only be sranted for la.ck of funds if the President ~ifically requests such funds from 
Congress and they arc denied. Section B of Olapter n summariz.cs the provisions of ea.ch 
of the statutes which provide for such exemptions. It should be noted that while such 
exemptions arc provided for in the statutes, chey have been rarely, if ever, invoked tD daie, 
and it is not anticipated that there will be any increase in the request or pntin1 of 
exemptions in che fumrc. 

The Regional office will assist any Federal facility which believes it cannot comply 
with pollution contrel requirements in findin& ways to achieve compliance. Every effon 
will be made to negotiate an alternative to an exemption which is acceptable to the parent 
Federal •SCDCY· EPA. and Seate and local pollution conaol qcncies. 

U a Federal agency recommends that a facility receive an exemption, the EPA 
Regional office will provide OFA, the Headquaners media enforcement office and OECM 
with documentation of che problem so that E.P A can establish a position on the exemption. 
The Regional office should also submit its analysis of the pros and cons of gnnting such 
an e~ption. The analysis should include the positions of any affected Scates. OFA will 
chen submit a recommended position for the Administrator to submit to OMB with the 
views of all affected offices within EPA. 
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If an cx~ption is granted to a Federal facility, EPA will provide assistance co the 
facility in order to couect the pollution problem as expeditiously IS possible. The objecri~ 
is to bring the facility into compliance prior to the expiration of the exemption to preclude 
the need for a renewal. A copy of lhe exemption will be sent to any affected Swes. 

8.2 Enforcement Actions For Vlolatlons at Federal Facllltl•• 
Directed at Non-Federal Parties 

'This section outlines EPA's enforcement approach for addressing violations at 
Federal facilities which are operated by privaie contractors or other non-Federal parties 
which generally are subject to the full range of EP A's civil judicial and adminisuativ~ 
enforcement autharilies. 

I·~·• Umltatlon on Clvll Judi cl al Enforcement Actions Applies Only 
to Executive Branch Agencies 

Although EPA will not bring civil judicial enforcement action or assess civil 
penalties under most statutes against other Executive Branch Depanments and Aaencies, 
EPA intends to exercise its full authority to brin& civil suits and assess civil penalties, as 
appropriale, a1ainst parties tJw are noc subject co this conslrlint. 

8.2.b Contractor and Other Private Party Arrangements Involving 
Federal Facllltles · 

Most environmental staNtes authorize enforcement response to be pursued against 
either facility owners.. operators or both to correct violations of environmenw law. There 
are numerous Federal facilities and public lands which have some level of priva&e party or 
non-Federal government involvement in their operation or use. In its April 28, 1987 
Congressional aesrimony lhe Dcpanmcnt of Justice stated dw EPA has lhe audlcriry co take 
cnf orcement action against privaie conD"ICIDr'S 11 Federal facilities (Sec Appendix H). There 
may be cases where it will be more appropriate to direct enforcement responses to these 
ocher panics.. or to both the non-Federal pany and the Federal agency depending on the 
nanire or the non-Fedc:ral involvement, the language of the involved environmental swute 
or other factors. This issue arises frequently at government-owned. ~cractor-operated 
Fedml facilities. eommonly known IS OOCO facilities. 

• EPA El(orCOMnl Response Policy az GOCO FocUUW 

EP A's initial enforcement response at OOCO facilities is influenced by a number of 
fa.cion inc:ludinr. the swucory language as U> who can be held responsible, (i.e., providing 
that enforcement can be din:C'ted 11 the ownr.r, operator or both); decisions ma.de by Swe 
and £PA officials in deciding who the permit holder should be in the case of permit 
violations: established contractual arrangements; the nature and type of violation(s); and 
other factors which may determine where enforcement response will yield lhe most 
expeditious return to compliance and dcterTence for future violations. In lhis regard. it is 
EPA policy to punue the full range of its enforcement authorities against contne:U>r 
operators of aovcmmcnt~wned facilities in appropriate circumtances. EPA also may cake 
enforcement actions against Federal agencies at CiOCO facilities following the procedures 
outliDed earlier in this chapter. In certain siNations, it may be appropriate to pursue 
enfon:ement aCtions against both the private contraetor and the involved Federal qcncy. 
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AJ a follow-up to this strategy, EPA will be developin& an Agencywide GOCO 
Enfarc:ement SU'llegy which will provide more detailed criteria and facun to be considera1 
in de~~hich pany ar parties so pursue enforcement action againsL This lll'ltelY 

· shall also ss the extent to which there are ccnain Federal 11ency·specific 
circumstances which could affect to whom EP A's initial enforcement response lbould be 
diRc&cd. 

Exhibit VJ-3 provides definitions of the various types of facilities and lands with 
·Federal involvement. This exhibit designates which pany EPA generally will direct bs 
initial enforcement ~nse against when violations are identified (i.e., either the Federal 
agency or the involved private party). Oiven the complex mix of public and pr:ivace 
ownership, operation, and use of the 1erm "Federal facilities.• &he guidelines in Exhibit VI· 
3 should help EPA to eliminate delays in &akin& initial action to return violators ID 
ecmpliance. 

' It is imponant to note that this approach focuses only on the J>lnY at which EPA's 
•wtial enforcement response• will be directed. Following this initial response, EPA's 
review of additional information and possible discussions with each pany may affecc 
against which party any further enforcement action should be iaken, if such fuftbe:r ICcion is 
necessary. In addition. EPA's enforcement response against either or both panies does DOl 
limit or otherwise resaict any fu~ determination of their possible joint or sevcnl liability 
in cases involving CE.Re.A er RCRA cleanup actions. Simultaneous enforcement ICtions 
against both the Federal aaency and the concractor should be considered if this would 
faciliwe resolution of lhe compliance problem. 

• Notification ProcedJJra/or GOCO Er(orcDMnl Acrlon.r 

'When EPA has determined which pany ir will pursue enforcement acdon 11a.inst, 
EPA will make every effon to notify (through, 111 minimum. a formal copy (cc) of the 
enforcement action) other involved parties of the action being taken against either the 
Federal faciliry or the concractor. This is imporwu not only to enhance effective 
communication but also so assist in bringin& about expeditious compliance and remcdyin& 
&be violation u soon u possible. · 

When EPA determines that its initial enforcement response will be directed at the 
contractor, EPA will take enforcement action appropriate for private parties. This will 
usually be an NOV, admjnisrruive complaint or the program equivalent (depending on lbe 
nature of the violation and the media program guidance) to the contt"aCtor explicidy mtin1 
that they are primarily er individually responsible for correcting the violation in a timell 
manner and for respondin1 directly to EPA by the date specified. The limitations on civil 
judicial enfortement and on the imposition of penalties that is applicable to enforcement 
actions apinst Federal Executive Branch Agencies. are not applicable to enforcement 
actions taken apinst non-Federal panics. Where the notice or complaint is sent to the 
contractor, it also will state that the involved Federal agency has been simultaneously 
notified of the action bein& taken against the contraetor. A copy (cc) of the acdon taken 
against the contractor should not only inform the Agency or the enforcement action being 
taken against the contraetor but also include a notice which emphasizes the imponance of 
their responsibility to effectively oversee their contraetor to ensure compliance (See 
Appendix 1). It should also request the Agency's complete cooperation in workin& with the 
contractor to co~t the violation and rerum the facility to compliance as quickly as. 
possible. In circumstances where Federal funding is required to corrcci the violation, the 
approach and considerations described in Section B. l.j. are applicable and will be 
considered in any agrccmencs reached on expeditious compliance schedules. 
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When EPA determines dw its initial response should be directed at the involved 
Feden1 facility, EPA will send. where appropriate, an NOV or che program equivalent to 
the Federal faciliry swing tha1 they are responsible for conecting the viola&ion in a limely 
manner and for responding to EPA by the date specified. A copy of the norice will be sent 
simultaneously 1D the involved conD"aClar. 

8.2.c Contractor Uatlng 

1be regulations at 40 Cf'R Pan 1.5 establish che contractor listin& program in which 
facilities that violate Cean Air or Clean W atcr Act standards may be put on a Ust of 
Violating Facilities. Any facility on the Ust is ineligible ID teecivc any non-exempt Fedc:n1 
1ovemment contract, srant, or loan, or other usistance. Contractors operuin1 Federal 
facilities are not .exempt from being pla.ccd on the List. 

Such listing is mandatory where a violation at a facility Jives rise ID a criminal 
conviction under I 113(c) ohhe CAA or I 309(c) of the CW A. It as EPA policy ID initiate 
discretionary listing actions against recalchrant contractors ~ho arc operating Federal 
facilities in a manner which causes continuing or recurring violations of the CAA or &be 
CWA. Under the regulations, EPA may initiate a discretionary listin& action qainst a 
flciliiy only if che facility is already the subject of requisite EPA or Swc cmOl'Cemeal IClion 
against the contractor. 1be policies and proc:edures for the concracior lisdn1 prosram are 
described in guidance issued by OECM "Implementation of Mandatory C.onnctor Listin1.· 
August 8, 1984; "Implementation of Discretionary Listin1 Authority,• July 18, 1984; and 
"Contract« Listing Protocols," October 1987. 

8.3 Crlmlnal Enforcement Actions at Federal Facllltl•• 

In situations where employees of Federal agencies have committed criminal 
violations of environmental statutes applicable criminal sanctions may be sought against 
such individuals. in the same manner &S is done with respect co employees of other types of 
regulated entities. Such criminal violations will be addressed in accordance with the 
investigative policies and procedures of the EPA/NEIC Office of Criminal Investigations 
and the Agency's criminal enforcement priorities set by &he Office of Enforcement and 
Compliance Monimng. 

8.4 Press Releases for EPA Enforcement Actions at Federal 
Facllltle1 

11 is lhe ~cy clEPA ID use lhe publicity or enforcement ICtivities as a key element 
of the A1ency s prosram to promote compliance and to deter noncompliance with 
environmenW laws and regulations. Publicizing EPA enforcement aciions on an active and 
timely basis informs bolh the public and the regulated community of EPA's effons ID 
ensure compliance and cake enforcement actions u Federal facilities. The issuance of~ 
releases in mmnmiate circumstances can be a particularly effective tool for expediting 
timely compliinC:it-violarin& Fedcnl facilities. 

Consistent with EPA November 21, 1985, "Policy on Publicizing Enfo~ment 
Actions," (Appendix L) the strategy for EPA press releases on enforcement acnons at 
Federal facilities is u follows: 

• Press releases 1encrally will be issued fm major enforcement &ctians such u: 
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• Significant Compliance Agreements or Consent Orders signed by both panics 
·. (and approvals of major RAPs where Compliance Agreemenu are 

unnecessary). 

• Refeml of dispuw to EPA Headquanm when agreement cannot be rac:bcd a 
lbe Resianal IM1. 

• Pluposed conncaar listinp and the adminimdve decision ID lisl. 

All press ftleases should be done u a pan of communications SU'lleJY which will 
be developed for all EPA enforcement actions involving Federal facilities consistent wUh 
EPA Order No. 1510.1 "C-ommunicalion Straiegy Document Development" issued April 7, 
1987 and nnsmined by memorandum from the Adminisuaior ID all EPA Senior Muiaprs 
on June 24, 1987. This order swes that "Communication· Scrategy Documents will be 
developed for all major actions by the appropriate AA or RA." "Enforcement Acdons" n 
included in the definition or Agency acuons covered by lhe Order (See section 5 of EPA 
Order 1510.l). At a minimum. these communication strategies should include provisions 
for notifications to OEA and affected Headquanm prosram offices as well u a senior 
nnkin& official 11 the affcctl:d Federal facility or aacncy. 

EPA'• decision to issue a pftss ftleue and the contents of press releases are not 
negotiable with Federal agencies or other ft(Ulated entities. The publicity of enfan:cment 
actions against Federal facilities must be consistent with EPA's "Policy On PubliciziDJ 
Enforcement Accions" (GM-46) jointly issued on November 21, 1985 by the Office of 
Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring and che Office of Ex=nal Affairs; in eMirion, in 
lhe case or criminal enf orcemcnt ICDons such publicity must be in accordance with tbe EPA 
1uidance memorandum (GM-55) "Media Relations on Matten Penainin1 to EPA's 
Criminal Enforcement Prognm" jointly issued by the Office of Enforcement and 
Compliance Monitoring and the Office of External Aff'ain on Dccembc'r 12.1986. 

B .5 Monitoring Compll1nc1 

Tbe EPA Regional office is responsible for monitoring a Federal facility's 
compliance with any remedial actions and associated schedules which have been agreed to 
in formal EPA enforcement actions. Such Compliance Agreements or Consent Orders 
between EPA and Federal flCilities are ncked iD che EPA Consent Decree Trackin1 Sysai . 
maintained by the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring. Reponal Federal 
Facilities Coordinaton iD cooperation with the ftgional program offices, must closely 
review A·106 submissions apinst all Compliance AJTCements, Consent Orders. approved 
reme"i1 J action plans or consent decrees to ensure that projects and corrective actions 
agreed ID are being requested u scheduled. Compliance monitoring and che A-106 process 
are funbc:r lddrased in Ciapa V. 
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VII. ROLE OF THE STATES IN RESPONDING 
TO FEDERAL FACILITIES VIOLATIONS 

1be purpose or lhis tbapter is to clarify the role or the Scates in responding to 
Federal facilities violations and to highlight several aspecu of the State/EPA relationship 
that will be spelled out in the State/EPA Enforcement Agreements. This ·Qaptcr should be 
read in conjunction with Chapter VI, which sets fonh the basic approach and procedures 
"EPA and delegated or approved States will use when responding to violations of Federal 
law 11 Federal facilities. 

A. STATE RESPONSE TO FEDERAL FACILmES VIOLATIONS 

Swes with delefatcd or authorized Federal prosrazns have primary responsibility 
for respondin1 to violanons ll Federal facilities under most of the environmental swutes 
with a few exceptions such as toxic chemical controls under TSCA, and enforcement of 
cenain motor vehicle requirements under the Clean Air Act. In addition, as discussed in 
Chapter U.A of this Strategy most Federal environmental statutes require that Federal 
facilities must comply with Fedm.l laws and regulations. but also with all applicable Staie 
and local environmenlal requirements to the same extent u non-Federal encitaes. 

EPA retains parallel legal authority and responsibility 1D enforce Federal law even in 
delegated or approved Swes. AJ a matter of policy, in order to avoid duplication of cffon 
where both EPA and States have parallel enforcement authority, EPA enforcement IClion in 
Swes where programs are delegated or approved only cake place when a Swe: (1) fails 1D 
take timely and appropriate action, (2) requests EPA to take the lead or decide that joint 
enforcement action is appropriate, or (3) in other limited circumstances u outlined in the 
"Policy Framework for Implementing State/EPA Enforcement Agreements.• The remainder 
of this section high.lights che following areas concerning State responses to Federal facility 
violations: 

• The use of Swe enforcement authorities; 

• Swe enfcrcement response following EPA inspections in dele1atcd Swes; and 

• The relationship between EPA and Swe enf'crament actions apinst Fedm1 
facilities. . 

A.1 Us• of State Enforcement Authorities 

M noced above.. mosi EPA smutes envision dw States with adequaie authority and 
capability will usumc operating responsibility for environmental programs, including 
Federal facilities. 'Mille the extent of delegation varies from program to program and State 
to Swe, the majority ofEPA's responsibility for direct program adminisU"ltion on a day~U>
day basis including initial obligation for enforcement. has been assigned to the States 
lhrough delegation er authorization. 

States are not subject to the same constraints as EPA regarding cn!crcement ICtions 
against Federal facilities. Al a result. States 1encrally may exercise a broader ran1e o~ 
authorities and enforcement tools than EPA to address violations at Federal facilities. 
States should use the full range of their enforcement authorities to address Federal facility 
violations to the same extent they are used for non-Federal facilities while meeting the 
requirements of timely and appropriate enforcement response. States art also encouraged, 
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wh~er possible, to pursue bilateral, negotiated agreements, or consent orders or decrees 
IS appropriate with Federal facilities or three pany (EPA/State/Federal agency) agreements 
IS outlined in Section B.1.c where this would faciliwe compliance. EPA will however 
~~table any .swe enforcement. approaches which are ai least comparabl~ to EPA'~ 
an mceCJ.n& soils for tamely and approprwe enforcement response. · 

A.2 Stat• Enforcement R1spon11 Lead Following EPA Inspection 
In Delegated States 

Even where program authorities arc authorized or delegated to Swes, EPA may 
conduct inspections of regulated entities, including Federal facilities, for a variety of 
purposes including State ovmight, response to citizen complaints, u pan of special 
enforcement initiatives, or where required by statute (e.1., RCRA Section 3007(c) and 
(d)). EPA generally provides Swes wuh advance notif'acation prior to such inspeciions and 
aenerally invices chem to panicipazc. 

t 

When violations are identified through such EPA ~ons of Federal facililies in 
delegated States, EPA will immediately conw:t &he State and offer them the first 
opponunity to pursue timely and appropriate response with the involved Federal facility, 
consistent with the State's delegated authority. EPA will send the inspection repon 
identifyin1 any violations to the Federal facility simultaneously with EPA's sharin1 of chis 
information with the Swe. All up-front mutual decision will &hen be made between EPA 
and the responsible State agency as to which of them will take any follow-up action. If a 
Swe is unwilling or unable to take action, or fails to take action in a timely manner afier 
initially agreeing to pursue the case, EPA will take direct Federal action after advance 
consultation and nocification of &he State pursuant to lhe Swe/EPA enfarcemcnt apeement. 

To the extent possible, arrangements should be made in advance in individual 
State/EPA Enforcement Agreements on the rypes of situations involving Federal facilities in 
which the State would request EPA suppon or direct action, paying particular anention to 
these situations in which follow-up is required to EPA inspections. In particular, in the 
case of a State's use of an EPA inspection as the basis for its own action. EPA and the 
State should agree on how EPA evidence and expcnise will be utilized in taking State 
enforcement action. How the Seate uses EPA's inspection report will be up to the Swe so 
long as the state's response to any violations identified by EPA's inspection repon &re 
addressed in a timely and appropriate manner. · 

A.3 EPA Involvement In State Enforcement Actions 

Because or EPA's ongoing responsibility to provide technical assistance and 
suppon to FcdmJ AgeDCics in achieving compliance, as required under E.O. 12088, EPA 
may need SD be involved in assisting to resolve noncompliance problems even when a State 
cakes the lead in an enforcement action. U either the Staie ex &he Federal facility in violation 
requests EPA's involvement, EPA will participate to the extent determined appropriate ~Y 
a!f ccted Regional program division directors in consultation with the Federal Facihry 
Coordinator. EPA's involvement should fcxus more on resolvin1 disputeS rather than on 
providing project-level technical assistance CD che Fcdcnl facility which could conflict with 
the State's ongoin1 enforcement proceedings. 

As directed in E.O. 12088, EPA has a duty to "make every effort to resolve 
conflicts regarding such violations between Executive agencies and, on request of an~ 
parry, such conflicts between an Executive agency and a Seate, inicnwc ~a local agency. 
However, in each such case, E.P A's involvement will respect the perogaovcs of the State CD 
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pursue independent enforcement action and EPA will be careful not &o interfere with State 
enforcement proceedings. EPA will offer both parties its assistance to promote a speedy 
resolution of identified problems, and communicate fully with both the State 11ency and 
affected Federal agency officials of its responses and suuestcd role consiswlt with EPA's 
conflict of imcrcst rules and judicial ethics. 

A.4 R1latlonshlp of State Administrative and Judlclal Citizen Suits 
to EPA Compll1nc1 Agr11m1nt1 

Usually, when EPA pursues a judicial enforcement action against a violator, it 
terVes u a bar to funher enforcement action by States or citizen (under citizen suit 
provisions provided in most or the swutes) for similar action for the same violation. 1be 
Federal EPA enforcement process described for Executive Bruch Agencies relies heavily 
on Compliance Agreements, which do not bar State adminisirative or judicial actions or 
citizen suits to compel compliance by Federal Afencies. Therefore, when EPA hu 
negotiated a Compliance Agreement. u opposed to usuing ID Order on consent. it would 
not legally affect the rights of non-parties to the AgreemenL Despite EPA's belief that in 
the vast majority of cases Compliance Agreements should be a very effective means of 
ensuring a prompt return to compliance, there may be circumstances in which Stl!eS or 
private citizens choose to exercise their rights to cake funher enforcement action. EPA 
encourages such non-panics to the EPA/Federal agency Compliance Apeement ID fully 
consider and use it as a basis for relief sought in their own actions 10 seek cxpedicious 
compliance. ll is also for the above reasons dw it is desirable for Scates ID sip Compliance 
Agreements and Consent Orders along with EPA and involved Federal facilities. In 
addition, EPA compliance agr=ments may contain enforceability clauses which recopiz.e 
the rights or states and citizens to enforce these 111=ments throu1h the cilizcn suit 
provisions or the relevant smutes. 

8. FEDERAL FACILmES IN THE STATE/EPA ENFORCEMENT 
AGREEMENTS PROCESS 

State and Federal roles are defined through negotiated multi-year State/EPA 
Enforcement Agreements, which are reviewed annually on a State·by-Swe basis for each 
environmental program. Implementation of these agreements is guided by the EPA "Policy 
Framework for State/EPA Enforcement Agreements" (issued June 26, 1984, revised and 
reissued June, 1986), wocialed national program implementing guidance.. and ID annual 
suidance memo on the enforcement agreements process from the Deputy Administrator ID 
the Region1. The purposes of these Agreements are: to establish clear expectations for 
what constitutes a 1ood State or EPA enforcement program through oversi1ht criteria 
specified in advance, to establish clear roles and responsibilities for State and Federal 
enforcement to avoid duplication or effort and use limited resources effectively and 
cfficiencly, and 10 ensure effective national reporting of accomplisluncnts. 

The Regions have a great deal or flexibility in determining the form of the 
agreements and the intc:rnal process for hanclling the agreements. Some Regions have 
umbrella agreements dw include all programs in one comprehensive agreement negouled 
between the RA and the State Environmental Oxnmissioner. Other Repons have program· 
specific: agreements with the respective State Agency. To the extent possible, Regions are 
cnco\ll"aged to inc:orporate the enforcement agreement provisions into existing documents, 
c.1 .• grants, Memorandum of Understanding's, State/EPA Agreements. 

The timing of negotiations/reviews of the agreements depends on the vehicle chosen 
and the Region or State planning cycle. Regional program staff should consult with the 
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. 
Federal Facilities Coordinator in the development and negotiation of the Enforcement 
Aareements. 

While most aspec:tS of the Agreemenis penain equally to Federal and non-Fedenl 
facilities, this Oiapier focuses on how Federal facilities should be explicitly addressed in 
the State/EPA Enforcement Acreements in three of lhe ~u c0vcred in the Policy 
Framework: clear oversight criteria. criteria for direct Federal action, and advance 
norification and consulwion. 

8 .1 CLEAR OVERSIGHT CRITERIA AND OVERSIGHT APPROACH . 
1bere are seven general criceria mentioned in the Policy Framework and c:ovaed in 

various forms in program l'Jidance: 

8.• .1 Identification of and Priorities for th• Regulated Community 

States will be expected to have included Federal facilities in their inventories and 
program information systems, appropriately identified as such throu&h the use of usiped 
Federal facility ID numbers. The Federal Facility Coordinator will make the information 
available to the State on the different types of Federal facilities usin1 the FINDS 
information system.~ pan of the enforcement agreements process. EPA Regions and the 
Swe will review any special needs for identifyina and nckin1 Fcdml facilities. 

8.1.b Clear and Enforceable Requirements 

R~uirements established through permits, compliance agreements, adminisntive 
orders, and consent decrees should define in enforceable terms a timetable for Federal 
facility remedial actions. In particular, EPA and the States need to assure that Federal 
facilities have permitS lhal are current If there are permitting problems ll Federal facilities, 
Regions and States should develop a sntegy for addressing them as pan of the annual 
work plan negotiations process, consistent with national program permia:ing 1cmegies, 
where applicable. 

8.1.c Accurate and Rellabl• Compliance Monltori1'g 

EPA and lhe Swe will review the planned inspecdon schedules for the coming year 
for each prosram to ensure dw Federal facilities arc inspected at requiftd frequencies. 

EPA will assist in resolving any particular problems or access ID facilities that the 
Swes may be cDCOUDtcrin&. including instrUCtions on bow to obtain security clearances, 
where necessary. 

8.1.d High or Improving Rates of Continuing Compliance 

As pan or each media program U"acking system. administerin& agencies should 
track the progress of returning Federal facility significant violaton to compliance. To 
ensure broad Federal facility compliance, the States may be asked to participate in WJe.ted 
initiatives in compliance monitoring and enforcement for Federal facilities of specific 
agencies or by facility type. 
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8.1.e ~ Timely and Appropriate Enf orc1m1nt Flespon11 

· Swes are responsible for taking timely and appropriate enforcement aclion, as 
described in Chapter VI. EPA Regions and States are 10 reach agreement on adapting 
national definitions of appropriate enforcement response and timeframes co state-specific 
authorities and procedures. Regions and Scates should discuss the enforcement approach 
the Seate gene:rally plans to use for responding to Federal facility violations. Tbey lbould. 
.also reach agreement on any differences in procedure that the Swe plans to use, if any, that 
are different from chose used for non-Federal facilities. For example, the Reaion and Swe 
should discuss any upfront agreements &he Sw.e wants to make about Wein& enforcement 
action based on an EPA inspection (e.g .• for statutorily-required EPA inspections of 
Federal TSD's in RCRA), and agree on bow Federal or Sw.e evidence and expenise will be 
used in taking such action. 

8. '·' Accurate Fie cord keeping and Reporting 

In order to suppon an effective program, administering igencies ml1St have timely, 
complete, and accurate information on Federal facility compliance swus and enforcement 
actions. States should repon Federal facility compliance data as pan of each program's 
reponing measures and commitments (e.1., SPMS and program-specific system). 1be 
Regions should also request States to provide different information on Federal facilities 
compliance status if mutual agn:emenr can be reached as pan of &he State/EPA enforcement 
agreements process. EPA is especially intcRSted in receiving copies of Seate enforcement 
actions u Federal facilities. 

8.2 DIRECT EPA ENFORCEMENT 

EPA will take direct Federal action principally where a Staie is unwilling or unable 
to take "timely and appropriate" enforcement action, or where the State asks EPA to join in 
or we enforcemenr action. To the extent possible, ma.ngements should be made in 
advance, as pan of the enforcement agreement. concerning the types of situations in which 
the State would request EPA to take~ enforcement action to address Federal facility 
violations. 

8.3 ADVANCE NOTIFICATION AND CONSULTATION 

As pan of the agreements process, Regions and Swes are to agree in writing as to 
who, how, and when EPA will notify and consult with the State agency in advance of 
Federal inspections and enforcement actions. fcder&l facilities may involve a pater ar 
different need for coordination between States and Regions than non-Federal facilities, 
particularly where the Fcdcra1 facilities request £PA technical assistance or where EPA is 
required to conduct an inspection (e.g., under RCRA). Because Federal facilities 
compliance problems are often of a multi-media nature, it may be appropriate CD arrange a 
single point of contact in a State, statewide or in a particular program. for Federal facilicy 
issues. 

1be advance notification and consultation protocols in the State/EPA Enforcement 
Agreements should inc:orpora1C any of the above-mentioned typeS of special mangemcnts 
necessary for Federal facilitiu. 

The protoeols should also address how the State will be involved in the review of 
Federal agency A-106 submissions, and include plans for an annual review of pan.ems of 
compliance problems at Federal facilities in the State. 
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VIII. EPA ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
FOR PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION 

The Federal Facilities Compliance Program is a multi-media program requirin1 
close coordination and cooperation among all involved panies. The purpose of this 
Chapter is to clarify the roles and responsibilities or EPA Headquaners staff and the 
Regional offices for implementing the Federal facilities propm and this SU'llelY. This 

·Chapter is necessary in order to ensure implemencation and integration or all elements of 
this sttategy into the various media programs and EPA's overall internal mana1ement 
systems. 

The EPA wks ror ensuring Federal facilities compliance are divided between the 
Regional offices and Headquaners sea.ff. Coordination among both staffs is necessary to 
ensure that this Sttategy is executed consistent with national and prosram policies. 
probedures. and guidance. Therefore, chis Chapter has been divided mto the following 
sections: 

(1) Regional office Staff· This section addresses the roles and responsibilicies of the 
Regional Administtator, Deputy Regional Administrator, Regional Counsel 
Re1ional Program Sta.ff/Division Directors, and Regional Federal Facilicies 
Coordinators for implementing various aspec:tS of the Scruegy. 

(2) Hcadquanen offices ·This section describes the roles and responsibilities or lbose 
Headquanen offices that have certain responsibilities for coordinatin1 and working 
with the Regions on Federal facility aciivities. 

Responsibilities for implementing key sttategy features such as identification of the 
regulated community. technical assistance/ training, compliance monitoring. involvement in 
the A-106 review process. and participation in the dispute resolution proce.ss are described 
for Headquancrs and Regional program offices and staff. 

A. REGIONAL OFFICE STAFF 

The foll~wing section describes the roles and responsibilities of the Regional office 
staff with regard to the Federal facilities program. Sec Exhibit VID-1 at the end of this 
Chapter for a diagram which depicts these Regional relationships. 

A.1 Regional Administrator 

1be Regional Administtator (RA) ensures that Agency policies and pidance on 
implementing Executive Orden 12088 and 12146 and the environmental statutes are 
effectively carried OUt. The RA is resposisible for che level of Federal facility compliance in 
the Region through encouragement of and support for the Regional staff in their effons to 
resolve compliance problems 11 Federal facilities. The RA will formally refer disputes with 
other Federal agencies that cannot be resolved at the Regional office level widUn established 
media timeframes to the Assistant Administtator (AA) for the affected media program, the 
AA for External Affairs and the AA for OECM. These referrals will be signed by the 
Regional AdministraUX". 
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.. 
A.2 Regional Administrator/Deputy Aeglonal Administrator 

The RA or Deputy Regional Administrator (ORA) defines the following based on 
internal Reponal operating procedures consistent with the guidelines in this straleJY: . 

(a) Involvement or Regional Counsels and the role or Program Divisions in the 
issuance of enforcement actions and negotiations of compliance a.,,._,ments for 
feckra1 facilities; .. -

(b) The process for evaluating inspection schedules for Federal facilities and 
opponunities for multi-media inspections and the respective roles of the Program 
Divisions, Environmental Services Divisions (ESD's) and Federal Facilities 
Coordinators in this p1 ocess; 

(c) Designation or Regional staff responsible for signing Compliance Asreements, 
' NOV's, Consent Orders, etc., for Federal facilities violations; 

(d) Assurance that Regional program reviews/audits of delegated State pro~s 
include a review of the State's progress in addressing Federal facilities 
compliance problems and ensuring dw Federal Facilities Cocm:linaurs are informed 
and involved in chcse reviews; 

(e) Responsibilities for Regional review of Federal agency A·l06 submissions and 
coordination with Swes on the A·106 process; and 

(f) Assurance &bar Federal facilities compliance is specifically addressed in Scatt./EPA 
WOIQ:ZDCDt agreements. 

• 
In appropriate cases where agreement cannot be reached in the negotiation of 

Compliance Agreements or Consent Orders with Federal facilities, Regional staff should 
escalate unresolved issues to the RA/ORA for resolution within media specific: cimely and 
appropriate timeframes prior to issuance of a proposed Order. The RA/ORA may then 
choose to conw:t an eqwvalent level official at the involved Federal agency to anempt so 
resolve remaining issues. 

A.3 Regional Counsel 

. Upon request. the Regional Counsel provides legal advice ID tbe RA. the Federal 
Facilities Coordinlla', and the Regional media program staff on: 

• Detamining lhe compliance status of Federal facilicies; 
• Evab1•ting the sufficiency of data supportirig compliance detcrminuions; 
• NqocWing agreements on solutions to compliance problems; 
• Resolving compliance disputes with Federal facilities; and 
• Reviewing draft Compliance AgreementS and Consent Orders for their legal 

sufficiency and consistency with Agency policy. 

Each Region should clearly identify the role of the Regional ~sel in the federal 
facilities compliance process. It is imperative, however, that the Repon~ Counsel ~nsult 
with OECM ·and Headquaners Office of General Counsel on qucsoons of nauonal 
significance concerning Federal facilities. 
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A.4 Reglonal Program Staff/Division Directors 
I 

· Each Region is responsible for designating a staff person to serve as the primary 
point of contact for the Federal Facilities Coordinators to deal wich on media-specific 
Federal facilities compliance issues. This dcsipee also is responsible for the followin1 
activic:ies. 

Identifying the Regulated Commwdty ·Ensure dw Federal facilities data in propam 
·information systems is maintained &hrough the use of a support identificadon eode for 
federal facilities. 

Technical Assista11etffraining ·Assist Fedml Facilities Coordinators wich their Regional 
multi-media technical program workshops for Fedenl facilities in their Region. In addition. 
provide the Federal Facilities Coordinator and OFA, at the beginnina of the fiscal year, 
with the pro~'s annual craining plan and notify the Federal Facilities Coordinaur of all 
prog:n.m ll'llninl courses and workshops which will be open to Federal facilides in the 
Region. On a quanerJy basis •. notify che Federal Facilities Coordinator of availability of 
spaces for Federal facilities pUticipancs. 

On-the·job uaining oppc:nunities should be considered for officials of olhe:r Fcdml 
apncies where feasible, in cooperation with Resional Fcdml Faciliiies Coordinuor. 

Compliance Moniloring ·Ensure chat Federal faciliDes are r=eiving che required number of 
inspections for programs where EPA has the lead. This includes conducU.n1 at least tbe 
same percentage of program oversight inspections fer Federal facilities as is done for other 
facilities in delegated or approved states. The Regional media-program contact should 
provide the Regional Federal Facilities Coordinator with copies ol all EPA inspection 
repcx as of Federal facilities. 

State Oversight· Develop and negotiate the State/EPA Enforcement Agreements in 
consultation with the Federal Facilities Coordinuor and ensure that at least the required 
number of inspections of Federal facilities are bein1 conducccd in delegaced or authorized 
States. 

The Regional media-contact should ensure that a separate component in the 
Regional reviews/audits of delegated prop-ams is included on Swe handling of Federal 
facilities compliance problems. This insert should be developed in consulwion with the 
Federal facilities CDordiJwar. 

Ruponding to Violations· At the beginning of the fiscal year and periodically as required 
by me progrmn. die Resional media-contact in coordination with the Regional Federal 
Facilities Coordinalor, identifies those federal facilities in significant noncompliance and 
followin1 media-prop-am Strategic Plannina and Management System (SPMS) 
requirements. repons prolJ"IDl actions against the identified Federal facilities Silflificant 
Noncomplicn (SNCs) to Headquarters. Also, works with the Fedc:n.l Facilities Coordi· 
DllCr to establish quana:rly wgets fer Federal facilities inspections. . 

Following consultation with the Regional J:ederal J:acilities Coordinator, the 
program offices arc responsible for issuing NOV's, Compliance Agreements, and/or 
Consent Orders, where appropriate, for Federal facilities violations within the time frames 
established in program-specific timely and appropriate guidance. Program Division 
Directors have the responsibility for sign-off on Federal facilities NOVs. Compliance 
Agreements and Consent Orders in most Regions consistent with the delegations of 
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authorities for their respective media Federal Facilities Coordinatcn should be notified by 
Division Direcun prier to issuance of any enforcement action to a Federal facility. For any 
disputes formally referred to Headquaners under the RA's signature, the proaram offices 
are responsible for fcrmulating rcfcml packages, in consuhation with the Fcdenl Facilities 
CoonWwor. . 

Where there is cona'ICtor or other private party involvement at a Federal facility 
(e.g., OOCO's), the program office must ensure that other panies receive a copy of any 

·enforcement action sent to any or the involved panics. . 

/trVo/vemen1 In A-106 Review Process • Another responsibility of the Regional media
program contact is to review all Federal agency A-106 submissions and proYide comments 
to the Federal Facilities Coordinator on media·relaled pollution ab: ~ment projects in lhe 
areas of engineering, timeliness, and cost to ensure that propose~ projects have been 
appropriately designed and adequately funded to meet compliance requirements. In 
addition, Regional media-program conw:ts must work with the Federal Facilities 
Coordinator oo identified media program priority areas chat should be taraeced for A·106 
projects by Federal agencies. 

As requested, media-program conw:ts should participate in on-site preliminary 
plannin1 and desisn review conferences for sisnificant projects with che Federal Facilities 
Coordinator. 

ConsenJ Decree Tracking Sysrtm ·In consultation with the Rqional federal facilities 
Coordinator, media·prognm contacts will repon to HQft)ECM on the starus of compliance 
with the schedule and actions agreed to in an EPA Compliance Agreement or Consent 
Order with Federal facilities, following guidance on the Agency's Consent Decree Tncking 
System. Items reported should be consistent with SPMS reqmmnents fer consent decrees. 
(This is consistent with the guidance on "Consent Decree Tracking,• Memorandum &om 
Alvin L. Alm. Deputy Administraior, dated August 15, 1984.) 

A.5 Aeglonal Federal F1clllt11s Coordinator 

The Federal Facilities Coordinator is responsible for coordination with Regional 
Jl'Ogrlm offices on implemenwion o( Federal faciliti:S compliance ICtivities in me Regional 
office. The Coordinator also is the Regional liaison with the Office of Extemal Alfa.in 
(OEA) and serves as the primary point-of-contact for EPA with all Federal agencies in the 
Region on environmental compliance ma=s. Dwies of lhe Coordinaur typically include: 

• Ensuring chat~ Regional staff are knowledgeable on guidance issued by OEA; 

• Coardinating and quality ISS\U'lnce of Regional A· 106 reviews; 

• Ma:Wcring actions being taken by the Regional staff to molvc compliance 
problezm at Fedc:ral facilities; 

• Coordinating negotiations of Compliance Agrccmc:nts; and 

• Providing da.ta to OEA on me compliance smus of Federal facilities localed in the 
Region. 
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Besides those duties mentioned above. the Federal Facilities Coordinator has specific 
re~bilities for implementing various aspectS of this Sirategy and the Federal facilities 
propmn IS highlighted below· 

ld.enrifyiltg w Rtgulaud CofMUUlity ·Regional F"'1eral Facilities Coordinators regularly 
identify Federal facilities information. by type of facility, (i.e., 0000, OOCO, POOO. 
etc.) in the Facility Index System (FINDS) information system. Data .for Ibis System is 
provided by Regional program offices and Scares in order ID crack the compliance scuus of 

• Federal facilities. In addition IO identifying the regulat'-'1 community via FINDS data. all 
Coordinaton should develop a name list for applicable media prosrams of those Federal 
facilities minor sources considered ao be environmentally si1nificant (limited co no more 
than IO 1 °" of all minor sources per program) and monitor the compliance status of lbese 
sources. Besides maintaining the list of minor sources, they also crack those facilides 
which are the most environmentally significant in each Region. 1bis list is updat'-'1 
annually in consultation with media program siaff. 

Ttthnical Assisran.ceffraining ·The Federal Facilities Coordinatcn me tasked co conduct at 
least one Regional multi·media teehnical program workshop annually for Federal facilities 
in their ReJion with assistance from program offices. In addition, they invite Federal 
agency envvonmencal persoMel in each Region ID bimonthly meetinp ID discuss new and 
upcomin1 prosram. 1enc:ric compliance problems. etc. 

1be Coordinator serves as che Regional clearin&house for information achanp 
with Federal a1encies on new regulations, policies, etc. They also identify appropriate 
EPA craining courses and workshops for the Federal agencies and in coordination with 
media program offices and conduct compliance program amstance visits ID facilities co belp 
lhem with ovcn.11 environmental program practices and managemenL 

AJ pan of their technical assistance role, Federal Facilities Coordinators provide 
Federal agencies assistance with designing environmental auditin1 prosrams through 
craining, workshops, suidance manuals, etc. 

Complianct Monitoring· Federal Facilities Coordinaaon work with Regional program 
offices and Environmental Services Division (ESD) ro establish quanerly cargets for 
Federal facilities inspections and schedule multi·media inspections, as appropriale. AJ pan 
of this effon. the Coordinators provide ESD annually with a name list of Federal facilities 
that are appropriate candidates to receive multi-medja inspections· based upon their 
environmental significance in a number of media program area.s. 

Pan d their compliance monitoring wks involve coordination wich program offices 
prior co neaoQ&tions with States on the State/ EPA enforcement agreements IO decide on a 
mutually ICC:Cptlblc approach ID receive compliance and inspection data en Federal facilides 
from dclcp.led or approved States. · 

/11volveme111 U. A-106 Rniew Process· Coordination of the Regional office review of 
Federal agency A·106 submissions is overseen by the Federal Facilities Coordinators in 
accordance with national guidance provided by OFA and OMB. The Coordinators work 
with the program offices in evaluating the adequacy of proposed projects in the areas of 
engineenng, timeliness and cost to ensure that the projects have been appropriately 
designed and adequately funded ro meet all compliance requirements. The Cocrdinaun ~ 
responsible for final quality assurance of Regional reviews and for the timely submission 
of malCrials io OFA. 



Copies or the A·106 su~missic:;>ns UC provided by the Coordinators 1"he States in 
January ot each year for their review. Once the States receive their copies, the 
Coordinators conduct an annual meeting with appropriaie State represenWives co discuss 
lheir ~ents on A·l06 projects as well as any identified Federal a1ency panems of 
noncompliance. 

Federal agencies are informed of selected annual program priority areas coward 
which A· 106 projects should be cargeted. Federal Facilities Coordinators work with the 

.agencies to ensure that ·A·106 projects arc proposed for facilities with compliance 
problems. 

federal Facilities Coordinators are available ID participate in preliminary planning 
and design review conferences on significant projects al Fedenl facilities, as appropriate. 
They may also request media P.'9J11JX1 technical assistance when necessary. 

,' ···' 

Responding to Violations· At the beginning of the fiscal year, in coordination with lhe 
Regional program offices. the Regional Federal Facilities Coordinators identify dle umcs 
of those Federal facilities in significant noncompliance. They assist with negotiations of 
Compliance Agreements between EPA media programs and involved Federal agencies co 
resolve identified compliance problems and violations. As pan of this process. tbe 
Coordinator may infonnally notify the Federal faciliry of identif"aed violations following an 
EPA inspection and prior to issuance of written notification of violation. The FFC should 
initiate informal notification process .alter first consultin& with the aft'cctcd media prosram 
offices. 

Di.spwt Resolution Process· As described in Qapter VI, Federal Facilities Coordinators 
may informally request Hcadquaner's OFA assistance in resolving disputes al any point in 
lhe Federal facilities compliance resolution process. They also will assist the program 
office in developing refeml packages for disputes fonnally referred to Headquaners under 
the Regional Administrator's sipiarure. 

Constnz Dtcrtt Tr~king • Each Coordinator provides the program offices assistance whh 
tracking the starus of EPA Compliance Agreements and Consent Orders with Federal 
facilities for reporting to Hcadquaners and input into the Agency's Consent Decree 
Trackina System. · · 

B. HEADQUARTERS OFFICES 

The following Hea.dquarien staff have cc:nain responsibilities for working with the 
Regions on Federal facilities activities, resolving compliance problems, and developing 
policy and ,wdancc: 

• Program Offices; 
• OEAIOFA:. 
• C>C.Od; 
• OGC; and 
• Office of the Adminisnur. 

Sec Exhibit VID-2 al the end Of this chapter for I diagram depicting these Headquaners 
. relationships.. · 
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B.1 Headquarters Program Offices 

· In order to fully implement this Strategy it is critical that the program offices work 
with OFA to ens\ire that media-specific regulations, policies and guidance, and Federal 
facilities compliance pidance are mutuall1 consistent and address Federal facilicies 
compliance issues where appropriaie. Also, it as imponant dw the prop'UD of&:cs: 

• Meet with OFA periodically 1D identify and discuss 1eneric compliance problems at 
Federal facilities. . 

• Continue to provide OFA with speaken, documents and other assistance for lhc 
monthly meetinp of the EPAJFederal Aaency Environmental Ro-anchablc. 

• Ensure that Headquarters evaluations or ReJional propams address federal 
facilities compliance and lha1 propam offices repon the results or &hese cvalnarions 
toOFA. 

In addition to these general ~sponsibilitics. Headquanm program offices are tasked to 
ensure that specific initiatives of lhis Scratcgy are uucpled propm-widc IS discussed 
below. 

lde1'li/yi11g the Rtgulmtd Co""""1Ury • Program office suff will maintain current Federal 
facilities data on progrmi information systems and data bases for D'ICking purposes based 
upon input from Regions and Swes and ensure that proper Federal facilicies idenrificllion 
numbers are included for all appropria1e sources. 

Complianct Monitoring • Headquarters program office staff will ensure dw &he required 
number of Federal facilities inspections (of majors, etc.) are being conducted 1Mually by 
Regions and the States, as appropriate. Headquanm will verify that che Regions arc 
conducting at least the same number of oveni&ht inspections for Fedc:ral facilities IS for 
ocher facilities in dclepit.d Swes. 

DispMU RuolMtion Procus .. The involved media program office shall have the lead in 
resolving disputes referred to Hcadquaners. in cooperation with OFA and OECM. Each of 
the Hea.dquancrs program offices shall provide technical advice and assistance in the 
resolution of disputes upon ref cml from the Region. Headquarters media program offices 
shall notify OFA and provide copie& or any Federal facility diJpu&es which have been 
refcmd ID their ot5=, cilhc:r fanm.lly er Wcxmally. 

Compliance Stadstic1 • Headquanm program offices will work with OMSE. OECM and 
OFA to improve the quality of Federal facilities data currently in EPA's various 
Headquanc:r and Regional media tracking and infonnation sys&ems. Program offices will 
periodically review their definitions of "majors" co ensure that Federal facilities IR 
adequately addressed. In addition, appropriate offices will issue guidance requiring 
Regions and Swes to code input data into existing tracking and information systems with 
Federal facilities indicators and identification numbers as appropriate. Periodic 
management repon.s for the Federal facility subset of regulated sources for submiual to 
OFA will be prepared by program office staff, as requested. 

lnvolvt~l'&I ln A·/06 R~itw Process • Review or Regional program staff A-106 
submissions by the program offices is necessary to ensure that media program priority 
areas m reflected in proposed projects and ro identify compliance problems. All program 
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offices' should meet annually with OFA to update media prosram priority areas that~ to 
be addressed by Federal agencies rhrough the A-106 process. 

Dnelop'l'Mnl of Policy OAd GMidtuact • Media-specific policies and JUidance will be 
develo~ by &J'pn:>P,riate proJrl;Dl offices. These ~licies and ,Wdances should, where 
approprwe, address amplementanon or program requin:ments by Federal agencies. Upon 
nquest by the media program office, OFA can coordinate Federal agency rniew and 
eomment on media program documents. 

8.2 Office of External Affairs/Office or Federal Activities 

OEAIOFA is responsible for ensurin1 effective implementation of Section 1-6 of 
Executive Order 12088 which specifies the administrative procedures to be used in 
resolvin1 compliance problems at Federal facilities. OEAJOFA also chain the EPA 
Standins Committee on E.O. 12088. 

OEA establishes applicable Agency policy and guidelines on Federal facilities 
compliance in consultation with OECM, OOC and the Hea.dquanen program offices. 
Implementing operating guidance for the Reponal Federal Facilities Coordinators is 
developed and issued by OEA/OF A. 

OFA conducts annual audits (i.e., the FARES review) of Regional Federal flcilicies 
prosrams to ensure _proper adherence to national flrldance, thorough coordination with 
Regional program offices- adequate and ongoing asswance ID Federal 11encies. and ovcn11 
consistency of the program wich this Scratel'J. 

OEA is the principal point-of-contact with the national offices of other Federal 
•sencies duough the EPA/Federal Agency Environmental R.oundllble. 

OEA assists affected Headquarters program offices in resolving Federal facilities 
compliance problems which the Regional offices escalate for dispute resolution. In 
addition, OEA actively participates in Agency strategic planning and management s15=m 
to ensure Fedc:ral facilities compliance conc:ems arc being integrated into program pncrities 
and plans and provides analysis of panems of Federal facilities noncompliance ID program 
offices on an annual basis. · 

Periodic repons oa the compliance status of Federal facilities are pre~ by 
OEAJOFA for tdminisU'ltive purposes. A quanerly repon identifyin& major Federal 
facilities which arc not meeting substantive pollution conuol requirements is produced for 
the Administrator. The Fcdc:ra1 agencies are provided. semi-annually, whh a listin& of all 
non-complying facilities under their jurisdiction. A similar repon is submitted annually ID 
the OMB. This OMB report will be expanded to include information on the compliance 
status of all FedenJ facilities. In addition, OEAIOFA conducts annual meetings with 
Hcadquan.en offices of other Federal agencies to discuss identified patterns of 
nonc:ompU•na: Other OEAJOFA Federal facilities responsibilities arc addressed below. 

/den1ifying 1Ae Rtgulaud Communiry • Coordination with Headquancr program offices 
and the FINDS office is done by OWOFA staff to ensure that program information 
systems have adequate and current information for cracking Federal facilities compliance 
status. 

TtcMlcal Assistan&t!Training • OEAIOFA conduct monthly ~tings of the £?A Fed~ 
Apncy Environmental Roundtable f cr cop Federal agency officials to exchange inf crmanon 
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,,_. Te~ poli;ics. etc. Pan:icipation of program office staff is solicited replarly 
mcc~p. 

Cmrently, OEA/OFA is implementinJ a comprehensive system for 1eehnical 
.ance, lrlinin& and information transfer in cooperation with propam offices and 
iona1 Federal Facilicics Coordinam. 

OEA/OFA serves as a national clearin1house for opponunities far other Federal 
'ICY PU:,j!f,•tion in EPA training courses and workshops, and technical assistance 
ices av · le from the National Enforcement Investigations Center (NEIC) and che 
:e of Research and Development (ORD) labs. Also, ensures that all of the EPA 
incs arc ar,cessible to Federal qency pcrsoaneL 

OEA/OFA coordinaies extensively with the Office or Adminisimion and Resoun:es 
a1ement (OARM) in me planning and develOP.ment of me EPA Training Institute to 
ft opponunities arc available for Federal facilities panicipants. Also, coordination 
OECM OD the development or che basic inspeciar ninin1 .course occurs for che same 
ose. 

Federal a~neies arc encoun1ed to implement cnvironmernaJ audid.n1 prosrazm and 
JOFA provides assistance in designing and establishin& such programs tbrouJh 
:shops. manuals. ,Wdan~ ete. 

uu Ruolwion Proctu • When requested by Regional program staff~ in consulwion 
&be Federal Facilities Coordinator, OFA will provide informal 1JSistance by wort:in& 
.;llvolved 11encies' parent offices to attempt to resolve disP.utes. Such assistance 

'working with me parent agency of me noncomplying facility, where awropriate, 
"'C dw funds are made available to correct identified violations as expeditiously as 
~·or to secure the cooperation of a rccalciinnt facility manager. 

After the RA has uied but been unable to resolve disputes within established media 
frames, the cases are formally referred jointly to Headquanm media program office, 
!Mand OFA for resolution. Upon receipt of me referral package, OFA or the media 
ram office will notify the RA in writing of their receipt of me package. 

O'EAJOFA may assist in negotiations of a mutually acceptable solution becwee'n 
media programs and the official responsible for environmenial compliance matters at 
kadquancrs of the parent agency. If &his effon fails, within a maximum of 90 days 
4A tor lbe affected media program office escalates the problem IO the EPA 
iDisnJm for raohmon. 

OFA will develop and maintain a system for notifying the Regional Administrator 
mally OD a monthly basis and formally on a quanerly basis on the swus of those 
n1 facilities actions fcxmally referred to Headquanm. 

~t~nt l11 A-106 Revw Process· OEA/OFA is wked to coordinate the Agency· 
review of Federal agency A-106 submissions via me Pollution Status llepon and 

Jee the annual n:pcrt to OMB evaluating proposed projects for use by OMB in budget 
w proec.ss. 
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. 
B .3 Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monltorln1 

OEQd advises the Administrator, and OEA, and provides pidance ID the Resional 
Offices on pncral enforcement and compliance policy issues rdatin1 to Federal facilides 
includin,: 

• Assessin1 the sufficiency data supponin1 dompliance dear::nninadons; 

• Conductinl neaotiations of agn:emencs on solucioas ID compliance problems; 

• Resolvin1 compliance disputes wUh Fedml facililies; 

• Asmring mat Fedeial facilities compliance eff'ans support naDona1 
compliance and crif'orcement objectives; 

• Dnclopin1 (with OFA and media proarams) compliance and cnforcemem 
Rralel)' ,wdance far Fedm1 facililics; 

• CoorctinaDn1 and overscein1 the Seate/EPA enforcement apieemems pracess; 

• Maintaining che A1ency consent decree U'ICkinl sysirm. includinl nckin& cf 
Fedc:ra1 facilities compliance ap=nems; and 

• Conduciin& follow up oa possible criminal violaJions. 

OECM also provides usistance and expertise in the use or altemadve dispute resolution 
procedures for rcsolvin& compliance problems 11 Federal faciliti.e.s. 

B .4 ornce of General Counsel 

OOC provides legal advice and assistance to the Adminis1rator, OEA. media 
program offices and the Regional counsels on legal maners and inccrprewions relaced to 
Federal facility compliance with the environmental scacuces. OOC also plays a majcr101e in 
resolving int.cragency legal disputes and in making refcmls to the Depanment of Jusdc:e 
under Executive Order 12146 when necessary. 
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MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Agency Judicial Consent Qecree Tracking and Follow-up Directive 

FROM: James M. Strock ,·>f 
Assistant Administrator 

. TO: Assistant Administrators 
Regional Administrators, 1-X 

This memorandum transmits the Agency Judicial Consent Decree Tracking 
and Follow-up Directive. The Directive specifies Agency requirements for how EPA 
Regional Offices track compliance with judicial consent decree requirements and for 
how Regions select and document decisions on appropriate Agency follow-up 
responses to consent decree violations {for the purposes of this Directive, the use of 
the term "consent decree" also includes judicially imposed court orders). Each 
Region should develop and execute a plan to implement this Directive so that all 
elements will be in place by April 30, 1990. By no later than May 30, each Region · 
should submit to me a memorandum detailing the steps they have taken to 
implement the Directive. In addition, we intend to review its implementation 
during this year's audits of the Offices of Regional Counsel. 

The Directive was developed after an extensive review of current Agency 
requirem~'9-and practices conducted, over the last nine months, in consultation 
with the EnloKeinent Management Council and the Enforcement Office Directors. 
We appredatlrthe efforts of the Regional and Headquarters offices, which made 
significant contributions to the study and to the development of the requirements 
outlined in this Directive. The resultant Directive outlines the basic requirements 
·tl\a.~ ii~·e necessary to effectively manage our consent decree tracking and follow-up 
responsibilities and should be used as a supplement to the Agency "Manual on 
Monitoring and Enforcing Administrative and Judicial Orders", which OECM will 
soon be publishing. 



!her~ are a few ~equirements from the Directive that I would like to highlight. 
The Dll'ect1ve emphasizes the need for adequate documentation of each violation 
and the selection of the Agency's enforcement response in response to a violation. 
The documentation requirement is handled through the use of a form which has 
been kept basic so as to not cause a resource drain on Regional resources. The 
Directive also lays out a requirement for database management but provides each 
Region with maximum flexibility on selecting the appropriate method of 
maintaining its database based on its caseload and computer capabilities. Finally, the 
Directive requires that the Regional Program Division and the Office of Regional 
Counsel jointly select the Agency response to a consent decree violation, with the 
decision made at the Branch Chief or higher level in keeping with the seriousness 
associated with consent decree violations. 

Fulfilling the requirements of the Directive should allow us to successfully 
address the increasing workload associated with the growing number of judicial 

· consent decrees. We will soon be discussing with the Headquarters Enforcement 
Office Directors the appropriateness of applying elements of these judicial Directive 
requirements to at least some classes of administrative enforcement orders. 

Each Region currently reports quarterly on the status of each active consent 
decree as part of the Agency's STARS system. OECM would like to move to 
oversight of Regional consent decree tracking and follow-up implementation 
through our existing Regional audits, rather than through the STARS system. We 
will assess the Regions' success in implementing this Directive with the goal of 
dropping this activity as a STARS reporting measure in FY 1992. We will also be 
working with the Headquarters Enforcement Office Directors to include consent 
decree tracking and follow-up activity in their Regional audit programs. As we 
move to drop the STARS reporting requirements, Regions must assure that their 
consent decree tracking systems have the capacity to provide timely information or 
reports on the compliance status of their consent decrees to respond to information 
requests that might occasionally be made by Agency management or in response to 
outside inq'J:!ries ,,... .. 

~-
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OECM is available to provide assistance to you in implementing this Directive. 
Rick Duffy, Chief of the Compliance Evaluation Branch, or Bill Watt of his staff are 
available to assist the Regions on the technical and management requirements and 
can be reached at 382-3130. Regions interested in exploring the option of using the 
consent decree tracking database ~anagement system developed by the National 
Enforcement lnvestigation·Center \the NEIC-CDETS) should contact Rob Laidlaw at / 

776-3210. . 

Attachment 

cc: Headquarters Enforcement Office Directors 
Deputy Regional Administrators, I-X 
Regional Counsels, l-X 
Associate Enforcement Counsels 
Acting Director, NEIC 
Regional Program Division Directors, I-X 

--::-· 



Judicial Consent Decree Tracking 
and Follow-up Directive 

January 1990 

· ... - ' 

Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 



CONSENT DECREE VIOLATION AND FOLLOW-UP FORM 

PART A: REPORT OF VIOLATION 

Case Name: ------------
Program/Statute:-------

EPA Docket# --------

Requirement ( s) in violation: ---------------------

Requirement due date: __ _ 
Requirement was completed late: ___ Requirement not completed: --

. (check) (when) 

Commen~: __ ....;.... _________________________ _ 

Violation documented by: Signature/date: 

Print name: 

Title/organization: 

0 Type of enforcement action ~aej: ~_. _____ . ..,,_·· _ .. _. _. ----------

0 Enforcement action determined not to be appropriate for the following reason(s): _____ _ 

I 
Concurrences by: Program Division Office of Regional Counsel 

Name/S911t1n: ------------ -----------

Orgarizatlon litle: --------------------------
Data: 

EPA-OECM Form 



OECM-EPA 

Questions concerning this Directive or requests 
for additional copies can be directed to: 

OUef, Compliance Evaluation Branch 
· Off.ce of·Compliance Analysis and Program Operations 

Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

401 M Street S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

(202 - 382-3130) 

U.S. EPA Mail Code LE-133 

January 1990 
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J udic1al Consen: Decree Trackl!'.g Direc!:ve 
------·-------------------------- ·--

JUDICIAL CONSENT DECREE TRACKING AND FOLLOW-UP DIRECTl\'E 

PURPOSE 

This directive is provided to clarify and supplement existing Agency 
requirements and guidance for judicial consent decree tracking and follow-up. 
Agency managers responsible for consent decree tracking and follow-up activities 
must implement the requirements of this directive. Managers are also responsible 
for fulfilling any additional requirements for consent decree tracking and follow-up 
that are issued by National Program Managers. This Directive is effective April 30, 
1990. For purposes of this Directive, the term "consent decree" includes judicially 
imposed court orders. 

This directive prescribes judicial consent decree tracking and follow-up 
requirements for the following areas: 

1. Implementing the Agency Guidance on Certification of Compliance with 
Enforcement Agreements · 

2. Regional consent decree tracking and follow-up database management 
3. File documentation of consent decree violations 
4. Decisions on Agency follow-up to violations 

A. Responsibility for decision 
B. General criteria for making follow-up decisions 
C. Ftle documentation of follow-up decisions 

5. Maintaining data on the current status of EPA consent decrees 
6. Termination of consent decrees and closing cases 

BACKGROUND 

Consent Decree Tracking Responsibilities: 

Consent decree tracking and follow-up is conducted by each Regional Office 
under the direction of the Regional Administrator. Within each Region, most 
responsibilities are shared between the Office of Regional Counsel (ORC) and the 
Regional Divisions responsible for program compliance activity. Generally, the 
responsibilities are divided within each Region as follows: 

Regional Program Divisions 

Regional Program Divisions are responsible for the overall management and 
direction of the Regional compliance program in accordance with the policies and 

.... pr'X'ooures of the Agency and each National Program Office. In that role, they are 
responsible for the following regional consent decree tracking and follow-up 
activities: 

1. Assuring, along with ORC, that proposed consent decree agreements contain 
provisions/milestones that maximize the Region's ability to determine 
compliance status .. 

OECM-EPA January 1990 



Judicial Consent Decree Tracking Directive 

2. Determining compliance with the consent decree requirements through the 
use of announced and unannounced inspections and the receipt and review of 
deliverables. 

3. Determining whether there are violations of the consent decree and 
notifying the ORC of each violation. 

4. Maintaining a database of consent decree status which tracks completion of 
consent milestones and denotes violations. (Can be a component of a 
Region-wide consent decree database system.) 

5. Determining (jointly with the ORC) the appropriate Agency response to each 
violation. 

6. In concert with the ORC, maintaining complete file documentation of 
consent decree violations and the subsequent follow-up activity, including 
documentation of all consent decree violations and follow-up decisions. (File 
documentation must be maintained in whatever file or files the Region uses as 
the official case file, whether in a separate Program file, ORC file or a common 
Program-ORC file.) 

7. Notifying the ORC when all the requirements of the consent decree have 
been met so that the ORC can track and assist in the termination of the 
decree according to the terms of the decree. 

Offices of Regional Counsel: 

The Office of the Regional Counsel in each Region is responsible for the 
following Regional Office consent decree tracking and follow-up activities: 

1. Assuring that each settlement agreement complies with the "Guidance on 
Certification of Compliance with Enforcement Agreements" (July 25, 1988 
memorandum from Thomas L. Adams to AAs, RAs, and RCs). 

2 Obtaining a copy of the entered decree and providing it to the appropriate 
regional program compliance office and to the NEIC Central Depository in a 
timely manner. A copy must also be provided to the Financial Management 
Office (FMO) in the Region when the decree requires a penalty payment. 

[ The regional FMO, after receiving a copy of the entered decree, will enter the 
penalty amount intO the Integrated Fmancial Management System (IFMS). EPA policy 
requires that all judicial penalty amounts be recorded in the IFMS as "accounts 
receivable" and that they be tradced as receivables until collected or terminated. The 
Land and Natural Resources Division at OOJ is the responsible entity for monitoring 
judicial penalty debts and notifying EP A's Finandal Managenen~ Division of the 
status of penalty payments. This information is placed in the IFMS so that Regions can 
determine if penalties requirements of the decree have been met. The program 
database as well as the Enforcement OCX:I<ET database should contain a 
milestone/requirement for ~clcing penalty payment.] 
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Judicial Consent Decree Tracking Directive 

3. Determining (jointly with the Regional Program Divisions) the appropriate 
follow-up action the Region will take in response to a violation of the decree. 

4. Providing legal support and services to the programs, as necessary, to enforce 
the consent decree. 

5. In concert with the Program Division, maintaining complete file 
documentation of consent decree violations and the subsequent follow-up 
activity, including documentation of all consent decree violations and 
follow-up decisions. (File documentation must be maintained in whatever file 
or files the Region uses as tr.~ official case file, whether in a separate ORC file, 
Program file, or a common Program-ORC file.) 

6. Maintaining and reporting data on the status of active consent decrees as 
might be required by the Agency management and accountability systems . 

• 
7. Assisting in obtaining the termination of consent decrees which have 
been successfully fulfilled, including updating the Agency DOCKET 
database to reflect ~ent status. 

CONSENT DECREE TRACKING REQUIREMENTS 

1. IMPLEMENTING raE AGENCY GUIDANCE ON CERTIFICATION OF 
COMPLIANCE WITH ENfORCEMENT AGREEMENTS 

Background: 

Certification requirements were presoibed in the July 25, 1988 memorandum 
from Thomas L. Adams Jr .. to Assistant Administrators, Regional Administrators 
and Regional Counsels, "Guidance on Certification of Compliance with Enforcement 
Agreements." This Guidance addresses the inclusion of compliance certification 
language (in which a reSponsible official personally attests to the accuracy of 
information contained in compliance documents made available to EPA pursuant to 
the terms of a settlement agreement) and the need for including precise 
documentation requirements for self-certifying provisions of the decree. 

Requirements: 

Each Region must take steps to insure that all staff involved in drafting and 
negotiating consent decrees are fully aware of the requirements of the July 25, 1988 

·guidance memorandum ~d this Policy.· (While that guidance applies more broadly 
than to consent decrees, the discussion in this Policy will refer only to consent 
decrees, consistent with the scope of the rest of the document.) 

Staff invol:ved in drafting consent decrees must incorporate the guidance for 
documentation of compliance ~d for certification by a responsible official unless 

OECM-EPA 
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they.a.ffirmatively determine and document that the policy is not applicable to a 
speafic ~ase. Therefore, each conse~t decree should specify that all future reports by 
th~ settling party to the Agency, which purport to document compliance 
with the terms of the decree, shall be signed by a responsible official. The need for 
certification and documentation requirements should be raised early in the 
negotiation and drafting process. 

Regional managers who review and approve drafted consent decrees must 
assure that the Guidance has been adequately incorporated or determine that the 
Guidance is not applicable for the specific case. 

Staff and managers within the OECM Associate Enforcement Counsel Offices 
must also review drafted consent decrees for inclusion and/ or applicability of the 
Guidance. Implementation of the certification and documentation requirements 
will be a component of the ongoing oversight and periodic reviews conducted by 
OECM. · 

2. REGIONAL CONSENT DECREE TRACKING DATABASE MANAGEMENT 

Background: 

Regional Program Divisions are responsible for tracking compliance with active 
consent decrees once the deaee has been entered by the Court. The ORC is 
responsible for obtaining a copy of the entered decree and providing it to the 
Program Division and the Financial Management Office (for penalty tracking). If the 
decree has been entered but a copy has not yet been made available, the program can 
use the lodged decree during the interim, if it is known that the final deaee was not 
changed. 

Compliance tracking is accomplis~ed through the receipt of reports and other 
deliverables from the ~l'SE-T\t.decree parties"Lld·thrcugh the use of announced and 
unannounced inspections. In order to determine whether a party is currently in 
compliance with the consent agreement, the program compliance staff must 
compare the requirements of each decree with the information gathered through 
inspections and deliverables. In the case of deliverable items, the compliance staff 
should d~e if the submission adequately meets the decree requirements . 

• :1:'-.. 

"" Good database management is an important element for effective and timely 
tracking and.reporting of case status. This policy outlines requirements for the 
consent decree databases that are used to track consent decrees for each Regional 
program. Additional elements may be required by each of the National Program 
Offices. 

Requirements: 

Each program responsible for tracking consent decree compliance status must 
maintain a consent decree da~base (file/record). Each program database must 

4 
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include the following information for each active decree: case name and 
enforcement civil judicial docket number, statute/program, all required milestones 
and their due dates, and a block for inserting the date each milestone was completed. 

The consent decree database can be manual, on a personal computer or 
included as a part of a national compliance database such as the CDS of the Air · 
Program. The database could also be maintained centrally, as in Region II, where the 
ORC maintains a database of all regional consent decrees using the NEIC - CDETS 
capability. Each Region can choose what database type system(s) to use. For 
programs with only a few consent decrees to track, a manual system may be 
sufficient. Regional programs may opt to use the national compliance database 
depending on its specific capabilities. 

The consent decree database must be maintained in three ways for it to be used 
effectively. Milestones for all decrees must be entered (and revisions, if applicable, 
in the case of amended decrees). On a regular schedule (not less than quarterly), all 
currently due (and overdue) milestones must be extracted from the system and made 
available to staff and supervisors. This use as a tickler system will alert staff as to 
what actions are required to be checked on. Finally, the dates for completed 
milestones must be put into the database on a regular basis (suggested monthly 
updates). 

Maintaining this database in a central location will allow a program easy access 
to the status of all its decrees, the ability to retrieve all due milestones and a complete 
historical record of each decree as staff turnover and assignment changes occur. It 
will also provide documentation of case history for audits or other oversight activity. 

3. FILE DOCUMENTATION OF VIOLATIONS 

Background: 

Program Divisions are responsible for determining if a consent decree violation 
has occurred. ·Any milestone not complied wifu.by t}\£ due date of the consent 
decree constitutes a violation, regardless of the substantive impact of the deviation · 
from the a>nsent deaee requirement. In certain cases, Program Divisions may need 
to consult w!!h the ORC in determining whether a violation has occurred (e.g., 
where a cJtf.~:of force majeure has been made) . 

. ,~ .... 
_ .. ~'!" 

Requirementl: 
. 

Regional Program Divisions must notify the ORC of each violation of an active 
consent decree. A violation occurs when any milestone is missed (i.e. a report that is 
one day late is a violation), although there may be instances where, as a matter of 
priority, no formal enforcement action is taken. In addition, a record of the violation 
must be placed in the official Regional case file (see copy of form attached). 

5 
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4. DECISIONS ON AGENCY FOLLOW-lJP TO VIOLATIONS 

Background: 

When a violation occurs, the Region must determine the appropriate Agency 
response. In some cases, the violation may not pose a threat to public health or the 
environment or jeopardize the party's ability to meet subsequent milestones or the 
final compliance date. In such instances, after a review including the criteria 
discussed in subsection C below, the program office and ORC may jointly decide that 
no follow-up action is required or that a non-formal response may be appropriate. 
Other violations will be more serious and the program and ORC may decide to take a 
formal enforcement action such as seeking stipulated penalties or initiating a 
contempt action. For all violations it is important for the Agency to document the 
decision process within the case record. For all violations, the responsibility for 
determining the appropriate response action is shared by the Regional Program 
Division and the Office of Regional Counsel. 

Requirements: 

A. Responsibility for decision: 

Once a violation occurs, the Program and the ORC must jointly determine . 
the Agency response. Given the seriousness of consent decree violations, 
concurrence must occur at no lower than the Branch Chief level in both Offices. 
Disagreements should be elevated to senior management On the rare occasion . 
when the two offices cannot agree, the issue will be resolved at the RA or ORA level. 

B. File documentation of follow-up decisions: 

The decision concerning how the Agency will respond to a violation must be 
documented in the official Regional case file. The documentation (copy of form . 
attached) must include the decision made and the reason for the decision. The 
documentation must also include the signatures of the responsible Program Office 
an.d ORC Branch Chiefs (or higher level). 

C General Criteria for follow-up decisions: 

-~~Agency enters into a. consent decree we expect the defendant to 
comply .. -~ compliance with the decree very seriously and expect all parties to 
take all st8pil necesary for timely compliance. As a result, if they are in violation, we 
will normally respond for the purpose of remedying the violation, obtaining a 

.. peni'.lty, or both. However, given the need to set priorities, we may not choose to 
· · take a formal action in every instance. The Region is delegated authority to decide 

what follow-up action, if any, to take. The decision not to take a formal action is a 
serious judgment required to be made jointly by the Regional Program Division and 
the Office of Regional Counsel at the Branch Chief or higher level. 

6 
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In selecting the appropriate response, the following factors/ criteria might be 
considered. 

Environmental Harm Caused by Violation: What is the level of risk to 
human health and to the ambient surroundings for continuing 
noncompliance? 

Duration of the Violation: How long has the violation continued? Has the 
violation been continuous or interrupted? Has the violation been corrected? 

Good Faith/Bad Faith (Compliance history): Was the violation deliberate? 
Has the party been notified that it was in violation and continued to violate? 
Has the party demonstrated good or bad faith in its past efforts to comply or 
respond to Agency efforts? Is there a pattern of violations which suggests 
inattention to its compliance obligations, even though the individual 
violations are not, in themselves, of major concern? 

Deterrence Value: Will an action deter future violations? 
Ability to Respond: Will the enforcement action result in compliance? 

Will the facility meet its final compliance date, even though it missed an 
interim date? 

Economic Gain: Has the violator gained an economic advantage over its 
competitors as a result of the violation? 

Violations for which a decision not to take a formal action based on competing · .. 
priorities might be appropriate would generally find the party on the positive side of 
the factors above (i.e. no or limited environmental harm from the violation, good 
compliance record, etc.). Situations where the Agency might exercise its discretion 
not to take an action might include: 

- Late reporting with no environmental consequence and without a 
past pattern of delay or noncompliance . 

. - Missed milestone, not a major requirement, with expectation they will be in 
compliance with/by the next milestone. 

- Violation of an interim limit, magnitude of the exceedence is minor, with 
compliance now achieved or anticipated shortly. 

. Currently 1 each ORC is responsible for providing consent decree status reports 
each quarter to OECM as part of the Agency SPMS system.· In most Regions, the 
information for this report is collected from each program and combined into a 
Regional report. 

OECM-EPA 
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Judicial Consent Decree Tracking Directive 

Requirements: 

The ORCs will continue to be responsible for maintaining information on 
regionwide status of consent decrees and providing Regional reports to OECM, as 
required. The specific nature of these reports may change from the current ST AR 
measure. Regional Program Divisions are responsible for supplying 
program-specific information or reports to ORC that might be needed to fulfill 
national reporting requirements in addition to meeting the requirements of their 
National Program Office. 

6. TERMINATION OF CONS8'"'.!' DECREES AND CLOSING OF CASES 
• e 

Background: 

A judicial enforcement case with a consent decree is successfully completed 
when all the requirements of the consent decree, including penalty paym~ts, have 
been met and the termination clause satisfied. At that point, the consent decree 
should be terminated in accordance with the terms of the decree. Agency databases 
and status reports need to. accurately reflect the current status of cases (including cases 
where the requirements of the decree have been fully met, cases for which 
termination of the decree is due, and cases which have been closed after consent 
decree termination). Accurate data are needed to report the status of active decrees 
and for planning, budgeting and other management purposes. 

Requirements: 

Program Divisions, as part of their responsibility for traclcing consent decree 
compliance status, must notify the ORC when all the requirements of the consent 
decree have been satisfied. 

The ORC is responsible for working with DOJ to effect the termination of the 
consent deaees, in accordance with the termination clause of the deaee (timeframe, 
automatic, plaintiff or defendant motion). The ORC is responsible for tracking the 
termination status of inactive decrees and assisting the completion of plaintiff 
responsibilities, as appropriate. The ORC is responsible for maintaining the current 
status of.~deaees in the Agency DOCKET system and closing cases after 
termina ~·: 

. 
. 

. 

. 
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SU~JrC'T: ~uirlanc~ c~ ce~ti~~c4tion of Compliar.ce with 
Enforcement ~qr~~me~ts 

Thomas t.. '~a?T's, .:r. ~ ""'· ..)_Q · 
Assistant 1~~1n1~trator for Enforcement 

and Co~cl!ance ~onitorinq 
·\ 

TO: Assistant ~dm1nistrato~s 
Reaio~al A~ministrators 
~e9ional counsels 

I. BACJCGFOUND 

over the ~ast several years, EP~ has initiated record 
numbers of civil judicial and administrative enforeement actions. 
~he vast ma~ority of such actions have been resolved by judicial 
consent decree or administrative consent order. 

The terms of many of these settlements require the violator 
to cerform specific tasks necessary to return to or demonstrate 
comcliance, to accomplish scecif ic environmental cleanup or other 
remedial steps, and to take prescribed enviror.mentally ~enef icial 
action. 

Settlement aqreements typically specify that the violator 
cerform certain reauired activities ana tnereafter report tne1r 
accomolishmP.nt to EP~. Verification that the required activities 
~av-. actually been accomplished is an essential element in tne 
overall success of the Aqency's enforcement program. 

II. PURPOS! 

The ~ocus o& t~is advisorv auidancP. is or. v~rification o! 
comoliance wit~ settlement aareements ~nicn recuire specif 1c 
oerformance to achi~ve or maintain com9liance with a regulato~y 
standard. EP~ has onco1na rP.sponsieility for ~nsur1ng that 
settlina parties ar~ i~ comnliance witi the t~rms of their 
neo~t1ato~ aareements. ~o t~1s end, t~e A~en:y may require 
t~~t a r~snonsible official (as t~at term is ~efined herein) 
c~rsonally att~~t to t~~ accuracy o: informat~o~ conta1neo l~ 

comoliance ~ocuments made available to ~PA cu~suant to th~ 
terms o: a settleme~t 3or~ 0ment. 
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.. ~he inspection programs of EPA and other !ederal regulatory 
a9enc1es are based of nec~ssity on the conceot that .a limited 
number of requlate~ facilities will be ins~ected ~ach year. 
Conversely, this means t~at a l!rge numoer o~ regulated ?arti~s 
can operate ~or extended periojs of ti~e wi~hout being th~ 
suoject of an on-si:e 1nsoect1on by EPA staff. Hence, it is 
crucial to ensure that all :eauir~d compliance reports a~e 
received trom the. regulated facility in a timely Jflanner. In 
addition--and eaually as imoortant--timely review of such 
reports must ce unaertaken by EPA to ensure that the repor:s 
are adeauate under tne terms of the set:lement agr@ement. 

EPA experience shows tnat the majority of regulated parties 
make oood faith ef!orts to comely with their responsibilities 
unoer the environmental laws and regulations. Nevertheless, the 
Aaency must have effective monitoring procedures to detect 
instances of noncompliance with a settlement agreement. A vital 
com9onent of these orocedures will be to ensure that the environ
mental results obtained in tne enforcement action are indeed 
achieved and that criminal sanctions, where appropriate, are 
available to respond to instances of intention&! m1srepresentation 
or fraud committed by such violators. 

EP~ will ensure that all responsible officials entering 
into settlement aareements with the Agency are held accountable 
for tneir subseauent actions and the actions of any subordinates 
responsible for the information contained i~ compliance reports 
submitted to tne Agency. 

I I I. GUIDANCE 

A. certification by Responsible corporate Official 

Tne terms of settlement agreements, as well as any certiti
cation lanquage in subsequent reports to the ~gency, should 
be draftea 1n a manner to triqger the sanctions of 18 u.s.c. 
c10~1, l/ in the event that false information is knowingly and 
willfuT'iy submitted to EPA. Submission of such false information 

_ii united States Code, Title 18, section 1001 provides: 

·wnoever, in 3ny matter within the jJr1sd1ct1on 
of any deoartmer.t or agency of the Unite~ States know
inoly and w1llfwl!v falsifies, conc~als or covers up 
bv trick, scheme, ~r device a material ~act, or makes 
a~v ~alse, fict1~:cus or fraudulent sta~e~~~ts or 
reoresentations, or makes or Jses any f3:se •rlting 
or document ~nowln~ t~e same to contain any false, 
!ictitious or f raudJl~nt statement or entr/, s~all be 
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mav also expose the deEenda~t(s) in judicial consent decree 
falsification incidents to bot~ civil and criminal contempt 
cC"oceedinqs. 

This provision of l!w is a key sanction witiin the federal 
criminal code for disco~r~gina any person trom intentionally 
deceivina or misleading the ~~ited States government. 

l. Sianatories to ?eoorts 

settlement aareements should specify that all future reports 
by the settling party to t~e ~qency, ~nich purport to document 
compliance with tbe t~rms of any a~reement, shall be signed by 
a responsible official. 7he term "responsible official" means 
as fol lows:.~/ 

a. For a corooration: a responsible corporate 
otf1cer. A resoonsibl~ cor9orate officer means: (a) A president, 
secretary, treasurer or vice-president of the corporation in 
cnarge of a princioal business function, or any other person who 
performs similar policy- or decision-making functions for the 
corporation, or (b) t~e manager ot one or more manufacturing, 
oroduction, or operatinq facilities employing more than 250 
persons or naving gross annual sales or expenditures exceeding 
S35 million (in 1987 dollars when the consumer Price Index was 
345.3), if authority to sign documents has been assigned or 
delegated to the manager in accordance with corporate procedures. 

b. For a oartnershiD or sole orocrietorship: a 
general partner or the proprietor, respectively. 

2. When to Peauire a certification Statement 

The reouirement f.or an attestation by a responsible 
official is always useful as a matter of sound regulatory 
manaaement practice. such a requirement is more urgent, 

(Note l, cont'd) 

fined not more than Sl0,000 or imprisoned not more than 
five years, or both." 

There ar~ four basic elements to a section 1001 off~nse: (1) a 
statement; C2J f'.alslty: (3) tl'1e talse statement t:>e maoe "know
inaly and ~ill~ullv"; and (4) the false statement be made in a 
"matter w1tn1n the ju~1sa1ct1on of any department or agency of 
the Unite~ States". ~nited States v. Marchisio, 344 F.2d 653, 
666 (2d Cir. 1965). 

2/ For NPDE'S matt~C"s, t'ie definiti..,ns of "r'?sponsible official" 
arid "certi!ication", as set fort~ in 40 Cf'R Sl22.22, may oe use: 
as alternative lanouaa~ to this auidance. 
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however, where a regulated 9arty has a history of noncompliance 
or where prior violations place one's veracity into question._!/ 

3. Terms of a Certification Statement 

An example of an appropriate certification statement for 
inclusion in reports suomitted to tne Agency by regulated parties 
who are sianatory to a settlement aqreement is as follows: 

"I cP.rtify tnat tne information contained 
in or acco~panyir.? this (submission) (document) 
is true, ~;:urate, and complete. 

"As to (thel (~~osP.) identified portion(s) 
of this (suom1ssionJ (document) for which I 
cannot personally verify (its) (their) truth 
and accuracy, I certify as tne company official 
havina supervisory responsibility for the 
person(sJ wno, acting under my direct instructions, 
made the veri~ication, t~a~ ~his information is 
true, accurate, and comple~=·"-~/ 

B. Documentation to verify compliance 

Typical settlement agreements require specific steps to 
oe undertaken by tne violator. As EPA statf memoers engage in 
settlement neaotiations and the drafting of settlement documents, 
they should identify that documentation which constitutes tne 

... 1/ While oersonal liability is desirable to promote compliance, 
it snould oe noted that corporations may oe convicted under 18 
u.s.c. §1001 as well. A corporation may be held criminally 
responsible for the criminal acts ot its employees, even if tne 
actions of the employees were against corporate policy or express 
instructions. See U.S. v. Automated Medical Laboratories, 770 
F.2d 339 (4th Cir. l985l: tJ.S. t..J. Richmond, 700 r.2d 1183 (8th 
Cir. 19~3). Moreover, ~oth a corcoration and its agents may 
be convicted for the sa~e offense. See u.s. v. Basic construc
tion co., 711 P.2d 570 (4th Cir. 1983). 

_!! !t is inevitabl~ t~at in negotiating consent aareements, 
counsel tor respondents will see~ to 1nsert l3nauage in tr.~ 
c~rtification statement as to th~ truth of t~e sutmissio~s to be 
to tne «cest informa~ion" or to tne "fullest understanalng" or 
"belief" of the certi~i~r. Sue~ aual~!iers s~o~ld not be 
incoroorated, since tne prov1s1on~ o~ 18 u.s.:. §1001 pr~~1oe 
for ~rosecution for makino false stat~ments kno~ingly ar.d 
w1lltully--not for form1na erroneous oel1ets, etc. 
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most usetul evidence t~at the action require1 nas actually been 
··undertaken. Th@ ~ost us~~ul evidence w6uld be that information 
or ~ocumentat1on tnat oest a~d most easily allows tne Agency 
to verify comoliance #ith the terms (including milestones) of 
a settlement aqre@~ent. !xamples of documentation to sucstant1at~ 
comoliance include, but are ~ot limited to, invoices, work 
orders, disposal recor1s, an1 receipts or manifests. 

Attach~ent A is ~ s~c?ested type of checklist that can be 
developed tor use within ~ach program area.~/ The checklist 
includes examples ot speci~ic ~ocumentary evidence which can De 
reauired to substantiate ~~at prescribed actions have, in fact, 
been undertaken. 

rv. SOMMARY 

This auidance is to crovide assistance to EPA employees 
wno neqotiate and dra~t settlement documents. It 1s appropriate 
when circumstances so dictate that such documents contain 
sufficient cert1f ication lanauage for ensuring, to the maximum 
extent possible, that all r~ports made to EPA, pursuant to the 
terms of any settlement agreement, are true, accurate, and 
comolete, and that such reoorts are attested to by a responsible 
official. 

The Aaency must incorporate within its overall regulatory 
framework all reasonable means for assuring compliance by tne 
re~ulated community. The inclusion of compliance certification 
lanqua~e, suoported by precise documentation requirements, in 
neaotiated settlement agreements may, in appropriate instances, 
mean tne Oifference bP.tween full compliance witn Doth tne 
letter and the spirit of the law, and something less than full 
compliance. In the case of tne latter, the violating party 
is then sub~ect to the sanctions of the federal· criminal code. 

Attachment A 

_21 EPA or a State may be unable to confirm the accuracy of 
certifications tor an Pxtended perioo of time. Therefore, 
it is suaaested that, whenever certiEication bv a respondent/ 
defendant ·is reauir~d, th~ order/decree provid~ that "back-up" 
documentation--sucn as laooratory notes ano materials ot tne 
tvces list~d in the examcles in the text above--be retained :or 
an aooropr1ate period of time, sucn as tnree years. see, ~or 

example, the 3 year ret~ntion time in 40 CFR Sl22.4ll j)(2). 



MP.ANS Of Ct:R'flfYit-K; tu4PLIANCE 
Wint COOSENT AGREEMEHJ'S 

(Examples) 

I 
I 
I 

Action Peouired By Violator's ulficial Documents Accoq:>anying I 
-~C~o~ns~e~n_t_A_g~r-~_e_111e_n_t _____ ._ ___ c_e_r_t_i_f_i_e_s_Th_a_t_·~·------"----'C~e~r~t~i~f-=..:.ic~a~t~i~on;.;..;....::;:~----~-~I 

I 
I 
I 

!•Purchase pollution control 
I eQU i JlnPnt • 
I 
1 •rnstcl) )<lt ion 
I 
I •nn110 i n<l Of>t' r <ti ion an<i main-
1 t•·ndnCP 
I 
I 
I • MPt·t rh scha rqe 1 PVe ls 
I 
I 
I *1.ahPk<i t.ransformers 

I 
1•00 risk stu<ty 
I 
I •th re f"11lP J oyPe~ 
I 

*L•st> cXlfffl J vi na coat i nqs 

*Train Pffl~loyPes f!·9·• work 
pr art i CPS) 

•s .. t up 1•nv1 ronmt»ntal au<iitinq 
unit 

•tquipnent purchased 

•fquiµnent installed and testPd 

•0peratinq as required 

*Discharge levels have be~n met 

*Transformers have been labeled 

•study has been ~leted 

*EJlt>loyees have l>eP.n hired 

•verifyinq ~lying coatings 
are used 

•EJ1t>loyee training has been 
CCJltl)eted 

•unit has been established 
•orientation and instruction 

c~leted 

•invoice 

I 
•invoice tor'work with pholoJr..lphl 

•cont. i n11011s mo11 i tor i 'lo.J t dJ ie 

*Periodic sctmple r1~sul ts 
*Haintenane•~ ot records 

•continuous monitoring tapes 
•periodic sa~le results 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 

•study report and rP.coawnenddtionsl 

•personnel records 
•Position descriptions 
•Entry on duty dates 
•Salary data 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1•0oelanents to verify voe content I 
l•Educational materials and record! 
I of enpl()l/ee attendance at I 
I training session f 
I I 
!*Same as above re: personnel I 
l*Charter of audit group I 
I I 

---· - --- --- -------'-----------------L-------------
__ , 

<II I I ti' XI J>il'f P ) 
A'rfAl11Mf-:N'f A 



(continued tram previous paqe) 

Action Required 8y 
Consent Agreement 

*Dispose of PC'Bs 

*Replace PC"B transfooaers 

*RP<Jist»r 1-.•st icidP cPrtifi
c<lt ion of applicator 

*RPmoVP c.. •• l leci pr<Xilct from 
thP market 

•comply with asbestos removal 
and disposal requlations 

*Monitor waste strPam 

•s)urloe removal 

•ron<iuct 11rountl.itater monitor lnq 

•rol lt>ct an•t analyze soi I 
S()ffiJ •I I'S 

I 

MEANS OF CERTIFYlt«:i 0>1PLIANCE 
WI 11f ~SENT AGREDtEHl'S 

(Exaq>les) 

Violator's Official 
certifies That: 

Docunents Accawpanying 
certification: 

f *PC'Bs disposed of in lawful •copies of manifests 
I manner 
I 
l*New transformers installed •copies of purchase and instal

lation receipts I 
I 
f*Applicator certification has •copies of certificates 
I been ac~lished 
I 
*Removal has been acC'Olll>lished l*Copi~s of coue~spora<iance wil!l 

I custunP.rs and documentat. ion 
I of removal 
I *Copies of custaner lists for 
I independent verification by 
I EPA and states 
I 

*Coq:>liance with asbestos removall*List of locations of all jobs 
and disposal r~lations on I 
a job-by-job basis I 

I 
•waste stream has been properly l*Discharqe ttlnitoring Report 

monitored I 

•sludge removed by milestone 
deadline 

I 
t•copies of invoices on sludqt" 
I removal j 
I I 

*Groundwater monitoring aeco19- 1*2/A (quality analysis) tests; I 
plished in appropriate mianner I certification by laboratory I 

I I 
•soil 5all'f>les collected and I *Same as above I 

analyzed in specl fled 1Mnner I I 
I I 

• "' ''™ .,, . '.,.'I •mt Od t<'<l soi Is and rcontaml nated sol Is removed and •eopi es of coot r act documents I 
di ~;rio~;·· 11f in crnipl iancP dlspose<l of in conpliance '· and manifests I 
wit ti 11< ~H~ _ _ _ _ __ ------ _ with RCRA '- - . _____ f 
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l'~ITI:D ST ATES I:~'\'IROS,fI:~'TAL PROTECTIO\ AGE!' CY (YM~ 
WASHl~GTO~. D.C. 20460 

N•"\ .. 

MEMORANDUM 

MAY 3 0 1985 

O"IC'F 0' f'liJMC'l \fl '1 
A"D C'Olol'~ "'C'I 

MO,.ITOal'li" 

Revised Regional Referral Package Cover Letter 
and Data Sheet () _ J SUBJECT: 

FRO~: Courtney M. Price~ 1h ~ 
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement 

and Compliance Monitoring (LE-133) 

TO: Regional Administrators 
Regional Counsels 
Associate Enforcement Counsels 

As part of our on-going efforts to improve the civil 
jucicial case referral process, I have requested my staff to 
formulate a standard referral package cover letter and data 
sheet (see attached outline). The new cover letter has been 
substantially streaMlineo. Most of the case information will 
now be contained in the data sheet. This approach is the 
result of discussions held at the Regional Counsel~' meeting 
last January in Denver and is designed to aid my s.~ff in 
tracking referrals. This me~orandum supersedes all previously 
issued guidance concerning referral package cover letters. 

The letter and data sheet with its 11 critical elements 
have been designed to facilitate ease of preparation and 
to give a very brief capsule description of the case to 
the reviewer. In short, once the system is in place, anyone 
who reads the letter and data sheet will get an excellent 
summary of the case's major elements. 

Please put this standard referral cover letter and data 
sheet into effect by June 14, 1985. I suggest you implement 
this approach by drawing up forms listing these 11 elements. 
We have attached a suggested model data sheet. If you have 
any auestions ~lease contact Bill Ouinby of the Legal 
Enforcement Policy Division at FTS·47S-878l. 

cc: Program Office Directors 
Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section, 
~nd and Natural Resources Division, DOJ 



C~NTENTS or ~EGIONAL COVER LETTEP AND DATA SHE£! 
FOR REFERRAL PACKAGES 

. ~ne cover letter itself should be signed by the ~egional 
Administrator and consist of one short paragraph recuesting EPA 
Headcuarters to review the attached litigation report and 
refer it to the Department of Justice, or in the case of 
direct referrals recuesting DOJ to file a civil action. 

Attach to this cover letter a very brief description of 
the followino in a data sheet. Certain items may not be 
appropriate in every case. 

l. The statute(s) and reculation(s) which are the basis for the 
proposed action, including state regulations, if applicable. 

-~ 

2. The na~e and locj~ion of the defendant(sJ. 

3. The viclation(s) upon which the action is basec. 

i. The oroposec relief to be soucht, including injunction, 
and proposed amount of penalty to be sought at settle
~ent, if annlicable. 

5. The recent contacts with the defendant(s), including any 
previous ad~inistrative enforce~ent actions taken, and 
necotiations, if any. 

6. The sicnificant natio~al or precedential legal or factual 
issues. 

i. ~ate of ins~ection, information response, or receipt of 
evidence of violation which led to decision to initiate 
enforcement proceedinqs. 

8. Date, if applicable, that the technical support documents 
from the program, or support documents necessary for 
~reoaration of a referral reach the Regional Counsel's 
office. 

9. nate referral is sioned by ~eqional Administrator. 

in. Any other aspect of the case which is significant or should 
be hichliohted including any extraordinary resource demands 
which the case may recuire. 

11. The identity of lead reQional leqal and technical personnel. 

[PLEASE SEE ~TTACHED MODEL OATA SHEET) 



MODEL OATA SHEET 

1. The statute(s) and reoulation(s) which are the basis for the 
oroposed action, including state regulations, if applicable. 

2. The name and location of the defendant(s). 

3. The violation(s) upon which the action is based. 

4. The proposed relief to be sought, including injunction, 
and nroposed amount of penalty to be sou~ht at settlement, 
if applicable. 
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~o~el "ata ~heet - Cont. 
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~. The ~ecent c~n~acts with the defendant(s), includinq any 
~revious a~~1n1strat1ve enforcement actions taken, and 
neootiations, if anv. 

~. T~e sinnificant national or nrecedential leqal or factual 
issues. 

i. ~ate of ins~ection, in!or~ation response, or recei~t of 
evidence of violation which led to decision to initiate 
enforce~Prt nroceerinns. 

R. nate, if an~licahle, that the technical support documents 
fro~ the oroora~, or sunoort docu~ents necessary for 
nrenaration of a referral reach the ~eoional Counsel's 
office. 

9. nate referral is sioned by ~e~ional Adminstrator. 

1n. ~nv other aspect of the case which is siqnificant or should 
be hiohliohted includino any extraordinary resource de~ands 
whi~h the case ~av reouire. 

11. The i~entity of lead regional leoal and technical personnel. 



GM - 41, was revised on ~ugust 25, 1986. The 1984 

version has been replaced with the 1986 version. 

Appendix A from the 1986 version is attached to the 

policy as part of GM-41. Appendix B, EPA Policy on 

Implementing Nationally Managed or Coordinated 

Enforcement Actions is already contained in this 

compendiwn as GM-35. Appendix c, Division of Penalties 

with State and Local Governments is already contained 

in this compendiwn as GM-45. 
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MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

TO~ 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, DC ZOUO 

OE.C 2 0 1983 

oirir1c1: OI' 
& .. P'ORC&Ml:NT COUNSEL. 

\ - /\-. I 
CoCent Decree T~. eking System Guidance 

.. ,,,__,/__. ~, J . ~ Court~~ey-~')ice, ss1stant Administrator 
Off ice of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring 

Assistant Administrators 
Associate Administrator for Policy 

and Resource Management 
Associate Administrator for Regional Operations 
General Counsel 
Associate Enf orc·ement Counsels 
Regional Administrators, Regions I-X 
Regional Counsels, Regions I-X 

I am forwarding to you for use by you and your staff 
enforcement guidance on the use of the consent decree tracking 
system developed by NEIC and OLEP. This tracking system is 
designed to enable the Agency to track the compliance of 
consent decrees for all media on a national basis. 

This guidance was circulated in draft form to the Regional 
Administrators and to the program Assistant Administrators for 
review and comment. I believe the guidance will help ensure 
proper use of the consent decree tracking system, better 
enabling EPA to meet its legal responsibility to the courts of 
ensuring that the terms of each consent decree are being met. 

This consent decree tracking system will be only as good 
as the data that is put into it. In order to ensure that the 
consent decree data in the system is kept up to date, I have. 
asked Lew Crampton to incorporate a requirement to maintain 
the tracking system into the Administrator's Management 
Accountability System (AMAS). Staff from Lew's office and 
mine will jointly contact each Assistant Administrator's 
off ice in the near future to formally negotiate the measure, 
so that it can be included in future AMAS reports. 
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I also have attached another guidance document developed 
by my off ice entitled, •1mplementation of Direct Referrals 
for Civil Cases Beginning December l, 1983•. This document 
provides guidance to EPA Headquarters and Regional personnel 
on making direct referrals to DOJ fran EPA Regional off ices 
for certain categories of cases. Both of these documents 
should be added to your copy of the General Enforcement 
Policy Compendium which was distributed in March of 1983. 
A revised table of contents and index for the Compendium are 
also attached. 

If you have questions concerning this guidance, please 
contact Mike Randall at FTS 382-2931 or Gerald Bryan at 
FTS 382-4134. 

Attachments 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) places a high 

priority on consent decree compliance. This is consistent 

with the Agency's Congressional mandate to enforce the nation's 

environmental laws. It is also consistent with EPA's legal 

responsibility to the Courts of ensuring that the terms of 

each consent decree are met properly. 

A uniform national approach to consent decree compliance 

tracking can enhance the Agency's consent decree enforcement 

efforts. This uniform ~pproach should incorporate ari 

automated management information system intended primarily 
. ' 

for consent decree compliance tracking. This will enable 

Agency managers to: 

• Address consent decree compliance problems guickly 

and effectively. 

• Assess overall national trends in EPA's consent 

decree enforcement efforts. 

0 Respond quickly and accurately to Congressional 

and public inquiries concerning the compliance 

status of the Agency's consent decrees. 

/ 
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Until recently, EPA had no uniform automated information 

system intended primarily for consent decree compliance 

tracking. Some Agency offices do use automated information 

systems to track source compliance generally. However, the 

use of these systems varies throughout the Agency, making it 

difficult to integrate compliance data. Moreover, some 

offices track consent decree compliance by hand, resulting 
. , 

in lengthy information tetrieval times. 

On August 4, 1982, EPA managers met to discuss establishing 

a uniform national ap.proach to consent decree compliance 

tracking which incorporates the use of an automated information 

system intended primarily for tracking consent decree 

compliance. They agreed that this tracking system should 

build upon, rather than· replace, existing in~ormation systems 

maintained by various Agency enforcement offices. 

Subsequent to that meeting, the National Enforcement 

Investigations Center (NEIC), working closely with the Office 

of Legal and Enforcement Policy (OLEP), developed ideas for 

such a tracking system. This document describes the proposed 

tracking system and Agency off ice roles in implementing and 

maintaining it. 

Scope and Exclusions 

This tracking system will include information on all 

court entered judicial consent decrees in enforcement cases to 
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which EPA is a party, as well as the status of compliance 

efforts required by these decrees. It will not include: 

• State consent decrees to which EPA is not a party. 

This includes cases in which EPA may have a 

continuing interest in the compliance status of 

the decree even though, for example, EPA originally 

deferred the underlying enforcement action to 

appropriate State authorities. This topic will be 

discussed generally in guidance entitled, 

•coordinating Federal and State Enforcement Actions•. 

° Federal Facilities Compliance Agreements. These 

agreements are negotiated with Federal facilities 

to bring them into.compliance with applicable 

environmental statutes. Executive Order 12088 

provides a non-judicial mechanism for negotiating 

these agreements. Within EPA, the Office of 

Federal Activities (OFA) has the lead responsibility 

for tracking compliance with these compliance 

agreements. OFA is developing guidance on this 

area entitled, •rederal Facilities Compliance 

Program - Resolution of Compliance Problems•. 

Also, considerations in selecting an appropriate enforcement 

response to a consent decree violation are discussed generally 

in forthcoming guidance entitled, •Enforcing Consent Decree 

Requirements•. 
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TRACKING SYSTEM 

Tracking System Objectives 

This uniform national approach to consent decree compliance 

tracking seeks to achieve the following objectives: 

• Facilitate consent decree enforcement by uniformly 

tracking the compliance status of all EPA consent 

decrees. 

• Keep senior .·Agency managemement informed of the 
. :,, 

compliance status of all EPA consent decrees. 

• Provide timely, accurate information upon request 

to Congress and the public concerning the compliance 

status of EPA consent decrees. 

Key Tracking System Components 

To achieve these objectives, the tracking system relies 

on four key components: 

l • The Repository 

2. The Consent Decree Library 

3. Compliance Monitoring 

4. Compliance Tracking 

These components are described below. 
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l. The Repository 

The Repository is a collection of physical copies of over 

425 EPA consent decrees NEIC has on file. NEIC assembled 

this collection with the assistance of the Regional Offices, the 

Department of Justice (OOJ), and the Federal Courts. NEIC 

is continuing its efforts to complete the collection of consent 

decrees to be filed in the Repository. To facilitate this 

·effort, the Regional Counsels should forward copies of all 

new consent decrees to NEIC for inclusion in the Repository. 

NEIC maintains the Repository and, upon request, can 

provide a copy of any EPA consent decree on file to requesting 

Agency off ices. 

2. The Consent Decree Library 

NEIC developed, and will maintain, the consent decree 

library as an automated management information system to 

store summaries of each EPA consent decree on file in the 

Repository. Each consent decree summary will include the 

following information: 

° Case name. 

0 Date the consent decree was entered and, if 

applicable, the date the decree was modified. 

° Consent decree requirements, including due dates. 

• Information indicating when these requirements 

were met. 

/ 
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NEIC will develop these summaries and send them to the Regional 

Counsels' Offices to review and confirm their accuracy. The 

information in the library can be updated by NEIC, based upon 

information sent to NEIC by the Off ice of Enforcement and 

Compliance Monitoring (OECM), to reflect the current compliance 

status of EPA consent decrees. 

The library contain& summaries of most.EPA consent 

decrees on file. Computer terminals will link EPA Head

quarters and the Regional Off ices electronically with the 

library. NEIC will provide OECM and Regional Office personnel 

training on how to use the library. 

Direct access to the library will provide the Agency's 

attorneys and enforcement staff with information on active 

or terminated consent de~re~s which m~y be usefui in dr~fting 

and negotiating new consent decrees. Direct access to the 

library will also provide Regional managers with information 

on upcoming requirements which may be useful in targeting 

source inspections and in projecting resource needs. 

3. Compliance Monitoring 

Consent decree compliance monitoring is presently 

conducted to determine whether individual consent decree 

requirements are properly met. Compliance monitoring activities 

often include source reporting and on-site inspections. 
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Under the national consent decree tracking system, the 

Regional Program Off ices are primarily responsible for con

ducting monitoring activities in accordance with national 

guidance issued by EPA Headquarters. The Regional Program 

Off ices will continue to conduct compliance monitoring using 

whatever automated information system (e.g., PCS for Water 

Enforcement) they choose to use to assist them in their 

monitoring efforts. 

4. Compliance Tracking 

Compliance tracking is the gathering and compiling of 

compliance information which Agency management can use to 

determine and assess general trends in the Agency's consent 

decree enforcement efforts. Compliance tracking will be · 

based upon the information gathered by the Regional Program 

Off ices in the course of conducting their compliance monitoring 

activities. 

O£CM is responsible for tracking EPA's enforcement efforts 

on a national level, including whether the Agency is meeting its 

legal responsibility to the Courts for ensuring that consent 

decree requirements are met. Consequently, OECM will be 

principally responsible for compliance tracking, through use 

of the automated Consent Decree Library operated by NEIC, to 

ensure that Agency consent decree enforcement efforts are 

adequate. 
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To facilitate OECM compliance tracking activities, 

The Off ice of Management Operations (OMO) will send each 

Regional Administrator periodic information requests concerning 

the compliance status of each consent decree in the Region. 

These information requests will serve as a tool to ensure 

that Regional Off ices focus on source compliance with individual 
' 

milestones in each consent decree. 

Tracking System Operation 

The operation of the tracking system will draw from the 

information storec in the consent decree library. At the 

beginning of each quarter, OMO will send to ea~h Regional 

Administrator two computer print-outs (see attachments) 

containing consent decree information from the consent decree 

library. The computer print-outs will list: 

a. All consent decree milestones in each Region 

which are scheduled to come due during the 

present guarter (prospective). 

b. All consent decree milestones in each Region 
~ 

for which the Region was responsible for 

ensuring compliance during the preceding 

guarter (retrospective). 
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The prospective print-out is intended as a tool for use 

by the Regional and OECM management generally. It may be 

used, for example, as an alert device to assist each Regional 

Administrator in advance preparations for ensuring that 

consent decree milestones coming due during the quarter are 

met properly. 

The retrospective print-out will contain instructions 

asking each Regional Administrator to respond to OMO~ within 

ten working days of the transmission date of the print-out, 

with the following summary information: 

0 Whether each consent decree milestone which came 

due during the preceding quarter was achieved. 

0 The consent decree milestones which were not 

in compliance. 

• Whether any consent decree milestones were 

renegotiated. 

0 If any milestone is not achieved or renegotiated, 

the enforcement response the Region intends to 

take to ensure that the milestone is achieved. 

The Associate Enforcement Counsels in OECM will review 

the information provided by the Regional Administrator for 

use in tracking the Agency's overall consent decree enforce

ment efforts. OMO will send the raw data to NEIC to be 

used to update the information in the consent decree library. 
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It will be important for the Regional Administrator to 

make sure that the response is properly coordinated between 

the various offices in the Region (e.g., the Regional 

Program Offices and the Regional Counsels' Offices). This 

will better ensure that the information in the tracking system 

is accurate and complete,. 
···' 

OFFICE RESPONSIBILITIES 

Three Agency components will share responsibilities in 

implementing and maintaining the consent decree tracking 

system. These three off ices are: 

l. NEIC 

2. Regional Administrators 

3. OECM Headquarters 

The respective responsibilities of these off ices are specified 

below. 
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l. NElC 

NEIC's responsibilities generally will involve the 

start-up operations and the maintenance of the Repository and 

the Consent Decree Library. This will include the fol~owing: 

• Completing the collection of physical copies of 

EPA consent decrees to be filed in the Repository. 

• Maintaining the Repository and making available to 

Agency personnel upon request copies of cohsent 

decrees filed in the Repository. 

0 Ensuring that summaries of all EPA consent decrees 

filed in the Repository are fed into the Consent 

t>ecree Library. NEIC will ~end copies of the 

summaries to the Regional Counsels' Offices for 

review to ensure t~e accuracy of the summaries. 

0 Maintaining the Consent Decree Library and ensuring 

the smooth technical operation of the library. 

0 Providing OECM and Regional Off ice personnel with 

training on how to use the library and establishing 

a contact point in NEIC to respond to Agency 

inquiries on proper library use. 

0 Updating the Consent Decree Library with compliance 

information sent to NEIC quarterly by OMO. 
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2. Regional Administrators 

The Regional Administrators are ultimately responsible 

for keeping informed of the compliance status of the consent 

decrees in their Regions, so that they can act promptly to 

remedy any identified instances of noncompliance. It will be 

important for the Regional Administrator to make sure that 

the Region's consent decree compliance efforts are properly 

coordinated between the Regional Program Offices, the Regional 

Counsel's Office, and other appropriate offices in the Region. 

With regard to the consent decree tracking system, these 

compliance efforts will include: 

0 Reviewing the consent decree summaries prepared 

by NEIC for accuracy prior to final entry into 

the Consent Decree Library. 

° Forwarding to NEIC copies of all future EPA 

consent decrees that have been entered in Court, 

including any renegotiated consent decrees. 

• Conducting compliance monitoring in accordance with 

policy issued by the national program off ices to 

determine if the terms of each consent decree 

are met. Regional Offices.may use whatever 

automated information system they choose to 

assist them in monitoring. 
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0 Responding to OMO requests for information 

concerning consent decree compliance status. 

• Using the Consent Decree Library as may be 

necessary to ensure the compliance of 

existing consent decrees and in drafting and 

negotiating new consent decrees. 

Under the tracking system, OECM's general responsibilities 

of tracking consent decree compliance will be shared by OMO 

and the Associate Enforcement Counsels. These responsibilities 

will include: 

0 Sending quarterly information requests 

inquiring about the compliance status of the 

consent decrees in each Region to each 

Regional Administrator. 

° Forwarding summary information from 

the Regional Administrator to NEIC to use 

in updating the Consent Decree Library. 

° Forwarding to NEIC copies of all future EPA 

consent decrees in nationally managed cases, 

including any renegotiated consent decree in 

which the Associate Enforcement Counsel took 

the lead in the renegotiation. 

/ 
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0 Tracking the overall EPA consent decree 

enforcement effort using information 

contained in the Regional Adminstrator's 

responses to OECM's quarterly consent 

decree compliance information requests. 

0 Evaluating each Region's accomplishments 

in monitoring consent decree compliance and 
·,• 

responding to noncompliance problems. 

The success of this uniform national system for tracking 

consent decrees depends upon how well Agency off ices work 

together in implementing and maintaining the system. If 

properly implemented and maintained, the tracking system can 

enhance EPA's consent decree enforcement efforts. 

If you have any questions concerning the system, please 

contact Michael Randall of OLEP at FTS 382-2931 or 

' Gerald Bryan of OMO at FTS 382-4134. 

Attachments 



Attachment A 

SAMPLE PROSPECTIVE REPORT FOR THE OUARTER BEGINNING 7/1/83 

Listed below are the consent decree milestones which will 
come due during the present quarter. 

----~----------------------------------------------------

l. 

2. 

3. 

Republic Steel Chicago, Ill 

Milestone: Place purchase order 
Due date: 9/15/83 

Great Lakes Steel Zug Island, 

Milestone: Commence construction 
Due date: 8/1/83 

Ford Motor Co. Dearborn, MI 

Milestone: Demonstrate compliance 
Due date: 9/30/83 

MI 



AttachJnent B 

SAMPLE RETROSPECTIVE REPORT FOR THE OUARTER ENDED 6/30/83 

Please provide the requested information for the 
consent decrees milestones listed below. 

------~----------------------~-------------------~----A. Milestones due in guarter dated 4/1/83 to 6/30/83: 

1. Republic Steel Chicago, Ill 

Milestone: Submit engineering plan 
Due date: 6/30/83 

a. Was Milestone Achieved? 
(yes or no) 

. ···' 

b. If not achieved, was milestone renegotiated? 
(yes or.no) 

c. If renegotiated, please indicate new milestone. 
(e.g., new milestone date.due is.9/30/83) 

d. If not achieved or renegotiated, what action is 
contemplated to bring source back into compliance? 
(e.g., referral to OLEC HO) 

B. Milestones due in previous· quarters which were not met 
in those quarters and had not been renegotiated or 
achieved as of 3/31/83? 

l. Great Lakes Steel Zug Island, MI 

Milestone: Place purchase order 
Due date: 1/1/83 

a. Has milestone been achieved since the previous update? 
(yes.or.no) 

b. If not achieved, has milestone been renegotiated since 
the previous update? 
(yes or no) 

c. (Repeat above) 

d. (Repeat above) 
-----------------~------------------------------------c. Total number of consent decrees with milestones not 

met or renegotiated by 6/30/83. 

D. Total number of consent decrees this quarter 
brought back into compliance with milestone 
requirements due to action (including 
renegotiation) taken by the Region? 

(number) 

(number) 
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'I.I ·' and Responsibilities for Updating and 
the Enforcement Docket 

FROM: s, . enior ~nforcement Counsel, 

TO: 

and Compliance ~onitoring (t~-l33l 

Associate Enforcement Counsel 
Regional Counsel 

We have just completed compiling ~nd reporting our 1st 
Quarter, FY 198 7 accountabi li tf 1 1\~t!~ures for civil judicial 
referrals. This process always requires considerable effort 
in rec~ncilin~ ~nd interpreting data and suggests that there 
may be some confusion and misunderstanding about the data 
required and about the ~rocedures and responsibilities 
for updating an~ ~aintaining the Docket. 

The responsibility for providing, maintaining, and ~arifying 
data in the Docket is shared among Headquarters and Regional 
staff, Headquarters and ~~0ionat data analysts. I have identifie~ 
in the attached procedures some of the data problems that we 
ob~erved and ask that every one participate in correcting 
erroneous and missing data and continue during each monthly 
update cycle to provide accurate and complete data. The 
procedures discuss the various areas of concern and the 
primary responsibilities. Each staff attor~ey ~houl~ rP.ceive 
a copy of these procedures so that they are reminded of how 
the Docket is maintainad and un~erstand their responsibilities 
in the overall proces~. 

~very attorney is asked to review their cases, provide 
correct or missing data, and to remain diligent in tne monthly 
review and entry of Docket data. I have also asked the 
Headquarters and Regional data analysts to routinely run 
reports that will help locate incorrect or missing data. The 
analysts will review these reports for inconsistent or missing 
data and contact the Responsible attorneys for clarification. 

Your persistence and continued efforts at"~ es.;~l'\tial to ttie 
successful operation of the Docket. If you have any questions 
about the procadure~ or wish to ma~e suggestion~ to improve 
the procectures and usefulness of the system please get 
in touch with me, Sally Mansbach, or ~ruce Rothrock. 

cc: J. Aryan 
s. ""1ansbach 
q. Rothrock 
r.. Young 
Computer Sciences Corporation 



Procedures and Responsibilities for Upd~ting and 

Maintaining the Enforcement Docket 

An accurate and current Docket data base ~ep·~~ds on the 
initial entry of cases and on the regular monthly review and 
case update by the Headquarters and Regional attorneys assigned 
to the case. It is particularly critical that the update and 
data entry schedule be adhered to at the end of each fiscal 
quarter. The steps in the process are: 

(l) Prepare Case Data and Facility Data Forms for the 
initial entry of cases, either during the period 
when the case is under development or at the time 
the case is referred (Regional attorney) 

(2) Enter all new cases (Regional analyst) 
(3) Prepare monthly case updates (Regional & HO attorneys> 
(4) Enter monthly case updates (Regional ~HO analysts) 
(5) Run reports to verify the overall accuracy of the Docket 

(number of new referrals, overall status of cases, 
major milestone dates, referral indicator, law/sectiqn) 
and distribute to Regional Counsel and Associate • 
Enforcement Counsel for verification (Regional & HO 
analysts) 

(6) Verify accuracy of Docket and make corrections 
(Regional Counsel, Associate Enforcement Counsel) 

(7) Enter corrections (Regional & ~O analysts) 
(8) Run accountability reports and complete SPMS reporting 

instruction forms (HO analysts, MOB) 

Monthly updates (item 3) should be completed by the first 
of the month, verification (item 6) about the 9th, completion 
of SPMS reporting instructions (item R) and to the Compliance 
Evaluation Branch on the 13th, to the Assistant ~d~iniqtrator on 
the 14th, and final SPMS reporting and to OMSE no later than 
the 15th of the month. This means that all corrections and 
data entry and updating (item 7) must be completed by the 
10th to be included in the accountability report for the just 
concluded fiscal quarter. 

The verification reports are a tool for use in deter~ining 
if all cases have been accounted for and the events surrounding 
active or recently concluded cases have been entered in the 
DOCKET. Information relevant to quarterly accountability 
measures which is obtained after the monthly updates have been 
sub~itt~rt to the Regional analyst can be entered on the 
verification reports and included in the final quarterly 
update (on the 10th). 



1. Initial Entry of a Case: The Regional attorney assigned 
to develop the case is res~onsible for completing the Case 
Data Form and the Facility ~ata Form(s), and for providing 
this infor~dtion to the Regional analyst for initial entry of 
the case. Attorneys should not expect that the analyst will 
complete these forms unless a procedure has been arranged 
with their analyst and the data is readily available in the 
litigation package. Such a procedure does not reliP.ve the 
attorney of the responsibility for the accuracy and completeness 
of the data. 

The attorney may enter a case in the Docket any time 
af.ter the case is •opened,• but no later than when the case is 
initiated. The •oate Opened" is an arbitrary date 
but is sometime in the period between when a decision is made 
to take judicial action Can attorney is assigned to begin case 
development) and when the case is •initiated." The "Date 
Initiated" is the date that the Regional Administrator signs 
and dates the referral letter. This means that the referral 
package is ready to be placed in the mail. To be counted as 
initiated in a fiscal quarter, a case must be in the mail and 
entered in the Docket by the Regional data analyst by the 
last day of the quarter. 

2. ~ajor Milestone Event Dates: Major milestone event dates 
are critical in tracking cases, accountability measures, an~ 
in most analyses that are performed. The timely and accurate 
entry of these dates i~ cruci~l for the overall integrity of 
the system. Significant problems have arisen due to very 
late or inaccurate entry of dates. 

We regularly make calculations ~f the number of cases 
pending(e.g., at EPA HQ, at court) on a particular day(e.g., 
10/01/86). Each time that a major milesone date is enterP.d, 
the Overall Status (present/pending location) of the case 
changes. Inaccurate and late entries can seriously distort 
data used for accountability and budgeting. 

Headquarters and Regional attorneys are responsible for 
the entry of dates as part of the monthly case update. ~ore 
sp~cif ically the lead for entry of each event date is identi
fied below: 

Event/Milestone Date Primary/Lead Responsibility 

Violation Determined 
Technical Documents Received 

by ORC 
Opened 
Initiated 
Received at ~PA ~~
Chee~ List Complu~ -~ 

Regional Attorney · 
Regional ~ttorney 

Regional ~ttorney 
Regional Attorney 
HO Attorney 
HO Attorney 



Referred to DOJ 

Referred to us Atty 
Filed 
Concluded 
Returned to Region 
Rereferred 

HQ Attorney or 
Regional ~ttorney for Direct 
Referral to DOJ 

HO Attorney & Regional Attorney 
HO Attorney & ~e~ional Attorney 
HQ Attorney & Regional Attorney 
HO Attorney 
Regional Attorney 

3. Overall Status: The Overall Status of the case coincides 
with the most recent major milestone and indicates the 
present location of the case. The HO and Regional ~nalysts 
are responsible for verifying that the overall status and 
latest milestone agree. 

Overall 
Status Milestone/Event 

O Opened 

l Initi~ted 

2 To DOJ 

3 To US Atty 
4 Filerl in Court 
5 Concluded 
5 Returned to Region 

l Re referred 

Meaning 
Casa opened, under development ~ 

in Region • 
Initiated, Under Review/pending 
at EPA HO 

Referred to DOJ: under review/pendi,.._ 
at DOJ 

Referred to US Atty for filing 
Filed: pending in court 
Concluded: judicial aspects completed 
Returned to Region for further 
development and subsequent rereferral 

Rereferred by Region, pending at 
EPA HO (a case that is rereferred 
is not counted as a new referral: 
the case is counted once at the ti~e 
of the original referral> 

4. Headquarters Review Time: The determination of the head
quarters review time is a~plied to all cases initiated, 
regardless of whether the case is referred to DOJ, declined 
and concluded, or returnerl to the Region for further 
development. The starting point is the "Date Received at 
EPA HQ" which is defined as the date that the Associate 
Enforcement Counsel receives the litigation package. The 
Headquarters attorney assigned to the case is responsible 
for providing these dates as part of his or her monthly 
update. tf the "Date Received at EPA HO" is not provided, 
the default is "Date Initiated." 



Cases can be divided into four categories ·and the dates 
used in computing the review time is ~ef ined for each. 

a. Referral by Region to EPA Headguarters: 

- Date Received at EPA HO(or Date Initiated) 
- Date Referred to DOJ 

b. Direct Referral by Region to DOJ: 

- Date Received at EP~ HO(or Date Initiated) 
- Date Check List Completed 

Note: Date Check List Completed will be entered in the 
DOCKET as a mi~cellaneous event and will appear 
on the Case Status/Update ~~p1>rt once entered. 
The event code is: CHKLST 

c. Referral by Region to EPA HO, Returned to Region for 
Further development: 

- Date Received at EPA HO(or Date Initiated) 
- Date Returned to Region 

d. Referral by Region to EPA HO, Declined by EPA HO or 
Withdrawn by Region: 

- Date Received at EPA HO(or Date Initiated) 
- Date Concluded (Declined/Withdrawn) 

S. Referral Indicator: The "~~ferral Indicator" designates 
the off ice(Region or EP~ HO) developing and originatin~ 
the case and ~here the case is referred(EPA HO or direct 
referral to DOJ). 

RH - Region to EPA HO 

RD - Region direct to nOJ 

A case that is referred by the Region directly to DOJ has 
the same date for •tnitiated" and "To DOJ". Many cases 
that have a Referral Indicator of "RH" have the same ~ate 
for •tnitiated• and •To DOJ," suggesting that the cas' w~~ 
really referred directly to an~ an~ should have a "Re~erral 
Indicator• of RO. 

The Regional Attorney and the Regional Data Analyst a~e 
are responsibl~ F.or entering the correct Referral tnd~cator 
at the time the c~se is initiated. Check that all dicect 
referrals are properly designated. 



6. Concluded Cases: At the time a case is concluded the 
Regional and ijeadquarters attorneys are responsible for 
entering three data ltt-! 1:io; -!S part of their rnonthly 
update: 

a. Date Concluded 
b. Result - how the case was concluded 
c. Assessed/Adjusted Penalty - for cases settled by consent 

decree or litigated 

This inforrnation should be provided as soon as possible after 
the case is concluded. In the past, delays in entering 
these items, for instance "Date Conclurled," have ~ltered the 
number of active cases on a particular date as previously 
reported in OEC~'s SP~S quarterly accountablility measures. 

7. ~eadguarters Division: Some values for Headquarters 
Division do not match the Law/Section values, e.g., 
HOOV = PES, and LAW/SECTION • RCRA 7003, CERCLA 106. 
The Regional Attorney initiating the case is responsible 
for designating on the Case Data Form the approp~i~t~ 
Headquarters Division that will be reviewing the case. 

8. Law/Section: The Law(s) and Section(s) are the ones violated 
and cited in the litigation report and complaint, the most 
significant entered first. Do not use the section authorizing 
enforcement, e.g., CAA, §113. A Section must be entered 
fOt" each Law. If ~or~ than one section of a particular 
law is violate and cited in the litigatiof'\ ,.~~)•H"t, tt1eri 
each are entered as separate combinations. 

EXAMPLES: 
CE RC LA 
C~~Ct.A 

~CRA 

RCRA 

106 
107 
3008 
7003 

In the DOCKET we use the section designation from the published 
statute: do not use the one from the U.S. CODE. 
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SUBJECT: Enforcement Docket Maintenance 

FROM: Edward E. Reic~ r:. ~~'rttlfll""" 
Acting Deputy Assistant Administrator 

for Civil Enforcement 

TO: Regional Counsels, Regions I - X 
Associate Enforcement Counsels 

0'JtCE OJ 

As was discussed in Tom Adams' memo of February 8, entitled 
"Responsibilities tor Assuring Effective Civil Judicial 
Enforcement" primary responsibility for the timeliness, accuracy 
and completeness of information contained in the Enforcement 
Docket lies with the Offices ot Regional Counsel. Specifically: 

(l) Regions are responsible for accurate updates, at 
least monthly: 

(2) Headquarters is responsible tor accurate monthly 
update of Headquarters - initiated data fields 
{e.g., "checklist completed"): 

(J) Headquarters will n.Qt amend regional data entry; 

(4) Headquarters will continue to monitor overall data 
quality, on a monthly basis tor the balance of 

-. py•aa, and thereafter on a quarterly basis: 
·discrepancies will be brought to the attention of the 
-Reqional counsel; 

(5) Docket maintenance will be considered as part of the 
annual performance assessment discussion with 
Regional Counsels. 
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To inaure that all parties understand their responsi
bilities, we have developed detailed procedures, which are 
attached. I request that you distribute copies to all attorneys 
in your office. 

It you or your staff have any comments or questions, please 
let me know, or contact Sally Mansbach or Bruce Rothrock at 
8-382-3125. 

My thanks tor your cooperation. 

Attachments 



GUIPELINES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE ENTRY AND 

UPQATE OF CIVIL JUDICIAL CASES IN THE 

ENFORCEMENT DOCKET SYSTEM 

I. INTBOOUCTION 

"Responsibilities for Assuring Effective Civil Judicial 
Enforcement" is the subject ot a Tom Adams memorandum, FEB as, 
1988, which qives the Regions increased authority and 
responsibility in the judicial enforcement process. One 'of these 
responsibilities pertains to the maintenance ot the Enforcement 
Docket System. 

The Regions also will take the lead in the 
criticaltunction ot maintaining the Agency's 
Enforcement OocketSystem. Except in national lead case 
or where this responsibility is undertaken by a 
Headquarters attorney and this is so noted in the case 
management plan, Off ices of Regional Counsel will be ! 
solely responsible tor ensuring that accurate and up- • 
to-date information on each casais maintained in th~ 
system. OECM attorneys will no lonqer make separate 
docket entries as a matter of course; instead we will 
rely on the Reqionally-entered casestatus information. 
OECM will retain an oversight responsibility to 
ensure, to the extent possible, thataccurate 
information, consistent across the Reqions,is available 
from the Docket System •.•• 

This document describes the procedures and responsibilities 
tor enterinq cases in th• DOCK!T and tor th• raqular, monthly 
review and update ot the Casa Status Report. As stated in Mr. 
Adams' memorandum, this responsibility is almost entirely that ot 
the Regional Attorney, who in most instances is dasiqnated the 
Lead EPA Attorney. 

II. QEFINITION OF A CASE 

A. DOCICET D••iqn and Assiqninq a case Number. 

Th• ~orcemant Docket has been designed primarily as a 
system tor-trackinq civil judicial entorcament cases. A case is 
a matter vllich is developed and referred with the intent that it 
will be tiled in court as a separate and independent entity, will 
receive its own court docket number and not be joined with any 
other case. With this in mind, an enforcement matter which 
involves multiple tacilities, multiple statutory violations, or 
multiple defendants is entered as one case it it is intended and 
believed at the time ot case development and case referral that 
it should be handled as one action, filed in court as one case, 
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and negotiated or litigated as one case. The Docket system ha 
been designed to handle and report on multiple law/section 
violations, multiple facilities and multiple defendants, all 
linked to the parent case. 

B. Amendments to Onqoinq Cases. 

It may be necessary once a case has been initiated to 
prepare and reter a related matter with the intent ot amending 
the original case. An example might be an additional statute 
violation or other defendants. These matters should not be 
entered as separate cases but as amendments. There is a separate 
record in the Docket System that allows tor entry and tracking of 
amendments. 

C. Use ot DOCKET tor SPMS, Accountability, and with the 
Workload Model. 

The numbers used in the SPMS and Accountability process are 
based on cases, the fundamental ingredients of the Docket System. 
These are the numbers that we also report to Congress and tl\• 
public. The numbers used in the workload model are based ori 
cases Ami their component parts, such as amendments, number of 
facilities, etc. The Docket structure allows tor trackinq all 
these separate activities tor workload modal counts, even thougr 
they are included under a single case name and number. 

III. INITIAL CASE EHTBX 

A case should be entered in the system ( Opened ) as soon as 
possible attar the Regional program off ice refers the matter to 
the Regional Counsel tor civil litigation, and an attorney is 
assigned and begins case development. The Reqional Attorney is 
responsible tor completing the following and giving them to the 
Regional data analyst tor assignment of a case number and initial 
data entry: 

l. Case Data Form (APPENDIX A). Complete all items as 
required. 

2. Facility Data Form (APPENDIX B ). Complete a separate 
tera tor each violating facility. 

J. caae SWDlllary (APPENDIX C ). Develop a case summary that 
contains th• following information: 

case Name: The name of the case as specified in the 
litigation report. 

Facility Name: The name of the facility and 
location where the violation(s) occurred. 
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Nature of case and violations(s) upon which the case 
is based. Include the laws and sections violated. 

Proposed relief and remedy, including injunctive 
and proposed penalty to be souqht at settlement. 
Enter penalty fields on the case Data Form. 

Significant national or precedential legal or 
factual issues. 

Previous enforcement actions (date, type). 

Recent contacts with defendant(s) (nature, outcome). 

Other significant aspects. 

These paragraphs will be entered in the OOCI<ET as narrative under 
the heading "Case Summary." See APPENDIX C for an example; 

The Regional Attorney is responsible tor entering a new case 
as soon as possible after case development is bequn. While ,th• 
case is under development-and prior to beinq referred (Initfated) 
the case is in an overall status of "Opened." Th• earlier th• 
case is entered as an "Opened" case th• aoon•r it will appear ·on 
the DOCKET tor use in case management. This procedure reduces 
the end-of-quarter data entry crisis to record case• initiated (a 
large proportion of which appear at the very end of the quarter) . 
If the case has been entered during case development it is 
necessary to enter only the "Date Initiated" at the time th•· case 
is referred. This eliminates the risk that a case might not be 
counted because all of the appropriate information could not be 
entered before accountability reports are run. Entry of "opened" 
cases also facilitates management of actions which are the 
subject of pre-referral neqotiation. 

IV. CASE STATUS REVIEW PROCEQURES 

Th• Lead EPA Attorney has primary responsibility tor the 
review and update of all active cases. This is done at a minimum 
monthly by reviewing the Case Status Report and making any 
change• a.i update• directly on the report. Th• Lead EPA Attorney 
receive• update forms tor all his/her cases from the Reqional 
data analy•t one• each month. The Lead EPA Attorney is 
respon•ibl• tor annotatinq the update forms. These forms are 
returned by the Lead EPA Attorney to the data analyst tor entry 
by the last work day ot the month. Th• data analyst completes 
corrections and updates and returns revised torms within five 
work days to the Lead EPA Attorney for th• next mohth's review 
and update. 

The Lead EPA Attorney should pay particular attention to the 
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following areas: 

Ca•• Information 
Major Milestone and Miscellaneous Events 
Statt, Attorney Names 
Results 
Penalties 
Case Status Comments 

An entry must be made in the attorney comment area every 
month. Any issues which have been discussed or significant 
events which occurred during the past month since the last update 
must be included in the comments. An example of the nature and 
method ot entering status comments is contained in APPENDIX o. 
It there has been no development or no activity in the case, "No 
Change" must be entered by the Lead EPA Attorney. The l,ead EPA 
attorney gives the annotated monthly reports to the data analysts 
for data entry and data base update. It the analyst does not 
receive an update for an active case by the time the review 
period has ended, he/she will enter "NO UPDATE RECEIVED." 

Except in cases where the Headquarters attorney is th• !IAad 
EPA Attorney, Headquarters attorneys will be responsible.~ tor 
updating HQ-specific data (e.g., received at EPA HQ, checkli•~ 
completed, tor direct referrals and referred to DOJ tor other 
than indirect referrals). 

A chart display ot roles and responsibilities is contained 
in Appendix E. Summary •icase code" tables are included in 
Appendix F. 

V. QUALITY ASSURANCE 

The Lead EPA Attorney is responsible tor assuring the 
accurate, complete, and timely entry ot all cases and for the 
ongoing, monthly update and verification of case data. Regional 
Counsel are responsible for periodic review of the Docket tor 
accuracy and completeness of all data elements, including 
Attorney Comments. 

Repeated problems with accuracy of data entry should be 
brought t8 the attention ot the Regional Counsel. The Regional 
Counsel .a.ald notify Sally Mansbach or Bruce Rothrock it 
proble- merit further attention .• 

OECM Headquarters will review the overall Docket tor 
accuracy and completeness, on a monthly basis tor the balance of 
FY 1988 and quarterly thereafter. Obvious errors or omissions 
will be brought to the attention ot the Regional Counse~, for 
appropriate Regional action. Headquarters data entry will be 
restricted to those data elements which are Headquarters 
responsibility. No amendment ot Regional data will be made by 
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Headquarters staff. 

co ... nts or questions regarding Docket update and 
maint•nanc• procedures should be addressed to sally Mansbach or 
Bruce Rothrock. 



ENFORCEMENT CASE DATA FORM 
APPENDIX ;.. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------CASE NO.: - E 
(Assigned by Docket Control 

Date Entered: / / ----
--------------~--~---------------------------------------------------* CASE NAME: 

* TYPE CASE: CIV - Civil BNK - Bankruptcy 
(See Back tor Adm.) 

* HQ DIVISION: 

* LAW/SECTION: 
l. ___ __, 
2. ___ __, 
3 • ----4. ----5. ----

CIT - Citizen Suit 

AIR - Air 
HAZ - Hazardous Waste 
PES - Pesticides and Toxics 

* (Please use the section 
of the law VIOLATED, 
NOT the section that 
authorizes the action) 

MOB - Mobile 
WAT - Water 

CFR/SECTION: 
l. I 
2. .-----

3. I ----

* TECHNICAL CONTACT: PHONE: FTS -

* REGIONAL ATTORNEY: PHONE: FTS -

* DEFENDANTS: 
COMPLAINT? 
( "i/N) 
l. ------------------------------2. ------------------------------------3 • --------------------------------4. _____________________________________ _ 

* STATE: 

VIOLATION TYPE: POLLUTANT: 

DATE OPENED: 

* DATE INITIATED: * REFERRAL INDICATOR 
(Civil) 

NAMED IN 

RH: Region to HQ 
RO: Region to DOJ 
(Direct Referral) DATE ISSUED: 

(Adj. Adm.) 
DATE CONCLUDED: 

__/__/_ 

__/__/_ 

_/__I_ 

_;_;_ 
Direct Referral Lead: OOJ USA 

DATE VIOLATION 
DETERMINED: 

PROPOSED PENALTY: 

_;_;_ 

----
DATE DOCUMENTS 
RECEIVED BY ORC:__J__/ __ 

* Required fields - must be filled out for case entry 



Appendix B 

FACILITY DATA FORM 

*PLEASE USE THE ADDRESS OF THE SITE OF VIOLATION (NOT THE COMPANY MAILING 
ADDRESS). 

*A SEPARATE FORM MUST BE COMPLETED FOR EACH FACILITY CITED IN THE CASE. 

---------------------------------I CASE NO.: -E 
I (Assigned by DOCKET analyst) 
---------------------------------

* FACILITY NAME: 

* STREET ADDRESS: 

* CITY: 

*TYPE OWNERSHIP: 

iC COOE(s): 
(one required) 

-~-----------------------------
I EPA IO #: ~__,~=-=----,,..__
I (Assiqned by FINDS analyst) 
-------------------------------

* STATE ZIP: 

P: 
F: 
S: 
C: 
M: 
o: 

------
Private industry or individua~ 
Federal Government • 
State 
county 
Municipal 
District 

-------------------------------- OPTIONAL -------~-------------------------

PARENT COMPANY: 

NPOES PERMIT NO. 

SUPERFUND SITE: 

LATITUDE: 

LONGITUDE: 

{Y or N) 



APPENDIX C 

CASE S!JMMARX CONTENT A ~rp FOBMAT 

Th• tollowing is an example of a Case Summary. The summary 
is written by the Regional Attorney and provided to the Regional 
Data Analyst along with the Case Data Form and Facility Oata Form 
at the time the case is initially entered. The summary includes: 
Case Name, Facility Name, Nature of case and violation(s) upon 
which the case is based, Proposed relief and remedy, Significant 
national or precedential legal or tactual issues, Previous 
enforcement actions, Recent contacts with defendants, Other 
significant aspects. 

- EXAMPLE -

CASE SUMMARY: 

THIS IS A PROPOSED ACTION AGAINST THE ACME DISPOSAL CORP 
(AOC) ET AL., UNDER SECTION 107 OR CERCLA TO RECOVER PAST COSTS 
ANO TO ESTABLISH LIABILITY AS TO FUTURE COSTS TO BE INCURRED 
UNDER SECTION 104. ! 

THIS CASE INVOLVED THE AOC SITE, LOCATED IN MOOELTOWN, MA. 
THE SITE WAS LISTED ON THE NPL ON 04/01/84. THE SITE IS A 100-
ACRE LANDFILL WHICH HAS BEEN OWNED BY AOC SINCE 03/05/75. 
NUMEROUS INDUSTRIAL WASTES HAVE BEEN DISPOSED OF AT THIS FACIL~ 
SINCE 1942. 

EPA CONDUCTED ON-SITE GROUNDWATER SAMPLING ON 05/01/85. 
ANALYSIS REVEALED THE PRESENCE OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES INCLUDING 
METHYL ISOBUTYL, KETONE, AND TOLUENE. A NOTICE LETI'ER WAS SENT 
TO THE SITE OWNER/OPERATOR ANO TO THE TEN KNOWN GENERATORS ON 
05/20/87. NO RESPONSES WERE RECEIVED. 

THE lST IMMEDIATE REMOVAL WAS COMMENCED ON 06/01/85 ANO WAS 
COMPLETED ON 06/25/85. ONE HUNDRED DRUMS ANO 500 CU YOS OF SOIL 
WERE REMOVED ANO DISPOSED OF AT A RCRA-APPROVED FACILITY. THE 
2NO IMMEDIATE REMOVAL ACTION WAS STARTED ON 08/01/85. FIFTY 
DRUMS AND 100 CU YDS OF SOIL WERE REMOVED AND DISPOSED OF AT A 
RCRA-APPROVEO FACILITY. TOTAL FEDERAL GOVT COSTS AS OF ll/Ol/87 
ARE $1,524,000. 

A DEMAND L!'rl'ER FOR PAST COSTS WAS SENT TO ADC ON 12/01/87. 
THE STATtJTS or LIMITATIONS MAY RUN ON 06/25/88. GENERAL NOTICE 
LETTERS WS11B SENT TO 143 PRP GENERATORS ON 09/0l/87. 



APPENDIX D 

CASE STAIUS C0?1MENTS 

The tollowinq are examples of attorney case status comments, 
provided as part of the monthly review of active cases. comments 
are written by the attorney directly on the case Status Report 
directly below or in the marqin beside the previous months entry. 

- EXAMPLE -

HEADQUARTERS CASE STATUS: 

REGIONAL CASE STATUS: 

01-30-88: COMPLAINT FILED IN DIST. CT (EOMA) ON 01/15/88 
AGAINST AOC, CITY OF MODELTOWN, GENERAL DISPOSAL CORP,, ET AL. 

02-28-88: AOC FILED ANSWER ON 02/15/88; GENERAL DENIALS. AOC 
FILED MOTION TO DISMISS ON 02/15/88. 

03-30-88: ADC MOTION TO DISMISS DENIED ON 03/20/88. STATUS 
CONF SCHEDULED TO BE HELO ON 04/18/88. 

04-29-88: STATUS CONF HELO ON 04/18/88. GENERAL DISPOSAL CORP 
REQUESTED TREATMENT AS DE MINIMIS GENERATOR. LITIGATION TEAM 
PLANS TO MEET ON 05/20/88. GOVT PLANNING TO FILE MOTION FOR SJ. 

(1) It is important to add precise date• to update comments 
both to be specitic and to avoid contusion between th• date ot 
the docket entry and th• date ot the event. 

(2) It is important to follow up on stated planned events 
in subsequent monthly updates with comments as to whether or not 
the planned event took place and, it so, when. 

(3) case status comments should retlect the qeneral content 
ot settlement propoaal• and draft and tinal consent decrees, 
including tinal conatruction deadlines, final compliance 
deadlinea, penaltie•, duration ot the decree, and whether or not 
stipula~ penalties are included. 

(4) · If there are no updates during a month, enter "NO 
CHANGE". 



ACTIVITY 

Open a Case 

Initial Case 
Entry 

R~lonal Attorney 
assl~ned tD q.e 
developmmt or 
Lead EPA Atty 

R~lonal llata 
Analyst 

Cl VIL ..n IOI CI AL tN R>RC»tl'NT OOCKEI' 
llATA ENTRY HAI ITTmANCF. VEJU FI CATIOO 

RFS~SlBlUTl~ AND PIVlCFJlJlml 

WHAT 

~letes: Case Data Fbrm, 
Faclllty Oata Form for each 
vlolatl~ Fae., Case Sl111D8ry. 
r...ase ls a matter "1lch ls 
flled, settled or litl~ated 
separately from any other 
Caae. 

Assl~n Case Ntnber: F...nter 
data from Case Data ard 
Faclllty Data Foms, Case 
SllllDBry 

Optional; "1en case ls 
opened or any time up 
to but ro later than 
"'1en case h ref erred 
to Ill or directly to 
OOJ 

At time Regional 
Attorney CompleteR 
Forms. 

IOI 

APPl-.Nlll X E 
03/11/RR 

Attorney completes fonns aral 
C.as e Sl111Nlry. All l tens 
marked with '*' 1a1&t he 
completed. Gives to R~ional 
data analyst. 

On-line from Case OatH anit 
Facility Data Fonns, Case 
Sl11111ary 

______ __;1----------il--------------;------------t----- ---------- . 

f.aseReview a. Lead EPAAttv 
am Case Update 
of all Active 
Cases 

Ha1. Mllestones/Hlsc. li»ents. 
OateR, Staff, Status Chnments 
and Slgnf icant Case events 

M>nthly, C'.anpleted and 
Riven to ReRional 
Analyst by let work 
day of each nnnth 

Review & ooit a.<1 appropriate 
Case Update Report (usi~ 
clear n>tations in hright 
colored ink) 

------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------------

Data F.ntry, 
Data Rase 
Update 

Case/Data 
Verl f icat ion 

h HQ Attorney 

a. R~. Analyst 

------------------
h. •11 Analyst 

HQ Attorney 

~ data fields (e.R. checklst tt>nthly 
canplete, HO Camnents if aooroprlate) 

Case Update Report, a~ ah>ve, 
deliveroo by HQ data analyst 

Case Update Repart as 
reviewed and annotatet by 
Lead Attorney 

------------------------------
As appropriate 

Major ml lestone Oates, Over
all Status (see Jb), other 
Case Level llata; R(!Rular 
Status CDnment Update 
Lead Attorney 

~nthly, B~lnnl~ the 
1st of the month • 
completed by the 5th 
Y>rk day. Run new 
Update Reparts and 
distribute by Rth work 
day. 

On-line, directly from r,ase 
Update provide-I by Regional 
Attorney. Update all active 
cases even if rn change made 
or rn update received. 

· · -----....-s=-c_a_n_C-.ase 11(>ciai-e Report ___ - · 

~ot:hly for Fi'8R provide<i hy HQ Analyst. Any 
quarterly thereafter obvious errors or omiss ior~ 

are hrought to t' '1r inn 
at tent ion of Ass. :md 
then ReY,ionaJ r.om1o;t>I for 
l.ead Fl'I\ At" h• •" ........ I·· 



Cl VII. JIJr>H~IAL •... dtfNI' OOCKF.r 
DATA ENTRY HAI NT CE VF.RI Fl CATIC'N 

RESIUISIRIUTI~ AND PMCEll~ 

ACTIVIT'l 

Tracki~ Lead F.PA Atty Sianlflcant events related 
to settlanent negotiation 
or Liti~atlon as re<11lred 
by RC 

tt>nthlv 
Sett lanents 
and Liti~ation 
Events 

--------------~--- ------------------------------Ill Attomev Ill ~ents. as appropriate ttmthlv 

Part of nnnthly review of 
Case Update Report. 

oonthly case review. 

Concludl~ a Lead F.PA Atty F.nter data about settle- tt:>nthly Part of nnnthlv review of 
Caae (<D/J .. e- IH!llt/J~ement Results. C'.a.qe llpdate Report. or as 
_ment __ F.nt_....;er_ed __ 4----------~..:::.Da.=t..::.ei.....:P;..::ena=:=l..::.tv.!----- __ _._ __________ _.__events occur-"-·----

Closi~ a Case Leed EPA Atty 
Final Compli-
ance. Caae 
Withdrawn. 
Dec ll ned , Ola -
11lssed or 
O..blned 

Enter Data for Closed Caae - tot>nthly 
1'len final C0111pllance 
achieved or case ls wlth-
draWll. declined or dlsmissecl 

tty · · F'..llter- "llBte Returned' 

Part of nonthly review of 
Ca.qe llpclate Report, or aH 
events occur. 

Part o-f ~nthly HJ>llate, or 
as returns occur by proper 
rntlfication of data analyst. 

-----------rl--,--- .---,.--....,.-t"'."'"ty---f-....--:--~-=--..--.,r---,nr---1~tb.-n:-r"'1'y-------hp>-art of ~nthl y Upclate 

ArnenJl~ a 
Case 

Atty 

ill Attorney 

Detena ne cases retu a 
pendll'll ) f,O days. Oeter- Mlnthly 
mine action to he taken: 

Refer or close. Update lbcket 

------------------------------ ------------------------
Assess neect to discuss cases ~rterl Y 
with R~lon 

Ana vst p es report 
of all cases return~t to 
ReRion and peml~ :>'10 <lavs 
for Lead F.PA Attorney review 

------------------------------
HQ analyst prepares quarterlv 
report on cases rtd to Rep,ion 
)60 days 

------------------.......Jr.------------t-:-:----=------- ----- - . -

Leact EPA Atty 
Add anerdnents to exieti._ 
case "'1en matter ls part 
of on-~ol~ case am wt 11 
mt he fl led as a separate 

lllm matter ls ref erred 

matter for lltb.at l.=o.:.:n~ __ _... _______ _ .. ,_ ,. _,, ~---: ..... 

~nthly Case llpdate, or on 
anerrlnent data fonn. to 
ReJ!_lonal Analyst, "'1en 
anennent occurs 
- - . --.-·.---~. ---.-- . ' 



VIOLATION TABLE 

. VIOLATIOll 
TYP! 

AO VIOL 
CLO 
FIFRA 
FIN 
GFR 
GRANT 
GWM 
I !of P 
IND 
INFO 
LDT 
!of PRSA 
NESHAP 
NOPRMT 
NORPTG 
NSPS 
NSR 
PMN 
PR!THT 
PRMTVL 
PSD 
PWSH/R 
PWSMCL 
PWSNP 
PWSSA 
REC 
REP 
SIP 
SPILL 
UIC 
UICCAC 
UICHFL 

UICMIN 
UICMOM 
UICNPA 
UICOIM 
UICPRS 
UICUNI 
UICUNO 
UICVPA 
VHAP 
404PHT 

DESCRIPTION 

Administrative Order Violation 
Closure and Post-Closure Plan 
FIFRA 
Financial Responeibility 
General Facilities ~equirements 
P.L. 92-500 Facility 
Groundwater ~onitoring 
Imports 
Industrial Source 
CA.A/ll4 (INFO) 
Land Dispoaal & Treatment 
MPRSA 
National Emission Stda. for Raz. Air Pollutants 
Discharge v/o Permit 
No :porting or Monitoring 
Nev Source Performance Standard• 
Nev Source Review 
Pre-manufacturing Notice 
Pretreatment 
Permit Violation 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
PWS Monitoring/Reporting 
PWS Mazimua Containment Level 
PWS Notification to Public 
PWS Sampling & Analyzing 
Required Record• Maintenance 
Reporting Violation• 
State Implementation Plan 
31:1/CWA 
UIC/SDWA 
UIC Ca1ing & Cementing 
UIC Fluid Movement in Underground Source of 

Drinking Water 
OIC Mechanical Integrity 
UIC Monitoring 
UIC No Approved Plugging & Abandonment Plan 
UIC Injection Between Outermost Casing 
UIC Injection Beyond Authorized Pressure 
UIC Unauthorized Injection 
UIC Unauthorized Operation of a Class IV Well 
UIC Compliance v/Plugging & Abandonment Plan 
Volatile Hazardou1 Air Pollutants 
404/CWA 



POLLUTANT TABLE 

POLLUTA.IT 
TYP! 

ARSN 
ASB 
BENZ 
BERY 
co 
COE 
CON 
LEAD 
11ElC 
NOX 
OP 
PCB 
PM 
RADON 
RDNC 
502 
VNCL 

DESCRIPTION 

.A.rsenic 

.A.sbescos 
Benzene 
Serylium 
Carbon Monoxide 
Coke Oven Emissions 
Containers (Drums, Tanks) 
Lead 
Mercury 
Nitrogen Oxide• 
Opacity 
Polychlorinated Biphenyl1 
Particulate Matter 
Radon 
Radionuclide• 
Sulfur Dioside 
Vinyl Chloride 

** If you would like to tee any more pollutants added to 
the cable, plea1e contact Bruce Rothrock at· 
FTS-382-2614 



Apper.C: .. ~ .. x . 

RESULT TABLE 

RESULT 
LEVEL 

l - Before 
Referral to 
DOJ 

2- After 
Referral to 
DOJ/US Atty, 
Before filing 
of Complaint 
or CO 

3- After filing 
of Complaint 
or CO 

.... 
+ 

RESULT 
CODE -----

WR - Withdrawn by 
Region 

OE - Declined by !IQ 

WE - •ithdrawn by HQ 
DJ - Declined by DOJ 
DA - Declinad by US 

attorney 

LN - Litigated w/no 
Penalty 

CN - CD w/no Penalty 

RESULT 
____ REASON 

CP - CD v/Penalty *RO - Penalty under ICI~ 
LP·- Litigated v/Penalty *CO - Penalty under C!ICLA -

*BO - Penalty under both 

*CR - CD/Coit Recovery 
*LR - Litigated/Coit 

Recovery 

& C!ICLA 

*OC - Coit Recovery under CERCt 
*OT - Coat Recovery v/creble 

*CB - CD v/Penalty & Coit *RC -
damages under CERCLA 
Penalty under RCRA & Cost 
Recovery under C!RCLA Recovery 

*LB • Litigated v/Penalty 
and Cose Recovery 

DC - Oismis1ed by Court 

*CC • Penalty and Coit Recovery 
under C!ICLA 

*CT • Penalty under C!RCLA, Cos 
Recovery v/treble damage! 
under C!RCLA 

*RT - Penalty under RCRA, Cost 
Recovery v/treble damages 
under C!RCLA 

*BC • Penalty under both RCRA & 
CERCLA, Coit Recovery und 
C!RCLA 

*BT • Penalty under both RCRA & 
C!RCLA, Coit Recovery w/ 
treble damages under CERC 

VD - Voluntarily Dismi11ed 
CO - Combined 

* Re1ult code and Re1ult reason apply only to RCRA/C!ICLA ca1es 



REFERRAL INDICATOR TABLE 

REFERRAL 
!NDIC!!,2! 

RR 
RD 
RU 
RD 

DESCRIPTION -
Region to Headquarters 
Region to DOJ 
Region to US Attorney 
Headquarters to DOJ 
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MEMORANDUM 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

OCT 3 :~g:l 

TK. \-t-

OFFICE OF 
ENFORCEMENT AND 

COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE 

SUBJECT: Support of the Enforcement DOCKET for Information 
Management in OECA 

FROM: Elaine G. Stanley, Directo£/dtAU.,,,~· ~ OA. 1 

Off ice of Compliance 7-'~~ 
TO: Deputy Regional Administrators, Regions 1 - 10 

Regional Counsels, Regions 1 - 10 
Office Directors, OECA 

OECA and the Regions are now accountable for the accurate 
tracking and reporting of important information regarding all 
enforcement activities of this Agency under its multiple 
statutory authorities. It is imperative that we maintain and 
improve a reliable, centralized system for gathering such 
information that can be relied on by OECA, other offices within 
U.S. EPA, the Department of Justice, Congress and the public. The 
National Civil Enforcement DOCKET is currently maintained by OECA 
for case tracking and reporting purposes. It is our intent that 
all formal enforcement cases, civil judicial and administrative 
penalty orders,· be included and managed through the Enforcement 
DOCKET. 

Accordingly, to move us collectively in the direction of 
better case tracking and information, we are establishing the 
following set of expectations, which are effective immediately. 

The Regional Counsels have the primary responsibility for 
entering and maintaining data on all civil judicial and 
administrative enforcement actions. The Regional Counsels, with 
Division Directors of the Office of Regulatory Enforcement, will 
ensure that every civil judicial and formal administrative 
penalty enforcement case will be included and managed through the 
National DOCKET. Starting in FY 1995, all new formal 
administrative penalty actions will be entered into the 
Enforcement DOCKET. By the end of the second quarter FY 1995, all 
administrative penalty orders that have been issued or filed but 
not yet concluded are to be entered into DOCKET. As time and 
resources allow, any other administrative matter is to be entered 
into DOCKET as well. Beginning in FY 1995, we intend to use the 
Enforcement DOCKET as the sole source of Agency reporting on 
Administrative Penalty Orders. We intend to examine the 
feasibility of including all formal administrative orders (AOs 

(Ji), Recycled/Recyclabl1 n-~ Printed wilh Soy/Caoola ..... on P8P9' 1hal 
'00 conlaina al laasl 50% 1ecyded rlber 



and APOs) ih the DOCKET beginning in FY 1996. 

I expect that every civil case referred will continue to be 
entered promptly into the DOCKET, ineluding an appropriate case 
summary before it is referred. Compliance with DOCKET management 
and quality control principles should be a factor in the · 
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performance appraisal of each affected manager. Effective use of 
the DOCKET should help improve efficiency and minimize disruption 
and transaction costs. 

All OECA off ices will use the DOCKET as the primary data 
source for enforcement activity. Before an OECA office requests 
information regarding enforcement activities from Regional 
offices or other offices in Headquarters, the Office Director or 
other requesting manager or staff will attempt to get that 
information from the DOCKET. Only with the DOCKET data in hand 
will HQ offices call the Regions and verify the data. To the 
greatest extent possible, OECA will notify the Regions when the 
DOCKET will be used for special analysis so that tqe Regions are 
given an opportunity to clean up data. If the manager determines 
~hat the information is not available on DOCKET, that fact should 
be reported to the Region and to the Director of the Enforcement 
Planning, Targeting and Data Division (ETPDD) of the Office of 
Compliance so that changes can be made to DOCKET. 

We recognize that certain improvements and additional 
support are needed for the Enforcement DOCKET system. To that 
end, we are forming an Executive Steering Cominit~ee to provide 
guidance and direction to the DOCKET managers for short and long · 
term planning for the DOCKET. For the past year, a DOCKET 
workgroup headed by Larry Kyte, ORC, Region V, has been working 
with OECA to recommend and implement DOCKET improvements. Many 
of these recommendations will be implemented in FY 1995. The 
Executive steering committee will build on the Docket Workgroµp's 
efforts and will have representatives from the Regional Counsels, 
Regional Enforcement Programs, and OECA Offices. 

OECA is committed to implementing DOCKET improvements. Some 
improvements already identified have been made such as the 
addition of a field to easily identify Multi-Media cases. 
Immediate improvements are also being made to the Regional 
Matters Tracking system to make it operate faster and be more 
compatible with the DOCKET. 

The Regional counsels must continue to ensure that the 
quality and timeliness of information in the DOCKET is 
maintained. A failure to maintain that quality will result in 
the data not being relied upon and undermines the integrity of 
the entire information management program. It is hoped that the 
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above procedure will avoid unnecessary "~ire drill" l'."equests of -
the Regions and particularly Regional Counsels' offices. It 
should also help assure that the DOCKET is tracking needed 
information in an efficient and accurate manner. Your support of 
the system is needed and expected. If you have any questions 
regarding this guidance, please call me or·Fred Stiehl at (202) 
260-8180. 

cc: Scott Fulton 
Steve Herman 
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UNITED STATES E~VIRONM[~TAL PROTECTION AGE~CY. 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2M61 

MM \ \ 1988 

MEMQRANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

TO: 

case Mana9ement Plan• 

Thoma• t.. Adams, Jr.~ \.... ~&o-.a ~ 
A••i•tant Adlllini•trator tor Enforcement and 
Compliance Monitorin9 (O!CM) . 
u.s. Environmental P~~~~ti~n A9•!1f7' (~PA) 

Roqer J. Marzulla I \,( { /': t f -"t__ 
Actin9 Aaaiatant Atiorney G*n•ral 
Land and Natural Reaourc•• Diviaion 
U.S. Department of Ju•tice (DOJ) 

EPA Re9ional and OECM Attorneya 

EPA Re9ional Proqram Off ice Peraonnel 

Environmental Enforcement Section Attorney• 
OOJ Divi•ion of Land and Natural Reaourc•• 

Th• environmental enforcement ca••• initiated by th• United 
State• Environmental Protection A9•ncy (EPA) and th• United 
Stat•• Department of Ju•tice (OOJ) are characterized by their 
complexity, their aiqnificant demand on reaourcea, and th• 
participation of nuaerou• leqal and technical people from many 
offic••· Nearly all ca••• pr•••nt major challen9•• to EPA and 
OOJ, and in •011• inatanc•• can take several years to brinq to 
eoncluaion. In order to achieve th• beat posaibl• results in the 
shorte•t time, with th• moat efficient uae ot reaourcea, both EPA 
and DOJ will b• implementin9 a numl:>er ot measur•• to promot• the 
effective handlinq of ca•••· 

Ca•• manaqement plan• represent a mechanism to enhance 
the ettectiven••• ot th• environmental entorc•ment pro9ram. 
Case manaqeaent plan• are plan• tor th• conduct ot environmental 
enforcement cases which provide a road map tor brinqinq a ease 
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from its initiation to a successful conclusion. The primary 
elements of the plans include the tasks to be performed, the 
people assiqned to perform the tasks, and the dates by which the 
tasks are to be completed. Case manaqement plans include both 
the litiqation·and neqotiation elements of the case, and the 
leqal and technical tasks to be performed. 

With the number of people involved in cases, it is 
essential to establish as early as possible which litiqation 
team members will be responsible for what tasks and when these 
tasks will be completed. Because DOJ is primarily responsible 
for manaqement and control of the case, it will have the lead 
role in establishinq the case manaqement ?lan. Attorneys in the 
reqional offices, the Office of Enforcement and Compliance 
Monitorinq, and in some cases U.S. Attorney's Offices, also play 
siqnificant roles in the cases, as do EPA technical staff; 
therefore, they will participate in the de~elopment of the plan. 
The case manaqement plan will, to the maximum extent practicable, 
reflect the aqreement amonq members of th• litiqation team a• to 
how they will brinq the case from its initiation to a succ•••ful 
conclusion. 

OOJ has developed the attached form coverinq the leqal 
assiqnments tor the litiqation elements of case manaqement plans 
This form is comprehensive and will be used for all cases 
beqinninq April l, 1988. The form will be used as follows. 

Reqional attorneys and regional program staff who are 
preparinq litiqation reports should indicate their availability 
for case work assiqnments in a draft case manaqement plan when 
the case is referred. The attorney should use the standard OOJ 
form, and should propose aaaiqnments for the regional attorney 
and reqional technical staff which include only those tasks which 
regional supervisors and managers consider appropriate for the 
individuals assiqned to perform them. 'l'he form, as submitted by 
the raqion, will not address aasiqnments for OOJ attorneys or 
Assistant u.s. Attorneys. The draft case management plan should 
also reflect the reqional attorney'• initial thinkinq concerninq 
the stra~egy and timetable for litiqatinq and neqotiating the 
case, althou9b at this point in the development of the case, the 
draft plan may not contain much detail. 

ourinq the period assiqned for its review of the referral, 
OECM will propose to DOJ, after discussion with the reqion, any 
assiqnments which manaqement considers appropriate for the OECM 
attorney assiqned to the case. The OOJ attorney should then, in 
consultation with EPA, complete the case plan for liti~a~i~n and 
neqotiation. It is important for the OOJ attorney to initiate 
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development of a strateqy and timetable for the case, in concert 
with the other members of the litigation team. The team's 
members should assure support for the plan by their respective 
supervisors. The plan should reflect a realistic assessment of 
the resources (includinq technical and contract dollar resources) 
available to support the case, and team members should be 
assigned responsibility for actually obtaininq the resources 
contemplated by the plan. The DOJ attorney should have a case 
plan in place by the date of f ilinq of the complaint, addressing 
the roles of OOJ, the Assistant u.s. Attorney, and reqional and 
headquarters legal and technical staff. 

Because litiqation and neqotiation ot environmental 
cases is a dynamic process, initial projections of tasks in a 
case plan will need to be revised on a periodic basis. In order 
to keep the case plan up to date, but, at the same time, avoid 
undue consumption of the litiqation team'• time, the case plans 
will be updated on a quarterly basis.· Tb• case plans will serve 
as the primary discussion documents for the le9al and technical 
staff and their first-line supervisors in periodic case reviews. 
The plans also will be used as a c;uide to managers interested- in 
the qeneral progress of a case. In order to facilitate the best 
use ot the ease management plans, DOJ will work towards 
developing a means ot incorporating the plana in its case docket 
system. 

It prepared and used properly, case manaqement plans can 
help assure effective and efficient management of complex 
cases and available resources. 



PRELIMINARY CASE PLAN 

Case Name : U. S • v • 
------------------------------------

Statutes: 

Nature of 
Violation/Claims: 

Litigation Team: 

Date 

DJ 190----------
EPA Reg ion: 

District: 

DOJ/LNRD: 

DOJ/AUSA: 

EPA/RC: 

EPA/ Reg. Program 

EPA/HQ Program 

State Rep. 

EPA/OECM: 

A. General Breakdown of Case Responsibilities 
Assignment 

1. General Oversight and Case Management 
Review of all briefs and other 
filings; consultation on litigation 
and negotiations strategy 

2. Principal Contact with Defendant(s) 
on Litigation Matters 

3. Principal Contact with Defendant(s) 
Regarding Settlement 

4. Development of Technical Proof 
[List needs for liability and 
remedy case; assign by need] 

5. Selection and Oeve lopment of Expert( s) 
[List need a] 

6. Developaent of Liability Case~/ 
[List elements; assign by element] 

7. Development of Remedy Case 
[Break down; assign by element 
where possible ] 

Name -
DOJ Attorney 
(or AUSA) 
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B. Preliminary Discovery Plan 
Ta•k 

c. 

D. 

E. 

-
1. Offensive Discovery 

a. First set of Interrogatories 

b. First Set of Production 
Requests 

c. First Set of Requests for 
Admissions 

d. Forsee able Offensive De posi tiona 
[List eac~ deponent and assign 
by deponent] 

2. Defensive Discovery 
a. Responses to Written Discovery 

b. Depositions 

PreliminaMa Motions Plan 
I.. 0. S. tion to Strike Jury Trial Demand 

2. U.S. Motion to Strike Defenses~/ 

3. U.S Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment ~/ 

4. 

c:. ., . 
6. 

U.S. Motion for Case Management Order 
(if appropriate) 

A.-ialyze Ansi.wer/!·~c:i~n to Dismiss~/ 

Response to Motion to Dismiss~/ 

Preliminary Settlement Plan 
[List near-term events and tasks 
re la ting to set th men t; assign 
as appropriate] 

Deadline for First Revision and Expansion 

Name Date -

to be assigned aa they 
are noticed 

~/ In multiple defendant cases, list each defendant and assign by defendar 
i:i single defendant cases, assig:1 by liability element. 
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MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

UNITED STA TES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20400 

(?!Vl-f'S
cn. i-2 

OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT 

Regional Enforcement Management: Enhanced Regional 
case Screening~~ 

James M. s~0·'L1 -5 
Assistant Administrator 

TO: Regional Administrators 
Assistant Administrators 

The attached guidance on regional enforcement case screening 
is now final. Your careful review of prior drafts is greatly 
appreciated. The review period has been well spent in clarifying 
issues and ensuring the approach set forth in the quidance 
provides sufficient flexibility for practical implementation. 

The final version makes several minor changes to the October 
10, 1990 draft. It: 

1. alters the case screening worksheet to: 

provide further protection as a privileged document: 
include dates for any revisions: 
clarify criteria for contractor listing: and 
clarify the relationship between civil and 
criminal judicial case potential criteria: 

2. clarifies that: 
I 

-- case screening has ~enef its for resource allocation 
and prioritization of cases where there are competing 
resource demands; 

case screening is not intended to preclude or 
substitute for early and ongoing consultation within 
Regions, with Headquarters or with DOJ where 
appropriate; 

@ Printed on Recycled Paper 



multi-media enforcement initiatives are included 
within the objective of a multi-media perspective; 

single-media enforcement initiatives can be handled 
tlexibly within the guidance; 

case screening is not intended to preclude criminal 
investigation necessary to further characterize the 
situation; and 

3. excludes field citations from the case screening process 
where issued in the field. 

Enhanced case screening is an important undertakinq which I 
am qratified.is receivinq considerable support and attention 
within the Reqions. I look forward to receiving your reports on 
how you are implementing the guidance. 

Attachment 

cc: Deputy Assistant Administrators 
Headquarters Compliance Directors 
F. Henry Habicht II 
Nancy Firestone 
Daniel c. Esty 

bee: OE Managers 



MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

UNITED ST A TCS ENVIRONMENT AL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20460 

OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT 

Regional Enforcement Management: Enhanced Regional 
ca~e Screen~~-~·· 

James M. Strock)~ 
Assistant Admfnistrator 

TO: Regional Administrators 
Assistant Administrators 

The Enforcement Four Year Strategic Plan and the 
Enforcement in the l990's project identify several shifts in 
direction and emphasis that are essential to meeting demands on 
enforcement over the next several years. This memorandwn 
implements regional case screening for innovative and balanced 
use of the full range of enforcement authorities called for in 
the Strategic Plan to be fully operational by Fiscal Year 1991. 

Regional case screening and the use of screening committees 
or other processes to accomplish its objectives are not 
unfamiliar subjects within EPA. Most Regions already have in 
place systems for communication and coordination among program 
enforcement staff, Regional counsel.;· Er. vironmental Service 
Di visions and the·· c:r d'i1&al investigators on enforcement case 
selection, development, and follow through. Regions will 
nonetheless need to be prepared to adjust existing management 
systems to include those aspects of case screening which are not 
presently being adequately addressed. At the same time as this 
off ice strongly recommends the use of formal enforcement 
screening oe--ttteea, we also encourage the Regions to continue 
to reviav..a. revise their overall management systems and 
organizatiana to meet Administrator Reilly's high expectations 
for enforc .. ent. We will share successful management approaches 
across Regions and use the occasion of program reviews and our OE 
Regional Counsel audits to assess how various approaches are 
working. 

@ Printed on Recyc1ea Pacer 
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This memorandum describes: l) the objectives of case 
screening; 2) requirements for a regional case screening 
capability, including the use of case development worksheets to 
aid the screening process for selected cases; 3) the recommended 
use of regional case screening committees; 4) the relationship 
between enforcement case screening and regional strategic 
planning; and 5) oversight of the screening process. 

I. The Objectives of th• Regional Enforcement case screening 
Process 

Enforcement case screening is a process to link the 
characteristics of the violator or violations in a particular 
case with the right response from. among alternative courses of 
action. The concept is not a one-time "screening in" or · 
"screening out" but a continuing process with elements of both. 
It identifies where decisions must be made, where there may be 
good candidates for a particular enforcement approach, and where 
the course of action is or is not clear. It is not intended to 
preclude or substitute for early and ongoing consultation within 
Regions, with Headquarters, or with the Department of Justice 
where appropriate~ · 

Enhanced case screening may operate within existing program 
guidance on appropriate enforcement response. It need not alter 
accountability for enforcement, nor who should develop 
enforcement actions. It should, however, bring to bear, on 
individual case decisions, a broader perspective on the goals and 
objectives of enforcement. The premise is that enforcement 
decisions must not be made unilaterally; the decision-making 
process must take into account the full panoply of alternatives. 
This guidance introduces a systematic means of introducing these 
other factors into the normal case decision process. Civil 
enforcement issues would be raised to the appropriate program 
Division Director and Regional Counsel in their traditional line 
management roles, with conflicts t~.be r,s~lved at the ORA/RA 
level. Criminal enforcement issues would &e resolved in 
accordance with the March 28, 1989 memorandum from Edward E. 
Reich entitled "Planning and Priority-setting in the criminal 
EnforcemanS Proqram•. 

Regional. enforcement case screening objectives include, and 
cases should be systematically screened tor, the following: 

. 
1. the strategic yalue of undertaking federal enforcement; 

whether the case furthers specific national, Regional or 
state environmental goals articulated in strategic plans and 
operating guidance; whether the case reflects appropriate 
state/federal roles: and the extent to which the case 
reduces public health risk, protects the environment, 
prevents pollution or enhances deterrence. 
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2. the appropriate enforcement response: 

whether administrative, civil judicial or criminal 
enforcement is most appropriate ~ attachment l for 
criteria when judicial enforcement may be favored: bullet 
below for essential discussion of criminal enforcement 
screening). 

3. the appropriate. considered use of innovative settlement 
conditions or tools; 

whether to seek environmental auditing, pollution prevention, 
contractor listing, suspension and debarment, and whether to 
leverage broader compliance with outreach, publicity, 
training, and/or other requirements in enforcement 
settlements. ~ attachment 2 for criteria where innovative 
settlement terms and tools may be favored); 

4. potential multi-media and cross-statutory action; (which 
may alter the course any single program might otherwise 
pursue); and 

examining multi-~edia violation· status, multi-media 
compliance history, alternative statutory authorities which 
might better address a problem, multi-media impacts of 
proposed settlements and the need for triggering a multi
media team inspection in support of a possible and desirable 
multi-media enforcement case. ~ attachment 3 for further 
discussion of these factors): and 

5. effective integration of criminal and ciyil enforcement: 

reviewing violations for criminal enforcement potential, 
criminal enforcement leads for priority, the criminal 
case/investigatory docket for the need for parallel or solely 
civi.l proceeding•, and crimina!. ··c~sa• for innovative use of 
sentencing and/or probation requirements. 1iJUl attachment 4 
for further discussion of these factors). · 

The c..a screening management structure established to 
implement enllanced case screening also may have benefits in 
facilitatin9 the co111J1itment and allocation of resources in support 
of enforcement cases and in prioritizing cases in circumstances of 
competing resourte demands. · 

Violations sµbject to case screening are those potentially 
suitable for federal enforcement, including those state-lead cases 
for which the targets for timely and appropriate enforcement 
response have been exceeded, violations of AOs and/or consent 
Decrees, referrals by the State, or other federal-lead violations 
arising from self-reporting and inspections. cyiolations handled 
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by field citations issued in the field are not subject to this 
process>. These violations should be screened as early as possible 
following identification so that undue delays are not encountered 
or opportunities foreclosed. Further, screeninq can be a 
sequential or tiered process. For example, screeninq for 
appropriate enforcement response, innovative approaches, or multi
media perspective would, in the vast majority of cases, follow a 
decision that a federal enforcement response is warranted. 

II. Structure for Bnforcem,ent cast screening 

OE has a strong preference for the use of face-to-face case 
screening committees. We believe, following consultation with the 
Regions and review of their experiences to date, that it is the 
most effective means to meet the screening goals outlined above. 
However, Regions may choose variant processes that will work best 
in their own particular circumsta~ces, proyided they meet the 
criteria noted below. 

A~ criteria for on Acc1ptal)l1 cast scr11ninq Process 

In implementing the enforcement case screening capability, 
several criteria must be achieved: 

l. Decisions on case screening should not be unilateral1
• 

2. There should be an effective cross-media capability for 
coordinating multi-media enforcement initiatives, information 
on compliance status and histories, making timely decisions 
on case consolidation, and/or devising settlement conditions 
involving more than one media. 

3. There should be an effective civil/criminal coordination 
capability to address not only potential criminal enforcement 
actions and priorities but also the need for parallel or 
alternative civil enforcement proceedings to address 
environmental. harm. The capability should ensure timely and 
ongoing access to information which allows independent 
jud9119Dt and direct involvement of appropriate staff with 
exp~ in the review of those cases: 

...... 

(a). .. ... violations should be reviewed by media proc;ram 
enforciillmlt personnel for criminal enforcement potential: 

(b) violations which cross the threshold (see Attachment 4) 
for criminal enforcement potential are screened both: 

1 For a discussion of the meaning of this criterion with 
regard to criminal enforcement, see Attachment 4, paragraph 2. 
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(l) by those with criminal enforcement 
responsibility; and 

(2) by media program enforcement personnel. 

The method chosen is a matter of Regional discretion, but 
must reflect the sensitivity of access to criminal 
enforcement information. 

4. Internal policies and procedures should be in place to 
reinforce screening factors noted here. The use of case screening 
worksheets described below is an indispensable part 
of this process. 

B. case screening worksheet 

The attached worksheet, or revised worksheet(s) tailored to a 
particular Regions's use, is part of the internal policies and 
procedures required for an effective regional screening 
capability. These worksheets are a complement to -- not a 
substitute for -- the very important face-to- face interactions 
among key players at appropriate points in the screening process. 
We envision that they would be used early in the case screening 
process to, help assess what further screening and consultations 
might be necessary and to help identify early how an enforcement 
case will be developed. Who completes the worksheet.is up to each 
Region to decide. 

Elements may be added or the format of presentation adjusted 
to facilitate use, but the questions on the attached worksheet and 
substance must be retained. However, the assessment of criminal 
enforcement potential may not be altered without consultation with 
the Office of Criminal Entorcementcounsel, since it is carefully 
presented to avoid compromising a criminal case during discovery. 
We caution the Regions to exercise discretion in possibly 
generating discoverable material during the course of screening 
committee sessions. The case screening worksheet has been 
designed with this in mind. 

The ..,.-•beets provide a· systematic means of ensuring that 
staff explialtly consider the potential for innovative enforcement 
settlement: conditions and tools, a multi-media perspective, and 
criminal en~orcement potential in conjunction with other factors 
traditionally considered in determining the appropriate 
enforcement response. It introduces background information on 
.~~mrl~ance history within the same program and in other programs 
as well as information on the toxics release inventory for the 
facility. The worksheets build on the pilot system implemented in 
Region I. · 

While the issues raised by the worksheets may have to be 
revisited at various stages in a case, most factors should be 
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initially considered as early as possible in the process. The 
worksheets are to be retained as a formal part of case files to 
facilitate periodic assessments of how the process is working and 
to help improve our process over the coming years. 

c. Focusing and Phasing case screening 

While all cases are "screened" to the extent that strategic 
value is considered at some point in the process and the 
appropriate enforcement response defined and reassessed, as 
necessary, over the course of case development, there are ways in 
which the Reqions can phase in and focus, the enhanced case 
screeninq envisioned here: 

1. Althouqh we are encouraginq Regions to examine multi-media 
compliance history, it will not be required until the OE data 
integration project is completed because of the amount of 
work involved in obtaining violation histories from all 
media. The OE data inteqration project should be completed 
by January l, 1991. 

2. The Toxics Release Inyentory CTBI> is an important means of 
identifyinq high risk circumstances and the potential for 
pollution prevention to reduce siqnificant risk at a facility 
which may be agreed upon through an enforcement settlement 
negotiation. Since use of the TRI is new to most regional 
office staff, Reqions may establish their own criteria for 
cases for which TRI data will be sought. However, we would 
expect movement toward increasing integration of this data. 

3. Cases can be packaged and reviewed in summary fashion wbere 
the cases present similar violations and violator 
characteristics. This may be particularly helpful for 
handling a group ot cases involved in an enforcement 
initiative. Single and multi-media compliance status should 
still be assessed at individual facilities covered by such an 
initiative since such information may affect settlement terms 
with the facility. However, this information may be assessed 
after •ucb ca••• are initiated where the Reqion decides that 
a pac:Jl91)tX'. and timely single-media initiative is the 
pref ... id enforcement response for those violations. 

4. Regigria•lv further focus their case screening efforts by 
defining ~ataqgrias of yiolations and yiolators and specific 
objectiyes which they do not belieye would benefit from the 
reyiew and accompanying worksheets proposed here. These 
exclusions from analysis should not be unilateral, in keeping 
with the spirit of the screeninq process itself. The 
screeninq committee itself is best suited to identity such 
exclusions. Only those violator/violation categories for 
which there is no significant, identifiable benefit from the 
objectives listed should be considered for exclusion. Thus, 
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no enforcement case should be excluded from screening for 
current cross-media violations and multi-media impacts of any 
resulting remedy. Further, cut-offs based solely upon 
penalty amounts or type of enforcement action (i.e. 
administrative or judicial enforcement) are not appropriate. 

5. Regions with particularly large caseloads in which case 
screening would represent a substantial initial investment by 
regional staff, may phase-in screening through the first 
hal~ of the fiscal year. In any event, by the end of the 
second quarter of FY 1991 all violations subject to case 
screening defined in Section I above, must be part of the 
process. 

OE recognizes that one outcome of case screening may be a regional 
decision not to pursue federal enforcement or to def er action 
based upon strategic value considerations. OE requests 
Headquarters programs to review current reporting and tracking 
systems to assess whether new or revised procedures may be 
desirable or needed to explicitly address such violations. 

D. Initiation of criminal Investigations in casts of ongoing 
Releases or Discharges 

Prior to the initiation of a criminal investigation 2 where 
there is an apparent violation involving the release, discharge, 
or emission of a contaminant or pollutapt which may continue 
during the course of the investigation an extra degree of 
coordination and inter-program review is needed. FUrthermore, 
where there is an apparent or potential violation involving the 
release, discharge, or emission of a contaminant or pollutant 
which may continue during the course ot the criminal 
investigation, the SAC after consultation with the RCEC, before 
openinq criminal investigation, must inform the Regional program 
personnel of his intention to open a criminal investigation, 
providing sufficient information to enable them to assess the 
facts. The SAC should simultaneously provide, on a continuing 

2 Thia policy is also intended to· include cases where there 
may be no ongoinq exposure but the risk or threat ot harm is plain. 
Examples ot such cases include improper storage ot ignitable or 
reactive waste, an eroding lagoon, and falsification ot drinking 
water data. · 

3 Consistent with Attachment 4, paragraph ·2, some initial 
investigatory actions may commence without such prior coordination 
if necessary to further characterize.the situation. 
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basis, non-Grand Jury 4 evidence of an ongoing release or 
discharge which violates EPA requirements. 

Regional program technical staff must be consulted regarding 
whether an ongoing release or discharge in fact does or may 
present an unacceptable level or risk of harm before the 
conclusion of the criminal case. Their evaluation of the probable 
risk is crucial. 5 

The RCEC's role i& as ·a catalyst and counsellor to encourage 
coordinated Regional decision making regarding criminal 
enforcement, and, where a consensus is reached to advise on the 
best legal procedures to obtain the desired results. The RCEC 
will also help by assuring that the Regional case screening 
process works well and that any dispute is elevated and resolved. 

III. Recommended case sgreeninq Approach 

OE has developed a recommended approach to enforcement case 
screening. We recommend that Regions establish formal screening 
·committees to coordinate enforcement activities and screen 
enforcement cases. See Charts 1 (a-c) for the proposed regional 
screening structure and Chart 2 for existing regional mechanisms. 

4 Furthermore, should the criminal investigation result in 
Grand Jury evidence which demonstrates that an ongoing release or 
discharge of a pollutant or contaminant in fact does or may present 
an unacceptable level or risk or harm before the conclusion of the 
criminal case, OCI shall forthwith discuss with the Government 
attorneys assigned to prosecute the case whether to seek judicial 
approval to disclose this evidence to the civil authority. 
·Note that some such information derived from non-Grand Jury 
proceedings may also require special handling and similar 
restrictions to those posed by Grand Jury proceedings, for example, 
if from a confidential source or from an undercover operation. 

5 Sworn. law enforcement off ice rs have a duty to report to OOJ 
apparent crbinal violations by an identifiable parson. While 
Headquarter. or · Reqional managers cannot veto a criminal 
investiqation, they can participate in th• sattinq ot appropriate 
priorities among various leads, and their opinion can differ 
regarding the advisability ot a criminal investiqation. Should 
the=o be a difference of opinion within EPA regardinq the relative 
priority of a criminal investigation or its advisability, before 
seeking from DOJ a prosecutive determination the parties shall 
follow the dispute resolution procedure referenced above. 
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It should be noted that most of the Regions are considering 
revisions to their current systems in keeping with the Strategic 
Plan requirement for case screening. 

1. continued reliance on initial screening on a single media 
basis, supported by case worksheets to promote awareness and 
consideration of broader strategic concerns: 

In all Regions, there are regular meetings between Regional 
Counsel and program enforc~ment staff. Screening takes place on a 
single media program basis in meetings comprised principally of 
the Enforcement Branch or Section Chiefs of the Program Divisions 
and Regional Counsel. We believe that for reasons of efficiency 
and respect for the level of knowledge of the case at issue, this 
level of screening must remain the fundamental point at which most 
of the screening takes place. If not already adopted, we propose 
that these meetings be formalized as enforcement case screening 
committees which meet at least monthly. They would continue to 
review violations in detail for appropriate enforcement response, 
including identification of any judicial, criminal or multi-media 
concerns, and the strategic value of any proposed action. 

Particular attention must be paid by these groups to 
determining whether judicial enforcement is appropriate, whether 
there are criminal and multi-media enforcement issues, and whether 
the facility's compliance history (viewed from a multi-media 
perspective) and the nature of the violation merit the use of 
innovative techniques. To do this, case screening worksheets will 
help to turn policy to daily practice by translating criteria for 
case screening into something that will be considered on an 
ongoing basis within the Region. The worksheets will ensure that 
those cases most deserving of multimedia considerations will be 
adequately reviewed for referral to a multi-media process. 

2. Multi-media screellin9 committee: 

It is also proposed that the Deputy Regional Administrator, 
as the primary enforcement contact within the Region, convene 
monthly a multi-media screening committee comprised of all key 
Regional •snsgers on enforcement matters. This group would likely 
include th•ll9gional Counsel, possibly with Regional Counsel 
Branch Chi.cit~ Enforcement Branch Chiefs and/or Program Division· 
Directors,. th• Associate Regional Administrator, as appropriate, 
and Environmental Service Division Director. This group would 
review, in detail, cases identified as having a multi-media 
concern. RegionaL Counsels' offices can provide a useful bridge 
between the single and multi-media screening committees by helping 
to prepare agendas based upon those cases identified during single 
media screening as having multi-media enforcement potential. 
Review of cases by the multi-media screening group should not 
unduly delay processing of single-media cases. As a group, the 
multi-media committee also could review proposed judicial 
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enforcement actions for a pattern of strategic value, or areas 
missing a judicial presence. 

Several Regions currently have this type of multi-media 
screening committee structure in place devoted to case screening. 
Other Regions have multi-media meetings with a broader agenda but 
at which these multi-media coordination issues may be discussed if 
they arise; still other regions are actively considering multi
media screening meetings. It is possiDle that the Regional counsel 
could fulfill this func~ion if there is sufficient capaDility to 
identify multi-media concerns, assisted with the proposed case 
worksheets. Nevertheless, the multi-media committee is 
recommended here to provide reg.ion-wide leadership that will 
facilitate a.cross-media approach to facility non-compliance -- we 
believe it will best serve to meet the Administrator's goal of 25% 
multi-media cases. It also provides an opportunity for groups 
such as the ESDs and programs with broad authorities to offer new 
perspectives on how the agency might better address certain types 
of violations. 

3. criminal/Civil Integration screeninqs 

To assure proper inteqration of civil and criminal 
enforcement, we offer several approaches. Each includes timely 
and onqoinq access to information for staff with criminal 
enforcement expertise in the review of cases with any criminal 
enforcement potential. 

Ideally, the Special Aqent-in-Charqe (SAC) 6 their desiqnees 
and/or the Reqional Criminal Enforcement Counsel (RCEC) would be a 
part of the deliberations in the sinqle media screeninq committees 
(see Chart lD). However, in most Reqio~s this would prove 
impractical qiven the number of.proqrams meeting each month and 
the sizaDle number r>f yi_plations being" screened with no criminal 
enforcement potential. The Regions also could use the current 
routine meetings with the SAC or RAC and RCEC as a third level of 
case screening committee (see Chart la). The scope of review in 
most of these meetinqa has not been as broad as that proposed 
here. specifically, this guidance envisions review ot the full 
ran9e of viilllations which have been identified through the civil 
enforceme~process tor criminal enforcement potential (in detail 
for those .. ave a threshold with periodic reviews of the basis for 
threshold determinations) (see Attachment 4), review of criminal 
leads and investiqations tor priority, and review of the need for 
parallel or alternative civil enforcement. Another approach could 
provide a documented process of case-by-case consultation on any 

6 As used in this guidance, "SAC" also includes Resident 
Agents-in-Charqe, "RAC". 
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cases with criminal enforcement potential with either the SAC or 
RCEC (see Chart le). This would be supplemented with the use of 
the current routine reviews of the criminal enforcement docket. 
All three versions are presented in the Charts. 

If a Region attempts to institute screening without face-to
face meetings, it will become even more important for· the SAC and 
RCEC to be kept apprised of the status of regional enforcement 
cases to provide the necessary judgments on the agency's course of 
action in particular cases. 

The challenge presented by criminal case screening is that it 
cannot be a one-time event. At any time during the development of 
a "civil" case, information gathering, discovery, etc., may 
disclose evidence of criminal conduct requiring the SAC or RCEC·to 
coordinate with and seek a prosecutorial judgment by OOJ. 
Similarly, during the development of a "criminal" case OCI may 
develop evidence of sufficient environmental harm that would 
necessitate commencement of a civil action seeking injunctive 
relief, requiring consultation and coordination with regional 
~echnical program staff and ORC·civil attorneys. The regional 
process should reflect this need for ongoing criminal/civil 
enforcement integration and appropriately caveat any 
determinations as to the preferred agency response based upon the 
stage of review and availability of evidence. 

IV. Relationship Between Strategic Plapninq and case screening 

The more effectively we carry out the strategic planning 
function, the easier case screening will become. Through strategic 
planning, the Region can target, in advance, repeat violators for 
innovative settlement conditions or use of contractor listing, 
facilities deserving of multi-media inspections and follow up 
enforcement, geographic areas, pollt•tar.ts, industries or 
facilities of conceru. · ·Further, a significant violation in one 
program may lead to a decision to investigate further for its 
multi-media case potential given the nature of the source and the 
violation. The least disruptive approach would stress early 
identification of such opportunities. 

ReqiOlllralao should make use of Headquarters targeting 
information:·and early identification of where judicial legal or 
program precedents are needed in a program area. 

v. oversight of tb1 Scr1eninq Process 

The Regions are asked to report on their approach to case 
screening in the FY 1991 Regional Enforcement Strategic Plan 
submission to OE at the end of the first quarter FY 1991. As the 
regional systems evolve over the year, we request that OE be kept 
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apprised of any changes. The regional systems should be fully 
operational by the end of the second quarter FY 1991. 

In addition, our Regional Counsel audits, along with those we 
conduct in cooperation with the Headquarters program off ices of 
regional program operations, will review implementation of this 
guidance, including use of case screening worksheets, and how 
effective different approaches are in meeting our screening 
objectives. 

****************************************************************** 

In closing, enhanced enforcement case screening by the 
Regions, in conjunction with strategic planning, is central to 
meeting the challenges and achieving the new directions we have 
set for our enforcement program. The Administrator's goals for 
criminal enforcement and multi-media cases, outlined in his 
September 25, 1990 Address to the Senior Executive Service, make 
institution of effective screening all the more urgent. I look 
forward to continuing to work with the Regions in finding the most 
~ffective and efficient ways to see these activities implemented. 

Attachments 

cc: Deputy Assistant Administrators 
Headquarters Compliance Directors 
F. Hanry Habicht II 
Nancy Firestone 
Daniel c. Esty 

bee: OE Managers 



Chart 1a 
. RECOMMENDED REGIONAL ENFORCEMENT· CASE SCREENING COMMITTEES 

who 

what 

how 
often 

why 

single media clvll case 
acreenlng 

· . ._I ~':. ·.(~ .-

Program ~nt Branch I 
Section Chief 

Regional Counsel Branch Chief 

Violations potentially suitable for 
Federal Enforcement: 
e.g. Nl and CD violallona; Slate referrals; 
alat•·lead vlolatlona exceeding lkn•fw and 
appropriate 191pOnM largetl; r~ violalora 
Application of Regional. 
Thresholds and HQ Guidance 

' .. 
monthly 

No Action/Admin/Judicial Enf. 
Potential criminal enforcement 
Application of innovative tools or 
settlement conditions 
Multi-media implications 

multl-medla case 
screening 

Deputy Regional Administrator 
Regional Counsel 
Environmental Service Division 
Regional Division Directors or 

program enf. Branch or Section 
Chief~: RC .and Program . 

Cases w/multi-media violations 
Cases w/ multi-media impacts 
Cases w/ multi-media violation 

history 
Cases ~rgeted for multi-media 

inspections 

monthly 

Potential Consolidation of Multi-
media cases 

Coordination of cases with 
multi-media impacts/settlements 

Review judicial case profile in 
general for strategic value 

Coordination of multi-media 
enforcement initiatives 

AC Criminal Enforcement 
SAIC/RAIC 
Regional Division Directors 
or Enforcement 
Branch/Section Chiefs 

Criminal Leads 
Criminal Docket 
Potential criminal cases 
(civil docket in summary) 

monthly/as cases with 
criminal potential are 
identified 

Criminal leads for priority 
Criminal docket for civil 

enforcement requirement 
Selected individual cases 

for criminal case .Potential 
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Chart 1b 

RECOMMENDED REGIONAL ENFORCEMENT 
CASE SCREENING COMMITTEES 

slngle media civil case 
screening 

Program Enforcement Branch I 
Section Chief 

Regional Counsel Branch Chief 
RC Criminal Enforcement or 

SAIC/RAIC 

Violations potentially suitable for 
Federal Enforcement: 
e.g. AO and CD violations: Stat• referrals; 
stat•lead violations exceecing timely and 
appropriate resp0nse targeta; repeat violators 

Application of Regional Thresholds 
and HQ screening guidance 

monthly 

No Action/ Admin/Judicial Ent. 
Application of innovative tools or 
semM18nt conditions 
MultFtmdla implications 
Potential criminal enforcement 
Criminal leads for priority 
~riminal Docket for civil 

enforcement requirement 

multl·medla case 
screening 

Deputy Regional Administrator 
Regional Counsel 
Environmental Service Division 
Regional Division Directors or . 
Program Ent. Branch or Section 
Chiefs: RC and Program 

RC Criminal Enforcement or 
SAIC/RAIC 

Cases w/multi-media violations 
Cases w/ multi-media impacts 
Cases w/ multi-media violation 

history 
Cases targeted for multi-media 

inspections 

monthly 

Potential Consolidation of Multi-
media cases 

Coordination of cases with 
multi-media impacts/settlements 

Review judicial case profile in 
general for strategic value 

Coordination of multi-media 
enforcement initiatives 
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what 

how 
often 

why. 

Chart 1c 

RECOMMENDED REGIONAL ENFORCEMENT 
CASE SCREENING COMMITTEES 

single media civil case 
screening 

Program Enforcement Branch I 
Section Chief 

Regional Counsel Branch Chief 

Violations potentially suitable for 
Federal Enforcement: 
e.g. AO and CD violations: State referrals: 
stat•lead violations exceeding timely and 
appropriate response targets: repeat vio1ator1 

Application of Regional Thresholds 
and HQ screening guidance 

monthly 

No Action/Admin/Judicial Enf. 
- Application of innovative tools or 

settlement conditions·· 
MultknedJa implications 
F-;~ ,criminal enforcement 

. -!,;~~-~ 

multi-media case 
screening 

Deputy Regional Administrator 
Regional Counsel 
Environmental Service Division 
Regional Division Directors or 
Program Enf. Branch or Section 
Chiefs: RC and Program 

Cases w/multi-media violations 
Cases w/ multi-media impacts 
Cases w/ multi-media violation 

history 
Cases targeted for multi-media 

inspections 

monthly 

Potential Consolidation of Multi
media cases 

Coordination of cases with 
multi-media impacts/settlements 

Review judicial case profile in 
general for strategic value 

Coordination of multi-media 
enforcement initiatives 

clvll/crtmlnal 
Integration 

o Document consultation with criminal enforcement personnel on threshold 
cases with criminal enforcement potential 

o Use of routine meetings for review of criminal docket a~ leads 
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I. Single medte mHtlng1/ 
Reg tons I II II I I \I \I VI 

commtttHI 
A. Who meets: 

Progrem Dtvtston Director 
Progrem l!lr1nct1/Sect1on Chier ror )( )( )( )( )( )( 

Enforcement 
Regtonel Coun111 erencn Chief ' 

)( )( )( )( lC lC 
ESD 4 4 
Crtmtnol SAIC/RAIC/OCI )( 

ORA/RA )( 

RC/ORC lC >C e. How often: mo mo mo mo mo mo 
c. Issues Addressed: I 

Admtn/Judtctot Ctvtt lC lC )( lC )( lC 
lnnov1ltv1 too1s/selt11ment1 )( 

Cr1mtne1 Enforcement potential )( lC lC 
Mutt1-m1dt1 pot1nt111/tssu11 )( lC )( 

II. 11utU-mecU1\ m11t1ng1/Commtt\H 
(Civil) 

A. Who m11t1: 
ORA lC 3 
RC IC lC IC 3 
DtvtstonOlr1ctor1 3 
Program erench/Sectton Chttf for IC IC IC 

Enforc1m1nt 
Reg1onel CounHI erenctl Chiefs IC IC IC IC 
ESO 4 3 
Crtmtnel SAIC/RAIC IC 

e. How often: :Zmo 12mo mo 2mo mo 
C. I HUii AddrtHld: 

Admtn/Jud CIYt1 >C )( 2 )( 

lnnovettvt tools/Hltlementa )( 

Cr1mtnet Enforcement pot1nt11I 
Mui t1-m1dt1 potent111/t11u11 IC )( IC 
Date tntegretlon/lnformeUon IC IC IC 

111. Crtmtnel/Ctvn Enfon:1m1n\ 
R1l1tion1t1tp tt11ttng1/ Commttt11 

N v N H N v A. Mult1-m1dt1? 
e. Who m11t1: 

ORA IC IC IC lC 

IC IC x IC RC/crtmtnel ettornav IC 

DIYl110ft Dll'IC\or/Deoutu Dlvt1ton IC )( s IC 

Dt...ctw 
Prow- "9Cl\/Sectton Ctlt•f for >C )( . lC s >C 

EnfWI• .. , 
IC Regtonel .._., Bnnch Ctlltf 

JC 
ESD 

)( IC IC lC IC IC Crtmtnel SAIC/RAIC 
mo tzmo mo mo mo mo c. How often: 

D. IHUll AddrHHcl: 
IC IC )(. 

Ctvtl Oock1t for Cr1mtn1I 
IC JC IC IC Crtmtnel Dock1t for Ctvtl 
IC IC IC IC 

l of L"d' Prtort y 

F'ootnotee: . 
1) wortcsh11ts foster constdertt1on of ttleH focton In •11 CHH. 
2) Only oroDOHd judtctel rtftrrtls .,.. dtlCUSHd. 
3) 1111ttnt ts oooortunttv for acrtentng Dul 1t 11 not sole 11urvo11. 
4) 111y ettend 11 0D11ner. · · 
s> 11Htlng ts expended ev•rv other month to Include 1pec\ftc DAlrtm 
p1rt1c1oet1on. 

VII VIII IX x 

4 )( )( 

)( lC )( )( 

lC lC lC )( 

lC lC )( 

lC 4 lC 

>C 4 lC )( 

mo mo mo mo 

)( )( )( )( 

>C )( )( 

)( )( lC )( 

lC )( IC lC 

3 )( 3 IC 

3 lC 3 >C 

3 IC 3 lC 
x IC 

IC 

3 IC IC 

IC 3 
wk a a mo 

IC l 
)( 3 )( 

3 IC l )( 

3 IC 3 lC 

IC l IC 

v v N 

IC IC 

IC IC IC 

IC 

JC 

IC I( 

)( 

IC JC IC 

a mo mo 

IC lC IC 

IC IC 

IC 
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Attachment 1 

Choosinq between administrative or judicial enforcement 

For reasons of efficiency, administrative enforcement will 
continue to be the norm in programs with adequate administrative 
enforcement penalty authority. Screening must provide the 
necessary impetus to evaluate whether cases which would otherwise 
be handled administratively, are deservinq of judicial action. 
Factors to be included in a determination of whether judicial 
enforcement is appropriate include: 

the deqree to which the case merits a stronq signal of the 
agency's resolve in dealing with violations posing 
siqnif icant environmental harm or risk given the nature, 
maqnitude, duration of the violation: 

the size of the proposed penalty, particularly in relation 
to any statutory caps: 

compliance history both within the proqram and in other 
programs with particular view toward th• need for increased 
penalty assessment or judicial response to violations of . · 
Administrative Order. and Consent Decree conditions; 

the need for the qreater deterrent value of. judicial as 
compared to administrative enforcement in sendinq a message 
to the source or to th• regulated community, particularly 
from the publicity surrounding judicia~ action, and including 
consideration of the. expectation that tha facility will or 
will not comply with an administrative order • 

. whether the fira or source category is targeted by 
Headquarters or th• Regiona for coordinated enforcement 
ini tiati vea. . 

whether leqal or proqram precedent• ara needed; 

- wbatb•~th• judiciary may be needed to oversea a 
pa •. ar remedy or to impose injunctive relief; 

- , . . ~:; ~are. is a repeat violator within or among 
pr • 

media 

whether consolidating multi-media violations require a 
judicial _forum to join enforcement procedures •• 

whether there is criminal enforcement potential (see 
attachment 4). 

need for e>¢ensive discovery which may ba more available 
in judicial cases. 
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Attachment 2 

Identifying.candidates for innovative settlement terms or 
enforcement tools. 

Zach of the following innovative settlement conditions or 
enforcement tools should be explicitly considered and used in 
either administrative or judicial cases where the benefits could 
justify potential delays ~n case resolution or additional regional 
resources. -

potential for vast• minimisation or pollution prevontion: 
pollution prevention conditions in enforcement settlements 
are particularly encouraged where 1) elimination or 
substitution of chemicals offers the best chance to end 
recurring violations: 2) there would be no negative 
crossmedia impacts: there are known technological and 
economically feasible options for pollution prevention. 

potential for leveraging th• single enforcement action to 
reach the broader ra9'1latad community through source 
outreach, communications and/or training opportunities. This 
is particularly encouraged where the category of source or 
type of violation is one which has a particular compliance or 
environmental problem or one which is difficult for the 
agency to detect; 

nee4 for correction of underlying managaaant problems 
through the use of an anvironaantal audit proviaion or use of 
contractor liating, or of suspension and debarment warranted 
by the type of violation and compliance history; 

potential value of contractor liating to correct a 
recurring or ongoing violation in air or water or suspension 
and dabaraant to addreaa repeat violator• in any prograa. 
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Attachment 3 

Ensuring a aulti-media case screening perspective 

1. Multiple violations at a single facility: The Reqions should 
have a system in place for identifyinq violations in more than one 
proqram and for makinq explicit decisions as to the merits of 
consolidatinq cases or adjustinq proposed settlement terms (e.q. 
penalty calculations and audit provisions) before commitments are 
made to pursue ad.ministra~ive or Judicial enforcement in any one 
proqram. 

2. MUlti-media impact• of proposed settlement conditions: 
Violations may involve only one media proqram, but the remedies or 
the impacts may involve.other proqrams, requirinq permits or other 
approvals for implementation. The Reqion should have a system in 
·place to identity such cases and to initiate the necessary 
coordination and support across divisional lines. 

3~ Multi-media compliance historyi Regions should screen selected 
cases for facility compliance history in other proqrams as well as 
the proqram attempting to address a particular violation. · 
Violators with a. history of multi-media violations are candidates 
for increased penalty assessments and special settlement · 
conditions such as environmental auditinq to address underlyinq 
problems leading to a poor performance record. Also, because 
compliance monitoring is not always conducted at a frequency to 
allow detection of violations, multi-media violation history may 
be an indication of more siqnif icant media specific problems than 
those identified. Screening-for multi-media facility violation 
history will be facilitated by the completion of OE's data 
inteqration project. · Specific firms with a poor compliance record 
·nationally may be id9ntitied by OE Headquarters targetinq 
information and should b• taken into account as well. 

4. Selectio11 of beat statutory approaclu Some environmental · 
problems are beat addressed by us.ing other statutory provisions 
than thoa•·availal:tle·vithin the proqram in which th• violation was 
identifi -~'l'h•·'R8C)lon should establish procedures for . 
identi ·- th••• other statutory authorities should be 
consid• ~how such decisions are to be made. Problems posed 
by qro .contaaination, and toxic chemicals are prime 
example 

s. coordina~•4 inspaa~ioa plannin9/•nforc .. ent initiativeaa 
Regional systems. should- provide a mechanism for de~idinq whether 
to i~itiate multi-media· team inspections when investigating a 
violation in a single proqram. Such inspections would be initiated 
for prime candidates tor possible multi-media case development. 
systems should also provide for coordination of case screeninq 
·considerations· for multi-media entorcement initiatives. 
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Attachment 4 

Inteqratinq civil and criminal enforcement activities: 

All violations ripe for possible federal enforcement with criminal 
enforcement potential should be reviewed for possible.criminal 
violations; proposed criminal cases should likewise be reviewed 
for needed injunctive relief. Criminal enforcement cases with 
multi-media aspects should be identified with systems in place to 
coordinate case development, sentencing and probation terms. 

1. Revievinq proposed violations for criminal enforc .. ent 
potential. 

There should be some opportunity for the SAC and/or ~ to review 
al.l violations beyond a certain threshold for possible criminal 
enforcement. The threshold for review by personnel with criminal 
enforcement responsibility is as follows: 

The presence of both (a) mlsconduct which threatens 
accomplishment of a specific nationwide or reqional EPA proqram 
qoal or priority (determined by readinq EPA's Operating Year 
Guidance, as supplemented by the stated priorities of the EPA 
Reqions), and (b) any one or more factors indicatinq aqqravated 
environmental misconduct, specifically, one or more of the 
following: 

( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

history of repeated violations; 

potentially deliberate, knowing or willful misconduct; 

concealment of misconduct or .falsitication of required 
records, including failur~ to report where another 
aggravat;Ln'l ,.t~.ctor is· present: · 

tampering with monitorinq or control equipment; 

buainesa operations of pollution-related activities 
without a required permit, license, manifest, or other 
-*borizinq documentation; or . 

~l ill99al discharqe, release, or emission, or other 
tact• d .. onatrating the presence or potential for harm 
to th• environment or human health. 

The larger the number of EPA priorities threatened, or number of 
aqqravating factors present, the less serious any single priority 
or factor must be. 

Regional program staff and attorneys should be encouraged to 
discuss any potential criminal enforcement cases with the RCEC 
and/or SAC. In qeneral,_ the planning process tor identifyinq 
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program priorities for criminal enforcement is described in a 
memorandum from Edward E .• Reich, March 28, 1989, entitled, 
"Planninq and Priority-setting in the Criminal Enforcement 

· Program. " 

2. Reviavinq criminal enforcement leads/investiqat~ons for 
proqraa priority. 

With the growth of the criminal enforcement program, it is 
essential that communications between the criminal and civil 
enforcement program provide an understandinq of how criminal 
enforcement can most effectively further a program' s 
environmental and compliance goals. However, Special Aqents must 
bring to the attention of OOJ any substantial evidence of -a crime 
by an identifiable suspect, and DOJ exercises independent · 
prosecutorial judgment with regard to all evidence of criminality 
which comes to their attention. Despite the caveat that only DOJ 
may terminate a formal criminal investiqation matter, the regional 
program and Regional Criminal Enforcement Counsel must be asked by 
the SAC to screen and comment on the potential benefits ot all 
.cases derivinq from leads and leads received by the Special 
Agents. Such consultation is not intended to preclude initiation 
of investigatory activities needed to characterize the situation, 
for screen1inq purposes. 

It the Regional proqram or legal personnel involved in 
screeninq believe that a different case is a greater investigative 
priority or that a particular case is not appropriate for 
prosecution, while at the same time DOJ is requesting OCI's 
investigative assistance on that particular case that it views as 
appropriate for prosecution (or the SAC disagrees with the EPA 
screening committee or already has evidence of criminality), the 
SAC is not tree to act unilaterally. Instead, the SAC shall 
activate the internal EPA dispute·-r'lso:..ution procedure before 
referrinq the case'to~DOJ or seeking from DOJ a prosecutive 
determination. Th• outcome of the EPA dispute resolution 
procedure determine• whether EPA will not invest further resources 
in a criminal inveatiqation, which DOJ then may decide to pursue 
independently. 

3. R~ th• criainal case docket.for the nee4 for parallel 
civvaee4illCJ8• 

....... 

If there is th• possibility of: l) an imminent and substantial 
endangerment, and/or 2) apparent violation involving an ongoing 
discharqe or release that may cause harm durinq the processing of 
a criminal enforcement action, it is essential that th• Regional 
program off ice and ORC civil personnel be .informed by criminal 
·enforcement personnel in a timely manner. Th• proc;rraa should have 
an opportunity to request either that a parallel civil enforcement 
action be pursued, that criminal action not be pursued in favor of 
civil action, or that the proqram be closely involved in the 
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progress of the criminal enforcement action, including the design 
of terms of probation and recommended sentencing and contractor 
listing or suspension and debarment considerations. 

4. Revievinq criminal enforcement cases for sentencinq 
provisions and potential probation requirements 

The screening process for integrating criminal and civil 
enforcement needs to include a review of the criminal docket by 
the program and regional counsel staff of affected off ices to 
assist in developing and recommending terms for sentencing and 
probation that properly reflect the $Ource•s compliance history 
and environmental concerns. • 



:a:~o :>n nformat.on JS ·)f .aate1 
~arne :ii Vioi~tor 

~ccr~c;5 

V1olat1on. 

Type of Business/Manufacturing Process: (SJC?) 

-~sec 

(Including indication of whether viol3tor is a Federal contractor /owner /operator or American Indian tribal govl 

Repeat Vtolator In ... program? Identify violations: 

Recurring Vtolatton ? 
Continuing Vtolatton ? 

Violations under other statutes or programs? 
statute: Violation: current enforcement? 

(known or suspected) 

Multi-media impacts of violation or 
remedy? 

Tox1cs Relaese Inventory: 
medi8: tot12l: chemicel substances: 

1 nns 1s a ore=aeetsldhll doclitient orotcetea Dy Chi dlllDifitlW oraeess ana i~rne Wdri oradUCt PFMlege! cana may 
also be a orivileged attorney-client cornmunlc1llon). Conclusions or recommendations are intended solely as oreliminry 
information for government personnel. This worksheet contains tentative conclusions sid staff-level recommendations and 

i s not create any rights. suostantiw or proced\ral, or defenses. as they are not bindtno on the A9f«Y or OOJ. 
See also civil judicial enforcement potential criteria which may favor either a civil or a criminal enforcement response, 
choice between those options being 1 matter or degree. Evidence of any of these factors.whenever- identified, will be 
.!ened by the appropriate representatives of the ornce of Criminal Investigations and regional criminal enforcement · 

attornev. · 
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~ .... : "' .... . 
i ~Ta ~.UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. ____ _ 
\, ./ WASHINGTON, O.C. 20460 "' . •. "': ., . 

DEC ~ u JSc.3 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Guidance for Evidence Audit of Case Files for 

FROM: 

TO: 

.. Civil Referrals ~-.. .. . . /) . -

Courtney M. Prie - {). ~~ 
Assistant Administrator f Enforcement and 

Compliance Monitoring 

Assistant Administrators 
Re;ional Administrators, Regions I-X 
Re~ional Division Directors, Re;ions 1-x 
Re;ional Counsels, Regions I-X 

,..,, .... 
::•.•:"'. ,&.· :. ••• ... •• .... •• ·.-. 

~· 

I recently forwarded to you a draft policy relating to 
the performance of an evidence audit in all eases which were 
to be referre~ to Headquarters for possible judicial enforcement, 
and invited comments upon that draft policy. 

· I have received comments fro~ many of you, an~ have 
considered them carefully. .Most of the comments were directed 
to the reQuirement that evidence au:its be mandatory in all 
cases which were about to be ref~rred to Headquarters. While 
I firmly believe that evidence audit would be useful in all 
cases, l agree that it should not be mandatory. I have, 
therefore, revised the policy so that those cases which, in 
the opinion of the Regional Administrator, are sufficiently 
complex or involve substantial quantities of documents, may 
be subjected to an evidence audit before referral at the 
option of the Regional Administrator. After referral, I may 
order an evidence audit should l believe one to be warranted. 

Attached is the final policy on evidence audits which 
incorporates the approach described above. Your comments on 
the draft were appreciated, and I would welcome additional 
suggestions as experience with evidence auditing is gained 
under this policy. 

Attachment 

cc: Ojrector, ~~!C 

:>~ ::-' u t y Ac r.. • ' . • ~ t r a t o r 
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lNTROt>UCTION 

Cases developed by EPA, pursuant to the environmental 'Statutes, 

and ref erred to the Department of Justice for potential civil 

litigation, must be based upon rigorously documented evidence 

and supportin; data in order to minimize delay in filing, 

f ac:il i tate discovery proceedin;s, present a convincing caae for 

the EPA and OOJ attorneys engaged in pre-trial negotiations, 

and finally, to prevail in the courtroom. EPA Headquarters 

and Re;ional staffs have demonstrated widely varying approaches 

to the provision of well-ord.ered referral packages and the 

supportin; documentation. 

The types anc volume of documents relatinQ to a case are often 

overwhelmin;. f'or instance, a single hazardous waste case may 

involve 100,000 or more documents. The attorneys are confronted 

with difficult tasks of assembling and organizing all documents, 

preparing witness lists, and extracting information necessary to 

conduct interrogatories and depositions • Documents supporting 

£PA civil referrals may originate in Re;ional and Headquarters 

program off ices, State files and/or contractors performing sup-

port services fc= the Agency. Records obtaine~ fro~ the prospec

tive defencants are of ten so voluminous an~/or disorganized that 
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it is difficult for the EPA/OOJ case managemenc team to effec-· 

tively review them. Lack of sufficient assembly and organiza

tion of this material becomes obvious at the time of discovery· 

·(production of documents> or during settleme!1t_._n_d_ .negotiat~OJ'! 

discussions~ The consequences may include unknowingly exposing 

ease strategy, in~dvertently releasing privileged or confiden• 
·.·· . 

tial material, or being~vnavare of documents that could •trength• 

en or weaken the case. The Agency position is vulnerable to 

attack if the EPA/t>OJ ease management team is not assured of 

the integrity of the supporting documentation, as well as a 

case file that is organized for rapid and efficient access. 

Indeed, attack of the government's documentation and procedural 

weaknesses is now being advocate~ in journals and papers of the 

legal profession as a ta~tic for de!endin; attorneys. 

Evidence Auditinc 

An evidence audit includes the review, inventory and organization 

of the documents that i:nake up a case file. The audit of a 

simple case may involve only the assembly and handwritten com

pilation of the documents present and a review of the case files 

to ensl~re that all pertinent doc:wnents are pnsent. The audit 

of a highly complex case involvin; large numbers of documents 

may involve, in addition to assembly and inventory, computerized 
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listin; and sophisticated categorization, construction of· evi

dence pref iles, and elaborate formatting as an aid to understand

ing the material content cf the.documents. These audits a1si1t 

case attorneys in their preparations for· ·pre-trial .and ~rial 

phases of Agency litigation efforts. The evidence audit aystem 

is designed to: (l) establish an overall case document control 

•Y·•tem, ( 2) provide quick and complete access to records, and 

(3) provide a means for assuring admissibility cf the evidence. 

The system is flexible to accommodate the increase of material 

as the case pro;resses and is adaptable to changes in case 

strategy. 

With the advent cf the hazardous waste enforcement programs and 

the conduct of a major' portion of the A;ency's hazardous va1te 

site investigations by contractors, the National Enforcement 

Investigations Center was assigned responsibility for making 

evidence audits available to Re;ional and Headc;uarters staffs 

for enforcement ease referrals developed as a result of these 

activities. Aecordin;ly, an evidence audit capability has now 

been available for approximately three years and is extensively 

used and endorsed by Regional and Beadc;uarters case management 

teams vho have availed themselves cf this service. 

Evidence audits lend a major a~vantage to the case develop-

ment process: enhancinQ the supportive rationale an~ develop-

me nt of lege 1 strategy of cases: detect in; flaws in evidence 
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with timeliness that pe~its repair; the avoidance of presenting 

questionable evidence in .the court room; and perhaps most imper-. __ 

. .t&ntly, conserving the time and case-handling capacities of t~e 

case attorneys and Regional and Headqu.arter1 Technical staff. 

PROPOSED PROCEDURE 

It is recognized that EPA cases vary greatly in terms of com

plexity involving volume and types of records generated. The 

acope of the audit should be tailored to the complexity of the 

case and to tbe number of documenta involved. 

Because each case is unique, an~ net all cases may require an 

evide~ce audit, the decision qn whether &Jl evidence audit will 

be performed. either for cases referred directly to the Depart

ment of Juatice by the Region or before referral to Headquarters 

Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring prior to trana-

mi ttal to the Department, will be made by the Regional Administra

tor or his/~er designee. For those cases referred to the ~aiat

ant Administrator for Enforcement &Dd Compliance Monitoring, 

the Aasist&Dt Adminiatrator may require an evidence audit after 

referral by the Region and prior to tr&Dsmittal to the Depart

ment of Justice, should it become apparent during the revie~ 

process that 1uch an audit is necessary. In general, the 

audits should include: 

0 documen~ assembly 

o document organization and revi~ 
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o evidence profiles 

o document 1torage and retrieval 

·-i;ac:h of these element• 11 di1cu11ed briefly i~ the followin& · 

1ecticna. • 

Doc:ument A11embly 

Tbe case =anagement team is responsible for identifying all EPA 

and contractor groups generating records for the caae. Each of 

these organizational component• 1hould be instructed to gather 

a.nd transmit complete files to the Regional case attorney or 

Beadquart,e~s case attorney (for nationally managed caaes)_. 

Contµ:iuing investigaticrc and data co;lecticrc, if. acy, abould be 

described in the transmittal memo frcm th.e document generating 

group to the case management team and a date 1pecified when the 

remaining documents will be tran1mitted. The attorney ahould 

alao gather all of cbe documents obtained from the prospective 

defendant(•) and place them in one location for review. 

Tbe NtIC Contract Evidence Audit Team (Ci.AT) can provide aaaiat

ance to aegional and/or Beadquartera case management team1 for 

identification of organizational elements generating documents 

participating in the case and to track receipt of records. The 

team can also assist in the assembly of documents. 
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'Doeument Ors;ani:zation and Review 

This process establishes a complete case file cf readily retriev

able records. The case management team decides ·on an organiza

tional format. A variety of formats is available Cchronolo;ieal, 

by •ubjeet matter, author, recipient, type cf document, etc.). 

Once t.hia deciaion ia· made, the docwnents are examined by the 

Evidence Audit Team and placed in the proper order. Each docu-

111ent is stall\t)ed with a serial number and pertinent identifying 

information is recorded on an inventory aheet. Computer service• 

enhance this effort and can provide keyYord aearch capability. 

Computerized document databases are accessible to all members of 

the case management.~eam and printouts can be provided to facili-

tate document ·retrieval. Databases are •ecured and acceas i• 

limited to those persons authorized by the case management team. 

In addition to desc:ribin; each document, the review process is 

designed to identify originals, duplicates, eonf idential business 

information, enforcement •ensitive records, privileged material 

and evidentiary records. 

Files obtained from the prospective defendant(&) are also organ-

ized and reviewed in a similar manner. As new documents are 

generated or received, they are added to the system. 
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Evidence Profiles 

Evidence profiles are graphic or narrative presentations of the 

history and chain-of-custody of ,evidence from ~he ~ime of collec

tion through final disposition. They are particularly useful for 

demonstrating integrity of aamples and analyse• where multiple 

laboratories, ·field teams, or other entities are involved. Pield 

and laboratory records must be located and audited. Information 

documenting the transfer, handling, and storage of aamplea is 

extracted and summarized. The profile identifies the follovin;: 

0 when evidence va~ collected 

0 who collected it 

0 all transfers of custody 

0 when received by a laboratory 

0 who received it 

0 how it was aecured 

0 vho perf onned analytical tasks 

0 when tasks occurred 

0 where samples are stored after analysis 

The source and aerial number of documents containing this inf or

ma tion is also recorded. This procedure enables the ease attor

ney to assess the adec;ua cy of aampl ing and analysis records and to 

rehabilitate deficient areas in the paper trail. The goal is to 

demonstrate inte~=ity of the evidence in order to arrive at a 

stipulation for ur.contested entry of the data. 
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Document Storage and Retrieval 

Completed files must be controlled to provide quick and complete 

access to the documents and .to prevent. deterioration. of t.he filing 

1y1tem. Document control procedures must be followed to keep 

\ ttack of d:le loca:iou and diatributiou of all recorda. A docmaene 

control officer (DCO) or d:le caae attoniey mu1t aaaume d:li• re1pon-
·.·· 

. ···' 
•ibility. Files ahoUld be securely stored and made available only 

on a check-out basis. Computerized inventories enable multiple 

users of the file1 to identify document• they need to acce11. 

The NEIC, through its evidence audit capability has developed an 

additional litigation 1upport 1ervice to _a1ai1t Regional ca1e 

.. nagemen.~ ~ma vi t.h .large and comples c~1e1. the _procedures 

provide for a.ssembly of records. categorizing, atampiug, and in

ventorying the documents, ~ making microfiche copies. A com

puterized listing of the documents 11 prepared which includes the 

following information: 

0 doc:ument control number 

0 document date . 
0 document type 

0 source of documene 

0 author 

0 recipient 

0 title or 1ubject 
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Information retrieval can be selected on any of these cate;ories. 

Complete microfiche sets can be provided to all members of the 

litigation team and hard copies can be made available as needed. 

Thia procedure enables the team to work with the information while 

keeping the original files intact. 

The evidence audit procedures described above are intended to 

lead to admissibility of evidence and to assure that •upportin; 

documents for allegations listed in the complaint are controlled 

and available. 

OPfRAT!ONAt OOTLOOK 

Based on historical data, completion of evidence audits in re

sponse to rec;uests !or assistance from the Nt?C Evidence Audit 

Team can t>e expected to be from two weeks for cases involving 

small numbers of documents to four to six veeks for complex cases 

vith large numbers cf documents. 

During fiscal year 1984, the NEIC Evidence Audit Unit can assist 

Regions and Headquarters elements in establishment and implemen-

tation of internal document control and evidence audit procedures 

as requested. 

To secure evidence audit services, the Re~ional A~=i~is::a~=~ ~r 

his/her desi;nee sh:~:d ccntact e~:her of the two Deputy P~ojee~ 
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Officers (Mr. Robert Laidlaw or Ms. Geraldine Hilden) at FTS 

234-4656 to describe the nature of the case and documents and 

work out sche~\Jles and logistics. The requestor should then 

confirm the request, in writing, to the DPO. 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY IJv. I-/ 
WASMING"rON. c.c. 20.60 Gn :#=s 

'IO: Regional ltdr.U.nistrat.ors 
Surveillance a.nC Analysis Division Direct::irs 
Enforcsnent Divisi.cn Directors 

Dai: Assistant ACminist:ratcr 
fer Enforcenent 

SUBJECT: CCndU.c:t cf Inspectians After the Barlow's Decision 

I• Slr.rr.ary 

This doo.mient is inten::led to irc:wide guidance to the Reqicns in 
the conduct af inst=ec:tions in light af the recent suireme Court decision 
in Marshall v. Barlow's, Inc., U.S. , 98 s. Ct. 1816 (1978). 
'nle decision bears up:>n the neJ"tD obtii.n "8rrants or other ;roeess fer 
inspections pursuant to EPA-administered Acts. 

In Barlow's, the Su;reme Court held thAt ·an OSHA inspector W!S not 
entitled to enter the non-pul:)lic ~rtions of a wrk site with:>ut either 
(l) the Oliir'ner's consent, or (2) a warrant. 'lhe decision pt:'Qtec:ts the 
owner a;ainst arrt penalty or other punisrment fer insistin; up:ln a warrant. 

In sinmary, Barlow's should cnly haw a limited effect an EPA 
enforc:enent i.-wpections: 

o Inspections will generally centime as usual: 

o Wlere an inspector is refused entey, EPA will seek a "8rrant through 
the o.s. Attorney: 

o Sanctions will not be im~sed UiX)n owners of establistments "10 insist 
on a wrrant befcre allowin; inspections of the non-p\blic i:crtions 
of an establistment. 

'l'he scq>e cf the Barlow's decision is broad. It affects all current 
inspecticn ~mus of EPA, incl\Jding iJlspections conducted by State 
personnel and by contractors. 'lbe Agency's procedures for inspections, 
partic:W.arly are entry is denied, W!re largely in acccrd with 
the provisicns of BarlO#'S before the Su;rmie COlrtiss\.ed its rul~. 
Nevertheless, a nUiT&r of c:hanqes in Agency p:"OCed\re are liBrranted. 
Thus, it is imi::crtant that all personnel involved in the inspection 
IrCCess be familiar with the p:'OCedural guidelines contained in this docu
ment. 
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. 'lh~s dor:~nt foCJses on the preparation ~r are conduct c£ inspec
t~ons, inc:lu:u.n; ( l) how to proceee when entry lS denied, ( 2) under what 
circ:U'T\Sta."lces a warrant is necessary, and ( 3) "1at ahCwing is neces
Sa.rt tc cbtain a warrant. 

II. Co."X!uct of InStleetions 

~e follawd.rg material examines the procedural aspects of =~uctiz19 
inspections under EPA-a::lministered Acts. Inspections are considered in 
three sta;es: (l) preparation for inspection of pc-anises, (2) entry onto 
pre."nises, and (3) pcocedures to be follO'#ed \lihere ent.ty is refused • 

.... 
A. Preparation ·:·· 

Adequate preparation should include consideration of the follaw.-in; 
factors concerning the general nature of wa:rants and the role of per9:)Mel 
conductiz19 inspections. 

(l) Seeking a Warrant Before Inspeetiai 

~e Barlow's decision rec:oqnized that, en oc:casion, the 1'/:Jenc:t may 
wish to obtain a warrant tc conduct an inspection even before there has 
been any refusal tc ~low entry. Such a warrant. may be necessary ~en 
surprise is particularly crucial. to the inspection, or when a canpany's 
prior· ba:'! .conduct and prior refusals make it likely that Wll"t"antless · 
ent.ty will be refused. Pre-inspection warrants may al.so be cbtained where 
the distanc:e tc a U.S. Attorney or a magistrate is considerable s:::> that 
excessive travel time would not be wasted if ent.ty were denied. 
At present, the seek.in; of such a warrant pc-ior tc an initial inspection 
should be an exceptional. circumstance, and sl'x:>uld be cleared through 
Headquarters. If refusals tc allow ent.ty without a wan-ant increase, su::h 
warrants may be a:>ught more frequently. (For specific instructions on 
how tc obtain a wan-ant, see Part D.) 

(2) Administrative In.spectiai.s v. Criminal Investigations 

It is particularly imi:crtant for both inspectors and attcrneys tc 
be aware of the extent tc which evidence ~ught in a civil inspection can 
be med in a criminal matter, and to Jcncw \lihen it is necessai:y tc secure a 
criminal rather than a civil search warrant. 'lbere are three basic rules 
tc Z:fllW't>er in this r~ard: ( l) U the purpose of the inspection is tc 
disc:iover a.rd correct, throu9h civil procedures, non.:anpliance with regulatory 
requirerrents, an zdrninistrative inspection (civil) warrant may be used; 
(2) if the inspection is in fact interded, in whole or in part, tc gather 
evidence for a possible criminal prosecution, a criminal. search W!rrant 
must be obtained under ~e 41 of the Federal R.lles of Criminal Procedure; 
and (3) evidence obtained durirx; a valid civil inspection is generally 
adr.'lissible in criminal. proceedirx;s. 'lbese principles arise fran the recent 
SUpre.'T'e Court cases of Marshall v. Barlow's, Inc., supra; Michigan v. zyler, 

U.S. , 98 S.Ct. 1942 (1978); and u.s. V.LaSalle National Bank, 
-u.s.-, 57 L. Ed. 2d 221 (1978). It is not car.pletely clear whether 
i"Cii:~ined lJ"l\Testigation for civil and criminal violations may be properly 
o::>nducted under a civil or "ad:r.inistrative" warrant, but we believe that 
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a civil warra.~t can propi!rly be used unless the intent.ion is clearly to 
conduct a c:rimir.al investi9ation. 

(3) ~e Use of Contractors to Conduct Ins-oec:tions 

Several ~rmns utilize private contractors to aid in th@ conduct 
of inspections. Since, for the purpose of inspectia\s, these contractors 
are agents of the Federal 9overnnent, the restrictions of the Ba~low's 
decision also apply to them. If contractors are to be ccnductin; 
inspections without the presence of actual EPA inspectors, these con
tractors should be given training in hOlil to CX)nduct themselves When 
ent:y is refused. With respect to cbtainin; or exeoJtin; a warrant, 
an EPA inspector sh.ould always participate in th@ process, even if 
he was not at the ··inspection where entry was refused. . . . 

(4) Ins:iec:tions Conducted by State Personnel 

'!tie Barlow's holding applies to inspections conducted by State 
personnel and to Joint Federal/State inspectiCl'ls. Because sone EPA 
programs ~re larg~ly ~lenented throuqh the States, it is essential 
that the Fe:;ions assure that State-c::onducted inspections are c:cnducted 
in ~liance with the Barl0o1's decision, a~ encourage the State insi;2c
tors to consult with thi1r legal advisors when there is a refusal to 
allow.entry for inspection p.JrpOses. State persoMel should be encouraged 
to contact the EPA ~ional Enforcement Of fic:e when any questions CX)n
cerning c:atelianc:e with Barlow's arise. 

With regard to specific pc~ures for States to follCM, the 
i!TIPOrtant ?:'ints to reme.':"!)er are: (l) '!tie State should not seek for
cible entry without a warrant or penalize an c:wner for insisting ~ 
a warrant, and ( 2) the State leqal system should pro11ide a mec::hanism for 
issuance of civil irlrr.i.nistrative inspection warrants. If a State is 
enforcing an EPA pro;ram through a State ~tatute, the warrant process 
should be conducted throuqh the State ju:Hcial system. Where a State 
inspector is acting as a contractor to the .lc;ency, any refusal to allCM 
entry should be handled as would a refusal to an Aqency inspector as 
des:ribed in section II.B.3. Where a State inspeetor is actinq as a 
State en;:>loyee with both Federal and State credentials, he should utilize 
St.ate proc:redures unless the F~ral. warrant procedures are ncre advantageous, 
in which case, the warrant should be sought under the general procedures 
described below. 'n'le Reqions should also assure that all States whic:h 
enforce EPA proqra:ns report any denials of entry to the appropriate 
Headquarters Enforcement Attorney for the reasons discussed in seeti~ 
II.B.4. 

B. Entry 

Cl) Consensual Entry 

One of the ass1.rTPtions underlying the Court's decision is that 
tTCst inspections will be o:mse!'\Sual and that the administrative inspec
tion frarrework will thus not be severely disrupted. Consequently, inspec-
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tions will normally c:cntinue as before t.~e Barlow's decision was issuec. 
This me!..~s that the inspector will not nor.nally sec-.:re a warrant before 
un:er~ing a.~ ins;ie:tion b~t, in an att~t to qain a:.~itta.'\ce, will 
present his credentials and issue a notice of inspection where requireiC. 
'nle establish.'Tl!!nt CMner may c:omplain about alla..ring an ins;:iector to enter 
or ot.~erwise express his displeasure with EPA or the Federal qovern:nent. 
However, as long as he all°""5 the inspector to enter, the entry is vcluntarj 
end c:cnsensual unless the inspector is expressly told to leave the prerr.ises. 
On the other ha~, if the inspector has gained entry in a coercive ma."lner 
(either in a verbal or physical sense), the entry 11«:1Uld not be consensual. 

Conse.'\t nust be c;iven by the owner of the premises or the person in 
charqe of the prenises at the time of the inspection. In the absence 
of the CMner, the inspector should JM.ke a good faith effort to deter.tine 
who is in charge of the establish.ient and present his credentials to 
t."lat pe:-son. Consent is generally needed only to inspect the non-public 
portio:'\s of an est.!!:llis~nt - i.e., any evidence that an inspeet:>r obui.--.s 
while in an area open to the public is ad.'nissible in an enforcenent 
proceedi~. 

(2) Wit.'idrawal of Consent 

The owner may withdraw his consent to the inspection at any time. 
The inspection is valid to the extent to which it has progressed before 
consent was wi thdz;..wwn. Thus, observations by the inspector, includ inc; 
sa.-:;iles and ~~to;raphs obtained before C:C:"\sent was withdrawn, would be 
adr.'liss ible in any subsequent enfor~nt action. Withdrawal of consent 
is tanta.-rount to a refusal to allc:w entry and should be treated as 
discussed in sectinn II.B.3. belc:w, unless the inspection had pro;;ressed 
far enough to ac~lish its purposes. 

( 3) When Ent:y is Refused 

Barlc:w's clearly establishes that the ownir does have the right 
to ask for a warrant under norT:"al circumstances. 'nlerefore, refusal 
to allc:w entry for inspectional purposes will not lead to civil or criminal 
penalties if the refusal is based on the inspector's lack of a warrant 
and one of the exen;>tions discussed in Part C does not apply. If the 
CMner were to allc:w the inspector to enter his establishment only in 
response to a threat of enforeenent liability, it is quite possible that 
anJ evidence obtained in such .a,n inspection would be inadmissible. An 
inspector may, however, inform the owner who refuses entry that he intends 
t:c leek a warrant to cx:mpel the inspect~.on. In any event, when entry is 

l 
FIFAA inspections are arguably not subject to this aspect of Baric:w•s 

See discussion, p. S and 6. 
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refused, the inspec~r should leave the pr-e=nises imrrediately and telep~ne 
t."ie desi;nated Re; iona1., E:l!orcer.ent Attorney as s::>on as p:::>ssl.:)le fer 
f :.:r-... "l9r ins tr.lctior.s • ~e Reg ior.al ~force.'!'En t At ~rney shoi.:ld ~tact 
t.'ie u.s. At-;orney's Office fer the district in which the eswlisn":!ent 
desired to be inspected is located w explain to the appro;x-iate Assistant 
t.."nited States AttcrnErJ the nee::1 for a warrant to a:>nduct the particular 
ins;ection. ~e ~ional. Attorney should arrange fer the ~ited States 
Attcrney to neet with the inspector as soon as i;cssible. 'l'tle insrectcr 
should brin; a copy of the app:-opriate draft wan-ant an3 affidavits. 
~les are iror1ided in the appen:Six to this doc::unent. 

( 4) Headauarters Notification 

It is essential that the legions Jceep Headquarters infocned of 
all refusals to allow entry. 'Ihe ~ional Attorney should inform the 
A?P="o;riate Hea.:quarters Enforcement Attorney of exrt refusals to enter 
and should sere a copy of all papers filed to Headquarters. It is 
necessary fer Headquarters to ncni tcr refusals am ~ ional. success in 
obtaining w:s.rra..,ts tc evaluate the need for improved p:"OCedures w to 
assess the J.m?act of Barlow's on CXJr' c:anpliance ncnitcrin3 pro;rmi.s. 

c. Areas Where a Right of Warra."1tless Entry Still Exists 

l. · Dneroency Situations. • 
In· an energenc:y, \tlere t."iere is no tlme to get a warrant, a warrant

less inspection is permissible. In Cr.Iara v. Ml.lTlidpal Court, 38 7 U .s. 523 
( 1967) , the SuprE!ne Court states that "not.hin; we say tcciay is intel'Xled 
to foreclose prai?t inspections, even withOJt a ~ant, that the la.i has 
tr~itionally upheld in energenc:y situations•. Nothin; stated in BarlCM's 
indicates any intention ~ the court to retreat from this position. 'Ihe 
Regions will always ha\re tc exercise a::>nsiderable judgnent a::>ncernin; 
whether to secure a w:s.rrant \tlen dealing with an errergency situation. 
HCMever, if entry is refused durin; an energenc:y, the Agency \Culd need 
the assist.ance of the U.S. Marshal to gain entry, an3 a warrant could 
probably be obtained durin; the time necessary t:c secure that Marshal's 
assistance. 

An emergency situation wuld inc:l\.Ce p:::>tential irrminent hazard 
situations, as well as, situations where there is potential for destruction 
of evidence or where evidence of a· suspected violation ma'J disappear durin; 
the tine that a warrant is bein; obtained. 

(2) FI~ Insoections. 

There are s:xne qrou.nds for interpretin3 Barlow's as not bein; 
applicable to FIFRA inspections. 'Ihe Barlow's restrictions do not apply 
to areas that have been subject to a 10113 stardin; and pervasive history 
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cf g:wer.Tn;::~ regulation. An A;ency a.::.-=-.inistrative law judge held recen:ly 
t.:-.at even after t.~e B2.:'lcr .. ·' s dec:isio:i, refusal t:c allow a Wi!.rranUess 
inspection of a FIFN; re;ulated es~listr.ient troperly s\bjected the 
a .. ~er to civil penalty. N. Jonas' co., Inc., I.F. 'R D:>cket N:>. IIl-l2lC 
(July 27, 1978). For the tresent, hc7.wever, FIFRA inspections should be 
conducted under the sane re;uirenents applicable t:c other enfcrcene!'lt 
pro;rams. 

(3) ·0ce~ Fields• and •rn Plain View• situations. 

Observation ~-··inspectors of things that are in plain view, (i.e., 
of thin;s that a me.-:it>er of the ~lie a::W.d be in a p:>sition to observe) does 
not require a warrant. 'lhus, an inspector's observations from the public 
area of a i:lant or even fran certain trivate property not closed to 
t.~e public are a:....U.ssible. Observations made even before presentation of 
credentials '-hile on private property '-hich is not nocnally closed to the 
public are ad."nissible. 

D. securing a Warrant 

There are several general rules for sec:urin; warrants. 'n'.ree 
doc:.ments have t:c be drafted: (a) an application·for a warrant, (b) an 
acc::ar.pa:iying affidavit, ane (c) the warrant it.self. Each doc:".mient should be 
captioned with the District Col.lrt of jurisdiction, the title of t.~e action, 
and the title of the particular document. 

'nle application for a warrant should generally identify the statutes 
and regulations under which the Agency is seekin; the warrant, a~ should 
clearly identify the site or establishrrent desired to be inspected 
(including, if p:>ssi.ble, the owner w/or cperatcr of the site). 
The application can be a one or two page docunent if all of the factual 
bac.1<ground for see.~in; the warrant is stated in the affidavit, am the 
application so states. 'lhe application should be signed ~ the U.S. 
Attorney or by his Assistant U.S. Attorney. 

'!he affidavits in supt:Qrt of the warrant application are crucial 
doonents. Each affidavit should c:cnsist of c:cnsecutively nl.mlbered pa.ra
qraphs, Viich describe all of the facts that supp:>rt warrant issuance. If 
the warrant is sought in the absence of probable cause, it should recite 
or inccrp;rate the neutral ad:ninistrative schene which is the basis for 
inspectin; the particular esta.blisment. Each affidavit should be signed 
by sate0ne with personal knowlege of all the facts stated. In cases where 
entry has been denied, this person would nest likely be the inspector 
who was denied entry. N;:)te that an affidavit is a S\tiOrn staterrent that 
mu.st either by notarized or personally S"WOrn to before the magistrate. 
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'n'le warrant is a direction to an approp:-iate official (an EPA 
ins;:ec:or, U.S. !1arshal or other Federal officer) to enter a · 
s~if ically described loc:ation and pe:'for.n s:;iecific:ally des:::-i:led 
insi:iection !unctions. Since t."le ins;:>ection is lizni ted by the terms of 
the warrant, it is im?ortant to specify to the broadest extent possible 
the areas that are intenee~ to be ins?ected, arrt recods to be ins;lee
ted, any sam?les to be taken, any articles to be seized, etc. ~ile 
a b~ warrant may be per.nissible in civil administrative inspect.ions, 
a vagile or overly broad warrant will probably not be signed by the 
magistrate ~ may prove susceptible to constitutional challenge 
The draft warrant should be ready for the magistrate's signature at the 
ti!Tle of sub:nission via a nction to quash and suppress evidence in 
Federal District court. Onc:e the magistrate siqns the draft warrant, it 
is an enforceable document. Either follellilin:;; the magistrate's siqnature 
or on a separate page, the draft warrant should contain a •return of 
se:-~ice• or •ce:-tificate of service•. 'Itlis p:>rtion of the wa:-rant should 
indicate upon whan the warrant was pe:-sonally serv~ and should be signed 
and dated by the inspector. As they are developed, rrcre S;i@Cific warrant
issuance dOOJrTe!'lts will be drafted and sub:nitted to the Regia\S. 

E. Sta."ldarrls or Bases for the lssuanoe of >.d!ninistretive Warrants. 

'Itle Barlow's decision establishes thr~ standards or bases for the 
issuance of idiT\inistrative warrants. Accordingly, warrants may be obtained 
upon a showing: l) of traditional cr:izninal probable cause, 2) of civil 
pro!:>a.ble cause, or 3) that the esta.blistr.ent was sel~ct~ for inspection 
pursuant to a neutral administrative inspection sche.-ne. 

l. Civil scecific: probable caus'! warrant. 

Where there is sane specific: probable cause for issuanoe of a warrant, 
such as an ~loyee canplaint or ccrnpetitor's tip, the inspector should be 
prepared to describe to the U.S. Attomey in detail the basis for this 
pro~le cause. 

'nle basis for probable cause will be stated in the affidavit in 
support of the warrant. 'Itlis warrant should be used when the suspected 
violation is one that would result in a civil penalty or other civil 
action. 

le cause based on a neutral administrative 

Where there is no spec:if ic reason to think that a violation has been 
c:cmnitted, a warrant ?My still be issued if the h;ency can show that the 
establishment is being inspected pursuant to a neutral administrative 
sc:he.'Te. As the Supre.'Te Court stated in Barlow's: 
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•Probele cause in the crir..i.."1al law sense is not re:::niired. · 
For p~ses of an adr..inistrative search, such as this, pc-~le 
cause justifying the issuance of a warrant may be· based not only 
on ~c:ific evidence of an existing violation, but also on a 
showing that "reas::inal::lle leqislative or administrative standards 
for =~uctin; an ••• ins;:ection are satisfied with respect 
to a p!rtic:ular [establishm!nt] •. A W!rrant showin; that a speci
fic t:usiness has been chosen for an OSHA search on the basis cf a 
general ad:rinistrative plan for the enfcrcermnt of the act derived 
fran neutral sources such as, for example, dispersion of anployees 
in varic::us type of ind'.JStries ac:rcss a given area, and the desired 
frequency of searches in any of the lesser divisions of the area, 
would protect an empl0'.:'9rs FolJrt.h AnendJrent rights.• 

E:very pro;r~ enforced by the Agency has su:h a schene by which it p:-ioritizes 
and sc."ledules its inspections. For exmiple, a schene under llhic:h evety pe:r..i t 
holder in a given tz'o;ram is inspected on an annual basis is a satisfactory 
ne:.itral ad.-:-.inistrative scheme. Also, a sche."IE in \ltiid'l one OJt of every three 
lcnown PCB transfocner repair shops is ins;:ected on an annual basis is satis
factory, as lor13 as, neutral criteria such as ran::!om selection are used to 
select the Wividual establisl"ment to be inspected. Headquarters will prepare 
and transnit to the legions the particular neutral .administrative achene under 
which each pro:;rmn's inspections are to be a:mCucted. Inspections not based 
on specific probable cause must be based on neutral administrative sc:."iemes fr 
a warrant to be issued. E>ca'Tlples of two neutral ~nistrative schemes are 
provided in the appendix. (Attachnents II and III) 

The Assistant o.s. Attorney will request the inspector to prepare and 
sign an affidavit that states the facts as he knows theu. 'lhe statenent 
should include the sequence of events Cllminatin; in the refusal to allCM 
entry an:3 a recitation of either the specific: probable cause or the 
neutral ad'T'Li.nistrative scheme which led to the particular establist:nent's 
selection for inspection. 'lhe Assistant U.S. Attorney will then p:-esent 
a request for an inspection warrant, a su;gested warrant, ~~ the inspector's 
affidavit to a magistrate or Federal district court j~ge. 

3. Criminal Warrants. 

Where the purpose of the inspection is to gather evidence for a 
criminal prosecution, the inspector·and the Regional Attorney should ra:.1uest 
that the o.s. Attorney seek a criminal warrant 1.l'lder ~e 41 of the Federal 
~es of Criminal Procedure. 'D1is ra:.1uires a specific showin; of probable 
cause to believe that evidence of a crime will be discovered. Agenc::y ;clic::y 
on the seek.in; of criminal warrants has not been affected by Barlow's. 'lhe 

2 
'Ihe Barlow's decision states that im~sing the warrant requirenent 

on OSJJ.A W10uld not invalidate warrantless search provisions in other 
regclatot:t statutes since many such statutes already •emision resort 
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C:ist.!.r\ct.ion bet·..een a:lrr.i."'listrative inspect.ions am criminal W!.rrant 
situations is cis:ussed in Section II.A.2. 

F. Inspecting with a l-:arrant 

~ce the warrant has been issued by the magistrate or ju5ge, the 
inspector ~ p:o:eed t:c the establishnent t:c camence or ccntinl.I! the 
inspection. \~ere there is a high p:oba.bility that ency will be refused 
even with a W!rrant or Wiere there are threets of violence, the inspector 
st'culd be acc::rnpanied by a o.s. Marshal when he goes tc serve the warrant 
on t."le recalcitrant owner. 'nle inspector should never bimself attt!Tq:)t 
to ma.<e aey forceful entry of the establisl'ment. If the owner refuses 
entry to an inspector )'x)ldin; a ..iarrant but not accanpanied by a o.s. 
Marshal , the ins;:iector-.;&roulc leave the es tablistnent am infocn the 
Assist.ant u.s. Att:Drney and the designated Resional Attorney. 'Ibey will 
take appr~riate action such as seekin; a citation fer a:>nte":lpt. \tl'lere 
the inspector is accanpa.nied by a o.s. Marshal, the Marshal is principally 
c."larged with executin; the warrant. Thus, if a refusal or threat tc 
refuse occurs, the inspector should abide by the o.s. Marshal• s decision 
whether it is t:c leave, to seek forcible ent:ty, or otherwise. 

'l'he inspector should condue't the inspec:ticn strictly in ac:cor&nc:e 
with the warrant. If s&T.plin; is authorized, the inspector must be sure 
to carefully follow all pr-oceaures, including the p:esentation of receipts 
for all sat":'.ples taken. If records or other property are authorized to be 
u:~en, the inspector mJst receipt the propert'j taken an:3 neintain an 
inventory of aeythin; taken fran the ~emises. This inventory will be 
exa.":".i.ned by the magistrate to assure that the warrant's aut}x)rity has 
not been exceeded. 

2 c:>nti.~ed fron page 8. 

to Federal COJrt enforcenent when entry is refused". '!'here is thus 
sorre question as to \oilether the existence of a non-warrant Federal 
COJrt enforcE!Tlent mec::hanisn in a statute requires the use of that 
mec.'1anism rat.~er than warrant issuance. We believe that the Barlow's 
decision gives the a;enc:y the choice of whether to proceed through warrant 
issuance or through an application for an inji.mction, since the decision 
is largely based on the fact that a warrant pt-ocedure imp::>ses virtually 
no burden on the 1nst::ectin; agency. In lddi tion, an agency could attq>t 
to secure a warrant prior to inspection on an !! parte basis, sanethin; 
not available under nomal injunction pcoceedings. several of the acts 
enforced by EPA have pt"tnisions allowin; the Administrator tc seek 
injunctive relief tc assure eanplianc:e with the variOJs parts of a 
particular statute. There may be instances where it would be tr0re appro
priate to see.1< injunctive relief to gain entry to a facility than tc 
attenpt tc sec-.ire a warrant for inst::ection, although at this p:>int we 
c::annot think of any. However, since the warrant process will be far 
ncre expedi ~ious than the see.ltin; of an injunction, any decision to 
seek such an injunction for inspection purp::>ses should be cleared through 
apprq:iriate ~ea:"lquarters staff. 
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After the inspection has been c:cmpleted, the warrant must be ret;.:'!'1ed 
to t.~e magistrate. Whoever exec::Jtes the warrant, (i.e., wl'Dever perfor::-.s 
th~ ins::ection), must si9n the return cf setvice fccn indicatin; to whan 
the "6rra."lt was served an:3 the date of arvice. Se should then return 
the executed warrant to the u.s. Attorney who will fotlTlally.return it to 
the issuin; ma9istrate or judge. If anything has been physically taken 
fran the pc-enises, such as records or sr.iples, an inventory of su::h it~.s 
nust be submi ttee to the court, and the inspector nust be Ff!&ent tD certify 
that the inventory is accurate ane canplete. ·.•· ... ,, 
III. COnclusicn 

E:Xcept for requirin; the Agency to fomialize its neutral inspection 
sc.'°le."':'les, and for generally e!"lding the Age."lC'J' s aut.h:>ri ty for initiating 
civil an::3/or criminal actions for refusal to allow warrantless inspections, 
Barlow's should not interfere with E:PA enforcenent inspections. 

Where there is doubt as to how to proceed in arrt entry case, 
do not hesitate to call the respective Headquarters program contact for 
assistance. 

• 

~ht~ TJ. pWw-..;.i 
Marvin B. Ourning 



The ltt'pene:.X contains three att.achn'ents. 

Att.aC:-.:nent I is a warrant application, affidavit w warrant to 
conduct an inspection, Wiere the Agency has specific pc-oba!:ile cause to 
believe that a civil violation of an £PA regulation or Act has oc:cured. 
In particular, care should be taken in spellin; o.Jt the specific facts 
t.~at give rise to proOable cause. N:>te also, that the scope of the 
-..en-ant is carefully articulated. 

Attadiment II is a warrant application, affidavit an:! warrant to 
conduct an ins?ection in whid"l the establishnent tD be inspected has 
been selected under a neutral administrative inspection schene. Note 
the extraordinary detail of the administrative sc:herre describe in 
paragraphs 8-20 of the af f iOavi t. Such detail sl'x>W.d not be necessaey 
for most £PA ne:Jtral. administrative inspection schenes. Note also 
t.~e executed inventory an:! return of service foz:ms attached to· 
Attachment II. . · 

Att.ac.~-nent III contains a neutral administrative schene for 
CFC inspections. In irnple:renting sud"l a scheme, the Regions nust still 
utilize neutral c:riteria in selectin; t.he irdividual establistment to 
be inspected. 
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Al'Pt.ICAT:o~ roa ~AP.zv.:r.- TO 
D;:"t?., L'\S?tCT. P~!O':OC~!'M. 
SA."-rl.:. c:1 !.4:'=: :::ror-:~:;c:;, 
INSl't::: ANw ccn 1-t:OP.:S 

4%0 'l'la WITtD suns ?6.ACUT'...ATE, by th• tmi:ac:l 

States of America, E~viro~:&l.. !rotection A&tncy, :h=oush 

~-=•• Sti.=.ley t•=elle, Ai1i1t&n:.O~ited Scates Actorne~ for 

~· Middle Dis::1.c: of 1.o~siana, bere~y applies for a 

V&r.:&At pl.:'lu&nt to aecciou l08 of cha Federal Wat&: Pollution 

Ccn::ol Ac:, 33 U.S.C. 131.8, cd the J.uo~ce Conaerv&ticn 

azi.d l.ecovery Act of 1976, 42 o.s.c. 6927. for the pu..~o•• of 

~duc:in1 a: iAspec:icn &1 fcllova: 

To 1m:ar to, upon, or ~cue~ th• pr•mi••• of a 

vast• duposal oper&d.on bown by various umas 1.ncludin& 

• ihe Cl.AW facility, vhich con1i1:1 of tbr•• •ices, to vi:: . . 

an i:,Jec:~cn vell 1i:1, a fiald office and ato:&g• c.anka, 

~d vast• pi:• and l&nr!!ill li:a loca:ed in Ibe:'Vill• Pa:ish • .. 
toW..i&=.a i:i or cear the Ja;rou So~•ll1 coa=\mi:y. th• 

facility c..m be reach•~ for di1poul purpo.sH by .cuck or 

~ar1•. The ovne:ar.i; · ar.r! cpe:a.:ion of th• c:t.\Y f•cili:y 

va•t• disposal opera:ion h.&1 been kno~.by 11ve~&l di!!e:~c 

um.es, :o vi:: Clean L.and. Ai: \ta:or .Cor;>o?'ation (CIJJ.1); 

EPA, hcarpora:ed 0 tnviroame.=.cal Pu:-ilicacion Advancement; 

IZlvi:onman:al Purifica:ion /J)at•=•~: (IPA, Inc.) and Jlcllin1 

&znriroamencal Sar-vie•• of Lo"111&n&. .A c:ompany le::erbead 

ui=s ch• names of C:U.\l and EPA, I.De. 1i1u an addrus of 

louca 2, lox l80B, Plaquem.i:la, l.ou.111.&na 70764." It 11 

~epo~ced 1= the nawsp4pers and 1l11whcr1, cha: on JflY 28, 

1978 - c.h:ee clays alter the death o.f the truck cl:iver on the 

CLAW facility • th&: the irljec:ion well on th• CIJ.W facility 

va.s 1old co the Rcllins tnvi:onmcn:al Services o! l.ouisi&n&. 

Unsubat~nti~ced report• say th.le CLAW no lon&cr has any 
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of EPA, Inc. ar.d the injcc:icn well unde= c.~e owncrsh~p of 

I.ell.ins. c..AW a.nd Uh, I:c. are :epor:ed to be cU.!!e:e: 

comp~~Y a~c/or co:';)or~:c ~&mes for :he.i1.:1a people. Despite 

these pos1i~lc ownership chan;es, :he c:;,.AW ficili:y •rpare.n:ly 

ccc:i~~s to be cpe:atad as a 1~11• i=.i:. Fu::~c:, i: is 

%e;ortad t!at Cl.A~ or loll!.=.a La ucde: .a fade:al co\i:: o:dar 

co honor 1:s coc:rac: vi~ & clia=.c :o accapc V&$te. For 

purroses of this applicacicn, a::!d&vi: and va~ant, :.ha 

~•& sites and all oper•tioua vill be re!e:-red :o as Cl.AW. 

~·field office ud ttcr&ce.:a.nka are in or oa. 

1:.he •dee of layou Sorrells; :ha injeccion vell site is about 

1.6 miles :o:t!)~es: of l&you Son-alls on :he road; :he vas:e 

open pits•land!ills a=e located apprcxi::&taly 7.7 miles 

.zor:hves~ ~f B•you Son-al1 on :ha levee :oad. 'Ihe add:esa 

of the c::.AW facility 1s Claazi. l.&nd Aiz Wa:e: Corro~&tion E.PA 

• Inccrporaced, Route %, lox 380 I, Pl.&q~::.1:le, Louisiana. 

these CLAW facilities a=a k:ncwn to EPA s.ispecto:s and well 

Ji=ovn to local pecpla. • 

• ~e Cl.AW f£cility is an eac.ablish=enc aubjec: to 

Che re~uire=e::s a.n~ prohibi:icna of the Federal Wa:ar Pol• 
• lu:icn Ccncrol Ac:. includi:g but no: li:D.iced co 1ac:io:s 

301, 308 and 311, a:d 1ec:icu.s 3007 and 7003 of t.!:l• l.&sou:ce 

·eonscrv&tic: and Jt.ecove:y Act of 1976 (42 U.S.C. 6901 !,l 

•ec.) -
OZl fri~y. August 4, 1978, t4ward Md!am, an 

employee of che U.S. t:viroz;=ant Pro:a~:iou Agency, :aquascad 

pe:'miuica. to en:ar and wpec: :he said prW.sas. J)eapi't• 

~ request. employees of a~d facili:Y ref~ed to s:-c: 

ace••• :o said prc.m.ises to Mr. 'McBa..=, & duly authorized 

s.ztpector of the Environ=encal Protection A1ency. · 

-:he de:er.:ination :o inspect said premises vas 

baaed on :ha following: 
• 

the she~iff's office of tbe:vill• Parish requested 

EPA's assistance and reported a death a: said premises. 

·: . . . . ~ .. . ,• . . .. 

·2· 

.- • 
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t.oc:al wi.ros; &:\d !a&r of ~· facility was repor:ad :o the 

~!ore===~= ~ivision of J1gion V:, ~allaa,·Tex&• on Tuea~y. 

A~s\a.S: l. 197~ &:\d t:'A vaa re~ums:ad to inspect the f&cil~iy 

v~ch 11 a disrosal 1i:e for c..~e:!cal va1:es •~~ ci::arou.s 

oU vastas of a hA:ardous and toxic u:i:e. 

Much local m:lres:, and aci:a:ioD and co:rla!n:s 

1:1.ave \een reported ou :elevisioD &Zld 1: newspapers conca~s 

Che operation of cha CLAY facili:y •• vell &I :ha U1:1ti.:llel7 

daa~ of a 19 1••r old :ruck c!river a: a&id facility while 

he vaa clia~a:-11.n& va.1ce i:co an ope pi: a: che facility. 

ne duth vaa ... po.ui~ly cau.sad by hi• i.:h&lation of toxic 

ft=H cau.aed .. by & i-uc::io: of mixins i:c:oc;atibla toxic 

V&IC&S i: tb& ope: pi:. Alle&edly CVO eye VitnHIH CO cAa 

deach of :he cL.-iver reported tA• presence of c:ho~ f~e• 

in the area vhen chey opced c.he doors co their ::uck co 

asaia: :ha ~v&: vbo died. 'they &l.so rapoi-:ad ~'\.&: his 

t:vck vas parked at cha •d&• of cha open pi: c:uck ramp, 

vi:b doors open a: ~he time of hi1 daa':h. SuDsaquan: . . . . 

l&bcra:ory :a1:1 of vas:a :&ken from th• pits have 1hoW11 

vast• matl"rial1 prasen: ~ th• pie, vhic:h, vhen mixed vi:b 

=e 1pe:: c.aus:ic bc!.::ic di.sch&l'c•d from ue driver' 1 :r-'Ck 

could have e&Yoled the du:~. 11=.&l autopsy reports are 

ac111 pe.ndi.:c. I: La reponad cd alleced :h&c c.\ll fac:ilicy 

offic:i&l.1 cii:ec:ed the drive: to take and d11c:har11 hi• . 
vaacea ac the C1:'UCk ram;i iA ch• ope: pi.c, racher :b&n in ch• 

bjec:icm vell. ~i1ch&r11nc toxic va1tc1 into an open pi:, 

ac cha •d&• of a pit, ia·~t a aafe, de1ii-able 1 or ac:c:apcabl• 

·vrac:ice ainca toxic chemical raac:ioc~ are v•:"l" pi-obable 

Gel CC rHW.t in the duth of anyone 1la&:b7. 

Edvard.McHam made a p~eliminary iD1pcctioc 

in vhich he obtained i:vo pit 1ampl11 and observed evidence 

of oil, h&:ardous vu tu. vas:e apilla;e and a "lloppy" 

operation which appears to be d.a:&cro~• co the environment 

.,. 



as well &s h&:~~=o~s to cha heal:~ an: vel!~e o~ ci:i:ens. 

I• fur:hcr observed hi&~ va~er markincs cm th• adjacan: 

c:=aes a: the pi: 1ic1 L~d a lack ol levees be:vee: the 1i:es . 
and the Crand ltiver and o:her va:ervays. ~ addi:~on, ~era 

may be h&:arco~s V£s:es and cor.di:!o:s v~!c.h cay pose a 

•ubs:.in:i&l present, or po:anti&l ~&rd to h\m.&n be&l:..~ 

or the e:vi:on=en: vhen 1.:~roperly ~aa:ad, 1:orad, ~&:•· 

ported, or diaposed ol, or o~e:vis• man.aced • 

• ":bi 1nspac:iou vill be coa:eucad ~ d.ay~i.ma 

vi:hin regular b\.Wi:eu hours a:d will besin &1 100: as 

p:ac:icabla &f:er iss~c• of thi.1 var:m: and viU be 

complecad vi:h raaso=abla prompcnas1. 

'?be 1.Aspec:i.cu vi.11 be coudu.c:ed by th• 

IJl:d.ted States t.~viro~en:al Pro:ec:io: Asency ~A) ~spec• 

cars, who will be acco:paniad by che tlui:ed States Marshal 

to cnsu:-1 ent=Y ao th.a: che EPA inspectors may pe:!orm an 

i=apec:ion of' :..~e prll:ises, inspect and copy :acorda, take 

pbotosraphs, l&ther info::&tiCIU and e~claDCI and collec: 

'•az:ple~ in accord vith 33 nsc 1318 and 42 nsc 6927. 

• A retu..~ vill be =ada to ch• .Ccur: upon completion 
• 

of the inspact~ou. 

'WEE~O!!l:, it ia res~ec:!~ly requested cha: a 

var:an: :o an:a: and 1nspac: QI c:.>.~ facil.icy be issued • 

. 1&1_pec:fully 1ubmit:ed, 

noNAIJ) L. stex:n:!t 
UNIT"~ S't.A:ZS ATTOP.NE:Y 



STA:t OF l.OUISU.~/\ 

1Al'.lSH er I.AST !h':':?l ltCIJCZ 

l, tcwa~d ~H£=. being d~ly svc:n, he:eby depose 

1. I am a duly authonzo~ employee cf the iJniud 

Scates Envirocment&l P=otac:ion A11ncy, and Sl'f title 1• 

Che=ical Engineer, Surveillance and Anal71i1 ~iviaion, 

legion VI, vhic.h incl~u :he S:au of Louia~n.a. lJ1 fll'f 

capacity, I am raspons!ble for in1rectin1 facilities aubjec: . 
co varioYs federal environ.mental a:acutas as directed by my 

•"P•rviso:s. 

2. OD T~esd.ay, August 1, 1978 from abou: 7:'5 

p.a. 1:0 1:4.5 p.a ••.. I ude a preli::i.n&ry inspection of ch• 

CLA."1 facility and took t:wo aamplu a: cha open pita. On 

Vednesc!.ay, Aur~s: 2, 197~ I took a fev photo1:aph1 of :he 

f.acilitias from around 3:30 p.a. Y:ntil ':30 p.a. On '%hu=a~y. 

Aucus: 3. 1978 accoeo:paniad 'by anocbcr EPA mployee,. l Yid.tad . 
ch• faC::-:.li:y and area f:om about 1.1:30 a.a. co %:00 p.m. a~d 

also took a few additional pbotoC"l'&Ph•. 'fh••• 'brief vi1i:1 
• to th• aiu have only involved facility employeea a fev 

m.:t.u:ea ca~ ti:& in o:der to obe&iA paues from c!:l• field 

of!ica and to opeu sates at ~ariou. eu&rd houses. 

3. OD iriday, Augu.t 4 1 19/8, a local depucy 

aberiff, 1cace and local offici&la and I we~• rafu.aed ad:it• 

ceca to t.he CI.All facility. Al.le, ~w officials var• no 
• 

locgcr at.th• field house or available elaewhe:a to i11ue 

P••••• co c:tar. My previoua 1ampli.z:i& and icapaction vaa 

1a0c au.f!icient for laboratory purpoaaa' and needs to ba 

rasumed. 
....... . 

4. Infor=.aticn I have gathered in the local 

co~ity, ill nevspapc:s, on television, from laboratory 



tcs:s of the aacrles, f:o: the Ibc:"Villa Sheri!!'• O!!ice, 

and at :he c::..\~ fAcilicy 1cron,ly 1u,ge1c aud 1uppor: the 

ll••d to en:u and inspect the facili:i,es for possible Sec:ion 

301, 311 and o:hc: violations of :.~e federal Wacer Pollu:io: 

Cont:ol Ac:. Fur:he:, i: is possible :.~at the:e a:e h&:ardous 

va.stes and coudi:ious on ~· pTemises as de!i:led i: Sec:iou 

1004(5) o! the llesou:ce Conse:"Vation cd llacove~ Act of 1976, 

C!t2 USC 6903) (S) .vhich coud.~t• an im:::inen: b&:a:d under 

aection 7003 of :he l.eso=c• Coue:vad.ou and J.acove~ Act 

of 1976 (42 USC 6973). Th••• obse:"Vatious are: 

Obvious spilla;e of waste material on 

th• ~o~d.s of :he c:::.A~ facili:y aubjec: to en:eri.:c vata:vaya. 

~. Cont~ated la=d!ills vi~ obviously 

~osed a.:d da::aged banels Vit.!1 their contents &mj'Cied or 

~•a.:ly empcy. 
• 

c. J:>rai:age f:om la:u!!ills into a "'fishin;" 

lak·e and ot.~e:· ac!jaceut areas luding co v•:ious vate:vays. 

d. Open pits containin& oil vasces a:id 

ba:ard•~. tox!c che::ical vas:es vi~ the appearance of 

ove:!lov vas:es on the adjaceu: s:oi.mc!a a.s vell a.s h.!1h 
• va:e: m&:k.s on c:ees next to the Oren pits e~ual to or 

higher :han the pits. 

•· 'the lack of leveu bee-.,ee:l t.!ie facility 

sro=ds and d't'ainage a:-eas to the Cra:ui liver, "fishing 

lake", l>ayous and ba:=ow ditches. • 
f." ~ies of a frr1 fa.c!lity 101 recora and 

ocher doc\::en:s which vere previously copied by th• local 

Sheriff'• office. These records indicate the receipt a:d con• . 
tent of oil and ha:ardo~ chemical wastes accepted a: che 

facility. 

I• --Poor maintenance and sloppy "housekaepins~ 

practices at the facilit)' vhich leads a reasonable person to 

reco;ni:e the likelihood of these prohibited pollutant• 
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. %W '!'X1; Mh':'TL-:t CT 
C.Z:.:..:\ L.\:U) Al;. A..'l 0 W1. "!'%:~ , 
CQJU>Cr..;'!':C~, d~/& c.ft\Y; 
l::'C • , . n ,.;. . 

WAJtJ/.?lT OF E!:':'itY. l:1s1t:=:c::. 
ANZ) MONITOC!-:C PURSU1~"':' ":C 
33 u.~.c.SlllB ~d 42 u.s.c.s1921 

-:0: THE tm!~r> STAT:S or A:~?tla.. w::~r> STATES C.'V:JtO::l·!r.lTA!. 
t'-O:tC"!':o~ ACt::c~, 'l"H~Ot.:Ca l'!'S DU?.'{. DtSICN;.T%!) UPRJ:S!!>"rJ.::IVE 
Cli\ J:.tn..ts:::~;.-::vts, TJ:!l: tr.:I'!'U> S'!'A'!ES Hft.RSHJ.l. 01. All'i C':HU 
rrl"a;,.t. orr1c:zt 

An ·application bavizli been made by the Cnited States of 

America, Cnited States E:vi.ror.ment&l Protec~cc A9•ncy, fer a 

v~•=t ct en~, inspection and =cnitcrini pursuant to 33 a.s.C.Sllll 

~d 42 O.S.C.$,927, as part of &n il\apacticn prc9r&m de1i9nad to 

aasve ccmpliuca vith t.ba redu&l Water 0Pollution Cont=ol A~ 

(com:cnly ra!•:-:ed to •• t.h• clean Water Act), 33 a.s.c.s12s1, et 
• ••q .. , and th• Jlesouzce and Jt.ecovery Act of 197' C•2 o.s.c.suc1, et 

. eeq.) ,. mid an ,,UidAvit bavi.:iq be&n =•de be!cre me by Edward KcBam, 

a 4uly aut.horized employee of t!:a• OJ:li~•d s~a~es Env~onmanta.l 

~ctection Agency, t.'\at he·h&s r•a1on to believe that on th• premi••• 

-bueizu!ter desc:=il:led t:.nere e.xiat a danc;u to t.'l• public'• health. 

val:are and a&!ety and to the proper~y, riv.rs and a::vircr.:ne:lt of 

the Onitad States, a=d that in order to cfe~er.U.nc whether t.~e 

Fedu&l Watu PolluU.on Ca.nt.:ol Act (commonly re!er:ed. to ·~ CA• 

Clean Wat•r ~>. ll ·o.s.c.s12s1, et ••q~, and th• a.sour=.• &nd 

a.eovuy Act of U7f (42 v.s.c.suo1, et ••q.), and the rules, 

npl.aticm• u4 ordua iuued ~rauazit to th• Acta ~ve bHn or 

are !Mi.nc; Tiolated, an. entry on, and in1S14ction and aonitcrinc; 
• 

.. 



And I the eo~t be in; S&Us!icd thAt t.hcra has l>Hn • 

•~!!icient shc~in9 t..h&t reascn~l• l•iiSl~tive or &d=~i•~Ative . 
•~n~~~s fer ccnd~ctin; a.n inspec:icn an~ ~vesti;aticn have been 

a.atisfie~ wi~ respect tc t..~e aa~ desc:~ed property and ·1:.h&t 

P=~~C:!e ca~se .xist to issue a wa=:an~ fQ: I.be &D:...-y, inspec~icn, 

izlvesti;a~cn and mcr.ito=in; c~ ~· said deacr.il»•~ pre:ises: 

%-:' lS KUJ:!Y Cl.:~~ ~~ c~=~DC tA&t 1:.he CAitcad Stat.es 

ot Ame:ica, United States E.~vironme.:t&l Protection A9e.n1:1, ~our;h . 
£ts d~y des!inated represen~uva or raprasen~~vea, th• O:ited 

&t&t•• M&rah&l, or any o~u tedu&l o~!icu a.re !l•reby enuued tc 

ud ah.all ~· autllorized and p•:=.ittr.! to have en:.~ upon th• . . . . 

follcwin9 desc:~ed property vAicb La located ~ t.b• JUdtl• Dis-:.:ict 

of .:.Cuiai&na: . . . 

~hose pre::iisea Jcncvn as the Claw Ccr~craticn 
vast• tiapcsal facility in I~erville Parish, 
i.cuia!ana, &lac icncwn as ErA, Inc., C:lear t.&At! 
Air Water Cor;cra~icn, Envi%onzner.tal Pu:i!icaticn 
Advance=ient, Environr..a~~al ~ificaticn Aba~e=ent 
eJ\d pcssi~l1 as t..~e Aclli.~• E.~viron=ental Se:ovicea 
of l.cui•ia~a, er ~hie~ are owned ·er cporated by 
any other par1cn == cc=;any,· corpcraticn er part• 
Aerahip, which pre:i1~s and prc?•r~y are acre 

• pu~c:-~l:i.: ll" 1:.d !;u~"'\•r deacr ~ed as follows: 

•rrcm the intersection o! %.A. JU.qhway 15 a.nc! 
.La. Bi;hway l066, ;rcceed Scuth fer aprr=~iz:.ately 
1 miles: t~rn riqht and travel ac:csa t.~• Sayer• 
Scrrel•Pcntccn lridie, a c!istance of apprcxinlatmly 
0.2 ail••: turn riqht, proceed ncrtbvest en Acute 
2, t..~• I.ewer·~•~•• 1.ca~, :er a~;::x!:.a:cli 1.6 
ail•• at whic..~ i'Oi:it t-1\e pave.~el\t ends: at thi.I 
point turn ri~~t. travel ap~rcximatel~ O.l miles 
to the entrance cf tJ\e i."'1~ection vell, vhich ia 
~elievec! to be cwnr. by iollins Envi:or-~ent&l 
Servicas c! ~c~isia~a. Inccrpcrated, all as is 
ahcwn o.n t.'i• attached phct:=• idenu!ied u 
C:Over:.::en: Ex.'\~it.s l &A4 2.· 

•prom th• Jtcll!r.s Environ=ental Services of · 
Z.Ouiaiana, Inc=r;crated office, proceed South en 
1:.h• 1hall/qravel rcA~ tor apprc~i:!l&tely 1.• miles 
lll't.ilt.h• rc~d deadends. 'hi) ii t.he location of 
th• field cf!ice of Clean L&nd Air &1\d Watez 
(Cl.AW), and atcra~• tanks which are oelievctd t~ ~e 
owned ~y Rollins ~virc~ent&l Services of I.ou•s•&na 
Incorpcr~t•d, all as 11 shewn en the attached phctos 
ide.nti!ied &s Gover:wen~ J:xhiOiu J, '' &Ad S • 

.. . . 
·. 

• z. 

• 

. . ----· .. 
.·. 



•J'rcm t.."ie field c!!ice c! c:::.;.w, rcttur:-i tc thcz 
•itQ cf t.tc in~arsac~icn At t."ic p~vc~ lcwQr levee 
read And t.~e re~~ le~~~~i tc t:.c dee? well i~ject~~ 
ait• (~cllins t~vir=~~=r.~~l). Procee~ ncr~~wast 
on t,hc un~avod ahczll/;:avcl lcwe: levee rc&d 
·~~rcY.~~~tcly &.l miles tc t..~c er.<t:a~ce rca: &:it! 
~=~c~e le.:.:.:..~; to t.~e 9~tc qua:d-hc~•• &r.~ 9&te 
of the EPA, Inc. vAste dispcs&l pits. Tnis •A:• 
ent.:ancc road is 7.7 miles nort.~west ale~; t.~• 
lower levee ro~d fr=n the intersection c! ~o lower 
1evH rc&d &nd laycu Send Pontoc:\ &rid;• J&o&d. 

n zs rar.:ia:r. OJ.:u..to t.h& t th• enuy, ln•;s•ctio:, 

i=vas~9&ticn and mcnitorin9 authorized berein shall be cc~ductaa 

duzin9 revuJ,a: wcrkinq ho~• or at o~e.r reason~le ~i::u, vit:hiA 

raaacnule li:i u and iD a raaaon&ble .Mer t:c= c: oo a.a. u 

1a:ao p.a. ·.·· 
. ·,,, 

%'1' :s FCC'~ O~t.~ t.h&t the var:a.nt issued b•=•~~ ah&l! 

~· fer l.h• p~cse ct c:cnducti:l; L~ ent--y, iAsr•cucn, invesu9a:.1oza 

and monitoring plU'suant to ll u.s.C.Sllll and 42 u.s,C.S&.!27 

ce:sis~:0.~9 o: the tollowi:I;: 

(l) ent!j' tc, upcn er t.brcu9h the ~eve desc:i~ed 
pre:tises, includ:O.~; 411 buildi.~;1, 1t::uc~-:::aa, 
•c;'o:.ir.:'lent, ~ac~ines, devices, materials ~~ 
aites tc ~•?•ct, sampl•, 'hct=qraph, mc~t.c: 
or 1nvas~9a~e i.ne a&i~ p:~sea: 

(2) · accesa to, seizure ot and C'Cpyinc; c! all rec=~s 
·• per~ai.~i.~q tc or related tc i..~e O?eration of 

t.he facility, ei;ui~ent, v&•t• mAteri&ls 
vhich are &CC•?t.ed L~~ 1tcrcd en t:ie pre:i1e1 
&ttd rec:~s which are ree-~ired tc be m&i~tai~ed 
UNier ll ·c.s.c:.sUU<al <Al, and 42 c.s.c.suci, 
et ae~., incl'l:.Cii~q any rules and ra;~latic~• 
~d orders p:c::i~l;ated ~•=ate; 

(3) inspec~icn, i.~clud!n; phct;qraphi~;. ot an7 
ecnit=ri.~9 e~ui;:::ie~t er met~ods re~~.ired ~y 
l3 o.s.c.s1J1scal CAl, &Ad 42 u.s.c.56927; 

(4) inspection, incl~dinq phctc~ra~hin9.ot any . 
equipment, precesses c: methods used in •-=rlini1 
acnitcring or~ vast• cna:act.eri:at.icn;_ 

(5) Ln.specticn, includin9 photc;ra?hin9, ot any 
ec;uir=e.~t er 111et.hcds used tc dispcae of or store 
v&ste subs:~c••: 

(C) 1&Z11ple and aeiza any pcllutants, et!luant.s. 
runoff, soil, or other materials er substances 
vhich ~AY reasonAbly bo aJ:pacted tc pollute 
t.he waters cf the United States under v~rio~• 
ecndit!cns er threaten th~ public health, safety 
er welfare ot t.ho people cf th• United St~~••• 

.3. 
· ... · ... 

, . 



(7) ••~ze, 1:1s~.et, •~~~le, and phct,:a~h A~Y 
•v~dcnca w~~=h ccns~~t~tes er :elates to er 
ia p&:t Of A vicl~t~cn c! ~~= r~:c~Al W&ta: 
Pcllut~cn Ccn~cl Act C~:::c~ly rc!cr:ed tc 
as t.ha Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C.Sl2Sl, et 
aeq., •~d t~c nesou::e &nd Re:cve:y Aet o: 1976 
.(,~ u.s.c.So90l, et aeq.J; . 

Cl) . ~· such phctcc;:-aphs of ·t.."l• &~eve au~~orized 
~ocedu.:ea u ma)' ~· req"1Ued or D•c:ciaauy. 

n :s nJ~ll O~u.t~ t.Ut a copy o: t.hu v&::ut e&ll 

M lelt at the premises &t t.he time of the 1.Asp•~-i=. 

ft IS "'ltTl:ttA OP.:UC t.ha t it anr property is ••iHd I . 
t.be officer .co~ductin9 t.h• sear=~ and aei:~e ah.all leave a recei~t 

for t.he preputy t.Men and prepare a vrit-:c ir.ve.Dtoey of t.he property 

NJ.Sec! an~ re1:.11rn~··thia va::-a.ct Vit.h t.he vrit<:en inv~teey l:lefore 

ze vit."l.!.n 10 days :rem the date of ~a waz:ant. 

%'1' %5 FUJt~!a:Jt O~!:.L"':> t.A&t ~e V&.r:'&nt aut.Aorized herei.D 

ab&U !>e valid fer a puiod of 10 days frm t.."l• date of Ui.is var:ant. 

~are!>y &g~crized and directed to assist the ~epreaentativea ot ~ 

United States Envircz:i.~e.nt.Ll Prctact.icn l.l:jency i.D such &&nAer &s -
aay ~· reascna~ly n•c•asa..-y and required t.o execYt• ~· warrant 

. ud t.l:le p=ovil'J.cns ccnt&i.ned hue.in, i.Dcl.~di.r.c; ~~t not U:ited tc 

. 9ainin9 entr~ upcn t.h• premises, t.b• inspect.ion ud =cnitozi.Ac; 

~erect, t.tia aeiz\1.Z'e and aa:plin9 ot m.ate:ials, de~ent• or equi;ne:i.t, 

.ad 1h• phctoc;raphJ.ng of th• pramiaea, a.NS t:.Ae IUtUi&ls or equipment 

therecn. 

1tJ c!ay of _..a:4=:::':::':;!==5i1 111:s::::.L::;.. _____ , 1978 • 

• 

. . 
. · ... .. . . . . 
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··~ .. 
tN T!t UN:Tt~ STA'!'tS DISTR!CT COOR'!' 
FOR 'n!t tAS~!~N tISTJUCT OF MICH!C~N 

so~:2~i\..~ DIVISION 

%N T~E MA'!'TtR OF: 

G'tStR>.L M~RS CCiU'OR.A'!'lON 
GtstJV.L. MC':'O!tS ASSt~S~Y DIVISION 
h":!.t.C~\ JU."N AI:RPOP.'!' 
TPSit.AN'!'I, KlCBlGAN 48197 

Am) 

'VrEICt.E EMISSION LABORATO~ 
Gt::til.Al. MOTORS PROVISG GROtnm 
KlLFORD, IUCHlGAN 48042 

) , 
) , 
) AJIPt.ICA'!'I o:i FOR 
) ~MINIS~RATIV~ ~Al'Jl.A:\'!S 
) , 
) 
) 

ROW COMES the Administrator for the Environmental 

~otec:tion Agency (EPA), by and t.brougb th• ~nited States 

Attoi:-ney, and applies for admini1t:ative varranta to 

enter, to observe a Selective Enforcement Audit (SEA) test 

on a con!igurati~n of motor vehicle• manufactured by t.be 

General Motors Corpcration (GM) as specified in a SEA test 

order issued on J&Uy 28, 1971, by the Assistant Administrator 

for lnforcament of EPA, and to ~spect GM'• records, files, 

papers, processes, controls, and facilities vhich are 

. involved in and associated with the 111.nufacture and t11tir.g 

of aaid configuration pursuant to aaid test order at t.be' 

premises of t.he GM Willov l.w\ vehicle assemtily plant, Ypsilanti;, 

Michigan, and the GM vehicle emissioc laboratory at Milford, 

Michigan, in accordance vith Sections 206(b) and (e), 201(a) 

and lOl(a) oft.be Clean Air Act, 42 a.s.c. S7525Cb) and (c), 

7542(a) and 7601(&), and r19ulations promulgated thereunder. 

%D auppcrt of this application, tbe Administrator respectfully 

•ubmit• an affidavit and proposed varranta. 

James It. Jt.obinson 
Dnited State• Attorney 

ly: ____________ __ 

Assistant United States Attorney 



I:~ -:::t u::!':'t!) S':'l\':'!:S CIS':'!':!C:':' co::nT 
FOR 'rll!: k:.~..ST!:r.:: OlST!:IC':' c: l·~c:acr .. "l 

SC~': ii tr.:: :I'/lS IC~ 

i;;:.:·~=~-·.:. ?·~~":':::s CO!\~Or.N!'lON 
t:c::;~~.,;.:. t:'·~:;i.=o A!St~4i:t.Y ~IVZSIO:; 
\.'l !.!.C:"l :.t: N 1\! ;: i'O rtT 
Y?Sl:t.!.!:':'::t, MlC:I:Gft~; Ul97 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

~t>:~:~IST:-~:::\'t l·~:.:t?~~!':' F~R 
t:=tJX .a..:1.~ 1~:::rtc:~~~; i.;:;::~ 
THt c~:;.s Ala :.c~ 

TO; MA':"!'StW A. LOW, Acting Chief, M~nufa~tu:ers Prc;:~s 

Sra~c~, ~cbile Source Enforcc:~nt Division, Offico cf 

En:crc1mer.t, United St~tea Envi;cn:1nt&l Protecti~n Aqenc1 

(t?A), ar.d Aftl' ot..'lcr dul1 duign&U~ enforcement cfficera c: 

-~~lo~ee: cf tbe EPA: 

.Ar;>lica-:ion hiavin9 been c&:h, and Matthew Low bavin; shown 

prcbAble c~use for the issuance of an ad:inistrative warrant 

for en~ry; cbservaticn cf a Seloc~ive £n!c:ce~~nt Audit 

(St.\) test en the ccn!iguration cf motor vehicles =anufactured 

by Gc:neril&l Motors Corpcntion (CM) of en~ine f~cily 84082 

and engine c:odct 2, with 4000-pound inertia vei9ht, A-3 

t:ans~issi~n and 2.56 rear axle·ratio, as •?ecified in a SEA --
tm:t order is:ued on July 28, 1978, by the Assistant Admi~istr&cor 

tor Enforcemant of EPA; and inspection ot CM'• recorda, 

tiles, papen, processes, controls &nd f:lcilitit's which are 

involved ~n and auoci&ted vit.b Uie manu!Act~•r• and testini; 

of ••id con!!iur~tion pursuant to said t~st order at tho 

premises of the CM Willow ~gn·vehicle •=secbly plant, Yps~~nti, 

Kichii•n; 

WH~'"'.ErO:U:, pursu~nt to the Clean Air Act as amended, 42 u.s.c. 
57401 ~ ~eg., and the r•gulationa theraun~er, you ar.d any d~ly 

deaign~ted enforcement off icer1 and •~ployaas of the Environ~ental 

Protection Aqency are hereby authorized to enter the above-duc:-it1cd 

premiscts at rctasonAble times during normal opera~ing hours for the 



.-

to Sectic~s 206(b) ~nd (c), 20e(a) and JOl(a} cf the Clecr. . 

Air Act, '2 ~.s.c. SS7S2S(b) ~nd (cl, i54~C~l :~d 760!, ~r..! 

40 c.r.R. SSS.601 .!.l !.!.S.· ~ou ar.d any duly desi;ncte~ 

a~fo:c•~~n~ of!icers an~ e111plcyees cl E7A are •~~hori:e~ to 

obsc:"\'c activities conducted ~Y GM pursuant to tb• s~ test 

orde: i~aued on July 28, 1978, concerning the vehicle 

configuration specitied ln said test order to determine 

whet~er CM is co:plying with 40 c.r.a Plrt So and vith tbe 

test ordor. ~he activi:ies that you and t~e desi9n&ted 

persons are authori%e~ to observe include th• following: ·.: 
·:,, 

Vehicle and engi~t D&nufacture, &ase:bly, a~~ 8tora9e 

procedures: aacple test vehicle aelec:ion procedures; 

and related a~ivities. Tou and any designated enforcement 

officers and eMployees are authorized to inspect at reasonable 

ti=es during no~&l operating hours the reco:~a, files, 

papers, p:-oceases, control• and facilities whicb are 

involved in and associated with t.he above activities and 

are m&ifl.t.!,ir.ed, used and generated by GM at thAt location. 
. . 

You and any duly designated enforcement officers and •=~loyees . 
are authorized ~c copy documents and photograph com~onent3, 

test vehicles and facilities. 

~:e t.•i:at.ion of t."'lia inapec:ticn aball be of such reuonablcl 

ler.gtb as to enable you and the authorized en!crcement officers . 
and e:irloyees of EPA satisfactorily to com~lcte such inspec:ion 

according to 40 c.r.a. 586.601 !l !!S· 
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A prc~~t re~~~n c~ t~i: warrant shall be aAde to 

this ccu~t 1~c~in9 th~t t..~e warrant ha~ ~cen execute~ and that 

·.·· 

1978 

• . . . . . . . . . . .· ' 
·: .. ···· ··.; I 
. . · .... 
' .. " \ • I : I 

: .. II.'/ :11.': 11'/~l : t•I 
. • • , .... .f p4,;. L'._,~ /(', t..:~~~"J..,:,.,.. __ _ 

---"'uii;.tt.;;.I·':tlJ s;:.·~:ts t;;.~:.:~:a.:.:~ 
• #, • I ·• \\ . • • . . · ... ;·) ~~: ...... ,·. -~·\ 

··.'I;)\~\· .. . 



I heret>:t certify tl1&t a copy o~ t.be within war-:ant liil:S 

&f! ac;l?nt o! Ci~~er~ tiotO:'S Cor;::rat.ion cc::) en .4 .. _,·:·.:-=. ~ ., . ~ 
19'78, at t.hct Ci~I Willow r.lln vehicl.: aue:~ly phM., ~psilar.:i, Mi:~.=.: 

;{itJ d/, A::.,,."-,4,.,w /4./1~~ d.-4 
(£'1..:!.:.:l.c:~l ·;i:.l.: •~i::.:-.in t!~et.ti;r..;.ud 
St&t1s C:r.v irc:l.iuantal P::o::.ec:ticn A;eney) 

Ins~ecticn cf the establish~ent desc:rited in this 

v~:T~t was cc~pleted en __ _...~ •.• v~~~·J~s-~ ..... __ 4..._ _____ , 1978. 
v 



··--- -~ ·-.:.- ·--~ .. :· .. 

%nvcntO~/ o! Propc~ty Received Pursu&~t to Ad:inist~a~ive 
1·:~ =-=1.n t;,· 

Cn A~:;r::l:lly t'li\'isi=n, :Zillc·.: ~.un .!\itro:t, Yr;~lanti, 
l·:.i c:h ~ j;:l n 4 ::: ~ i 

l. v.ehlc:lc Ins~.ae~ion ~ec::.1-:d Fe~ (Chassis No. 2 (ylllcw) 
t:.:i\:;-71-S ~ ) 

2. :tcroxed eepiu c! lin: c! V:?1 Hu:.;t:ers c: Cars nlci:l; u;> 
Bl t c:h cs 4 I s , . 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 ( 7 s h H ts ) 

These tre t~e i~t~J ~~&t E~A ha: received ur.dcr 
the •~~hcrity qranted it pursuar.t to the Ac:i~istrative 
~arrant fer Ent~/ And Inspection 

... ········- ··-·-- .. ··· . .... _ ..•. - .... 

!ruc:e Lunc!y 
Enforcement Officer 

11:30 a: 1/4/iB 

. 
: 
~ 

: . 

~-
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IN T!E UNITE~ S~ATES DIS~Rle:' coo~ 

FOR THt EA.SU~" DlS~RlC:: Of' MlOi!C.\N 
SCU':'l:!ER.~ DIVISION 

IN TBt MATTER OF 1 

C~tAAL MOTOR CORPORATION 
CESEP.AI. MOT'RS ASS~~BLY DIVISION 
WI U.Oi; P.UN, AI RPOR': 
?PSit.ANTI, MICHIGAN 48197 

A?:D . 
Y'ERICLE EMISSION t.ABOAA':CR? 
Cit."EJU.L MO':'ORS PROVING GROUND 
MILFCJU:>, Mlc:HlGAN '8042 

) AtrIDAVI~ IN SUPPORT or 
) APPLICATION FOR WAM>..~TS 
) '1'0 EN':'!:R A::~ lNSPEC': 
) PURSUANT '1'0 THE CLDN AU. 
) ACT (42 C.S.C. S'7i01 ll !.!.:,•) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

llattllw Lew bein9 duly worn upon bia oath, ac:c:ordint; to 

law 1 deposes and aay1: 

l. % u Acting Chief, Manufacturers Programs Inn=, 

Mobil• Sou"e Enforce11ent Di•iaion, Office of. Enforcement, 

United States Environmental Protection J.genc-1 (UA), 

Washington, D.C. % u in c:har;e of a program knc:iwn u th• 

Selecti9• Enforcuent Audit (SEA) prcgra, vbicb will be 

described below. I report to th• Director of the Mobile 

Source tnf orcement Division, vbo ia Qnder t.be Deputy Aa1i1tant 

Admi!Uatrator for Mobile Source and Hoiae Enforc•ent: 1n 

turn, be i1 under t.be A11iatant Administrator for Enforcement, 

vbo ri'5)orta to the Ad:liniatrator cf the Environmental 

Protection A9ency. 
I 

2. Thia affidavit is made in support of an application 

for ~iniatrathe warrants to cur: observe a Select.be 

Enforce:ent Audit (SEA) teat on the configuration cf motor 

Tebiclea manufactured by th• General Motors Corporation (GK} 

of engine family 14082 and engine c:ode 2, with 4000·p~nd 
' 

inertia veigbt, A•3 tranaaiaaion and 2.56 rear axle ratio .. 

specUied 1n a SEA \Ht order iHued on July 21, 1'71, "Y . 
&be Aaaiau.nt Administrator for Enforcaent of EPA; and 

inspect GM'• records, files, papers, processes, controls, 

and facilities vhicb are involved in and associated vith 
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the aanufacture and testing of aaid configuration pursuant 

to aaid test order at the pre=ises of the GM Willow Run vehicle 

assem~ly plant at.Ypsilanti, Michigan, and the CH vehicle 

emission laboratory at Milford, Michigaa, pursuant to 

Sections 206(b) and (c), 208(a) and 30l(a) of the Clean Air 

A~t, 42 o.s.c. S7525(b) and (c), 7542(a), and 7601(&), and 40 

c.r.a. sas.co1 ~ !!S·• Cl red. aeg. 31472 C3"1ly 2s, 1976). 

3. Title II of the Clean Air Act,·42 o.s.c. 557401, 

1520-7551, establishes the Federal program for control of 

motor •ehicle emisaiona. Emission standards for motor 

•ehicles are prescribed pursuant to Section 202 of tbe Act, 

42 o.s.c. 57521. Section 206(a), 42 o.s.c. S752S(a), authorizes 

t.be EPA Ad=inistrator to require nev motor vehicles to be 

tested to determine whether such vehicle• confor.ia with th• 

.mission standards and other r~ul&tiona prescribed pursuant 

~o Sectio:'l 202. Such •tanda:ds are applicable for the vehicles' 
~ 

aseful life (5 years or 50,000 aile1). The vehicles tbat are 

tested during this certification process are usually pre-productior 

prototypes. In the certification process the manufacturer 

submits applications for certification, each covering one or more 

engine families and setting fort!i the ccrresponding technic&l 

de1~iption1, specifications, and ope~ating parameters for 

each family covered. An engine family is made up of a group 

of •ehicle aodels, known as •configurations•, vitb the same 

basic engine and emission control 1y1tem 1pecification1. One 

or •ore prototype1, kncwn a1 durability vehicles, from eacb 

engine family are subjected to testing over 50,000 mil•• to 

determine deterioration in emissions perfor.iiance for that 

engine family. 'fhereafter, prototypes, Jc\ovn as.emission-data 

vehicles, of individual configurations vithin a given family 
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are 1ubjected to a 4000-mile test. ~he emission levels of 

the emission-data ?ehicles duting their useful lift art dete::ine~ 

by applying the •deterioration factor• cal~lated from the 

50,DOO-mile test r11ults for that engine family to the emi11ioa 

data obtained after 4000 ail•• of operation. t! it ia demonstrated 

t.bat tbe prototype ••bicl11 of tbe •a:ioua configurations vit!lin 

an engine family comply vith the emission standards ewer their 

useful life and vith other regulations, the Administrator issues 

to tbe manufacture: a eertiticate of conformity for the pa~ic:ular 

engine f~ily des~ibed in the application. · 

4. ~o determine whether new motor vehicles actually being 

aanufactured, as distinguished from pre-production ~ototypes, 

aeet the regulations, including emission levels, vit..b recpect to 

vhich the certificate of conformity was issued, Section 20,(b), 

42 o.s.c. S1525(b), authorizes the Administrator to test and to 

require the testing of new production •ehicles. In addition, to 

enforce Section 206, Section 20,(c) p:CJYides that officers or 

employees designated by the Adminis~ator aay enter a aanufacturer'• 

plant to .eionduct tests of •ebicles and to inspect records, fil••· 

papers, processes, controls, and facil.ities. Section 208(a), 42 

o.s.c. S75.42(a), further requires manuf&ctuers to Htablish and 

aaintain aucb records, aakesuch report•~ and provide such 

information as the Administrator aay reasonal)ly require to enal)le· 

bia to dete~ine whether the manufacturer baa acted or i1 acting . 

in ~mpliance with ~itl• II of the Act and the regulation• . 
promulgated thereunder and to pe:'llit duly-desi9nated EPA officers 

or employees to have access to and copy such records. Section 

30l(a), 42 o.s.c. S160l(a), authorizes the Administrator to 

prescribe sucb regulations as are necessary to ca~ry out his 

functions under the Act and to delegate to any EPA officer or 



employee such of his powers and duties under the Act, except ~ 

Jc • • l . h ~.If.·~ •. u lng c. rec;i.: •t1cns, as e ••Y deem necessary. es 111pe=i.u· 

Based upcn the authority of Section 206, 201 and 301, C2 o.s.c. 
SS752S, 75'2 and 7601, EPA baa eat.abliabed a proc;ram fer apct 

assembly-line testing tnovn aa the Selective Enforcement Audit 

(SU.) proc;ram. b9"1ation1 concerning t.b• SEA proc;ram are Ht 

forth at 40 c.r.a. sa1.101 .!l !!S·• 41 red. aeg. 31472 C~uly 21, 

19'76). 

S.·.- Onder t.be SEA proi;ram, the unufacturer can be required 
. :,, 

to test a representative aample o! productio~ vehicles from a 

desi9nated motor vehicle configuration to date:=ine whetber the 

configuration is being manufactured to conform to t.be applic~l• 

emissicn requirements. ~he SEA r9gulaticns prescribe 9P•Cific 

prccedures by which SEA testing ia to be c:c:>n.duct9d, including 

p~oc~ures for vehicle 1elec:tion, preparation and pre-conditioning, 

for dynamometer operation to simulate driving conditions and fo· 

collection ot vehicle exhaust gas •ample• for analysis. A SEA 

-is initiated by t.be issuance of a test order to a manufactl.1:er 

requiring that aanufacturer to c:c:>nduct .missions testing and 

apecifying, among other item.1, the mctor vehicle confi9uration 

to be tested, the plant or storage facility from which •ehiclea 

must be selected and the procedures to be employed in aelectin9 

sample vehicles for SEA testing. Section 206Cb) of the Act, 

42 o.s.c. S7525(b), authorize• t.be Administrator to iaaue a 

test order. Pursuant to Section 30l(a) of th• Clean Air Act, 

42 v.s.c. S760l(a), the Ad~inistrator baa delec;ated th• authority 

to conduct testing t.brougb the i.s~ance of test orders to EPA'• 

Aasistant Administrator for Enforcement along vith the further 

authority to redelec;ate tbia paver to t.be Ceputy Assistant 

Administrator for Mobile Source and ~oise Enforce=ent, and in 
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turn to redeleqate to the Director, Mobil• Source Enforceme~t 

Division. EPA Delegation 7-30, November 10, 1977. Sue~ re

del1'9ation to the Deputy Aasiatant Administrator vas aade on 

Rovember 14, 1911. 

'· Under Sections 206(b) and (c), 208(a) and JDlCa> of 

th• Clean Ai: Act, (2 a.s.c. SS752S(b) and (c), 15(2(a) and 

76Cl(a), and 40 c.r.1. 116.601 !l !!S·• duly deai9nated E1A 

enforcement off icars and employees are authorized under tl:a• 

SEA proc;ram to enter tl:ae aa:nufacturers' facilities at reasonable 

times durinq nor=al vcrk~ng bours for tbe purrose of observing 

activity relating to tlle SEA testing and inspecting records, 

files, papers, processes, eontrols and facilities to dete:=ine S1 

the aanufacturar is acting in compliance with regulation• and ~e 

test order. Ordinarily, the EPA.aonitoring includes observation 

of ••bi~le and engine a&nufacture, asse~ly and storage proc.c!ures 

aa=ple test vehicle selection procedures: sample test vehicle 

preparation, pre-conditioning, aileage accumulation, enai~sio~ t••~ 

aaintenance and so&kin9 procedures, as well as th• cal~ration of 1 

' equipment; and related activities. Coiuionly, EIA inspects 

records, files, papers, p1:0cesaes, controls, aGCS facilities vhic:!l 

are involved in and associated vith the above activities and ar• 

•aintained, used or 9enerated by the manufacturer at the locations 

where t••~ •ehicle assembly, SEA test vehicle selection and 

teatizlg take place. Also, EPA ia autllorized to copr docuaenta. 

· photograph componentJ, test vebicles and facilities and obtain 

reasonable assistance from facility personnel in executing it• 

functions under the SEA program. !7A attempts to enter and . 
conduct these inspection-related activities ln conjunction vitb 

-... 

eacb SEA test order for the purpose of monitoring.the activity of 

the aanufact~rer undertaken pursuant to the test order to ensure 



that such activity con!or=s to ~· requirements cf the test 

order ·and the SEA regulations. 

1. ~he aanufacturer ia notified by t.he test order of 

t.he con!i9uration (or alternate) to be teated, th• location 

from which test Yehic:lea will be •elected, when t.he teatin9 

11 to begin and when El'A officers and employees will be 

preaent. ~he date of completion of t.be teat, and therefore 

t.be duration of the EPA inspection, is not apecified at t.be 

outset because it 11 not possible to do ao. SE.A selection 

and testin9 no~ally take up to two weeks. tf the aanufact~u 

elects to retest vehicles in an attuipt to avoid f ailinq an 

audit, or if upon faiJ.ing an audit a re-audit is nec:111ary, 

audit activity under the test order m&y continue for a 

aonth. ~he Clean Air Act Selective Enforcement Audit 

~e9ulationa, •O C.P.1. $86.601 et sec., 41 red. Reg. 31472 
-~·. 

(July 28, 1976), and the test order define the scope and 

purpose of.the audit. The test order identifies the EPA 

enforcement cff icers and employees who have been designated 

to enter,. observe activities, and inspect records, files, 

papers, processes, controls and facilities used ia or 

associated wit.h t.he au4it. 

I. Onder t.he regulations and t.he Clean Air Ac:t, a SEA 

teat order may be issued to any manufacturer at any time for 

any actor Yehicle configuration being manufactured. Wben a 

SEA t•st order provide• lesa t.ban 24 hours notic• to t.be 

aanufacturer, the SEA test order must be authorized in 

writing by the EPA Aasiatant Administrator ~or !nforce~ent. 

t. 'l'he frequency vith vbic:b SEA test orders are issued 

to any given manufacturer 1a generally based on ~at manufacturer's 

proportionate share of total vehicle p~oduction. A m.anufactu~er'• 
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projected sales volu~e ia uae-d as the basis for eatabliahin9 

the p~eliminary num~er cf SEA test orders to which.that 

aanufacturer aay be subject annually. A bi9her production 

•olume requires more audits for sufficient review of th• 

aanufacturer'1 production. '?he aasimum n~er of St>. test 

o:ders that aay issue to a given aanufacturer during a 1iven 

ecdel year is preliminarily set at the number obtained by 

dividing t.h&t •anufacturer'1 total projected 1alea for that 

model year by 300,000 and rounding to the nearest whole 

number. 40 c.r.A. 516.IOl(f). Any aanufacturer with 

projec~ed aales of le11 tban 150,000 may be ·subject to an 

initial aMual lil:it of one SEA teat order. One additional 

SEA test order a.y issue to a manufacturer for each eon~i9uration 

failing an audit and, when the annual liait figure, inc:eaaed 

by these additional test orders, bas been aet,· for eac:b 

eonfigu:ation for vhicb·evidence exists indicating noncompliance. 

lecauae tb! a9enc:y'• resources are limited, EPA aay undertake 

fever·SEA'• tban are authorized by it• r99ulations. 

10. Within thH• annual limits on th• nu~er of ten 

orders EPA may issue to each manufacturer, EPA employs a 

systematic process, as c!is~ussed belov, for c:hooaing wbic:h 

configuration of which aanufacturer to subject to an audit. 
•. 

Initially, EPA 1eeks to issue test order• propcrtionately aaong 

aanufacturers according to their respective annual projected 

aalea and to distribute th~•• teat or4•~ ~enl.y over tbe cograe 

of a aodel year. 'l'hb. p?'OCHI then employs thrH pr im&ry aourcea of 

iaform.tion, assembly-line test data, projected 1ale1 volume, and 

certification data, as bases for assigning points to rank 

configurations for tb• purpose of determining vhi~b conf i;uratin 

would be most appropriate for an audit at a given time. Once 
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configurations are ranked, the process also c:-:nsidera other, 

ncn-quanti!ia=le factors in reaching an ultimate decision ~out 

which configuration to audit. 

ll. Where data being evaluated by EPA from any of t.heae 

three aources pertains to individual ccnfigurations, points are 

assigned to the respective individual conf i9uration1 according to 

the tuidelines of the ranking ayatu. Xf the data evaluated 

pertains to engine families, points base<! on a engine family's 

data will be assigned for ranking purposes ta an individt.UJ. ·.-
configuration wit.bin the eng in• family. 'l'h• ·configuration 

receiving the ensi~e family's points will be identi!ied accor~ing 

to two factors. ~o ~in vit.h, its production rate aust be high 

enough to enable aample test ••hicles to 1:19 selected for testing 

in an expe-ditious manner. Once that determination bas been aade, 

its actual phyai~al characteristics (such aa engine code, inertia 

weight, type of transmission, or rear-azle ratio) vhicb distinguish• 

it from ot..~er configur~tions vithin ~. engine family must make 

it th• configuration aost likely to produce t.he highest ~evel of 

emissions of th• configurations in tl:lat family. 

12. Before ranking configurations, SEA'• syste:ati~ 

configuration selection process applies the general objective 

t.hat each manufacturer should receive at least one h&lf of 

its annual limit of audit• a. computed fro= its projected 

aalea during tb• model year, with tho•• audits distri!)uted 

over tb• aodel year, to ensure proper r••iew of the total 

production of each aanuf~cturer. ~us W\der t.he plan 

described below~ a configuration of a particular aanu!acturer 

aay replace anotber ccnfiguration of any aanu!acturer whicb 

othwrvise wculd bave been chosen for an audit. This res"1.t 

occurs whenever issuing the test order tc the manufacturer 
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o! the repl•ced c:on!iguration vould b•ve subjected that 

aanufacturer to a disproportionate number of audits as o! 

that time in the a~del year. 

13. Tbt ao1t important factor considered quantitatively 

by EPA 11 a configuration'• emissions data which have been 

t•nerated by a aanufacturer•a own quarterly aaaembly-lint 

testing and aubmitted to DA. fte data &llcv1 EPA to 

••aluate both the rate at vhi=h production vehicles coming 

off the assembly line fail to aeet an emission atandard 

for a 9iv1n pollutant and the aean emiaaion ••lut aeaaured 

from aasem.bly•lin• vehicle• •• compared to a pollutant'• 
·.·· 

emission 9hndard. Points due to failure rates are a11i9ned 

to a vehicle ecn!iguration aa follova: 

railure •ate 
bnc;e 

0-10, 
11-20, 
21-30, 
ll-'o' 'O' and ab~e 

Points 

0 
5 

15 
JO 
50 

Points according to the eonfi9uration'a ••an emission value 

ccm~ared ,to t!le 1111i11ion standard (ltd) are assigned as followaa 

bnge 

Kean value 11 between 0.9 
of the atd and the atd 

Mean value is greater tl:l.a.n 
the std but less than or 
equ.l to 1.1 of the atd 

Mean value 11 greater than 
1.1 of the std 

Points 

5 

15 

30 

Application o! the point total derived froe these calculation• 

will take into account tbe reliability that can be attrilNted 

to the data aubmitted by a aanu!acturer. For example, EPA 

will aa1es1 the number o! vehicles tested in order to . 
determine the failure rate or aean emission value. ~ata 
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reli&bility also depen~s upon the extent to vhich a dis~rep&nC"'J 

is found in a ecmparison between past SE.A data pertaining to 

the configuration in question and t.he manu!acturer•s CQSt 

r•cently submitted i:sttrnal aH•mbly•line dau. rurthemon,· 

..valuation of this point total also vill consider both 

vbetber a aanufacturer has failed to provide test data for 

one or aora c:onfigurations in production at tbe time tbe 

aasem.bly-line data vaa 9enerated and vbetb•r any •running 

changes• incorporated into the m&nu!acturer ot a configuration 

since that. time aay be upectlld to cause the emissions level 

ot the conf i9uration to exceed standard• for a pollutant. 

14. The nut aost impcnant factor i.n this point 

ra~ing system 11 the confi9uration•a (or engine family's) 

projected annual sales figure .. provided by tbe manufacturer 

in its application for certification. Points based upon 

projected aales are a11i9ned as follova: 

Annual Projected S&les 

0-20,000 
20,000-so,ooo 
50,000-100,000 
100,000 and above 

Points 

0 
10 
20 
JO 

Thia factor foc:uses an higher-production models and tends tc 

assure through SEA review tb&t a high percentage of Yebicles 

produced complies vith the emission •tandards. 

lS. rinally, certification data generated from prototype 

t•sting and r~arding configurations currently in production 

ar• exam1ned1 that is, EPA.revievs the pertinent certification 

data on conf igurationa ~eing manufactured either according to 

th• aanutacturer'• original application for certification or 

according to its latest ninning change application for an a.mended 

certiticate of conformity. If the c:cnfiguration'.a emission 

performance level based on that data is within 10\ of t.~e emission 
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standard for a given pcillutant, 15 pcinta are assigned to that 

configuration. Application ~f thts factor may be adjusted vhere 

analysis by EPA'• certification troup indicates t.bat certifica~ic= 

teat data aay not be indicative of vbether production vehicles of 

that.configuration are likely to ••et .. 111ion requirements. Th• 

focus of this factor is on vehicles that bave demonstrated only 

aar;in&l. compliance during the certification or running change 

approval process. 

16. Aside from th••• quantitative factors and t:.b• 

objective of di1tr~utin9 audits uaong aanufacturera 

throughout the model year, in c:.~oosing vbich configuration 

of which manufacturer to audit EPA taxes into account t.h• 

location of the manufacturer'• asae~=ly plant and test 

facilities. This factor generally is given significant 

consideration if these establishments are located overseas 

or are othe~ise 9e09raphically removed from the Midwestern 

·Cnited States. Meat manufacturing and testing establishments 

are located in the area, and therefore aoat audit activity 

can be erpected to take place there. EPA also consider• 
' 

whet.her a configuration is being m.anufactured at a sufficient!~ 

high rate to allov aa=ple vehicle• to be aelected. expeditiously 

for testing. Information on current prc~uction rates of 

ccnfigurations might not be requested from a manufacturer 

ao as to avoid suggestil\g to aanufacture:s vhicb configur

ations aay be subject to an imminent test order. 'fhus, a 

test order can designate an alternate configuration of that 

aanufacturer for testing, .cbosen according .to the normal 

aystematic process described above subject to the constraints 

regarding location and p~cduction rate, in the event that the 

primary configu~ation is unavailable for testing. 
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17. Automobile manufacturers for the aost part ba•• 

cen~rali:ed their testing facilities in eastern Michigan. 

Consequently, they 9enerally bave expresaed a preference 

that vehicle •election for any audit of any configuration 

produced in that area and other• take place at a plant in 

that area. Pursuant to co c.r.a. Sl6.,03(d), EPA ce111pliea 

with t.beae indicated preferences vben specifying location• 

for •ehicle •election pursuant to a test order unless the 

Adminis.~:ator determines that infocntion uists indicati.nc; 
. :,, 

noncom'pUance at other planu. tf a aanufac:turer does not 

indicate a preferred plant for a configuration bein9 

audited, the test order vill specify that test •ehicle 

•election be conducted at the location closest to th• 

aanufacturer'• testing facility at vbich a sufficient number 

of vehicle• are available from which a aample representa~ive 

of the configuration can be chosen .Xpeditioualy, unl••• it 

is determ;~ed that ••idence exists indicating non-

compliance at another plant. Since t.be 9oal• of the EP~ 

progru can be accomplished wit.b a relatively bigh percentage 

of audits testing vehicles selected frcm locations J.n eastern 

Kic~igan, a relatively bigh percentage of •ehicle selection 

for SEA'• takes place in that area. Once a test order bas 

been issued covering a specific manufacturer, configuration 

and facility for sample test vehicle selection, EPA sends a 

team of enforcement office:• to th• aanufacturer'• facilities 

where selection and ~est1.n9 take place fo~ the purpose of 

monitorinq the manufacture:'• acti•ity perfo:=ed in response 

to t.be test order. 

11. Experience with the administration of the SEA proc;ram . 
bas produced indications that providing a aanfacturer with advance 
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nctice of an intent to require StA tasting before EPA enforce$ent 

officers can gain access to the aanufacturer'• facilities pursuant 

to that test order can give the manufacturer an opportunity to 

alter its produc:tion proce1ae1. ~h• aanu!acturer thereby can 

bias production cf a vehicle can!i9uraticn ao that sample vehicles 

aelected fer SEA te1tin9 will not provide representative data 

vbich would •nable !PA to review ace\lr&tely th• aanufacturer'• 

production of that eonf iguration on the whole. Sucb 

notice would occur if EPA •nforcement officers requested 

permission to enter a facility to aonitor acti•ity related 

to the SEA, and permiaaion to enter vere refused, before 

a warrant authorizing that •ntry were obtained. 

19. On ·the basis of 1978 aodel year projected •al•• 

alone Ceneral Motors aay be subject to 20 teat order• during 

the aodel yea: and bas been subject to 10 orders thus tar. 

rord ••Y recei•• 11 teat orders on the b&aia of projected 
• 

aale1 and baa been iaaued I. ChryCle: aay receive S teat. 

orders b&ied on projected sale• and has received 6, ainca 

one of it• con!i9urationa failed a:i audit. !!!. 40 C.P.a. 
Sl&.603(f). American Motors aay be issued l teat order 

tt.aaed on projected sales and bas not yet received any. Pour 

European and three 3apan••• auto aanufact~rers bave been 

audited during the current model year. 

20. GM i• a aanufac:turer of automobile• and operate• 

facilitiei devoted to tbat purpose at its Willov llun •ebicle &ISL' 

plant 1D Tpailanti, Michigan. GM also operate• emission 

teating facilities at it• ••bicle &11i1aion1 testing laboratory 

1D Milford, Michigan, where GM usually 1hip1 ears for 

SEA testing after such cars have been •elected at a •ehicle 

aasem=ly plant as SEA sample test vehicles. GM produces 

bundreds of different eonf19urations during the model year. 
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21. GM is still eligible to receive 10 SEA t..st orders 

for model year 1978 configurations. The C'Onfiguration specified 

in the SEA tut order issued on .ll.lly 28, ·1978, h&s been chosen 

•• the aubject for SEA testing because of the conf igurat~ons 

currently under production and available for •election it has 

aci:umylated the 9r1ateat n~er of points under EPA'• my1tematic 

process for choosing ccn!iguration1 to audit and because no 

non-quantitative factors indicate that another ccnf iguration is 

aore appropriate for auditing. Assembly-line test data submitted 

by GK vhich, according to our analysis, pert~in• to its engine 

code 2 configuration of its 14082 engine fai:ily vith 4000-pound 

inertia weight, A•3 transmi11ion and 2.56 rear axle ratio ahovs a 

56\ failure rate of vehicles tested with respect to the emission 

atandard for nitrous oxides (NOZ), giving that configuraticm 

50 points for ranking purposes. '?be ·aean emission value for ROX 

derived from this assem=ly•line testing (1.99.grams/mile) fall• 

vit.hin 0.9 of the NOX emission standard (2.00 grams/mile), 

ccntributing another 5 pc~nta. '?be projected annual aal:es 

for tbi• configuration 11 13,741, 9ivin9 the configuration 

an additional 20 points. Certification testing C"Onducted for 

tbis configuration produced data wbicb showed tbe prototype 

C:O emissions level (15 9ram/mile) to be within 10\ of the CO 

emiaaion standard (also 15.0 grams/mile), thereby assigning the 

configuration 15 aore points. ~e configuration'• point total 

of to i• the highest for any configuration remaining in production 

long enou9b and at a·rate bigh enough to allow for expeditious 

aample teat v•hicle selection pursuant to the SEA r99ulationa. 
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22. ~he docu~ent, which ia attac~ed and incorporated 

by'reference, and sets forth the SEA test order fort.bis 

configuration will be delivered to GM by an·EPA enforc.ment 

officer at th• aa.me tiae t.be deai9nated off icer1 and employees 

appear at GK'• •ehicle assembly facilities in ?psilanti, 

Michigan, to begin aonitoring GM'• activities perfo:med 

pursuant to the SEA test order. ~he entry, obael'Y&tion and 

inspection there and at GM'• vehicle emission testing 

la0oratory.··in Milford, flicbi9an vill be conaistent iA 
'··' 

purpose, scope, location and ti.llling vitb the Clean Air Act, 

tbis Co~rt'a administrative vatTants, EPA r~ulationa, the 

test order and t.be prcc;ran described in this affidavit. 

Swem and subscribed before •• 
~11 day Of ----- , 1918 



l. '!he rule published by EPA on March 17, 1978 (43 ntll318) bins 
processi.n; cf fully halci;enated dUorofluoral.Jcaw, er CFC's, 
fer aero!Cl Fopellant uses after Decmcer lS, 1978, except fer 
cer-~in. essential uses. Such Foce5Sin; would be done by busi
nesses >cncn.n as aero!Cl f illera. 

2. 01.ly aerosol fillers \lho have ba.tght CFC's since O:tober 15, 
1978 or ~ are ctherw'ise JcnCMi tc be in the position to fill 
aerosols with Cit:' s after Decanber 15, 1978 will be c::anildates 
fer inspect.ion. Sud'l fillers may be identific by inspections 
of the rec:crds of Cit: manufacturers, by infoi:ma tion fran the 
C:Ons\mer Prcc:iuct Safety canmission (CPSC), or by ether mans. 

3. such candidates for inspection will be ranked ac:cordi?li to the 
relative quantity of crc•s estinated tc have been received after 
oe<:f.!l'lber lS, 1978. Fillers estimated to have received ncre crc•a 
will be assigned higher pc-iorities fer inspection. Such esti
mates shall be based on the reccrds cf quantities distributed 
by CFC rranJfact\:ers. If the arrc\J'it of CFC's receive b'f a 
candidate for inspection is \r'J<nown, then that filler vill be 
assigned a ranking in the middle af the ranked list. 

· 4. A ranked list of candidates for inspectic:n will be sent tc each 
Regional Office. Such lists may be aztendc later by info:maticn 
fran the CPSC or other sources. 

S. 'l'he total nlJlTCer of aero!Cl fillets to be inspected in rt 79 
by ead'l Regional Office will be dete:mi~ first. '1't1en the 
r~nked list will be used tc identify the partic:ular fillers to 
be ins?acted. The tctal ra.meer tc be inspected in eaei le; icn 
will be inspected, and s:> that an appcox:im!ltely e;ual FOa:Drticn 
of the fillers in each ~ion will be inspected. 

6. 'l'he sequence of inspection shall be detemined bf the rank order 
cf the list, except that this sequence may be adjusted tc consez:ve 
lqenr:'f reS01.rCes (such as by canbining aewral inspec:ticns in one 
trip.) . 

7. 'Ibis neutral inspection s:hene will be ncdified after the annJal 
re~rts ra:tuired by the CFC rule tc be submitted by March 31, 
1980 have been analyzed. 



.. . . 

en:a~-~g in:o near=y v&:c:-JAys incl~in; VAtcrs o! cha 

Uni:ed S:a:cs and its ::i~u:arias, aa vel1 as po11.ng A 

thra&t co c!1e envi:-on=en: and the pW,l.ic b!_alth and vel!.ue 

of the United S~ces. 

b. ~a rcpor:a~ tea~ o! & 19 ya.: old 

~~driver ac the ct.JJ;: (!1A,.I:c.) open pies on July 2,, 

1978 vhila he vaa diachar&i:; vaa:a·izl:o_a: opc:t pie &C Cl:l• 

facili:y. ':he daa:..'l v&• poaai~l7 caused by hi• i:lh&l&cion 

of coxic fuz:.es caused by a reac:icn of mixin; incccpacibl• 

cozic vascas iA th• ope pie. ho •Y• vi=•11es to th• . 
. tluch ot c.be drl.vcr rapor:ad cha presence of chok!:\1 f\mes 

:izl Che area vha: Chay ope:ad c.lla"doors co chair c~k co 

usi.sc Cha driver vho died. .'r4•1 al.so reporcad ~c his 

ttu~ vu pukad ac the eds• of the ope: pie vie~ th• doors 

ope a: the time of death. S&.maequan: l&bo:acory. ces:a of 

vu:e cake: from :be pie.a b.ave ahowzl vuca matari&ll vara . 
preaezu: i= th• pi:. vhic:h, vbe: mixed vi:h tha aponc ca\Utic 

••izl& diac.haraed fro= the driver'• i::"Uek could have e&uaed 

cha daa.ch. Final autopsy report• are aci!1 pendi:lc. Ic is. 

·ai1egedly raporcad cha: Cl.AlJ f&cili:y offici.&ls di:ac:ad :ha -driver co uke azu1 dJ.acharc• b.ia v&acea co cha ::uck r&:? on 

aa edge of m ope.a. pi:. J)Lac:.Aa.r;i:g toxic v&at:a i::o &11 

ope: pit &t cha adce of a_pi: £.I AOC a •&fa, des~able, or 

accepcable practice •inca ~xic ~c.al.raac:ions are very 

prcbabla and can :as~: iD =a duch of. ciyona nearby. 

5. Sec:io: 30~ of :ha.Federal Va:ar Pollution 

Ccmcrol Act. 33 USC 1318, ·a:d 1accio: 3007 of :h• l&sourco 

Couaarvacion and lecovery Ac: of 1976, (42 USC 69%7), pTc• . 
'\'idinc for e:c:y, izupaccicn, record inspection and copying 

and 1a:pling are reasonable, i= cha pW,lic inccresc and 

Aacasaary in order iO ca:":7 out che provision• of chese 

Ac:s, vhich Aces ara designed to protect the envi:on=anc. as 

... ·. . •. 
: . . 

. . .. . .. __. 

.·. 



.... aa =~• p~lic ht&lth an~ velfara.. 1D the 1A•~~: 

aa::a: 1: 1s :aasonable to &••~• Uio ~••d fo~ s.Aspec:ion 

~aaed on th• in!on:.a:iou and obaa:"V~:iona ae: out £n pa:a;:-aph 

4 above and in the publi~ ~:e:aa:. 

Su.bscri~ed and sworn ~o before ae 

at l&ton louse, Seate of touisi&A&, 

this _ ... 1._o.__ ot Qu~ .. c t- , 1978. 

.... 

u.J. ~ .. -r:4 

'• 

.· 
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UNlTCD Sit ... S Ci·:Vli(Q:-;;.;:_0:71\L F'i\OTCCi 

\'/,\SHll'\C.-:ro·:. D.C. 20.:~:.i 

orrici; or TiiE r.1:::~i'.,\J. co:;::szL 
\:i\Tti~!al)!~ 1:./11.L 

NOV 8 i372 

Meir.or and um 

To: 

Fro;n: · 

Sub~ cc:t: 

All Rcci6n~l Co~nscls 
.. 

tissistnnt Atlrn:inistr~tor for r:nrorcc;.icmt ::ncl 
·G~ncral eoun!icl 

~ .. · . ~., 

Visi tnrs' Release~ :md llolcl Enr;'.1lc!"s A~r~c::1ents 
as a Condition co Entry of t~~ t~rJoyccs on 
ln~ustri~l F~cilitlcs 

FACTS 

. /Ir.· a con"3i.tion to c:nti·y on industri.:l f:,c:iHtirl=>, c:crt:iin 
firr..s h.ivc rcl]uil.·ed l~!'.\ C':":f"lo;,·c:!'!': to si~1\ nr,rcc.::'.'::-n;:!i ,,.;.~ch 
purj)C1r i.: to rclc:lse th~ cn~.jl~n:,• !ro::i tnrt li~~il:.. :.:,·. · Ti•~ follt1\1~•1n 
''Vis i tar:; llclcn5 e:" rcq u l.rccJ by th.:: (J1.1cns•Corni nc; Fibcq;l:is 
Corporiltion i~ iln cxil~~lc: 

.. 
I 0 

' ,_ 

VISITOR~ Ri.1.tASI: 

ln consideration o~ rcr~ission to c~tcr the 
prctti!i~S of Owcn~-·:ornin: fibcri:;lc.s Cot~Oi."&.1tion 
an<l bC!in:; awilrc uf th~ 1:isk or injury fro::\ · 
equipment, nci;lir.cncc of etiployccs or o! o:hcr 
visitors, anJ fr~" oth~r Cilus~s, the unJcrsi~ned 
nssumes nll riuk. rclc~srs ti~id ccrpor~ticn, 
and D.Crees to ho lei it hoir::ilC?!>s f r<'m linbility 
fo'r any injury to hi1n or hi!i prop.crty while upon 
its premises .•• 

• In :iu~ition to sucl1 "Vis:.tcr!: l~clenscs" C'i:i;iloyN·~ or 
their supcrvi:;or~ h:ivn ht!cn oi •kcd to si~n cntr)' pcmitj \.'hi ch 
inclode .:m :ir.rce::it:nt th;it EPA will p3y for :iri)· i11jury or da.-:i~c;C! 

rcsultin& from our activities ilt the facility. 



1. noes si;-,11in~ ~·11ch <l ''V.isitC'lt!: llc)~;t~t,! 11 CfCt"'cU.vcl;· 
w.i.ivc Lhc: crn;:iloyce.'s rjc;ht: to t1bt.iin ci•rniar.c~ !o: torlil1uj injury'? 

2. tl;iy r:r,\ cr.1ployec:; co1~tr.'.lct11.llly ohli~:it'c ti1c l<~cncy 
to P.:lY !or :tny injurr or d:u::~r;c C.lusccl by ou.L· .:ictividc:s? 

3. N3y firms condition l:PA's entry upon sir;nlni such 
il&reemcnts? 

.. 
~ ... 

l. C:encr:illy, ye:; cr.iploy~c:-; \J.'.live t:hcir ri~i1t tCJ 
dnm;:isc:; .:ind the ~ovcrn;~·:?nt i!i prcvcni.cd fro•:i. c::1.:rcis.i.n;, ics 
ri~hl or subrogudon uncier the Fcder .. l t:.1;>loy~cs' Co~j)~r.s.:ti;ion 
Act. .. 

2. l~o; fcclc:-al to:-t li.'.lbiliL)' is. cst.:iblir.i•ctl nnd lkdtecl 
hy the Fcc!c:-al 'fort Cl:.i::•s Act, nml ::uc!1 :i~rcc~ .• cnts :ire "1lso 
invillicl :>s violoitivc C\f the Anti-Uc.f.icic:-1cy ,·ict. 

3. No; EFA cm;:iJC1yccs possess .l ri:;ht (1f entry unc!.::l." 
both the Clc.:·:m Air i\c: .'.lnd the 1-"cdcral \·:i\Lcr l'ullui.ion Control 
Act /'u~1i::nd::..e:r. ts of 19 7 2. 

D1SC:U~S70:: 

~lthC\u~h the prcci~c cf fc:ct of .:in advnnca rclc.:isc C\f 
:i.ie\bility for ncsliccncc c.:.nnc•t be dctc:'::-.incc1 1:ithout i·ciercncc 
to th.:: 1.:.\.- of the s L: cc in wl1ich the tort occurs, we i:iu!i: 
.issu::1C? tli.1t: such n~r~e~.:e:nts nrc ~ener.llly v;.il.ic!. Uy !ii~~ing 

such :1:rcc~.r:nts tPA C:""j>lC\)'Ci?S r.<ly c££cctivcl::,· \:nivc tl1i.:ir riL;ht 
to SUC !or d.:ir:::>s.:?s ilntl the COVC1."r.l!:ent I$ ri~ht or suhrCJ~;:°?tiCJ:"l 
under Lhe 'Fcdcr.ll tr.:ployecs I Coi::pcnsation Aci:, 5 use 8101 il .!.£S· 

The Rcstnt~~~nt of Contr~cts, Ch. 18, § 575 stntcs: 

Cl} A unr
1

&.:lin for C!>;C1:1p't:ic1n ft·or:t li.~bility for the ·- COl'lS Ct) \ICnCC$ of :> willful brc:ich nf t!ucy i~ illc;.il, 
nncl ~ bn1·r;.i.in for C:\c:::;1tion iro::.. li:1uili t)' !or 
the eonsequ~ric:cs o! ner.;liscncc is illc~.il i! 

(.:1) the pnrtics .:ltc ~=ploycr nn~ c~~loyce ~~d 
the b~1rc:.in rcl.l~C!i to nci.;ligC'nC :injury of 
the c~ployec in the courSI.! uf the c::-.plo:,·;:icnt, 
or, 

(b) one (If th~ pnrtfrs is ch.iq~<"cl t:i 1 h :i <lutr of 
puhlic r.crvicc, :'llld tilt.: !J.:Hi_;::in rc::l~t.:-~ lo 

ncp.lir.c:;1ce in tilt' pcrfon:.'.\ncc o~ :ir.y j.l:i-:-: 

of i c:; clu:y to the public, for "'hic:h i L kis 
rccciv.:-d or hci;:1 prcii::is~d co.:"j'>r.ns•1lion ••. • 
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l!i t:h !"lie c:H:.:pt.ion:; r.;.:-ntio11cd in the .B..c.:~..:.:.:.l~~:rt"'·.._ 
.!::l!.l!!.:2• 110 t.:'n\·r~ l l'u:: l.i.c: pnlj cy sc:c:::s lCI c~:i:; t: :1~;•1i:~::;:; c:·:j>i:.::£"' 
acn:c•:1Crnts for a~:::wr.j1tiun o! risk, nm! l'i1cy n-::~u 110:.: he 
supponctl b)' c:t'nsjdcr<ition. 10 .b:.£.~.l) ;J'C'l~·:s ~ 5~ crnd 
l!<'!;t:Ht":wnt Cir 'T't'rt~ 2tl, Ch. l7/1, ~'·~l>lL ll.:-:;p.iLc tli.i:; i~~ncrat 
rulc~.~-a7.-c~r'"IST1~un:lcr tiH! i:cuC'rnl '.l'C'lrl: Cl::ir.1s ,\<:!:· ;m:ulvin:-; 
rr.lc<JH':i tiigactl l•y civlli:111 V~SScn:-;crs prior to bo.:irJ.i.r.~ ill-fotc:cl 
r.ovcrrna:mt ~ir.crn!t inc!ic::itc t:l:it the c:c•11rts tlo not j~\·or SuC'ii 
at;rcc111\•nL:;. Crri.t:t~~.·:1:) v. l.l"c: 1 ;ii~<·1l ,\i:·r.r:'\rt CM'''·, l.3S .r. Su~~. 
530 {l!J;iu)--n ~7:.se i:. no ,f~sc~ ·~r,.:i.i.n.;;t: r.rc..•;-z, \;ill!ul, ~~
u;in Lon nct;li :;cmc:c in :;cw \'ork; Htll'C''.! '" ll. S. , l 7 3 z.·. Supp. 511 7 
(19!i9)--<l l:t."lcnsc is incHcc:tivc.: unlc.:.::; Li1c flj ~:,i)t is r.r:i:.:;.iiL.ous; 
Mone cl 1 i.t•t' v. 1;. ~., 315 r2u lC.0 (19~3)--•1 rclcn~c: co~::; llOI.: . 

cit.struy .'.1--;~;f".'.lc:tiC"n for \:ronz!ul d.:::lth in H<i:~r.:1chuscas.) 
Such n~p:lrcnt judic:.i.~l cli:;f~vor ~f ~dv:in~~ rclc~~~~ i~, of c:cic:$e, 
insuf!i c:ic~t j11s tHic:~:ion for '1SS\1':lling l:h~ r.i.sk of :;:: ;;:iint tiw::., 
anu or<linnry ;irutlcnc:c r~c:uircr. us to ;.r.r.u:nc their v;iHuity. i\lthouth 
si~nln~ • .'.l rcli.::<ise clcc,!; nC'lt nf!c-c:t th" c::-.;~lci:,·C'e's ri;:i1t to b~11d.i.ts 
unc.lcr. l'EC,\, s11c:h co:::;H~nsntici~ '1il1 orcl.i.n.:irily be 1:111c:i) lc~s :h:.n 
rni~ht be rccovt>rcci in a tort action Mj;3inst· the nc.:~li:;.:nt 
corpor.'.'\tion. 

Since the r~~b~;il E:pio~~cs' Cor?Cn!i~tion hc:t, 5 USC £131 
.'.ln<l Sl32, pr6v:i de:; th:i: iln e:;: ployec r.:'!y bl! :t:quirc;! :.:0 o.ss.i.~11 
his rir.ht: to 1>11c: third p:1rtic:!i· tc:> the t;;1itccl St:ltE:s •me: th:lt 
the c;::;:ilciyc:c r.iust, t·:ithin lir.1it:::ioa!' 1 11:1y over :i1:y ::c:c:ovcry 
!rom th.i.rcl p<lrtics &l~ rci:auur:;t•:::cnt' of r~:c.::\ benefits, I.it.? 

crnplo)'C'C 1
S rolc~~Q rrcjuciiccs tho sov~rn~cnt's richt~ ~s voll 

cs.his own. t:".;i1o''C't:$ shC'uld Lhcr~iorc i'c insp-uctrc~ ng: to }""' 
_!is;n :>Heh rclc:is!:::- u:l~~r any ci.rcuir.stanc:c>.~ .• 

Al thou:;h :in El' A c~;>lC1ycc' s c:..press :i:>?;ur.i;,tion of t~1e ris!~ 
0£ injury tu hir..scl! may be V<llicl, on ngrc:~;;cnt whic:h purj.orts 
to Clblir,atc EPA to ~:.1y all d:i:;·"~cs caui:;cd b:,· our activitlcs is 
not. !he Fed~ral Tort Claims Act, 28 USC 2G74 provid~5: 

' .... 
The United St.:it~:; sl'1.:ill be lioiblc, rcsprc:tin& 
t~c provisions o: this title rcl~tin~ LO tort 
clai1ns, in the s.1~e r.:nnncr Dll<.I to the s:•:;:c 
c,:t~nt :is ·a priv:a:;c individu<il mHler li!:c 
circumst<lnc:es, but sh~ll not be liable !or 
interest prior to judimcnt or for punitive d~::i:i;cs 

Coni;rcss h:is t;r:intcd only a :.ir:tit:cd '-'.liver of the sov~rn::ient' s 
sovcrcicn im::iun.i.ty, and 2S USC 26SO Hsts cxc~ptions to the 
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gc1wr..il \.1,1i\·cr i:t.itctl in 2Z U:iC 267.11, ~!.:?.!::1· 1:xcf•j•l:.ion~ ,,.:~.ich 
ttlr.hr uc ral"\'<lll:.: in c.ir.c:; tl1·1:-:1n::; C"l!l u! th~ a1,;.,.iull:-; t>L l::!'i~ 
c::i;>1CJ)'CCS include 21) USC 2uW(<i): 

Any cla~~ h~s~ci upon nn net or omis:loa of nn 
cr.1plOJCC Of l he (:O\'CH"nl~t·nt 1 CXC'tCi!;j n;: due C:Oll:C, 
in th<: execution of .o ~ u11.utc or n:r;ul.it:.i.on, 
wh~thcr cir nut such st.:.itutc: ot· rc~ul;1t.i.on be 
vnlitl, C'lr b:.~cd upon th\! (.•>:crci::e or vcr!orr:1:mc:c 
or the fnilurc to c:r.erci:c or p~l"!ur1:1 .l di:>crc;;..io:i.ir)' 
functi,9n ur duty on tltc p<lrt of ·a !ctlc:rnl 01zcrncy 
c:r •rn ·C'1nploy'·~ of the: Ct1\'en~;::cnt, whether or not 

.• the discrctiC1r1 involveu be auused; . ,, 
and 20 use 26SO(u): 

••. 

Any cl~im ~r1s1n~ out cf ~s~~ult, bntLcry, 
f~l~c in?r.ison~~nt, f.ilse nrrcst, M~licious 
prn5<::CU~:i.on, ,ihll~.:? o[ pr~cC~l:i, l.i:1~.l, :>Ji"lnde::, 
mi~rcprc:;c:nt.ot.iC1~, deceit, or intcrfcr~ncc 
with con::rnc::.: rit;h;s •• 

SincC' the": f;OvC':.·1•:r.~:1t 's tort linbil.l.t.y i:; lL•1itcc! by s:&1t.utc, 
nn ;11!:~:.i.11.i.:;i;r.,ti\•c- u11~crc:i!~.i.~1~ to e~;l'<liid :;11ch li:iid.Jit)' b)• 
contr::c: i:: rrc.i~,:;bJy inv••lic. In ::i:1y c.:,..'C'.nt. El',\ ~hc--.:lt! not 
cr~.:11.:c the OCC:iJr.ivll Zor judicinl rcscl;.;:.:.lon or t.isc c11.1cs:ion. 

An ndt!itio11:il bnsis !or con:oide>::in~ such inJc::'.':ni!ic::tion 
at;rt"e::i,mts i1w .. lid is the Anti-Dcfic:ic:ic:y Act, which provides 
at 31 VSC 665(::i): 

No officer or ~L1;•lO)'ec>. or the Unite cl s tu:c:. :;h.:ill 
~akc or ~uthoriza nn e:r.pcn~.lturc !rom or crc~tc 
or nuthoriic nn oblic~ci~n under any n~rrupri:tjon 
or !und in cxccsi; of tho oimount :iv.:iil:.ble therein. 

S:.nce lhc extent of the i;ovcrn::1ent Is obli~.:ition is uncc-rt..iin, 
the Co::i?lrollcr G:n~r.:.l h~s r.;t:itcd th.:1c: n contrnctunl <iSSur.:?tinn 
or toi-L'•linb.i.lity is not .ii l;mful cull~;1tion of the l.inituc! St&itcs, 
n:icl p:iyr::~nt r.i:iy no~ be r.::uk p1.1rsu:mt to· such •1crec::i.!11t!'l. (7 CG 507, 
J ~ CG S03, .lncl 3) CC 86.) ln fairnc~s tCI ccir.-:panic!'\ d1ich 1:1:1)' 
rt-1)' upo:1 the v:ilidity of sucli indenmity provision~. c.:;.1ployccs 
shoul<l be i:1strucc:cd not to :.i;n thcr.i. 

In:i:;r.iuch 3s the Clc;Jn ,\~r Act .ind the Fcdcrnl \·!:ltcr 
l'ollu~iun Conr::rcil /I.ct A,-;,cnc!:::cn~s of l!J7T"i,;rnnt r::r,\ C:':";->lo:,·ces 
a rir,ht o! cnt:r)' :;o c:orpciralc !'1cilitics, ~ co:n;>.rny r.;::iy not 
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li'l\"rutly contiiti"n lilt: c::crcl.j~: or. lh~s r~i:'.••i: \lpon ti.c sii;nin~ 
of il rclc.ir.c or in<lc1.:n.ity nt;i·cc-i.w:n. l"hc Clc:111 f.ir M:.t 
pro\'idcs, Ui.: '2 use 1S~7c--G(;:i)(2): 

••• thr. Atiministr.:ttor or hi!> <1u~:1~rizt•d 

rrprcscnt:iL:ivc, upon pn:s\?ntal.:ic•n of 11.LZ 

crcclcnt.l:ll!·---(A) ::h;:ill h;:ivc.: n richc or entry 
to, uj'on, or throu0h an:,· prc;:i.i.::;~·~ in which 
an cmis::;ion :;ourc:c.: ii::; loc;:itcd N". in \:hich •rny 
rr.cord!i rrquircd to be ~~intu.lnc~·und~r p~?A~?~ph 
(1) of this ~cetion arc loc~tcd • 

. r . 
• • 

The procc<lutc !Cir cn!orc:cn1cnt o! this ri~ht i::; provit,cd in 
42 use lS'.>7c--8~ .• 

(.:t) (3) \:hcncvcr, on the b."lsis (jf nny i:lfor::!.:ttion 
av:til:il.Jln lo hir;i, the: 1.cmini:;tr:.1.or fiivj:; t.11.:it :my 
person ii: in \'iol:.:.:.i.on o!. • • ;my rr.quin·•:i.:?nt 
oI sc•cl.ion ll.i~7c--9 of thi:; L:itlc, he r:::iy is:-.uc ."In 
orclc:r rcr1u.i.rin~ such rcr::;o11 ro co:o:j)ly \:ilh suc:h t:.:.:cr.ion 
ur rcr111irco.1enl, or he mil)' briiiu a civil :1ct:ion :i.n · 
&i c c:on:.rnce> ''ith s ui1!: cc L:io;1 (h) of tni~ :a:i: i:ion: 
(b) 'J'hl? 

0

1\C:i:1.inist:r,i:t'r J;:.::1 .C:C11r.":'.C?n:e •~I ci·:il :ICt:jo;1 for 
np~ro?r~:ice relier, inclu~in~ A pe~~anQnt or t;c~~~~=~Y 
i11j-.;1;cci.:>;;, ••:l~.u:VC:l' wiy 1•er~un--(••) f;dls or rd~!;<.'S 
to c:o=~lr w.ith ~ny reGuirern~nt of section lS57c--9 
or thii; title. 

\·!hc11 n !in: ref u::.cs entry to an 1:rA c::i;:iloyc-c: r:tforn1int; his 
f\inctions \mtier the Cle~n Air Act, the ~:'lpll"l)'C'C mny ;i;-p:·o?ri:itcly 
cite the St;Jtutc <lnd re1:1.ind the co:;ip<lny of l:l'l,'s ri~~ht to :;eek 
j\IC!icinl cn~~rcc:ncnt. lf the c:Nnj):iny pcri,;i:;t!; in it!i refusal, 
r:rh i-;hould &o to court in prcfci:cncc tu sis11inc; oi "Visilo:s 
Hclc&isc." 

In ~dditian to proc:~dure for judic:inl c~forc:c~ant 
&imil"r \to tit."lt of tht.: Clc~n Air Ac:t: • the rc:clc:-~il \foL.cr 
Pollution Control /I.ct k:1cnur:1.:nts uf 1972 reinforce t:I'A's 
richt of ca try \dth cri1:iinal a11d civil pr.n.:ilL.i<.:s. Section J09 
s tatcs: 

(c) (1) 1\ny {'C?r~on w!io willfully or nc;J.i~cnLl)' vicil~t;cs 
i:ectfon .JO~ or: this Act: (N.:i:c--Sc.'ct:ion JOS c::;t.:.ilili::hcs 
the ri1~1it: of entry). • • sh:ill be pi.:ai~~h~tl by :i fine.: o! not 
le~:: t:h:rn $2,.500 nor r.1orl! th.in $2S,OOO ricr d.iy of vjolOJtion, 
or by lm~riso11mc11t !or noc. r.•orc th~n 0;1i.: )'e."lr, or hy both. 



l! tlw c:o:1vic: Li.un l!!> !nr :i \'iOliltitm r.o;;i;;:i l.tt:J :if tcr 
:I first convict.ion or ~uc.;li pcnwn untl~r t;}lj:; r~1r;.;:r.~~,:~, 
p11:1i~J::::·:?i1'.: :-:!1~111 b.:: b;,· ;1 r~u.: l.ll U;.>~ t;tOCC Li1;.;n ~:iu,UJv 
per cJ;1y ci~ violoitiC'I~, or h:,· ir.1pri:;un;;:..:11:: !or nnt mC're 
th<m t':o )'L'o.~r::;, er b:;· hoth. 
(J) FCll" Lhc purpoSC!i or thi!"; sub.:.cctiC1n, th'.? tc1·m t person I 
sh.:ill mean, in :1tlcU.tion to ti1e t.l:!!iiniL:io:'I cont:iin.:tl ii~ 
section 502(5) of this Act, nny rc~ponsiblc corpor.:ite 
officer. 
(d) Any rcrson uho vfol.:itcs ~ccticln ••• 30S of this Ac:t. , 
nnd ~ny person ~ho viol.:itcs nny ~idcr issued by the 
Ad:n.i.nistrnto:- under $uhscction (.:i) of th.is .sectic1n 
(?\otc--i:ul>s~ctfoa {a) provides for :ulmiriistrntiv~ orders 
to enforce the right of entry), si1.ill be suhjc-ct to '1 

civil J'C~al ty not tu c:~ceed $10, 000 per d.:iy o! such 
viol.:it.i.on. ·• 

In Sr~ v. 5c~tr~c. 387 U.S. 5hi{l967) the Su?rcm~ Courc 
rC?vcrsc.:cl Lb.;.: Ct•:lViCtion Of u COrpor.:it:iCln for l"Cfll!i.:ll to t:1d;;;it 
builclir:~ in!;j't!c:tor:; of tho? Cj Ly of S.:!~~tlc. Ju:>tlcc l:hir.c 
helcl th:JC the l"om·th :'lnC rourtcc:nlh /\'.:'.C:l~i:.i!lil:S T.:-c:ui1:cd n 
w:irr.;n:: for such int;-icction:>, even \·:i1!.:rc the tcnrch u;:is 
rc.~son:ibly rel.:itel.i to prC'ltt..:ct:in~ t:hc ·public h~:il tli :mci s.if ecy 
:rnd C\'t:n d1crc i\ tC'lrjlorntion, T.:iLhcr \'11:in .:in. :ir.l.li\'itlu:il, w01s 
the: !;ubjcct. li11clcr .fu:.!: c:vj.1Jenc:c oht::i.:.:~,!.i b::; i11:::;ii..:ct•J1·~ of 
Lhe rood ~n<.i Dru~~ /,cl;;:ii:1i.:>tr~1tion h;i:; been l:clcl i:~;:1~::;issi.l.ilt.: 

\.•:1::~c th:.: i~~;::.c.;;or: .:i:..- o.~11~cl L:u11l:>l.'11l \:O cnrer. by thrcntcnin:; 
JWOtC'Cution ur.tJcr 21 USC 3;1, \:Jiich prcwit.l(!S cri:.1in:il pcn;iJ.t:. CS 
!o~· rcfu!>.:l 1:0 pc-rr:i~t crnt.r:,·, U.S. \'." ~:r.i~~r Grc-.r:c::-y C".1., 
4.10 r2,1 9S7 (!;th C.i. r., 1%9). Al thou~·.il t\JO ;:;or1.: rcc.;i:nt Sl.!pn!:::~ 
:Nirt d•~cisio~s. ~11:"1:'!•::': r..1tc-:-in~ C:C'lr">. v. 1:.s., 397 U.S. 72 
(1~70) .:rnd u.s. , .. f.is'.:!'i 1, n l:i. Ct. 1~93 (1~72), r. . .:iy ere.ate 
c oub: ~j to \.:h<?L:her ~ rct:iins it:; oric;in.il \'ij_:o:- (!;c:c 
He:-:-.:>r.:intll.l::t of the Assis L.:int: to the J)c:jiuty Cene;~l Cou01sel. 
~;cptc:-.:b.:?r 29, 1972), the poss.i.uility th:it cvidC'nc"-: ob;:ijn~d 
uncler the r~:?C,\ Anend:nencs of 1972 will be rulc.:c.l in.:idmis:;ible 
is :i risk i;:r,\ need not nssur.1c. 

St~ce the? /,mend:ients rrcivide for judicial ·P.n~orc:c~ent of 
the ri&ht of entry, EPA cr.:j)lC1yces shoulu he instructed not 
to mention the civil or cricin.:il penalties of Section 309 
\:hi:>n £.:iced \dth .i·rdu!i:il to pcrr.-.i.t entry. \·iotcn such re!us:ils 

) 

occur. th.is or .Licea shoult.l be inf orr..~:d ir.~;';'lcdiat;cl)' ~o th:lt •l 

dcci.!.ic111 c:in uc r.:ade n!' to whether to iHsu~ nn C1rder of the: 
Admlni~tr'1Lor u~<lcr 309{.i) or s~ck nn appru~r.i~tc judici'1l 
remedy unt.lcr 309{u). 

"* .. '. .. 
.~~ 
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UNITED STATES ENVl"ONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. IHIO 

Ol'•ICIO' 
UltAL ~LAND IN•09'CIMaWT 

Contact• with l>lfendanta and -.Otential 
Defendant• in Enforcement Litigation 

PJlOMz William A. lul~i'la~, ~Jj 
. Addreaaeea /$~ 

Enforcement Counael //~~ ·· I 

Kost of the A;ency•a ataff ia avare of t.b• need to 
consult vith the l>lpartment of Justice (l>O~) before contacting 
defendant• in enforcement litigation or potential defendant• 
in caae1 referred to Juatice for filin9. J want to etr••• the 
importance of 9i•in; DOJ an opportunity to participate in any 
•••ti~;• with aucb per1on1 or firm• to review their compliance 
etatua. Pailure to ob1er'9e pr(?per practice in thi• regard can 
eeriou1ly undermine the Department'• ability to effectiTely 

. :epreaent EPA and ultimately diminiah t.be pro1pecta !or aati•
~actory enforcement of environmental lava. 

I 

Beadquarter1 and regional enforcement peraonnel anould 
already be aware of the importance of including .Justice in 
auch diacuasiona wben they ~ ·1 initiated by EPA, and of t1T1ng 
the Department notice of anu opportunity to attend aeetinga 
reque1ted by potential defendant• or their counael. ~u1tice'a 
caaeload aay not always permit them to aend a repreaentati••• 
in which caae IPA ataff ahould thoroughly coordinate th• 
9round rule• of the contact vith DOJ in advance. Pollow-ap 
information ahould be provided to the Departaent'• attorney• 
promptly after th• concluaion of any •••tin91. fti• i• tbe 
procedure I eball ezpect to be followed at all ~iaea. 

J alao want to arv• enforcement etaf f to caution their 
•client• prograa office• and othera vithin th• A;ency about 
the aenait1TitJ of contact• vit.b peraona or firm• that ba•• 
been named in ca••• referred to 3uatice for filin;. lfb•r• 
are aany aatt•r• anrelated to an enforcement action -- proce•
•ing of 9rant•1 development of rulea, etc.-- in vbic:h a party 
aay be intere1ted and vbic:h aay be diacuaaed wit.bout counael 
preaent. Care ahould be taken, bovever, to determine t.be 
purpose(•) for which aeetinga are aought by defendant• and 
potential defendant• ao that appropriate arrangement• can be 
-ade. Jf aatters related to a pending ca1e are rai••d by auch 
~raona during the courae of a aeeting arranged for other 

;urpoaea, the diacua1ion ahould be interrupted and continued 
only after con1ulation vitb in-bou1e enforcement counael and 
JX)J. 
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Your cooperation vill a11ure t.bat litigation atrategy· 
i1 not compromiaed by inappropriate d11cu11ion1, and can avoid 
embarra11ment from laat minute cancellation or re1cbedulin9 . 
of aeetin91 •. If you have que1tion1 about whether a particular 
per1on, firm, or atate or local 1overnment 1• a defendant in 
enforcement litigation or ia a potential defendant in a ca1e 
which ha1 been referred to the l>epertaent of .Ju1tice, plea·1e 

.contact .Jonathan Libber of •Y •taff at 426-7503. 

Addre11ee11 .John Daniel, Chief of Staff 
A.11i1tant Admini1trator1 
Enforcement Off ice ~irectora 
Regional Adminiatratora 
aegional Enforcement ~i•i1ion ~irectora 

····-·. -·- .... ···-· ... ·---·---------···· •.·· .... ..... - . . ... . ~ ... . .,,,. ..-:~·-·-···-~--~-~ 
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MEMORANDUM 

UNITEO STATES ENVIRONMENTAJ.. l'ROTECTION AGENCY 

' l . "' .. ·( 

WASHINCiTON, D.C. ZOHO 

DEC l 0 i=SI 

SUBJECT: Ex Parte Rules Covering Communications on Issues Which are the Subject of Formal 
Adjudicatory Bearings 

FROM: Robert M. Perry ~ ,/> ~ .. p~ 
General Counsel (A-130) (/ 

TO: John E. Daniel 
Chief of Staff 
Office of the Administrator (A-100) 

co. J-2 

&t1 #= ?-

...... c •• ,. 
.......... cow ... .-. 

The Off ice of General Counsel has been asked to ad.vise your 
off ice on the handling of ex parte communications on issues 
'rising in formal Agency adjudications. Thia question is impor
. ant because.!! parte communications may. occur when, for example, 

4 party to pending or ongoing litigation seeks a speedier, more 
direct resolution of the litigation than is offered by the formal 
adjudication. In some cases, telephone calls, letters or even 
casual rem;1!"ks relating to a substantive issue ·in litigation can 
constitute a·n improper ex parte canmunication. In general, such 
communications concerning the merits of a proceeding create the 
risk that an adjudicatory decision may be set aside by a reviewing 
court. However, the.!! larte rules do not preclude the Administrator 
from en9a9in9 in discuss ons with persons regulated by EPA 
merely because those.persons happen to be involved in a formal 
adjudication. 

Accordingly, we have prepared this memorandum to guide your 
staff (l) in recognizing and avoiding .improper ex parte communi
cations and (2) in ta.king remedial steps if an !ii\proper !! parte 
communication occurs. Sections I-III of this memorandum define ex 
~arte contact• and describe the rules governing them. Section ~ 

V describes measures for minimizing the· ~dverse legal impact of 
such communications when they occur. 
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• I. Why do we have r~les about ex parte cor.:acts, and to what 
do they apply? 

The Agency conducts fo~al adjudicatory hearings in a number 
cf areas, including: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

0 

0 

• 

0 

0 

Hearings to decide whether pesticide registrations 
should be denied, cancelled, suspended, or modified, 
under Section 6 of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, 
and Rodenticide Act, as amended (7 o.s.c. Sl36d) • 

Hearings to decide whether to assess any civil penalty 
under Section l4(a) of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, 
and Rodenticide Act, as amended (7 o.s.c. Sl36l(a)). 

Hearings to decide whether to assess any civil penalty 
under Section 211 of the Clean Air Act~ as amended (42 
o.s.c. 57545). 

Hearings to decide whether to assess any civil penalty 
or to revoke or suspend any permit issued under Section 
105 (a) and (f) of the Marine Protection, Research, 
and Sanctuaries Aet, as amended (33 o.s.c. Sl418(c)) 

Bearings on the issuance of a compliance order or the 
assessment of any civil penaity conducted under Section 
3008 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended (42 
u.s.c. 56928). 

Hearings to decide whether to assess any civil penalty 
under Section l6(a) of the Toxic Substances Control Act 
ClS u.s.c. S2615(a)). 

Bearings conducted in connection with the termination 
of a hazardous waste permit under the Resource Conser
vation Recovery Act. (42 u.s.c. S6928(b)). 

Hearings to challenge the issuance of any individual 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit 
for a point source discharge under Section 402 of the 
Clean Water Act. (33 u.s.c. Sl342i. 

Bearinas to determine data c~mpensation amoun~~ und~r 
the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, 
as amended. (7 u.s.c. Sl36{d)). 

Under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), CS u.s.c. SSSl !!. 
sea.), the decisions which result from these adjudicatory hearings 
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• 
must be based solely on the formal record compiled durinq the 
~r~ceedinq, i.e., the pleadinqs, transcripts, exhibits, and . 
briefs. In order to aafeguard the integrity of the adjudicatory 
process, the Administrative Procedure Act prohibits all extra
record communications relevant to the merits of an •~judicatory 
proceeding between Agency decision-makers and interested persons 
inside or outside the Agency. S o.s.c. SS4(d), S57(d)(l). A 
decision made in a formal adjudication may alao be subject to legal 
challenge if there is reason to think that it was based on any 
material fact which is not a part of the formal record. 5 o.s.c. 
SS4(d)(l), SS6(e).· In recognition of these statutory provisions, 
the various Agency regulations concerning hearing procedures 
(see 40 CFR 5522.0l, 124.78 and 164.7) and pertinent judicial 
precedent establish rules dealinq with •ex padte• col'lllllunications 
made to or by persons responsible for maXIng ecisions in adjudi
catory hearings. The remainder.of this memorandum will discuss 
what •!!. parte• communications are, and the rules that apply to 
them. 

II. What is an ex parte communication? 

One definition appeoars in the ~PA, S o.s.c. 5551(14): 

•Ex parte communications means an oral 
or written communication not on the public 
record with respect to which reasonably prior 
notice to all_ parties i~·not given, but. it· 
~hall not include requests for status 
reports. • • • • 

This definition is somewhat cryptic and incomplete, however. A 
more useful working definition is: 

•Ex parte communication• means any 
communica~ion (written or oral) concerninq the 
merits of an ongoing formal adjudicatory pro
ceedinq, between any decision-maker and either 
(A) any interested person outside the Agency, 
or (B) any member of the Agency trial staff, 
if any of the parties to the hearing did not 
receive prior written notice that the communi
cation would be made or were not invited to be 
present and partic~pate in the communication.l/ 

An.!! parte comrn~:.i=ation could take th~ form of a lette_, telephone 
conversation, meeting, or other informal discussic-n-. (Of course, 

l/ This definition is in large part a paraphrase of the definition 
!n 40 CFR Sl24.78. 
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>leadinss, testimony, and the like presented or filed according to~ 
the heari'n9 rules are not covered.) 

III. What are the rules governing ex parte communications? 

In brief, the APA and related EPA regulations state that ex ·•· 
.2!!!!, communications concerning the merits of a proceeding are--.· 
Iiij)rOper but also recognize that they may nonetheless occur and · 
provide mechanisms designed to counteract their possible influence 
on decision-making. 

A. What kinds of communications concern 
•the merits" of a hearing? 

·.•· 
As indicated above,~~he prohibition against ex parte contacts 

covers communications re9ardin9 the merits of an on9oin9 adj~di
catory proceeding. This restriction is to be construed brc3dly 
and covers not jus~ communications regarding facts in iss~e, but 
any statement whic~ ~ould affect the Agency's decision on. ~h~ 
merits. Inquiries ~oout scheduling and other procedural .~~~ters 
(such ~s requests for status reports) may properly be made ex 
parte. (The Administrator has traditionally referred such 'Inquiries 
to the appropriate trial staff for a response.) In doubtful cases, 
the prudent course is for the Agency decision-maker to treat the 
communication as one which may concern the case's ~erits. 

B. What communications within the Agency are prohibited? 

In almost every formal adjudication conducted by EPA,l/ 
one of the parties is the Agency trial staff. Typically, the 
order by which the Administrator (or his delegate) initiates the 
hearing contains a designation of the Agency personnel who will 
make up the Agency trial staff. That order often also designates 
those persons who "'ill serve as adjudicators in the proceeding 
(typically the Ad~inistrator or the Regional Administrator, the 
Judicial Officer, an Administrative Law Judge, and sometimes 
others. > 

Members of the Agency trial staff are forbidden from 
communicating with the Administrator {or other desiqnated adjudi
cators) on an ex parte basis concerning the merits of the proceeding. 
Although the Acmin1strator theoretically can consult with other 

27 There is one exception: hearings under FIFRA S3(c)(l)(O) to 
determine data compensation payment amounts are disputes between 
private parties which are decided by EPA. The Agency is not a 
party in these cases. 
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Agency personnel who are not (and have not been) involved in 
trial staff functions (and who do not represent other interested 
persons), no substantive consultation which may concern facts at 
issue should occur unless all parties are notified and given an 
opportunity to participate. Otherwise, there exists a •ubatantial 
risk that the Administrator'• deci1ion might be baaed on evidence 
that has not properly been made a part cf the record cf the 
proceeding. 

· C. What communications with persons outside the Agency 
are prohibited? 

The APA.also prohibits.!! parte communications between the 
Agency adjudicators and •interested persons• outside the Agency. 
The legislative history ... .says that the term 

. ~., 

•is intended to be a wide, inclusive term •••• 
The interest need not be monetary, nor need a 
person be a party to, or intervenor in, the 
agency proceeding to come under· this aection •. 
The tc.: .. includes, but is not limited to, 
parties, competitors, public officials, and 
non-prof it or public interest organizations 
and associations with a special interest in . 
the matter regulated.• 

Government in the Sunshine Aet, Committee on Goverment Operations, 
B.R. REP No. 94-880, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976), at 19-20, 
Source Book: Legislative History, Texts, and other Documents, 
Committees on Government Operations, U.S. Senate and Bouse of 
Representatives, 530-531. With certain exceptions,3/ it seems 
logical to treat the very fact of a communication concerning the 
merits of an adjudicatory proceeding as evidence that the person 
making it is •interested.• Certainly anyone ·whose communication 
seems designed to influence the outcome of the case (or the 
timing of rulings) •hould be treated as an interested person. 
Again, where there is doubt about a communication's status, it 
should be treated as one by an interested person. 

As noted earlier, the ex parte rules prohibit not only 
communications ~ interestecr-persons ~o Agency adjudicators, but 
also communications by Agency adjudicators to interested persons. 
This could pre•ent problems in situations wliire the adjudicator 
does not know whether the persons to whom he or she is speaking 

I 

3/ Routine 1nquiries from the news media, or from persons whose 
Interest in the case is purely academic, normally would fall · 
outside the rule's coverage. 
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are •interested.• Moreover, as in the case of communications 
with non-interested Agency personnel, the adjudicator ahould 
avoid substantive communications with any person outside the 
Agency (whether interested or not) concerning facts at issue 
in the proceeding, unless all parties are notified and given an 
opportunity to participate. Finally, discussion by the adjudi
cator of the merits of an ongoing proceeding may lead people to 
assume the matter has been pre-judged even if technically there 
is no violation of the !! parte rules. 

IV. Bow can ex parte communications be minimized, and what 
should be done if they occur? 

It is probably impossible to prevent entirely the occurrence 
of improper !.! parte communications. In a discussion of general 
matters between industry representatives and the Administrator, 
for instance, the conversation may inadvertently move to a matter 
which is involved in an adjudication. The Administrator must deal 
with a wide variety of topics, most of which are not covered by 
the ex. earte rules, and should not feel constrainea-to avoid 
discussions with persons who are regulated by EPA merely because 
those persons also may be involved in some formal adjudication. 
But the .!.! parte doctrines must be kept in mind if such discussions 
are to be held. 

There are two kinds of measures -- preventive and curative 
that should be taken by your off ice to lessen the likelihood of 
problems. Preventive measures should include: 

( l) 

( 2) 

( 3 ) 

( 4) 

( 5 ) 

An awareness on the part of the Administrator and her 
immediate staff of the importance of the principles 
discussed in this memorandum; 

A system designed to keep the staff aware of the 
adjudicatory proceedings that are in process, and the 
parties to and issues in those proceedings: 

Attention to potential !! parte problems when scheduling 
meetings, drafting speeches, and screening telephone 
calls, and reminders by the staff of topics that should 
be avoided: and 

Similar attention to the problem by those who handle 
incoming and outgoing written correspondence; and 

For •ex parte• purposes, members of the Administrator's 
personal staff should consider themselves to ~e.part 
of the decision-making team headed by the Administrator. 
Otherwise, serious practical and legal problems could 
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arise in insulating decision-makers from staff members 
vho have received or initiated .!! parte communications. 

The principal curative measure, once an improper ex parte 
communication has occurred and baa been recognized as such, is to 
make the content and circumstances cf the communication a part cf 
the cf f icial record of the proceeding and afford the parties a 
chance to respond on the record. (If the communication vas oral, 
a written memorandum of it must be prepared.) The written canmuni
cation (or the memorandum •ummarizing the oral communication) 
must be.forwarded to the Office of the Bearing 'Clerk, A-110, with 
a request that copies of it be furnished to all parties. This 
procedure is designed to nullify the •secret• nature of the 
communication and thereby preserve the fairness and integrity 
of the decision-making process. 

In cases where.an interested party outside the Agency has 
knowingly and egregiously violated the .!.! parte rules, the APA 
permits the Administrator or other adjudicator to render a deci• 
sion adverse to that person. 
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Attached are the Agency's new •Enforcement Document Release 
Guidelines•. These Guidelines will provide Agency-wide consis
tency in the release of enforcement related documents. At the 
same time, they are designed to release as much information as 
possible to the public while still satisfying the Agency's 
legal obligations and maintaining its enforcement program. 

Accordingly, the Guidelines will assist program personnel 
and enforcement attorneys in their decisions to withhold or 
release enforcement documents requested by the public. As 
indicated in the document, most of these decisions will be made 
in response to FOIA re~uests. Nevertheless, it is important to 
emphasize -: :·,at all dee is ions for the release of any enforcement 
document should be made on a case by case basis. If there are 
any questions, the case attorney, the Regional Counsel, or an 
OECM attorney should be consulted. 

Ouestions regarding these Guidelines, ahould be addressed 
to Bill Quinby of my staff. He may be reached at FTS 475-8781. 

cc: Associate Enforcement Counsels 
Program Enforcement Off ice Directors 
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I. Purpose 

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide interpretive 

guidelines for releasing EPA enforcement related documents to 

the public in situations when the law provides discretion. The 

Agency seeks to enhance national consistency in the release of 

Agency documents by providing these guidelines to enforcement 

attorneys and program personnel. Such consistency will promote 

fairness to all public interests and ensure that EPA meets its 

legal responsibilities while protecting the effectiveness of the 
• 

enforcement program. 

This memorandum is intended to provide general guidelines. 

The decision to release a particular document may vary, depending 

on the type of document, function of the document in the Agency 

process, and the status of that process. The memorandum seeks 

to articulate the common principles which can be applied to 

situations in which release decisions must be made. Each program 

off ice can tailor these guidelines to meet its individual statu-

tory and programmatic needs. If the · ~w provides EPA with the 

discretion to release documents, these guidelines will assist 

Agency personnel in their case by case determinations. 

Agency personnel should always contact the appropriate case 

attorney before releasing documents relating to enforcement 

activities. Notifying the appropriate enforcement attorney is 

important because of the possible impact on potential or pending 

enforcement actions and the changing case law related to document 

release. All decisions for the release of any enforcement document 
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should be made on a case by case basis, taking into account the 

guidelines set out in this memorandum. 

II. Goal 

The EPA recognizes that an effective enforcement program is 

essential to the Agency's overall mission of protecting the 

environment. EPA will release as much information as possible to 

the public consistent with satisfying legal obligations while 

still maintaining its enforcement program. The Agency will 

satisfy all statutory requir~~ents to release or withhold docu

ments. If the Agency has discretion to release documents, it 

should general.ly release the documents, or portions thereof, 

unless such release will interfere with the effectiveness of 

its enforcement effort.· 

III. Scope 

The guidelines apply to any type of enforcement document, 

and include written informati-"I, material recorded on magnetic 

tape, material contained in a computer, video tape, film, etc. 

These guidelines apply whether or not there has been a specific 

request for the document. 

The document must be an Agency record. A document is 

considered an EPA record if it has some or all of the following 

characteristics: it was produced in the context of Agency work; 
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its creation or physical possession arose within established 

Agency procedures, and/or it was distributed to others, including 

the file. Generally, if a document is within the custody and the 

control of the Agency, it is considered an Agency record. Personal 

notes, message slips, appointment calendars, etc., of an Agency 

staff member may not be an EPA record if they were not circulated 

to or used by other EPA employees, were unrelated or only partially 

related to EPA activities, or were used only to jog the memory of 

the author. Bureau of National Affai!,! v. u.s Department of 

Justice 742 F.2d 1484 (D.C. Cir. 1984). 

Although the focus of the memorandum is on the release of 

documents, the ·import of this guidance pertains to information 

contained within documents. In most cases, after EPA determines 

that it will withhold certain information, the Agency will make 

reasonable efforts to segregate out those portions of documents 

which can be released. In addition, the principles in the 

guidance are applicable to the release of information during 

oral communications with persons outside the Agency. 

This guidance does not attempt to address in any aetail how 

or when EPA will release documents requested under the Federal 

Rules of Procedure during civil and criminal litigation. The 

release of documents pursuant to discovery proceedings during 

litigation will depend on the issues being litigated and the 

strategy employed. Any request for documents outside. of estab

lished discovery procedures that relate to potential or pending 

civil and criminal litigation should be brought to the attention 

of the case attorney. 
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This guidance also does not apply to requests for information 

received from Congressional committees or subcommittees. For 

guidance on handling such requests, Agency personnel should con

sult previously issued policy statements which are specific to 

Congressional inquiries, Memoranda of Understanding which EPA 

has entered -into with several committees, and OECM's Congressional 

Liaison Officer in coordination with the Office of External Affairs 

and, when appropriate, with the Office of General Counsel. 

IV. General Principles 

There are a number of statutes, regulations and rules of pro

cedure which place constraints on the Agency's discretion in 

releasing enforcement documents to the public. These statutes 

include: the Administrative Procedure Act, {APA); the Freedom 

of Information Act {FOIA) which is included in the APA, and 

requires publication and release of certain Agency documents; 

the Privacy Act which prohibits release of certain information 

pertaining to individuals; and various environmental statut~s 

which prohibit release of trade secrets and mandate release of 

certain pollution data. Other rules of procedure, such as Rule 6 

of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, require safeguarding 

grand jury material. The EPA has promulgated regulations which 

implement FOIA and state Agency policy on how it will use its 

discretion to rel~ase information in certain cases. These 

statutes and regulations are described more fully in the Appendix 

(page 24). 
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Congress has required that agencies release all requested 

records unless FOIA provides a specific exemption authorizing 

the withholding of those records. This guidance is based in large 

part on whether specific documents fall within one of the exemp-

tions from mandatory disclosure. If a document fits within 

one or more of the exemptions that are discretionary under EPA's 

regulations (exemptions b(2), b(S) and b(7)), the Agency's 

decision to release a document should be determined on a case 

by case basis. The EPA should consider releasing the document 

if no important purpose w.ci~ld be served by withholding it. 

Generally, once EPA releases a document, it may not later 

withhold the document unless the Agency can show: 1) that it was 

disclosed under explicitly limited and controlled conditions, and 

2) that EPA preserved the rationale for the privilege established 

in the exemption. An unauthorized leak of a document does not 

necessarily waive an EPA privilege. 

On occasion, a party already engaged in an administrative 

enforcement proceeding or litigation with the Agency may use 

FOIA to enhance, replace, or otherwise modify the discovery 

rules. These rules are traditionally available under the 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Federal Rules of Criminal 

Procedure, discovery rules of other Federal courts and normal 

Agency discovery procedures. Whether or not there is an estab

lished administrative discovery procedure (e.g., the consoli

dated rules of practice found in 40 C.F.R. Sections 22.01 et 
I 

seg.) the Agency may consider withholding documents where a 

privilege exists to withhold the document under a FOIA exemption. 
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For example, EPA is able to withhold investigatory records 

compiled for law enforcement purposes the release of which would 

generally interfere with a prospective or pending enforcement 

proceeding under exemption 7(A) of FOIA. Investigatory records 

(files) were defined originally by Congress as •related to enforce

ment of all kinds of laws, labor and securities laws as well as 

criminal laws. This would include files prepared in connection 

with related Governme.l]t litigation and adjudicative proceedings.• 

H.R. Rep. No. 1497, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 11 (1966). Expressed 

another way, the information must be compiled for a demonstrated 

law enforcement purpose within the Agency's enforcement authority, 

or gathered in the good faith belief that the prospective defendant 

might violate or has violated federal law. This is in contrast 

to information gathered for routine regulatory purposes or from 

customary compliance monitoring. However, an evaluation is still 

necessary to determine whether the release of a document will 

interfere with an investigation. 

Exemption 7 of FOlA contains five additional withholding 

privileges for investigatory records which EPA will less fre

quently encounter in an administrative, civil or criminal 

enforcement context. They are documents whose release would 

result in at least one of the following five consequences: 

7(8) deprive a person of a right to a fair 
trial or an impartial adjudication, 

7(C) constitute an unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy, 

7(0) disclose the identity of a confidential 
source, 
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, 7(E) disclose investigative techniques and 
procedures, 

7(F) endanger the life or physical safety of 
law enforcement personnel. 

EPA will not provide any person with exempt documents the 

release of which would harm a case in litigation. Nevertheless, 

the Agency must respond to any FOIA request on a case by case 

basis. Aaency personnel, including the appropriate attorney, 

should first determine whether an exemption applies. If an 

exemption does apply, the Agency may withhold the document, or 

at its discretion, release it to the requesting party. If an 
• 

P.xemption does not apply, EPA must release the documen~. Under 

FOIA, a party's rights are neither enhanced nor diminished by 

his or her status as a private litigant. NLRB v. Robbins Tire 

and ?.uhber Co. 437 US 214 (1978). 

Various policy memoranda explain the need to segregate and 

secure those documents related to criminal investigations and 

enforcement activity (e.g., a Memorandum from the Assistant 

Administrator dated January 7, 1985, entitled "Functions and 

General Operating Procedures for the Criminal Enforcement 

Program 11 
),. EPA personnel should follow such guidance to prevent 

the release of documents related to criminal proceedings. This 

Document Release guidance is consistent with existing procedures 

and, as a general matter, is applictsble to documents related 

both to criminal and civil enforcement activity. 

v. Releasing General Enforcement Documents 

A. Enforcement Policy Document 

These documents generally instruct Agency staff on how EPA 

will conduct its enforcement activities. Examples include a 
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Memoran~um from the Administrator dated September 20, 1982, on 

enforcement action against stationary air sources which will 

not be in compliance by December 31, 1982, and a Memorandum from 

the Assistant Administrator for Air, Noise and Radiation dated 

September 15, 1982, on issuing notices of violation under the 

Clean Air Act. 

EPA will release to the public those documents containing 

final enforcement policy. Such documents are signed by at least 

a Divison Director or equivalent. This policy is consistent 

with the Agency's objective of informing the public about how it 

conducts business. 

Even if documents contain predecisional or deliberative 

information, EPA will not necessarily withhold such documents or 

portions of them under FOIA exemption 5. The Agency will withhold 

those.documents only if an important purpose would be served by so 

doing. An important purpose for withholding might be found where 

release would be likely in the future to inhibit honest and frank 

communications necessary to effective policy making or might 

inaccurately reflect or prematurely reveal the views of the Aqency. 

Such predecisional documents include draft copies which are often 

circulated within the Agency for review and comment, documents 

which discuss recommendations and options for the establishment 

of enforcement policy, and documents which transmit them if such 

documents reveal content. These documents play an integral part 

in development of final enforcement policy. 

A waiver of this deliberative process privilege can occur, 

as in other contexts, if EPA distributes a document outside the 
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Federal government. Nevertheless, if the Agency can show that 

the disclosure was limited and controlled, waiver may not apply. 

For example, disclosure to a state agency may result in waiver 

unless the responsible off ice has determined that state comment 

is important to the Agency decision-making process and has taken 

steps to ensure that the state will keep the distributed draft 

confidential (e.g., transmittal of the draft with a cover letter 

explaining the need for limited distribution, numbering the docu

ments sequentially, and requesting that all copies be returned to 

EPA after &tate comment). 

B. Enforcement Strategic Planning 

These documents relate to enforcement initiatives and 

strategies which the Agency develops to ensure that sources 

comply with environmental statutes and regulations. An example 

is a guidance Memorandum from the Assistant Administrator for 

Solid Waste and Emergency Response dated June 18, 1982, which 

broadly describes fiscal year 1983 RCRA permit and inspection 

numbers. Agency personnel should release documents which pertain 

to a broad class of .sources, but withhold documents which are so 

specific that an individual source could use the information to 

circumvent EPA enforcement activity. 

For example, final Agency documents detailing enforcement 

expenditures for compliance inspections during a fiscal year are 

documents which EPA should release to the public. On the other 

hand, EPA should consider withholding documents, or portions 

thereof, specifically detailing the projected inspection of 

enforcement targets in various metropolitan areas. These 
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documents are primarily intended for internal use and their re

lease could enable a source to circumvent environmental statutes 

and regulations. This rationale will likely be available only in 

the narrow context of detailed regional plans to implement a 

specific enforcement effort. If the document is not an investi

gative record associated with a specific enforcement case, EPA 

may be able to apply exemption 2 of FOIA. This exemption relates 

to documents involved with internal agency personnel rules and 

practices. The case law has extended the exemption to certain 

predominantly int~rnal documents, the release of which would 

significantly risk circumvention of agency regulations or statutes. 

Crooker v. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, 670 F.2d 1051, 

1074 (O.C. Cir. 1981). Of course, a regional plan that is in the 

form of a recommendation rather than a final agency policy could 

also be withheld under exemption S's deliberative process 

privilege. 

c. Management/Administrative 

~~~~e documents relate to the day-to-day oper~tion and 

management of the Agency. An example is a Memorandum from the 

Associate Administrator and General Counsel dated November 28, 

1983, which explains the requirement for clearance of significant 

enforcement pleadings. 

Although the Agency has discretion to withhold internal 

personnel rules and routine management documents under FOIA 

exemption 2, EPA will generally release these documents unless 

their release would interfere with Agency operations. The 
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release of most final documents related to routine budget matters 

and internal Agency management will not interfere with overall 

Agency activities. If the program office responsible for such 

operations considers that a release would interfere with Agency 

operations, it may withhold the documents under exemption 2 of 

FOIA. Instances of interference are rare, and consultation with 

the office of General Counsel or Regional Counsel is recommended 

in such cases. 

EPA can also withhold documents containing preliminary 

enfo~cement budget information if their release would interfere 

with the frank exchange of ideas prior to final budget decisions. 

These documents may be exempted from disclosure under exemption s. 

o. Deliberative Support Documents 

These documents accompany other enforcement documents. They 

include certain transmittal memos, memos containing recommendations, 

evaluation of enforcement options, suggestions, analyses, etc., 

related to general enforcement matters. 

In most cases, EPA will use its discretion to release doc-

uments which are predecisional intra- and interagency documents, 

unless such production would cause harm to the enforcement process. 

The rationale for retention includes the protection of open and 

frank discussion of enforcement options. The Agency can withhold 

the deliberative portions of such requested documents under 

exemption 5 of FOIA.~/ 

1/ •Guidance for Assertion of Deliberative Process Privilege• 
Issued by the Administrator, October 3, 1984: and memorandum 
from acting General Counsel, same subject, issued April 22, 1985.30 
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E. Reference Files 

These are materials that enforcement personnel use for 

assistance in performing general Agency business. They include 

technical files, sample forms, etc. Generally, EPA will make 

reference documents available to the public with the exception 

of materials which EPA employees own and materials published by 

non-federal organizations which already are readily available 

from other sources. (See 40 C.F.R. S2.l00(b) for definition of 

agency record.) 

F. Documents Containing Attorney-Client Communica:~ons 

These documents which are not necessarily case specific 

contain communications made in confidence between Agency staff 

and attorneys for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal 

advice related to EPA matters in which the "client• is authorized 

to act. 

EPA legal personnel will not disclose, without the client's 

consent, cO!llmunications made in confidence to or from an Agency 

attor.~ey for :he purpose of obtaining or providing legal advice 

related to an EPA matter. EPA may withhold documents containing 

such information, if drafted by the client or the attorney. Also 

in order to protect the inadvertent disclosure of the client's 

confidential factual information it may withhold documents whether 

or not the communication is made in the context of litigation. 

The documents may be exempted from disclosure under the attorney

client privilege included in exemption S. Mead Data Control v. 

U.S. Department of the Air Force, 566 F.2d 242 (D.C. Cir. 1971}. 
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There are instances when the Agency may choose not to claim 

this privilege and therefore will release documents containing 

these communications. For example, EPA will release the docu

ments if the program personnel do not consider the factual 

information confidential either at the time it is communicated 

or subsequently thereto. If EPA wants to withhold documents, 

it should be prepared to demonstrate that the program client 

expected confidentiality. Personnel making intra-regional com

munications between a program office and a Regional Counsel's 

off ice should be sensitive to the fact that the communications 

may be confidential and not available for disclosure at a later 

date. For exa~ple, the document may be stamped •confidential, 

not for release under FOIA• thus limiting distributi~n only to 

the EPA personnel who need to know and are authorized to act for 

EPA on the particular matter. EPA should release documents in 

which the attorney is only stating general Agency policy or if 

the advice is later adopted as Agency policy. EPA should consider 

release of documents, or portions thereof, containing attr.~ney

client communications if the release would not harm future frank 

exchanges between Agency staff and its attorneys. 

VI. Releasing Case-Specific Documents 

A. Case Files 

In General' 

Documents in case files contain legal and/or technical 

information related to a specific case or party. Case files are 

frequently located in a number of off ices, including offices 
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that conduct field investigations, perform technical evaluations, 

or provide legal assistance. 

Case file documents accumulate at these separate off ices 

during different stages in the enforcement process (e.g., while 

EPA is investigating a party, while EPA is initiating an admini-

strative enforcement action, or after EPA issues a formal enforce-

ment document). Whether EPA will release the information may 

depend on the stage of the enforcement activity. Release is 

generally appropriate when the party is in compliance with the 

law or the compliance status is unknown. Documents containing 

technical information related to the party's routine compliance 

monitoring or tracking are available to the public or to poten

tially responsible parties in CERCLA litigation. 

Once EPA identifies a potential violation, it may withhold 

investigatory documents in order to prevent interference with 

any potential or pending enforcement proceeding. In such cases, 

EPA should withhold the documents to prevent harm to any potential 

enforcement action which may occur by the ~remature release of 

evidence or information. If EPA wants to withhold the documents, 

it has the burden of demonstrating the potential harm to an 

enforcement proceeding. This decision should be made on a case 

by case basis. EPA would be able to withhold these requested 

documents under exemption 7(A) of FOIA. NLRB v. Robbins Tire and 
~ 

Rubber Co., 437 U.S. 214 (1978). 

In many cases, the Agency will use its discretion and release 

investigatory data. This policy (with the exception of criminal 

investigations) serves the useful purposes of helping a source 
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identify the environmental problem, allowing the source to comment 

on the accuracy of EPA factual findings, and informing the public 

of the extent of the environmental problem. 

In other instances the Agency will consider withholding of 

investigatory documents. The .further the Agency proceeds in any 

enforcement action or the more data the Agency interprets, the 

more reluctant it will be to use its discretion and release 

documents without a mutual document .exchange with the source. 

The Agency will also be reluctant to release investigatory 

findings where adequate quality assurance checks have not been 

made, and the release of the findings could interfere witn the 

enforcement ac~ivity. Finally, the necessity to protect confi

dential information, and the greater need to maintain secrecy in 

criminal investigations provide valid reasons for the Agency to 

retain documents. Agency personnel should always discuss 

investigatory documents which relate to enforcement activity 

with the case attorney, the Regional Counsel or an OECM attorney 

prior to the release decision. 

Once an enforcement a~_ion is concluded, EPA will be mo~= 

willing to release investigatory documents because their release 

is less likely to interfere with an enforcement proceeding. 

Nevertheless, if their disclosure would interfere with other 

similar or related proceedings, reveal the identify of informers, 

or if other exemption 7 privileges still apply, EPA may withhold 

the documents. 

Case files may contain information in documents which a com

pany considers confidential business information. As discussed 
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in the Appendix, part O, EPA is statutorily prohibited from 

releasing confidential business information. 

Attorney Work Product And Attorney-Client Materials 

Other types of documents which EPA may withhold are those 

prepared by, for, or at the request of an attorney in anticipa

tion of litigation. The courts allow EPA to withhold such 

attorney work product documents in order to create a zone of 

privacy around the attorney to protect the adversarial process. 

Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495 (1947). While EPA may withhold 

such documents under exem?tion S, it may make a discretionary 

release of the documents. In such a case, the Agency staff, 

including the attorney, would determine on a case by case basis 

that the release would not result in harm to the attorney's 

ability to operate freely in litigation. In order for EPA to 

withhold a document under the attorney work product privilege, 

the document must have been prepared at the time when there 

was some articulable violation. Litigation need not have been 

pending: however, there should be some prospect of litigation, 

either administrative or judicial. 

Specific types of documents which may be protectable as 

attorney work products and which EPA may choose not to release 

0 Investigative reports prepared by field 
investigators under the general direction 
of attorneys to verify further a viola
tion, and which would be relied upon by a 
reviewing attorney1 

0 Documents prepared at the request of 
technical staff working with attorneys 
in anticipation of, or preparing for, an 
administrative hearing or litigation; 
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0 
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Reports prepared by consultants under 
direction of attorneys to assist attorneys 
in preparation for litigation; 

Reports from experts prepared under direction 
of attorneys which organize and summarize the 
evidence for a particular enforcement action; 

Attorney-prepared factual synopses of, and 
opinions on, a particular case; 

Attorney notes summarizing the facts and 
observations on the evidence; 

Attorney notes of conversations with program 
personnel, company representatives, etc.; and, 

Witness interviews conducted by attorneys or 
employees working on their behalf. 

Below are examples of documents which may not be protected as 

attorney work products, but could be protected as investigatory 

records if they meet the .requirements of exemption 7: 

0 

0 

Routine investigatory reports gathered 
during regular compliance monitoring; and, 

Verbatim witness reports and statements. 

Whether or not a document is an attorney work product will 

depend on a case by case review of the document in the context of 

the particular enforcement activity. Even if the attorney work 

product privilege does not apply, other exemptions, s~cn as for 

investigatory records (exemption 7), may permit the Agency to 

withhold the document. 

Case files may also contain documents with attorney~client 

communications. EPA policy related to attorney-client documents 

is discussed above on pages 12 - 13 in the context of general 

documents. 
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Settlement Documents 

In negotiating a settlement of an enforcement action, EPA 

will frequently exchange draft settlement terms with the opposing 

party. These terms are often embodied in a draft administrative 

or judicial order. The drafts facilitate Agency consideration 

of settlement. 

The law on whether an agency may withhold settlement docu

ments under exemption S of FOIA is currently unresolved. If 

there is the likelihood that non-parties will ~quest settlement 

documents during litigation, the lead counsel should consider 

seeking a protective order. Or at the minimum he should seek a 

stipulation between parties that they will not release the 

settlement documents. Although in this latter case, the stipu

lation would nQt negate EPA's obligation to honor a FOIA request, 

insofar as it is valid. 

In all such settlement situations, even if no protective 

order or stipulation exists at the time of a request under FOIA, 

EPA may consider withholding sue~ documents under the theory 

that review and comments are necessary for intra-agency review 

of the settlement (exemption 5). However, before such records 

are withheld, consultation with the Office of General Counsel or 

Regional Counsel is recommended in view of the unsettled law in 

this area. Any transmittal of settle~ent documents to an opposing 

party should explain that the Agency expects that party to keep 

the documents confidential. It should also contain language indi

cating that the limited dissemination is only intended to help the 

Agency decide whether the settlement is appropriate. 
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The above guidance is consistent with the Agency goal of 

providing for public participation in the litigation settlement 

process. If a non-party feels that it needs to protect its 

interests in particular litigation, the non-party may seek 

intervention in a civil suit. Depending upon the scope of 

intervention permitted by the Court, the party-intervenor may 

participate in resolving the litigation by reviewing a negotiated 

order or even participating in the negotiations. In addition, 

the Department of Justice will notify the public in the Federal 

Register of any proposed judicial co~sent decree. The public 

will then have the opportunity to comment on the decree before it 

becomes final. 

Other Documents 

Other documents which may be located in case files are law 

enforcement documents which discuss unique investigative techni

ques not generally known outside the government. EPA need not 

disclose such documents when they describe specific investigatory 

techniques employed to detect violations or report on t~chniques 

for a particular investigation (e.g., a docume~t which lists 

those particular facts which a field investigator will examine 

during the inspection of a narrow class of sources). EPA should 

not disclose such documents if the release of the document could 

assist a potential target of investigation in avoiding EPA's 

detection of an existing violation. EPA is able to withhold 

·these requested documents under exemption i(E) of FOIA. 

Document retention should not extend to routine proqedures 
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already known to the public, such as common scientific tests, 

technical reports which discuss indicators of compliance, 

and methods for interviewing witnesses. 

EPA will generally release to the public enforcement docu

ments which it issues to sources during formal enforcement 

actions Cother than pre-final settlement documents). Examples 

of such documents include notices of violation under the Clean 

Air Act, administrative orders, and pleadings which are filed 

with an administrative hearing ot~icer or court. Since the 

decision in Cohen v. ~, 575 F. Supp. 425 (D.o.c. 1983), EPA 

has dec1:ed to release, except in very limited circumstances, 

the names of potentially responsible parties for hazardous waste 

site clean~up in response to FOIA requests. EPA will enter the 

names into the data base of a computer system and will provide 

requesters with a list of potentially responsible parties who 

have received notice letters. (See Memorandum from Gene A. 

Lucero, Director of the Off ice of Waste Programs Enforcement to 

Waste Management Oivisio~ Directors dated December 9, 1983.) 

Documents may be in enforceme::t files which relate to now 

EPA should use its enforcement discretion to prosecute a particular 

polluter. As a general matter, EPA need not release such documents 

if to do so would cause harm to the enforcement process. The 

EPA is able to withhold these documents, if predecisional, because 

under exemption S they would compromise the deliberative process 

of the Agency, as attorney work product, and/or as attorney-client 

privileged. In addition, they may be withheld if they are investi

gatory documents, the release of which would interfere with a 
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potential or pending enforcement action (exemption 7(A)). EPA 

will release documents containing general enforcement discretion 

policy statements, unless it is clear that their release would 

interfere with enforcement proceedings and therefore qualify 

them as investigatory records. 

The need to withhold documents discussing enforcement 

discretion may diminish once a final decision is made or a case 

is concluded. At that time, in responding to a FOIA request 

after final action, the office considering a document release 

should assess whether the release of a predecisional delibera

tive document or an attorney-client communication would hinder 

free and frank discussion. The attorney work product privilege 

is not necessarily lost ~f litigation, or the potential for 

litigation, no longer exists. !!£. v. Grolier, Inc. 103 s.ct. 

2209 (1983). Even in the case of concluded or halted criminal 

actions, additional concerns might preclude the release of the 

documents. EPA will not release documents if they disclose the 

identity of a confidential source, confidential information, or 

investigative techniques and procedures, or ~f this release 

would endanger the life or physical safety of law enforcement 

personnel. These exemptions under FOIA related to criminal 

cases are found in exemptions 7(0), (E) and (F). (See page 6.) 

B. Case Status Reports 

These are manually created or computerized documents in which 

the Agency reports enforcement activities. The documents may be 

related to compliance tracking, general enforcement planning, and 
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ongoing specific enforcement actions including active cases 

against violating sources. 

These case status reports serve a number of functions, 

including compliance monitoring. The Agency will make available 

to the public documents containing information relating to track

ing various matters related to pollution sources. The EPA will 

consider withholding documents (including non-public documents 

after a case is referred or filed) once a source is identified 

as violating an environmental standard. Whether the Agency will 

release a document after it makes that identification depends on 

the degree to which its release will lnterfere with enforcement 

proceedings. For example, the release of a list of suspected 

violating sources for which EPA is completing its investigations 

might interfere with the normal enforcement process. The EPA is 

able to withhold these requested investigatory reports under 

exemption 7(A) of FOIA. Other case status reports are used as 

litigation planning and management tools. These reports, 

whether prepared by attorneys or program personnel working with 

the attorneys, might fall within the category of attorney work 

product as discussed above. 

VII. Conclusion 

All determinations for the release of any document must be 

made on a case by case basis, in light of applicable legal 

authorities and the guidelines discussed in this document. 

Enforcement attorneys are available at headquarters and in all 

regional legal offices for additional consultation on these 
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matters. Regions are encouraged to establish internal procedures 

to ensure that the Regional Counsel is notified of all written 

requests for enforcement-related documents. 

The policies and procedures set out in this 

document are intended solely for the guidance 

of government personnel. They are not intended 

and cannot be relied upon to create any rights, 

substantive or procedural, enforceable by any 

party in litigation with the United States. The 

Agency reserves the right to act at variance with 

these policies and procedures and to change them 

at. any time without public notice. 

Courtney M. Price 
Assistant Administrator for 

Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring 
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APPENDIX 

There are a number of statutes and regulations which place 

constraints on the Agency's discretion to release enforcement 

documents to the public. The statutes listed below expressly 

require or prohibit disclosure of records; the regulations 

address EPA policy. 

A. Administrative Procedure Act (APA) 

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is contained in Section 

552 of the APA. 5 u.s.c. S 552. Conqress enacted FOIA for the 

express purpose of increasing disclo~ =e of agency records. The 

first part of FOIA mandates the disclosure of certain agency 

documents. An agency is required to publish in the Federal 

Register certain enumerated types of material. In addition, 

FOIA requires all agencies to index and make available for public 

inspection and copying other enumerated types of material. Such 

documents include statements of policy and interpretation adopted 

by the agency, administrative staff manuals, and instructions to 

staff that ~:feet members of the public. Finally, FOIA ~aquires 

disclosure, on request, of all reasonably described records, 

unless the documents can be classified within one or more of the 

nine categories of records that are exempt from the disclosure 

requirements. Court decisions have clarified which documents 

are properly classified as exempt from mandatory disclosure. 

Although FOIA permits the Agency to withhold certain 

documents from disclosure, it does not provide guidance on how 

the Agency should use its discretion to release •exempt• or 
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•pri vileged• documents. Because FOIA contains an exemption 

from release for certain documents it does not automatically 

mean EPA should withhold them. 

Accordingly, EPA has promulgated regulations which clarify 

how the Agency will utilize its discretion to release documents 

which it could withhold as exempt under the statute. These 

regulations are found in 40 C.F.R. Part 2. 

B. The FOIA Regulations 

The Agency has determined that it will not release any 

document which falls within certain of the exemptions unless it 

is so ordered by a federal court or in •exceptional circumstances• 

with the approval of the Off ice of General Counsel or Regional 

Counsel. 40 C.F.R. Section 2.119. These documents include those 

related to national defense or foreign policy; documents for which 

a statute prohibits disclosure; trade secrets; personnel/medical 

and related files, release of which would constitute an unwarranted 

invasion of personal privacy: reports prepared by, or for, an 

Agency responsible for regulating financial institutions: and 

geological and geophysica~ information. On the other hand, the 

regulations allow the Agency to utilize its discretion in decid

ing whether to release requested documents related to internal 

personnel practices, intra-agency or interagency memoranda, and 

investigatory records. Disclosure of such records is encouraged 

if no important purpose would be served by withholding the records. 

40 C.F.R. Section 2.119(a) 
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c. Privacy Act 

Congress enacted the Privacy Act in 1974 to promote govern

mental respect for the privacy of citizens. 5 u.s.c. s 552a. 

Section 3(b) of the Act prohibits agencies, except in 12 specified 

instances, from releasing or disclosing any record maintained in 

a system of records pertaining to an individual (other than to 

that individual) with·out prior written consent of the individual. 

If EPA must release a document in response to a FOIA request, it 

is exempt from the nondisclosure provisions of the Privacy Act. 

o. Confidentiality 

The environmental statutes which EPA enforces prohibit the 

release of documents or info~mation that contain trade secrets 

or confidential commercial or financial .information. This pro

hibition is usually located in the individual section of the 

statute dealing with EPA investigatory authority, e.g., Section 

114 of the Clean Air Act, 42 u.s.c. S 7414; Section 308 of the 

Clean Water Act, 33 u.s.c. S 13181 Section 3007 ~f the Resource 

Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 u.s.c. S 6927; and Section 104 

of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 

Liability Act, 42 u.s.c. S 9604. In addition, The Trade Secrets 

Act, 18 u.s.c. S 1905, contains an independent prohibiti~n against 

certain release of confidential business information by agencies. 

section 1905 makes it a crime for a federal employee to disclose 

such information. 

On September l, 1976, EPA promulgated procedures and substan

tive rules on how to handle information that may be confidential. 
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Th••• regulations at 40 ~.F.R. Part 2, Subpart a, e1tabliah 

basic rule• governing the handling of business information. 

The regulations at 40 C.F.R. S 2.204 require that before docu-

ments are released, EPA personnel must determine whether the 

documents are confidential, or whether the business asserts a 

claim of confidentiality. In general, if there is a claim, the 

material cannot be released prior to a review and confidentiality 

determination by the appropriate EPA legal off ice and notice to 

the submitter. Agency guidance explaining the procedures for 

handling business information under the regulations can be found 

in a Memorandum from the Deputy Admin:~trator dated November 6, 

1980, and entitled •01scloaure of Business Information under FOIA.• 

£. Statutes Requiring Disclosure 

Many of the environmental statutes EPA enforces generally 

require the disclosure of certain information. For example the 

Clean Air Act requires that information EPA obtains under section 

114, other than trade secrets, shall be available to th• public. 

CERCLA has a similar provision in Section l04(e)(2). Where the 

environmental stat~te generally requires disclosure of infor~ation 

obtained under the investigatory authority, EPA will interpret 

this language conaiatent with FOIA. 

F., Th• Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Federal Rules 
of Criminal Procedure 

' 
Although exemption S has not been construed to incorporate 

every privilege in civil discovery, ge·nerally, those dor-...uments 

which are privileged under Rule 26 of the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure are documents which the Agency can withhold under FOIA. 
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Federal rules of procedure do not in themselves qualify under 

exemption 3 of FOIA, which protects information apecif ically 

exe~pted from disclosure by statute. However, when Congress 

subsequently modifies and enacts a rule of procedure into law 

the rule ~ay qualify under the exemption. For example, it has 

been held t~at because Congress altered Rule 6(e) of the Federal 

Rules of Criminal Procedure (concerning matters occurring before 

a grand jury), that rule satisfies the •statute• requirement of 

exemption 3. Therefore, grand jury material in the hands of 

Agency personnel can be withheld under FOIA. Other rules raquire 

the release of certair. ~ocuments to criminal defendants. 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

OCT S SM 

MEMO~ANt>UM 

~ro 1-I 
llM ff {,f, 

SUBJECT: Guidance for Assertion of Deliberative Process 
Privilege 

TO: Assiitant Administrators 
General Counsel 
Inspector General 
Associate Administrators 
Re;ional Administrators 

The following guidance covers the assertion of the 
deliberative process privilege in response to depositions, 
motions to compel discovery and questions posed at a trial or 
hearing.~/ · 

By se~arate action today, I have approved a delegation of 
authority a~:horizing you to ~ssert this privilege on behalf 
of EPA. The guidance should be consulted and applied when 
exercising t~e authority to assert this privilege. (See dele
gation entitled •Assertion of Deliberative Process Privilege.) 
The guidance covers three areas: 

• When should EPA assert the privilege? 

• Who should assert the privilege? 

• How should one assert the privilege? 

The purpose of this privilege is to prevent ~isclosure cf 
certain doeumenos or other materials eontaining personal acv1ce, 
recommendations or opinions relating to the d•velopment of 

1/ Thia guidance does not cover assertion of this privilege in 
freedom of Information Act matters. Nor does it cover other 
discovery privileges such as attorney vork product, attorney 
client, etc. Finally, proper objections may lie to discovery 
that are not based on any privilege sueh as OOJections to cis
covery of legally irrelevant evidence. 
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Agency poli~, n.ilemaking, use of enforcement discretion, the 
settlem•nt of c1se1, etc. Public disclosure of such material 
would be likely either to inhibit the honest exchange of views 
or in1ecur1tely reflect or prematurely disclose the views of 
the Agency. 

?. Baekground 

The deliberative process privilege appli•• to information 
which la generated aa part of the process leading to a final 
Agency decision or action on a matter. Th• function of the 
privilege i• to encourage the honest and free expression of 
opinion, auggeations and ideas among those formul1ting policy 
for government agencies. United States v. Berripan, 482 f .2d 
171 (3rd Cir. 1973). 

Inherent in thia rationale ia the asaumption that, absent 
the privilege, the range of fresh tde11 will be limited by 
fear of later public scrutiny of internal statements 1nd sug
gestions. Thus, ef feetive and innov1tive government will 
auf fer. Thia purpose has been recognized in deciding that th• 
privilege applies to documents •10 candid or per1on1l in 
nature that public disclosure is likely in the future to stifle 
the honest and fr1nk communication within the agency.• Coastal 
States Gas Corp. v. Dept. of !ner;y, 617 P.2d 854, 166 (D.C. 
Cir. 1980). 

The privilege likewise •covers recommendations, draft 
documents, proposals, suggestions and other aubjective documents 
which reflect the person1l opinion of the writer rather than 
the policy of the •;ency.• ~· Perhaps the most encompassing 
definition holds th1t •it ia well established that the privilege 
obtains with respect to intr1-governmental documents reflecting 
advis~ry OFiniona, recomm~ndations, and deliberation• compris
ing part of a process by which governmental decisions and 
policies are formulated.• Carl Zeiss Stiftun~ v. V.£.B. Carl 
Zeiss, Jena, CO F.R.D. 318, 324 \D.D.C. 1966), aff 'd 384 F.2d 
979, cert. denied 389 U.S. 152 (1967). 

There are aever1l limitations upon the otherwise broad 
reach of the privilege. First, the document or oth•r written 
material aust be predecisional, aeanin; generated before the 
policy to which 1t pertain• w11 adopted by the Agency. In the 
case of .. ntal impre1sions or opinions, predecisional aeana 
th1t the inform•tion aou;ht in discovery consist• of thoug~t• 
that were never communicated in writing as part of the policy. 
••tting or rulemaking process. Any document written to explain 
or support an established policy 1• not privileged. ~ v. 
Sears, Roebuck •nd Co., 421 u.s. 132 (1975). Furthermore even 
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if a document v11 predecisicnal vhen prepared, it can lose that 
atatua •tf it is adopted, formally or informally, 11 the agency 
position on an issue or ia used by th• agency in it1 dealings 
with the public.• Coastal States Gas Cor2. v. Dept. of Ener;y, 

·617 r.2d at 866. The privilege also doea not apply to matters 
which are purely factual in nature unless auch factual material 
is inextricably bound within truly deliberative or opinion 
matters. Smith v. !!£• 403 r. Supp. 1000 (D. Del. 1975). 

II. When to Assert the Privilege 

Although the law allows th• Agency to assert this privilege 
in a vide variety of situations, it does not reguire the Agency 
to exercise that right. Indeed, it ia EPA policy that the 
Agency will not ••••rt the privilege in every case vhere it 
applies. The Agency has a responsibility to th• public to 
provide the r•levant facts which underlie a particular policy. 
This responsibility suggests that ve disclose data and the 
reasons supporting a policy on occasion vhich might ot~erwiae 
fall within the scope of the privilege. 

. The Agency should release documents or other materials 
otherwise subject to the deliberative process privilege except 
where: 

• release of the docwments or other 
matters may cause harm to the public 
interest (See Section IV (5) for 
definition of harm), 

• the documents or other matters are 
subject to another privilege which 

• would justify nondi1clo1ure, or 

• release of the material would be 
unlawful.2/ --

Documents or other material• 1hould not be withheld solely 
because they would reveal flaws in the case or information 
embarrassing to the government. · 

• 
III. Who Should Assert the Privile;e 

In general, the head of th• off ice responsible for devel
oping the document or material in question should assert the 

11 It is the responsibility of counsel to decide whether the 
materials are aubJect to 1ome other privilege or their release 
is unlawful. 



privilege on EPA'• behalf where appropriate. Thus, tf a liti
gant makes a discovery request at a regional office seeking 
production of matters which originated with a Headquarters 

_program office, th• deciaion to ••••rt the privilege ahould 
probably be aade by the head of that Headquarter• program 
off ice. Of courae, if the document waa produced in a regional 
office, the Regional Adminiatrator would assert the privilege, 

. if appropriate. 

'IV. Row to Assert the Prtvil•R• 

The guidance contained in this section ahould be followed 
in asserting the deliberative process privilege. The delibera
tive process privilege may be claimed only for document• or 
other materials which are truly deliberative or recommendatory 
in nature and .consist of adviaory matter or personal opinion 
rather than factual matter or Agency policy. Material or 
documents which are esaentially factual in nature or which 
embody policies upon which th• Agency has relied may not be 
withheld under th• claim of deliberative process privilege. 
Furthermore, material which 11 clearly factual and which can 
be excised from deliberative material must be extracted and 
disclosed. 

At a deposition, trial, or hearing, or aimilar circum
stances where it is impracticable for the Agency to have a 
high official on call to claim the privilege, the privilege 
may initially be asserted by the attorney representing the 
Agency. He or she will raise and protect any potential claim 
of privile;~ by objecting to a question posed and directing 
the witness not to answer. If necessary - for example, in 
order to respond to a motion to compel - the attorney must 
furnish an affidavit from the appropriate Agency official 
which formalizes and supports the assertion of the privilege. 
The affidavit would be furniahed to opposing counsel and, when 
appropriate, to the hearing officer or trial judge. 

In fonn1lly asserting the privilege, the delegatee should 
comply with the following: 

· 1) All delegate•• muat obtain the advance concurrence 
of th• Off ice ot General Counsel befote asserting the privile~e. 

2) The privilege ahall be claimed by executing an 
affidavit to be furnished to opposing counsel and, when 
appropriate, to the hearing officer or trial judge. 

3l Where appropriate, the affidavit ahall identify 
each document, portion of the document or other matter for 
which the privilege is claimed. 
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4) The affidavit shall specify that the dele;atee has 

personally reviewed each document or other matter for which 
the privilege is being claimed. 

In cases involving an extraordinarily large amount of 
material, th• delegatee need only review a representative 
aample. It is understood that these will b• extreme cases. In 
addition, the process of selecting the representative sample 
will be under close scrutiny. Alternatively, the dele;atee may 
rely upon a personal brief in; of • responsible Agency employee 
with personal knowledge of the aatters for which the claim of 
privilege is sought or upon a comprehensive affidavit of auch 
• responsible Agency employee in lieu of a briefing. The 
affidavit of the delegate• shall atate the extent of the review 
and whether he or ahe 11 relying upon the brief in; or affidavit 
of another. 

5) The affidavit shall contain a statement that in the 
judgment of the affiant (delegatee), disclosure of the documents 
or other matters may cause an identifiable harm to the public 
interest. For these purposes, •harm• may be found where public 
disclosure is likely in the future to inhibit honest and frank 
communication necessary to effective policy making or might 
inaccurately reflect or prematurely reveal the viev1 of the 
Agency. Documents or other materials should not be withheld 
aolely because they would reveal f law1 in the c11e or inf orma
tion em~arrassing to the government. 

61 Any agency official wishing to assert this privilege 
must be prepared to provide the material in question to the 
court for en in car.1era review. 

~d£-9ea4 
William D. Ruekelshaus 

' 
LE·30~:J.L1bbtr:lt:426-7S03:Rm.3404M:2/22/84:Disk;L1bber:8/9 
Revision:2/27/84:3/l/83:3/6/84:3/30/84:4/S/84:4/9/84:4/12/84 
S/7/84:S/10/84:7/27/84 
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'" OELrGATICttS 

GEt-:E:RAL, MJAINI ~TIVE, AND MI SCElJ.AN'EXlJS 

1-49. Assertion of the Deliberative Process Privilege 

1200 nJ 106 
10/3/84 

l. AL'n401Un'. To assert the delibentive process privilege in judicial and 
aaninistrative litigation with respect to doc:\l!ents, portions of doo.ITl!nts, 
or other 11i1terials within the control of the Agency. 

2. TO WHC'M DEt!XiATtD. Deputy A&\inistrator, Assistant Am!inistrators. 
General Counsel, Inspector General, Associate Administrators, and Re;icnal 
Adr'\inistrators. 

3. LI~IT.ATICNS. All delegatees nust obtain ~ ccnc:urrence of ~ General 
Counsel befo!'e asserting the deliberative process privil999. 

4. R£0£t.!=X'.',.AT!~ At.mfOl::t!'IY. This authority nway not be Ade legated. 

5. AnO!T!ONAL REF'EREN~. 

a. Rule 501, Federal Rules of Evidence: 

t. ~ule 26, r~deral ~les of Civil Procedure: and 

c. See the M~rTOrandl.r of Octoher 3, 1984, frCJl'I Willian O. ~ckelshaus, 
Administrator, to ~ssistant Adr'iinistrators, General Counsel, Ins;:>ector General, 
Assxiate Ac:r.inistrators, and ~e;ional A~inistrators entitled •Guidance for 
Assertion •ot Deliberative Process Privilege.• 



M!!10 RA.': OUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, C.C. ZOUO 

M>R 2 2 1985 

Deputy Administrator 
Assistant Administrators 
Inspector General 
Associate Adminiatratora 
Regional Adminiatratora 

Gerald H. Yamada .~~¢ ~~..._ 
Acting General -ansel ~ 

Assertion of the Deliberative 
Process Privilege 

orr1c1 or 
•l.,.lllAt. C0\.1'"111. 

On October 3, 1984, the Administrator delegated to you the 
authority to assert the deliberative process privilege in litigation 
on the condition that you obtain the General Counsel'• corw:urrence 
before asserting the privilege (see attached). This memorandum 
aets forth the procedures for obtaining that concurrence. 

In general, the head of the office responsible for developing 
the document or material in question should assert the privilege. 
ln all cases, the official asserting the privilege should prepare 
a memorandum raquesting the General Counsel'• concurrence. If the 
litigating attorney needs to file an affidavit to support the priv
ilege, a draft affidavit ahould also be forwarded for review. The 
Associate Ce~eral Counsels, Associate Enforcement Counsels, and 
Regional Counsels will be available to take the lead in preparing 
these documents. The official must explain both the basis for the 
conclusion that the materials fall within the deliberative process 
privilege and the reasons why release of the docume~ts may cause 
harm to the public interest. Depending on the ~cage of the litiga
tion, the explanation should be either in the affidavit or in the 
memorandum. A representative sample of the documents should be 
provided to the General Counsel along with. the affidavit or memo
randum. The extent to which the asserting official must review 
and describe the documents 11 addressed in the Adcinistrator'1 
memorandum. 

Attachment 

cc: Regional Counsels 
Associate General Cou~sels 
Associate Enforcement Counsels 



MEMORANDUM 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON. C.C. 20460 

SEP 301987 orr1c:11: or 
GSNSlllA&. C:OUNSC&. 

SUBJECT: Change in Review Process for Concurrence in Assertions 
of Deliberative Process Privilege in Litigation 

FROM: Francis S. Blake-~~ ~~~ 
General Counsel 

TO: Associate General Counsels 

As you know, in accordance with the directive of the 
former Administrator, my concurrence is required in any 
assertion of the deliberative process privilege by the Agency 
in response to depositions, motions to compel discovery or 
questions posed at trial or hearings. The attached memoranda 
set out the procedures which already are in place and which 
remain i~ effect for obtaining my concurrence. 

Until now, the Grants, Contracts and General Law Division 
has been responsible for reviewin~ requests for my concurrence. 
Effective immediately, requests for concurrence will be reviewed 
by the OGC division with program~atic responsibility for the 
documents or testimony in question, rather than only the Grants, 
Contracts and General Law Division. For example, requests to 
assert the deliberative process privilege in Superfund cost 
recovery cases will be brought to the attention of the Solid 
Waste and Emergency Response Division, and requests in Clean 
Air Act administrative hearings will be directed to the Air 
and Radiation Division. 

The request for concurrence in asserting the privilege 
should be sent to me, along with the division's recommendation. 

The Contracts and Information Law Branch of the Grants, 
Contracts and General Law Division will be available to discuss 
the standards to be applied and procedures to be followed in 
this review process. Contact Tom Darner at 382-5460 to request 
assistance. 

cc: Assistant Administrators 
Regional Counsels 
Regional Administrators 
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.. ft ~ ( ~ l UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
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SUBJECT: Strengthening the Agency's Administrative 
Litigation Capacity 

FROM: Edward E. Reich r _-P ,,.. 
Acting Assistant ~n"i:!-~to-r 

TO: Regional Cour.sels 
Regions I-X 

OJFCE OF 
EllFOllt:UilENT A-a 

COMl'\.IANt:E "'°"ITOA ... G 

In my memorandum to you of January 31, 1989, entitled 
"Issues Relating to Administrative Litigation", I asked for 
comment on a proposed process for dealing with decisions on 
whether or not to appeal ALJ decisions. Your comments were 
generally supportive of the proposal. Following discussion of 
this issue at its most ~ecent meeting, the Enforcement Management 
council affirmed the proposal contained in the earlier draft with 
the modifications set out below. Accordingly, we are instituting 
a process, beginning July 1, 1989, to provide for the 
incorporation of national program and other Regional perspectives 
in the decision whether or not to appeal adverse ALJ decisions. 
This memorandum describes the mechanism. 

Administrative enforcement is a significant and dynamic 
element of the Agency's enforcement program. As new programs 
develop and mature programs evolve, decisions by the ALJs and the 
Chief Judicial Officer (CJO) mold and influence the direction of 
these progz.... Adverse decisions can not only cause problems 
relative tolthe specific issue and program giving rise to the 
decision ~can also, particularly when rendered at the CJO 
level, siqnfticantly impact enforcement· programs outside of the 
one immediately addres~ed in the decision. For this reason it is 
important that the Agency's enforcement managers pay proper 
attention to the decisions issued by the ALJs and CJO. As I 
noted earlier,· the process set out below was affirmed at the 
most recent meeting of the Enforcement Management Council. This 
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process is also in line with the agreement reached at the Atlanta 
Regional Coun~els' meeting. 

In order to initiate the next phase of this effort, please 
designate an attorney in your off ice who will serve as the 
standing contact for receipt of materials relating to appeals of 
administrative decisions. This contact will receive material as 
identified below for all media for appropriate distribution and 
action in your Region~ -This person does not necessarily have to 
be the person representing the Region on the substantive 
conference calls that will take place but will, as necessary, 
facilitate the Region's participation. Please send the name of 
your designee to Fred Stiehl (LE-134P)., by June 1, 1989. Fred 
will prepare a master list and distribute it to all Regions. 

Starting in July, the affected Region is to provide to the 
relevant Associate Enforcement Counsel in OECM and the designated 
standing contacts in the other Regions a notice and an 
~pportunity to consult on all adverse decisions of the ALJs and 
all favorable decisions that are appealed to the Chief Judicial 
Officer by Respondents. This process will allow ·for 
consideration of issues of national interest that may go beyond 
the concerns of the involved Region. The process will be 
initiated by sending a "fax" of a copy of the decision and a 
brief summary of the decision by the Regional Counsel Branch 
Chief to the appropriate OECM Branch Chief, the appropriate OGC 
Branch Chief, and the ORC standing contacts within 3 days of 
receipt of the adverse decision. That transmission will also 
notify all parties of the time of an OECM-Regional Off ice 
conference call to discuss appeals issues. This call should 
take place as soon as possible after receipt of the summary, but 
no later than 4 calendar days after the "fax" is sent.ii 
OGC will be invited to participate in this call if they choose to 
do so •. If your Region wishes to participate in the appeal 
decision, your contaCt should advise the initiating Regional 
counsel Branch Chief of your views. prior to the phone call to 
OECM and can choose to participate in the call. The Regional 
Counsel Branch Chief will advise OECM if a conference operator is 
needed to 1nclude more than one Region in the call. In the event 
of agreem9Jl&,to file an appeal, the discussion will center on 
identifyinfl!"iasues for appeal, what support will be available to· 

i; A workgroup is considering amendments to the 
Consolidated Rules of Practice is lengthen the time for appeal. 
Until such time as the rules are changed, however, the Agency has 
20 days from service of the order to file this notice of appeal 
and supporting briefs. 40 C.F.R. 22.30. 
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assist the lead office, and how the national and regional 
perspectives can be incorporated into the briefs. The views of 
the Headquarters program off ice will be solicited by the 
Associate Enforcement Counsel and factored into the discussion 
between the Region and Headquarters. In the event there is 
disagreement at the Branch Chief level as to whether to appeal, 
the question will be elevated to the Regional Counsel and the 
Associate Enforcement Counsel for resolution. 

Given the very short time available to file appeals, this 
process will assure, at minimum .cost, national program input and 
regional consistency in a timely manner. The process shoula be 
evaluated. in light of our experience after one year to see if 
adjustments are appropriate. · 

cc: Deputy Regional Administrators 
Enforcement Management council 
Headquarters Enforcement Of ~ice Directors 
Deputy General counsel for Legislation, Litigation, 

and Regional Operations 
Associate Enforcement Counsels 
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TO: 

FRO~: 

SUBJECT: 

All Attorneys - Office of Gen~ral Counsel and 
Off ice of £nforcement 

Regional Counsel 

~~~~~;, vr~~~~:~ -rr~~t?J. }-4fJY..,,,
1

"t.. ~ 
'" ~,,£ Stanley \!. Legro -Y • '/f 

Assistant Ad~inistrator nforcement 

Professior.al Obligations of Goverrv:ient Attorneys 

We believe it might be useful to discuss some of the obligations 
th3t we have as attorneys for the Agency, both under the Canons of 
Profe~~ional Ethics·and under various provisions of law. The following 
is not intended to be a complete state~•nt of a gove~nment attorney's 
professional obligations; rather, it is intended to highlight some 
matters which may deserve attention. 

1. Confidential co~mercial or financial information. The 
~gency frequently is the recipient of confidential co~mercial or 
financial infor~Jtion. Under 18 U.S.C. 1905, disclosure of such 
information without consent of the firm involved is against the 
la'I'!, and the- Agency's regulations carry out this prohibition. 
40 C.F.P.. 2.119. Of course, this prohjbition is binding on all 
employees of the Agen:y. Out we think it especially appropriate 
~o remind Agency attorneys of this obligation of confidentiality, 
since Ag~nc.v attorneys are so frE:!qrJ::ntl.Y entrusted \·tith this type 
of information. 

2. Civil or criminal inv~stioations. A9ency attorneys are 
frequ!ntly involved in invest1g~t1ons which could lead to referral 
of cases to the D~partm~nt of Justice for civil or criminal prose
cution. Extreme c11re should bc.> taken in making any public statement 



concerning such investigation, particularly where a possible criminal 
violation is involved. Neither the fact that an investigation is in 
progress nor the fact that a case has been referred to the Department 
of Justice should be disclosed except where authorized by current 
policy or specifically authorized. And in any event, a public 
staterr:ent should not go beyond the C0'.';".11ent that an investigation is 
in progress; no conclusions should be stated. Any statement that 
tht: Ager1cy b~lieves a violation has occurred may be unfair to the 
co~pany or individuals involved, and could prejudice the Agency's 
position in the enforcement action. 

3. Attornev-c1ient co~~unicatio~s. The professional 
obligations of an attorney to his client attach to a government 
attorneyJs relationship to his agency. This includes the confi
dentiality of attorney-client co~~unications. This also includes 
the obligation to represent the client's interest within the 
bounds of the law and professional ethics. The following points 

·deal with specific problem areas: 

i) Ccmr;'!unications with the DeD~rtment of Justice. These 
should be held in confidence unless tne consent of the attorney 
involved at the Department of Justice is obtained. 

ii} Le:CJal advice. In· the case of written opinions, some 
judg~ent has to be exercised with respect to public release. Some 
written opinions may constitute "statements of * * * interpretations 
which have been adopted by the agency'', in which case they must be 
disclosed under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552{a)(2)(B). 
ln so~e cases, a written opinion is supplied on the understanding 
that it will be widely distributed and made available to the public. 
On the other hand, written O?inions may be supplied on a confidential 
basis, in which case the confidence should be respected. In any case, 
oral opinions are to be held in c~nfidence unless the program people 
involved agree to disclosure. 

iii) Suooort of Aoenc ositions. An attorney's duty is to 
represent his c ient's position; anp tnis duty applies to government 
attorneys. Of course, while a question is the su~ject of internal 
debJte, an attorn~y is free to take any position he feels is 
reasanable and lawful on an issue; and this could include disJgreement 
with the position tilken by any particular program office. Ho\·1ever, 
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once the Agency has tal:en a position, the attorney shQu1d support it 
in dealings with the outside world. If he feels he cannot support 
it, he should request to be reassigned from that matter or resign. 

iv) Dealino \'1ith outside parties reoresented bv an attorney. 
Hhan you are dealing \·1it11 outside parties 1·1horn you l<nO\·/ to be 
represented by an attorney in connection with the natter in question. 
the Canons of Ethics require you to co~.municate with the attorney, 
unless the attorney consents to direct co:':':munication with his client. 
This can be especially significant in enforcement actions, where it 
would be highly unethical to atte~pt to obtain leads and evidence 
through d·irect cor.i::iunication with a party you kno~·1 to be represented 
b.>1 an attorney on that particular rr.atter, unless the party's attorney 
has agreed to this rnetll:>d of proceeding. Enforceiiient attorneys can, 
of course, participate in general or routine plant inspections and 
investigiltions. Ho\·1ever, once the corr:pany beco~es a1'lere of any 
potential enforcem~nt action !nd their counsel assumes responsibility 

·for the matter, consent fro:11 o;:iposing counsel \·1ould be necessary before 
any interviewin9 of company employees occurs during subsequent inspections. 
See Disciplinary Rule 7-lOtl(a)(l) of the kierican Bar /l.ssociation's Code 
of Professional Responsibility. 

' 4. Co~it17:~nts on b~ha lf o'f the Aoency. EPA 1 a\·1yer's are often 
asked to make co~~it~ents to persons dealing with the ;gency which 
wo4ld bind EPA to taking (or not taking) certain actions or authorize 
the other party to emb~rk on a certain course of conduct. Such 
com~itm!~ts ~DY signific!ntly i~~act on other p?rts of the Agency 
and it is irrpoi·tant thJt final cor:i~itr.ients not be made until the 
necessary coordination with the affected offices has been accomplished. 
Tilis is, of course, a problem of \'rorking in a large organization, but 
as a catter of fairness to outside parties and effective representation 
of the Agency, it is essential that there be internal agreement before 
such co~~itmcnts are made. Of course, the practicalities of negotiation 

. frequently rnal~e it necessary to reach an agreement at the staff level 
\'lith outside parties without first obtaining the necessary approvals 
within the Agency. In this situation, the outside p~rties should be 
advised thJt approval within the Agency is necessary before the Agency 
i S CQ:!r.l'i t ted. 

5. Ex PartP. Co~unic~tions. EP~ attorneys are involved in a 
number of different type~ of foi·mal adversary proceedings, e.Q., FIFRA 
cancellations or 1:?D~S hearings. Usually an independent decision 
maker is involved, such as a Federal court judge or an ALJ, but 
someti~~s the decision mal:cr may be an EPA employee assigned to that 
purticular proceeding. !-/here formal .:..Pf.. procedures apply or the 
~.gcncy' s ru 1 es of practice 1 iuit ~ ~ comriun i cation, it is 

3 



important that th~se prohibitions against!!. parte corrnnunications 
be observed. To insure continued pub1ic confidence in the integrity 
of our proceedings. it is imperative that there be no actual or 
apparent improper influence by the staff presenting the Agency's 
case to the presiding officer. 

4 
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~EMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

TO: 

JUN 13 \984 

Liability of Corporate Shareholders and Successor 
Corporations Fer Abandoned Sites Under the Compre
hensive Environmental Response, Compe~tion, and 
Liability Act (CERCLA) . ~ 

Courtney M. Price ·fl - -;- (),. ti' ·-
Assistant Administ~nforeement 

and Compliance Monitoring 

Assistant Administrator for 
Solid ~aste and Emergency Response 

Associate Enforcement Counsel for Waste 
,egional Administrators 
Re;ional Counsels 

Iritroduetion 

The follo~ing enforcement memorandum, which was prepared 
in cooperation with the Office of General Counsel, identifies 
legal principles bearing en the extent to which corporate 
shareholders and successor corporations ~ay be held liable 
for response costs that arise as e result of a release of a 
hazardous substance from an abandoned hazardous waste facility. 
In the discussion ~ection pertaining to eaeh part, the memorandum 
reviews the law on the subject from established traditional 
jurisprudence to current evolving standards. Although general 
.rules of liability are delineated, these principles must be 
carefully applied to the uniQue feet pattern of any given 
case. 

I. THE LIABILITY or CORPORATE SHAREHOLDERS UNDER CERCLA 

Baek9round 

Normally, it is the corporate entity that will be held 
accountable for cleanup costs under CERCLA. In certain 
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instances, however, EPA may want to extend liability to include 
corporate shareholders. This may arise, for example, vhere a 
corporation, which had owned or operated a waste disposal aite 
at the ti~ of the contamination, i• no longer in buaineaa. 
The aituation may also occur if a corporation i• atill in 
existence, but does not have sufficient assets to reimburse 
the fund for cleanup costs. There are two additional policy 
reasons for extending liability to corporate shareholders. 
First, this type of action would promote corporate responsibil
ity for those shareholders who in fact control the corporate 
decision-making processi it would alao'deter other shareholders 
in similar situations from acting irresponsibly. Second, t.he 
establishment of shareholder liability would aid the negotiation 
process and ~otivate r~sponsible parties toward settlement. 

. 
Trad~tional corporation law favors preserving the corporate 

entity, thereby insulating shareholders from corporate liability. 
Nevertheless, as will be discussed .below, there are exceptions 
to this ;eneral principle that wo~ld allow a court to disregard 
corporate form and impose liability under CERCLA on individual 
shareholders. ~ 

Issue 
,. 

What is the extent of liability for a corporate share
holder ~nder CE~CLA for response costs ~hat arise as a result 
of a release of a hazardous substance from an abandoned hazardous 
waste facility? 

Summary 

The Question of whether EPA can hold a shareholder of a 
corporation liable under CERCL~ is a decision that must turn 
on the unique facts· specific to ;iven situation. Generally, 
however, in the interests of _public cqnvenience, fairness, and 
equity, EPA may dis regard th\ ··c'Orpora ~ entity when the shareholder 
controlled or directed the activities of a corporate hazardous 
waste generator, transporter, or facility. 

Discussion 

Section l07(a)(2) of CERCLA provides that any owner or 
operator of a facility which releases a haiardous substance 
shall be liable for all necessary response costs resulting 
from such a release. Section l01C20)(A)(iii) of CtRCLA clearly 
states that the term •owner or operator• as applied to abandon~d 
facilities includes •any person who owned, operated, or otherwise 
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controlled activities at such facility immediately prior to 
such •bandonment• (emphasis added). 

In addition, Sections 107(a)(3) and 107(&)(4) of CERCLA 
impose liability for response coats on any person vho arranged 
for the disposal or treatment of a hazardous substance (the 
generator), as vell as any person vho accepted a hazardous 
substanc~ for transport to the disposal or treatment facility 
(the transporter). 

The term •person• is defined in CERCLA Section 101(21) 
as, inter alia, an individual, firm, corporation, association, 
partnershi~r commercial entity. A !shareholder may exist 
as any of the forms mentioned in Section 101(21). Therefore, a 
shareholder may be considered a person under CERCLA and, conse
quently, held liable for response .eo1ts incurred as a result 
of • release of a haza;dous substance from a CERCLA facility 
if the shareholders 

• 

• 

• 

Owned. operated, or otherwise controll~d activities 
at such facility immediately prior to abandonment 
(CtRCLA Section 107(a)(2); Section 101(20)(A)(iii)]1 

Arranoed for the disposal or treatment (or 
arranged with a transporter for the dinposal or 
treatment) of the haz~rdous substance (CERCLA 
Section 107(a)(3)]J or 

Accepted the hazardous substance for transport to 
the disposal or treatment facility selected by such 
person (C£RCL.A Section l07(a)(4)]. 

Notwithstanding CERCL>.'s statutory languaoe, courts 
normally seek to preserve the corporate form and thus maintain 
the principle of limited liability for its shareholders. 1/ 
In fact, fundamental •to the theory of corporation law is-
the concept that a corporatjon··1s a ~gal separate entity, a 
legal being having· an existene""e sepa~te and distinct from 

!!.!. Pardo v. ~ilson Line of Washington, Inc., 414 F.2d 
1145, 1149 (O.C. Cir. 1969)1 Krivo Industrial Supply Co. 
v. National Distillers' Chem. Corp., 483 F.2d 1098, 
1102 (5th Cir. 1973), mo~ified ~ curiam, 490 F.2d 916 
(Sth Cir. 1974); Homan and Crimen, Inc. v. Harris, 626 
F.2d 1201, 1208 (Sth Cir. 1980). 



that.of its owners.•~/ This concept permits corporate 
shareholders •to limit their personal liability to the extent 
of their investment.• !I Thus, although a shareholder may 
be consid~red a •person• under CERCLA (and therefore aubjeet 
to the Ac.t '• liability provisions), the application of corporate 
law would tend to ahield the ahareholder from auch liability. 

Nevertheless, a court may find that the statutory language 
itself is auff icient to impose shareholder liability notwith
standing corporation law. l/ Alternatively, to establish 
shareholder liability, a court may find that the general prin
ciples of corporation law apply but, nonetheless, aet aside 
the limited liability principle through the application of 
the equitable doctrine of •piercing the corporate veil.• 

Simply stated, the doctrine of piercing the corporate 
veil refers to the proces6 of disregarding the corporate 

2/ - ~rivo Industrial Supply Co. v. National Distillers ' Chem. 
Corp., 483 f.2d l09B, 1102 (5th Cir. 1973), modified per 
curiam, 490 F.2d 916 (5th Cir. 1974). 

See Unite~ States v. Northeastern Phannaceutical an~ 
C"Fierr.ical Co!":".pany, Inc., et al., 80-~066-CV-S-4, memorandum 
op. (W.O. Mo., 1984). In Northeastern Pharmaceutical the 
district court noted that a literal reading of Section 
10l(20)(A) •provides that a person who owns interest in a 
facility and is actively participating in its management 
can be held lia~le for the disposal of hazardous waste.• 
(Memorandum op. at 36.) The court vent on to find that 
there was sufficient evidence to impose liability on one 
of the defendants pursuant to this statutory definition 
of •owner and operator,• and the Section l07(a)(l) liability 
provision of the Act. The fact that the defendant was a 
major stockholder did not necessitate the application of 
corporate law, and thus the principle of limited liability: 
•To hold otherwise and allow (the defendant] to be shielded 
by the corporate veil 'would frustrate congressional purpose 
by exem~ting from the operation of the Act a large class 
of persons who are uniquely qualified to assume the burden 
imposed by [CERCLA].•• (Memorandum op. at 37, citation 
omitted.) 
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entity to hold either corporate shareholders or specific 
individuals liable for corporate activities. S; -

In ~rder to determine whether to disregard corporate form 
and thereby pierce the corporate •eil, courts generally have 
sou;ht to establish tvo primary.elements. 6/ First, that the 
corporation and the shareholder share such-a unity of interest 
and ownership betveen them that the two no longer exist as 
distinct entities. 7/ Second, that a failure to disregard the 
corporate form voula create an inequitable result. !I 

The first element may be established by demonstrating 
that the corporation was controlled by an •alter ego.• This 
would not include •mere majority or complete stock control, 
but complete domination, not only of finances, but of policy 
and business practice in respect to the transaction attacked 

See Renn, L~W OF CORPORATIONS SS143, 146 (1961). This 
dOCtrine applies with eQual force to parent-subsidiary 
relationships (i.e., where one corporation owns the 
controlling 1to'C'k'Cif another corporation). 

Generally, courts have sought to establish these elements 
in the context of various theories, such as the •identity,• 
•instrumentality,• •alter ego,• and •agency• theories. 
AlthouQh these terms actually suggest different concepts, 
each em~loys similiar criteria for deciding whether to 
pierce the corporate veil. 

See United States v. Standard B~auty Supply Stores, 
"lri'C., ~61 F.2d ;;4, 777 l9th Cir. 1977); FMC fin. Corp. 
v:-;;;;urphree, 632 F.2d 413, 422 (5th Cir. 1980). 

See Automotriz Del Colfo de Cal. S.A. v. Resnick, 47 Cal. 
~792, 796, 306 P.2d 1 (1957): DeWitt Truck Broker, Inc. 
v. w. Ray Fle~.ing Fruit Co., 540 F.2d 681, 689 (4th 
Cir. l9i6). Some jurisdictions reQuire a third element 
for piercing the corporate veil: that the corporate 
structure ~ust have vorked an injustice on, er was the 
proximate cause of injury to, the party seeking relief. 
See e.9., Berger v. Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., 
453 F.2d 991, 995 (Sth Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 409 
U.S. 848, 93 S.Ct. 54, 34 L.£d.2d 89 (1972); Lowendahl 
v. Baltimore l O.R.R., 247 A.D. 144, 287 N.Y.S. 62, 76 
(1936), aff 'd 272 N.Y. 360, 6 N.£.2d 56 (Ct. App. 1936), 
but see, Brunswick Corp. v. WaXl'l'\an, 599 F.2d 34, 35-36 
(2d Cir. 1979). 
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so that the corporate entity as to this transaetion had at the 
time no separate mind, will or existence of its own.• 9; 

~ 

In analyzing this first element, courts have generally 
consider•d the degree to which corporate •formalities bave 
been folloved l•o as) to aaintain a aeparate corporate iden
tity.• ~/ For example, the corporate veil has been pierced 
in instances where there had been a failure to maintain adequate 
corporate records, or where corporate finances had not been 
kept separate from per•onal accounts. 11/ 

~ 

The second element of the test is aati1f ied when the 
failure to disregard the corporate entity would result in 
fraud or injustice. 12/ This would occur, for example, in 
cases where there has:.:t>een a failure to adequately capital
ize for the debts normally assoeated with the business 
undertaking, 13; or where the corporate (orm has been employed 
to misrepresent or defraud a creditor. l~/ 

~/ 

!.:I 

~/ 

,!!! 

~/ 

Berger v. Colu~bia Broadeasting System, Inc., 453 F.2d 
991, 995 (5th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 848, 
93 s.ct. 54, 34 L.Ed.2d 89 <1972). 

Laba~ie Coal Co. v. Bleek, 672 F.2d 92, 96 (D.C. Cir. 
1962); See Oe~itt Truek Broker, Ine. v. w. Ray Flemming 
Fruit c'O':""':" 540 f .2d 681, 686 n. 14 (colleetinQ cases) 
(4th Cir. 1976). 

Lakota Cirl Scout c., Inc. v. Havey Fund-Rais. Man., Inc., 
519 f.2d 634, 638 (8th Cir. 1975): Dudley v. Smith, S04 
F.2d 979, 982 (5th Cir. 1974). 

Some courts require that there be aetual fraud or injustice 
akin to fraud. See Chengelis v. Ceneo Instruments Corp., 
386 F. Supp 862 (~.o. Pa.) aff'd ~' 523 F.2d lOSO (3d 
Cir. 1975). Most jurisdictions do not require proof cf 
aetual fraud. See t>eWitt Truck Brokers v. w. Ray Flemming 
Fruit Co., 540 'f:2d 681, 684 (4th Cir. 1976). 

See Anderson v. Abbot, 321 U.S. 349, 362, 64 S.Ct. 531, 
~L.td. 793 ~19441: Machinery Rental, Inc. v. Herpel 
(In re Multiponies, Inc.), 622 f.2d 709, 717 (Sth Cir. 
1980). 

See FMC Fin. Corp. v. Murphree, 632 F.2d 413, 423 (Sth 
C1r. 1980). 
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In applying the dual analysis, courts act under consider
ations of equityi therefore, the question of whether the 
corporate veil will be lifted is larg-.ly one of fact, unique 
to a given set of circumstances. Bowever, the substantive 
law appl~cable to a case may alao bave great importance. ·ror 
example,· in applying atate corporation law, atate courts have 
been generally reluctant to pierce the corporate veil. 15/ 
Federal courts, however, in applying federal atandards,-iiave 
ahown more willingness to disregard the corporate entity and 
hold individuals liable for corporate actions. 16/ -

Jn many instances federal decisions do draw upon atate 
law and atate interpretations of common law for guidance. 17/ 
However, federal courts that are involved with federal --
question litiiation are not bound by state substantive law 
or rulings • .!_/ In such cases, either federal common law 

15/ -
~/ 

!21 

!,!1 

See 1 discussion in Note, Piercing the Corporate Law Veil: 
The Alter Eco Doctrine Under Federal Co~~on Law, 9S 
Harvard L.R. S53, S55 (1982). 

It is well settled that a corporate entity must be dis
regarded whenever it was for~ed or used to circumvent 
the provisions of a statute. See United States v. Lehigh 
Valley~.~ .• 220 U.S. 257, 259, 31 S.Ct. 387, SSL.Ed. 
4~8 (l911)i Schenley Distillers Corp. v. United States, 
326 U.S. 432,· 437, 66 s.ct. 247, 90 L.Ed. 181 (1945); 
~evaneugh v. Ford Motor Co., 353 F.2d 710, 717 (7th 
Cir. 1965): Cesenova Guns, Inc. v. Connelly, 454 F.2d 
1320, 1322 (7th Cir. 1972). 

See Seymour v. Hull ' Moreland tn;'o, 605 F.2d 1105 (9th 
Cir. l979)J Rules of Decision Act, 28 v.s.c. 51652 (1976). 
Generally, federal courts will adopt state law when to 
do so is reasonable and not contrary to existing federal 
policy. United States v. Polizzi, 500 F.2d 856, 907 (1974). 
See also discussion in note 19, infra. 

UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION art. VI, cl. 2. 
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er speeif ic statutory directives may determine vhether or not 
to pierce the corporate veil. 19/ -

19/ !!!,. Anderson v. Abbot, 321 O.S. 349, 642 S.Ct. 531, 88 
L.Ed. 793 (1944)1 Town of Brookline v. Gorsuch, 667 F.2d 
215, 221 (1981). For • general discussion of federal 
common law and piercing the corporate veil aee, note 15, 
supra. The decision as to vhether to apply state law or 
a federal standard is dependent ~n many factorss 

, I 

•These factors include the e~tent to vhich: (1) a 
need exists for national ...uniformityr (2) a federal 
rule would disrupt commercial relationships pr•dicated 
on state law: (3) application of state law would 
frustrate specific objectives of the federal program: 
(4) implementation of a particular rule would cause 
administrative hardships or would aid in administrative 
conveniences: CS) the regulations lend veight to the 
application of a uniform rule: (6) ~he action in 
Question has a direct effect on financial obligations 
of the United States: and f7) substantial federal 
interest in the outcome .. of the litigation exists. 

·' 
Even with the use of these factors, however, whether 
state law will be adopted as· the federal rule or 
a uniQue federal uniform rule of decision will be 
formulated remains unclear. The courts have failed 
to either mention the applicable law or to state the 
underlying rationale for their choice of which law to 
apply.• Note, Piercing the Corporate Veil in Federal 
Courts: is Circumvention of a Statute Enough?, 13 Pac. 
L.J. 1245, 1249 (1982) lcitations o~itted). 

In discussions conc:erni\·nO:.cERCUtt the courts and Congress 
have addressed several of the above mentioned factors. 
CERCLA. For example, the need for national uniformity to 
carry out the federal auperf und program has been clearly 
stated in United States v. Chem-pyne, C-1-82-840, slip op. 
(S.t. Ohio, Oct. ll, l983). In Chem-pyne, the court stated 
that the purpose of CERCLA was to ensure the development 
of a uniform rule of law, and the court pointed out the 
danQers of a variable standard on hazardous waste disposal 
practices that are clearly interstate. (Slip op. at 
11-13.) See also,~ v. Georgeoff, 562 F. Supp. 1300, 
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. The general rule applied by federal courts to cases in
volving federal statutes is that •a corporate entity may be 
disregarded in the interests of public convenience, fairness 
and eQui~y.• !!!.I In applying thi• rule, •federal courts 
vill look closely at the purpose of the federal atatute to 
determine vhether that •tatute places importance on the 
corporate form.• 21/ Furthermore, vhere a atatute contain• 
apecif ic directivii on vhen the corporate entity may be 
disregarded and individuals held liable for the acts or debts 
of a valid corporation, courts must defer to the congressional 
11\andate. 22/ 

1 
I 

Thus, even under general· principles of corporation lav, 
courts may consider th~ language of statute in determining 
whether to impose liability on cor~orate shareholders. 
Therefore, a court may use the statutory language of CERCt.A 
either as a rationale for piercing a corporate veil (when 
corporation law is applied) or as an independent statutory 
basis for imposing liability (notwithstanding the general 
principles of corporation law)._!!/ 

·' 
19 (continued)/ 

~I 

!!.I 
22/ -
!!I 

1312 (N.t>. Ohio, 1983) J 126 ,(ong. Rec. H. 11,787 (Dec. 
J, 1983). 

The Chem-Pyne court stated that •the improper disposal 
or release of hazardous substances is an enormous and 
complex problem of national magnitude involving uniQuely 
federal interests,• (Slip op. at 11.) The court further 
noted that •a driving force toward the development of 
CE~CLA was the recognition that a response to this 
pervasive con~ition at the State level was generally 
inadequate: and that the pnited States has a uniQue 
federal financial int~~s~ in t~ trust fund that is 
funded by general and ex{ise ta~s.• (Slip op. at ll, 
citing, 5 v.s. Code Cong. •Ad. News at 6,142.) !!!. 
!.1.!£, 126 Cong. Rec. at H. 11,801 • 
. 

Capital Telephone Company, Inc. v. F.C.C., 498 F.2d 734, 
738 (O.C. Cir. 1974), 

Town of Brookline v. Gorsuch, 667 F.2d 215, 221 (1981). 

Anderson v. Abbot, 321 V.S. 349, 365, 64 S.Ct. 531, 
88 L.Ed 793 (1944), 

See discussion, supra, note 4. 
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Coneiusion 

The Agency should rely upon the statutory language of the 
Act as the basis for imposing liability on any person vho 
controlled or directed the activities of a hazardous vaate 
facility· immediately prior to abandonment, or on any peraon 
vho is a generator or transporter, notwithstanding the fact 
that that individual is a ahareholder. Additionally, and 
alternatively, the Agency aay rely on the general principles 
of corporation law to pierce the corporate veil by applying 
the current federal atandard of public convenience, fairness, 
and eQuity. However, vhen seeking to pierce the corporate 
veil, the Agency should be prepared to apply the traditional 
dual test previously discussed in order to provide additional 
support for exten~ing~iability to corporate shareholders. 

II. TH£ LIABILITY OF SUCCESSOR CORPORATIONS UNDER CERCJ.A 

Background 

Section 107(a)(2) of CERCLA extends liability for response 
costs to •any person vho at the ti~e of disposal of any hazardous 
substance owned er operated any facility at vhich such hazardous 
substances were disposed of.• Situations may arise, however, 
vhere a corporation, vhich previously had owned or operated a 
hazardous vaste facility, now transfers corporate ownership to 
another corporation. In such cases, it is important to determine 
whether the liability of the predecessor corporation's aetion 
regarding the disposal of hazardous waste is also transferred 
to the successor corporation. _!!/ 

Issue 

What is the extent cf liability for successor corporations 
under CERCL>.? 

~/ The discussion that follows is equally applicable to 
successor corporations of generators and transporters 
associated with hazardous substances released from CERCLA 
facility. 
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Summary 

When corporate ownership is transferred from one cor
poration to another, the •uccessor corporation is liable for 
the actc of its predecessor if the new corporation acquired 
ownership by merger or consolidation. If, however, the 
acquisition was through the sale or transfer of assets, the 
successor corporation is not liable unless: 

a) The purchasing corporation expressly or 
impliedly agrees to assume such obligationsr 

b) The transaction amounts to a •de facto• consoli
dation or ~ergerr 

c) The rurchasing corporation 11 merely a continu
ation of the selling corporationr or 

d) The transaction vas fraudulently entered into 
in order to escape liability. 

Notwithstanding the above criteria, a successor corpora
tion may be held liable for the acts of the predecessor 
corporat 1ion if the new corporation continues substantially 
the same, business operations as the selling corporation. 

Discussion 

The liability of a successor corporation, according to 
traditional corporation law~ is dependent on the structure of 
the corporate acQuistion. 2 / Corporate ownership may be 
transferred in one of three-ways: l) through the sale of stock 
to another corporationi 2) by a merger or consolidation with 
another corporatio~: or 3) by the sale of its assets to another 
corporation. 26/ Where a corporation is acquired through the 
•purchase of i!l of its outstanding stock, the corporate 
'entity remains intact and retains its liabilities, despite 

!:I 

~I 

See N.J. Transp. t>ep't v. PSC Jesourees, Inc., 175 N.J. 
Super. 447, 419 A.2d llSl (Super. Ct. Law Div. 1980). 

Note, Torts - Product Liability - Successor Corporation 
Strictly Liable for Defective Products Manufactured by 
the Predecessor Corporation, 27 Villanova L.R. 411, 412 
(1980) (citations omitted) [hereinafter cited as Note, 
Torts - Product Liability]. 
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the change of ownership.• 27; By the same token, a purchasing 
corporation retains liability for claims against the predecessor 
company if the transaction is in the form of a merger or con
solidation. ~/ Where, however, the acQuisition is in the form 
of a aal~ or other transferance of all of a corporation'• aaaeta 
to a auccessor corporation, the latter ia not liable for the 
debts and liabilities of the predecessor corporation. ~9/ -

There are four exceptions to this general rule of non-
1 iabi l i ty in asset acquisitions. A successor corporation 
is liable for the actions of its predecessor corporation if 
one of the following ia ahovn: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

The purchaser expressly or impliedly 
agrees to assume such obligationsi 

The transaction amounts to a •de facto• 
consolidation or mer;eri 

The purchasing corporation is merely a 
continuation of the selling corpor
ation: or 

The transaction is entered into fraudulently 
in order to escape liability. 30/ 

The application of the traditional corporate law approach· 
to successor liability has in many instances led to particularly 

!:1 

!,!/ 

~I 

30/ -

~-'· Transp. Dep't v. PSC ~esources, Inc., 175 N.J. 
Super. •47, •l9 A.2d llS7 (Super. Ct. Law Div. 1980). 

Id. A merger.occurs when one of the combining corpor
i'tions continues to exist: a consolidation exists vhen 
all of the combining corporations are dissolved and an 
entirely new corporation i& formed. 

See N.J. Transp. Dep't v. PSC ~esourees, Inc., 175 N.J. 
Super. 447, •19 A.2d llSl (Super. Ct. Law Div. 1980), 
citing, Jackson v. N.J. Manu. Ins. Co., 166 N.J. Super. 
488, 454 (Super. Ct. App. Div. l979), cert. denied, Sl 
N.J. 330 (1979). 

Id., Note, Torts - Product Liability, supra note, 26 at 
413 n. 15-18. 
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harsh and unjust results, especially with respect to product 
liability cases. 31/ Therefore, in an effort to provide an 
adequate Temedy and to protect injured consumer•, courts 
have broadened the exemptions to the general rule by either 
~odifying or recasting the •de facto• and •mere continuation• 
exemptions to include an element of public policy. 32/ 

More recently, however, the general rule has been aban
doned altogether by several jurisdictions and, in essence, a 
new theory for establishing successor liability has evolved 
baaed upon the similarity of business operations. ll/ The 
new approach has been cast by one court in the folIOwing way: 

31/ -

~/ 

•[w)here ••• the successor corporation acquires 
all or substantially all of the assets of the 
predecessor corporation for cash and continues 

See ~c~ee v. Harris-Seybold Co., 109 N.J. Super. SSS, 
264 A.2~ 98 (Super. Ct. Law Div. 1970), aff'd per curiam, 
118 N.J. Super. 480, 288 A.2d SSS (Super. Ct. App. Div. 
1972); ~loberdanz v. Joy Mfg. Co., 288 F.Supp. 817 (D. 
Colo. 1968). 

See N.J. Transp. Dep't v. PSC Resources, Ine., 175 N.J. 
Super. 447, 419 A.2d llSl (Super. Ct. Law Div. 1980); 
See also, ~napp v. North A!n. ~oekwell Corp., 506 F.2d 
361 (3d Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 421 U.S. 965 (1975); 
Cyr v. B. Offen 6 Co., SOl F.2d ll4S (lst Cir. 1975); 
Turner v. Bituminous Gas Co., 397 Mich. 406, 244 N.W.2d 
873 0976). 

The theory has also been ref erred to as the •product-
1 i ne • approach. In adopting this new approach to 
successor liability, some courts have abandoned the 
traditional rule of non-liability in asset acquisitions. 
See e.9., !!Y v. Alad Corp., 19 Cal. ld 22, 560 P.2d 
3, 136 Cal. Rptr. 574 (1977). Other courts have con
sidered the new approach as an exemption to the general 
rule• See e.9., Oaweko v. Jorgensen Steel Co., 290 Pa. 
Super. Ct. lS, 434 A.2d 106 (1981); Note, Torts - Product 
Liability, supra note, 26 at 418 n. 38. And, a few 
jurisdictions have rejected the new approach. .§.!.!. 
Travis v. Harris Corp., 565 F.2d 443 (7th Cir. 1977); 
Tucker v. Paxson Mach. Co., 645 F.2d 620 (8th Cir. 1981). 
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essentially the same manufacturing operation 
as the predecessor corporation the successor 
remains liable for the products liability claims 
of its predeceaaor.• ~ 

Thia theory of establishing successor liability differs 
from the •de facto• and •mere continuation• exemptions in that 
the new approach does not examine whether there ia a continuity 
of corporate structure or ownership (!..!.i:., whether the predecessor 
and successor corporation share a common director or officer). 
Instead, according to the new theory, liability vill be imposed 
if the successor corporation continues'. essentially the aame 
~anuf aeturing or busine~s operation as its predecessor corporation, 
even if no continuity of ownership exists between them. 35/ - -

Until recently, this new approach for establishing successor 
liability vas confined ~ostly to product liability cases. 
However, a recent New Jersey decision extended its application 
to the area of environmental torts. The Superior Court of New 
Jersey, in N.J. Transportation Department v. !!£ Resources, 
Inc. J6;, rejected the traditional corporate approach to 
~essor liability where the defendant and ils predecessor 
corporation had allegedly discharged hazardous vastes. The 
court reasoned that the underlying policy rationale for 
abandonment of the tracH tional approach in def eeti ve product 
cases is applicable to environmental torts. Therefore, the 
court held that a corporation which purchased assets of another 
corporation and engaged in the practice of discharging hazar
dous waste into a state-owned lake is strictly liable for 
present and previous discharges made by itself and the prede
cessor corporation because the successor continued the same 
waste disposal praetiee as its predecessor • 

!:I 

... 

.,,. ;.;· t 
~amirez v. Amstead Indus., ?nc., ·171 N.J. Super. 261, 278, 
408 A.2d 818 (Super. Ct. App. Div. 1979), aff 'd, 86 N.J. 
332, 431 A.2d 811 (1981). 

-
See Ray v. Alad Corp., 19 Cal. 3d 22, 560 P.2d 3, 136 Cal. 
Rptr. 574 (1977); some form cf acquisition, however, is 
still required. !!.!. Meisal v. Modern Press, 97 Wash. 
2d 403, 645 P.2d 693. 

liS N.J. Super. 44i, 419 A.20 1151 (Super. Ct. Law Div. 
1980); 
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A similar •continuity of business operation• approach has 
been used in cases involving statutory violations. 37/ The 
Ninth Circuit, for example, held in a case involvin~the Federal 
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act [FlFRA) 38/, that 
•EPA'• authority to extend liability to aucceasor corporation• 
atems from the purpose of the statute it administers, which is 
to regulate pesticides to protect the national environment.• 39/ 
Furthermore, the court noted that •[t)he agency may pursue the-' 
objectives of the Act by imposing successor liability where it 
will facilitate enforcement of the Act.• 40/ After establishing 
that there had been violations of FlFRA bY-the predecessor 
corporation, the court found that there was substantial continuity 
of business operation between the predecessor and auccessor 
corporations to warrant imposition of successor liability. -Although CERCLA is not primarily a regulatory atatute; 
public policy considerations and the legislative history of 
the Act clearly indicate that federal law would be applicable 
to CERCLA situations involving successor liability. 11/ 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that courts woUTd similarly 
adopt the federal •continuity of business operation approach• 
in cases involving CERCLA. .. 

Conclusion _; 

!!_1 

38; -
!!1 

~/ 

Jn establishing successor liability under CERCLA, the 

i 
See Golden State Bottling Co. v. NLRB, 414 U.S. 168, 94 
S.Ct. 414, 38 L.£d2d 3BB (1973); SlaCk v. Havens, 522 
F.2d 1091 (9th Cir. 1975). ... 

7 u.s.c. 5136-~ !!i· 

Oner II, Inc. v. Unite!"s..(ates t!viron. Protection 
Agency, S97 f.2d l84, 186 (9th Cir. 1979). 

Id. -
See discussion, supra, n. 19; One cf Congress' primary 
concerns in enacting CERCLA was to alleviate the vast 
national health hazard created by inactive and abandoned 
disposal sites. See e.9., Remarks cf Rep. Florio, 126 
Cong. Rec. H. 9,154 (Sept. 19, 1980), 126 Cong. Rec. 
H. ll,773 (Dee. 3. 1980). 
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Agency should initially utilize the •continuity of business 
operation• approach of federal law. However, to provide 
additional support or an alternative basis for successor 
corporation liability, the Agency ahould be prepared to apply 
the traditional exemptions to the general rule of non-liability 
in asset acquisitions. 

cc: A. James Barnes, General Counsel 
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REVISER'S NOTE 

Interim Guidance on Review of Indian Lands Enforcement Actions 
(MI.1-5) 

Portions of the Interim Guidance on Review of Indian Lands 

Enforcement Actions (Document Number MI.1-5) are inapplicable as 

a result of the creation of the American Indian Environmental 

Office (AIEO) within the Office of Water. Policy and management 

issues related to enforcement actions should now be coordinated 

with the AIEO instead of OFA and its Senior Legal Advisor. 



MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

TO: 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

0 CT 2 1 199Z 

OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT 

Interim Guidance on Review of Indian Lands Enforcement 
.Actions 

·~c' Tho1'.1as L. McCall, . Jr. /J7f> ~l~ ffi L_,. 
Acting Deputy Assistant Administrator 

for Federal Facilities Enforcement 

Deputy Regional Administrators 
Enforcement Counsels 
Regional Counsels 

Under EPA's Indian Policy Implementation Guidance issued by 
Deputy Administrator .Alvin L . .Alm on November 8, 1984, Regional 
Administrators proposing to initiate direct EPA actions against 
Tribal facilities "should first obtain concurrence from the 
.Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance 
Monitoring, who will act in consultation with the .Assistant 
.Administrator for External Affairs and the General Counsel." At 
the time this guidance was issued, the Office of Federal 
.Activities, which is responsible for coordination of the EPA 
Indian Program and has the lead in all general policy issues 
affecting Native Americans, was a part of the Office of External 
Affairs. .As you know, the name of the Office of Enforcement and 
Compliance Monitoring has been changed to the Office of 
Enforcement, the Office of External Affairs has been eliminated 
as such and the Office of Federal .Activities is now a part of the 
Off ice of Enforcement under my supervision. 

I have become increasingly concerned that although OFA -
Headquarters and its regional counterparts - is charged with the 
responsibility for coordination of the EPA Indian program, it is 
not always consulted in the process of initiating enforcement 
actions on Indian lands. The issues of Tribal sovereignty and 
the federal responsibilities on Indian lands complicate all 
enforcement actions against Tribal governments. Excluding the 
program management from enforcement decisions runs a great risk 
of enforcement actions that are inconsistent with program 
management decisions and deprives program managers of enforcement 
information relevant to their decisions. 

Therefore, I am assigning responsibility to coordinate 
policy and management issues, and legal issues in consultation 
with the Office of General Counsel, to the Senior Legal Advisor 



of OFA. The Senior Advisor will coordinate Headquarters and 
regional review of the proposed enforcement action. The 
designation of this Senior Executive Service-level person is 
intended to provide the maturity and stature to expeditiously and 
thoroughly coordinate review of the policy and legal issues 
involved. The Senior Legal Advisor will make appropriate 
recommendations to me based on the review, and I will advise the 
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement concerning his 
enforcement options for both civil and criminal actions; however, 
nothing herein is intended to infringe upon the delegated 
authority of either the Directors of Civil or of Criminal 
Enforcement to determine which alleged environmental violations 
warrant investigation or referral to the Department of Justice. 

Until the Indian Policy Implementation Guidance is formally 
revised, all future direct EPA enforcement actions against Tribal 
facilities, except for emergency situations, should be submitted 
to the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement, who will act in 
consultation with the Office of Federal Activities, including its 
Senior Legal Advisor, and the General Counsel. 

If there are any questions concerning the procedure outlined 
above, please let me know. 

WE CONCUR: 

Robert Van Heuvelen 
Director of Civil Enforcement 

Earl Devaney 
Director of Criminal Enforc t 



EPA POLICY FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROGRAMS ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS 

I NTROOUCT ION 

11 /8/84 

The President published a Federal Indian Policy on January 24, 1983, 
supporting the primary role of Tribal Governments in matters affecting 
American Indian reservations. That policy stressed two related themes: 
(1) that the Federal Government wi 11 pursue the principle of Indian 
"self-government" and (2) that it will work directly with Tribal 
Governments on a "government-to-government" basis. 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has previously issued general 
statements of policy which recognize the importance of Tribal Governments 
in regulatory activities that impact reservation environments. It is the 
purpose of this statement to consolidate and expand on existing EPA Indian 
Policy statements in a manner consistent with the overall Federal position 
in s:.ipport of Tribal "self-government" and "government-to-government" ··-la
ti ans between Federal and Tri ba 1 Governments. This statement sets : jrth 
the principles that will guide the Agency in dealing with Tribal Governments 
and in responding to the prob 1 ems of en vi ronmenta 1 management on American 
Indian reservations in order to protect human health and the environment. 
The Policy is intended to provide guidance for EPA program managers in the 
conduct of the Agency's congressionally mandated responsibilities. As 
such, it applies to EPA only and does not articulate policy for other 
Agencies in the conduct of their respective responsibilities. 

It is important to emphasize that the implementation of regulatory 
programs which will realize thF:>~ _ principles on Indian Reservations cannot 
be accomp H shed immediate 1;1. Effective implementation will take careful 
and conscientious work ty EPA', the Tribes and many others. In many cases, 
it will require changes in a~µlicable statutory authorities and regulations. 
It will be necessary i:.o proceed in a carefully phased way, to learn from 
successes and failures, and to gain experience. Nonetheless, by beginning 
work on the priority problems that exist now and continuing in the direction 
established under these ~rinciples, over time we can significantly enhance 
environmental quality on reservation lands. 

POLICY 

In carrying out our responsibilities on Indian reservations, the 
fundamental objective of the Environmental Protection Agency is to protect 
human hea 1th and the environment. The keynote of this effort wil 1 be to 
give special consideration to Tribal interests in making Agency policy, 
and to insure the close involvement of Tribal Governments in making 
decisions and managing environmental programs affecting reservation lands. 
To meet this objective, the Agency will pursue the following principles: 
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1. THE AGENCY STANDS READY TO WORK DIRECTLY WITH INDIAN TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS 
,y; :.. OiiE-TO-ONE BASIS (THE "GOVERNMENT-TO-GOVERNMENT" RELATIONSHIP), RATHER 
TrlAN AS SUBDIVISIONS OF OTHER GOVERNMENTS. 

EPA :-ecognizes T:ibal Governrrents as sovereign entities with primary 
authority and :-esponsibility for the reservation populace. Accordingly, 
EPA will work directly with Tribal Governrrents as the independent authority 
for rese;vation affairs, and not as political subdivisions of States or 
other governrrental units. 

2. THE AGENCY WILL RECOGNIZE TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS AS THE PRIMARY PARTIES 
FOR SETTING STANDARDS, MAKING ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY DECISIONS AND MANAGING 
PROGRAMS FOR RESERVATIONS, CONSISTENT WITH AGENCY STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS. 

In keeping with the principle of Indian self-government, the Agency 
wi 11 view Tribal Governrrents as the appropriate non-Federal parties for 
making decisions and carrying out program responsibilities affecting 
Indian reservations, their environrrents, and the health and welfare of 
the reservation populace. Just as EPA's deliberations and activit.ies have 
traditionally involved the interests and/or participation of State Gove;n
ments, EPA will look directly to Tribal Governments to play this lead role 
fo; matters affecting reservation environrrents. 

3. THE AGENCY WILL TAKE AFFIRMATIVE STEPS TO ENCOURAGE AND ASSIST 
TRIBES IN ASSUMING REGULATORY AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILiTiES 
FOR RESERVATION LANDS. 

The Agency will assist interested Tribal Governrrents in developing 
programs an,1 in preparing to assurre regulatory and program management 
responsibilities for reservation lands. Within the constraints of EPA's 
authority and resources, this aid will include providing grants and other 
assistance to T;ibes similar to that we provide State Governrrents. The 
Agency will encourage Tribes to assume delegable responsibilities, (i.e. 
responsibilities which the Agency has traditionally delegated to State 
Governments for non-reservation lands) under terms similar to those 
governing delegations to States. 

Until Tribal Governrrents are willing and able to assurre full responsi
bility for delegable programs, the Agency will retain responsibility 
for managing programs for reservations (unless the State has an express 
grant of jurisdiction from Congress sufficient to support delegation to 
the State Governrrent). Where EPA retains such responsibility, the Agency 
wi 11 encourage the Tribe to participate in policy-making and to assu~ 
appropriate lesser or partial roles in the manage~nt of reservation 
programs. 
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4. THE AGENCY WILL TAKE APPROPRIATE STEPS TO REMOVE EXISTING LEGAL AND 
PROCEDURAL IMPEDIMENTS TO WORKING DIRECTLY AND EFFECTIVELY WITH TRIBAL 
GOVERNMENTS ON RESERVATION PROGRAMS. 

A number of serious constraints and uncertainties in the language 
of our statutes and regulations have limited our ability to work directly 
and effectively with Tri ba 1 Governnents on reservation problems. As 
impediments in our procedures, regulations or statutes are identified 
which limit our ability to work effectively with Tribes consistent with 
this Policy, we will seek to remove those impediments. 

5. THE AGENCY, IN KEEPING WITH THE FEDERAL TRUST RESPONSIBILITY, WILL 
ASSURE THAT TRIBAL CONCERNS AND INTERESTS ARE CONSIDERED WHENEVER EPA'S 
ACTIONS ANO/OR DECISIONS MAY AFFECT RESERVATION ENVIRONMENTS. 

EPA recognizes that a trust responsibility derives from the his
torical relationship between the Federal Government and Indian Tribes 
as expressed in certain treaties and Federal Indian Law. in keeping 
with that trust responsibility, the Agency will endeavor to protect 
the environmental interests of Indian Tribes when carrying out its 
responsibilities that may affect the reservations. 

6. THE AGENCY WILL ENCOURAGE COOPERATION BETWEEN TRIBAL, ~TATE AND 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO RESOLVE ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF MUTUAL CONCERN. 

Sound environmental planning and management require the cooperation 
and mutual consideration of neighboring governments, whether those 
governments be neighboring States, Tribes, or local units of government. 
Accordingly, EPA will encourage early communication and cooperation 
among Tribes, States and local governments. This is not intended to 
lend Federal support to any one party to the jeopardy of the interests 
of the other. Rather, it recognizes that in the field of environmental 
regulation, problems are often shared and the principle of comity 
between P.qua ls and neighbors often serves the best interests of both. 

7. THE AGENCY WILL WORK WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES WHICH HAVE RELATED 
RESPONSIBILITIES ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS TO ENLIST THEIR INTEREST AND 
SUPPORT IN COOPERATIVE EFFORTS TO HELP TRIBES ASSUME ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITIES FOR RESERVATIONS. 

EPA will seek and promote cooperation between federal agencies to 
protect human health and the environment on reservations. We will 
work with other agencies to clearly identify and delineate the roles, 
responsibilities and relationships of our respective organizations anc 
to assist Tribes in developing and managin9 environ!Tl!ntal programs for 
reservation lands. 
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8. fHE AGENCY wILL STRIVE TO ASSURE COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES 
ANO REGULATIONS ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS. 

In those cases where facilities owned or managed by Tribal Governments 
a:-e not in compliance with Federal environirental statutes, EPA will wo:--k 
cooperatively with Tribal leadership to develop means to achieve compliance, 
p:-oviding technical support and consultation as necessary to enable Tribal 
facilities to comply. Because of the distinct status af Indian Tribes and the 
complex legal iss1Jes involved, direct EPA action through the judicial or 
administrative process will be considered where the Agency determines, in its 
judgirent, that: (1) a significant threat to human health or the environ~nt 
ex~sts, (2) such action would reasonably be expected to achieve effective 
:esults in a tiirely manner, and (3) the Federal Governrrent cannot utilize 
other alternatives to correct the problem in a timely fashion. 

!n those cases where reservation facilities are clearly owned or managed 
by private parties and there is no substantial Tribal interest or contro.l 
;nvol ved, the Agency will endeavor to act in cooperation with the ·affected 
T:-i ba 1 Government, but wi 11 otherwise respond to noncompliance by private 
parties on Indian reservations as the Agency would to noncompliance by the 
p:-ivate sector elsewhere in the country. Where the Tribe has a substantial 
proprietary interest in, or control over, the privately owned or managed 
facility, EPA will respond as described in the first paragraph above. 

9. YHE AGENCY WILL INCORPORATE THESE INDIAN POLICY GOALS INTO ITS PLANNING 
AND MANAGE~ENT ACTIVITIES, INCLUDING ITS BUDGET, OPERATING GUIDANCE, LEGISLA
: t\E I~nTIAT1VES, MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM AND ONGOING POLICY AND 
REGULATION DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES. 

It is a central purpose of this effort to ensure that the principles 
cf this Policy are effectively institutionalized by incorporating them into 
t.he Agency's ongoing and long-term planning and manageirent processes. Agency 
;nanagers will include specific progralllfTlatic actions designed to resolve proD-
1ems or. Ind~an reservations in the Agency's existing fiscal year and long-term 
planning and management processes. 

William D. Ruckelshaus 
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INTRODUCTION 

OF"FtC.E 00 

THE AOMINISTRATO~ 

The Administrator has signed the attached EPA Indian Policy. This 
document sets forth the broad principles that will guide the Agency in 
its re 1 at ions with American lndi an Tribal Governments and in the admi n·i s
trati on of EPA programs on Indian reservation lands. 

This Policy concerns more than one hundred federally-recognized 
Tribal Governments and the environment of a geographical area that is 
larger than the combined area of the States of Maryland, New Jersey, 
Connecticut. Massachusetts, Vermont. New Hampshire and Maine. It is an 
important sector of the country, and constitutes the remaining lands of 
America's first stewards of the environment, the American Indian Tribes. 

The Policy places a strong emphasis on incorporating Tribal Govern
ments into the operation and management of EPA's delegable programs. 
This concept is based on the President's Federal Indi::;- ~o'icy published 
on January 24, 1983 and the analysis, recormiendation~ .. mJ Agency input 
to the EPA Indian Work Group's Discussion Paper, Administration of 
Environmental Programs on American Indian Reservations (July 1983). 

TIMING AND SCOPE 

Because of the importance of the reservation environments, we must 
begin immediately to incorporate the principles of EPA's Indian Policy 
into the conduct of our everyday business. Our established operating 
procedures (including long-range budgetary and operational planning acti
vities) have not consistently focused on the proper role of Tribal Govern
ments or the special legal and political problems of program management 
on Indian lands. As a result, it will require a phased and sustained 
effort over time to fully implement the principles of the Policy and to 
take the steps outlined in this Guidance. 
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Some Regions and Program Offices have already made individual starts 
along the lines· of the Policy and Guidance. I believe that a clear 
Agency-wide policy will enable all programs to build on these efforts so 
that. within the limits of our legal and budgetary constraints, the Agency 
as a whole can make respectable progress in the next year. 

As we begin th2 first year of operations under the Indian Poi icy, we 
cannot expect to solve all of the problems we will face in administering 
programs under the unique legal and political circumstances presented by 
lndi an reservations. We can, however, concentrate on specific priority 
problems and issues and proceed to address these systematically and care
fully in the first year. With this general emphasis, I believe that we 
can make respectab 1 e progress and es tab 1 i sh good precedents for working 
effectively with Tribes. By working within a manageable scope and pace, 
we can dev~lop a coordinated base which can be expanded, and, as appropriate, 
accelerated in the second and third years of operations under the Policy. 

In addition to routine application of the Policy and this Guidance in 
the conduct of our everyday business, th~ first year's implementation effort 
will emphasize conceritrated work on a discrete number of representative 
problems through cooperative programs or pilot projects. In the Regions, 
this effort should include the identification and initiation of work 0'1 

priority Tribal projects. At Headquarters, it should involve the resolution 
of the 1ega1, policy and procedural problems which hamper our ability to 
implement the kinds of projects identified by the Regions. 

The Indian Work Group (IWG), which is chaired by the Director of the 
8ffice of Federal Activities and composed of representatives of key regional 
and headquarters offices, wi 11 faci 1 it ate and coordinate these efforts. 
The IWG wi 11 begin immediately to help identify the specific projects 
which may be ripe for implementation and the problems needing resolution 
in the first year. 

Because we are starting in "mid-stream," the implementation effort 
wi11 ne:cessarily require some contribution of personnel time and funds. 
While no one program will be affected in a major fashion, almost all Agency 
programs are affected to some degree. I do not expect the investment in 
projects on Indian Lands to cause any serious restriction in the States' 
funding support or in their ability to function effectively. To preserve 
the flexibility of each Region and each program, we have not set a target 
for allocation of FY 85 funds. I am confident, however, that Regions and 
program offices can, through readjustment of existing resources, demonstrate 
significant and credible progress in the implementation of EPA's Policy in 
the next year. 
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ACTION 

Subject to these constraints, Regions and program managers should now 
initiate actions to implement the principles of the Indian Pol-icy. The 
eight categories set forth below will direct our initial implementation 
activities. Further guidance will be provided by the Assistant Adminis
trator for External Affairs as experience indicates a need for such guidance. 

l. THE ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS WILL SERVE AS 
LEAD AGENCY CLEARINGHO~SE AND COORDINATOR FOR INDIAN POLICY MATTERS. 

This responsibility will include coordinating the 
appropriate Agency guidelines pertaining to Indian issues. 
implementation of the Indian Policy and this Guidance. 
the Assistant Administrator for External Affairs will 
assistance and support of the EPA Indian Work Group. 

development of 
the 

In this effort 
rely upon the 

2. THE INDIAN WORK GROUP (IWG) WILL ASSIST ANO SUPPORT THE ASSISTANT 
ADMINISTRATOR FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS IN DEVELOPING AND RECOMMENDING DETAILED 
GUIDANCE AS NEEDED ON INDIAN POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION MATTERS. ASSISTANT 
ADMINISTRATORS, REGIONAL ADMINISTRATORS ANO THE · GENERAL COUNSEL SHOULD 
DESIGNATE APPROPRIATE REPRESENTATIVES TO THE INDIAN WORK GROUP AND PROVIDE 
THEM ~ITH ADEQUATE TIME AND RESOURCES NEEDED TO CARRY OUT THE IWG'S 
RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR 
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS. 

The Indian Work Group, (IWG) chaired by the Director of the Office of 
Federal Activities. will be an important entity for consolidating the 
experience and advice of the key Assistant and Regional Administrators on 
Indian Policy matters. It will perform the following functions: identify 
specific legal, policy, and procedural impediments to working directly 
with Tribes on reservation problems; help develop appropriate guidance 
for overcoming such impediments; reconvnend opportunities for implementation 
of appropriate programs or pilot projects; and perform other services in 
support of Agency managers in implementing the Indian Policy. 

The initial task of the IWG will be to develop reconmendations and 
suggest priorities for specific opportunities for program implementation 
in the first year of operations under the Indian Policy and this Guidance. 

To accomplish this, the General Counsel and each Regional and Assistant 
Administrator must be actively represented on the IWG by a staff member 
authorized to speak for his or her office. Further, the designated 
representative(s) should be afforded the time and resources, including 
travel. needed to provide significant staff support to the work of the 
IWG. 
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.. ·,; .;NJ R 1~1:Jr1AL ADMINISTRATORS SHOULD UNDERTAKE ACTIVE OUTREACH AND 
'!;:;·E • i='ROVIJ!\G ADEQUATE INFORMATION TO ALLOW THEM TO WORK 

; • :,. • 1 ; ~; ;: ,):~ '1 E 0 w A Y • 

l·' ~-:-~-: first thirteen years of the Agency's existence, we have worked 
'."'': r" 2~;:_.:i:•:i;:1 :wrkir.9 relationships with State Governments, providing 
Cd1:~s:.,:ii.;ri.j information and sufficient interpretation and explanations to 
Ana:,;e the.-, to work effectively with us in the development of cooperative 
St.a::: µ;c.,'::lrc.ms unCier ou; various statutes. In a similar manner, EPA managers 
~hould try to establish direct, face-to-face contact (preferably on the 
:-~ser'la~.~or.) with Tribal Government officials. This liaison is essential to 
und~rstanding Tri~al needs, perspectives and priorities. It will also foster 
TribJ! understanding of EPA's programs and procedures needed to deal effec
t i ,. e ; y w i th us . 

4. ASSISTANT ANO REGIONAL ADMINISTRATORS SHOULD ALLOCATE RESOURCES TO MEET 
TRIB1;L NE~8S, wiTHIN THE CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED BY COMPETING PRIORITIES ANO BY 
:j~·? LEG~i... AUTHURITY. 

As Tribes move to assume responsibilities similar to those borne by EPA 
or State r;overnments, an appropriate block of funds must be set aside to 
SJ~oort reservation abatement, control and compliance activities. 

Because we wa~t to begin to implement the Indian Policy now, we cannot 
wait 11ntil ;:y 87 to formally budget for programs on Indian lands. Accordingly, 
for manv ;1ro9ra:ric;, funds for initial Indian projects in FY 85 and FY 86 
""'~ l l r,ceJ tr. C•J'n~ from resources currently planned for support to EPA-and 
~·~ .. '.ltf-:r:anl'l•J:><1 c•rograms meeting similar objectives. As I stated earlier, we 
do :1·1': Axp.~cr to resolve all problems and address all environmental needs on 
r-t"•>ervati0n.s ~r::m~·.1iately. However, we can make a significant beginning 
wi~iout und111y restricting our ability to fund ongoing programs. 

lam asking each Assistant Administrator and Regional Administrator to 
tak2 ~eas~res within his or her discretion and authority to provide sufficient 
Stdff ti:ne and grant funds to allow the Agency to initiate projects on Indian 
1 ands : o: .:y S5 and FY 86 that wi 11 c.onsti tute a respectable step towards 
implementa:ion of the Indian Policv. 

5. ASSISTANT AND REGIONAL ADMINISTRATORS, WITH LEGAL SUPPORT PROVIDED BY THE 
GENERAL COUNSEL, SHOULD ASSIST TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS IN PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AS 
THEY HAVE DONE FOR THE STATES. 

The Agency has provided extensive staff work and assistance to State 
Governments over the years in the development of environmental programs 
and program management capabilities. This assistance has become a routine 
aspect of Federal/State relations, enabling and expediting the States' 
assumption of delegable programs under the various EPA statutes. This "front 
end'' investment has promoted cooperation and increased State involvement 
in the regulatory process. 
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As tl"\e A.gency begins to deal with Tribal Governments as partners in 
reservation envi ronrnental prograf'lTiling. we will find a similar need for EPA 
assistance. Many Regional and program personnel have extensive experience 
in working with Stat~s on program design ;ind development; their expertise 
should be used to assist Tribal Governments where needed. 

6. ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATORS, REGIONAL ADMINISTRATORS AND THE GENERAL 
COUNSEL SHOULD TAKE ACTI\IZ STEPS TO ALLOW TRIBES TO PROVIDE INFORMED INPUT 
INTO EPA'S DECISION-MAKING AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES WHICH AFF:C~ 
RESERVATION ENVIRONMENTS. 

Where EPA manages Federal programs and/'or makes decisions re 1 at i ng 
directly or indirectly to reservation environments, full corsideratio~ anct 
weight should be given to the public policies, priorities and concerns of the 
affected Indian Tribes as expressed through their Tribal Governments. Agency 
managers should make a special effort to inform Tribes of EPA decisions and 
activities which can affect their reservations and solicit their input as we 
have done with State Governments. Where necessary, this should inc1ude provid
ing the necessary information, explanation and/or briefings needed to foster 
the informed participation of Tribal Governments in the Agency's standard-
setting and policy-making activities. · 

7. ASSISTANT ANO REGIONAL ADMINISTRATORS SHOULD, TO THE MAXIMUM FEASIBLE 
EXTENT. INCORPORATE TRIBAL CONCERNS, NEEDS AND PREFERENCES INTO EPA' S POLICY 
DECISIONS ANO PROGRAM MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES AFFECTING RESERVATIONS. 

It has been EPA's practice to seek out and accord special consideration 
to local interests and concerns, within the limits allowed by our statutory 
mandate and nationally established criteria and standards. Consistent with 
the Federal and Agency policy to recognize Tribal Governments as the primary 
voice for expressing public policy on reservations, EPA managers should, within 
th~ limits of their flexibility, seek and utilize Tribal input and preferences 
in those situations where we have traditionally utilized State or local input. 

We recognize that conflicts in policy, priority or preference may arise 
between States and Tribc!S as it does between neighboring States. As in the 
case of conflicts betwee~ neighboring States, EPA will encourage early communi
cation and cooperation ~e~ween Tribal and State Governments to avoid and resolve 
such issues. This is net intended to 1 en':! Federal support to any one party in 
its dealings with th~ other. Rather, it recognizes that in the field of environ
mental regulation, problems are often shared and the principle of comity between 
equals often serves the interests of both. 

Several of the environmental statutes include a conflict resolution mechan
ism which enables EPA to use its good offices to balance and resolve the con
flict. These procedures ca.n be applied to conflicts between Tribal and State 
Governments that cannot otherwise be resolved. EPA can play a moderating role 
by following the conflict resolution principles set by the statute, the Federal 
trust responsibility and the EPA Indian Policy. 
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8. ASSISTANT.ADMINISTRATORS, REGIONAL ADMINISTRATORS AND THE GENERAL COUNSEL 
SHOULD WORK COOPERATIVELY WITH TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS TO ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE WITH 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS, CONSISTENT 
~ITH THE PRINCIPLE OF INDIAN SELF-GOVERNMENT. 

The EPA Indian Policy recognizes Tribal Governments as the key. 
governments having responsibility for matters affecting the health and 
welfare of the Tribe. Accordingly, where tribally owned or managed 
facilities do not meet Federally established standards, the Agency will 
endeavor to work with the Tribal leadership to enable the Tribe to 
achieve compliance. Where reservation facilities are clearly owned or 
;:ianaged by· private parties and there is no substantial Tribal interest 
or control involved, the Agency will endeavor to act in cooperation with the 
affected Tri ba 1 Government, but wi 11 otherwise res'J>ond to noncompliance by 
private parties on I11dian reservations as we do to noncompliance by the 
private sector off-reservation. 

Actions to enable and ensure cJmpliance by Tribal facilities with 
Federal statutes and regulations include providing consultation and 
technical support to Tri ba 1 1 ea de rs and managers concerning the impacts 
of noncompliance on Tribal health and the reservation environment 
and steps needed to achieve such compliance. As appropriate, EPA may 
also develop compliance agreements with Tribal Governments and work 
cooperatively with other Federal agencies to assist Tribes in meeting 
Federal standards. 

Because of the unique legal and political status of Indian Tribes 
in the Federal System, direct EPA actions against Tribal facilities 
through the judicial or administrative process will be considered where 
the Agency determines, in its judgment, that: (l) a significant threat to 
human health or the environment exists, (2) such action would reasonably be 
expected to achieve effective results in a timely manner, and (3) the Federal 
Government cannot ut i1 i ze other alternatives to correct the prob 1 em in a 
timely fashion. Regional Administrators proposing to initiate such action 
should first obtain concurrence from the Assistant Administrator for Enforce
ment and Compliance Mo~itoring, who will act in consultation with the Assis
tant Administrator for External Affairs and the General Counsel. In emergency 
situations, the Regional Administrator may issue emergency Temporary Restrain
; ng Orders, provided that the appropriate procedures set forth in Agency 
delegations for such actions are followed. 
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" ASSISTANT ADMlNtSTRATORS, REG!ONAL ADMINISTRATORS AND THE GENERAL COUNSEL 
SHOULD BEGIN TO FACTOR INDIM~ ?OLICY GOALS INTO THEIR LONG-RANGE PLANNING AND 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT ACT!VITIES, INCLUDING BUDGET, OPER.A.TING GUIDANCE, MANAGEMENT 
ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEMS AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS. 

In order to car~y out the principles of the EPA Indian Policy and work 
effect~vely with Tr'iba1 Governments on a long-range basis, it will be necessary 
to ir.stit:Jtiona1ize the .Agency's pclicy goals in the mar,ageme!'1t ~ystems tha~ 
reguiate Agency behavior·. Where we have systematical1y inccrpora:ec State nee~s. 
concerns and cooperative ro 1 es into our budget. Operating Gui dance, management 
accountability systems and performance standards, .we must now begin to factor the 
Agency's Indian Policy goals into these same procedures and activities. 

Agency managers should begin to consider Indian reservations and Tribes 
when conducting routine planning and management activities or carrying out 
special policy analysis ac:ivities. In addition, the IWG, operating under the 
direction of the Assistant Administrator for External Affairs and with 
assistance from the Assistant Administrator for Policy, Planning and Evaluation, 
will identify and recommend specific steps to be taken to ensure that Indian 
Policy goals are effectively incorporated and institutionalized in the Agency's 
procedures and operations. 

Attachment 


